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David Ehrlich v.
Audubon Quartet, Inc., et al.

Non-Profit Corporations—“Squeeze-Out” of Shareholder—
Valuation of Non-Profit Corporation

1. Where a nominally non-profit entity has significant cash
flow, pays profits to owners, charges fees for performances, and
pays business expenses out of revenues, it will be treated as a
business corporation.

2. Conduct of other three owners in squeezing out fourth owner
from management of business, access to bank accounts, and par-
ticipation in fees and retirement funds constitutes oppressive
conduct and a breach of owners’ fiduciary duties toward other
owner, and demonstrates selfish motives.

3. Non-profit entity being conducted as a business corpora-
tion is properly valued as a business corporation.

4. Authority of Court to dissolve corporation necessarily
includes power to award to squeezed out owner an equitable
distribution of his interest in the entity, in addition to other
equitable relief.

5. Award of counsel fees to squeezed out owner is appropriate
where other owners’ counsel fees have been paid by entity, and
where no recoupment from those owners is unlikely to be de-
manded or received.

(Margaret P. Joy)

David F. Alpern, Louis P. Vitti, Marcus H. Long, Jr., and Leslie E.
Hagie for Plaintiff.
Charles R. Beller, III and Thomas Hollander for Audubon Quar-
tet, Inc.
Kevin Holt and William Rakes for Defendants Shaw, Lederer and
Takayama.

No. GD 00-9438. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION, ADJUDICATION AND DECREE NISI

O’Reilly, J., October 12, 2001—This somewhat novel matter
first came before me on June 6, 2000, on application by Plaintiff,
David Ehrlich (“Ehrlich”) for a Preliminary Injunction against
Audubon Quartet, Inc., a Pennsylvania Non-Profit Corporation,
(“Quartet”), Clyde T. Shaw (“Shaw”), Doris Lederer (“Lederer”)
and Akemi Takayama (“Takayama”) (“Defendants”). This Opin-
ion is rendered under Rule 1517 of the Rules of Civil Procedure.
The Quartet is a classical string quartet and the Plaintiff and
individual Defendants are the four players. The matter had origi-
nally been filed on May 30, 20001, and the Honorable S. Louis
Farino of this Court granted a Preliminary Injunction enjoining
a special meeting of the Quartet, and the attendance, and/or
participation therein by the individuals Defendants; enjoining
Quartet from holding or attending any other membership or
Board Meetings until further Order of Court; and accepting a
Bond previously posted in a case between the same parties in
the Montgomery County Court in the Commonwealth of Virginia
as Bond for this case.

The Quartet is a non-profit Pennsylvania Corporation formed
on February 5, 1979, and basically involves 4 musicians who com-
prise the Quartet, and who are all associate professors on the
faculty of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (“VA
Tech”) in Blacksburg, Virginia. The Virginia Court, however, de-
clined jurisdiction of the dispute that was developing among the

parties because Virginia Law forbids its courts to interfere in
the internal affairs of a corporation that was not a Virginia Cor-
poration.

The first violinist, Ehrlich, filed a Complaint in Equity and
the Petition for Preliminary Injunction in this Court. When it
came before me on June 6, Ehrlich requested that the matter be
referred back to Virginia, and await disposition of another case
that he had filed against the same Defendants in Virginia. Coun-
sel for the Quartet vigorously opposed any such referral back to
Virginia. Given the fact that the case involved an intra corporate
dispute among the principles of the corporation, and Judge
Grubbs letter opinion, and the clear language of the Virginia
Statute, I retained jurisdiction over the case.

As the evidence developed, it became clear that the issue was
the summary ouster of Ehrlich as first violinist from the Quartet
by the other three members, to-wit, Shaw-cello; Lederer-viola;
Takayama-second violin. This was accomplished via a conference
among the three other players without Ehrlich, and without no-
tice to him, and without a formal meeting of the corporation, at
which time they determined that he would be removed. Shaw,
then President and Chairman of the Board, at that time devel-
oped a document captioned “NOTICE OF TERMINATION” dated
February 21, in which he advised Ehrlich that his employment
with the Quartet, and his position as violinist were terminated
effective immediately, and that he was likewise removed from
his office of Vice President, and Director of the Corporation. Ex-
hibit A to Complaint.

Ehrlich, not agreeing with the aforesaid conduct by Shaw and
the other players, brought his Complaint in Equity seeking to
enjoin further action by the Quartet; and seeking to enjoin any
further activities by them, including any performances, and use
of any assets until such time as Ehrlich was reinstated, as well
as a request for an appointment of a Custodian and a request for
such other relief as the Court should deem appropriate.

Ehrlich relies on the Pennsylvania Non-Profit Corporation
Law, 15 Pa.C.S.A. §5981(2) for the proposition that a non-profit
corporation may be dissolved if the corporation is acting in a
oppressive or illegal fashion and it would be beneficial to the
members for the corporation to be dissolved. He further cites 15
Pa.C.S.A. §5712 for the proposition that directors of a non-profit
corporation stand in a fiduciary relationship to the corporation.

On June 20, 2001, the three individual Defendants had filed
Preliminary Objections to the complaints against them assert-
ing a lack of jurisdiction, which were argued before me on June
20, 2001. I denied the same on the theory of waiver, and the
individual Defendants thereafter Answered and raised New
Matter, and Ehrlich responded to the New Matter. All pleadings
are now closed.

I will note that while the counsel who appeared before me on
June 6, appeared on behalf of the corporation only, but he was
quick to point out that “the individual defendants have filed an
individual pleading in which they adopt our Response and New
Matter”. (N.T., June 6, 2000 p. 4). Further, in a document cap-
tioned “Affirmation of Adoption by Pro Se Defendants”, filed June
6, 2000, the individual Defendants state that they “adopt by ref-
erence the Answer to the Petition for Preliminary Injunction,
the Answer to the Amended Petition for Preliminary Injunction,
and the Defendant, Audubon Quartet’s Brief in Opposition to
Plaintiff ’s Petition for Preliminary Injunction”.

In addition, counsel for the individual Defendants entered the
case in January and appeared before me to argue with respect to
deposition scheduling, and took an active part in the depositions
taken of the 3 economic experts, the Quartet’s accountant, and of
the Plaintiff and Shaw. All of the foregoing occurred before the
Preliminary Objections were filed.

On June 6, I heard testimony from Shaw and continued the
Injunction, and the hearing, to June 28. I was then advised that
the parties were seeking mediation so I rescheduled the hearing
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to October 27. The efforts at mediation were unsuccessful, and a
hearing was held before me on October 27, which continued onto
October 30. At the close of that hearing the parties agreed to
present all other evidence to me via deposition. The same was
not completed until June 20, 2001. On June 20, 2001, I heard
argument and received briefs. I have considered all the evidence
and arguments advanced in this case including testimony, depo-
sition transcripts, and documentary evidence.

I. FACTS

In the course of the three days testimony2 before me, the evi-
dence demonstrated that Shaw became displeased with what he
characterized as “back channeling” by Ehrlich in an effort to ac-
quire for Ehrlich’s use as first violinist, a concert class violin, a
Bergonzi, and committing the Quartet to give an annual free
concert in the continental United States to such benefactor as
might provide the aforesaid Bergonzi. The apparent price of such
an instrument is $900,000. Shaw also contended that Ehrlich,
when confronted with his “back channeling” effort, behaved as if
he had been caught with his “hand in the cookie jar” and other-
wise reacted inappropriately. (N.T. June Hearing p. 52).

“Back channeling” appeared to be Shaw’s phrase for Ehrlich’s
seeking philanthropic support for his acquiring a Bergonzi with-
out notice to Shaw or the others. The pledge for a free concert for
such benefactor also nettled Shaw, and he opined that Ehrlich’s
commitment to play for the benefactor damaged the Quartet.
(N.T. June Hearing pp. 54-59).

The Bergonzi matter is somewhat confusing in that in 1998
or 1999 the University Foundation had purchased a Bergonzi
for $900,000 for the use of the Quartet and Ehrlich. Ehrlich played
the Bergonzi in 1999. It appears that Ehrlich had tried to get
another Bergonzi for his use and had solicited, unsuccessfully,
one or two potential benefactors to buy the same and promised
the free concert. This effort never came to fruition. Ehrlich, how-
ever, in an effort to help Takayama get a better instrument, gave
her a copy of his prior solicitation letter which she might use,
but with the admonition that it not be disclosed. Her disclosure
of it to the Quartet contributed to the tension among them.

When confronted, Ehrlich expressed his view that the Quar-
tet was spinning out of control, and that they needed to take
stock of themselves, and indeed even engage in mutual psycho-
therapy to bring about a recapture of creativity. (See Ehrlich’s
letter dated February 3, 2000, Ehrlich Depo. Exhibit 8). Ehrlich
also threatened lawsuits if things did not improve in the Quar-
tet. Later, Ehrlich read a letter to the other 3 wherein he recites
the Quartet’s lengthy history of trying to get quality instruments
and apologizes for any misunderstanding his effort at obtaining
the Bergonzi created and professes that he acted in good faith
and for the benefit of the Quartet. In his letter he also refers to
prior efforts to get a Stradivarius, which had universal support
of the Quartet, and apologized for his error in thinking the same
attitude prevailed with reference to the Bergonzi.

Shaw and the others were displeased with this “back chan-
neling” and it is cited by Shaw as the basis for his being removed
from the Quartet. While Shaw considered this “back channel-
ing” and threatened law suits as indicative of a lack of trust which
required Ehrlich’s removal, he finds nothing untoward in his own
behavior in December, 1999, when he filed with the U.S. Patent
and Trading Office to register the name Audubon Quartet in his
name alone without advising Ehrlich. (Shaw Depo. pp. 104, 112-
115 & Exhibits 11, 12 & 13). Shaw also alluded to “artistic differ-
ences” among the players. (N.T. June Hearing pp. 51-53).

As best as I can determine, the “artistic differences” involved
the powerful sound of the Bergonzi and how it impacted the role
of the second violin (Takayama). The players had discussed con-
sulting a respected teacher or other qualified professional for
advice and assistance on this issue, but they could not agree.
Takayama, the newest and youngest member of the Quartet, also

expressed dissatisfaction with Ehrlich’s avuncular attitude to-
ward her. Lederer, the violinist, and Shaw’s wife said Ehrlich’s
play was “substandard” when he joined the Quartet 16 years
ago, but she thought he would improve. (N.T. October Hearing
p. 274). During the time of Ehrlich’s tenure, the income to the
Quartet increased, their bookings expanded, they acquired an
agent, and they never received any negative critical reviews of
their performances.

By way of background, the Quartet had begun performing in
1974, at which time it was comprised of Shaw, Gregory Fulkerson,
Janet Brady, and Larry Bradford. (Shaw Depo. p. 128). It per-
formed in the Scranton vicinity and secured an appointment at
Marywood College, a small Catholic women’s college in Scranton,
as the “in residence” chamber music quartet.

The name grew out of a lighthearted meeting of the Quartet
in Texas in April 1, 1974, when they needed a name to put on a
demonstration tape. (Shaw Dep. p. 234-238). I say lighthearted
because one of the players, since they were in Texas, wanted to
name it “The Armadillo Quartet”. The name Audubon surfaced
because Shaw had an old girlfriend who lived near an Audubon
School, and one of the other players had attended an Audubon
Elementary School in Winter Park, Florida. Shaw also said they
wanted an “American” name to underscore the democracy that
would reign within the Quartet. Shaw added that he had
“brokered” the meeting and considered himself the “papa” of the
Quartet. (Shaw Depo. p. 237).

A thread that runs through this case is Shaw’s apparent belief
that the Quartet is his personal property and that the players all
“work” for him. The facts demonstrate otherwise, however, and
show that each new player became a member and Director of the
corporation and had an equal voice with all the others. Further,
no written documents were even developed suggesting that the
players were anything other than equal equity owners of the cor-
poration and the corporation functioned as if each was an equal
owner. No one contends any oral agreement existed that limited
their equal equity status. This of course is consistent with the
democratic premise on which the Quartet was founded. They took
equal “bonuses” and attempted to equalize expenses, and in all
other things were guided by equality and unanimity, until some-
time in 1999 when Shaw decided to secure the name as his trade-
mark alone. There is no showing of any equity contribution by any
player at anytime and they lived off the receipts and grants the
Quartet generated, plus such salary as the “in residence” status
produced. They each own their instruments, with the exception of
the Bergonzi, and maintenance costs are all paid out as expenses
of the Quartet.

The Quartet operated as a business and the product was their
musical performances. They engaged in no eleemosynary or chari-
table activities and even an Annual Spring Chamber Music Con-
ference they gave at VA Tech was done for a fee. Dispute exists
among the parties over a certain power point computer generated
program, with music, that they developed in regard to the Terezein
concentration camp during World War II. Shaw contended this is
his property because he did the laborious work of selecting pic-
tures and integrating them into the computer generated images.
Ehrlich claims he assisted in development of the program includ-
ing preparing a narrative given during the program. The music
itself is readily available and others have played it. Shaw asserts
the power point computer program is his creation. Ehrlich points
out that Shaw accomplished this with grant funds from a govern-
ment agency.

To the parties’ credit, they seemed to have worked out their
disputes as to receipt of musical scores.

On February, 1979, the Quartet was incorporated as a non-
profit corporation in Pennsylvania, and was styled as Audubon
Quartet, Inc. Its location was the Music Department of Marywood
College and its corporate purposes were the “promotion and per-
formance of live chamber music in Pennsylvania, and to increase
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public awareness and attention to chamber music”. The names
of the incorporators on the document filed with the Pennsylvania
Department of State were the four players at that time, Dennis
Cleveland, Doris Lederer, Thomas Shaw, and Sharon Smith. An
Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation was filed on August
26, 1980, which incorporated the language of the Internal Rev-
enue Code, specifically, Section 501(c)(3) so that the corporation
could qualify for tax-deductible contributions. Those Articles of
Amendment were received as Exhibit 2 and they bear the signa-
ture of Clyde T. Shaw, President who is also known as Tom Shaw.

Testimony received from Shaw, and later from Ehrlich, was
that the Corporation functioned on a very informal basis and
few meetings were held or minutes kept. Indeed, minutes from
only 3 meetings were provided. Suffice to say, when the Quartet
became affiliated with VA Tech, they filed an annual statement
with the Virginia Department of State on a form signed by one of
the officers simply indicating that they were an existing corpo-
ration. The four players of the Quartet served as the four officers
of the Corporation on a more or less rotating basis, although it
appears that the rotation was not strictly adhered to. Such rota-
tion accounted for Shaw being President in February.

While the Quartet has placed various other individuals on its
Board of Directors, usually associated with the University, none
of them draw any salary, or bonuses or receive any funds from
the Quartet, and have little to do with the actual operation of it.
Indeed formal meetings and minutes thereof were few and far
between.

At some point in the 1980’s, the Quartet developed an affilia-
tion with VA Tech and left Marywood College, and became the
“in residence” string quartet for the burgeoning VA Tech. Ehrlich
joined the Quartet in 1984, and became an officer and member of
the Board of Directors. David Salnes became the second violin,
shortly after Ehrlich joined the Quartet and likewise became an
officer and member of the Board of Directors. Between 1979 and
1984 there had been changes in the composition of the Quartet,
particularly among the violinists, but Shaw has always been with
the Quartet, and Doris Lederer, his wife, joined in 1976.3

From the time of contact with VA Tech, the fortunes of the
Quartet and the members improved so that by 1997, the four
members had been appointed Associate Professors, and each re-
ceived approximately $50,000 per annum salary, plus benefits,
as well as performing with the Quartet.4  Prior to 1997, the Quar-
tet had received a gross contract amount from VA Tech, which
they shared equally, but when they become faculty members,
they got W-2 earnings directly from the school.

The appointment was for an indefinite term and would ter-
minate only upon the appointees leaving the Quartet, or separa-
tion from it. While they were each given 1-year contracts in 1997,
the evidence developed that from 1997 until the problem herein,
the contract simply rolled over and was never re-negotiated or
reissued, and increased to the present $51,000 salary.

The terms of the appointment were closely intertwined with
performance by the Quartet, and they were required to give at
least 3 concerts during the academic year; give other perfor-
mances and classes with respect to music; and hold themselves
out as the “quartet in residence at Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University”. The University retained a power of ap-
proval, and presumably veto, as to any new member who might
join the Quartet, but any such new player, on approval, would
also receive an Associate Professor appointment.

These facts show that a close relationship exists between VA
Tech and the Quartet, and continued employment by the one is
tied to playing in the other.

Concurrent with the removal and the letter of February 21,
Shaw took steps to place the considerable funds of the Quartet
out of Ehrlich’s reach. Specifically, Shaw transferred funds from
the Quartet’s bank account in Virginia to an account in Pennsyl-
vania, and removed Ehrlich’s name from the account in Virginia.

(N.T. October Hearing pp. 62-64). In fact, Shaw could not ex-
plain why he transferred funds to an account in Pennsylvania
when he had already removed Ehrlich’s name from the Virginia
account. (N.T. October Hearing p. 64).

In the course of the case, I had also appointed a Custodian,
Attorney Webster Day, who assembled financial information, and
provided me with a report as to the sources of income and the
disbursements of the same.

Discovery, including the examination of financial documents,
tax returns, and payments made by the Quartet for other play-
ers, show me that the Quartet makes substantial sums of money
irrespective of their professorships and that Ehrlich has now been
thrown out of an entity with substantial earning capacity and to
which he contributed for 16 years.

With respect to the income of the Quartet and of the players
from it, discovery produced voluminous tax records and the play-
ers W-2’s for the period 1995 through 1999. The W-2’s issued in
1995 and 1996 are for approximately $44,000 per annum for
each player. The W-2’s for 1997, 1998 and 1999 dropped to
$14,000, $3,000, and $7,000 respectively. I assume the large
sums paid in 1995 and 1996 reflect the lump sum contract
amount paid to the Quartet before the players were placed on
the faculty of the VA Tech.

On its face it appears that the players as Quartet members
were earning little, and the W-2’s would suggest that playing in
the Quartet was almost a hobby or an avocation outside the VA
Tech contract.

However, other evidence in the case revealed that substan-
tial sums of money were earned by the Quartet, but apparently
distributed only when the players felt the need for a “bonus” which
was the name given to the funds reflected in the W-2’s and dis-
tributed by the Quartet.

Specifically, the Quartet kept funds in a CAP account, which
produced more interest than a traditional checking account, as
well as in a traditional checking account. At the start of the year
2000, there was $112,258.20 in the CAP account and $58,821.78
in their checking account. The sum of $34,568 was paid out in
January, 2000 consisting of $19,978 for “bonuses”, $10,000 into
retirement or pension accounts for the players and the balance
of $4,490 for expenses. On February 23, 2000, two days after
Ehrlich was ousted, the Quartet’s bank account in Virginia was
closed, and the funds therein, $58,821.38, were transferred to a
new account opened in Lebanon, Pennsylvania, and $75,187.58
in the CAP account was deposited into a new Virginia account.
Shortly thereafter, $75,000 was withdrawn and deposited in
Attorney Ternet’s Trust Account. Later, in July, a pension pro-
gram maintained by the Quartet for the players with Fidelity
Investments was liquidated producing an additional $40,956.

Although small “bonuses” were paid out, the Quartet had ac-
cumulated $212,035.98.

The Quartet continued to perform after Ehrlich’s ouster, and
he played 4 engagements with them before the injunction was
issued. Funds continued to flow into the Quartet, and were paid
out. Between February 23 and July 14, the sum of $130,484 had
been paid out by the Quartet to 7 different attorneys, including
the aforesaid $75,000 to the Trust Account of Attorney Alan
Ternet, of Kansas.

The record reveals that the Quartet was not involved in any
litigation before the Ehrlich matter, and I, therefore, conclude
that this outpouring of funds all relate to the removal of Ehrlich.

I recognize that much of the money was paid into Attorney’s
Trust Accounts to be billed against thereafter, but the cold fact
remains that a large amount of money had been earned by the
Quartet, and the W-2’s do not accurately reflect the value of the
Quartet, or its income generating capabilities. Although the De-
fendants assert that the Quartet is a non-profit corporation, and
essentially has no value, these facts suggest otherwise.

Shaw also mounted a Defense Fund Campaign to pay for
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legal fees.

II. Legal Analysis and Conclusions

From the beginning, the defense has repeatedly emphasized
the non-profit status of the corporation, and accordingly, asserts
that Ehrlich has virtually no rights with respect to the funds
that the Quartet had on the date of separation, including the
retirement funds; to any funds earned since his ouster; nor to
any income projected to be made in the future. The defense like-
wise ignores the impact on Ehrlich’s position as Associate Pro-
fessor with VA Tech, by his summary ouster.

Ehrlich has asserted that he is being treated as a minority
shareholder in a business corporation; is being improperly
“squeezed out”; and is being oppressed by the majority to his
economic detriment.

As to applicable law, my research has led to few Pennsylvania
cases on this subject matter. Ehrlich has, however, cited Arc Manu-
facturing Co., Inc. v. Conrad, 467 A.2d 1133 (Pa.Super. 1983), which
provides guidance. While it involves a business corporation, it was
closely held by 3 shareholders and is quite apposite to this case,
and to the “squeeze out” of Ehrlich.

There, the Court found that the two shareholders in control
of the corporation violated their fiduciary duty to the third by
meeting without notice to him and terminating him as an Officer;
barring him from the business premises; excluding him from busi-
ness participation; terminating his salary and excluding him from
the pension plan; wasting corporate assets by paying their indi-
vidual legal fees with corporation funds.

The parallel to this case is obvious and the Quartet’s non-
profit name does not insulate it and the 3 players from liability
for their breach of the fiduciary duty. The general law appears to
be that the members of a closely held corporation are held to owe
each other a fiduciary duty of the utmost good faith and loyalty
and a close corporation may not act out of avarice, expediency or
self interest in derogation of their duty of loyalty to the other
stockholder and to the corporation. See for example Sugarman
v. Sugarman, 797 F.2d 3 (1st Cir., 1986). Considerable Delaware
law has also been developed in the same vein. See generally, PBI
publication, Minority Shareholders Rights, a Case Study (1996).

I find the treatment of Ehrlich to be oppressive, which war-
rants remedial action by me. I find their action to be oppressive
since it was done in such preemptory fashion, without notice to
Ehrlich, without an opportunity to participate therein, or even be
heard on the subject, and purportedly for this “back channeling”.
While it apparently irritated Shaw, it was designed to benefit the
Quartet generally, and never materialized in any event. What-
ever transgressions Ehrlich may have committed, they are minor
compared to Shaw’s effort in December, 1999 to register as a trade-
mark the name “Audubon Quartet” without notice to Ehrlich, and
with himself alone as the holder thereof. (Shaw Depo. pps. 104,
112-115, Exhibits 11, 12 & 13). Obviously, Shaw considered the
Quartet to be his and his alone, and considered himself to be the
creator and the owner.

Further, Ehrlich had played with the Quartet for 16 years
and it continued to get bookings, its income rose, and it never
received a critical review of any of its performances. This is hardly
indicative of substandard play. I further reject the testimony of
Lederer who said his play was substandard from the beginning,
but she thought he would improve. If this be true, her 16-year
tolerance of such play is of Biblical proportions. Also noteworthy
is Shaw’s judgment that Ehrlich’s offering the Quartet’s service
free, to any philanthropist who would buy the $900,000 Bergonzi,
“damaged” the Quartet. I find this an incredible statement. How
could a purported 501(c)(3) corporation be damaged by this re-
ciprocation to a benefactor of such largesse? I further credit
Ehrlich when he says that in his quest for a Stradivarius Lederer
exclaimed she would be willing to play anywhere in the world for

such a benefactor. (Ehrlich Depo. p. 56)
I am satisfied that the facts in this case show selfish motive

and breach of fiduciary duty by the 3 players in control. The cir-
cumstances of Ehrlich’s ouster, the lack of notice and opportu-
nity to be heard, and the purported indignation over the Bergonzi
matter all lead me to conclude that the majority have oppressed
and indeed, did “squeeze out” Ehrlich. Further, Shaw’s reaction
was excessive and not warranted, particularly given the fact that
he, himself, in December, 1999, began steps to appropriate the
name to himself alone.

In addition, the makeweights offered as to Ehrlich’s abilities,
which have only now surfaced after 16 years of success, disclose
a more sinister motive. While Ehrlich may have acted unwisely,
and his unilateral effort to get another Bergonzi is not to be con-
doned, his letter of apology discloses his personal commitment
to the Quartet, and his overall support of the enterprise. I, there-
fore, believe the facts demonstrate oppression as contemplated
in the governing law for a corporation of this type, 15 Pa.C.S.A.
5981 (2).

Obviously, there are now such irreconcilable differences be-
tween the players due to all that has transpired in this litigation
that any effort to direct the Quartet to resume playing with
Ehrlich as first violinist would be fruitless. Similarly, I believe
nothing would be gained by dissolving the Quartet, or by direct-
ing that the name become the property of Ehrlich. Rather, the
more equitable course of action is to permit the name “Audubon
Quartet” to continue to exist, and to continue to permit Shaw,
Lederer and Takayama to be the Members, Directors, and Offic-
ers of it as they desire. They could also develop such agreements,
understandings, and indeed Trademarks that would eliminate
future problems. However, the corporation, and the individual
Defendants, jointly and severally must reimburse Ehrlich for his
25% share of the cash in the possession of the Quartet on Febru-
ary 21, 2000 ($134,008.96); pay 25% of the liquidated pension
($40,956); pay him such expenses as he had incurred prior to
February 21, which has not yet been paid; pay him for the per-
formances that he had given, and had not yet been paid; and
finally give him the value of his interest in the corporation.

The value of the corporation was the subject of spirited debate
among the various experts deposed by the parties, and further,
enlivened by the fact that 2 of the contending experts were from
the same Finance Department of VA Tech5. The expert presented
by the defense, Dr. Vittorio Bonomo, Associate Professor of Finance,
asserted that no value could be placed on a non-profit corporation,
because it really was not a business and rather should be analo-
gized to a public park. (Bonomo Depo. p. 87). Given what I now
know about the cash on hand, the earning capacity of this entity,
the symbiotic relationship with VA Tech, and its simply being the
business that is the Audubon Quartet, I do not find any merit to
this approach. I find this to be a business corporation disguised as
a non-profit, 501(c) (3) corporation. From its inception, the 501(c)(3)
designation was merely a vehicle to get funding for the four play-
ers, either as salary or expenses from donors who wanted the tax
deduction. Even their Annual Spring Conference is done for a fee.
While the corporation may hold non-profit status, all the income
it received went to the players as income, or to cover normal
business operating expenses. Indeed, the Power point video cum
music program, which Shaw claims as his own, was developed
with grant funds. (See Shaw Depo. pps. 205-206). Therefore, the
non-profit status arguments have a hollow ring and are not per-
suasive.

The 2 experts offered by Ehrlich, Edward J. Keppel, CPA and
Professor Meir I. Schneller, take a more realistic approach to
this entity and also factor in the value of the VA Tech teaching
position.

Both Keppel and Schneller used substantially the same meth-
odology to arrive at their value, but Keppel’s opinion of value is
1.2 million, while that of Schneller is 1.9 million.
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They appear, however, to have used different capitalization
rates and Schneller factored in a 3% per annum growth factor
that Keppel did not. Neither appears to have factored in the cash
on hand that the Quartet had earned, but not distributed at the
end of 1999. The accumulated $212,035 shows an additional earn-
ing potential beyond the VA Tech teaching position. Further, in-
come earned in 2000 suggests conservatively that each player
should receive at least $25,000 per annum from the Quartet.

It, therefore, is my conclusion that the value of the Quartet
from which Ehrlich has been ejected, and including the teaching
position with VA Tech, is 1.6 million.

Plaintiff also seeks payment of counsel fees by the Quartet.
During this litigation, the counsel fees of the 3 individual Defen-
dants and of the Quartet had been paid out of the corporate funds.
As claimed in Ehrlich’s brief, those fees amount to $109,811, plus
$46,478 for a total of $156,289. The 3 individual Defendants have
stated that these funds will be paid back to the corporation if the
Officers and Board of Directors order them to. The likelihood of
this happenings is nil. Throughout the litigation defense counsel
has asserted that the Quartet no longer has any assets. Given
its earning potential, as demonstrated by the size of its bank
account at the start of 2000, I do not believe it will not take long
to re-generate these funds.

It, therefore, is clear to me that the corporation has paid all
counsel fees for all Defendants, and is unlikely to try to recoup
them. It, therefore, is also equitable that the corporation pay
Plaintiff ’s fees as well.

As claimed by Plaintiff ’s attorney, David Alpern, of the Penn-
sylvania Bar, that amount is $132,844, and is supported by his
deposition and itemized billings and time records. Given the com-
plexity of this case, the time devoted, and the distances involved,
I find that amount to be fair and reasonable, and will award that
as well.

After the foregoing factual analysis and application of appli-
cable law, and to re-capitulate the same, I find the following:

1. Ehrlich is an equity owner in the Quartet based on his
being accorded membership status, Officer status and Board of
Director status since joining the Quartet 16 years ago;

2. The non-profit status of the Quartet does not insulate it
from my finding that it is, in fact, a business corporation;

3. Shaw’s status as an incorporator of the Quartet, and as its
cellist since its inception, does not give him superior rights over
any of the other players given the facts of its genesis and its
mode of operation since 1979;

4. Ehrlich has been oppressed by the conduct of the other 3
players in summarily ousting him from the Quartet, and is en-
titled to relief in the form of receiving the monetary value of his
equity interest in the corporation as well as his share of cash at
the time of his ouster, plus counsel fees; and

5. No useful purpose would be served in dissolving the Quar-
tet, but my authority to dissolve, necessarily includes the power
to award an equitable distribution to Ehrlich of his interest in
the Quartet.

All of the obligations created hereunder will be joint and sev-
eral among the corporation, the Quartet and the 3 individual
Defendants.

An appropriate Decree Nisi follows.

BY THE COURT
/s/O’Reilly, J.

DECREE NISI

AND NOW, this 12th day of October, 2001, based upon the
foregoing Memorandum Opinion and my conclusion that the
Plaintiff, David Ehrlich has suffered oppressive conduct by the
Defendants, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED
as follows:

1. Defendants, Audubon Quartet, Inc., a Pennsylvania Non-
Profit Corporation, Clyde T. Shaw, Doris Lederer, and Akemi
Takayama, jointly and severally shall pay the following amounts
to the Plaintiff, David A. Ehrlich.

a. $33,502.24 representing 25% of his interest in funds
on hand with the corporation on the date of his ouster,
February 21, 2000.

b. $10,239 representing 25% of the Pension Fund es-
tablished by the Audubon Quartet, Inc.

c. $14,583 representing expenses due Plaintiff, David
A. Ehrlich as of February 21, 2000.

d. $19,951 representing concert fees due Plaintiff,
David A. Ehrlich for performances given with the
Quartet after February 21, 2000.

e. $400,000 representing 25% of the value of the
Audubon Quartet, Inc., as of the date of his ouster.

f. $132,844 representing Attorney’s Fees.

2. The Audubon Quartet, Inc. shall not be dissolved, and the
Injunction shall remain in place until such time as I shall hear
and determine any motions for Post-Trial Relief, if any are filed.
Further action on the Injunction will be taken as appropriate.

3. The assets of the Audubon Quartet, Inc., shall remain with
it including the power point Terezain computer imaging program.

This Decree is issued pursuant to PA Rule of Civil Procedure
1517 and shall be final unless appropriate Post-Trial Relief, pur-
suant to Rule 227.1, is sought within 10 days after the filing of
this Decree.

BY THE COURT
/s/O’Reilly

1 Unless otherwise noted, all dates occur in the year 2000.

2 June 6, 2000 (“June Hearing”) and October 27 & 30, 2000 (“Oc-
tober, Hearing”).

3 Fulkerson and Bradford left in 1975 and Brady left in 1978.
Cleveland left in 1982 and was replaced by Toby Appel who left
in 1983, to be replaced by Lawrence Shapiro who left in 1984 to
be replaced by Ehrlich. Smith, the second violin, left in 1985 to
be replaced by David Salness, who left in 1996 to be replaced by
Takayama.

4 Review of the minutes of the Quartet reveal that they had taken
out loans in 1981, 1982 and 1983, but all reference to loans ceased
as of 1985.

5 A review of the depositions of the experts indicates that the
Virginia lawyers who conducted the depositions were apparently
unfamiliar with the Pennsylvania Standards regarding qualifi-
cations of experts. The excessive amount of time devoted to the
examination on matters outside the opinions was irrelevant. (See
Pa. R.E. 702 & 703).

Woodville Associates, Ltd. v.
Duquesne Light Company

License for Transmission of Electricity—Termination of License
Upon Sale of Property—Estoppel

1. Where license agreement between utility and Common-
wealth provides that Commonwealth can revoke license upon
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reasonable cause with six months’ written notice, license does
not become revocable at will by subsequent private purchaser of
property.

2. Where utility licensee, knowing that license is terminable
by licensor with six months’ written notice, makes a substantial
investment to create permanent improvements, utility’s reliance
does not render license irrevocable.

3. Subsequent private owner is an assignee of license agree-
ment and stands in the shoes of original licensor.

4. Whether licensor had reasonable cause to revoke license is
a factual issue, therefore summary judgment will be denied.

5. Where sophisticated business entity relies on verbal prom-
ises by a government official which exceed the official’s authority,
doctrine of estoppel is not applicable and summary judgment will
be granted.

(Margaret P. Joy)

Robert B. Sommer for Plaintiff.
Gary P. Hunt for Defendant.

No. GD 99-12505. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Wettick, J., October 18, 2001—Plaintiff ’s Motion for Summary
Judgment is the subject of this Opinion and Order of Court. The
primary issue raised through this motion is whether a license
issued by a Commonwealth agency to a public service corporation
to place public service lines on property owned by the Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania survives the Commonwealth’s sale of the
property to a private party.

In 1998, plaintiff purchased from the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania at a public sale a 252 acre parcel of property formerly
used for a state hospital. Plaintiff is developing the property for
residential and commercial uses.

Transmission lines of Duquesne Light Company (“Duquesne”)
and poles and towers supporting these lines were located on the
property at the time of the sale.1 It is the position of plaintiff that
Duquesne erected, operated, and maintained the lines pursuant
to licenses revocable at will. Duquesne, on the other hand, con-
tends that as a result of various dealings with the Commonwealth,
it has a right to permanently use this property for its lines and
supporting structures.

In its motion for summary judgment, plaintiff requests that
an order be entered declaring that Duquesne has no legal basis
to use the property that plaintiff purchased from the Common-
wealth for its transmission lines and supporting structures.

I.

Duquesne is occupying certain portions of the property pur-
suant to written easements. The parties agree that Duquesne is
entitled to continue to occupy the portions of the property within
the boundaries of these easements for its lines and structures.

There is a disagreement as to which power lines and struc-
tures are located within the easements. The parties agree that
this is a factual issue that cannot be resolved through this mo-
tion for summary judgment.

II.

For portions of the property outside of the easements, the
Department of Public Welfare granted Duquesne, as a public
service corporation, licenses to use the property for the trans-

mission and generation of electricity.2 Written agreements be-
tween the Department of Public Welfare and Duquesne state
that the Commonwealth is granting to Duquesne a license to
erect, use, operate, patrol, maintain, and renew facilities for
the transmission and distribution of electricity, including the
necessary towers, poles, equipment, and appurtenances. The
agreements provide that the Commonwealth “reserves the right
to revoke this license for reasonable cause, upon six months’
written notice by the Commonwealth.”

The initial agreement was entered into on October 9, 1956
(Duquesne Exhibit 4). Amendments, modifications, or new agree-
ments were entered into on September 29, 1964 (Duquesne Ex-
hibit 5), December 8, 1964 (Duquesne Exhibit 6), August 8, 1970
(Plaintiff ’s Exhibit A at WDL00169), December 11, 1970
(Duquesne Exhibit 6), April 15, 1975 (Plaintiff ’s Exhibit A at
WDL00189), August 1977 (Plaintiff ’s Exhibit A at WDL00195),
December 13, 1977 (Plaintiff ’s Exhibit A at WDL00199), Decem-
ber 11, 1989 (Plaintiff ’s Exhibit A at WDL00216), and January
18, 1991 (Plaintiff ’s Exhibit A at WDL00220). Each agreement
contains a statement that the agreement is binding on the par-
ties, their successors, and assigns.

The licenses were granted to Duquesne pursuant to the pro-
visions of the Act of April 9, 1929, P.L. 177, as amended, 71 P.S.
§194 (referred to as Administrative Code §514) which reads as
follows:

§194. (Adm. Code §514). Sale of real estate and grants
of rights of way or other rights over or in real estate;
tapping water lines of institutions and sanitoria

(a) Except as otherwise in this act expressly provided,
a department, board, or commission, shall not sell or
exchange any real estate belonging to the Common-
wealth, or grant any easement, right of way, or other
interest over or in such real estate, without specific
authority from the General Assembly so to do, but a
department, board, or commission may, with the ap-
proval of the Governor, grant a license to any public
service corporation to place upon, in, or over, any dry
or submerged land or bridge of or maintained by the
Commonwealth, any public service line, if such line will
enable any State building or State institution to re-
ceive better service, or if such line is necessary for the
service of the public and it is necessary or reasonably
required to cross the Commonwealth’s land to afford
such service or if the running of such line over a bridge
will be more economical than the erection of a separate
bridge for the line. Every such license shall be revocable
for reasonable cause upon six months’ written notice by
the Commonwealth, and also after like notice for viola-
tion of such proper terms and conditions as the depart-
ment, board, or commission, with the approval of the
Governor, shall prescribe when the license issues. Un-
less any such line is primarily for the benefit of a State
building or State institution, the license shall provide
for the payment to the Commonwealth of compensa-
tion for the use of its property in such amount as the
department, board, or commission granting it shall,
with the approval of the Governor, prescribe.

But nothing herein contained shall authorize the Com-
monwealth to impose and collect from any municipal-
ity or township any compensation for a license granted
to such municipality or township for the running of a
public service line over any such bridge.

This section shall be deemed the exclusive system for
the granting of licenses, consents and permits to place
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public service lines upon, in or over any dry or sub-
merged lands of the Commonwealth. In the case of sub-
merged lands such licenses shall be granted only by
the Department of Environmental Resources, and the
permit shall prescribe such terms and conditions as
shall be deemed necessary by the board to protect the
interests of the public. In the case of dry lands, licenses
shall be issued by the department, board or commis-
sion having the management of such lands.

While plaintiff seeks a declaration that Duquesne is a tres-
passer and, thus, has no rights to occupy the property, it appears
that this case is about money rather than Duquesne’s continued
use of the property for its lines. In its reply brief, plaintiff states
that it is willing to convey to Duquesne an interest in its prop-
erty for Duquesne’s utility lines for an amount of money that
will compensate plaintiff for the diminution in the value of its
property because of the presence of Duquesne’s lines. (Plaintiff ’s
Reply to Defendant’s Brief in Opposition to Motion for Summary
Judgment at 4.) Furthermore, under 15 Pa.C.S. §1511, a public
utility, with Public Utility Commission approval, has the power
to condemn property for the transportation of electricity.

Administrative Code §514 provides that a license may be is-
sued to a public service corporation to place a service line upon
land of the Commonwealth if the line “is necessary for the ser-
vice of the public and it is necessary or reasonably required to
cross the Commonwealth’s land to afford such service.” The record
includes a July 15, 1955 affidavit from the vice-president of
Duquesne in charge of its engineering and construction division
which sets forth facts relating to the necessity of the proposed
line for adequate service to the public, facts relating to the factors
dictating the selection of the proposed route, and facts estab-
lishing the unavailability of alternate routes except at prohibi-
tive costs. The affidavit states that the facts within the affida-
vit demonstrate that the granting of the license “would be in
strict compliance with the requirements of Section 514(a) of
the Pennsylvania Administrative Code.” (Duquesne’s Appendix,
Ex. 1, 7/15/55 Affidavit at 2.) Each of the written agreements
between Duquesne and the Commonwealth includes a state-
ment to the effect that Duquesne is engaged in the business of
generating, transmitting, and distributing electricity, as a pub-
lic service corporation, and it appears reasonably required, pri-
marily as a service to the public, to cross the Commonwealth’s
land.

Administrative Code §514 provides that unless the line is pri-
marily for the benefit of a state building or state institution, the
license shall provide for the payment to the Commonwealth of
compensation for the use of its property in such amount as the
department, board, or commission granting it shall, with the
approval of the Governor, prescribe. The payments provided for
in the agreements between Duquesne and the Commonwealth
are nominal. None of the agreements provides for an annual pay-
ment in excess of $150.

In support of its position that it had the right at any time after
it acquired the property to direct Duquesne to vacate the prop-
erty, plaintiff relies on case law holding that a revocable license
automatically terminates on sale of the property. Morning Call,
Inc. v. Bell Atlantic-Pennsylvania, 761 A.2d 139, 144 (Pa.Super.
2000); Thompson v. Commonwealth Dept. of Highways, 257 A.2d
639, 643 (Pa.Super. 1969).

In support of its position that it may continue to use the prop-
erty, Duquesne relies on the following case law:

(1) Case law holding that a license to do something on the
licensee’s property becomes irrevocable when the granting of the
license is followed by the expenditure of substantial sums of money
in reliance on the license. Morning Call, Inc. v. Bell Atlantic-Penn-
sylvania, supra, 761 A.2d at 144; Zivari v. Willis, 611 A.2d 293,
295-96 (Pa.Super. 1992); Kovach v. General Telephone Co. of

Pennsylvania, 489 A.2d 833, 885 (Pa.Super. 1985); In Re Condem-
nation, Dept. of Transportation (Sluciak), 727 A.2d 618, 623 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 1999).

(2) Case law holding that purchasers take subject to an irre-
vocable license if they had notice of the license before the pur-
chase. Morning Call, Inc. v. Bell Atlantic-Pennsylvania, supra;
Harkins v. Zamichieli, 405 A.2d 495, 498 (Pa.Super. 1979).

(3) Case law holding that a private party can gain an interest
in real estate in something less than a fee from the Common-
wealth by possession, occupation, and improvement. Odette’s, Inc.
v. Commonwealth Dept. of Conservation and Natural Resources,
699 A.2d 775, 784 n.17 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1997).

I reject plaintiff ’s position that this case is governed by case
law holding that a revocable license automatically terminates on
sale of the property. This case does not involve a license that is
revocable at will. The agreements provide that the Commonwealth
has granted to Duquesne a license to erect, maintain, and renew
facilities for the transmission and distribution of electricity on its
property that is binding on the parties, their successors, and as-
signs. The agreements do not state that these licenses are revo-
cable at will; to the contrary, they state that the Commonwealth
reserves the right to revoke the licenses for reasonable cause, upon
six months’ written notice by the Commonwealth. Thus, these li-
censes grant property interests that are more permanent than a
license revocable at will.

I reject Duquesne’s position that this case is governed by case
law holding that a license becomes irrevocable when the licensee
makes a substantial investment to create permanent improve-
ments. This case law covers only the situation in which there is
no express understanding between the parties as to whether or
not the license can be revoked after anticipated improvements
have been made. The basis for the case law upon which Duquesne
relies is the doctrine of estoppel. See Morning Call, Inc. v. Bell
Atlantic-Pennsylvania, supra, 761 A.2d at 144 (“a license may
become irrevocable under the rules of estoppel”) ; Zivari v. Willis,
supra, 611 A.2d at 295 (“once appellees relied on this statement
to their detriment, appellants are estopped from denying
appellees access to the road”); Bieber v. Zellner, 220 A.2d 17, 19
(Pa. 1966) (a license to use land will become irrevocable where
there is justifiable reliance).

In the present case, Duquesne made expenditures in reliance
on the provisions within the written agreements granting a
license under which the Commonwealth reserved the right to
revoke for reasonable cause upon six months’ written notice.
Duquesne was aware that a license with these restrictions was
the only license that the Commonwealth was authorized to
grant. Duquesne, in fact, sought licenses with these restrictions
pursuant to Administrative Code §514 for the purpose of erect-
ing service lines over the Commonwealth’s property. Duquesne
cannot use case law based on an estoppel doctrine to obtain a
greater interest in the property than the interest it had sought
and agreed to before making those improvements.

What Duquesne received was neither a license revocable at
will nor an irrevocable license. It received a license revocable by
the Commonwealth for reasonable cause upon six months’ writ-
ten notice. Each of the agreements creating the licenses provided
that it is binding on the parties, their successors, and assigns.

Plaintiff is an assignee. Thus, it stands in the shoes of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. This means that it takes sub-
ject to the licenses which the Commonwealth granted. However,
this also means that it acquired from the Commonwealth the
right to revoke upon six months’ notice for reasonable cause.

The issue of whether plaintiff has reasonable cause to revoke
any of the licenses which the Commonwealth granted pursuant
to §514 is a factual issue that cannot be decided in plaintiff ’s
favor on the basis of the current record. Consequently, I am deny-
ing plaintiff ’s motion for summary judgment as to the property
occupied by Duquesne pursuant to the written licenses issued
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under the provisions of Administrative Code §514.

III.

Duquesne is occupying certain portions of the property that
are outside the boundaries described in any writings granting
easements and licenses to Duquesne.

According to Duquesne, in the 1960’s the Commonwealth
advised Duquesne that its continued use of portions of its ease-
ments would interfere with the construction of a highway. The
Commonwealth requested Duquesne to move the lines and sup-
porting structures to other locations on the Commonwealth’s
property. Duquesne did so.

Duquesne has not produced any writing executed by the Com-
monwealth authorizing Duquesne to use this property outside of
the original easements for its service lines. Apparently, it is likely
that there are not any writings granting Duquesne any right to
use this property.

Plaintiff, as a purchaser with the knowledge of Duquesne’s
use of the property, stands in the shoes of the Commonwealth.
Duquesne argues that the Commonwealth would be estopped
from contending that Duquesne has no right to use the property
indefinitely because Duquesne did what the Commonwealth re-
quested that it do. However, Administrative Code §514 is clear:
a department, board, or commission may not sell or exchange
any real estate belonging to the Commonwealth or grant an ease-
ment, right of way, or other interest over the property “without
specific authority from the General Assembly so to do.”

Duquesne was aware of Administrative Code §514 because it
obtained licenses pursuant to Section 514 before the alleged relo-
cation occurred. If there is case law that would permit the applica-
tion of the doctrine of estoppel in the interests of equity and essen-
tial justice to override the case law holding that a sophisticated
business dealing with government must be aware of the scope of a
public official’s authority—and, thus, cannot rely on promises which
exceed the scope of the public official’s authority—Duquesne did
not bring it to my attention.3

For these reasons, I enter the following Order of Court:

ORDER OF COURT

On this 18th day of October, 2001, upon consideration of
plaintiff ’s Motion for Summary Judgment, it is hereby ORDERED
that:

(1) plaintiff ’s Motion for Summary Judgment is denied as to
property that Duquesne Light Company occupies pursuant to an
easement and property which it occupies under licenses issued
pursuant to Administrative Code §514, and

(2) plaintiff ’s Motion for Summary Judgment is granted as to
land which Duquesne Light Company is occupying without any
writing executed by the Commonwealth authorizing Duquesne
Light Company to do so.

BY THE COURT
/s/Wettick, J.

1 Duquesne is a Pennsylvania Public Utility governed by the Pub-
lic Utility Code (66 Pa.C.S. §1501 et seq.) and regulated by the
Public Utility Commission.

2 One of the agreements (December 11, 1970) was entered into
with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, acting through the
Department of Property and Supplies, rather than the Depart-
ment of Public Welfare.

3 Duquesne has not cited a single case in which a court considered
whether the doctrine of estoppel can be invoked to give validity to
promises of a public official that, under applicable legislation, the
public official lacked authority to make.

Michael Higgins and Charlotte Higgins v.
West Penn Laco and Chart Industries, Ltd.

Opening Statement—Strict Liability—Closing Argument

1. Defense counsel’s opening statement that Defendant still
used a particular design in other machines was a reasonable
response to Plaintiffs’ counsel’s statement regarding the same
issue in Plaintiffs’ opening statement.

2. Where the jury was clearly instructed that the comments
of the attorneys do not constitute evidence and Plaintiffs did not
move for a mistrial at the close of opening statement, no preju-
dice resulted to Plaintiffs.

3. Here Defendant did not introduce evidence that other
manufacturers of similar products used the same design, and
therefore did not improperly introduce negligence concepts into
a strict liability case.

4. It was not error for the court to disallow Plaintiffs’ counsel
to use a protractor during closing argument to refute some of
Defendants’ expert’s testimony. Plaintiffs did not use the pro-
tractor during the evidentiary portion of the trial nor did they
provide evidence regarding the angle of the hook in question.

(Paul D. Kruper)

Paul Tershel, Mary Chmura Conn for Michael Higgins and Char-
lotte Higgins.
Thomas R. Doyle for West Penn Laco.
Scott Dunlop for Chart Industries, Ltd.

G.D. 96-16141. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Penkower, J., November 8, 2001—Plaintiffs Michael Higgins
and Charlotte Higgins, his wife, brought this action against De-
fendants West Penn Laco and Chart Industries, Ltd. (“Chart”)
for injuries that occurred to Michael Higgins’s hand while he
was attempting to use an automobile frame-straightening de-
vice known as a Practi-Post. Plaintiffs alleged that Defendant
Chart manufactured the Practi-Post and that Defendant West
Penn Laco sold the Practi-Post to the automobile dealership,
Charapp Ford, Inc. Michael Higgins was employed as an auto
body mechanic at Charapp Ford and was using the subject Practi-
Post to perform a “pull” of damage to an automobile when he
was injured. The case proceeded to the jury solely on a theory of
strict liability under the Restatement (Second) of Torts §402(a).
The jury returned verdicts for both defendants, having found
that the Practi-Post was not defective. Plaintiffs’ motion for post-
trial relief was denied. This appeal followed.

The Practi-Post is a machine used to straighten and or re-
move sheet metal in damaged motor vehicles. One is able to pull
between 10 and 20 tons using the Practi-Post. It is an upright
structure that holds a moveable chain and a pulley. The chain is
attached to the vehicle to be repaired. The Practi-Post is anchored
into the floor at a convenient location based upon its proximity
to the vehicle being repaired or straightened. The auto body
mechanic typically uses a remote device with a pedal that con-
nects to the Practi-Post through the use of an air line. The me-
chanic performs a “pull” from the remote location through the
use of air pressure and hydraulic oil pressure. Often, more than
one pull is required to do the job and so the mechanic would
insert a “grab hook” into the chain to hold it in place while he
prepares to perform another pull. The grab hook resembles a
large tuning fork. Large amounts of stored energy are retained
in the chain as the mechanic prepares for a series of pulls.

Plaintiffs alleged three grounds in their motion for post-trial
relief: 1) that defense counsel improperly referred to the use by
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Defendant Chart of the grab hook design for other machines
during his opening statement; 2) that Plaintiffs are entitled to
either a new trial or judgment notwithstanding the verdict be-
cause the evidence clearly showed that the grab hook design was
unstable and, therefore, defective; and 3) that Plaintiff ’s counsel
was not permitted to use a protractor during his closing argu-
ment to refute Dr. Bizzak’s testimony.

Initially, Plaintiffs object to certain comments made by de-
fense counsel Scott Dunlop during his opening statement to the
jury. Prior to openings, during an in-chambers discussion, the
Court ruled that expert witnesses would not be permitted to
refer to industry standards of safe design with respect to the
Practi-Post. [Trial Transcript, p. 22].

During his opening statement, counsel for Plaintiffs made the
following remark, “The way that they are designing this machine
right now, this hazard, right here, is totally eliminated. They
don’t use it like this anymore. The hazard has been completely
eliminated.” [Trial Transcript, p. 53].

Later during his opening statement, counsel for Defendant
Chart made the following comments, to which Plaintiffs objected:

Mr. Tershel told you that this device is no longer being
used. That is true. Chart doesn’t use this same design.
However, that does not mean that it is a dangerous
design. That doesn’t mean that everyone should stop
using this design. Chart still does use the grab hook.
However, not in this machine. Not this size. [Trial Tran-
script, p. 69]

Plaintiffs argue that attorney Dunlop was implying that the grab
hook design is safe and therefore he improperly injected negli-
gence concepts into a strict liability case. Furthermore, Plain-
tiffs argue that whether Chart continues to use the grab hook
design in other machines has no relevance to the machine in-
volved in the accident.

The Court notes that defense counsel’s remarks were a rea-
sonable response to Plaintiff ’s counsel’s statement regarding the
same issue. Plaintiffs argue that Plaintiffs’ counsel stated that
Chart does not use the grab hook design on the machine involved
in this lawsuit and that defense counsel’s remarks were more
general in nature, involving other Practi-Post machines. A fair
reading of Attorney Tershel’s comments does show that he was
saying that Chart does not use the grab hook design in the ma-
chine at issue. However Attorney Dunlop was merely attempt-
ing to rebut or further clarify the factual statements made by
Attorney Tershel. No evidence regarding other machines was
introduced by any party. The jury was clearly instructed that
the comments of the attorneys do not constitute evidence. [Trial
Transcript, p. 657]. Plaintiffs did not move for a mistrial at the
close of opening statement and no prejudice resulted to Plain-
tiffs based upon the exchange.

Furthermore, regarding the broader issue of introduction of
negligence concepts into a strict liability claim, the Court’s
charged the jury on the issue: “In this case, Plaintiffs have the
burden of proving the following: one, that the Practi-Post was
defective. Two that the defective condition was a substantial fac-
tor in bringing about the harm to Michael Higgins. Three, that
West Penn Laco sold the Practi-Post to the predecessors of Cliff
Heath Ford.” [Trial Transcript, p. 665]. The Court continued,
“Under the doctrine of strict liability, the general rule is that a
manufacturer of a product is liable for harm caused to a Plaintiff
by a defect in the product which existed when the product left
the position of the manufacturer. Such liability is imposed even
if the manufacturer exercised all possible care in the prepara-
tion and sale of the product.” [Trial Transcript, p. 668] The Court’s
charge was clear. Liability in the present case does not require a
showing of negligence or failure to exercise reasonable care. At-
torney Dunlop’s comments, if prejudicial at all, were, at most,
harmless, and cured by the Court’s instructions.

Plaintiffs cite Lewis v. Coffing Host Division Duff-Norton
Co., Inc. 515 Pa. 334, 528 A.2d 590 (1987) for the proposition

that a defendant in a strict product liability case cannot intro-
duce evidence that other manufacturers of similar products used
the same design. Lewis is inapposite on several grounds. The
Court in Lewis was addressing the admissibility of specific evi-
dence proffered by the defendant in that case. In the present
case, however, the issue involves a remark by an attorney in an
opening statement. No evidence of industry standards or uses
by other manufacturers was introduced at trial. Secondly, the
Lewis court clearly based its ruling upon a fear that the court
cannot permit the introduction of negligence concepts into a strict
liability case. In the present case, the defective and dangerous
condition of the Practi-Post was the focus of the trial, not the
negligence of Defendants. Finally, the Court’s ruling in Lewis
involved manufacturers of other products while the comment
objected to in the present case referred to the use of the grab
hook design by the same defendant, Chart. Furthermore, Majdic
v. Cincinnati Machine Company, 370 Pa.Super. 611, 537 A.2d
334 (1988) also cited by Plaintiffs, merely reiterates the holding
in Lewis and is not directly relevant to this case.

Secondly, Plaintiffs argue that they are entitled either to a
new trial or judgment notwithstanding the verdict based upon
the weight of the evidence. Experts were called to testify as to
whether or not, based upon a defective grab hook design, the
grab hook could have been expelled while under pressure as Plain-
tiff Michael Higgins attempted to make an additional pull. Dr.
David Bizzak, an engineer, testifying on behalf of Chart Indus-
tries, stated that the accident did not occur as a result of the
grab hook disengaging from the Practi-Post. [Trial Transcript,
pp. 583-4]. Dr. Bizzak first explained that, given the force of the
chain pressing against the grab hook, it would have been impos-
sible for the grab hook to disengage. A lateral force, that is one
acting perpendicular to the chain, would have had to act upon
the grab hook. Dr. Bizzak determined that the coefficient of fric-
tion for cast iron against mild steel was 0.5. Therefore when the
chain was pulling a load of 10,000 pounds, it would require 5,000
pounds of lateral force to disengage the grab hook. There was no
source of lateral force on the grab hook of that magnitude. All
the tension and stored energy was lined up in a straight line.
[Trial Transcript, p. 589].

Furthermore, Dr. Bizzak testified that if the grab hook did
disengage, it would simply drop to the side of the Practi-Post
and not fly out in one direction or another. [Trial Transcript, p.
593]. Again, Dr. Bizzak reached that conclusion based on the fact
that the machine as set up provided no lateral force. All the force
and stored energy in the chain were lined up in a straight line
and no force was acting upon the grab hook in a lateral or side-
ways fashion. For both of these reasons, Dr. Bizzak concluded
that the injury to Plaintiff Michael Higgins’s hand could not have
resulted from an expulsion of the grab hook.

Plaintiffs offered testimony regarding possible safer designs
that would have prevented the grab hook from expelling. Plain-
tiffs also offered the testimony of Dr. Kai Baumann that the grab
hook design was not capable of holding the tension on the chain
in a stable manner. However, the jury was free to conclude, based
upon Dr. Bizzak’s testimony, that the grab hook design was not
defective and so there would be no need for a safer design.

Finally, Plaintiffs argue that the Court erred in not permitting
Plaintiffs’ counsel to use a protractor during closing argument to
refute some of Dr. Bizzak’s testimony. Specifically, Attorney Tershel
attempted to dispute Dr. Bizzak’s conclusion that the angle of the
grab hook under the transfer box of the Practi-Post was 14 de-
grees. Such a calculation may have had some impact in determin-
ing the coefficient of friction. However, Plaintiffs did not use a
protractor during the evidentiary portion of the trial. Nor did they
provide evidence regarding the angle of the grab hook at any point
during the cross-examination of Dr. Bizzak or other portion of the
trial. It was, therefore, not appropriate for Plaintiffs’ counsel to
attempt to introduce such evidence during closing argument.

BY THE COURT
/s/Penkower, J.
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Nancy A. Romeo and James N. Romeo v.
The Pittsburgh Associates d/b/a

The Pittsburgh Pirates Baseball Club

“No-Duty”—Assumed Risk Analysis

In an opinion by Judge Olszewski, the Pennsylvania Supe-
rior Court held that the operator of a ballpark owes no duty to
fans in the stands for injuries suffered from being struck by foul
balls. See Romeo v. The Pittsburgh Associates d/b/a The Pitts-
burgh Pirates Baseball Club, 2001 Pa.Super. 343. The adoption
of the “no-duty” standard incorporates the analysis from the
former assumption of risk doctrine; specifically, was the risk com-
mon, frequent, and expected at a ballgame? See Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-00814. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Olszewski, J., December 4, 2001.

Elsie M. Heffelfinger v.
Department of Public Welfare

Cumulative Asset Transfers—Individual Events

The Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court determined that
asset transfers should be considered cumulatively when there is
an overlap in ineligibility periods. Heffelfinger v. DPW, No. 338
C.D. 2001. Regulations promulgated by the Department of Pub-
lic Welfare (DPW) in accordance with the Commonwealth Docu-
ments Law, not policy clarifications, should determine method
of calculation. Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-338. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Jiuliante, J., December 4, 2001.

In Re: N.E.

DHS—Custody—Duty of Care

The Philadelphia Department of Human Services (DHS) ap-
pealed from an order of the Court of Common Pleas of Philadel-
phia County ordering it to pay part of the dental expenses of a
child. In its recent opinion, In Re: N.E., 2001 Pa.Super. 347, the
Superior Court held that this order was not an abuse of discre-
tion by the trial court. The Court reached this conclusion after
finding that N.E. was still under DHS’s care, even though she
was not in its custody. Because she was still in its care, DHS
owed N.E. a duty of care and protection. Therefore, DHS was
responsible for costs that provide for her welfare incurred while
under its care.

(Christina Gillotti)

2001 Pa.Super. 347. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Cercone, P.J.E., December 6, 2001.

Lititz Mutual Insurance Co. v.
Clifford Steely, Barbara Steely,

Steven Brown, Ethel Brown,
Jack Yeager and Shirley Yeager

Lead-Based Paint—Pollution Exclusion—Alleged Injuries

On Nov. 30, 2001, the Honorable Justice Saylor of the Su-
preme Court of Pennsylvania Middle District ruled on the cases
of Lititz Mutual Insurance Company v. Clifford Steely, et al. A
suit was filed on the behalf of Steven Brown against two rental
property owners alleging negligence, breach of implied warranty
of habitability, and misrepresentation. The complaint alleged that
Brown sustained lead poisoning and consequent neurodevelop-
mental delay as a result of ingesting and inhaling lead-based
paint, which had been present on the interior surfaces of the
rental properties. One property owner was insured under succes-
sive commercial general liability policies issued by Lititz Mutual
Insurance Company (Lititz). Lititz filed a declaratory judgment
action, seeking a determination that coverage of claims arising
from residential lead paint poisoning was precluded by the policy’s
“pollution exclusion.”

(David C. Pulice, J.D.)

No. 00-116, 117. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Saylor, J., November 30, 2001.

United Parcel Service, Inc. v.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission

PUC Assessment—Public Utilities—Indirect Expenses

On Dec. 5, 2001, Judge Pellegrini of the Pennsylvania Com-
monwealth Court analyzed the manner by which the Pennsylva-
nia Utility Commission (PUC) calculated the assessment to be
charged to the United Parcel Service, Inc. (UPS). Specifically, in
United Parcel Service, Inc. v. Pennsylvania Pub. Util. Comm.,
No. 822 C.D. 2001 (Pa. Cmwlth. filed Dec. 5, 2001), the court
held that the PUC erred in its interpretation of the applicable
statutes, in that it improperly subclassified indirect expenses
among regulated public utilities in making these calculations.
In this regard, the court upheld the UPS’s objections to the PUC’s
assessments for the 1997 to 1998, 1998 to 1999, and 1999 to 2000
fiscal years.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-822. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Pellegrini, J., December 5, 2001.
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Tackett v.
Pine Richland School District, et al.

Political Subdivision Tort Claims Act—Real Estate Exception

1. Teacher ’s failure to require students to use fume hood in
conducting chemical experiment does not fall within real estate
exception to the Political Subdivision Tort Claims Act, 42
Pa.C.S.A. §8541.

2. Real estate exception covers negligent care, custody or con-
trol of real property itself, not, as here, alleged negligent control
of students.

(Margaret P. Joy)

James R. Mall for Plaintiff.
Kenneth S. Mroz for Pine-Richland School District and Brenda
Vrable.
Randy K Hareza for Evan Karrs.
C. Leon Sherman and John Giunta for Jessica Joseph.

No. GD 00-16492. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Strassburger, J., October 24, 2001—Sean Tackett, Evan Karrs,
and Jessica Joseph were students in Brenda Vrable’s advanced
placement chemistry class at Pine Richland High School. Dur-
ing an experiment on April 9, 1999, Tackett suffered severe burns
after ethyl alcohol, being poured into a beaker by Joseph, ignited
when Karrs added a lit match. The experiment was not conducted
under the classroom’s fume hood, a fixture designed to exhaust
flammable vapors.

Tackett filed a complaint on September 29, 2000 alleging in
Counts I and II that Pine Richland and Vrable were negligent
for, inter alia, failing to have adequate safety equipment on the
premises, failing to properly inspect the premises, and permit-
ting a dangerous condition to exist on the premises. Count III of
the complaint alleged that Karrs and Joseph were negligent in
mixing and igniting the chemicals.

By order of August 2, 2001, this court granted Pine Richland
and Vrable leave to file a motion for summary judgment. On
August 27, 2001, after oral argument, this court granted the
motion and dismissed with prejudice the claims against Pine
Richland and Vrable, finding that the school district and Vrable
were immune from suit under the Political Subdivision Tort
Claims Act, 42 Pa.C.S.A. §8541.1

Tackett tried his remaining claims to a jury. On September
14, 2001, the jury returned a verdict for Karrs and Joseph. On
October 9, 2001 Tackett filed a Notice of Appeal, challenging this
court’s August 27, 2001 order. Tackett claims that this court erred
in finding that the real estate exception to the Political Subdivi-
sion Tort Claims Act was inapplicable to this case.2

Tackett argues that Vrable had absolute control over the fume
hood, and that her decision not to utilize it during the experi-
ment constituted negligent control of real estate. In support of
his argument, Tackett relies on the case of Grieff v. Reisinger,
693 A.2d 195 (Pa. 1997). In that case, Grieff, the Fire Association
Chief, poured paint thinner on the floor of the fire station in the
course of his efforts to remove paint from the floor. Id. at 196.
The paint thinner, which had run across the floor, ignited when
a refrigerator began running, setting Riesinger aflame. Id. The
Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that the real estate exception
applied, allowing Riesinger to recover from Grieff and the Fire
Association for her injuries:

Here, Grieff ’s care of the Fire Association’s property
caused the fire that injured Reisinger. While he was

removing paint from the floor, therein caring for the
real property, it ignited causing the resultant injuries
to Reisinger. Under the real property exception’s plain
language, Grieff and the Fire Association are not im-
mune from suit. Id. at 197.

Tackett correctly notes that Grieff has expanded the scope of
the real estate exception beyond its prior application. It is no
longer true that the real property itself must be dangerous or
defective. See, e.g., Hanna v. West Shore School District, 717 A.2d
626, 629 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1998). However, contrary to Tackett’s con-
tention, it has not expanded it so far as to encompass the facts of
this case.

The recent case of Wilson v. Norristown Area School Dis-
trict,     A.2d   , 2001 WL 1018828 (Pa. Cmwlth. Sept. 7, 2001),
illustrates this. In Wilson, the school’s field hockey coach moved
practice indoors due to inclement weather, requiring the team
members to run relay tag drills in the school’s staircases and
hallways. Id. at *1. Wilson lost her footing in a stairwell, fell
down several stairs, and sustained multiple injuries. Id. Wilson
sued the school district and the coach, alleging that the coach’s
decision to use the stairs for the drill constituted negligent care,
custody and control of real estate, creating an unreasonable risk
of harm. Id.

The trial judge granted a compulsory nonsuit in favor of the
coach and school district. On appeal, Wilson argued that the trial
court erred in requiring her to show that her injuries were caused
by a defect in the real property itself. Id. at *2. Wilson contended
that the stairs should not have been utilized for the running drill,
and that such use of the stairs created an unreasonable risk of
harm. Because the coach was in control of the stairs, Wilson ar-
gued that his negligence was within the real estate exception.

The Commonwealth Court disagreed, finding that Wilson’s
claim involved the negligent care, custody, and control of the stu-
dents rather than the real property: “all of the evidence presented
by Wilson points to Coach Meissner’s negligent supervision of
the hockey team as the cause of Wilson’s injuries, and not the
District’s real property or its care of the property.” Id. at *4.

Tackett’s claim is the same as Wilson’s. In Wilson, there was
nothing wrong with the stairs; the problem was the coach’s deci-
sion to use them for a field hockey practice. Here, there was no
defect in the fume hood; rather Vrable miscalculated by deciding
not to use it.

Therefore, as in Wilson, Tackett’s claim, despite the “care, cus-
tody or control” language, really amounts to a claim that Vrable
negligently supervised her students. These claims of negligent
supervision of students do not fall within the real estate excep-
tion. See Wilson at *4 (“This Court has held that the negligent
supervision of students is outside the real property exception to
governmental immunity.”); see also, Usher v. Upper St. Clair
School District, 487 A.2d 1022 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1985) (holding the
alleged negligence of school teacher in failing to properly control
the area of a chemistry experiment was not related to care, cus-
tody or control of real property; rather, the Political Subdivision
Tort Claims Act allegation was akin to that of failure to super-
vise students), Robson v. Penn Hills School District, 437 A.2d
1273 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1981) (holding the school district immune from
suit when a student was injured by a pencil thrown by a class-
mate while the students were unattended).

Because Tackett was unable to demonstrate that his claim
fell within any exception to the Political Subdivision Tort Claims
Act, Defendants Vrable and Pine Richland School District were
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Therefore, this court’s
August 27, 2001 order granting Defendants’ motion for summary
judgment was proper.

BY THE COURT
/s/Strassburger, J.
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1 42 Pa.C.S.A. §8541 provides:
Except as otherwise provided in this subchapter, no
local agency shall be liable for any damages on account
of any injury to a person or property caused by any act
of the local agency or an employee thereof or any other
person.

2 42 Pa.C.S.A. §8542, provides:
(b) Acts which may impose liability.—The following acts
by a local agency or any of its employees may result in
the imposition of liability on a local agency:
. . . . .

(3) Real property.—The care, custody or control of
real property in the possession of the local agency.

Aronson v. GreenMountain.com

Certification of Class Action—Reliance on False Advertising—
Individual Inquiries Predominate

1. Under the Pennsylvania Unfair Trade Practices and Con-
sumer Protection Law (73 P. S. §201-1 et seq.), and pursuant to
the Supreme Court’s decision in Weinberg v. Sun Company, Inc.,
2001 WL 844463 (2001), individual reliance and causation is re-
quired to state a claim for false advertising.

2. Where determination of individual reliance by each plain-
tiff on allegedly false advertising is required, the necessity for
individual inquiries defeats the commonality requirement of class
certification.

(Margaret P. Joy)

David Manogue, Joseph Kravec, Jr., Charles Morrow and Clayton
Morrow for Plaintiff.
Curt Vazquez for Defendant.

No. GD 99-15426. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Horgos, J., October 26, 2001—On July 30, 2001, this Court
entered an Order certifying the within case as a class action.
Defendant timely filed a Motion for Reconsideration which was
granted on August 24, 2001. For the reasons set forth herein, the
Court will enter an Order vacating its Order of July 30, 2001
and denying class certification.

Plaintiff has asserted a claim under Section 201-2(4)(ix) of
the Pennsylvania Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protec-
tion Law (UTPCPL), 73 P.S. Section 201-1 et seq. based on
Defendant’s advertisements disseminated to consumers which
incorrectly stated price comparisons with Defendant’s competi-
tors. These advertisements did not include the gross receipts tax
in calculating the total price of Defendant’s product while com-
paring its prices to those of its competitors which did include the
gross receipts tax.

In its Opinion in support of the Order of July 30, 2001, the
Court relied on Weinberg v. Sun Company. Inc., 740 A.2d 1152
(Pa.Super. 1999) in which the Pennsylvania Superior Court held
that reliance is not an element of a false advertising claim under
Section 201-2(4)(ix) of the UTPCPL. The Superior Court noted
that while reliance must be proven under those sections of the
UTPCPL which are grounded in fraud, no such showing of reli-
ance is necessary to state a private cause of action for false ad-

vertising under the statute. The Superior Court stated that it is
not necessary to show actual belief in the advertisement’s claims.
The elements of false advertising under the UTPCPL were thus
defined:

(1) that defendants’ advertisement is a false represen-
tation of a fact, (2) that it actually deceives or has a
tendency to deceive a substantial segment of its audi-
ence, and (3) that the false representation is likely to
make a difference in purchasing decision.

Weinberg v. Sun Company, Inc., Id. at 1167.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court reversed the Superior Court
in Weinberg v. Sun Company, Inc., 2001 WL 844463 (Pa. 2001)
and held that a private action for false advertising under the
UTPCPL requires that a plaintiff suffer an ascertainable loss as
a result of the defendant’s prohibited act. Specifically, in the class
action before it, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court explained:

…[A] plaintiff must allege reliance, that he purchased
Ultra(R) because he heard and believed Sunoco’s false
advertising that Ultra(R) would enhance engine per-
formance. In addition, the statute requires him to al-
lege that he purchased the gasoline for personal or
household purposes as opposed to business purposes,
that he drove a vehicle whose engine would not benefit
from the high octane of Ultra(R), as well as the amount
he purchased in order to establish the amount of his
ascertainable loss. The question of fact applicable to
each individual private plaintiff would thus be numer-
ous and extensive. It cannot be said that the trial court
erred in concluding that individual questions of fact
would predominate over common issues of fact and law
and concluding that the certification requirements of
commonality and numerosity were not met.

Id. at 3.

Chief Justice Flaherty explained that nothing in the legisla-
tive history of the UTPCPL suggests that the legislature ever
intended the statutory language directed against consumer fraud
to eliminate the traditional elements of reliance and causation.
Id. at 3. The language of the Opinion is clear and definite. A
plaintiff must allege reliance in a private cause of action for false
advertising under the UTPCPL.

In Weinberg, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court specifically
addressed the issue of class certification of claims of false ad-
vertising under the UTPCPL. Once the Court held that proof of
individual reliance and causation was necessary to state a claim
for false advertising, the Court concluded that the trial court
did not err in denying certification because it found that individual
questions of fact would predominate over common issues of fact
and law and that the class certification requirements of common-
ality and numerosity had not been met. Id. at 3.

Here, Plaintiff faces the same obstacle. Proof of class mem-
bers’ reliance on the inaccurate advertising would necessarily
require individual inquiries. By its very nature, reliance may
vary from person to person. As in Weinberg, Id., each plaintiff
must show that he or she received and read the price compari-
sons at issue before becoming a GreenMountain customer, that
he or she was misled by the inaccurate price comparisons and
that he or she then became a GreenMountain customer because
he or she believed the false advertising and would not have be-
come a GreenMountain customer if he or she knew that the price
comparisons were inaccurate. This become especially difficult in
the within matter because factors such as environmental con-
cerns may have induced some customers to purchase
GreenMountain’s products. The necessity for such individual
inquiries defeats the commonality requirement of Pa. R.C.P.
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1702(2).
Plaintiff argues that the existence of common misrepresenta-

tions in standardized documents creates an objective basis of
reliance common to each class member upon which the court can
make an evidentiary presumption or inference of reliance across
the entire class. No such presumption of reliance has been recog-
nized by Pennsylvania appellate courts even in cases involving
uniform or standardized misrepresentations.

Indeed, in Weinberg, the plaintiffs offered the testimony of
an expert witness who set forth the theory that defendants’ false
marketing campaign increased the demand for its product, rais-
ing the purchase price for all consumers. The trial court and
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, however, did not accept a
theory of presumed reliance. The Supreme Court held that the
Plaintiff must still allege reliance and show that the Plaintiff
suffered an ascertainable loss as a result of the Defendant’s
false advertisement.

In light of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s Opinion in
Weinberg, this Court will enter an Order vacating its Order of
July 30, 2001 and denying certification due to Plaintiff ’s failure
to meet the requirement of commonality set forth in Pa. R.C.P.
1702(2).

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 26th day of October, 2001, upon reconsidera-
tion of the Order of July 30, 2001, for the reasons set forth in the
Opinion of this same date, it is ORDERED, ADJUDGED and
DECREED as follows:

1. The Order of July 30, 2001 in the above-captioned matter
is vacated;

2. Plaintiff ’s Motion for Class Certification is denied;
3. The action is dismissed as a class action and transferred to

the Arbitration Division of the Court of Common Pleas of Allegh-
eny County, Pennsylvania to proceed as an individual action.

BY THE COURT
/s/Horgos, J.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Lance Rucker

Retrial—Right to Counsel of One’s Choice—Error

1. Where there has been a deprivation of the right to counsel
of one’s choice, the remedy is a new trial.

2. Defendant’s claim of error that “each of the court’s trial
rulings presents an issue for appeal” is too vague to allow the
court to address its merits, and therefore any claims of error
with regard to the court’s evidentiary rulings are waived.

(Patricia Lindauer)

Joseph Hudak for Defendant.

No. CC 9712372, 9711745. In the Court of Common Pleas of Al-
legheny County, Criminal Division.

OPINION

McDaniel, J., November 7, 2001—This is a direct appeal from
the judgment of sentence entered by this Court on April 23, 2001,
in which the defendant was sentenced to a term of life imprison-
ment. As the defendant has failed to present any meritorious
issues for review, the judgment of sentence must be affirmed.

The charges in question concern the killing of Frank Ventrosco

in his home on September 8, 1997. That afternoon, the defen-
dant and two other individuals approached Mr. Ventrosco’s home
with the intent of stealing a large amount of marijuana and co-
caine that Mr. Ventrosco reportedly had in the house. The defen-
dant banged on the door and identified himself as a Pittsburgh
Police Officer. When the defendant was admitted into the home,
he had a gun under a coat which he pointed at Mr. Ventrosco.
According to an eyewitness at the scene, Mr. Ventrosco had his
hands in the air when the defendant fired the gun directly into
his stomach. The paramedics were summoned and Mr. Ventrosco
was pronounced dead upon arrival at the hospital.

The defendant was charged at CC 9711745 with one (1) count
of Criminal Homicide (18 Pa.C.S.A. 2501) and at CC 9712372
with one (1) count each of Robbery (18 Pa.C.S.A. §2701), Viola-
tion of the Uniform Firearms Act: Firearms Not to be Carried
Without a License (18 Pa.C.S.A. §6106), Impersonating a Public
Servant (18 Pa.C.S.A. §4912) and Criminal Conspiracy (18
Pa.C.S.A. §903). This Court appointed Bruce Carsia, Esquire, to
represent the defendant at trial.

Mr. Carsia began jury selection on January 22, 1998. After
four (4) jurors were selected, Joseph Hudak, Esquire approached
this Court and requested that Mr. Carsia be removed as counsel,
as he had been retained to represent the defendant. This Court
denied that request, and also Mr. Hudak’s request to second chair
Mr. Carsia as co-counsel. Mr. Carsia continued his representa-
tion of the defendant and at the conclusion of the trial, the jury
returned a verdict of guilt to second degree murder as well as all
the remaining charges. He was sentenced to a term of life im-
prisonment by this Court on April 23, 2001.

The defendant appealed his judgment of sentence on the basis
that he was denied his choice of counsel. The judgment of sen-
tence was affirmed by the Superior Court, but was later reversed
by the Supreme Court. The case was remanded by Order of the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania at No. 27 W.D.A. 2000 dated
December 12, 2000.

A re-trial was held before this Court from April 17 to 19, 2001.
This time, the defendant was represented by Mr. Hudak. At the
conclusion of the trial, the jury returned a verdict of guilt to sec-
ond degree murder and the remainder of the charges, the same
verdict which was reached in the first trial. He was sentenced to
a term of life imprisonment by this Court on the second degree
murder charge, also the same sentence which was imposed at
the conclusion of the first trial. The defendant now appeals.

In his Concise Statement of Matters Complained of on Ap-
peal, the defendant raises three (3) issues. We address them as
follows:

Retrial
The defendant’s first issue concerns the constitutionality of

his re-trial. Specifically, he argues that he “should not have been
subject to retrial after [he] had been previously forced to proceed
to trial without his constitutionally protected choice of counsel.”
Not only is this argument meritless, it has already been addressed
by the Supreme Court.

In its Opinion at No. 27 W.D.A. 2000, the Supreme Court ad-
dressed this very same issue. It stated: “Appellant’s argument
that he should not be subjected to retrial is without basis. Where
there has been a deprivation of the right to counsel of one’s choice,
the remedy is a new trial.” Commonwealth v. Rucker, 761 A.2d
541, 544, FN2 (2000), citing Commonwealth v. Johnson, 550 Pa.
298, 304-06, 705 A.2d 830, 833-34 (1998).

It was not this Court’s decision to re-try the defendant. Rather,
the re-trial was conducted upon Order of the Supreme Court. It
is clear that this Court had no discretion in the matter and there-
fore no error will lie against this Court. As to any error by the
Supreme Court, that Court already addressed this issue. There
is nothing further to litigate.

It is an outrageous argument that a defendant who has been
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convicted of murder should be set free, never subject to re-trial,
merely because he did not have counsel of his own choice. The
initial conviction was reversed and the defendant was given an
opportunity to have a trial with counsel of his choice. That the
defendant is not pleased with the outcome of that trial is neither
the fault of this Court nor of the Supreme Court. The defendant
is not being subjected to double penalties for the second trial,
but rather, since the sentence was vacated, it is as if the first
trial never took place. The remedy was proper and appropriate
under the circumstances. This claim is meritless.

Evidentiary Rulings
The defendant’s next claim of error is that “each of the court’s

trial rulings against defendant presents an issue for appeal.” This
issue is so vague that this Court cannot begin to address its mer-
its. Therefore, it is treated as if no statement was ever filed, and
any claims of error with regard to this Court’s evidentiary rul-
ings are waived.

This Court’s review of the record indicates that the defen-
dant was the subject of forty-five (45) evidentiary rulings (either
by counsel’s objection or by the Commonwealth’s objection). Of
those forty-five (45) rulings, forty-three (43) were decided against
the defendant. If it is the defendant’s objective to challenge each
of the forty-three (43) evidentiary rulings, he should have identi-
fied each ruling and stated with specificity the point of error he
is alleging. As he has chosen not to prepare his Concise State-
ment of Matters Complained Of in accordance with the letter
and spirit of Rule 1925(b), this Court chooses not to do counsel’s
work for him. A blanket statement of error regarding forty-three
(43) rulings is simply unacceptable.

As this Court is not able to determine the questions of error
the defendant wishes to raise, it will not address the rulings.
This Court respectfully suggests that any claims of error that
the defendant has regarding the evidentiary rulings are waived
pursuant to Commonwealth v. Dowling, 778 A.2d 686 (Pa.Super.
2001) and Commonwealth v. Lord, 716 A.2d 306 (Pa. 1998).

In Lord, the Supreme Court addressed issues which, although
they were raised at the appellate court level, were not included
in the Concise Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal
pursuant to Rule 1925(b) of the Pennsylvania Rules of Appellate
Procedure, which was directed to the trial court. The Lord Court
found that those issues were deemed waived, as the trial court
did not have an opportunity to address them, thus defeating
meaningful appellate review. Commonwealth v. Lord, 553 Pa.
415, 420, 716 A.2d 306, 309 (Pa. 1998).

In Commonwealth v. Dowling, the Superior Court interpreted
Lord and applied it to issues which, although raised in the Con-
cise Statement, were so vague that the trial court was not able to
address them. It stated:

Rule 1925 is intended to aid trial judges in identifying
and focusing upon those issues which the parties plan
to raise on appeal…. ‘When a court has to guess what
issues an appellant is appealing, that is not enough for
meaningful review’…. ‘When an appellant fails ad-
equately to identify in a concise manner the issues
sought to be pursued on appeal, the trial court is im-
peded in its preparation of a legal analysis which is
pertinent to those issues.’
     In other words, a Concise Statement which is too
vague to allow the Court to identify the issues raised on
appeal is the  functional equivalent of no Concise State-
ment at all.

Commonwealth v. Dowling, 778 A.2d 683, 686-87 (Pa.Super.
2001). Internal citations omitted. Emphasis added. The Court
went on to hold that Lord was applicable in such a situation,
resulting in waiver of the claim. Id.

Review of the defendant’s second issue in light of Dowling
and Lord indicates that the issue was too vague to enable this
Court to address the legal issues involved. Thus, the Superior
Court is without benefit of this Court’s opinion on the matter,
and meaningful appellate review is precluded. Any and all claims
of error relating to this Court’s evidentiary rulings are waived.

Fair Trial
The defendant’s final allegation of error is that this Court

deprived him of a fair trial by making almost all evidentiary rul-
ings in favor of the Commonwealth. This issue is meritless.

As noted above, of the forty-five (45) objections made during
the trial, forty-three (43) were resolved in favor of the Common-
wealth. This Court has taken the time to thoroughly review the
record in this case, and is convinced that each ruling was proper.
That the overwhelming majority of these objections were resolved
in favor of the Commonwealth would seem, to this Court at least,
to suggest counsel’s error, rather than error on the part of this
Court.

However, as noted above, as the defendant has failed to plead
his claim of error with the requisite specificity to enable this
Court to conduct a meaningful review of the issue, this claim of
error is also waived. Commonwealth v. Lord, 719 A.2d 306, 309
(Pa. 1998) and Commonwealth v. Dowling, 778 A.2d 683, 686-87
(Pa.Super. 2001).

Accordingly, for the above reasons of fact and law, the judg-
ment of sentence should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/McDaniel, J.

Christa Lynn Mingone, Lynn Mingone
and David Mingone v.

John C. Mellinger, M.D.

Cross-Examination of Expert—Habit and Custom Testimony

1. Where Plaintiffs’ expert raised the issue of his alcoholism
himself, the defense did not violate the court’s ruling that it could
not directly question the expert on that subject, but was per-
mitted to inquire into the reasons for the expert leaving his
employment at any of the institutions he mentioned on direct
examination.

2. Where a nurse present during the delivery of minor Plain-
tiff lacked a specific recollection of the events, it was proper to
permit her to testify as to her habit and custom of performing a
particular act since she had participated in at least 20 deliveries
involving the condition claimed by Plaintiff.

(Paul D. Kruper)

David T. Donnelly for Christa Lynn Mingone, Lynn Mingone and
David Mingone.
Bernard R. Rizza for John C. Mellinger, M.D.

G.D. 97-18406. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Cercone, J., November 9, 2001—On December 1, 2000, at the
conclusion of a four day trial, a jury returned a verdict in favor of
defendant. A motion for post-trial relief was filed on behalf of
plaintiffs, and on April 23, 2001, said motion was denied by the
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trial court. On April 30, 2001, plaintiffs filed the instant appeal.
Pursuant to our order, a statement of matters complained of on
appeal was filed by plaintiffs wherein they listed three appellate
issues. We will address these issues in the order presented in
plaintiffs’ statement.

In this medical malpractice case, plaintiffs claimed that defen-
dant, John C. Mellinger, M.D., was negligent during the delivery
of minor plaintiff, Christa Lynn Mingone. More specifically, plain-
tiffs claimed that defendant was negligent by using forceps to pull
on the baby’s head and continuing to do so when a condition known
as shoulder dystocia existed. Plaintiffs contended that as a result
of these actions the child suffered nerve damage to her arm.

At trial defendant denied the plaintiffs’ claim and asserted
that he was not negligent in the delivery of minor plaintiff. De-
fendant claimed that the procedures that he used to deliver a
child with shoulder dystocia were proper under the circum-
stances. While defendant did not dispute that the child suffered
injuries during the delivery, he asserted that they were not the
result of any negligence on his part.

Plaintiffs’ first contention is that the trial court erred in deny-
ing their motion in limine concerning the cross-examination of
their expert witness, James A. O’Leary, M.D. In their motion the
plaintiffs requested that the court prohibit the defense from ques-
tioning Dr. O’Leary about his past history of alcoholism. We ruled
that the defense could not directly question the expert witness on
this subject because the prejudicial impact would outweigh any
probative value. We did rule, however, that the defense would be
permitted to inquire into the reasons for the expert witness’ leav-
ing his employment at any of the institutions that he mentioned
on direct examination. It is axiomatic that a party’s expert wit-
ness may be cross-examined about his or her background, espe-
cially when that party raises the subject on direct examination.

Pursuant to our ruling, defense counsel did not raise the al-
coholism issue with Dr. O’Leary. Instead, when asked on cross-
examination whether he believed that he would have lost the
position of section chairman at the University of Buffalo if he
had not resigned, Dr. O’Leary, who could have responded with a
yes or no answer, volunteered that he had an alcohol problem in
the past for which he sought treatment. In a follow-up question
to this revelation, defense counsel asked Dr. O’Leary whether
that problem had affected his performance while at the Univer-
sity of Buffalo. Dr. O’Leary responded that he was able to func-
tion “quite effectively.” Notes of testimony at pages 166-167.

The record clearly does not support plaintiffs’ allegation that
defendant attacked Dr. O’Leary’s character by virtue of his alco-
holism. As noted, Dr. O’Leary chose to raise this issue himself,
presumably to place himself in a more favorable light with the
jury. Furthermore, this issue was not exploited by defense coun-
sel during cross-examination. We believe that the cross-exami-
nation of this expert witness was within the proper scope of cross-
examination. See Kemp v. Qualls, 326 Pa.Super. 319, 473 A.2d
1369, 1371 (1984).

For these reasons we determined that plaintiffs’ argument
on this issue to be meritless.

Plaintiffs next contend that the trial court erred in permitting
the testimony of Cindy Schatzman, a nurse who was present dur-
ing the delivery of Christa Lynn Mingone, because she lacked a
specific recollection of the events. A proffer made by the defense at
trial indicated that Nurse Schatzman was going to testify only
about her habit and custom in connection with the procedures
that she followed when encountering a shoulder dystocia during
delivery. Notes of testimony at page 370.

It is well established that evidence of a person’s habit and
custom of performing a particular act, if relevant, is admissible
to show that the act was performed on a particular occasion, pro-
vided the habit or custom occurs with sufficient regularity to
make it probable that it would be followed in most instances. See
Commonwealth v. Schwartz, 445 Pa. 515, 285 A.2d 154 (1971).

See also Jeffries v. McCague, 242 Pa.Super. 76, 363 A.2d 1167
(1976).

Nurse Schatzman testified that during her employment at
Magee Women’s Hospital she participated in at least twenty de-
liveries involving shoulder dystocia. Notes of testimony at page
379. We believe that the activity occurred with sufficient regu-
larity to constitute a habit and custom, and that the testimony
was thus admissible on this basis. As noted at trial, the fact that
the witness lacked a specific recollection of the incident in ques-
tion and was only testifying about habit and custom were factors
that the jury was free to consider when assessing the weight of
Nurse Schatzman’s testimony. Notes of testimony at page 372.

We note that at trial the court closely monitored Nurse
Schatzman’s testimony to ensure that it stayed within the bounds
of defendant’s proffer. At one point during her testimony, the court
sua sponte advised counsel that the testimony of the witness then
being given did not qualify as habit and custom testimony. Notes
of testimony at page 385. Following a recess in the trial, defense
counsel specifically asked Nurse Schatzman about her habit and
custom when confronting a shoulder dystocia during delivery.
The witness then testified without objection about her habit and
custom when dealing with this situation.

For the reasons here stated, we found plaintiffs’ argument on
this issue to also be meritless.

Plaintiffs’ final contention is that the trial court erred in per-
mitting Nurse Schatzman to testify as an expert witness. This
assertion is clearly erroneous and belies the trial record. At the
time defense counsel made his proffer of Nurse Schatzman’s testi-
mony, we stated the following: “…she can’t be proffering opinions,
you know.” Notes of testimony at page 372. In addition to this
unambiguous ruling, the record also reflects that twice during her
testimony we sua sponte stopped defense counsel’s direct exami-
nation and instructed him to present the testimony of the witness
within the scope of his proffer and in accordance with our ruling
that she not be allowed to give expert testimony. Notes of testi-
mony at pages 381-386.

For these reasons we found plaintiffs’ argument on their final
contention to be unpersuasive.

BY THE COURT
/s/Cercone, J.

Mark Groggel d/b/a National Storage
Systems v. The Horsley Company

Personal Jurisdiction

1. Defendant, a Utah corporation, did not have sufficient
contacts with Pennsylvania to warrant in personam jurisdic-
tion in Pennsylvania, where Defendant contacted Plaintiff in
Pennsylvania by letter, telephone and fax to install material in
California, although the contract was administered by a Depart-
ment of Defense agency located in Pennsylvania.

2. Additional contacts between Defendant and other busi-
nesses in Pennsylvania consisted solely of long distance phone
calls to payment centers and were insufficient to establish per-
sonal jurisdiction.

(Paul D. Kruper)

David B. Fawcett, III for Mark Groggel d/b/a National Storage
Systems.
John Newborg for The Horsley Company.

G.D. 00-18463. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
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County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

O’Reilly, J., November 11, 2001—This matter involves my
sustaining of Preliminary Objections filed by the Defendant, The
Horsley Company (“Horsley”) to in personam jurisdiction over it
by Plaintiffs, Mark Groggel, d/b/a National Storage Systems
(“Groggel”) and my dismissal of Groggel’s Complaint. I entered
my Order of Dismissal on July 2, 2001, and Groggel appealed to
the Superior Court on July 26, 2001.

Groggel is in the business of installing metal storage systems,
shelving, staircases, mezzanines, walkways and equipment and
fixtures. Complaint ¶1. In July of 1999, Horsley, who was the
general contractor at the United States Government Department
of Defense Facility located in Tracey, California, hired Groggel
as a subcontractor to install certain shelving and decking in the
facility under construction. Complaint ¶¶1, 6, & 7. A dispute arose
between them and Groggel filed the within action, seeking pay-
ment of sums claimed due and owing from Horsley for the work
performed by Groggel at the Defense Facility in California.

Horsley is a Utah Corporation, and does not have any em-
ployees working in Pennsylvania, is not licensed or registered to
conduct business in Pennsylvania, and asserts that it does not
conduct business within Pennsylvania. Horsley also avers that
it obtained the name of Groggel from a supplier in Michigan,
and a purchase order contract with Groggel was negotiated via
letters, telephone, and fax with no physical appearance in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania by any representative of Horsley.
Further, and most noteworthy, the work was performed in Cali-
fornia and the day-to-day contact between Horsley and Groggel
employees was only at the California site.

Groggel initiated discovery in aid of establishing jurisdiction,
and Horsley answered requests for admissions and provided other
information, which is part of the record. Both parties submitted
excellent briefs in support of their contending positions. It was
my conclusion, however, that Horsley did not have sufficient con-
tacts with Pennsylvania to warrant jurisdiction in Pennsylvania.
Accordingly, I granted the Preliminary Objections, and dismissed
the Complaint inasmuch as there was no Amendment or factual
averment that could establish jurisdiction.

The standard here is that Preliminary Objections are to be
sustained only if the Plaintiff can in no way aver sufficient facts
to warrant in personam jurisdiction in Pennsylvania, and I am
to accept all well-pleaded facts and reasonable inferences to be
made therefrom on behalf of the Plaintiff. Applying that stan-
dard, Groggel’s complaint falls short of the minimum contacts
necessary to bring this Utah company to Pennsylvania for work
done in California.

The fundamental consideration in this case is that Horsley,
from Utah, contacted Groggel in Pennsylvania by letter, tele-
phone, and fax to install certain shelving and other material in
California at the Department of Defense Facility.

Although the Facility was located in California, a Department
of Defense Agency, known as the Defense Logistics Agency, located
in New Cumberland, Pennsylvania, administered it. The record
reflects that the only contact Horsley had with the Defense Logis-
tics Agency was telephone calls and correspondence. As such,
essentially all of the conduct occurred outside Pennsylvania in
California.

The recent case of Fidelity Leasing, Inc. v. Limestone County
Board of Education, 758 A.2d 1207 (Pa.Super. 2000) is factually
similar and is dispositive of the issues herein. In Fidelity, an
agreement was entered into between an Alabama board of educa-
tion and a Pennsylvania corporation for photocopiers. Even though
the agreement there contained a provision that Pennsylvania law
governs any problems, the Superior Court determined that juris-
diction in Pennsylvania was lacking. The Superior Court acknowl-

edged the principle that “an individual’s contract with a non-
resident party alone cannot automatically establish sufficient
minimum contacts in the other party’s home state”. Id. at 1211.
Instead, the totality of the circumstances must be evaluated. Id.
at 1211. The Superior Court noted that the only contacts between
the parties consisted of an agreement, payments, and several fol-
low-up communications. On this basis, it determined that such
facts and conduct did not constitute sufficient minimum contacts
to sustain in personam jurisdiction in Pennsylvania.

Groggel submits that Horsley has dealt with other businesses
in Pennsylvania, and that therefore subjects Horsley to jurisdic-
tion in Pennsylvania. I have reviewed their argument and the
documentation offered in support thereof. The documents that
Groggel offers are records of telephone calls made by Horsley to
other businesses in Pennsylvania, which Groggel obtained in
discovery. These “contacts” involve telephone calls to a variety of
payment centers located in Pennsylvania dealing with invoices
from companies using them. Those companies were not located
in Pennsylvania, but used these payment centers. I find these
contacts to be extraneous matters and even discounting Horsley’s
assertion that the calls dealt with invoices, phone calls to Penn-
sylvania are not enough. Given the present technology whereby
people and businesses have the means to communicate world-
wide, it is certainly not uncommon for calls to be made to various
locales and businesses throughout the country. Accordingly, I do
not believe that “minimum contacts” was meant to apply to “long
distance” telephone calls.

With respect to Groggel’s contention and documentation
regarding other contracts that Horsley had with the Defense
Logistics Agency in New Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, I
am again not persuaded that these confer jurisdiction over
Horsley. It only establishes that the Defense Logistics Agency
administered the government contracts that Horsley had, and
that the Defense Logistics Agency happened to be located in
New Cumberland, Pennsylvania.1 See, Fidelity, infra. The same
rationale applies to this as to the calls to Pennsylvania pay-
ment centers.

In the case sub judice, other than letters, telephone and fax,
essentially all of the acts occurred outside Pennsylvania. Accord-
ingly, using the “totality of the circumstances” test as set forth in
Fidelity I found jurisdiction lacking, and dismissed the Complaint.

BY THE COURT
/s/O’Reilly, J.

1 In fact, 4 of the 10 contracts that Horsley had administered by
the Defense Logistics Agency were with the agency’s offices in
Richmond, VA and Lathrop, CA. See, Exhibit M of Groggel’s
Memorandum of Law.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Reginald Bledsoe

Consolidation of Indictments for Trial—Evidence of Other
Crimes—Flight Charge—Ineffectiveness of Counsel

1. The propriety of consolidating separate indictments for trial
is a matter of discretion with the trial judge. Indictments may be
consolidated where the separate offenses show the Defendant’s
unusual or distinctive modus operandi.

2. Evidence of other crimes was admissible as it demonstrated
Defendant’s intent to harm his ex-girlfriend, demonstrated his
motive, and demonstrated absence of any mistake in the com-
mission of the assault and the identification of Defendant as the
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perpetrator of the assault.

3. Where there was evidence of both flight and concealment
it was appropriate to give a flight charge where the Defendant
fled or concealed himself immediately after the crime occurred
or at some later time.

4. Where Defendant failed to allege any specific facts from
which it could be concluded that counsel was ineffective for not
presenting his testimony, there was no ineffectiveness of trial
counsel.

(Paul D. Kruper)

Michael Streily for Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Paul R. Gettleman for Reginald Bledsoe.

No. CC 199911021. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Criminal Division.

OPINION

O’Toole, J., November 13, 2001—On July 7, 1999, the defen-
dant, Reginald Bledsoe, was charged at CC 199911021 with count
one: burglary, count two: aggravated assault, count three: simple
assault, count four: simple assault, and one count of the summary
offense of criminal mischief. He appeared before the Honorable
Lawrence J. O’Toole on March 17, 2000, at which time the motion
by the Commonwealth to join this case with that at CC199911019
for trial was granted. At CC 199911019 Mr. Bledsoe was further
charged with simple assault and harassment. The Court granted
the Commonwealth’s Motion to Join as the offenses involved the
same victim. Mr. Bledsoe was acquitted of the offenses at CC
199911019. Mr. Bledsoe proceeded to a trial by jury on September
5, 2000. He was represented by Sally Frick, Esquire, and the Com-
monwealth by Patrick Nightingale, Esquire. The jury returned a
verdict of guilty on all counts at CC 199911021 and not guilty of
both counts at CC 199911019. On November 9, 2000, this Court
sentenced Defendant Bledsoe to a term of imprisonment of not
less than seven and one-half (7 1/2) years nor more than fifteen
(15) years on both counts one and two, the sentence at count two
was to run consecutively to that at count one. No further penalty
was imposed at counts three, four, and the summary offense.

The defendant retained new counsel and on December 6, 2000,
perfected an appeal of the judgment of sentence to the Superior
Court. Counsel was ordered to file a Concise Statement of Mat-
ters Complained Of on Appeal. In response the defendant made
the following allegations:

1. The Trial Court erred in joining the two cases for trial.
2. The Trial Court erred in admitting other crimes evidence

into trial which did not relate to the two criminal informations
charged.

3. The Trial Court erred in giving a flight charge to the jury.
4. Trial counsel was ineffective for not calling the defendant

to the witness stand.
5. Trial counsel was ineffective for not calling character wit-

nesses after the defendant’s bad character, in effect, was placed
before the jury.

6. Trial counsel erred in allowing into evidence the fact that
defendant’s bond was revoked and that he was incarcerated prior
to trial.

In order to address these issues a review of the evidence pre-
sented at trial is necessary.

In January of 1998, the defendant, Reginald Bledsoe, met the
victim in this case, Toni DeBord. Their relationship, which lasted
about a year and a half, progressed normally at first. Then start-
ing in February of 1999 and continuing until July there were
several occasions where the defendant was very abusive towards

the victim. The two incidents on which this case is based occurred
in May and July of 1999.

Toni DeBord testified that on February 9, 1999, she went with
her sister to a friend’s house where she ran into Reginald Bledsoe.
When the defendant started screaming at Ms. DeBord, her sister
told him to stop. In response he took a swing at the sister, pushed
her car door into her, and threw a metal object at the car. The
metal object went through the driver’s side window. (T.T. 166).

Then, on February 17, 1999, the defendant came to a restau-
rant where Ms. DeBord was dining, screamed at her, and slapped
her face with his open hand. Her friend, Larry Ervin, intervened
and escorted Bledsoe out of the restaurant.

The next incident occurred on February 26, 1999, when Ms.
DeBord went to Mr. Bledsoe’s home to get her belongings. Mr.
Bledsoe insisted that she come inside. She refused to go into his
house because she was afraid of him. After he repeatedly asked
her to come in, she did, and he immediately began to beat her.
While the beating was taking place, the victim was able to call
911. (T.T. 170).

Assistant Chief of Police of Leet Township, Edward Cross re-
sponded to the call. He testified that when he arrived at Bledsoe’s
home, the defendant accused Ms. DeBord of breaking into his
residence. After further interrogation of the defendant by Chief
Cross, Bledsoe was charged with aggravated assault, and Ms.
DeBord was charged with harassment. (T.T. 50). Chief Cross tes-
tified that the magistrate eventually dropped the charges against
Ms. DeBord and the defendant pled guilty to harassment. Pic-
tures of the bruises on Ms. DeBord’s shoulder and back from the
defendant’s beating and kicking her were admitted into evidence.
(T.T. 172).

Ms. DeBord testified regarding another incident that occurred
on May 30, 1999 in Coraopolis. She was walking down the street
when the Defendant grabbed her by the shirt and pulled her into
his truck. When she tried to get out, the defendant would either
hold her arm or hit her in the head. (T.T. 177). After Ms. DeBord
begged him, Bledsoe finally let her go. Soon afterward a friend
took her to the Coraopolis police station. (T.T. 179). Robert Gift, a
Coraopolis police officer, testified that when he first saw Ms.
DeBord, she was crying, her shirt was stretched out and there
were red marks around her chest and neck area. (T.T. 67). Ms.
DeBord told Officer Gift that her ex-boyfriend, Reginald Bledsoe,
grabbed her and pulled her into his Jeep. One hour after Ms.
DeBord left the police station, Officer Gift received another call
from her stating that the defendant was stalking her. (T.T. 68).
After this phone call, the officer filed simple assault and harass-
ment charges against the defendant. (T.T. 69). The defendant was
ultimately picked up on this warrant on June 24, 1999. (T.T. 74).

Ms. DeBord testified that on June 24, 1999, she looked out her
window and saw Reginald Bledsoe throw something through it.
Ms. DeBord called the police. The defendant was charged with
the summary offense of criminal mischief and he pled guilty. (T.T.
181). In response to the June 24, 1999 attack, Ms. DeBord was
granted an emergency Protection From Abuse Order prohibiting
the defendant from having any type of contact with her. (T.T. 182).

Despite the Protection From Abuse Order, another incident
occurred on July 7, 1999. That day, while Ms. DeBord was at her
sister’s home with Todd Bivins, she started receiving pages from
Bledsoe. (T.T. 185). She called the defendant back, but hung up
on him when he started screaming at her. (T.T. 186). Soon after-
wards she heard a knock at the front door and fearing that it
was the defendant, she dialed 911. While dialing 911, Ms. DeBord
ran up the steps and out the front door. (T.T. 187).

While she was outside, the defendant, who had not been able
to get through the front nor back door, broke one of the apart-
ment windows with his hand and then cleared out a space so
that he could step through. After stepping through the window,
he started swinging at Todd Bivins with his fists. Mr. Bivins tried
to get control of Bledsoe by putting him down on the ground.
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After Mr. Bivins pinned the defendant, he gave up and ran out-
side. (T.T. 114). Then Mr. Bivins heard screaming outside. When
he went outside to see who was screaming, he saw Bledsoe on
top of Ms. DeBord hitting her with his fists. (T.T. 116). When Mr.
Bivins ran over to Ms. DeBord, she was in a pool of blood and her
eyes were rolling back in her head. (T.T. 117).

Ms. DeBord testified that the next thing she remembered was
an officer asking her who had beaten her. (T.T. 189). She pointed
at Reginald Bledsoe and told the officer that he was the one re-
sponsible for beating her. (T.T. 189). Ms. DeBord was immedi-
ately taken to Allegheny General Hospital where she was treated
as a trauma patient due to the multiple injuries she had suf-
fered. (T.T. 136).

The attending physician, Dr. Frederick Hachelroad, Jr., tes-
tified regarding the multiple injuries sustained as a result of
this attack. Upon arrival at Allegheny General Hospital Ms.
DeBord was unable to control her airway, forcing him to put her
on a ventilator. Dr. Frederick Roger Heckler a plastic surgeon at
Allegheny General Hospital testified that reconstructive facial
surgery was necessary because Ms. DeBord’s jaw was fractured
in four places. (T.T. 39). It was necessary for Dr. Heckler to place
three plates in Ms. DeBord’s face and wire her mouth shut for
six weeks. (T.T. 42-43).

The defendant was detained at the scene by Sergeant Douglas
Busch of the Moon Township Police Department. He testified that
on July 7, 1999, he was dispatched to Cedar Road to respond to a
911 call that sounded like someone breaking into an apartment.
(T.T. 84). When he arrived in the housing plan, there was a black
man running towards him with blood on his hands and sweating
profusely. The black man turned out to be Defendant Bledsoe, but
when asked his name by Sergeant Douglas, he stated that it was
Joe Smith. (T.T. 85).

Officer Charles Carr was assigned by Sergeant Busch to watch
the defendant. Officer Carr testified that the defendant had
gashes and cuts on his knuckles and hands. It appeared he had
been striking an object. (T.T. 89). Officer Carr rode in the ambu-
lance with Bledsoe, who was taken to Sewickley Valley Hospital
to be treated for his injuries. (T.T. 90). Soon after arriving at the
hospital, it was determined that the defendant’s name was
Reginald Bledsoe, not Joe Smith, when a Virginia driver’s license
with his picture on it was found on his person. (T.T. 90). Later
that night, Mr. Bledsoe was charged with burglary, aggravated
assault, two counts of simple assault, and one count of summary
offense of criminal mischief.

In his Concise Statement of Matters Complained Of on Appeal
the defendant’s first claim was that the trial court erred in joining
the two cases for trial. It is well established that the propriety of
consolidating separate indictments for trial is a matter of discre-
tion with the trial judge, and the exercise of this discretion will be
reversed only for manifest abuse of discretion or prejudice and
clear injustice to the defendant. Commonwealth v. Morris, 425
A.2d 718 (1994). Joinder of separate informations is permitted
under certain circumstances. Specifically, Pa. R.Crim.P. 582 states:

(1) Offenses charged in separate indictments or infor-
mations may be tried together if:

(a) the evidence of each of the offenses would be
admissible in a separate trial for the other and is
capable of separation by the jury so that there is no
danger of confusion; or
(b) the offenses charged are based on the same act
or transaction.

The Morris Court settled on the test that is reflected in the
language of this rule. In its holding, the Court limited the test to
state, “[T]he rule we adopt today is that offenses may be joined
or indictments may be consolidated where the separate offenses
show the defendant’s unusual or distinctive modus operandi,”

Id. at 720. The Court concluded its analysis by finding that there
must be a high correlation in the details of the crimes so that
proof that the defendant committed one makes it very unlikely
that anyone else but the defendant committed the other.

Viewing the similarities in the two offenses in question, join-
der was appropriate. Both of the incidents involved charges of
assault by Reginald Bledsoe against Toni DeBord. In both inci-
dents, the defendant was explosively angry with the victim. In
both incidents, the victim was physically assaulted and sus-
tained injuries to her face. These similarities provide the dis-
tinctive modus operandi which would justify the conclusion that
the perpetrator of one was the perpetrator of the other assault.

The Court found that the second prong of the test was also
satisfied, that is the jury was capable of separating evidence pre-
sented to prove the May assault, from evidence presented to prove
the July assault. Both involved relatively simple factual scenarios.
The joinder of the cases was proper because the acts were simi-
lar and the jury was not confused by the evidence.

Defendant Bledsoe next alleged that the trial court erred in
admitting other crimes evidence pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule
of Evidence 404(b)(2). The Rule states, “Evidence of a person’s
character or a trait of character is not admissible for the purpose
of proving action in conformity therewith on a particular occa-
sion.” Pa. R.E. 404(a). The rules, however, set forth certain ex-
ceptions. Specifically, section 404(b)(2) states, “Evidence of other
crimes, wrongs, or acts may be admitted for other purposes,
such as proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, knowl-
edge, identity, or absence of mistake or accident.”

In this case, the defendant was charged with assaulting his
ex-girlfriend in May and again in July of 1999. The “other crimes
evidence” was admissible because it demonstrated Mr. Bledsoe’s
intent to harm his ex-girlfriend, it demonstrated his motive with
respect to her and it clearly demonstrated the absence of any
mistake or accident in both the commission of the assault and
the identification of Reginald Bledsoe as the perpetrator of the
assault.

The evidence of the repeated physical abuse that was perpe-
trated as part of Mr. Bledsoe’s relationship with Ms. DeBord
supported the fact that he intended to harm her when he en-
tered her sister ’s residence. It was indicative of his state of mind
at the time of the July assault, which produced a similar, though
more serious result. Instead of just slapping Ms. DeBord around,
he almost killed her. The prior violent incidents were also quite
similar in that 1) each assault was perpetrated by the same
actor against the same victim; 2) the actor and the victim were
in an intimate relationship; and 3) the actor inflicted injuries
to the facial area of the victim. To the extent that the rock-
throwing incident did not involve facial injuries to the victim,
it nonetheless demonstrated the intent to harm the victim in
some way.

The history of assaults was relevant to proof of the defendant’s
motive for entering the apartment in July 1999. The answer to
why Bledsoe went to the apartment that night after Ms. DeBord
had gotten a Protection From Abuse Order earlier that day, was
clear from the defendant’s prior assaults on Ms. DeBord when
she attempted to resist his control. The Court found that the
evidence of other abusive behavior by the defendant was prop-
erly admitted to show motive for the July assault.

Evidence of the May assault, as well as the history of abuse,
was properly admitted to show that the July incident was not an
accident or mistake. At trial the defendant tried to claim that
another person was responsible for assaulting his girlfriend. He
also gave the police a false name. The defendant tried this tactic
once before with the Leet Township police in February 1999. In
both incidents, the defendant was charged with assaulting Ms.
DeBord.

Finally, the other abusive acts show the natural progression
of events that led up to the July assault. The evidence showed
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periodic violent behavior by the defendant which began to esca-
late in February 1999. The repeated acts of abuse then culmi-
nated with the beating in July that resulted in the traumatic
injuries to Ms. DeBord.

For all the above reasons, the court found that evidence of
each of the defendant’s abusive acts towards the victim was prop-
erly admitted at trial.

The defendant’s third complaint is that the trial court erred
in giving a flight charge to the jury. The court charged as follows:

There was also some evidence offered by the Common-
wealth that the defendant was arguably leaving the
scene… And with respect to that, members of the jury,
generally speaking, when a crime has been committed
and a person thinks he is or may be accused of commit-
ting it, and he flees or conceals himself, such flight or
concealment is a circumstance tending to prove that a
person is conscious of guilt. Such flight or concealment
does not necessarily show consciousness of guilt in ev-
ery case. A person may flee or hide for some other mo-
tive and may do so even though innocent. Whether the
evidence of flight or concealment in this case should be
looked at as tending to prove guilt depends upon the
facts and circumstances of the case and especially upon
motives which may have prompted the flight or the
concealment. (T.T. 321-322).

This instruction was a nearly verbatim recitation of the flight
charge published in the Pennsylvania Proposed Points for Jury
Instructions—Criminal. It is appropriate to use where there is
evidence that the defendant fled or concealed himself immedi-
ately after the crime occurred or at some later time. Any instruc-
tion on the significance of flight or concealment is essentially a
comment on the evidence, cf. Allen v. United States, 164 U.S.
429, 17 S.Ct. 154, 41 L.Ed. 528 (1896).

In this case, there was evidence of both flight and conceal-
ment. After beating the victim, Bledsoe fled the scene and, min-
utes later, was stopped and questioned by Sergeant Douglas
Busch. (T.T. 84). When the Sergeant asked Reginald Bledsoe his
name, the defendant, trying to conceal his identity, told the Ser-
geant that his name was Joe Smith. (T.T. 85). The reason for
defendant’s concealment of this identity was later discovered
when he was identified by the victim as the person who beat her.
(T.T. 189). The Court found the evidence of the Commonwealth
showed flight and concealment by Mr. Bledsoe. Therefore, the
flight charge was proper.

Mr. Bledsoe’s fourth allegation was that trial counsel was in-
effective for not calling him to the witness stand. When assert-
ing ineffectiveness of counsel, the defendant must demonstrate
that (1) the underlying claim is of arguable merit; (2) the par-
ticular course chosen by counsel did not have any reasonable
basis designed to effectuate his client’s interests; and (3) counsel’s
ineffectiveness prejudiced defendant. Commonwealth v. Pierce,
515 Pa. 153, 527 A.2d 973 (1987). Prejudice has been defined to
mean that defendant must establish that, but for the ineffective-
ness, there is a reasonable probability that the result would have
been different. Commonwealth v. Crawley, 541 Pa. 408, 663 A.2d
676 (1995). Trial counsel is presumed to be effective and the bur-
den is placed upon the defendant to prove otherwise. Common-
wealth v. Williams, 524 Pa. 218, 570 A.2d 75 (1990).

In the instant case, the defendant did not sustain his burden
of proving that his claim of ineffectiveness had arguable merit.
He failed to allege any specific facts from which it could be con-
cluded that counsel was ineffective for not presenting his testi-
mony. Allegations of ineffectiveness asserted in a vacuum can-
not be ineffectiveness. Commonwealth v. Morris, 546 Pa. 296,
684 A.2d 1037 (1996); Commonwealth v. Baker, 531 Pa. 541, 614
A.2d 663 (1992); Commonwealth v. Silo, 509 Pa. 406, 502 A.2d

173 (1985); Commonwealth v. Pettus, 492 Pa. 558, 424 A.2d 1332
(1981). Thus the defendant failed to satisfy the first prong of the
Pierce test, and the court accordingly found no ineffectiveness of
trial counsel.

Mr. Bledsoe further complained that trial counsel was inef-
fective for failing to call character witnesses after the defendant’s
bad character was placed before the jury. Defendant’s claim must
be dismissed for the same reason as the last. Pursuant to the
requirements of Pierce, he must prove that his underlying claim
had arguable merit. The defendant did not.

The law requires that to establish that trial counsel was
ineffective for failing to present witnesses, the defendant must
establish, (1) the witnesses existed; (2) the witnesses were avail-
able; (3) that counsel was informed of the existence of the wit-
nesses, or should have known of the witnesses’ existence; (4)
that the witnesses were available and prepared to cooperate
and would have testified on the appellant’s behalf; and (5) the
absence of the testimony prejudiced the appellant. Common-
wealth v. Crawley, 541 Pa. 408, 663 A.2d 676 (1985). Defendant
has failed to allege any of these specific facts. Thus, defendant
failed to meet the requirements of Pierce and Crawley. His claim
of ineffectiveness of counsel must fail. The Court cannot ad-
dress this issue in a vacuum.

Assuming, arguendo that defendant had met the requirements
of Pierce and Crawley, his claim for ineffectiveness would still
fail. At trial, counsel had the opportunity and did present testi-
mony of defendant’s ex-girlfriend, Jennifer Blackburn, who tes-
tified to the defendant’s character. Ms. Blackburn testified that
she dated the defendant for six years, had been friends with him
for eight years, and that during their relationship, defendant
was never physically abusive towards her. (T.T. 242). Mr. Bledsoe’s
claim was meritless even if it had been properly pled.

Mr. Bledsoe’s last allegation was that the trial court erred in
allowing into evidence the fact that the defendant’s bond was
revoked and he was incarcerated prior to trial.

The fact that the defendant’s bond was revoked and he was
incarcerated prior to trial came into evidence via the victim’s
testimony. Defense counsel did not object to this testimony.

As a result, the judge did not rule as to whether the evidence
should be admitted or excluded. Therefore, Pa. R.E. 103(a)(1)
does not apply and the trial court did not err.

For these reasons of fact and law the judgment of sentence of
Reginald Bledsoe should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/O’Toole, J.
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The Parking Authority of the City of
Wilkes-Barre v. The Ten East South

Street Company, A Limited Partnership

Collateral Estoppel—Adjudication on Merits—Lease Agreement

The Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania held that an adju-
dication on the merits is required for collateral estoppel to apply.
See Parking Authority of Wilkes Barre v. Ten East South Street
Co., No. 1118 C.D. 2001. Resolving an issue in the context of dis-
missing or granting preliminary objections is not an adjudication
on the merits, therefore, collateral estoppel does not apply. See Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-1118 C.D. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Friedman, J., December 11, 2001.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Kenneth White

Criminal—Plea Withdrawal

On Dec. 14, 2001, the Honorable Judge Ford Elliot, the Honorable
Judge Brosky, and the Honorable Judge Beck of the Superior Court of
Pennsylvania vacated and remanded the Judgment of Sentence of
June 8, 2000, in the Court of Common Pleas, Philadelphia County,
Criminal Division, in the case of Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Kenneth White, No. 2261 E.D.A. 2000 (Pa.Super. 356).

(David C. Pulice)

No. 00-2261 E.D.A. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Brosky, J., December 14, 2001.

Linda Lindsay v.
Unemployment Compensation

Board of Review

Fitness for Duty—Alcohol—Unemployment Compensation

The Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania recently held that
an employee who shows up for work smelling of alcohol may not
receive unemployment compensation benefits when the employer
has a policy on fitness for duty. Lindsay v. Unemployment Com-
pensation Board of Review, No. 1133 C.D. 2001. The employee
need not be aware of the aroma and must pass the “smell test.”
See Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-1133 C.D. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Flaherty, J., December 12, 2001.

Joseph R. Paone v.
Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc.,

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter,
and Robert Smith

Arbitration Clause—Brokerage Firm—Confidential Relationship

Joseph R. Paone brought an action for fraud and other claims
against his broker and brokerage firm. Dean Witter Reynolds,
the “brokerage firm” petitioned to compel arbitration pursuant
to agreement. The Lackawanna County Court of Common Pleas
denied the petition. The “brokerage firm” appealed. The Supe-
rior Court vacated the trial court’s order of Aug. 23, 2000, and
remanded the case for a determination of whether the arbitra-
tion provision of the agreement was fair under the circumstances
and whether it was knowingly entered into and thus was not a
breach of a confidential relationship between brokerage firm and
investor.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 00-1770 M.D.A. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Todd, J., December 7, 2001.

Edward Keyse Mace v.
Atlantic Refining & Marketing Corp.,

A Subsidiary of Atlantic Petroleum
Corp., Bassam Barqawi, A-Plus Mini

Market, and Bobby Perry

Indemnification Agreement—Negligence—Personal Injury

An indemnity agreement may apply to require the provision
of a defense, even where the plaintiff in the underlying action
alleges that the indemnitee itself was negligent. In Mace v. Atlan-
tic Refining and Marketing Corp., No. 5 E.A.P. 2000 (Pa. decided
Dec. 12, 2001), Justice Nigro wrote that a franchisor was contrac-
tually entitled to recover defense costs from its franchisee with
respect to a claim for personal injury sustained on the franchisee’s
premises, even though the plaintiff also alleged an independent
claim against the franchisor/indemnitee. Specifically, the court held
that the traditional rule restricting indemnity for an indemnitee’s
own negligence would not preclude indemnification where
claimant’s negligence claims against the indemnitee were dis-
missed on summary judgment.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 00-5 E.A.P. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Nigro, J., December 12, 2001.
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Cyril H. Wecht, M.D., J.D.,
Coroner of Allegheny County v.

James C. Roddey, as Chief Executive of
Allegheny County, Pennsylvania
and John DeFazio, as President

of County Council of the
County of Allegheny and as

representative of the County Council
of Allegheny County, collectively;

the County Council of Allegheny County;
and the County of Allegheny

 Home Rule Government—Row Officers—Merit Hiring—
County Ethics Code—Elected Officials’ Accountability—
Centralized Management Information Systems

1. A Home Rule municipality’s exercise of power is valid ab-
sent a limitation found in the Constitution, the acts of the Gen-
eral Assembly, or the charter itself. Ambiguities are resolved in
favor of the municipality. County of Delaware v. Township of
Middletown, 511 A.2d 811 (Pa. 1986).

2. Provisions of the newly-adopted Administrative Code by
County Council are non-substantive and relate to personnel and
administrative aspects of the independently elected offices in the
County. Since the presumption is that the County’s exercise of
power is valid, the burden is upon Plaintiff to demonstrate that
a restriction exists within the Constitution, an act of the Gen-
eral Assembly or the charter itself.

3. There is no conflict between the offending provisions of the
Administrative Code and the general laws of the General Assem-
bly, since such provisions do not address substantive matters of
statewide concern.

4. Plaintiff ’s constitutional argument, relying on DeFazio v.
Civil Service Commission of Allegheny County, 756 A.2d 1103
(Pa. 2000) is distinguishable in that DeFazio singled out a sub-
classification of sheriffs of second class counties; whereas, the
Administrative Code under consideration does not single out
anyone, treating all independently elected officers in the county
uniformly.

5. The Administrative Code provisions do not interfere with
the management of day-to-day operations of the Coroner’s office.

(Lynn E. MacBeth)

Timothy G. Uhrich for Plaintiff.
Terrence F. McVerry for James C. Roddey and County of Allegheny.
James J. Dodaro for County Council and John DeFazio.

GD 00-10736. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Civil Division.

OPINION

James, J., December 20, 2001—Plaintiff, Cyril H. Wecht, M.D.,
J.D., as the Coroner of Allegheny County, filed an action on June
21, 2000, pursuant to the Declaratory Judgments Act, 42
Pa.C.S.A. §7531, et seq., seeking an adjudication of the constitu-
tional and common law rights and privileges of the independently
elected Office of the Coroner of Allegheny County under various
provisions of the Administrative Code, as established pursuant
to Article IV, Section 6 of the Allegheny County Home Rule Char-
ter. James Roddey, Chief Executive of Allegheny County; John

DeFazio, President of the County Council of the County of Al-
legheny; the County Council of Allegheny County; and the County
of Allegheny make up the Defendants in this action. Testimony
was received, along with a joint stipulation of facts and the briefs
of the parties were filed, this matter is now ripe for disposition.

Following enactment by the legislature and approval by the
citizens, the Allegheny County Home Rule Charter became ef-
fective on January 1, 2000. In compliance with the Home Rule
Charter, the County Council and the Chief Executive arrived at
an Administrative Code addressing the organization, structure
and operation of the county government with an effective date of
July 6, 2000. Relying upon the Constitution of Pennsylvania and
the Second Class County Charter Law, Plaintiff asserts that vari-
ous provisions of the Allegheny County Administrative Code vio-
late the rights and privileges of the Office of the Coroner of the
County of Allegheny. The Allegheny County Administrative Code
provisions offending Plaintiff include:

§601.01 providing that all Independently Elected Offi-
cials devote a full-time effort to the duties of their of-
fices, “full-time” is defined at Section 101.03 of Article
I of the Administrative Code to mean regular work of
at least thirty-five hours a week;

§601.02 providing that all Independently Elected Offi-
cials establish and publish criteria for merit hiring and
promoting within their respective offices;

§601.04 providing that all Independently Elected Offi-
cials abide by the accountability, conduct and ethics
code set forth under the Administrative Code;

§601.04A providing that each Independently Elected
Official shall abide by the Management Information
Systems procedures in place for county services and
operations; and

§601.04B providing that each Independently Elected
Official submit a semi-annual report to the Chief Execu-
tive and County Council detailing any material changes
to the administration or operation of their office.

The framework for examining a home rule municipality’s ex-
ercise of power was first set forth in County of Delaware v. Town-
ship of Middletown, 511 A.2d 811 (Pa. 1986): “In analyzing a home
rule municipality’s exercise of power…we begin with the view that
it is valid absent a limitation found in the Constitution, the acts of
the General Assembly, or the charter itself, and we resolve ambi-
guities in favor of the municipality.” Id. at 813. However, Justice
Zappala, writing on behalf of the Court, also noted that: “Even
with their expanded autonomy, home rule municipalities must act
according to the parameters set by the legislature in the Home
Rule Charter Law.” Id. at 814. The Commonwealth Court of Penn-
sylvania has analyzed home rule municipality actions under this
construct. See Norristown Fraternal Order of Police, Lodge 31 v.
DeAngelis, 611 A.2d 322 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1992); and City Council of
the City of Pittsburgh v. City of Pittsburgh, 625 A.2d 138 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 1993).

In arriving at this framework, the Supreme Court examined
both the Constitution of Pennsylvania and the implementing leg-
islation of the Home Rule Charter Law. Article IX, §2 of the Con-
stitution of Pennsylvania provides, in relevant part, that: “A
municipality which has a home rule charter may exercise any
power or perform any function not denied by this Constitution,
by its home rule charter or by the General Assembly at any time.”
Pa. Const. Art. 9, §2. The Court also examined 53 P.S. §1-301,
which has since been repealed. However, the subject matter of
this repealed statute is now addressed at 53 Pa.C.S.A. §2961
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that states:

A municipality which has adopted a home rule charter
may exercise any powers and perform any function not
denied by the Constitution of Pennsylvania, by statute
or by its home rule charter. All grants of municipal
power to municipalities governed by a home rule char-
ter under this subchapter, whether in the form of spe-
cific enumeration or general terms, shall be liberally
construed in favor of the municipality.

53 Pa.C.S.A. §2961.
The enactment of the Administrative Code of Allegheny

County was an exercise of the Allegheny County government’s
power pursuant to the new Allegheny Home Rule Charter that
became effective on January 1, 2000. Therefore, in examining
the provisions of the Administrative Code that the Plaintiff finds
objectionable the analysis, as set forth in County of Delaware
applies. Since the presumption is that the County’s exercise of
power is valid, the burden is upon Plaintiff to demonstrate that
a restriction exists within the Constitution, an act of the Gen-
eral Assembly or the charter itself. In this case, there is no claim
that a conflict exists between the Home Rule Charter and the
Administrative Code.

Initially, Plaintiff argues that the Home Rule Charter Law,
through the Administrative Code requirements, contravenes the
acts of the General Assembly set forth at 16 P.S. §3401(a)(5),
establishing the Office of Coroner within a Second Class County,
and 16 P.S. §4231, et seq., establishing the powers and duties of a
Second Class County Coroner. Asserting that the above statutes
constitute general laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Plaintiff contends that they are uniformly applicable to all coun-
ties within the Commonwealth, and therefore, the ability to es-
tablish, define or control the powers and duties of the Coroner
lies exclusively with the General Assembly.

It is undisputed that the Second Class County Charter Law
is a general law. However, the issue in the present case is whether
the enactment of the Administrative Code, specifically, the re-
quirements Plaintiff objects to, is an exercise of power of the Home
Rule Charter in conflict with the Second Class County Charter
Law, an act of the General Assembly.

Beginning with Lennox v. Clark, 93 A.2d 834 (Pa. 1953), over-
ruled on other grounds, Walsh v. Tate, 282 A.2d 284 (Pa. 1971),
our courts have held that a municipality may exercise power af-
fecting the personnel and administration of local offices estab-
lished through general law. The Supreme Court in Lennox stated:

It is argued that because plaintiffs perform their re-
spective functions and duties in pursuance of general
laws which impose similar or identical duties upon of-
ficers holding corresponding positions throughout the
Commonwealth, the city is thereby shorn of all power
to interfere with them or their employees. Nothing
could be further from the truth, it being abundantly
clear that the limitations of power referred to in sec-
tion 18 [of the First Class City Home Rule Act] concern
only laws in relation to substantive matters of State-
wide concern, such as the health, safety, security and
general welfare of all the inhabitants of the State, and
not to matters affecting merely personnel and admin-
istration of the offices local to Philadelphia and which
are of no concern to citizens elsewhere.

Id. at 845, (italics in the original). A home rule municipality’s
ability to exercise power and act in the non-substantive areas of
personnel and administration has been reiterated by our courts
on numerous occasions. See Addison v. City of Philadelphia, 122
A.2d 272 (Pa. 1956) (a general statute, authorizing an appeal by

an aggrieved employee, did not nullify a provision of Philadelphia’s
Home Rule Charter restricting the scope of judicial review); Com-
monwealth v. Cabell, 185 A.2d 611 (Pa.Super. 1962) (finding there
was a proper and constitutional delegation of authority to the City
of Philadelphia to impose fines and imprisonment for violation of
the Home Rule Charter and that authority so delegated was prop-
erly exercised); and Fraternal Order of Police, Fort Pitt Lodge No.
1, 644 A.2d 246 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1994), appeal denied by 675 A.2d
1253 (Pa. 1996) (a city’s enactment of an ordinance establishing a
new procedure to effectuate the hiring of experienced law enforce-
ment officers was not a violation of the Home Rule Charter Law,
because it was not in conflict with acts of the General Assembly as
applicable throughout the Commonwealth).

Here, the specific provisions of the Administrative Code ob-
jected to by Plaintiff, are clearly non-substantive and merely
relate to the personnel and administrative aspects of the inde-
pendently elected offices local to the County of Allegheny. It is
unreasonable to conclude that the provisions address substan-
tive matters of statewide concern, pertaining to the health,
safety, security and general welfare of all the inhabitants of
Pennsylvania. Therefore, there is no conflict with the general law
and the home rule municipality’s exercise of power is appropriate.

Plaintiff ’s attempt to analogize the facts of this case with those
of In re: Appointment of District Attorney, 756 A.2d 711 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 2000) fails. In re: Appointment of District Attorney in-
volves a direct conflict between statutory provisions and the
Lackawanna County Home Rule Charter Law dealing with an
appointment to a vacancy in the district attorney’s office. Id. at
712-13. In the instant matter, a conflict is nonexistent. As dis-
cussed above, Plaintiff does not point to any specific conflict be-
tween the Code and statutory provisions.

Turning to the constitutional argument, Plaintiff relies upon
no specific provision of the Constitution of Pennsylvania. None-
theless, Plaintiff asserts that the Administrative Code provisions
are inconsistent with the precedent of In re: Appointment of Dis-
trict Attorney, 756 A.2d 711 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2000) and DeFazio v.
Civil Service Commission of Allegheny County, 756 A.2d 1103
(Pa. 2000). As previously discussed, In re: Appointment of Dis-
trict Attorney is not analogous to this case.

Examining the other precedent relied upon by Plaintiff reveals
that the factual circumstances of DeFazio are far from the circum-
stances involved here. Our Supreme Court’s holding in DeFazio is
based upon the finding that the legislation in question effectively
created a new sub-classification, that of sheriffs of second class
counties. Id. at 1106. Although a particular independently elected
official cannot be singled out from other similar officers through-
out Pennsylvania, this is clearly not the case in the instant mat-
ter. The provisions of the Administrative Code are non-substan-
tive and merely relate to the personnel and administrative as-
pects of the independently elected offices local to the County of
Allegheny. A distinction is not created by this legislation as con-
templated by DeFazio. In addition, unlike the sub-classification
created for the sheriffs of second class counties at issue in DeFazio,
the Administrative Code applies uniformly to all of the indepen-
dently elected officers in Allegheny County; Plaintiff has not been
singled out for different treatment.

The General Assembly recognized the fact that since the
county government pays for the operation of the Coroner’s office,
the county would have some input as to matters affecting per-
sonnel and administration. In setting forth the duties of the Coro-
ner with respect to county morgues, the General Assembly stated:

The coroner of the county shall make general rules and
regulations for the government and control of county
morgues, and shall appoint suitable persons for such
morgues so established to have charge of the same, and
who shall be removable at the pleasure of the coroner.
The number of such persons and the salary of each shall
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be fixed by the salary board.

16 P.S. §4232.
The number of employees and the salary of those employees

are to be fixed by the county salary board, not the Coroner. A re-
view of the proposed Administrative Code provisions indicate that
they do not interfere with the ability to manage the day-to-day
operations of the Coroner’s office. The Plaintiff has not pointed to
any specific provision that would create such a situation. The pro-
visions of the Administrative Code Plaintiff finds objectionable do
not conflict with the Constitution of Pennsylvania, an Act of the
General Assembly or the Home Rule Charter itself. Therefore, the
Administrative Code represents a valid exercise of power. For these
reasons, Plaintiff ’s action filed pursuant to the Declaratory Judg-
ments Act, 42 Pa.C.S.A. §7531, et seq., is dismissed.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, to-wit, this 21st day of December, 2001, for the
reasons set forth in the foregoing Memorandum Opinion, it is
ordered, adjudged and decreed that Plaintiff ’s Action for Declara-
tory Judgment is hereby dismissed.

BY THE COURT
/s/James, J.

Victoria and John Heim v.
Days Inn North of the Falls,

Ontario Limited, Mario Meneschell,
Days Inn of America, Inc.,

Cendant Corporation formerly
HFS Incorporated

Personal Jurisdiction—Venue—Forum Non Conveniens

1. Where Days Inn North had several contacts with Pennsyl-
vania, namely its repeated advertisements for weekend packages
and where Plaintiffs traveled to Niagara Falls as a result thereof,
Defendant purposefully availed itself of the privilege of doing busi-
ness in Pennsylvania. Fair play and substantial justice would be
served by retaining jurisdiction over Days Inn North.

2. Although venue in Allegheny County arguably would not
lie against Days Inn North under Pa. R.C.P. 2179(a), venue was
proper under Pa. R.C.P. 1006(c) where co-defendants regularly
conducted business in Allegheny County.

3. Defendants’ Motion to Transfer the case to Mercer County
would be granted where litigating the case in Allegheny County
would be oppressive to Defendants. Plaintiffs reside in Mercer
County, wife Plaintiff became ill in Mercer County and received
her medical treatment there. The only connection between the
forum chosen by Plaintiffs is that some of the Defendants have
places of business in Allegheny County. However none of the
events giving rise to the cause of action occurred in Allegheny
County.

(Paul D. Kruper)

John R. Orie, Jr. and Thomas W. King, III for Victoria Heim and
John Heim.
Ross A. Giorgianni and Dennis A. Watson for Days Inn North of
the Falls, Days Inn of America, and Cendant Corporation.

G.D. 00-17906. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Strassburger, J., November 13, 2001—Victoria and John Heim
(“Plaintiffs”) took a trip to Niagara Falls in November 1998, stay-
ing for three nights at the Days Inn North of the Falls in Ontario,
Canada. When they returned home to Mercer County, Pennsyl-
vania, Mrs. Heim became ill and was diagnosed with
Legionnaire’s Disease.

Plaintiffs filed a complaint in the Court of Common Pleas of
Allegheny County against Defendants Days Inn North of the Falls
(“DINF”); Ontario Limited and Mario Meneschell, the owners
and operators of the hotel; Days Inn of America, Inc. (“DIA”);
and Cendant Corporation, the parent company of DIA. Mrs. Heim
alleged counts of negligence and strict liability; both of the Plain-
tiffs alleged breach of contract; and Mr. Heim alleged loss of
consortium.

Defendants DIA and Cendant filed a petition to transfer
venue to Mercer County on the basis of forum non conveniens.
Defendant DINF joined in this petition, and also filed prelimi-
nary objections claiming that this court lacked personal juris-
diction over DINF and that venue was improper in Allegheny
County.

For the reasons provided below, this court finds that (1) DINF
is subject to specific personal jurisdiction in Pennsylvania; (2)
because Defendants DIA and Cendant regularly do business in
Allegheny County, venue is proper as to all Defendants in Al-
legheny County; and (3) although venue is technically proper in
Allegheny County, the case should be transferred to Mercer
County on the basis of forum non conveniens.

I.

For a Pennsylvania court to exercise personal jurisdiction over
a nonresident defendant, the requirements of the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment must be satisfied.1 For a
court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction over a nonresident de-
fendant to comply with due process, the defendant must have
minimum contacts with the forum state such that litigating the
case there does not offend traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice. International Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326
U.S. 310 (1945). “That is, the defendant must have purposefully
directed its activities to the forum and conducted itself in a man-
ner indicating that it has availed itself of the forum’s privileges
and benefits such that it should also be subject to the forum state’s
laws and regulations.” General Motors Acceptance Corp. v. Keller,
737 A.2d 279, 281 (Pa.Super. 1999).

In determining whether a defendant has the requisite mini-
mum contacts with the forum state, the court must examine:

the quality of the contacts between the forum, the de-
fendant and the litigation, see Shaffer v. Heitner, 433
U.S. 186, 204, 97 S.Ct. 2569, 53 L.Ed.2d 683 (1977),
and whether the cause of action flows from the con-
tacts and whether the defendant has purposefully
availed himself of the privilege of conducting activities
in the forum state. Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235,
253, 78 S.Ct. 1228, 2 L.Ed.2d 1283 (1958).

Barrett v. Catacombs Press, 44 F. Supp.2d 717, 724 (E.D.Pa. 1999).

Here, DINF has had several contacts with Pennsylvania,
namely its repeated advertisements for weekend vacation pack-
ages in the Youngstown Vindicator.2 Many Pennsylvanians read
these advertisements, and, as the Heims demonstrate, at least
some of them who travel to Niagara Falls stay at DINF as a
result.3 DINF thereby purposefully availed itself of the privilege
of doing business in Pennsylvania.4

While these contacts are not overwhelming in their quantity,
their quality is significant in that the Heims’ claims arise out of
these contacts. The Heims would not have stayed at DINF were
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it not for the advertisement in the Youngstown Vindicator. As
this court noted in Dowling v. Sortino, 148 P.L.J. Supp. at 7 (Janu-
ary 14, 2000), aff ’d 764 A.2d 1132 (Pa.Super. 2000), “while it can-
not be said that Defendants’ advertising injured the Plaintiffs, their
injuries did arise from Defendants’ activities, namely, advertising
in Pennsylvania.”

DINF has contacts with Pennsylvania. This court must consider
whether this exercise of personal jurisdiction based on these contacts
comports with notions of fair play and substantial justice.

In making this determination, the court must consider: “the
burden on the defendant, the forum state’s interest in adjudicat-
ing the dispute, the plaintiff ’s interest in obtaining convenient
and effective relief, the interstate judicial system’s interest in
obtaining the most efficient resolution of controversies, and the
shared interest of the ‘several States in furthering fundamental
substantive social policies.”’ General Motors Acceptance Corp. v.
Keller, 737 A.2d 279, 283 (Pa.Super. 1999), citing C.J. Betters
Corp. v. Mid South Aviation Services, Inc., 595 A.2d 1264, 1266
(Pa.Super. 1991).

Fair play and substantial justice would be served by retain-
ing jurisdiction over DINF. The burden on DINF is not a heavy
one: Pennsylvania is not far geographically from Niagara Falls,
Ontario. The Heims’ interest in litigating the case in Pennsylva-
nia is obvious: they reside in Pennsylvania, as do their medical
witnesses involved in treatment. DINF had fair notice that many
of its customers are from Pennsylvania. DINF “purposefully de-
rived benefit from [its] activities in Pennsylvania, and, as such,
it would be unfair to allow [it] to escape having to account in
Pennsylvania for consequences resulting from such activities.”
GMAC v. Keller, 737 A.2d at 283, quoting Kubik v. Letteri, 614
A.2d 1110, 1115 (Pa. 1992). Pennsylvania has a strong interest
in protecting its citizens who have been seriously injured or
harmed in Pennsylvania by a tort committed by a nonresident.
Finally, allowing the Heims to litigate this case in Pennsylvania
will promote judicial economy, as many of the necessary witnesses
are in Pennsylvania.

While it may be true that DINF had no physical connection
with Pennsylvania, this fact is not dispositive: “When a Defen-
dant has received the benefits and protections of the forum’s laws
by engaging in business activities with a forum resident, the
courts have ‘consistently rejected the notion that an absence of
physical contacts can defeat personal jurisdiction there.”’ GMAC
v. Keller, 737 A.2d at 282, citing Mellon Bank v. Farino, 960 F.2d
1217, 1225 (3d Cir. 1992).

Therefore, personal jurisdiction over DINF is proper in Penn-
sylvania as jurisdiction comports with notions of fair play and
substantial justice.

II.

DINF next claims that venue is improper in Allegheny County,
alleging that none of the requirements of Pa. R.C.P. 2179 has
been satisfied. Pa. R.C.P. 2179 (a) provides:

[A] personal action against a corporation or similar
entity may be brought in and only in:

(1) the county where its registered office or princi-
pal place of business is located;
(2) a county where it regularly conducts business;
(3) the county where the cause of action arose; or
(4) a county where a transaction or occurrence took
place out of which the cause of action arose.

DINF avers that its principal place of business is in Niagara
Falls, Canada; that it has no registered office or place of busi-
ness in Allegheny County; that it does not regularly conduct busi-
ness in Allegheny County; that the cause of action arose in
Ontario, Canada; and that, as Plaintiffs reside in Mercer County,

no transaction or occurrence took place in Allegheny County.
DINF’s argument might be valid if it were the only defendant

sued by the Heims; however, DIA and Cendant are also defen-
dants in this case. Plaintiffs have presented evidence that
Cendant owns all Days Inn logos and trademarks and controls
the franchising of Days Inn hotels, and that DIA regularly con-
ducts business in Allegheny County through its franchises. DIA
and Cendant do not deny this allegation, and DINF has offered
no evidence to contradict it.

Venue is proper in Allegheny County under Pa. R.C.P. 1006(c),
which provides: “An action to enforce a joint or joint and several
liability against two or more defendants, … may be brought
against all defendants in any county in which the venue may be
laid against any one of the defendants.” Because Defendants DIA
and Cendant regularly conduct business in Allegheny County,
venue is proper in Allegheny County as to all Defendants.

III.

DINF, DIA, and Cendant have petitioned to change venue to
Mercer County on the basis of forum non conveniens. See Pa.
R.C.P. 1006 (d)(1). Pa. R.C.P. 1006 (d)(1) provides: “For the con-
venience of parties and witnesses the court upon petition of any
party may transfer an action to the appropriate court of any other
county where the action could originally have been brought.” In
ruling on such a petition, the trial court must give deference to
the plaintiff ’s choice of forum. See Cheeseman v. Lethal Extermi-
nator, Inc., 701 A.2d 156, 161 (Pa. 1997). “A petition to transfer
venue should not be granted unless the defendant meets its bur-
den of demonstrating, with detailed information on the record,
that the plaintiff ’s chosen forum is oppressive or vexatious to the
defendant.” Dulaney v. Consolidated Rail Corp., 715 A.2d 1217,
1218 (Pa.Super. 1998), quoting Cheeseman, 701 A.2d at 162.

In Dulaney, the plaintiff, a resident of West Virginia who was
working in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, was injured in a
work-related accident in Ohio. Dulaney sued Conrail in Phila-
delphia County, where venue was proper because Conrail had
an office and regularly conducted business there. The trial court
transferred venue to Allegheny County pursuant to Pa. R.C.P.
1006 (d)(1). The Superior Court affirmed, finding:

[T]he trial court’s transfer of venue based on forum non
conveniens was proper where Conrail established that
trial in Philadelphia County would have been oppres-
sive in that the accident occurred in Ohio, appellant
resided in West Virginia and worked out of Conrail’s
Allegheny County office, and all of the witnesses to the
accident and appellant’s medical providers resided in
Ohio, West Virginia, or Western Pennsylvania.

• • • • •

Thus, the facts show that Conrail has demonstrated
that a trial in appellant’s chosen forum would have been
oppressive and that trial in Allegheny County would
be more convenient because of easier access to all of
the witnesses and other sources of proof.

Dulaney, 715 A.2d at 1218-1219.

For similar reasons, Defendants have met their burden of
showing that litigating the instant case in Allegheny County
would be oppressive. Plaintiffs reside in Mercer County. Mrs.
Heim became ill in Mercer County, and was quarantined in her
home there. Mrs. Heim received all of her medical treatment in
Mercer County. The Heims, Mrs. Heim’s medical treatment wit-
nesses, and her non-medical condition witnesses, all of whom
will need to be deposed, reside in or around Mercer County.

As in Dulaney, the only connection between the forum chosen
by Plaintiffs and the case at hand is that some of the Defendants
have places of business here. None of the events giving rise to
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the cause of action occurred in Allegheny County. There are no
witnesses in Allegheny County. No Allegheny County residents
have any interest or connection to the case.

As to the issue of liability, this investigation will take place in
Ontario, Canada. The illness was contracted there. The Heims
have already utilized the Public Health Department of Ontario,
Canada to collect and test water samples there. Any witnesses
regarding this investigation will also be found in Ontario. Ontario
is much closer to Mercer County than it is to Allegheny County.

Therefore, this court finds that litigating this case in Allegh-
eny County would be oppressive to Defendants. Transferring the
case to Mercer County will be more convenient to all of the par-
ties and witnesses.

IV.

For the foregoing reasons, this court is entering an order (1)
overruling DINF’s objection based on lack of personal jurisdic-
tion; (2) overruling DINF’s objection based on improper venue;
and (3) transferring the case to Mercer County on the basis of
forum non conveniens.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 13th day of November, 2001, in accordance
with the foregoing Opinion, it is hereby ORDERED:

1) The preliminary objection based on lack of personal juris-
diction filed by Days Inn North of the Falls is overruled.

2) The preliminary objection based on improper venue filed
by Days Inn North of the Falls is overruled.

3) This case is transferred to Mercer County on the basis of
forum non conveniens at the cost of the Plaintiffs.

BY THE COURT
/s/Strassburger, J.

1 Pennsylvania’s long arm statute, 42 Pa.C.S.A §5322(b), pro-
vides that Pennsylvania courts may exercise personal jurisdic-
tion “to the fullest extent allowed under the Constitution of the
United States and may be based on the most minimum contact
with this Commonwealth allowed under the Constitution of the
United States.”

2 This court takes judicial notice of the fact that the Youngstown
Vindicator is regularly circulated in Pennsylvania.

3 This court takes judicial notice of the fact that many Pennsyl-
vanians visit Niagara Falls, Ontario.

4 DINF has also availed itself of the privilege of doing business
in Pennsylvania by placing advertisements in the Pittsburgh Post-
Gazette.

Dominick Pagniello v.
J.M. Jayson & Co., Inc.,

Realmark Corporation, et al.

Hearsay—Landlord and Tenant—Constructive Notice—
Defective Condition

1. When two conditions or events are substantially similar in
ways that are meaningful to show constructive notice existed,
evidence is admissible.

2. Evidence that two balconies in the same apartment com-
plex were made of the same materials, the same construction

types, and were exposed to the same environmental conditions,
was admissible to show that defendant had constructive notice
of defective conditions.

3. Evidence of past medical expenses was admissible when
testifying physician was plaintiff ’s direct supervising physician,
and plaintiff presented surgical bills and a summary of the
charges.

4. Jury’s award for future medical expenses was justified since
supervising physician testified of plaintiff ’s eventual need for
additional surgeries.

5. Jury may infer the cost of future medical expenses from
evidence of such costs in the past.

6. Mere statement by supervising physician suggesting that
plaintiff had other doctors who may have been prescribing medi-
cation without knowledge of each other was insufficient to sub-
mit as evidence of alleged drug-seeking behavior by the plaintiff.

7. Lack of written notice from tenant to landlord of defective
condition existing at apartment complex, as required by the lease,
did not relieve the landlord of its duty with respect to defects of
which landlord had constructive notice; lack of written notice
would not relieve landlord of duty to perform repairs.

8. Party cannot raise hearsay issues on appeal when party
failed to make hearsay objections at trial.

(Patricia Lindauer)

Arthur Schwartzwalter for Plaintiff.
Thomas A. McDonnell for Defendants.

GD 98-7727. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Civil Division.

OPINION

Folino, J., November 16, 2001—Defendants have appealed
from my order denying their Motion for Post-Trial Relief.

Plaintiff Dominick Pagniello was a tenant in one of five apart-
ment buildings comprising the Canterbury Courts Apartments
in Monroeville, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, which were
owned and managed by Defendants. The present action arises
out of injuries Plaintiff sustained on July 4, 1996 when the deck
railing outside his third floor apartment located in Building “D”
gave way, creating an opening in the floor of the deck. Plaintiff ’s
right leg went through that gap, causing injuries to his left knee.

Prior to this injury, Plaintiff had undergone knee replacement
surgery on his left knee.

One of the issues that was vigorously contested at trial was
whether Defendants had actual or constructive notice of the con-
dition of Plaintiff ’s deck. Plaintiff offered Mr. Jack Easley, the
maintenance supervisor of Canterbury Courts Apartments from
1993 through June of 1996, who testified in pertinent part that
the apartment decks in the complex—and particularly the third
or top floor decks—were substantially similar in their construc-
tion, exposure to the elements, age and condition. Easley testi-
fied that the third floor decks had no protective covering, and
that rain and snow would collect in the corners of those decks
where there was inadequate drainage, causing the wood to rot.
He tried unsuccessfully on several occasions to urge the owners
of the complex to allocate funds to rebuild all of the balconies.
Finally, Easley testified over Defendants’ objection that, in 1994
or 1995, he became aware that the rails of a third floor balcony
in Building “A” in the complex had collapsed.

Defendants argue that the admission of testimony concern-
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ing the balcony in Building “A” was error. Easley’s testimony,
however, that the balconies were substantially similar in con-
struction and exposure to the elements laid a sufficient founda-
tion for this evidence. The requirement for admissibility is not
that the two conditions or events be identical in every respect,
but instead that they be substantially similar in ways that are
meaningful to the concept of constructive notice. For example, in
Rogers v. Johnson & Johnson Products, Inc., 401 Pa.Super. 430,
585 A.2d 1004 (1987), the plaintiff had been burned by plaster of
paris used to form a cast to treat a broken bone. The Superior
Court upheld the introduction of evidence of a similar incident
that had occurred in Texas, and explained:

While testimony revealed that the products were not
from the same production batch and the circumstances
surrounding the Texas injuries may not have been iden-
tical to those concerning appellee, we find that the trial
court reasonably could conclude that the similarities
outweighed the differences for the purpose of establish-
ing whether Johnson & Johnson had notice of malfunc-
tions. The production batches were made sequentially
and included many of the same raw materials.

401 Pa.Super. at 436-37, 585 A.2d at 1007.
Here, the testimony showed that the two balconies in ques-

tion were of the same materials and type of construction, and
were both located on the top floor of apartment buildings in the
same five-building complex. This was a sufficient basis under
Rogers to admit Easley’s testimony.

Defendants also argue that there was an insufficient founda-
tion for Plaintiff ’s evidence of past medical expenses. Plaintiff
offered an exhibit, prepared by his counsel, that summarized the
charges associated with his five admissions to the Hospital for
Special Surgery in New York. These charges consisted of the bills
of his surgeon, Dr. Windsor, of the Hospital itself, and of consult-
ants who assisted Dr. Windsor during the various hospital ad-
missions. Plaintiff testified that he received all of the medical
services identified in the bills and in the summary offered in
evidence, and that he had received and paid all of the bills at
issue. Dr. Windsor further testified that the amounts listed in
the summary exhibit were reasonable and necessary medical
expenses caused by Plaintiff ’s injury of July 4, 1996.1

This evidence provided a sufficient basis for the jury to con-
sider Plaintiff ’s past medical expenses. Ratay v. Liu, 215
Pa.Super. 547, 260 A.2d 484 (1969). Indeed, Dr. Windsor in the
present case was more directly familiar with the medical ser-
vices, which were provided while Plaintiff was in the hospital
under his supervision, than was the physician in Ratay, who had
referred his patient to another clinic for tests with which that
physician was completely uninvolved. Accordingly, the evidence
of Plaintiff ’s past medical expenses was properly admitted, and
the jury was entitled to render a verdict based on those amounts.

The jury’s award of future medical expenses was similarly
well-founded. Dr. Windsor testified that under normal circum-
stances, a total knee replacement of the type Plaintiff had re-
ceived prior to the injuries at issue here would last for ten to
fifteen years. He explained that any subsequent surgery on that
knee, such as the surgeries required to treat Plaintiff ’s injuries
of July 4, 1996, shortened the life-span of the prosthesis and thus
increased the number of future replacements Plaintiff would need
over his lifetime. Dr. Windsor opined that Plaintiff would need
“one additional or, perhaps, two additional surgeries above and
beyond what would have ordinarily been expected had this origi-
nal total knee replacement lasted 10 or 15 years.” Windsor depo-
sition, p. 56. He also testified that Plaintiff ’s knee surgery in
1997, after the incident at issue here, had cost $34,000.

Defendant argues that the jury should not have been permit-
ted to consider any award for future medical expenses because

there was no evidence of the cost of such future treatment. On
the contrary, a jury may infer the cost of a future medical service
from evidence of its cost in the past. Pratt v. Stein, 298 Pa.Super.
92, 136, 444 A.2d 675, 697 (1982). Thus, it was appropriate to
permit the jury to consider Plaintiff ’s claim for future medical
expenses based on Dr. Windsor’s testimony, and the jury’s award
of $60,000 on this claim is fully supported by that evidence.

Next, Defendants contend it was error to exclude the testi-
mony of Dr. Windsor that “at one time [he] found out that …
other doctors were prescribing pain medications [for Plaintiff]
and [the prescribing doctors] didn’t know about one another.”
Defendants argue that this was admissible under Kraus v. Tay-
lor, 710 A.2d 1142 (Pa.Super. 1998), as “drug-seeking behavior.”
Kraus involved evidence of a history of chronic drug and alcohol
abuse which the Superior Court agreed was properly admitted
to assist the jury in determining the plaintiff ’s life expectancy.
In distinct contrast with Kraus, the only evidence of alleged drug-
seeking behavior here is a single question and answer which
showed that Plaintiff ’s doctors were not aware that they might
have been over-prescribing medication for pain. Particularly in
light of the fact that Defendants did not seek to question Plain-
tiff himself on any issue of drug abuse, N.T. 27, 30, Dr. Windsor ’s
testimony on this point could only have invited the jury to specu-
late as to the meaning and impact of the multiple prescriptions.
Therefore, the potential of this one question and answer to preju-
dice the jury far outweighed its probative value, and the evidence
was properly excluded.

Defendants also object that I did not instruct the jury as re-
quested in Defendants’ Point for Charge No. 23. That requested
instruction would have recited a particular piece of evidence (i.e,
a term in the parties’ lease which states “that the Lessee shall
furnish to lessor, in writing, any and all defects and/or damages
to the leasehold premises”) and would have given to the jury the
legal instruction that the lease is a legally enforceable agree-
ment. Defendants point to evidence that they had replaced three
floor boards on Plaintiff ’s balcony, and that between the time of
that repair and Plaintiff ’s injury, Plaintiff ’s only complaint was
that he wanted the balcony to be painted.

With regard to the first portion of the requested instruction,
requesting that I recite a particular portion of the lease, it is
neither necessary nor proper for the charge to single out one
piece of evidence and in effect make an argument on behalf of
the defense. McEwan v. Yellow Cab Co. 182 Pa.Super. 219, 126
A.2d 816 (1956); see generally, 10 Standard Pa. Practice 2d §59:34
(1982).

Further, while Plaintiff ’s failure to give written notice of
any defects in the balcony was relevant to the issue of whether
Defendants had notice of the dangerous condition—and Defen-
dants were free to so argue—the lack of written notice did not
relieve the Defendants of their duty with respect to defects of
which they had constructive notice through other means. Nor
could the lack of written notice relieve the Defendants of the
duty to perform with reasonable care the repairs that they had
already undertaken. To the extent that Defendants’ requested
instruction 23 suggested a contrary conclusion, it was errone-
ous and prejudicial.

Defendants also object that I did not give an instruction on
comparative negligence, although they did not request such an
instruction at trial. Plainly, the failure to request this instruc-
tion is fatal to this alleged ground of error. Bryant v. Girard Bank,
358 Pa.Super. 335, 517 A.2d 968 (1986).

Finally, Defendants object to certain portions of the testimony
of Christine Fruehstorfer. This testimony appears in the trial
transcript at pages 358 through 371. A review of that transcript
makes clear that the hearsay issues Defendants now seek to raise
were never the subject of objections at trial, and indeed the por-
tions of Fruehstorfer’s testimony that are now at issue were elic-
ited entirely without objection. Accordingly, Defendants have
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failed to preserve these issues. Eight North-Val, Inc. v. William
L. Parkinson, D.D.S., P.C., Pension Trust, 773 A.2d 1248, 1253
n.5 (Pa.Super. 2001).

Accordingly, my order denying Defendants’ Motion for Post-
Trial Relief should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Folino, J.

1 Plaintiff voluntarily withdrew his claims for other medical ex-
penses unrelated to the New York Hospital, when Dr. Windsor
testified that he was not familiar with the services performed by
those other providers.

Michael Terrick v. PNC Bank

Attorneys’ Fees—Arbitration—Wage Payment and Collection Law

1. A board of arbitrators may consider a claim for counsel fees
based on a statute which provides for a “court” to award counsel
fees to the prevailing party.

2. The legislature intended to make the compulsory arbitra-
tion procedure resolve smaller claims for plaintiffs raising statu-
tory claims under legislation providing remedies to consumers
and employees.

(I. M. Lundberg)

Andrew G. Sykes for Plaintiff.
Gregory A. Miller and Todd C. Duffield for Defendant.

No. AR 00-6044. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Wettick, J., December 6, 2001—Plaintiff ’s petition for attor-
neys’ fees is the subject of this Opinion and Order of Court. The
issue raised through this petition is whether a board of arbitra-
tors may consider a claim for counsel fees based on a statute which
provides for a “court” to award counsel fees to the prevailing party.

Plaintiff filed a complaint in the Arbitration Division of this
Court for unpaid wages and supplements ($5,839.31) plus 25%
liquidated damages ($1,459.31) and counsel fees. On June 11,
2001, the Board of Arbitrators entered the following award:

Award in favor of plaintiff and against defendant in the
amount of $795.14 and no attorney fees or liquidated
damage.

Neither party filed an appeal.
On July 23, 2001, plaintiff filed in the Common Pleas Court a

petition for attorneys’ fees accompanied by an affidavit in which
plaintiff ’s counsel avers that he spent 18.2 hours on the case and
seeks $150 per hour ($2,730).1 Plaintiff contends that a judge
must consider his petition because a board of arbitrators has no
authority to award counsel fees.

The claims that plaintiff included in his complaint for liqui-
dated damages and counsel fees are provided for in the Wage Pay-
ment and Collection Law. Under 43 P.S. §260.9a(b), an employee
may maintain in any court of competent jurisdiction an action to
recover unpaid wages and liquidated damages. Under 43 P.S.
§260.9a(f), the “court in any action brought under this section shall,
in addition to any judgment awarded to the plaintiff or plaintiffs,
allow costs for reasonable attorneys’ fees of any nature to be paid

by the defendant.” Under 43 P.S. §260.10, where wages remain
unpaid and there is no good faith contest or dispute of any wage
claim, “the employe shall be entitled to claim, in addition, as liqui-
dated damages an amount equal to twenty-five percent (25%) of
the total amount of the wages due, or five hundred dollars ($500),
whichever is greater.”

Plaintiff ’s argument, that only a common pleas court judge
may consider his claim for counsel fees, is based on the language
of §260.9a(f) that the “court” shall award reasonable attorneys’
fees.2 According to plaintiff, the Legislature used the word “court”
to mean that a judge must decide this claim. I find no merit to this
proposed construction of the Wage Payment and Collection Law.

The relevant provision of the Judicial Code governing com-
pulsory arbitration reads as follows (42 Pa.C.S. §7361):

§7361. Compulsory arbitration

(a) General rule.—Except as provided in subsection
(b), when prescribed by general rule or rule of court
such civil matters or issues therein as shall be speci-
fied by rule shall first be submitted and heard by a
board of three members of the bar of the court.

(b) Limitations.—No matter shall be referred under
subsection (a):

(1) which involves title to real property; or

(2) where the amount in controversy, exclusive of
interest and costs, exceeds:

(i) $50,000 in judicial districts embracing first,
second, second class A or third class counties
or home rule counties which but for the adop-
tion of a home rule charter would be a county
of one of these classes; or

(ii) $25,000 in any other judicial district.

Nothing in the language of this law suggests that statutory
claims for counsel fees cannot be submitted to a board of arbitra-
tors; to the contrary, §7361(a) states that any civil matters or
issues therein that are not covered in §7361(b) may be first heard
by a board of arbitrators.3 Since the purpose of compulsory arbi-
tration is to create a procedure for resolving smaller claims
promptly, fairly, and with minimal judicial involvement, the Leg-
islature would not have required, in this legislation or in any
other laws, separate supplemental proceedings after the entry
of the arbitration award.

Also, a requirement of supplemental proceedings before a
judge creates obvious problems with respect to when the appeal
period begins to run. A party has a right to file an appeal after
the outstanding claims have been resolved. See Rule 1306 which
provides that the arbitration award “shall dispose of all claims
for relief.” However, the provisions of 42 Pa.C.S. §5571 and
§7361(d) require that an appeal be filed within thirty days after
the entry of the arbitration award (see Stellar Construction, Inc.
v. Sborz, 748 A.2d 667, 669 (Pa. 2000)).

Finally, the Wage Payment and Collection Law is one of many
laws providing for the award of liquidated damages and/or coun-
sel fees to persons who lack bargaining power. Some laws, such
as the Wage Payment and Collection Law, provide for the “court”
to award counsel fees. Other laws use different language:

(a) Automobile Lemon Law, 73 P.S. §1958 (a purchaser of a
new vehicle who suffers any loss due to a nonconformity “may
bring a civil action in a court of common pleas and, in addition to
other relief, shall be entitled to recover reasonable attorneys’ fees
and all court costs.”);

(b) Plain Language Consumer Contract Act, 73 P.S. §2207 (a
creditor who does not comply with the test of readability “is li-
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able to the consumer for” any actual loss, statutory damages of
$100, court costs, “[r]easonable attorney fees” and any “equitable
or other relief ordered by the court.”);

(c) Motorized Wheelchair Warranty Act, 73 P.S. §2237 (“a con-
sumer may bring an action to recover for any damages caused by
a violation of this act [and t]he court shall award a consumer
who prevails in such an action twice the amount of any pecuni-
ary loss, together with costs, disbursements and reasonable at-
torney fees, and any equitable relief that the court determines is
appropriate.”);

(d) Hearing Aid Sales Registration Law, 35 P.S. §6700-608
(“Any buyer injured by a violation of this act may bring an action
for the recovery of damages. Judgment may be entered for three
times the amount at which the actual damages are assessed,
plus reasonable attorney fees.”);

(e) Motor Vehicle Financial Responsibility Law, 75 P.S.
§1797(b)(6) (the insurer must pay to the provider the outstand-
ing amount plus interest at 12%, as well as the costs of the chal-
lenge and all attorney fees, if “a court determines that medical
treatment or rehabilitative services or merchandise were medi-
cally necessary” and 75 P.S. §1798(b) (an insurer, found to have
acted with no reasonable foundation in refusing to pay a benefit
when due, “shall pay, in addition to the benefits owed and inter-
est thereon, a reasonable attorney fee based upon actual time
expended.”); and

(f) Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Law, 73
P.S. §201-9.2(a) (“The court may, in its discretion, award up to
three times the actual damages sustained . . . and may provide
such additional relief as it deems necessary or proper. The Court
may award to the plaintiff, in addition to other relief provided in
this section, costs and reasonable attorney fees.”)

It is clear from this review of various laws protecting persons
who lack bargaining power that the Legislature is using the term
“court” in a generic sense. A provision in a law that the “court”
shall award counsel fees is one of several wordings that the Leg-
islature is using to create a right to counsel fees. Other wordings
used to create a right to counsel fees include a statement that a
person who suffers a loss shall be entitled to counsel fees (see,
e.g., the Automobile Lemon Law—73 P.S. §1958), a statement
that a person violating the law shall pay a reasonable attorney
fee (see, e.g., Motor Vehicle Financial Responsibility Law—75
P.S. §1797); and a statement that a judgment may be entered for
damages and attorney fees (see, e.g., Hearing Aid Sales Regis-
tration Law—35 P.S. §6700-608).

Two recent cases have considered the Legislature’s use of the
term “court.” The legislation governing actions on insurance poli-
cies (42 Pa.C.S. §8371) provides that “if the court finds that the
insurer has acted in bad faith toward the insured, the court may
take all of the following actions:….” In Mishoe v. Erie Insurance
Co., 762 A.2d 369 (Pa.Super. 2000), appeal granted, 782 A.2d
547 (Pa. 2001), the Superior Court addressed the issue of whether
this legislation permitted a party to have its claim decided by a
jury. The Court ruled that the term “court” does not have a fixed
meaning:

Appellees urge a strict interpretation of the term “court”
to refer only to the trial judge in Section 8371. Appel-
lants, on the other hand, contend that such an inter-
pretation of the term “court” is unduly restrictive, and
should be read to mean “judge and jury.” Careful re-
view of these definitions reveals that Section 102 does
not enable us to conclude, with certainty, whether a
party is entitled to a jury trial under Section 8371. In
fact, as we stated in our previous disposition, these
particular definitions do not concretely “define” these
terms, but rather merely provide exemplary guidance.
Within the context of Section 8371, these “definitions”
simply do not assist us in answering the question pre-

sented. We therefore must analyze this statute strictly
according to the binding principles set forth by our
Supreme Court in Wertz. 762 A.2d at 373.

Ultimately, the Superior Court decided that a party seeking
relief pursuant to §8371 is not entitled to a jury trial. The Court
relied on a ruling of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court (Wertz v.
Chapman Township, 741 A.2d 1272 (Pa. 1999)) which addressed
the issue of the right to a jury trial where relief is sought for
alleged discrimination pursuant to the Pennsylvania Human
Relations Act which provides that a “court” shall issue injunctive
relief and order affirmative relief as the court deems appropriate.
In that case, the Supreme Court ruled that the Legislature’s use
of the term “court” in a law providing for an award of legal relief
incidental to and intertwined with injunctive relief is “strong evi-
dence that under the PHRA, it is a tribunal, rather than a jury,
that is to make findings and provide relief.” Id. at 1274.

In these two recent cases, the appellate courts were consider-
ing whether the term “court” was referring to a tribunal or whether
the term should be read to include “jury.”4 In the present case, the
issue is whether the term “court” means only a judge of a common
pleas court or whether it also includes judicial officers of the com-
mon pleas court appointed pursuant to a legislative act.

The two recent cases make it clear that the Legislature’s use of
the term “court” does not decide this issue. Courts, instead, shall
consider all relevant circumstances in determining legislative in-
tent. In this case, for the reasons that I have discussed, the intent
is obvious. The Legislature would have intended to make the com-
pulsory arbitration procedure that is designed to promptly and
efficiently resolve smaller claims available to plaintiffs raising
statutory claims under legislation providing remedies to consum-
ers and employees. The Legislature did not create the two-step
proceeding which plaintiff proposes.

For these reasons, I enter the following Order of Court:

ORDER OF COURT

On this 6th day of December, 2001, it is ORDERED that
plaintiff ’s petition for attorneys’ fees is denied.

BY THE COURT
/s/Wettick, J.

1 In this case, plaintiff is not seeking to mold the arbitration award
pursuant to Pa. R.C.P. No. 1307 (d). An application to mold an
award must be filed within thirty days. Furthermore, a mistake
of law is not a basis for molding a compulsory arbitration award.

2 The Wage Payment and Collection Law does not define the term
“court.” Also, the term “court” is not defined by the Statutory
Construction Act of 1972. See 1 Pa.C.S. §1991.

3 Pa. R.C.P. No. 1301 permits each common pleas court to deter-
mine, by local rule, those matters that will be submitted to com-
pulsory arbitration. A local rule of this court provides for a board
of arbitrators to decide any civil matters and issues permitted by
42 Pa.C.S. §7361 where the amount in controversy does not ex-
ceed $25,000.

4 The Judicial Code defines a tribunal as a “court, district justice
or other judicial officer vested with the power to enter an order
in a matter” and a judicial officer as including “appointive judi-
cial officers.” 42 Pa.C.S. §102. A lawyer appointed by a court to
serve as an arbitrator in a compulsory arbitration proceeding is
an “appointive judicial officer.” Turner v. May Corp., 427 A.2d
203, 209 (1981).
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Kevin Closky v. US Airways, Inc.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 97-13643
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff in the amount of $3,584.88
Date Of Verdict: 12/8/99
Judge: Farino
Pltf ’s Atty: David M. Landay
Def ’s Atty: Clem C. Trisher
Type of Case: Negligence
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Lawrence G. Morawa, M.D.

(Orthopedics); Michael A. Massini, M.D.
(Orthopedics); Patrick J. McKenzie, M.D.
(Orthopedics); William H. Goodring, M.D.
(Orthopedics); and Y.E. Silliman, M.D.
(Pathologist)
Defendant(s): Jon B. Tucker, M.D. (Orthope-
dics); Michael A. Massini, M.D. (Orthopedics);
Patrick J. McKenzie, M.D. (Orthopedics);
Lawrence G. Morawa, M.D. (Orthopedics)

Remarks: Plaintiff was a passenger in an aisle seat on defendant’s
airplane when he was struck in the right knee by a beverage/snack
cart. The plaintiff suffered a tear of his right medial meniscus
which required surgical repair.

Kimberly Magulick v. Mary Ann Ciminel

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-4736
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 12/3/99
Judge: Penkower
Pltf ’s Atty: Thomas Hollander
Def ’s Atty: Arthur J. Leonard
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Mary Anne Murphy, Ph.D.; Paul

Hoover, M.D.; Bruce Sorkin, M.D.; Michele
Organist, M.D.; Donald Caske, D.M.D.; and
Betsy Blazek-O’Neill, M.D.
Defendant(s): Steven M. Pustay, P.E.
(Accident Reconstruction); Dr. Richard
Kasdan (Neurology); and Dr. Lawson
Bernstein (Neuropsychiatrist)

Remarks: The parties were involved in a motor vehicle collision
at an intersection. The plaintiff turned left while the defendant
was approaching the intersection from the opposite direction and
the vehicles collided. Plaintiff alleged she suffered injuries to her
head, teeth, neck and body.

Stephen Miller and Rita Miller v. Shannon Crombie

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-11040
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiffs in the amount of $10,000.00
Date Of Verdict: 3/01
Judge: Gallo
Pltf ’s Atty: Marc J. Reiter
Def ’s Atty: Scott Millhouse
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Paul Hoover, M.D.

Defendant(s): John Bookwalter, M.D.
Remarks: This case was a rear-end collision that occurred on
September 8, 1999 in Oakland at the on ramp to the Boulevard of
the Allies. As a result of the accident, plaintiff Stephen Miller alleg-
edly suffered a torn labrum and shoulder impingement syndrome
necessitating surgery as well as a cervical disc bulge. The injuries and
damages were contested by the defendant except that defendant
admitted a cervical strain had been caused by the collision.

Dawn Skrinjorich and Randy Skrinjorich,
her husband v. Barbara F. Reese

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-7542
Jury Verdict: For Wife Plaintiff only in the amount of $500.00
Date Of Verdict: 11/6/00
Judge: Cercone
Pltf ’s Atty: George S. Gobel
Def ’s Atty: David A. Neely
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Dr. Brian Stillwagon;

Dr. Mark Fennema
Remarks: Wife plaintiff was stopped at a red light when her
vehicle was rear-ended by the defendant. Wife plaintiff had been
in a serious accident one week before this collision and another
accident after this collision. The defendant admitted liability
before trial commenced.

Angelo E. Cilia v. Samuel J. Marbella
Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-3932
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff in the amount of $10,000.00;

molded to add $1,800.00 in prejudgment interest
Date Of Verdict: 11/3/00
Judge: Friedman
Pltf ’s Atty: Steven D. Irwin and Piyush Seth
Def ’s Atty: Robert B. Stein and Lauren R. Fertelmess
Type of Case: Breach of Contract
Experts: —
Remarks: The plaintiff alleged that the parties agreed to form a
partnership for the sales of various insurance products and he
claimed that he was owed funds upon the dissolution of the partner-
ship. The plaintiff claimed he was owed compensatory damages in
the amount of $41,542.80 and also claimed consequential damages
and punitive damages. The defendant denied the existence of a part-
nership and characterized the arrangement as a commission split-
ting arrangement instead. The defendant denied that the plaintiff
was owed anything upon the termination of the arrangement.

Sean A. Tackett v. Pine Richland School District,
Brenda Vrable, Evan Karrs and Jessica Joseph

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-16492
Jury Verdict: For the Defense
Date Of Verdict: 9/14/01
Judge: Lutty
Pltf ’s Atty: James R. Mall
Def ’s Atty: John M. Giunta (Joseph); Randy K. Hareza

(Karrs); Kenneth S. Mroz (Pine Richland
School District)

Type of Case: Premises Liability
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Robyn E. McMillan, Ph.D.;

Harvey Slater, M.D.
Remarks: Plaintiff, a minor at the time suit was commenced,
was a high school student who was injured during an experiment
being performed by students at a chemistry classroom/laboratory.
Plaintiff claimed that the students were negligent because of the
way in which the experiment was being conducted, and that the
school district and the teacher were negligent for failing to take
adequate precautions while the experiment was occurring. Plain-
tiff also asserted that the use of a “fume hood” would have pre-
vented this event from happening and that, accordingly, the
action fell within one of the exceptions to local immunity. The school
district’s Motion for Summary Judgment was granted prior to trial,
and the case proceeded to trial only against the students.
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C.B. and J.B., on behalf of R.R.M. v.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,

Department of Public Welfare
and the City of Philadelphia,

Department of Human Services

Adoption Opportunities Act—Child Welfare Act

Justice Castille delivered the opinion of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court holding that the federal Adoption Assistance
and Child Welfare Act of 1980 did not preempt Pennsylvania’s
Adoption Opportunities Act. C.B. and J.B. v. Pa. DPW and Phila-
delphia DHS, Nos. 28 EAP 2000 and 100 MAP 2000. The court
determined that the federal act was not intended to require
states to provide assistance to facilitate private adoptions. See
Id. However, the court determined that the child was in legal
custody of a state agency and therefore granted adoption assis-
tance. See Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 00-28, 00-100. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Castille, J., December 18, 2001.

ACORN, CEPA, Hon. W. Wilson Goode, Jr.,
Hon. David C. Cohen and

Hon. Angel L. Ortiz v. SEPTA

Transit—Sunshine Act

The Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania agreed with the
lower court’s decision concerning raising fares in the Philadel-
phia area transit system. In the case, the Sunshine Act became a
primary issue when SEPTA made the decision to increase fares.
SEPTA is a state agency created under the Metropolitan Trans-
portation Authorities Act (Act) to operate a mass-transit system
within Philadelphia and its four surrounding counties. The gov-
erning body of SEPTA includes a 15-member board that has power
over budgets and standards of services. SEPTA held public hear-
ings about the possible fare increase, pursuant to Section 1741(15)
of the Act, 74 Pa.C.S. §1741 (15). The board was to consider the
report and recommendations from the public hearings at a sched-
uled public meeting.

(Hope Caldwell)

No. 01-1932. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Narick, J., January 4, 2002.

Highway News, Inc. v. Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation

Parking Lot—“On-Premises” Advertising—Signage Regulation

Judge Kelley of the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania
applied the Outdoor Advertising Control Act of 1971, 36 P.S.
§§2718.101-.115, and the regulations promulgated thereunder
in Highway News, Inc. v. Commonwealth, Dept. of Transp., No.
339 CD 2001 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2002). In Highway News, the court
confronted a challenge to a sign maintained by a business in a
parking lot across the street from its primary business. The court
concluded that the sign, although not on the parcel containing
the business activity (an adult bookstore) itself, could be on the
“premises” of the store for purposes of the regulation of such
signage.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-339. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Kelley, J., January 4, 2002.

Marcene Navickas v. Unemployment
Compensation Board of Review

Unemployment Compensation Act—Health Care Professionals

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that health care pro-
fessionals may not be held to a “higher standard” in determining
eligibility under the Unemployment Compensation Act. On Dec.
31, 2001, the Honorable Justice Castille overruled the Common-
wealth Court’s determination that nurses “are held to a higher
standard of care” than most employees in the case of Navickas v.
Unemployment Compensation Board of Review. No. 17 EAP 2000.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 00-17. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Castille, J., December 31, 2001.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Tiarike Hodges

Plea Withdrawal—Mistaken Age—Criminal

The Superior Court of Pennsylvania reversed the trial court’s
order that denied the motion of the appellant to withdraw his
guilty plea. The appellant was charged with two counts of first
degree murder in connection with the murders of two young men
at the Global Pizza Parlor in Philadelphia, along with posses-
sion of an instrument of a crime (PIC), two counts of violations of
the Uniform Firearms Act, and conspiracy to commit those crimes.
Commonwealth v. Hodges, No. 3030 EDA 2000.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 00-3030. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Beck, J., January 3, 2002.
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Helen Marks, Issac Boehme, et al. v.
Mack Trucks, Inc., Pittsburgh Mack

Sales and Service, Inc. and
Bob’s Autotorium, Inc.

Products Liability—New Trial—Directed Verdict—Duty to Warn

1. Standard of review for granting new trial is whether the
trial court abused its discretion or committed an error of law
which controlled the outcome of the case.

2. Successful product liability action requires showing that
product defect is the proximate cause of the accident.

3. Manufacturer is strictly liable for all unforeseen conse-
quences of the product, no matter how remote.

4. Negligence concepts may not be introduced in a products
liability case.

5. Court did not err when charging the jury on duty to warn
when manufacturer acknowledged that truck’s shifter spring
failed due to normal wear and tear and manufacturer failed to
provide warning to users and owners that five years was the life
span of the spring.

6. Defendant was not entitled to a directed verdict when
plaintiffs’ engineers unanimously concluded that accident was
the result of the truck’s failed shifter spring, allowing plaintiffs
to successfully demonstrate that the gear shift was unreasonably
dangerous and therefore a proximate cause of the accident.

7. Evidence demonstrating design defects in other Mack fire
trucks did not result in unfair prejudice since evidence was rel-
evant in determining a design defect attributable to the manu-
facturer.

8. A product must be provided with every element to make it
safe for its intended use.

9. Reasonable man standard has no place in a strict liability
case when charging a jury regarding the concept of “defect.”

10. A motion for directed verdict requires that all matters in
dispute be construed in the manner most favorable to the non-
moving party.

11. Court did not err in refusing to grant directed verdict on
the basis that fire truck was not unreasonably dangerous as a
matter of law, since plaintiffs’ experts revealed defendant’s fail-
ure to warn as to inherent danger in truck’s shifter spring, and
evidence showed of design changes after the sale of the truck.

12. Jury award will not be reduced when court determines
that jurors arrived at a just verdict based upon the evidence and
court’s sense of justice was not shocked by the verdict.

(Patricia Lindauer)

Jan C. Swensen, Brian T. Kadlubek, Judd F. Crosby, Cynthia M.
Danel, David M. Moran and Steven B. Larchuk for the Plaintiffs.
Dennis A. Watson, Elizabeth Deemer and James Young for the
Defendants.

No. GD 96-18864, GD 97-7736, GD 97-500, GD 97-7154, GD 97-
7125, GD 97-7499, GD 97-6024 (consolidated at GD 96-18864). In
the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Gallo, J., November 27, 2001—This case emanates from a
serious vehicle accident on August 5, 1995. Seven volunteer
firefighters were responding to a midnight alarm when their fire
truck overturned while descending a steep hill. Plaintiff, Will-
iam Marks (Marks), was killed and the others suffered serious
injuries.

As a result, five of the surviving firefighters and the married
firefighter, Dale Cannon and his wife, Blanch, and the mother of
the deceased, Helen Marks, Administratrix of his Estate, all
brought individual product liability and negligence actions
against Mack Trucks, Inc., (Mack), the manufacturer and seller
of the fire truck and Bob’s Autotorium, the garage that inspected
the truck prior to the accident. This case was consolidated at
G.D. 96-18864.

Before the trial commenced, all plaintiffs withdrew their neg-
ligence counts against Mack. Therefore, only the products liabil-
ity claims against Mack were pursued at trial. Furthermore,
plaintiffs collectively settled with Bob’s Autotorium for
$300,000.00, the limits of its policy and thereupon, Bob’s
Autotorium secured a release from plaintiffs. However, the cross
claims by Mack against Bob’s Autotorium still remained. The
trial began on September 6, 2000 and continued through Octo-
ber 6, 2000. At the start of the trial, the jurors were brought to
the Munhall Volunteer Fire Department where they viewed the
fire truck. They subsequently were taken to view the steep street
where the accident occurred.

The jury by way of interrogatories submitted to it by the Court
concluded the truck was defective, and that alleged defects in the
truck were a substantial factor in causing harm to the plaintiffs.
However, Bob’s Autotorium was not found to be negligent, and
therefore Mack’s cross claims against it proved to be unsuccessful.

The jury awarded the following damages against Mack that
by Order of Court on June 19, 2001, were molded to reflect delay
damages:

Jury Verdict Molded Verdict
Boehme - $2,802,610.00 $ 3,480,953.71
Churma - $304,593.97 $    372,219.92
Grandetty - $106,316.93 $    129,129.94
Maszle - $301,600.39 $    367,493.93
Ostrowski - $140,244.20 $    170,884.69
Dale Cannon - $198,587.71 $    241,290.85
Blanch M. Cannon - $70,000.00 $      85,052.40
Helen Marks - $2,000,000.00 $ 3,761,445.21
                      (Wrongful Death)

                         $1,000,000.00
                         (Survival Act)

On June 19, 2001, this Court denied Mack’s post-trial motion,
which was appealed on July 23, 2001.

Facts

On August 5, 1995, shortly after one o’clock a.m., the fire alarm
went off at the Munhall, Pennsylvania Volunteer Fire Department
#1 Station. Plaintiffs, David Churma (Churma) and Robert
Grandetty (Grandetty) were in the process of leaving the station
at that time, but immediately returned. The other plaintiffs, two
of whom were sleeping at the time, rushed to the station and hur-
riedly climbed aboard the station’s fire truck. The vehicle was a
1974 Mack Model CF standard transmission pumper fire truck.
Plaintiff, Dale Cannon (Cannon), drove the truck while the other
plaintiffs were either sitting or standing in different areas. Occa-
sionally, Cannon had incurred difficulty in the past shifting from
first to second gear.

According to Cannon’s testimony, the truck was proceeding
on a bumpy road as they approached the crest of a steep street.
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At that moment, Cannon attempted to shift from first gear into
second gear while easing up on the accelerator. By the time the
truck crossed over the crest, his attempt to shift into second gear
proved unsuccessful. Consequently, he attempted to apply the
brakes as the truck went over the first dip of the hill. Unfortu-
nately, the truck’s speed increased on descent, and he was un-
able to slow it down. Attempting with little success to control the
truck as it started to bounce, it sideswiped two parked cars,
crossed over a street, flew into the air, overturned and came to a
stop in a field.

At that point in time, Cannon was rendered unconscious. He
awakened in the intensive care unit of Presbyterian University
Hospital. One of the volunteers, William Marks, was killed and
the others, except Maszle who jumped while the truck was mov-
ing at 50 miles per hour, were thrown from the truck. They all
suffered varying degrees of serious injuries and were transported
to various hospital emergency rooms. At the time of his death,
Marks was 48 years old living at home with his mother.

Boehme became paralyzed in both legs and needs braces to
walk. He also suffered a crushed pelvis and a torn heart valve.
He spent over two months in intensive care and subsequently
spent approximately two months in a rehabilitation center.

Churma suffered a badly broken left leg requiring three sur-
gical incisions since a cast was not possible to repair it. Subse-
quently, a rod was put in his leg. He also needed a three stage
operation on his right toe, and suffered a right rib fracture, a
compression fracture and a fracture of his left hand. Flesh needed
to be removed from both his middle and ring finger. Finally, he
needed two blood transfusions due to the extreme bleeding from
his fractures. After leaving the hospital, he was confined to a
wheel chair at his home having to sleep in a hospital bed in his
living room for a considerable period of time.

Ostrowski, a 16 year old, incurred a back injury resulting in
pain and discomfort for a period of time with spasms, necessitat-
ing therapy and work hardening. He was unable to partake in
any of the activities of his peers.

Cannon also suffered serious injuries, namely a punctured
lung, fractured ribs, subsequently contracting pneumonia. He
spent time in intensive care, and to his credit, was able to re-
sume work after three months.

Grandetty suffered rib injuries, a concussion resulting in diz-
ziness and physical pain, and a laceration of his head which kept
him out of work for two months. He also needed to engage in
physical therapy and work hardening programs.

Maszle, the only fireman that was able to jump before the
truck overturned, had his right arm shattered in more than 20
pieces. After being transported to the hospital, he spent the next
six days there where he underwent two operations. He suffered
excruciating pain in his hip because a bone was taken out of his
hip in order to put the bone in his elbow back together. Subse-
quently, he suffered dizziness due to problems with his ear. In
addition, he underwent arthroscopic surgery on his knee. Finally,
he needed two more operations on his right arm and at the time
of trial had lifting restrictions.

The firetruck, a 1974 Mack Model CF, was sold to the Munhall
Volunteer Fire Department in 1980 by Mack. Design changes to
the truck’s shifter spring had been made in both 1983 and 1992
in later models. Plaintiffs alleged generally that the truck’s
pumper was defective because the shifter spring, part of the gear-
shift, was defectively designed causing a jamming of the shifter
linkages. This in turn prevented Cannon while descending a steep
hill from shifting from first to second gear in a normal and timely
manner.

Since the shifter spring was inoperable, having a normal life
of only 5 to 8 years, which had never been communicated to the
fire department, and due to the area’s hilly terrain, plaintiffs
contended that Mack should have installed an automatic trans-
mission rather than a gear shift, that Mack had never communi-

cated a warning regarding the brief durability of the shifter spring
when it was sold, and that the spring was defective.

Discussion

In its Concise Statement, Mack sets forth a number of in-
stances of error, most of which this Court will address seriatim.
Firstly, Mack contends that this Court should have ordered a
new trial for erroneously failing to permit it to introduce evi-
dence that the driver’s and/or the fire department’s conduct were
alternative and independent causes of the accident, and that as
a result the jury was denied the opportunity to consider Cannon’s
conduct as the cause of the accident. Secondly, Mack also con-
tends that the Court erred in instructing the jury that they could
not consider the driver’s conduct in determining the cause of the
accident. Stated more succinctly, Mack asserts that the alleged
negligence of Cannon was the sole cause of the accident and
should have been made part of the evidence. This Court disagrees.

The standard of review for granting a new trial is whether
the trial court abused its discretion or committed an error of law,
which controlled the outcome of the case. Nigro v. Remington
Arms Company, Inc., 637 A.2d 983, 989 (Pa.Super. 1993). To suc-
ceed in a product liability action, one must show that a product
defect is the proximate cause of the accident. Wodin v. J.C. Penney,
Company, Inc., 629 A.2d 974, 975 (Pa.Super. 1993).

A cause of action in strict liability was first stated in Webb v.
Zern, 220 A.2d 853, 854 (Pa. 1966), which adopted Section 402A
of the Restatement (Second) of Torts as the law in Pennsylvania.
Under the Webb standard, a product sold in a defective condition
unreasonably dangerous to the user although the seller has ex-
ercised all possible care in the preparation and sale of its prod-
uct does not preclude the seller’s liability for any physical harm
that occurs.

Through testimony of its experts, plaintiffs presented sufficient
evidence that the gearshift was defectively designed causing it to
jam as Cannon attempted to shift from first to second gear. Fur-
ther evidence was presented that Mack had failed to install an
automatic transmission although it should have been aware of
the hilly topography in the Pittsburgh area. It has long been held
that a manufacturer is strictly liable in strict liability for all un-
foreseen consequences of the product, no matter how remote.
Berkebile v. Brantly Helicopter Corp., 337 A.2d 893 (Pa. 1975).
Under Berkebile, the three elements essential to establishing
liability are, the product must be defective, the defect must be
a substantial factor in causing the injuries, and the defect must
exist at the time the product left the defendant’s control.

However, defendant contends that this Court should have
permitted the jury to consider the driver ’s conduct in reaching
a verdict. It cites Bascelli v. Randy, Inc., 488 A.2d 1110
(Pa.Super. 1985), in reliance. Bascelli is distinguishable, as it
involved a products liability action to recover for personal inju-
ries sustained in a motorcycle accident. The plaintiff acknowl-
edged that he was traveling 100 miles per hour and the Court
held that under the circumstances, his excessive speed was rel-
evant to the issue of causation. Similarly, it argues that Ma-
donna v. Harley Davidson, Inc., 708 A.2d 507 (Pa.Super. 1998)
supports its position. Nevertheless, Madonna is likewise dis-
tinguishable because the plaintiff, also a motorcyclist, was in-
toxicated at the time of his accident, and therefore the Court
permitted defendant to present evidence that plaintiff ’s con-
duct was the sole cause of the accident.

In Childers v. Power Line Equipment Rentals, 681 A.2d 201
(Pa.Super. 1996), the Superior Court delved at length into the
applicability of applying negligence concepts in strict liability
cases. In citing Kimco Development v. Michael D’s Carpet, 637
A.2d 603 (Pa. 1993), the Court stated:

“In Kimco, our supreme court specifically addressed
the issue of whether comparative negligence should
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constitute a defense to a strict liability action. The Court
unequivocally held that it would not extend negligence
concepts and particularly the defense of comparative
negligence, into the area of strict products liability.
Kimco, supra.”

The Kimco court recognized that by introducing negligence
concepts into strict liability actions, the deterrent effect of impos-
ing strict liability standards would be weakened and undermined.

The Court in Childers, supra, acknowledged exceptions which
limit a defendant to the defenses of highly reckless conduct, as-
sumption of risk, and misuse of a product in order to defeat a
products liability claim. The limited theory of highly reckless
conduct is analogous to the factual scenarios in the Bascelli and
Madonna cases cited by defendant. The Court in Childers made
clear that evidence tending to show carelessness in the use of a
truck was inadmissible.

During the course of this trial, there were repeated attempts
by the defense to introduce negligent conduct on behalf of the
driver of the fire truck too numerous to discuss in this Opinion.
However, a close reading of this transcript revealed that nowhere
did the record indicate Cannon’s actions rose to the level of mis-
use of the firetruck, or that he was highly reckless in driving it.

Recently the inadmissibility of negligence concepts in a prod-
ucts liability case was reaffirmed in Clark v. Bil Jax, Inc., 763
A.2d 920 (Pa.Super. 2000). An en banc court in Clark held that an
estate was properly barred from introducing negligence concepts
in a strict liability design defect case. It made a distinction be-
tween the case before it and Madonna, supra, stating as follows:

“Indeed, negligence concepts are inimical to strict li-
ability claims and can not be used to excuse a defective
product or to reduce recovery by comparing fault.”

In Clark, plaintiff ’s decedent died in a construction accident
and defendant argued that decedent’s inattention and/or negli-
gence of the forklift operator was the sole cause. Plaintiff ’s dece-
dent claimed that a defect in the scaffolding was the cause. Cit-
ing Madonna, supra, the Court distinguished it from the case
before it as follows:

“The accident and the harm were directly and solely
occasioned by the fault of the user, and thus his negli-
gence was admissible. The distinction between Madonna
and the instant case is clear.”

Finally, defendant relies upon Foley v. Clark Equipment Com-
pany, 523 A.2d 379 (Pa.Super. 1987) where a pedestrian was in-
jured by a fork truck, and his negligence was admissible as a
defense. Nevertheless, Foley has been rejected in subsequent
appellate decisions. For instance, in Charlton v. Toyota Indus-
trial Equipment, 714 A.2d 1043, 1048 (Pa.Super. 1998), the Court
rejected the holding in Foley explicitly stating that its holding
was inconsistent with law established by the Pennsylvania Su-
preme Court in Kimco, supra. Nevertheless, defendant introduced
numerous acts which reflected the driver’s alleged inability to
drive the truck.

Thirdly, Mack argues that since it was precluded from pre-
senting causation evidence relevant to the conduct of the driver
and the department, Cannon’s attorney’s argument to the jury
addressed this issue thereby prejudicing it, and a mistrial should
have been ordered. However, Mack’s attorney declined a cura-
tive instruction. (Tr. 1638, 1639) as follows:

The Court: “What are you asking for?”
Mr. Watson: “I’m asking for a mistrial.”
The Court: “Are you asking for a curative instruction?”
Mr. Buechel: “You can’t cure it.”

The Court: “You are refusing that. Okay, I’m going to
deny your motion.”

It is important to note that this Court had instructed the jury
that neither counsel were under oath and that they were to dis-
regard any statements by the attorneys that are different from
their recollection of the facts.

Indeed, Mack’s attorney during his closing argument referred
to Cannon’s ability, experience and qualifications during the
evening of the accident. For instance, he asserted that Cannon
drove the least of anybody at the fire department qualified to
drive the truck, and that Cannon could not recall if he had to be
in a certain range to get into a particular gear.

Furthermore, on cross-examination, Mack’s counsel subjected
Cannon to questions concerning his experience and qualifications
to drive the truck. (Tr. 562, 563). Finally, Mack called as wit-
nesses several drivers from other volunteer fire departments
questioning them about their ability to use the gear shift prop-
erly while going downhill to avoid an accident. (Tr. 664, 677, 685
and 724). Therefore, it was within this Court’s discretion to deny
a mistrial for alleged improper remarks based upon defendants’
attorney’s questioning of Cannon and his own remarks during
closing arguments. Stevenson v. Pennsylvania Sports and Enter-
prise Inc., 93 A.2d 236 (Pa.Super. 1953).

Fourthly, Mack further asserts that the Court erred as a
matter of law by charging the jury on a duty to warn. In particu-
lar, it insists that there was no duty to warn that a spring in the
shifter mechanism would need to be replaced within 5 to 8 years
after the fire truck was purchased. Moreover, it asserts that if a
warning should have been a part of Mack’s service manual, there
was no evidence introduced that any person in a position of re-
sponsibility ever read the manual.

Notwithstanding, Mack acknowledged that the failure of the
shifter spring resulted from normal wear and tear, and that five
years was the normal years of its use. Indeed, there was no warn-
ing in the operator’s manual, maintenance manual, on the dash-
board or in any conspicuous place on the truck itself. It has long
been the law in this Commonwealth that a defective condition
includes the lack of adequate warnings or instructions required
for a product’s safe use, Walton v. Avco, 610 A.2d 454, 458 (Pa.
1992).

Defendant’s fifth contention further suggests that plaintiffs
presented no evidence that the spring was jammed at the time of
the accident and therefore the Court erred in failing to direct a
verdict for Mack. In order to grant a directed verdict, a Court
must construe all matters in dispute in a manner most favorable
to the non-moving party, and if the plaintiff has failed to produce
sufficient evidence to meet its burden. Wagner v. Anzon, Inc.,
684 A.2d 570 (Pa.Super. 1996). In the instant case, plaintiffs have
met their burden.

The alleged defect in the instant case was the failed shifter
spring that jammed manifesting itself when Cannon was unable
to shift from first to neutral to second gear. Nevertheless, a party
need not prove existence of a specific defect, but only prove that
the product that malfunctioned was given normal or anticipated
usage prior to the accident and that no reasonable secondary
causes existed for the accident. Brill v. Systems Resources, Inc.,
592 A.2d 1377, 1379 (1991).

Indeed, several experts testified on behalf of plaintiffs. They
all concluded that the shifter spring was defective. For instance,
James S. Foster, Ph.D., a metallurgist, testified that the truck
contained broken spring fragments that prevented the gearshift
from operating properly and therefore caused the accident. (Tr.
99-124, 182-196). He confirmed that the spring was defective as
follows:

“The Mack shifter spring on the fire truck involved in
the accident, in my opinion, definitely defective and
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unreasonably dangerous as manufactured and as in-
stalled in that assembly.” (Tr. 113).

Roland L. Ruhl, a mechanical engineer, also testified that the
accident was the result of the failed shifter spring causing Can-
non to lose control of the truck. (Tr. 1368).

Further buttressing these conclusions, Michael C. Aliff, a
mechanic experienced in working on large trucks who was en-
gaged by the County Police in its investigation of the accident,
also ascertained that the shifter spring was broken (Tr. 773). In
addition, Andrew Nocivelli, a forensic technician mechanic and
a master in trucks, testified that the shifter spring had broken
jamming the shift mechanism preventing Cannon from getting
into second gear (Tr. 1004). And of course, Cannon testified that
he had been unable to shift from first to second gear. Conse-
quently, plaintiffs successfully demonstrated that the gear shift
was unreasonably dangerous and therefore the proximate cause
of the accident. Morris v. Pathmark Corp., 592 A.2d 331 (Pa.Super.
1991).

In its sixth argument, defendant asserts that the Court erred
as a matter of law by permitting plaintiffs to introduce evidence of
broken shifter springs in fire trucks other than the one at issue.

Plaintiffs presented evidence that seven other Mack CF model
fire trucks containing the identical A-Version Shifter Springs had
their shifter springs broken near the point where the gear shift
lever and the gear crank intersected. This information demon-
strated that the defect was arguably one of design. Defendant
claims that admission of such evidence served only to confuse
and mislead the jury. However, three older model Mack CF trucks
containing fewer coils than the “A” version shifter spring were
located. In all of these models, the shifter springs remained in-
tact which demonstrated that the defect was one of design. Con-
sequently, the probative value of this evidence was relevant in
determining a design defect, and no unfair prejudice resulted.
Pa. R.E. 403. Evidence is relevant if it tends to make a fact at
issue more or less probable. Agnes Hatfield and Herbert Hatfield
v. Continental Imports, Inc., et al., 610 A.2d 446, 449 (Pa. 1992).

In its seventh argument, defendant states that the Trial Court
erred in failing to instruct the jury that manufacturers are not
liable for defects caused by normal wear and tear of a product by
its purchaser. Defendant cites Kuisis v. Baldwin-Lima Hamilton,
319 A.2d 914, 922 (Pa. 1974) for the premise that manufacturers
are not liable for normal wear and tear of a product by a pur-
chaser. However, Kuisis is distinguishable because testimony by
defendant witnesses revealed in the instant case that a shifter
spring would fail within five years of normal use. Whereas in
Kuisis, the product was a crane in rugged use for over twenty
years. There was no indication in Kuisis that the crane would
fail in a short period of time through normal use.

In its eighth argument, defendant further contends that the
Court erred in failing to instruct the jury that the product must
be provided with every element necessary to make it “reason-
ably” safe for its intended use. To the contrary, the standard has
long been that the product must be provided with every element
to make it safe for its intended use. Salvador v. Atlantic Boiler
Co., 319 A.2d 903, 907 (Pa. 1974). A manufacturer by marketing
and advertising his product has represented impliedly that its
product is safe for its intended use. Berkebile, supra.

This Court in charging the jury, gave the instruction from
Pennsylvania Suggested Standard Civil Jury Instructions, Sec-
tion 802 (Civil). The leading case of Azzarello v. Black Brothers
Co., 391 A.2d 1020 (Pa. 1998) was the basis for the charge:

“We believe that an adequate charge to the jury, one
which expresses clearly and concisely the concept of “de-
fect” while avoiding interjection of the “reasonable men”
negligence terminology, is the jury instruction directed
to the definition of defect.” Azzarello, at 1027, Note 12.

Although, the instruction proposed by Azzarello has been criti-
cized in one known Superior Court case, McKay v. Sandmold
Systems, Inc., 482 A.2d 260 (Pa.Super. 1984), the language in
Azzarello remains the law. A reasonable man standard in any
form has long been held to have no place in a strict liability case
by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.1

In its ninth argument, defendant relates that the Court erred
in permitting plaintiffs to disrupt the trial by conducting addi-
tional discovery late into plaintiffs at their own presentation of
their case.

A drawing from Mack’s files was produced pursuant to a re-
quest from plaintiffs at the time of trial. This drawing had not
been produced in response to pre-trial discovery. It revealed a
different original design shifter spring for use in a prior 1976
Mack model. This prior model contained fewer coils than the
model in the instant case.

Granting a one-day recess, this Court permitted plaintiffs an
opportunity to disassemble a 1970 model Mack CF pumper, which
was examined by plaintiffs’ expert, Dr. O’Donnell. Further in-
spection revealed that prior models containing less coils in the
shifter springs were intact and identical to the model shown in
the drawing.

Consequently, this model contained fewer coils and was re-
lied upon by plaintiffs’ expert, Dr. Foster, who testified that the
shifter spring causing the accident would not have broken if it
had contained the same amount of coils as the earlier model.
Moreover, this Court advised Mack that it could conduct its own
investigation if it desired. In addition, Mack was informed that
it could be present when plaintiffs disassembled the prior 1970
trucks. Therefore, no prejudice occurred.

In its tenth argument, defendant states that the trial court
erred in refusing to grant a directed verdict on the basis that the
fire truck was not unreasonably dangerous as a matter of law. A
motion for a directed verdict requires that all matters in dispute
be construed in the manner most favorable to the non-moving
party. Lancaso v. A-Best Products, Inc., et al., 757 A.2d 367
(Pa.Super. 2000).

Testimony at trial provided by plaintiff ’s experts revealed
defendants’ failure to warn or instruct as to the danger inherent
in the shifter spring. Furthermore, there was evidence of design
changes after the sale of the truck, and that the truck malfunc-
tioned. Since a plaintiff in a strict liability case may prove his
case merely by showing the occurrence of a malfunction of a prod-
uct during normal use and need not prove the existence of a spe-
cific defect, there was no basis for a directed verdict. Brill v. Sys-
tems Resources, Inc., 592 A.2d 1377, 1379 (Pa.Super. 1991).

In its eleventh argument, defendant argues that plaintiff
should not have been permitted to present a theory that stan-
dard transmissions in Western Pennsylvania are inherently de-
fective. Plaintiffs contended that due to the topography of this
region, an automatic transmission would have made the truck
safer in making descents down steep hills. Notwithstanding, this
Court permitted testimony that most fire engines at that time of
the sale were not equipped with automatic transmissions. Plain-
tiff merely presented testimony by its expert, Dr. Ruhl, that the
inclusion of automatic transmission would have added to the
safety of the truck. Consequently, the jury could have concluded
either way whether an automatic transmission would have made
the truck safer.

In its final argument, defendant asserts that the verdict re-
lating to the award to Administratrix of Marks’ estate should
have been reduced. However, a jury award will not be reduced
unless it shocks the conscience of the Court as being excessive.
Ecksel v. Orleans Construction Company, 519 A.2d 1021, 1028
(Pa.Super. 1993).

Although no recovery is attainable where the individual is
killed instantaneously, a recovery for pain and suffering is avail-
able for the period in which he was conscious of the pain. The
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jury when assessing mental and physical pain was allowed to
consider through evidence whether Marks was ever conscious of
the pain and the fright he incurred before his death. The jury
was specifically instructed that it could not award damages from
the time he had died. Plaintiff ’s brief directs the Court’s atten-
tion to Mecca v. Lukasik, 530 A.2d 1334 (Pa.Super. 1987) wherein
a decedent was killed instantaneously and the jury returned ver-
dicts in the average amount of $3.5 million. The Court held as
follows:

“the measure of damages in survival actions is the
decedent’s pain and suffering and loss of gross earning
power from the date of the injury until death, and loss
of earning power, from the time of death through his
estimated working life span.”

This Court determined that the jurors arrived at a just verdict
based upon the evidence, and that its sense of justice was not
shocked by the verdict. For all of the above reasons, defendant’s
post-trial motion was denied.

In conclusion, one final, tragic aspect of this accident was that
the plaintiffs suffered so severely responding to a false alarm.

BY THE COURT
/s/Gallo, J.

1 The test of instructions or warnings is not governed by the
reasonable man standard as standards based upon expectations
of reasonable consumers or foreseeability of reasonable manu-
facturers have been rejected, Berkebile, supra.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Kohlie

Driving Under the Influence—Prima Facie Case

1. Charge of driving under the influence is based on amount
of alcohol by weight in defendant’s blood being .10% or greater.

2. Charge of driving under the influence is dismissed when
Commonwealth failed to make a prima facie case that defendant’s
blood alcohol level exceeded .10% at the time of the relevant test.

3. When serum/plasma test reading was .124 and conversion
ratio, when applied, did not establish blood alcohol range at .10%,
prima facie case that the crime was committed was not made
and charges were dismissed.

(Patricia Lindauer)

Michael Streily and James R. Gilmore for the Commonwealth.
David Chontos for Defendant.

No. CC 200102914. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Criminal Division.

OPINION

Colville, J., November 30, 2001—The defendant was charged
with four counts of Aggravated Assault by Vehicle While Driving
Under Influence (Section 3735.1), one count each of Driving Un-
der the Influence of Alcohol or Controlled Substance (Sections
3731(a)(1) and 3731(a)(4)(I)) respectively), four counts of Reck-
lessly Endangering Another Person (Section 2705), as well as
five additional individual counts, all arising out of a traffic inci-
dent of August 2, 2000. Defendant filed two Omnibus Pretrial

Motions regarding various discovery matters, and therein raised
a motion for habeas corpus requesting dismissal of Count 6, the
3731(a)(4)(i) charge of Driving Under the Influence. The
3831(a)(4)(i) charge of Driving Under the Influence is based on
the amount of alcohol by weight in defendant’s blood being .10%
or greater. Defendant argued that this particular charge should
be dismissed because a prima facie case had not been made out
that the amount of alcohol in defendant’s blood exceeded the .10%
level. This Court agrees with Defendant and dismissed Count 6
on September 4, 2001.

The Commonwealth has appealed this Court’s grant of pre-
trial habeas corpus relief to Defendant, by which this Court
dismissed the Section 3731(a)(4)(i) charge.

The sole issue before this Court is whether a prima facie case
was made out by the Commonwealth that defendant’s blood al-
cohol level exceeded .10% at the time of the relevant test. A prima
face case consists of evidence produced by the Commonwealth
which sufficiently establishes that a crime has been committed
and that the accused is probably the perpetrator of that crime.
Commonwealth v. McBride, 595 A.2d 589, 591 (Pa. 1991). The
prima facie case consists of evidence presented by the Common-
wealth that “if accepted as true, would warrant a trial judge to
allow the case to go to the jury.” Commonwealth v. Austin, 575
A.2d 141, 143 (Pa.Super. 1990).

Section 3731(a.1) does provide that the Commonwealth may
establish a prima facie case under the relevant Driving Under
the Influence section where it can establish that defendant’s blood
alcohol content was above .10% at the time of the test. However,
the Commonwealth simply has not satisfied this requirement.
In this case, the test performed on defendant’s blood was a se-
rum/plasma reading. This Court agrees with the Commonwealth
that a serum/plasma test may be utilized to analyze a person’s
blood alcohol content as long as a conversion to whole blood then
takes place to determine whether the .10% level has been ex-
ceeded. Commonwealth v. Bartolacci, 598 A.2d 287 (1990). Here,
the serum/plasma reading was .124, which results in a whole
blood conversion of somewhere between .7 and .14, depending
upon which conversion factor or ratio is applied. Under no con-
version ratio with which this Court has been presented is the
resulting blood alcohol range established at .10% and above. Thus,
the evidence presented by the Commonwealth in this case, if
taken as true, establishes that defendant’s blood alcohol content
might have been .10% or above. It also might not have been (if it
were .7-.9%). Consequently, this Court found that a prima facie
case that the crime was committed simply was not made out,
requiring dismissal of that charge.

BY THE COURT
/s/Colville, J.

Export Boxing & Crating, Inc., et al. v.
Tech Met and SPEDD, Inc.

Motion to Enforce Settlement—Joint Tortfeasors—Type of Release

1. Under a pro rata release, a plaintiff agrees to accept from
the non-settling joint tortfeasor only whatever the non-settling
tortfeasor’s share of the verdict turns out to be.

2. Under a pro tanto release, the plaintiff ’s recovery against
the non-settling joint tortfeasors is the amount of the jury ver-
dict less the amount of the settlement.

3. The pro tanto release does not eliminate the possibility of a
verdict that would result in the settling tortfeasor owing money
to the non-settling tortfeasor.
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4. Plaintiffs may not furnish pro tanto releases, rather than
pro rata releases, where the parties did not discuss the type of
releases that would be executed.

(I. M. Lundberg)

Richard F. Andracki, Paul K. Geer, Rolf Louis Patberg and Jeffrey
Cohen for Plaintiffs.
L. John Argento for Defendant, SPEDD, Inc.
Anne Paul for Defendant Tech Met.

G.D. No. 98-11345. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Wettick, J., December 4, 2001—The subject of this Opinion
and Order of Court is Plaintiffs’ Motion to Enforce Settlement.1

On the eve of trial, plaintiffs agreed to accept the settlement
offer of one of two joint tortfeasors. The issue raised through this
petition is whether plaintiffs may furnish pro tanto releases,
rather than pro rata releases, where the parties did not discuss
the type of release that would be executed.

This consolidated action arises out of a fire that started in a
building within an industrial park in which a tenant stored chemi-
cals. The fire spread to other buildings occupied by other ten-
ants, destroying these buildings. Fire equipment of more than a
dozen fire companies used in fighting the fire was destroyed
through exposure to chemical releases.

Defendant SPEDD, Inc. owned the industrial park, including
the building where the fire started. Defendant Tech Met was the
tenant that stored the chemicals in connection with its business
activities as a chemical miller.

The fire departments and tenants of other buildings filed law-
suits against SPEDD for failure to install a sprinkler system
and for other violations of the BOCA Code and against Tech Met
for failure to properly store the chemicals. The litigation also
included claims by SPEDD against Tech Met for damages to the
industrial park.

On the eve of trial, the tenants and the fire companies settled
with SPEDD. The settlement was placed on the record by coun-
sel for SPEDD:

MR. ARGENTO: Yes, Your Honor. If I may. John
Argento, defense counsel for SPEDD.

Your Honor, just this morning I wish to inform the Court
that we’ve reached a Settlement Agreement with all of
the plaintiff fire departments—actually all of the plain-
tiffs except for Tech Met as a plaintiff on their subroga-
tion claim. That would include all the fire departments,
Borough of Glassport, and all of the tenants. It’s a Joint
Tortfeasor Release Agreement.

It includes the settlement of all claims including puni-
tive damages, and amounts for a sum certain, but the
amount is confidential. Should the Court like to know
what the settlement is, I would obviously have no prob-
lem telling the Court. (T. 26)

The initial communications between plaintiffs’ counsel and
SPEDD’s counsel as to the type of release that should be pro-
vided began several days after the settlement was placed on the
record. Eventually, plaintiffs’ counsel furnished a pro tanto re-
lease signed by each of the plaintiffs. SPEDD’s counsel refused
to release the settlement funds until plaintiffs executed a pro
rata release.

Through their motion to enforce a settlement, plaintiffs seek

a court order compelling the release of the settlement funds.
SPEDD, on the other hand, seeks a ruling that plaintiffs are not
entitled to the settlement funds until plaintiffs execute a pro
rata release. At oral argument on the motion, counsel for the
parties stipulated that there is a binding settlement. In other
words, at this time, no attorney is taking the position that I may
set aside the agreement for failure to agree upon a material term.

Each of the witnesses who participated in the settlement dis-
cussions testified that no one used the terms “pro rata release”
or “pro tanto release” in any of the discussions. The only factual
dispute is over whether counsel for SPEDD referred to a “stan-
dard joint tortfeasor release” or only a “joint tortfeasor release”
in the settlement discussions. It does not make a difference
whether or not SPEDD’s counsel referred to a “standard” release.
If there is not a release that is normally used where a plaintiff
has settled with only one joint tortfeasor, the term “standard” is
meaningless. However, if there is one type of release that is nor-
mally used, the law will presume that the parties intended for
plaintiffs to execute this type of a release unless the parties ex-
plicitly agreed to use a different type of a release.

A settlement agreement is a contract governed by the gen-
eral rules of contract interpretation. See Friia v. Friia, 780 A.2d
664, 668 (Pa.Super. 2001). Where the intentions of the parties
cannot be gleaned from the language of the agreement, under
general rules of contract interpretation a court should determine
whether there are common expectations that would reveal the
intentions of the parties.2

In this case, this is a relatively easy task. When the parties
arrived at a dollar amount that SPEDD would pay, it would have
been apparent to counsel for plaintiffs that SPEDD expected a
release that would eliminate SPEDD’s exposure to any further
claims raised in this litigation. Obviously, plaintiffs’ counsel un-
derstood that plaintiffs would execute a release which would pre-
vent plaintiffs from pursuing against SPEDD, in this or any other
litigation, any claims that plaintiffs have raised against SPEDD
in this litigation. Plaintiffs would also have understood that
SPEDD expected that the payment it was making was the only
money that SPEDD would be paying to plaintiffs, either directly
or indirectly through payments made to a third party. Thus, plain-
tiffs would have understood that they could not pursue claims
against any other parties to this litigation for which SPEDD
would be ultimately liable.

Under a pro rata release, a plaintiff agrees to accept from the
nonsettling joint tortfeasor only whatever the nonsettling
tortfeasor’s share of the verdict turns out to be. Under a pro tanto
release, the plaintiff ’s recovery against the nonsettling joint
tortfeasors is the amount of the jury verdict less the amount of
the settlement. See Baker v. ACandS, 755 A.2d 664, 666 n.1 (Pa.
2000). Thus, while the pro rata release, by reducing the liability
of the other tortfeasor by the settling tortfeasor’s proportionate
share of the liability, eliminates any risk of liability stemming
from the nonsettling tortfeasor’s contribution claim against the
settling tortfeasor, the pro tanto release, by reducing the liabil-
ity of the other tortfeasor only by the dollar amount paid for the
release, does not eliminate the possibility of a verdict that would
result in the settling tortfeasor owing money to the nonsettling
tortfeasor.

The following example shows the difference between a pro
rata and pro tanto release:

A passenger is injured in a two-car accident. In her complaint,
the passenger alleges that both drivers are solely or partially
responsible for the accident. The two drivers raise cross-claims
against each other in which each contends that the other is solely
or jointly liable.

Prior to trial, the plaintiff settles with Driver 1 for $250,000.
Because of the cross-claims, Driver 1 is named as a defendant on
the verdict slip. A jury renders a verdict for $1 million. It finds
that each driver is 50% liable.
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If the plaintiff signed a pro rata release, the plaintiff may
not recover from Driver 2 more than the percent of the total
verdict for which Driver 2 was found to be responsible (i.e., plain-
tiff may recover only $500,000 from Driver 2). The cross-claim
is dismissed on the basis of the release under which the plain-
tiff agreed to reduce her claim against Driver 2 to a percentage
of the total verdict for which, according to the jury verdict, Driver
2 is responsible.

If, instead, the plaintiff signed a pro tanto release, the plain-
tiff agreed only to reduce her claim against Driver 2 by the amount
of the verdict less the amount of the settlement. Consequently,
under the fact situation described above, the plaintiff may re-
cover $750,000 from Driver 2 and Driver 2 may collect $250,000
from Driver 1.

In this fact situation, the reason that Driver 1 is making a
$250,000 payment is to avoid the possibility of a jury verdict in
which Driver 1’s share of the verdict exceeds $250,000. Conse-
quently, Driver 1 would never settle through a pro tanto release
under which Driver 1 would be required to pay to Driver 2 the
difference between Driver 1’s share of the verdict and the
$250,000 payment.

The parties opposing the use of the pro rata release in the
present case have not explained why SPEDD would have agreed
to a release that did not protect SPEDD in the event that the
jury found that SPEDD owed more than the amount of the settle-
ment. None of the parties to the settlement would have expected
SPEDD to enter into a settlement that provided almost no pro-
tection to it. See Charles v. Giant Eagle Markets, 522 A.2d 1, 4
n.3 (Pa. 1987), where the Court stated:

The heart of settlement, the avoidance of the exposure
at trial, would be completely undermined if the settling
defendant remained exposed until the final verdict is
entered. It is little solace to a settling defendant to know
that his agreement insulates him against exposure to
additional claims asserted by a plaintiff, if he remains
vulnerable to the claims of the remaining tortfeasors.

Publications discussing joint tortfeasor releases also support
SPEDD’s position that a pro rata release was intended. See 3
West’s Pa. Forms, Civil Procedure §67.21:

The standard Pennsylvania joint tortfeasor release at
§67.23 will require the plaintiff to reduce his claim
against B by A’s pro-rata share (80%). (Emphasis
added.)

See John P. Gismondi, “Joint Tortfeasor Releases: Is there
Change in the Wind?”, Pa.L.Wkly, Sept. 11, 2000, at 8:

There are generally two types of joint tortfeasor releases,
pro-rata and pro-tanto. . . . Of the two types of releases,
the pro-rata is much more common since settling defen-
dants almost uniformly insist on them so as not to leave
SD [settling defendant] exposed for a contribution claim.

See John P. Gismondi, “Joint Tortfeasor Releases: Answers to
Five Common Questions,” Avoiding Pitfalls in Personal Injury
Cases: Liens Subrogation & Joint Tortfeasor Releases, 69, 82-83
(Pa.Tr.L.Assn. 1997):

If, indeed, the plaintiff normally would prefer a pro
tanto release, why do we almost never see such releases
executed? The answer is simple. Because it increases
the risk to SD [settling defendant], insurance compa-
nies almost invariably refuse to give a pro tanto release.
Instead, they say that if the plaintiff wants settlement
money, he will have to execute a traditional pro rata

release. The risk to SD with a pro tanto release is that
he remains exposed for the contribution claim by NSD
[nonsettling defendant] depending on how the verdict
comes in, i.e., SD cannot have the peace of mind of being
able to tell his claims adjustor (as they can do with a pro
rata release) that, once having paid the plaintiff, no other
money will have to be spent on the file . . . .

It should be apparent now why an insurance carrier for
SD will almost always insist upon a pro rata release—
an insurance carrier simply does not want to take the
risk of having to pay a contribution claim asserted by a
NSD.

See Thomas A. Brophy, “Weighing the release in a proposed
settlement,” Pa.L.Wkly, Mar. 17, 1997, at 12, 13:

In conclusion, given the fact that the pro tanto release
is so clearly favorable to the plaintiffs, the only rea-
sonable explanation that such releases are not seen
more often is that defendants refuse to enter into them,
given the subsequent risk of exposure to defendants.

I recognize that the opinion of the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court in Baker v. ACandS, supra, 755 A.2d at 667, contains the
following dicta:

Thus, in Pennsylvania, the UCATA contemplates three
separate scenarios. First, if the settlement agreement
is silent, the set-off mechanism defaults to a pro tanto
set-off and the nonsettling defendant is entitled to have
the verdict reduced by the amount of consideration paid
by the settling tortfeasor.

This language is referring only to the amount by which the
nonsettling tortfeasors may have the verdict reduced as a result
of a settlement agreement between the plaintiff and another joint
tortfeasor. It is not referring to what shall be included in the
written agreement between the plaintiff and the settling defen-
dant. As I have discussed, this issue is governed by the intent of
the parties. Once the agreement between the plaintiff and the
settling tortfeasor is reduced to writing, the language which I
have quoted provides for the plaintiff ’s verdict against the
nonsettling tortfeasor to be reduced by the amount of the settle-
ment (as opposed to a reduction of the verdict by the settling
party’s allocated share of the liability) unless the written agree-
ment provides for a pro rata set off.

In summary, plaintiffs shall execute pro rata releases because
counsel for plaintiffs would have understood that the consider-
ation for SPEDD’s substantial payment was the execution of a
release agreement which eliminated the possibility that SPEDD
could be compelled to pay any additional money as the result of
any jury verdict entered in this litigation.

ORDER OF COURT

On this 4th day of December, 2001, upon consideration of Plain-
tiffs’ Motion to Enforce Settlement, Reinstate Verdict or Re-list
for Trial, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED
that the motion of plaintiffs is denied. Plaintiffs shall execute pro
rata releases.

BY THE COURT
/s/Wettick, J.

1 The facts have been developed through the petition and answer
practice of Pa.R.C.P. No. 206.1 et seq.
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2 A court is interpreting a contract if it supplies a missing term
based on “a tacit agreement or a common tacit assumption or where
a term can be supplied by logical deduction from agreed terms
and circumstances.” Restatement (Second) of Contracts §204 com-
ment c. In the situation in which a court cannot find an agree-
ment as to a particular term based on principles of contractual
interpretation, “a term which is reasonable in the circumstances
is supplied by the court.” Restatement (Second) of Contracts §204.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Julius James Clark a/k/a

Julius James Brown

Allegations of Ineffectiveness—Rule 1410—Post-Trial Relief

Defendant, Julius James Clark, pleaded guilty and was sen-
tenced to a term of imprisonment of five to ten years. Subse-
quent to his plea, he filed a pro se Notice of Appeal alleging four
allegations of trial counsel’s ineffectiveness.

Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Procedure 1410 presents a
problem to trial courts in that it provides the defendant the
option of either asserting claims in post-sentence motions or
asserting them for the first time on appeal. If a claim for inef-
fectiveness is made for the first time on appeal, it inevitably
leads to the case’s remand to the trial court for an evidentiary
hearing. The previous rule, requiring post-verdict motions,
seems more efficient and permits the trial court to review claims
of ineffectiveness before the case is removed to the appellate courts.

(Diane Barr Quinlin)

Michael Streily for the Commonwealth.
J. Richard Narvin for Defendant Clark.

Nos. CC 200005041, 200005043, 200001384, 200005040 and
200006444. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Criminal Division.

OPINION

O’Toole, J., December 11, 2001—On January 30, 2001 the
defendant, Julius James Clark a/k/a Julius James Brown, appeared
before this court charged at the above informations and entered a
plea of guilty to all of them. This plea was made pursuant to a
partial plea bargain wherein there would be a reduction of the
grade of one of the robberies and an imposition of a concurrent
sentence for that robbery. There was no further agreement as to
sentencing. Mr. Clark was represented by Carl Marcus, Esquire,
and the Commonwealth by Matt Wholey, Esquire. A pre-sentence
report was ordered. On March 29, 2001, this court sentenced Mr.
Clark to a term of imprisonment of not less than five (5) nor more
than ten (10) years. No motion to withdraw the guilty plea nor
post-sentencing motions were filed. On April 17, 2001 the de-
fendant filed a pro se notice of appeal. This court appointed J.
Richard Narvin, Esquire to represent Mr. Clark in all appellate
matters. Subsequently counsel filed a Statement of Matters
Complained Of on Appeal pursuant to Pa.R.A.P. 1925(b). In that
statement counsel for Mr. Clark made four (4) allegations of
ineffectiveness of trial counsel:

1. Defense counsel was ineffective in this case when he ille-
gally induced the defendant to plead guilty by promising that he
would be permitted to enter into a program to treat the
defendant’s drug addiction and that his sentence would be less
than five (5) to ten (10) years therefore causing the defendant to
waive his rights to jury trial.

2. Defense counsel was ineffective when he failed to file a
Motion to Withdraw his guilty plea after sentencing when he
was requested to do so by the defendant.

3. Defense counsel was ineffective because he was unprepared
to try the case on the date the jury was being picked in this mat-
ter and therefore defendant felt pressured to enter a guilty plea
in this matter even though he is innocent of the crimes charged.

4. Trial counsel’s improper false inducements as to his sen-
tence and failure to prepare for trial rendered the defendant’s
plea unknowing and involuntary and therefore he should be per-
mitted to withdraw the plea and go to trial.

There is no need to review the facts in this case because the
case should be remanded to the trial court for disposition of Mr.
Clark’s claims of ineffectiveness of trial counsel.

The procedural posture of this case is an example of the prob-
lem which the amendment to Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal
Procedure 1410 presents to the trial and appellate courts in
attempting to resolve claims of ineffectiveness. Prior to the
amendment of the rules, a defendant following conviction was
required to file post-trial motions in which he could raise any
allegations of error which purportedly were committed during
the course of his case. This pleading provided an avenue by
which claims of ineffectiveness could be reviewed by the trial
court prior to the appeal. The amendment to Rule 1410 now
provides the defendant with the option of either asserting claims
in post-sentencing motions or asserting them for the first time
on the appellate level. The problem is that when claims of inef-
fectiveness are asserted on appeal, and have not already been
presented to the trial court in post-sentencing motions, it in-
evitably leads to the remand of the case to the trial court for
disposition of the claim. Mr. Clark’s case is in exactly that posi-
tion. The Superior Court has addressed this situation in many
cases. Commonwealth v. Shannon, 530 Pa. 279, 608 A.2d 1020
(1992), Commonwealth v. Green, 551 Pa. 88, 709 A.2d 382 (1998).

The ineffectiveness claims being asserted by Mr. Clark, if
substantiated by credible evidence at an evidentiary hearing,
could provide relief. Without the ability to assess the credibility
of the defendant’s witnesses regarding his claims and to evalu-
ate their testimony, it is difficult to determine whether or not his
allegations of ineffectiveness are valid or not. Accordingly, in light
of the dictates of Commonwealth v. Shannon, supra., it is clear
that this case should be remanded for the purpose of conducting
a hearing to determine the validity of Mr. Clark’s claims of inef-
fectiveness of trial counsel.

For these reasons of fact and law this court finds that the
case should be remanded for an evidentiary hearing.

BY THE COURT:
/s/O’Toole, J.
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Lisa Schake v. Timothy Boyer

Relocation—Job-Related Move by Mother’s Fiancé

1. By way of factual background:

(A) Mother and Father [who never married] lived together
for almost three years following their Daughter’s February 1995
birth. A December 1998 consent Order, entered following paren-
tal separation, awarded Mother primary physical custody and
provided for shared legal custody.

(B) Mother subsequently requested permission to relocate to
Virginia with the Daughter, attributable to the work-related move
of Mother’s Fiancé. Mother and Father both: (i) were raised in
the Pittsburgh area; (ii) always had resided locally with the
Daughter; and (iii) had local networks of family and friends and
none whatsoever in Virginia [save for Mother’s Fiancé].

(C) At trial [following completion of psychological evaluations,
whereby the court-appointed evaluator’s recommendation favored
relocation], Mother testified that: (i) she and her Fiancé would
be married if Mother was permitted to relocate with Daughter;
and (ii) alternatively, if relocation was denied, they might not.

2. Following a best-interests analysis “made through the prism
of the Gruber factors”, the Court ultimately denied Mother’s re-
location request due to:

(A) Mother’s failure to establish that her and the Daughter’s
respective lives would be improved by such a move.

(B) The inadequacy of Mother’s alternative, proposed custo-
dial arrangements for Father, particularly given the risk that
Mother might not sufficiently support the continuation of the
Father/Daughter relationship.

(Cindy Trellis Bernstein)

Craig Alexander for Plaintiff/Mother, Lisa Schake.
Luke Kelly for Defendant/Father, Timothy Boyer.

No. FD 98-04528-001. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Lucchino, J., June 29, 2001.

Jack N. Hayward v. Linda L. Hayward

Equitable Distribution—Modification of Order

1. In conjunction with their divorce, the parties entered into
a consent order resolving equitable distribution which, in part,
provided for the equal division of the marital portion of the
husband’s military and civil service pension benefits.

2. The initial qualified domestic relations order (QDRO) was
rejected by the military. Approximately five years later a revised
QDRO was entered as an order by the court and accepted for
processing by the military.

3. The revised order incorrectly provided for an equal division
of the retirement benefit rather than an equal division of the mari-
tal portion only. This error was not brought to the attention of the
court for six years, although the husband was notified at the time
the incorrect order was entered.

4. Husband’s request for modification of the QDRO was de-
nied as such request must be brought within thirty days of the
entry of the order absent extrinsic fraud or evidence of extraor-
dinary cause justifying the court’s intervention. Husband failed
to provide sufficient explanation as to why he waited six years to
address this error.

(Christine Gale)

Phyllis L. Monheim for Plaintiff/Husband.
Barbara J. Shah for Defendant/Wife.

No. FD 85-2800. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Strassburger, J., October 24, 2001.
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South Park Township Police Association v.
Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board

Act 111—Past Labor Practice—Collective Bargaining

In the case of South Park Township Police Association, Peti-
tioner v. Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board, Respondent, the
Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court declined to expand the
parameters of the Pennsylvania Labor Relations Act, (more com-
monly known as “Act 111”) as it relates to past labor practices
and whether they must be upheld by the Pennsylvania Labor
Relations Board (PLRB).

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 892 C.D. 2001. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Kelley, J., January 10, 2002.

Independent Oil and Gas Association of
Pennsylvania, Hess Energy, Inc.,

TXU Energy Services and the
New Power Company, Enron Energy

Services, Inc., UGI Energy Services, Inc.,
PG Energy Services, Inc., Ashland, Inc.,
Mid American Natural Resources, Inc.,

Agway Energy Services-PA, Inc.,
Energy East Solutions, Inc. v.

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission,
Office of Consumer Advocate and
Office of Small Business Advocate

Natural Gas Supplier—Public Utility—Administrative Remedies

On Jan. 7, 2002, the Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court, per
Senior Judge James Flaherty, held that natural gas suppliers
are not “public utilities” required to exhaust administrative rem-
edies under the Public Utility Code (code), 66 Pa.C.S.A. §102(1).
In this regard, the court in Independent Oil & Gas Assoc. of Pa.
v. Pennsylvania Pub. Util. Commission, No. 443 M.D. 2001 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 2002), overruled preliminary objections to a petition
for review filed in the court’s original jurisdiction.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 443 M.D. 2001. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Flaherty, S.J., January 7, 2002.

Brian E. Burkholder, Jr. v.
Brenda J. Burkholder

Petition for Relocation—Complaint for Custody—Special Relief

In the case of Brian E. Burkholder, Jr. v. Brenda J. Burkholder,
No. 780 EDA 2000, (Pa.Super. 2002), the Superior Court of Penn-
sylvania affirmed the order of the Court of Common Pleas of
Monroe County that denied Mr. Burkholder’s Complaint for Cus-
tody and Petition for Special Relief. The Jan. 10, 2002, decision,
authored by the Hon. Justice Todd, established that the three-
prong test set forth in Gruber v. Gruber, 583 A.2d 434 (Pa.Super.
1990), was satisfied. Thus, the Superior Court granted Mrs.
Burkholder’s Petition for Relocation.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 780 EDA 2001. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Todd, J., January 10, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Karen Lee Richter

Suppression Motion—Exigent Circumstances—Domestic Dispute

A warrantless search and unannounced entry by police into a
citizen’s home was deemed justifiable by the Superior Court of
Pennsylvania last month. The commonwealth appealed the lower
court’s approval of an evidence suppression motion in Common-
wealth v. Richter, No. 97 EDA 2001, (Pa.Super. 2002).

(Hope Caldwell)

No. 97 EDA 2001. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Stevens, J., January 11, 2002.

T.B. v. L.R.M.

Same-Sex Partner—Partial Custody for Visitation—
In Loco Parentis

In an opinion by Justice Zappala, the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court determined that a former same-sex partner could use the
doctrine of in loco parentis to gain standing when seeking par-
tial custody for purposes of visitation. T.B. v. L.R.M., No. 62 WAP
2000 (Pa. Dec. 28, 2001). Ability to marry or adopt has no legal
significance, rather, whether the third party assumed a parental
status and discharged parental duties with the consent of the
biological parent is relevant in determining standing. See Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 62 WAP 2000. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Zappala, J., December 28, 2001.
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Builders Association
of Metropolitan Pittsburgh v.

Marshall Township Municipality

Sanitary Authority—Calculation of Tapping Fees

1. Plaintiff filed this action against Defendant, Marshall Town-
ship, to challenge the imposition and amount of “tapping fees”
that the Authority imposes on its customers. A tapping fee is a
charge that an entity such as the Authority may levy on new
customers or developers that connect to an existing waste water
system.

2. Act 203, 53 P.S. 301, et seq., provides four (4) components to
a tapping fee: the capacity part, the distribution or collection part,
the special purpose part and the reimbursement component.

3. Plaintiff challenged the inclusion of costs relating to ben-
efit assessments in the cost calculation for the tapping fee. The
Court concluded that the Authority is not permitted to include
these costs in its calculation of tapping fees.

4. Plaintiff complained the Authority improperly combined
the “historic costs trended approach” with the “historic costs plus
interest” approach. The Court finds that the Authority must
choose one method or the other, at least with respect to the capac-
ity part and, separately with respect to the collection part.

5. Plaintiff challenged the underlying assumption of 3.5 per-
sons per EDU that the Authority and the DER have customarily
relied upon. The Court finds the Authority must revisit the stan-
dard and issue a new appropriate figure for persons per EDU
based on reasonably accurate and current scientific and/or cen-
sus data.

6. The Authority assumed that 100 gallons per person per
day was an appropriate measure of sewage flow in the area cov-
ered by the Authority. The court finds that the Authority did not
abuse its discretion in basing its calculations on a figure of 100
gallons per day.

(Diane Barr Quinlin)

Loudon L. Campbell, Sandy B. Garfinkel and Leslie A. Malady
for Plaintiff.
Lawrence A. Demase for Defendant.

No. GD 95-07558. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Penkower, J., December 10, 2001—Plaintiff Builders Asso-
ciation of Metropolitan Pittsburgh (“BAMP”) filed this action
against the Marshall Township Municipal Sanitary Authority
(“Authority”) to challenge the imposition and amount of so-called
“tapping fees” that the Authority imposes on its customers. BAMP
is an organization that represents the interests of homebuilders
in the Greater Pittsburgh area. A tapping fee is a charge that an
entity such as the Authority may levy on new customers or de-
velopers that connect to an existing wastewater sewage system.
The geographic area served by the Authority includes a portion
of Pine Township.

This case is governed by the Municipality Authorities Act, 53
P.S. 301, et seq. (“Act 203”), which was enacted by the legislature
to provide standards for calculating tapping fees. In particular,
Act 203 provides four components to a tapping fee: the capacity

part, the distribution or collection part, the special purpose part,
and the reimbursement component. The following subsections of
the Act, Section 306(B) are relevant:

B. Every Authority is hereby granted, and shall have
and may exercise all powers necessary or convenient
for the carrying out of the aforesaid purposes, in-
cluding but without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, the following rights and powers:

…(h) To fix, alter, charge and collect rates and
other charges in the area served by its facilities
at reasonable and uniform rates to be determined
exclusively by it, for the purpose of providing for
the payment of the expenses of the Authority, the
construction, improvement, repair, maintenance
and operation of its facilities and properties, …Any
person questioning the reasonableness or unifor-
mity of any rate fixed by an Authority … may bring
suit against the Authority in the court of common
pleas of the county wherein the project is located.
The court of common pleas shall have exclusive
jurisdiction to determine all such questions involv-
ing rates or services.

…(r) To charge the cost of construction of any sewer
or water main constructed by the Authority
against the properties benefited improved or ac-
commodated thereby to the extent of such benefits.
Such benefits shall be assessed in the manner pro-
vided by section eleven of this act for the exercise
of the right of eminent domain.

…(s) To charge the cost of construction of any
sewer or water main constructed by the Author-
ity against the properties benefited, improved or
accommodated …

…(t) To charge certain enumerated fees to prop-
erty owners who desire to or are required to con-
nect to the Authority’s sewer or water system. Such
fees shall be based upon the duly adopted fee
schedule at the time of payment and shall be pay-
able at the time of application for connection or at
such other time as the property owner and the
authority agree or in the case of projects to serve
existing development, such fees shall be payable
at a time to be determined by the Authority. An
Authority shall have the right to require that no
capacity shall be guaranteed for a property owner
or owners until such time as the tapping fees enu-
merated herein have, at the option of the Author-
ity, been paid or secured by other financial secu-
rity. The fees shall be in addition to any charges
assessed against the property in the construction
of a sewer or water main by the Authority in ac-
cordance with clauses (r) and (s) as well as any
other user charges imposed by the Authority pur-
suant to clause (h) and shall not include costs in-
cluded in the calculation of such fees.

(1) The fees may include some or all of the follow-
      ing fee components, which shall be separately
    set forth in the appropriate resolution of the
      Authority establishing such fees:

           i. Connection fee…
          ii. Customer facilities fee…
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         iii. Tapping fee
A. Capacity part…
B. Distribution or collection part…
C. Special purpose part…
D. Reimbursement component…
E. Calculation of tapping fee…

The present case involves calculations of the tapping fee with
respect to (A) the Capacity part and (B) the Distribution or col-
lection part. Within both of those subsections of the Act, the fol-
lowing identical language appears:

“The cost of existing facilities, which shall not include
facilities contributed to the Authority by any person,
government or agency, shall be based upon their re-
placement cost or upon historical cost trended to cur-
rent cost using published cost indexes, or upon the his-
torical cost plus interest and other financing fees paid
on bonds financing such facilities. In the case of exist-
ing facilities, outstanding debt related to the facilities
shall be subtracted from the cost….’’ [Emphasis added].

Each subsection also contains the following language regarding
grants or capital contributions: “Under all cost approaches, the
cost of said facilities shall be reduced by the amount of any grants
or capital contributions which have financed such facilities.” Finally,
each subsection contains the following language setting a limit
on the tapping fee: “The capacity part [or, in subsection B, the
distribution or collection part] of the tapping fee per unit of ca-
pacity required by the new customer shall not exceed the cost of
the facilities as described herein divided by the design capacity of
the facilities.” [Emphasis added]. Accordingly, the tapping fee is
generally set as a result of the cost of facilities divided by the
“design capacity.”

On July 24, 1991, the Authority enacted Resolution 92 which
established a tapping fee of $1910.00, representing both capac-
ity and collection parts. [Stipulation of Facts, paragraph 3]. The
Authority did not assess a tapping fee with respect to the special
purpose part and the reimbursement component. The tapping
fee covers, in part, the facilities known as Interceptor B to C,
Interceptor A to B, and the 1-79 crossings. Interceptor B to C is
owned by the Municipal Sewer and Water Authority of Cran-
berry Township, Butler County, PA (“Cranberry Authority’’). The
Authority has reimbursed Cranberry for a portion of the cost of
Interceptor B to C. [Stipulation of Facts, paragraph 8]. Further-
more, the Authority has paid Marshall Township for the cost of
construction of Interceptor A to B. [Stipulation of Facts, para-
graph 9]. MTMSA paid for the 1-79 crossing and has assumed
responsibility for the facility. [Stipulation of Facts, paragraph 12].

As subsections A and B both indicated, the tapping fee shall
not exceed the cost of facilities divided by the design capacity.
Plaintiff ’s Exhibit 9 is the Authority’s calculations from 1991 in
which it determined its costs and established a new tapping fee
both for the capacity and the collection portions. The calcula-
tions indicate a total sewage flow of 750,000 gallons of sewage
flow per day. That figure is derived from Plaintiff ’s Exhibit 10,
the Intermunicipal Sewage Service Agreement between the
Authority and the Cranberry Authority. The Authority sends
all of its sewage flow to the Cranberry Authority for treatment
and reimburses Cranberry for it. The Intermunicipal Sewage
Service Agreement, Section 6.01 reads, in part, “750,000 gallons
per day of which are hereby reserved by Cranberry for service to
Marshall under and subject to the terms of this Agreement.” The
calculation then presumes that the average customer of the Au-
thority uses 350 gallons per EDU or “equivalent dwelling unit,”
per day, leaving a total capacity of 2,143 EDUs or (750,000 gal-
lons per day) divided by (350 gallons per EDU per day).

The Authority based its tapping fee on five different facility

costs or adjustments: 1) STP and B to C interceptor; 2) Intercep-
tor A to B; 3) collection; 4) Meadowbrook; and 5) the Cloverdale
8" to 10" cost differential. The Authority then determined its costs
for each of the five costs or adjustments using two different meth-
ods: “historical costs plus interest” and “historical costs trended.”
Both methods are provided for in the Act, sections B(t)(1)(iii)(A)
and B(t)(1)(iii)(B).

Under the historical cost plus interest approach, after account-
ing for interest, grants, and outstanding debt, the Authority, con-
cluded that the total costs were $764,060 for the STP and B to C
Interceptor; $165,156 for the A to B interceptor and $1,958,946
for the Collection part. [Plaintiff ’s Exhibit 9]. Each number was
then divided by the total capacity of 2143 EDU to arrive at
$356.54/EDU for the STP and B to C Interceptor, $77.07/EDU
for the A to B interceptor and $914.11/EDU for the collection
part. [Plaintiff ’s Exhibit 9]. The Authority then listed figures of
$100.33 per EDU for the Meadowbrook Gateway Extension and
$4.67/EDU for “Cloverdale 8" to 10"” cost differential. [Plaintiff ’s
Exhibit 9].

Under the historical costs trended approach, the Authority
adjusted its costs based on the Consumer Price Index, subtracted
outstanding debt and arrived at costs for $358,455 for the STP
and B to C interceptor, $233,474 for the A to B interceptor, and
$2,869,284 for the collection part. [Plaintiff ’s Exhibit 9]. After
dividing by 2,143 EDUs, the Authority arrived at tapping fee
costs of $167.27/EDU for the STP and B to C interceptor, $108.95/
EDU for the A to B interceptor and $1,338.91/EDU for the collec-
tion part along with $100.33/EDU for the Meadowbrook Gate-
way extension and $4.67/EDU for the Colverdale 8" to 10" cost
differential. [Plaintiff ’s Exhibit 9].

On the summation page, the Authority then listed the vari-
ous components of the tapping fee for both the historical cost
plus interest approach and the historical cost trended approach.
The Authority then chose the higher of each number between
the interest approach and the trended approach. The Authority
took the sum of the five numbers and set a tapping fee of
$1,909.40.

Plaintiff filed an Action for Declaratory Judgment challeng-
ing the tapping fees. Based upon the complaint, Plaintiff ’s Trial
Brief, and the evidence presented at trial, Plaintiff made the
following challenges to the tapping fee: 1) that the Authority
recovered its costs twice, through the tapping fee pursuant to
subsection (t) of Act 203 and through so-called “benefit assess-
ments” pursuant to subsections (r) and (s) of the Act; 2) that
the Authority improperly failed to deduct certain grants before
calculating its costs; 3) that the Authority improperly combined
the historical costs plus interest approach with the historical
costs trended approach instead of choosing one or the other;
and 4) that the Authority improperly based its tapping fee on a
figure of 100 gallons per capita per day per person and a figure
of 3.5 persons per EDU or, in the alternative, a figure of 350
gallons per EDU per day.

The court’s scope of review is limited where it reviews the
actions of a municipal authority. In City of Philadelphia v. South-
eastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority, 441 Pa. 518, 272
A.2d 921 (1971), the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, relying upon
Man O’War Racing Association, Inc. v. State Harness Racing
Commission, 433 Pa. 432, 250 A.2d 172 (1969), employed an abuse
of discretion standard. Furthermore, in Smith v. Athens Town-
ship Authority, 685 A.2d 651, (Pa. Cmwlth. 1996), The Common-
wealth Court, in a challenge to municipal sewer tap-in fees, held
that the court’s responsibility was to consider whether “the fac-
tual findings are supported by substantial evidence and whether
the law was properly applied to the facts.” Citations omitted.

I. Benefit assessments
Initially, Plaintiff challenges the inclusion of costs relating to

so-called benefit assessments in the cost calculation for the tap-
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ping fee. Benefit assessments are determined by the Board of
Viewers of the Court of Common Pleas to determine the actual
property benefit to property owners of tapping into the wastewa-
ter system. With respect to this issue, the Stipulation of Facts,
entered into by both parties, reads as follows:

5. MTMSA [The Authority] assessed benefited prop-
erty owners for the original Brushcreek Project, the
Meadowbrook Sewer Extension and the Gateway Sewer
Extension.
6. MTMSA included costs of certain facilities in its cal-
culation of post Act 203 tapping fee which costs were
considered by the Board of Viewers in the determina-
tion of benefit assessments.

Karl Sieg, a consulting civil engineer, testifying on behalf of
BAMP, stated that the Board of Viewers issued benefit assess-
ments in the amounts of $945,812 for the “1978 Project,” $61,000
for the Meadowbrook Project, and $77,500 for the Broadway
Avenue Projects. [Trial Transcript. Pp. 54-55]. Plaintiff argues
that the inclusion of costs relating to benefit assessments is in
violation of the Act.

To resolve this issue the Court need only look at the plain
language of the Act, subsection (t):

The fees [tapping fees] shall be in addition to any
charges assessed against the property in the construc-
tion of a sewer or water main by the Authority in ac-
cordance with clauses (r) [relating to charges “against
the properties benefited improved or accommodated”]
and (s) as well as any other use charges imposed by
the Authority pursuant to clause (h) and shall not in-
clude costs included in the calculation of such fees.

The language of Act 203 is clear and mandatory. It reads,
“The fees…shall not include.” The Authority is not permitted to
include costs of benefit assessments in the calculation of the tap-
ping fees. In this regard, the law was not properly applied to the
facts. Therefore, the Authority must recalculate its costs, sepa-
rating out the costs of the Brushcreek Project, the Meadowbrook
Sewer Extension and the Gateway Sewer Extension from the
overall cost of facilities.

II. Trending of Costs
Secondly, Plaintiff takes issue with the Authority’s timing in

the method it used to trend costs of the facilities. Certain grants
provided to the Authority were subtracted from costs after the
costs, themselves, were trended to current costs using published
cost indexes. Plaintiff argues that such an approach provides a
windfall to the Authority and, therefore, the grants should have
been deducted from costs after trending.

The statute reads, in part, “Under all cost approaches, the
cost of said facilities shall be reduced by the amount of any grants
or capital contributions which have financed such facilities.” 53
P.S. 306(B)(t)(1)(iii)(A) and 53 P.S. 306(B)(t)(1)(iii)(B). The stat-
ute is silent as to the timing of trending adjustments. The Au-
thority chose to deduct the grants after trending. In so doing, it
did not abuse its discretion. See this Court’s Memorandum Opin-
ion and Order of Court dated May 9, 1997, ruling on Plaintiff ’s
Motion for Summary Judgment and Defendant’s Cross-Motion
for Summary Judgment.

III. Combination of methodologies
Plaintiff complains that the Authority improperly combined

the historical costs trended approach with the historical costs
plus interest approach. The Authority established costs for five
projects, the STP and B to C interceptor, the Interceptor A to B,
Collection, Extensions, and Cloverdale 8" to 10". [Plaintiff ’s Ex-

hibit 9]. The Authority determined a cost for each facility using
both historical costs plus interest and historical costs trended
approaches. It then chose the highest of each cost for each facil-
ity and added them, thereby insuring the highest possible tap-
ping fee. Plaintiff argues that the Authority should have been
required to choose between the historical costs trended approach
or the historical costs with interest approach for all five facilities
and not be permitted to hybridize.

The Act states, “The cost of existing facilities…shall be based
upon their replacement cost or upon historical cost trended to
current cost using published cost indexes, or upon the histori-
cal cost plus interest and other financing fees paid on bonds
financing such facilities.” 53 P.S. 306(B)(t)(1)(iii)(A) and 53 P.S.
306(B)(t)(1)(iii)(B). The disjunctive “or” clearly indicates that
the Authority must choose one method or other, at least with
respect to the capacity part and, separately, with respect to the
collection part. In this regard, the Authority did not correctly
apply the law to the facts. See Smith, 685 A.2d 651 (Pa. Cmwlth.
1996).

IV. Daily sewage flow
Plaintiff challenges certain numbers used with regard to daily

flow of sewage on a variety of grounds. Defendant, citing Flaherty,
supra, argues that the Authority has wide latitude in choosing
among different methodologies. In the present case, the Author-
ity clearly chose a methodology that involves calculating and/or
assuming one or all of the following numbers: 1) the number of
persons per household; 2) the number of gallons of sewage gen-
erated per person per day; and 3) the number of gallons of sew-
age generated per EDU per day. There is no basis on which to
criticize the Authority’s choice of methodologies in this regard.
However, once the Authority commits itself to a methodology that
involves calculation of the above numbers, it must base its calcu-
lations on substantial evidence. See Smith v. Athens Township
Authority, 685 A.2d 651, (Pa. Cmwlth. 1996).

a. 3.5 persons per EDU

Plaintiff challenges the underlying assumption of 3.5 per-
sons per EDU that the Authority and the DER have customar-
ily relied upon. Karl P. Sieg, a consulting civil engineer, testi-
fied for Plaintiff that the 3.5 number was based on the 1950
census. [Trial Transcript, p. 86]. The parties have agreed to the
following stipulation:

The following U.S. census data regarding persons per
household in Marshall Township, Pine Township and
statewide Pennsylvania average is stipulated to by the
parties:

Year Marshall Pine    Pa. Average
1970 3.52 3.74    3.10
1980 3.02 3.38    2.74
1990 3.01 2.86    2.57

[Stipulation of Facts, paragraph 16].
The tapping fee in question was adopted in 1991.

In West v. Hampton Township Sanitary Authority, 661 A.2d
459 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1995), the Commonwealth Court specifically
rejected the use of 3.5 persons as outdated. The Court remanded
the case with instructions that the Authority employs numbers
that are more current. In the present case, the Authority’s con-
clusion regarding the number of persons per EDU was not based
upon substantial evidence. The Authority must revisit the stan-
dard and issue a new appropriate figure for persons per EDU
based on reasonably accurate and current scientific and/or cen-
sus data.
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b. 100 gallons per person per day

The Authority assumed that 100 gallons per person per day
(or 350 gallons per EDU) was an appropriate measure of sewage
flow in the area covered by the Authority. In 1971, the predeces-
sor to the Department of Environmental Protection (“DEP”)
adopted a standard of 100 gallons per person per day, based upon
the so-called “ten states standards” adopted by ten states in the
eastern part of the United States, including Pennsylvania. [Trial
Transcript, p. 197]. The Authority presented the testimony of
Norman Clyde Shoup, who testified that in submitting a design
to DEP any design not including 350 gallons per EDU per day
would be rejected by DEP. [Trial Transcript, p. 286]. Further-
more, he stated that Cranberry would not accept a figure of less
than 350 gallons per day. [Trial Transcript, p. 292]. Finally, Mr.
Sieg testified that the 100 gallons per person per day standard
had been derived from the federal Pollution Control Act of 1972.
[Trial Transcript, p. 81 ].

The Authority’s expert, John R. Palko, examined actual water
flows over certain calendar quarters and compared those to aver-
age flows to arrive at a “peak-to-average ratio.” He determined
that a ratio of approximately 1.6 to 1.95 would be appropriate in
this case. He then applied the ratio across the board. Based upon
his examination of water flows, Dr. Palko concluded that 350 gal-
lons per EDU per day was a reasonable factor for the Authority to
use because of the importance in using peak use factors as a con-
sideration in the design of a sewer system. Mr. Palko stressed the
importance of peak sewage flows in his analysis in the construc-
tion of a sewage facility. In particular, he explained that new
users are most likely to add sewage flow to the peak and, thereby,
increase costs of the facility.

Plaintiff ’s expert, Dr. Hugh Archer, a consulting engineer in
the wastewater field, testified that the 100 gallons per day stan-
dard is outmoded due to plumbing advances such as low-flush
toilets and conservation measures. [Trial Transcript, pp. 198-201].
Based on evidence from annual reporting of publicly-owned treat-
ment works to the DER of data such as organic and hydraulic
load, design capacity, and water usage, Dr. Archer concluded that
average water usage rates in the Commonwealth of Pennsylva-
nia are approximately 50 to 65 gallons per capita per day. [Trial
Transcript, pp. 205-6]. He also stated that the DEP should not
have used actual water usage numbers because some of the wa-
ter, such as that used for watering one’s lawn or washing one’s
car does not return to the system in the form of wastewater. [Trial
Transcript, pp. 204-5].

Karl Sieg, a consulting civil engineer testified on behalf of
BAMP. Mr. Sieg reviewed water meter readings from individual
customers from the Water Authority. He concluded that the av-
erage daily water consumption equaled approximately 200 gal-
lons per EDU per day. [Trial Transcript, p. 92]. Mr. Sieg also
indicated that the 350 gallons per capita per day figure was gen-
erally based upon planning documents and, therefore, did not
necessarily accurately reflect sewage flow. [Trial Transcript, p.
147-48]. Interestingly, Mr. Sieg had approved a study on the ba-
sis of 100 gallons per day per capita in another matter. [Trial
Transcript, p. 156].

The Act states that the tapping fee, both with respect to the
capacity part and with respect to the distribution or collection
part, “shall not exceed the cost of the facilities as described herein
divided by the design capacity of the facilities.” 53 P.S. 306
B(t)(1)(iii)(A) and 53 P.S. 306(B)(t)(1)(iii)(B). Each of the experts
employed significantly differing methodologies in determining
design capacity. The experts were all credible with respect to
their analyses. The standard for review requires that the
Authority’s calculation must be supported by substantial evi-
dence. Mr. Palko based his inquiry on the importance of peak
flow analysis. It is reasonable to consider peak flows when ex-
amining the capacity of a wastewater system. The Court con-

cludes that Mr. Palko’s conclusions, and therefore the Authority’s,
are based upon substantial evidence. Therefore, the Authority
did not abuse its discretion in basing its calculations on a figure
of 100 gallons per person per day.

c. inflow and infiltration

The Court must briefly address the issue of so-called “inflow
and infiltrations,” which may account for some of the discrep-
ancy in the findings of the experts. “Inflow and infiltration” is
the amount of sewage that enters the system from the ground or
from unanticipated and, perhaps, illegal connections. Plaintiff
argues that costs due to inflow and infiltration should not be
recovered by the Authority in the form of tapping fees, but rather
in maintenance costs. Dr. Archer testified that inflow and infil-
tration is much lower in recent years because of advances in con-
struction of pipes. Dr. Archer’s testimony was reinforced in this
regard by Mr. Sieg. [Trial Transcript, p. 81]. Mr. Sieg testified
that customers should not be held responsible for inflow and in-
filtration because it is not generated from their homes. [Trial
Transcript, p. 96]. Mr. Shoup testified that inflow and infiltra-
tions remains a problem in the system, in excess of that which is
allowed. [Trial Transcript, p. 296].

Despite all the testimony generally confirming the existence
of inflow and infiltration, but to varying degrees, BAMP has failed
to demonstrate that sewage resulting from inflow and infiltra-
tion cannot be included in “design capacity of the facilities” as
that term is used in Act 203, (B)(t)(1)(iii)(A). The term “design
capacity” in Act 203 can be interpreted to exclude inflow and
infiltration or to include it. The Authority’s decision to rely on an
overall gallonage that may include inflow and infiltration was
not an abuse of discretion.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 10th day of December, 2001, for the reasons
set forth in the foregoing opinion, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED,
ADJUDGED, and DECREED that the Marshall Township
Municipality Sewer Authority shall recalculate the tapping fee
established as of July 24, 1991 in Resolution 92 in the following
respects:

1. The Authority shall deduct benefit assessments from
the cost of facilities involved in calculation of the tap-
ping fee.

2. The Authority shall determine a current approxi-
mation of the number of persons per equivalent dwell-
ing unit based on recent objective scientific study and/
or recent census numbers. The Authority shall give a
written explanation for the figures it determines.

3. In deriving its calculations, the Authority shall choose
either the historical cost trended approach or the his-
torical cost with interest approach, but not a hybrid of
the two methods, with respect to the capacity part. The
Authority shall also choose either the historical cost
trended approach or the historical cost with interest
approach, but not a hybrid of the two methods, with
respect to the distribution or collection part.

4. In all other respects, the Authority may use the same
assumptions and conclusions with regard to the tap-
ping fee established in Resolution 92 in calculating the
revised tapping fee.
5. The Authority shall issue a revised tapping fee within
60 days of the date of this Order of Court.

BY THE COURT
/s/Penkower, J.
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Appeal of Cornerstone Television, Inc.,
From Action of Allegheny County

Board of Property Assessment
Appeals and Review

Real Estate Tax Exemption—Non-Profit Corporation—Standing

1. This litigation involves a real estate tax exemption claim
raised by a non-profit corporation which owns a television sta-
tion that it uses for broadcasting religious programs. The Court
finds that this property is exempt from taxing and that political
subdivisions have no standing to challenge the constitutionality
of provisions of state legislation granting tax exemptions.

2. Cornerstone’s real estate, used for religious broadcasting, is
tax-exempt under §204(a)(3) of the General County Assessment
Law because it is an institution of charity founded, endowed and
maintained by public or private charity.

3. The taxing bodies’ constitutional challenge cannot be ad-
dressed because political subdivisions of a state lack standing to
raise constitutional challenges to state legislation describing
those properties and activities that may be taxed.

4. There is no claim that the provision of Act 55, granting
tax exemptions to institutions that advance or promote reli-
gion and meet the other criteria of Act 55, will significantly
interfere with the taxing bodies’ ability to manage their affairs.
Therefore, the taxing bodies have no authority to raise consti-
tutional challenges based on Article VIII, Section 2(a) of the
Pennsylvania Constitution.

(Diane Barr Quinlin)

Joseph L. Luciana, III for Cornerstone Television.
Jack Finnnegan for Wall Borough.
Isobel Storch for East Allegheny School District.
Terrence F. McVerry for Allegheny County.

No. GD 98-19070. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Wettick, J., December 13, 2001—This litigation involves a real
estate tax exemption claim raised by a nonprofit corporation
which owns a television station that it uses for broadcasting re-
ligious programs. The taxing bodies raise two arguments in sup-
port of their claim that the property is not exempt: (1) under
applicable state legislation, the property does not qualify for tax
exempt status and (2) the state and federal constitutions bar the
Legislature from giving tax exempt status to property used for
religious programming. As I will discuss in Part I of this Opin-
ion, under applicable state legislation, the property is exempt.
As I will discuss in Part II of this Opinion, political subdivisions
have no standing to challenge the constitutionality of provisions
of state legislation granting tax exemptions.

I.

Cornerstone Television, Inc. (“Cornerstone”) filed an applica-
tion with the Allegheny County Board of Property Assessment,
Appeals and Review for a real estate tax exemption for property
used within the Borough of Wall for television broadcasting of
religious programming. The application was denied by the Board
on the ground that the property does not qualify for exemption
under state legislation. Cornerstone filed an appeal to this court.

The matter was assigned to me for a nonjury trial. The parties

agreed that evidence would be submitted through depositions and
affidavits.

The evidence establishes that Cornerstone is a nonprofit cor-
poration. It was established for the “purpose of bringing glory to
almighty God by promulgating the gospel of Jesus Christ and
the truths of the Holy Bible.” Brief of Cornerstone in Support of
Appeal at 2. It carries out this purpose primarily through televi-
sion broadcasts of religious programming.

Over ninety-five percent of Cornerstone’s broadcasting time
is devoted to religious programming. According to Cornerstone’s
evidence, approximately 2.8 million persons watch its religious
programming. Cornerstone’s broadcasting activities are finan-
cially supported primarily through donations from its viewing
audience. Each month approximately 4,000 persons make dona-
tions to Cornerstone.

Under §204 (a) (3) of the General County Assessment Law, 72
P.S. §5020-204(a)(3), the Legislature has exempted from local
taxation all institutions of charity “founded, endowed, and main-
tained by public or private charity.” The Institutions of Purely
Public Charity Act (Act of November 26, 1997, P.L. 508, No. 55,10
P.S. §371 et seq. (“Act 55”)), section 5 (10 P.S. §375), sets forth the
criteria for institutions of purely public charity. Subsection (a) of
section 5 states that an institution which meets the criteria set
forth in subsections (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) shall be considered to
be “founded, endowed and maintained by public or private char-
ity.” Thus, institutions which meet the criteria set forth in sub-
sections (b)-(f) of section 5 of Act 55 will be exempt from local
taxation under §204(a)(3) of the General County Assessment Law.

Under §375(b), the institution must advance a charitable pur-
pose; under subsection (c), the institution must operate entirely
free from private profit motive; under subsection (d), the institu-
tion must donate or render gratuitously a substantial portion of
its services; under subsection (e), an institution must benefit a
substantial and indefinite class of persons who are legitimate
subjects of charity; and under subsection (f), the institution must
relieve the government of some of its burden. Each subsection
describes the manner in which these five criteria may be satisfied.

The taxing bodies are not challenging Cornerstone’s conten-
tion that the evidence establishes that Cornerstone advances a
charitable purpose, operates entirely free from private profit
motive, donates or renders gratuitously a substantial portion of
its services, and benefits a substantial and indefinite class of
persons who are legitimate subjects of charity. However, it is the
position of the taxing bodies that Cornerstone does not relieve
the government of some of its burden.

The taxing bodies contend that the activities of Cornerstone
cannot be deemed to relieve government of some of its burden
because a government cannot be involved in promoting religion.
The difficulty with this argument is that under §375(f)(5), the
criterion that an institution must relieve the government of some
of its burden is satisfied if the institution:

(f) (5) Advances or promotes religion and is owned and
operated by a corporation or other entity as a religious
ministry and otherwise satisfies the criteria set forth
in section 5.

In summary, Cornerstone correctly states that its real estate,
which is used for religious broadcasting, is tax exempt under
§204 (a) (3) of the General County Assessment Law if it can es-
tablish that it is an institution of charity “founded, endowed,
and maintained by public or private charity.” Under Act 55, it is
an institution of charity founded, endowed, and maintained by
public or private charity if it meets the criteria set forth in sub-
sections (b)-(f) of section 5. The evidence supports its position
that it has met the criteria set forth in subsections (b)-(f). Conse-
quently, Cornerstone’s property is tax exempt under §204(a)(3)
of the General County Assessment Law.
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II.

The taxing bodies raise two constitutional challenges to the
provision of Act 55 granting a tax exemption upon a showing
that the institution advances or promotes religion and is owned
and operated as a religious ministry.

The taxing bodies’ first constitutional challenge is based on
the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment of the United
States Constitution which prohibits government from making
laws that give preferential treatment to religious activities.1 In
support of their position, the taxing bodies rely primarily on two
cases: Texas Monthly, Inc. v. Bullock, 109 S.Ct. 890 (1989) (an
action brought by a publisher of a nonreligious publication which
successfully challenged a sales tax exemption provided by the
Texas legislature for religious publications) and Haller v. Com-
monwealth, Department of Revenue, supra, 728 A.2d 351, (in an
action brought by taxpayers who publish and purchase books,
the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania ruled that a tax exemption
for religious publications violates the Establishment Clause).

The second challenge is based on the Pennsylvania Constitu-
tion. The taxing bodies raise the following argument: Article VIII,
Section 2(a)(v) of the Pennsylvania Constitution permits the
General Assembly to exempt from taxation only those nonprofit
entities that are “institutions of purely public charity.”2 Case law
holds that an institution cannot be an institution of “purely pub-
lic charity” within the meaning of Article VIII, Section 2(a)(v)
unless it relieves the government of some of its burden. Hospital
Utilization Project v. Commonwealth, 487 A.2d 1306 (Pa. 1985).
Government does not advance or promote religion so an entity
performing this activity does not relieve the government of some
of its burden. Consequently, the provision of Act 55 granting a
tax exemption to an institution upon a showing that the institu-
tion advances or promotes religion is an unconstitutional grant
of an exemption to an entity that has not qualified as a purely
public charity under Article VIII, Section 2 (a) (v).

While Cornerstone sets forth arguments in opposition to the
taxing bodies’ claim that legislation granting a tax exemption to
nonprofit institutions that provide religious programming vio-
lates the Pennsylvania and United States Constitutions, it con-
tends that I should not address the merits of these constitutional
challenges because political subdivisions of a state lack standing
to raise constitutional challenges to state legislation describing
those properties and activities that may be taxed.

There are three separate issues that Cornerstone may be rais-
ing through the defense that the taxing bodies lack standing to
pursue these constitutional challenges: (1) a failure to meet the
general standing requirement of an injury-in-fact; (2) the absence
of any constitutional protections under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment; and (3) the lack of power to raise challenges under the
Pennsylvania Constitution to state legislation.

1.

Under well-established case law, a party has no standing to
obtain judicial resolution of a claim unless that party has an
interest in the subject matter which is substantial, immediate,
and direct. The party raising the claim must show that there is a
harm to an interest of that party caused by the matter of which
the party complains. Pittsburgh Trust for Cultural Resources Inc.
v. Zoning Board of Adjustment, 604 A.2d 298, 303 (Pa. Cmwlth.
1992); William Penn Parking Garage, Inc. v. City of Pittsburgh,
346 A.2d 269 (Pa. 1975).

It is not clear that the taxing bodies have suffered an injury.
A substantial argument may be made that only taxpayers are
harmed by legislation that unlawfully excludes certain proper-
ties from tax rolls. A taxing body is not harmed because it sets a
millage rate that takes into account any properties that the Leg-
islature has excluded from taxation.3 See City of Hazleton v.
Hazleton Area School District, 276 A.2d 545 (Pa. 1971) (a mu-

nicipal corporation may not maintain an action to protect the
rights of its resident taxpayers where the litigation does not af-
fect the municipal corporation directly); Township of Upper
Moreland v. Commonwealth, Dept. of Transportation, 409 A.2d
118 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1979) (township cannot sue to challenge ex-
penditures of the Department of Transportation on the ground
that they are contrary to the Pennsylvania Constitution; the
power to sue or be sued is not a mandate for the township to sue
as a representative of its citizens—aggrieved citizens harmed by
unlawful expenditures can assert their own claims).

The argument of the taxing bodies is that they have obliga-
tions that are mandated by the Pennsylvania Constitution and/
or the General Assembly; it is more difficult for these bodies to
perform these obligations if they are unable to impose taxes to
the full extent provided for under the Constitution. Consequently,
they are proper parties to raise the claims.

For purposes of this Opinion, I will assume that there is direct
harm to an interest of each taxing body resulting from legislation
that unconstitutionally exempts property from taxation and, thus,
the taxing bodies have standing under the injury-in-fact standing
requirement.

2.

The taxing bodies’ federal constitutional challenge to the pro-
visions of Act 55 which grant a tax exemption to institutions that
advance or promote religion is brought under the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution and based on the
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment which prohibits
government from making laws that provide preferential treat-
ment to religious activities. See Haller v. Commonwealth, supra,
728 A.2d 351. This challenge is without merit because there is
an established body of case law holding that the provisions of
the federal constitution do not apply to state legislation defining
relationships between the state and the instrumentalities that
the state has created to fulfill its governmental obligations.4

The federal case law is summarized in the recent opinion of
the United States District Court for the Southern District of New
York in City of New Rochelle v. Town of Mamaroneck, 111
F.Supp.2d 353 (S.D.N.Y. 2000). In that case, the issue was whether
a municipality had standing to challenge on federal constitutional
grounds an ordinance promulgated by an adjacent municipality
as the result of a dispute over a proposed shopping development.
Although the District Court found that the plaintiff (New Roch-
elle) had sufficiently alleged an injury-in-fact or such a personal
stake in the outcome of the litigation as to warrant invocation of
the Court’s jurisdiction, it ruled that New Rochelle could not
maintain a claim under the federal constitution:

It has long been the case that a municipality may not
invoke the protections of the Fourteenth Amendment
against its own state. See City of Newark v. New Jer-
sey, 262 U.S. 192, 196, 43 S.Ct. 539, 67 L.Ed. 943 (1923).
A municipality is thus prevented from attacking state
legislation on the grounds that the law violates the
municipality’s own rights. See, e.g., City of New Orleans
v. New Orleans Water-Works Co., 142 U.S. 79, 89-91,
12 S.Ct. 142, 35 L.Ed. 943 (1891); Hunter v. City of
Pittsburgh, 207 U.S. 161, 28 S.Ct. 40, 52 L.Ed. 151
(1907). Moreover, while municipalities or other state
political subdivisions may challenge the constitution-
ality of state legislation on certain grounds and in cer-
tain circumstances, these do not include challenges
brought under the Due Process or Equal Protection
Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. See, e.g., Rogers
v. Brockette, 588 F.2d 1057 (5th Cir.) cert. denied, 444
U.S. 827, 100 S.Ct. 52, 62 L.Ed.2d 35 (1979) (local school
district had capacity to challenge constitutionality of
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state statute under supremacy clause); San Diego Uni-
fied Port District v. Gianturco, 457 F.Supp. 283
(S.D.Cal.1978) aff ’d 651 F.2d 1306 (9th Cir. 1981), cert.
denied 455 U.S. 1000, 102 S.Ct. 1631, 71 L.Ed.2d 866
(1982) (political subdivision can challenge constitution-
ality of state legislation under supremacy clause). This
is because “a municipal corporation, in its own right,
receives no protection from the Equal Protection or Due
Process Clauses vis-a-vis its creating state. South
Macomb Disposal Authority v. Township of Washing-
ton, 790 F.2d 500, 505 (6th Cir. 1986) (citing City of
Moore v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co.,
699 F.2d 507, 511-12 (10th Cir. 1983); Delta Special
School District No. 5 v. State Board of Education, 745
F.2d 532, 533 (8th Cir. 1984); and others). The Due Pro-
cess and Equal Protection Clauses “have not been in-
terpreted as limitations on the internal political orga-
nization of a state.”
Id.

    In South Macomb, the Sixth Circuit addressed the
question of whether a municipal corporation could sue
another township within the same state on the ground
that the township imposed certain waste disposal per-
mitting requirements in violation of the municipal
corporation’s right to due process and equal protection.
Applying the same reasoning that has led federal courts
to bar municipalities from bringing due process and
equal protection claims against their own states, the
Sixth Circuit concluded:

[T]he Fourteenth Amendment simply does not pre-
scribe guidelines and impose restriction upon one
political subdivision vis-a-vis another political sub-
division. The relationship between the entities is a
matter of state concern; the Fourteenth Amendment
protections and limitations do not apply. Id. (em-
phasis added).

111 F.Supp.2d at 364.

The law is also summarized in the recent opinion in the United
States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit in Branson School
District RE-82 v. Romer, supra, 161 F.3d at 628, where the Court,
in ruling that a political subdivision has standing to bring a con-
stitutional claim against its creating state based on the su-
premacy clause, recognized that this was an exception to the
general principle.

It is well-settled that a political subdivision may not
bring a federal suit against its parent state based on
rights secured through the Fourteenth Amendment. See
City of Moore, Oklahoma v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe Ry. Co., 699 F.2d 507, 511-12 (10th Cir. 1983) (re-
jecting an equal protection challenge against a state
statute because “political subdivisions of a state lack
standing to challenge the validity of a state statute on
Fourteenth Amendment grounds”); see also United
States v. Alabama, 791 F.2d 1450, 1455 (11th Cir. 1986);
South Macomb Disposal Auth. v. Township of Wash-
ington, 790 F.2d 500, 504-05 (6th Cir. 1986); Town of
Ball v. Rapides Parish Police Jury, 746 F.2d 1049, 1051
n.1 (5th Cir. 1984) ; Village of Arlington Heights v. Re-
gional Trans. Auth., 653 F.2d 1149, 1152-53 (7th Cir.
1981); City of New York v. Richardson, 473 F.2d 923,
929 (2d Cir. 1973).

Also see Housing Authority of Kaw Tribe of Indians of Okla-

homa v. City of Ponca, 952 F.2d 1183 (10th Cir. 1991) (“Since the
city complied with the state legislature’s prescription, its actions
are sanctioned by the legislature. The Authority, as a state agency,
cannot therefore void the city’s actions based on an assertion of a
constitutional right inherent in the agency. We thus conclude that
a political subdivision of a state may not challenge the validity of
a fellow political subdivision under the Fourteenth Amendment
unless such action is expressly authorized the creating state.” Id.
1189-90 (citations omitted)); Village of Arlington Heights v. Re-
gional Transportation Authority, 653 F.2d 1149 (7th Cir. 1981)
(municipalities cannot challenge the validity of a state statute
under the Fourteenth Amendment because they are creatures and
instrumentalities of the state); South Macomb Disposal Authority
v. Township of Washington, 790 F.2d 500, 505 (6th Cir. 1986) (Equal
protection and due process clauses “have not been interpreted as
limitations on the internal political organization of a state”); and
Atlantic Coast Demolition & Recycling, Inc. v. Board of Chosen
Freeholders of Atlantic County, 893 F.Supp. 301, 315 (D. N.J. 1995)
(“In other words, Municipalities may assert claims against the
creating state under the supremacy clause, but not under other
substantive constitutional guarantees.”).

The Pennsylvania appellate courts also construe the federal
constitution in this fashion.

In School District of Philadelphia v. Pennsylvania Milk Mar-
keting Board, 683 A.2d 972 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1996), the school dis-
trict, a consumer organization, and an individual filed a petition
for review of an order issued by the Pennsylvania Milk Market-
ing Board pursuant to Pennsylvania’s Milk Marketing Law which
fixed minimum wholesale prices for milk in Milk Market Area 1,
including prices charged to schools. The petitioners asked the
Commonwealth Court to declare that the Milk Marketing Law
was unconstitutional and to direct the Milk Marketing Board to
permit minimum wholesale prices for school milk to be fixed by
market forces. The school district alleged that as a result of the
Milk Marketing Law, the school district spent an additional one
million dollars per year to purchase milk to serve its students.
In footnote 5 of its opinion, the Commonwealth Court ruled that
a school district has no rights under the federal constitution to
assert against the state:5

The Attorney General of Pennsylvania, who has inter-
vened in this matter, asserts that the School District
lacks the capacity to make this challenge on the ground
that a school district has no rights under the federal
constitution which it may assert in opposition to the
will of the Commonwealth, its creator. While we agree
that this is an accurate statement of the law, the re-
maining petitioners may raise the challenge, and have
done so. Thus the School District’s ability to assert this
issue is of no consequence.
683 A.2d at 975 n.5 (citations omitted).

In Commonwealth, Dept. of Environmental Resources v. Bor-
ough of Carlisle, 330 A.2d 293, 297 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1974), the Court
ruled that the Borough of Carlisle and the Carlisle Borough Sewer
System Authority could not raise a constitutional challenge based
on the federal constitution to an order entered by the Department
of Environmental Resources restricting new connections to the
sewage system of the Borough of Carlisle because the federal con-
stitution does not restrain a state legislative body’s control over a
municipal corporation which it has created to exercise the govern-
mental powers of the state:

The order by the DER in the instant case was nothing
more than an exercise of state power over its agency,
the Borough of Carlisle, to regulate sewage treatment
within the borough. And, as stated in Hunter [v. City of
Pittsburgh, 207 U.S. 161 (1907)], such action is unre-
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strained by any provision of the Constitution of the
United States.

Also see Penn-Delco School District v. Schukraft, 506 A.2d
956, 960 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1986) (citations omitted) (“Appellant’s third
contention is that the District has been denied equal protection
of the laws as guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the
Federal Constitution by virtue of the District’s being denied the
opportunity to collect its own taxes as home rule charter munici-
palities are allowed. This argument is also without merit. A school
district, as an agency of the Commonwealth or a quasi-munici-
pal corporation created by the Commonwealth for the sole pur-
pose of administering the Commonwealth’s system of public edu-
cation, has no rights under the Federal Constitution which it
may assert in opposition to the will of the Commonwealth, its
creator.”); and Philadelphia Facilities Management Corp. v.
Biester, 431 A.2d 1123, 1135 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1981) (citations omit-
ted) (“a municipal corporation, being a creature of the state, can-
not invoke federal constitutional protections against legislative
acts of its sovereign, the state”).

In summary, I should not consider whether a state law that
grants tax exemptions to institutions that advance or promote
religion violates the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution because a political subdivision of a state does not
have any Fourteenth Amendment protections with respect to
state legislation addressing the manner in which the political
subdivision shall conduct its affairs. Compare Haller v. Common-
wealth, Department of Revenue, supra, where taxpayers raised a
constitutional challenge to Pennsylvania’s sales tax exemption
for certain sales of religious publications.

3.

The next issue is whether under Pennsylvania law, political
subdivisions have the legal power to raise constitutional chal-
lenges to state legislation that are based on the Pennsylvania
Constitution. In order to do anything, a political subdivision needs
to show that it has been given the authority to do so.

While there is no legislation which expressly states that the
power given to a political subdivision, to sue or be sued in con-
nection with the collection of taxes, extends to lawsuits chal-
lenging the constitutionality of state legislation excluding types
of property or services from taxation, the taxing bodies contend
that this authority is implied. I do not find this argument to be
persuasive.

Political subdivisions are creatures of the state and the au-
thority of the Legislature over their powers is supreme. A politi-
cal subdivision has no inherent powers and may do only those
things that the Legislature has placed within its power to do.
Denbow v. Borough of Leetsdale, 729 A.2d 1113, 1118 (Pa. 1999);
In re: Appeal of the Borough of Ambridge, 417 A.2d 291, 292 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 1980). The power of taxation lies solely in the General
Assembly; political subdivisions have no inherent power of taxa-
tion. No political subdivision has any power or authority to col-
lect a tax absent a grant or delegation of the power to tax from
the General Assembly. SEPTA v. Board of Revision of Taxes, 777
A.2d 1234 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2001); Mastrangelo v. Buckley, 250 A.2d
447 (Pa. 1969). Political subdivisions are “administrative arm[s]”
of the Legislature created to carry out the Legislature’s direc-
tives. In re: Appeal of Penncrest School District, 590 A.2d 849,
852 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1991). The Legislature would not have del-
egated to an administrative arm that it created to carry out its
directives, the power to challenge the constitutionality of these
directives. Thus, once the Legislature has enacted legislation
which provides that the power to tax given to a political subdivi-
sion does not extend to certain types of property or services, this
is the end of the matter with respect to what the political subdi-
vision may tax.

This conclusion as to legislative intent does not insulate from
state constitutional challenges legislation exempting charitable
institutions from the payment of local real estate taxes any more
than legislation granting other exemptions to charitable institu-
tions. To the contrary, this ruling, that the local taxing bodies
have no authority to raise constitutional challenges to Act 55,
places claims for exemptions furnished to charitable institutions
from local taxes (72 P.S. §5020-204(a)(3)) based on Act 55 on the
same footing as claims for exemptions from state taxes based on
Act 55—for example, the exclusion from the state sales tax fur-
nished to any charitable institution (72 P.S. §7204(10)). In each
instance, there is no taxing body or governmental office that the
Legislature has authorized to raise constitutional challenges to
its legislation.

In City of Pittsburgh v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 535
A.2d 680 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1987), aff ’d, 559 A.2d 513 (Pa. 1989), the
City of Pittsburgh and Richard S. Caliguiri, individually and as
Mayor of the City, requested the Court to declare unconstitutional
a section of the Local Tax Enabling Act that prevented the City of
Pittsburgh from collecting a wage tax from nonresidents working
within the City who have paid a similar tax to the political subdi-
visions where they reside. The City contended that its residents
bore an unconstitutionally unfair tax burden by reason of these
statutory provisions and, thus, the state legislation violated the
Uniformity Clause of the Pennsylvania Constitution, the Equal
Protection Clause of the United States Constitution, and Sections
1 and 2 of Article IX of the Pennsylvania Constitution.

The Commonwealth Court upheld the state’s preliminary
objection raising the city’s lack of standing to assert federal or
state constitutional protections against the Commonwealth:

This Court has held that inasmuch as a municipality
is merely a creature of the sovereign created for the
purpose of carrying out local government functions, the
municipality has no standing to assert the claims of its
citizens against the Commonwealth. Here, the thrust
of the petition for review is that the citizens of Pitts-
burgh are being disadvantaged by the allegedly unfair
and discriminatory provisions of the challenged stat-
utes. There is no allegation that the City’s local gov-
ernment functions have been adversely affected by the
allegedly unequal tax structure. We conclude that the
City’s cause of action against the Commonwealth is
barred and the Respondents’ demurrer in that regard
must be sustained. 535 A.2d at 682 (citations omitted).

Also see Marriott Corp. v. Board of Assessment Appeals of
Montgomery County, 438 A.2d 1032, 1035 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1982)
(“If the vested rights claim be regarded as a constitutional one, it
is barred because a municipal corporation cannot invoke consti-
tutional protections against its sovereign, the state.”).

In Chartiers Valley Joint Schools v. County Board of School
Directors of Allegheny County, 211 A.2d 487 (Pa. 1965), four school
districts and numerous taxpayers contended that a school reor-
ganization act violated various provisions of the Pennsylvania
Constitution. The majority opinion did not consider the claim
that the school districts lacked standing to sue because the tax-
payers had standing to raise the constitutional challenges. In a
concurring opinion, Mr. Justice Cohen considered the “unwar-
ranted appearance of the school districts”:

How is it that the school district, the creature of the
Legislature, given life for the sole purpose of carrying
out the Legislature’s duty to provide education in the
manner directed by the Legislature, can attack the
Legislature’s directions for discharging its duty? Cer-
tainly the Legislature has not given the school district
the duty of making sure that the Legislature acts consti-
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tutionally. And the school district has no powers that
are not either expressly conferred upon it by the Legis-
lature or implied from the nature of its duties.

    Moreover, the school district is not an elector or a
taxpayer or an entity that can claim an injury arising
from unlawful delegation or discriminatory classifica-
tion or impairment of contracts. It has no constitutional
rights which the Legislature can impair. Id. at 502.

The appellate courts have recognized one exception in which
constitutional challenges may be raised to state legislation—
where the state legislation is preventing political subdivisions
or elected officials of a political subdivision from fulfilling their
governmental functions.6

In DeFazio v. Civil Service Commission of Allegheny County,
756 A.2d 1103 (Pa. 2000), the Sheriff of Allegheny County con-
tended that legislation requiring sheriffs of second class counties
to abide by certain hiring and promotion practices and limiting
political activities of the sheriff ’s employees violated the Pennsyl-
vania Constitution. Defendants challenged the Sheriff ’s standing,
apparently on the ground that the legislation limited the activi-
ties of the Sheriff ’s employees, and not those of the Sheriff him-
self; thus, the Sheriff had no direct substantial interest in his claim
of unconstitutionality and therefore did not have standing to bring
the action. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court, citing only the case
law governing “injury-in-fact” principles of standing, ruled that
the Sheriff of Allegheny County had standing because a sheriff
has a substantial interest in the management and operation of
his or her office and these interests are clearly affected by this
legislation.

In Harrisburg School District v. Hickok, 762 A.2d 398 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 2000), a school district challenged the constitutionality
of the Education Empowerment Act which authorized the Secre-
tary of Education to place control of the school district in a Board
of Control. The Court stated that the school district had stand-
ing to challenge the constitutionality of its creator’s actions:

In this case, the Harrisburg School District is certainly
affected because other than levying taxes, the affairs
of operating the school district have been taken away
from it. As in DeFazio, because the Harrisburg School
District has a substantial, direct and immediate inter-
est in the outcome of this matter, it has standing to
bring this action….

    [For enforcement of legislation, t]he true party in
interest is the government official who implements a
law. Id. at 404, n.6.

In the present case, there is no claim that the provision of
Act 55 granting tax exemptions to institutions that advance or
promote religion and meet the other criteria of Act 55 will sig-
nificantly interfere with the taxing bodies’ ability to manage
their affairs. Thus, the taxing bodies have no authority to raise
constitutional challenges based on Article VIII, Section 2(a) of the
Pennsylvania Constitution.

ORDER OF COURT

On this 13th day of December, 2001, upon consideration of
Cornerstone Television, Inc.’s appeal from the decision of the
Board of Property Assessment, Appeals and Review and follow-
ing a nonjury trial, it is ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DE-
CREED that the property of Cornerstone Television, Inc. that is
the subject of the appeal is exempt from taxation.

BY THE COURT
/s/Wettick, J.

1 The constitutional challenge is raised under the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution which applies the
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment to state govern-
ments. See Haller v. Commonwealth, Department of Revenue,
728 A.2d 351, 351 n.2 (Pa. 1999).

2 Article VIII, Section 5 states that laws exempting property from
taxation, other than property enumerated in Article VIII, shall
be void.

3 A taxing body has standing to challenge a property owner’s ex-
emption claim, by taking the position that legislation does not
exempt this property from taxation, because the Legislature has
imposed on each taxing body a duty to tax any property that it is
authorized to tax under an Act of the General Assembly.

4 There is a single exception: most federal courts permit a politi-
cal subdivision to raise against the state the claim that under
the supremacy clause of the United States the political subdivi-
sion must comply with federal legislation that conflicts with state
law. See Branson School District RE-82 v. Romer, 161 F.3d 619,
627-30 (10th Cir. 1998), and cases cited therein. (The rationale
for the exception is that the dispute is not between the political
subdivision and the state as to how the political subdivision
should conduct its affairs; the issue, instead, is whether the po-
litical subdivision must follow federal law or state law.)

5 Previously, the school district had instituted a lawsuit in United
States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania
(School District of Philadelphia v. Pennsylvania Milk Marketing
Board, 877 F.Supp. 245 (E.D. Pa. 1995)) which raised constitu-
tional challenges to the milk pricing scheme. The Federal Dis-
trict Court ruled that “[a] creation of the State cannot challenge
its maker’s decisions on constitutional grounds.” Id. at 251. It
cited Pennsylvania appellate court case law and rulings of fed-
eral district courts applying Pennsylvania law to support the
statement that “Pennsylvania courts have consistently ruled that
a school district has no rights under the federal constitution to
assert against the State.” Id. at 250.

6 In Community Options, Inc. v. Board of Assessment, Appeals
and Review, 764 A.2d 645 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2000), alloc. gr., 2001
WL 1097552 (Pa. 2001), the taxing bodies raised challenges based
on Article VIII of the Pennsylvania Constitution to provisions of
Act 55 granting a tax exemption to institutions operating free
from private profit motive which provide services government
would otherwise be obligated to provide, where government funds
are the sole source of the institution’s revenue. I ruled that these
provisions did not violate the Pennsylvania Constitution. The
Commonwealth Court reversed my decision. It ruled that I should
not have considered whether the property qualified for a statu-
tory exemption under Act 55 without first finding that the prop-
erty met the constitutional definition of a “purely public charity”
under the standards set forth in Hospital Utilization Project v.
Commonwealth, supra, 487 A.2d 1306, and its progeny. In the
Community Options litigation, the property owner never ques-
tioned the standing of the taxing bodies to raise constitutional
challenges to Act 55.
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Daniel Bonenberger v.
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company

Bad Faith Action—Insurance—Punitive Damages

In the case of Daniel Bonenberger v. Nationwide Mutual In-
surance Company, the Superior Court upheld the judgment of
the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County awarding an
insured punitive damages and attorney fees in a bad faith action
against his insurer. The Honorable Justice Del Sole held that
the insured had successfully proved that the insurer breached
its duty of good faith and fair dealing by disregarding the insured’s
medical records, failing to conduct an independent medical ex-
amination, and failing to make a reasonable evaluation of the
insured’s claim. The Superior Court agreed with the trial court
in chastising the insurer for employing a manual of procedures
and guidelines that did not encourage a reasonable case-by-case
evaluation. Additionally, the Superior Court upheld the trial
court’s award of attorney fees for both the bad faith and underly-
ing underinsured motorist claims.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 00-1637. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Del Sole, J., January 23, 2002.

Gerald R. and Eleanor W. Bennett v.
Charles R. and Yolanda Juzelenos

Settlement Agreement—Property—Deed Reformation

The Superior Court of Pennsylvania agreed with the appeal-
ing party in Bennett v. Juzelenos, last month reasoning that the
lower court erred when determining the validity of a settlement
agreement. Appellees, filed a petition to enforce a settlement
agreement concerning a boundary line of property they share
with their neighbors, appellants. A survey of the land from 1997
conflicted with a 1972 survey upon which the parties’ original
deeds were based. Based on the 1997 survey, the appellees filed
a complaint in equity seeking reformation of the three deeds in
accordance with the new survey. Appellants answered the com-
plaint and averred that the course and distance for the center
line of the boundary road was correct at the time of the 1972
survey, but that the appellees altered the location of the road
causing the discrepancy with the 1997 survey.

(Hope Caldwell)

No. 01-549. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Del Sole, J., January 30, 2002.

Nick Gaeta v. Ridley School District
and IBE Contracting, Inc.

Bid Rejection—Surety Quality Rating

In an opinion by Justice Saylor, the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court held that a school district was not obligated to reject a low
bid that included a bid bond that did not meet the advertised
surety quality rating requirement. See Gaeta v. Ridley Sch. Dist.
The two-part test looks at materiality of the requirement and
whether waiver would create a competitive advantage.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-20. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Saylor, J., January 25, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Department of Transportation v.

Troy Beam

Unlicensed Airport—Express Legislative Authority

Justice Saylor delivered the opinion of the Pennsylvania Su-
preme Court, holding that the General Assembly implicitly con-
ferred upon the Department of Transportation the capacity to
seek redress in a judicial forum to restrain operation of an unli-
censed airport. However, the court further explained that an
agency’s power to bring suit does not have to be provided for by
express legislative authority, but may be implied from the agency’s
power and responsibility unless, of course, it is quite clear that
the legislative intent prohibits review.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 01-18. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Saylor, J., January 25, 2002.

Allen Trach v. J. Fellin,
Thrift Drug/Eckerd Store,

Thrift Drug, Inc., and Eckerd Drug Co.

Expert Testimony—Frye Standard—Causation—Accepted Science

The Pennsylvania Superior Court affirmed the granting of a
new trial on the basis that a plaintiff ’s expert witness on causa-
tion should not have been permitted to testify. In Trach v. Fellin,
Judge Beck of the Superior Court considered the application of
the rule set forth in Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013 (D.C. Cir.
1923), to the testimony of a toxicological expert. In Trach, the
plaintiff, Allen Trach, received a prescription of Amoxil, an anti-
biotic, from his dentist after he had presented with complaints
of pain. He took the prescription to a Thrift Drug store to be
filled. There, Trach’s prescription was allegedly filled instead with
Doxepin, an antidepressant.

(John W. Fletcher)

Nos. 00-1921, 00-1949. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Beck, J., January 18, 2002.
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Tower Real Estate Company v.
Daz-Ling Dry Cleaners, Inc.

and Dale Zegarelli

Landlord Tenant—Preliminary Objections—New Matter and
Counterclaim

1. Where the leased premises remained undisturbed, the land-
lord did not owe an express or implied duty to its tenant to use
other owned properties in a manner favorable to the tenant’s
business.

2. Under the existing case law, without an actual disturbance
of the leased premises, the landlord did not breach any duty owed
to its shopping center tenant by not maintaining a viable shop-
ping center by replacing other departing tenants.

(I.M. Lundberg)

Robert B. Stein for Plaintiff.
Karen Hassinger for Defendants.

G.D. No. 01-7840. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Folino, J., December 5, 2001—The subject of this Opinion is
my Order of August 21, 2001 granting Plaintiff ’s Preliminary
Objections to Defendants’ New Matter and Counterclaim. This
is a dispute between the lessor of the Raceway Center shopping
center and one of the tenants. Plaintiff-landlord’s complaint al-
leges that the tenant is in default of rent payments.

The tenant, Daz-Ling Dry Cleaners, Inc., has counterclaimed,
and in new matter has denied liability, on the grounds that the
landlord has not replaced other departing tenants and thus has
not maintained a viable shopping center. The dry cleaner main-
tains that it can only operate profitably if it is surrounded by
other shops that bring in traffic. Tenant argues that the landlord’s
conduct in permitting the remainder of the shopping center to
become vacant has “altered the essential features of the pre-
mises,” and has breached the landlord’s implied duties under
the lease.

Plaintiff-landlord’s preliminary objections seek to dismiss
these defenses and counterclaims on the grounds that it owes no
express or implied duty to its tenant to use other properties it
owns in a manner that favors this tenant’s business. I agree:
although the courts of this Commonwealth have broadened the
scope of the implied covenant of quiet enjoyment in leases over
time, it remains the law of this Commonwealth that “posses-
sion” of some part or all of the premises must be “impaired” in
order to constitute a breach of the covenant. Pollock v. Morelli,
245 Pa.Super. 388, 392-93, 369 A.2d 458, 460 (1976).

In Tucker v. DuPuy, 210 Pa. 461, 60 A. 4 (1904), the Pennsyl-
vania Supreme Court denied a similar claim by tenants who were
disappointed by the landlord’s use of surrounding areas. The
plaintiffs in Tucker leased space for their medical office in a build-
ing that was, at the inception of the lease, used exclusively for
offices and a storeroom. The building was purchased during the
term of the lease by the defendant, who transformed the build-
ing—with the exception of plaintiffs’ office—into “a hotel for the
exclusive use of men, with a bar.” 210 Pa. at 463, 60 A. at 4.

During the remodeling of the building, there was no actual
entry upon the plaintiffs’ leased premises, but the plaintiffs were
“subjected to annoyances incident to the making of changes in
the interior of the building.” Id. Thereafter, plaintiffs alleged:

After the hotel was opened idlers gathered at certain
hours on the street in front of it and made it undesir-

able and unfit as a location for the plaintiffs’ business.
Id.

The Supreme Court upheld the grant of a demurrer to the
tenants’ complaint. The court reasoned:

There was no express agreement to rent the rest of the
building for offices only, and none can be implied from
the lease or from the relation and duties of the parties.
‘The covenant of quiet enjoyment, whether expressed
or implied, only means that the tenant shall not be
evicted or disturbed by good title in the possession of
demised premises or some part thereof:’ Moore v. Weber,
71 Pa. 429. It does not extend to the wrongful act of a
stranger or the lawful act of the landlord in making a
different use of his property not demised.

Id.

By 1915, our Supreme Court had made clear that the cov-
enant of quiet enjoyment is not limited solely to protecting the
tenant against eviction at the hands of someone holding supe-
rior title; it also forbids “any act of the landlord which results in
an interference of the tenant’s possession, in whole or in part.”
Kelly v. Miller, 249 Pa. 314, 317, 94 A. 1055, 1056 (1915). The
court in Kelly found a breach of the covenant of quiet enjoyment
where the landlord sealed off certain passages in the leased pre-
mises that permitted access to an adjoining building and that
were open and in use at the inception of the lease. Thus, unlike
Tucker, where no breach of the covenant was found, the facts in
Kelly involved the landlord’s physical alteration of the leased
premises to the detriment of the tenant. The Supreme Court in
Kelly also stated, however, “that there is no implied warranty
that the premises are fit for the purposes for which they are
rented.” 294 Pa. at 316, 94 A. at 1056.

In 1976, the Superior Court cast some doubt on the contin-
ued validity of at least part of the holding in Tucker. Pollock v.
Morelli, 245 Pa.Super. 388, 369 A.2d 458 (1976), involved a dry
cleaner that, at the inception of its lease, was in a self-standing
building in the angle of an L-shaped outdoor strip mall. The land-
lord later built more stores in and enclosed the entire angle area,
thereby placing the dry cleaners far inside the new “indoor” mini-
mall. The Superior Court held that this changed the essential
features of the property and breached the covenant of quiet en-
joyment.

It is clear that physical changes to the leased premises them-
selves were important to the Superior Court’s decision. Thus,
the court noted that, prior to the construction, the door of the dry
cleaners opened directly into the parking area of the shopping
center, and its “show windows and overhead sign were easily
visible to potential customers using the shopping center.” 245
Pa.Super. at 390, 369 A.2d at 460. In contrast, after the con-
struction:

Appellants were no longer occupying an outside store
with visible display windows next to a parking lot . . . .
The display windows are only visible from inside the
mall and can be completely viewed only when a cus-
tomer has passed through the double doors, traveled
the full length of the hallway and turned the corner.
The sign once directly over the store is now outside the
mall over the discount center which is the store directly
in front of appellants’.

Id.

The Superior Court rejected the landlord’s argument that it
had merely changed the dry cleaners’ surroundings, a result which
the landlord urged was lawful under Tucker v. DuPuy, supra. The
court noted that Tucker was decided prior to cases that
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recognize that the covenant protects a tenant from
wrongful acts of the landlord with respect to the tenant’s
possession so that the tenant is prevented from utiliz-
ing the demised property as it was intended to be used.
Furthermore, in Tucker, the chief complaint of the ten-
ant doctors concerned the changed character of the
premises: a hotel for men, a bar, the gathering of idlers.
These facts distinguish it from the present case where
the objection is not to third party tenants or their effect
on the atmosphere of the shopping center, but to the
change in the structural nature and the physical de-
sign of the demised premises.

Pollock, 245 Pa.Super. at 394 n.1, 369 A.2d at 461 n.1 (emphasis
added).

Pollock and Kelly both deal with physical alterations to the
leased premises. Here, tenant’s complaint is not that the leased
premises have been physically changed substantially or, indeed,
at all. Instead, its New Matter and Counterclaims depend on
finding that the landlord has a duty to replace tenants in other
premises that the landlord owns in order to provide the traffic
on which the tenant’s business depends. In effect, the tenant is
asserting the right to force the landlord to use other properties it
owns so as to maintain an appropriate neighborhood for the
tenant’s business. Absent an independent wrong such as the cre-
ation of a nuisance, landlords in Pennsylvania have never owed
such sweeping duties to their tenants.

Indeed, even after cases like Kelly and Pollock, the remain-
ing force of the Supreme Court’s Tucker decision is that, so long
as the leased premises themselves remain undisturbed, as they
have here, the landlord owes no duty to use nearby properties to
the tenant’s best advantage. Under Tucker, it seems clear that
the landlord would have been free, so long as it avoided creating
a nuisance, to rent the existing spaces in the remainder of the
shopping area to tenants whose operations were distinctly unsuited
to providing the kind of public traffic the dry cleaner demands.
It follows that the landlord is similarly free to leave the shop-
ping center physically untouched but at the same time totally
unoccupied.

Without an actual disturbance of the leased premises, and
unless the Supreme Court signals that Tucker is no longer good
law even in its diminished respect, I must find that the landlord
has not breached any duty owed to its tenant.

Therefore, for these reasons, I sustained preliminary objec-
tions to Defendant’s New Matter and Counterclaims.

BY THE COURT
/s/Folino, J.

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
& Smith, Inc. v.

Ernest L. Coffindaffer, et al.

Judicial Review and Standards for Vacatur of Federal
Arbitration Award

1. The statutory standards for vacatur of an Arbitration Award
are set forth in Section 10 of the Federal Arbitration Act and
permit the Court to make an Order vacating the award, inter
alia, where the Arbitrator’s actions constituted “refusing to hear
evidence” or “misbehavior by which the rights of any party have
been prejudiced” or where the award was in “manifest disregard
of the law.”

2. The failure of a Replacement Arbitrator to listen to the

audio recordings of sessions occurring before her appointment
does not constitute prejudicial refusal to hear “evidence” or “mis-
behavior” within the meaning of Section 10 of the Arbitration
Act and there is no statutory requirement that the Replacement
Arbitrator listen to tapes of all prior sessions.

3. Arbitrators are not required to explain their award and the
Arbitrators’ failure to submit a written explanation for their
award cannot be used as grounds for vacating the award.

4. The judicially created doctrine under which a Court may
vacate a Federal Arbitration Award known as “manifest disre-
gard of the law” is “severely limited” and “clearly means more
than error or misunderstanding with respect to the law.”

5. The Court is not required to scrutinize the transcript de-
veloped at the Arbitration Hearing to determine whether the
Arbitrators “misapplied” the law as Section 10 of the Federal
Arbitration Act states that an award will not be vacated solely
on the basis on an error of law or interpretation; but rather,
requires something more, such as misconduct, on the part of
the Arbitrators or the parties.

(Mark R. Alberts)

Paul H. Titus for Plaintiff, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith, Inc.
James A. McGovern and Anthony Paduano for Defendants, Ernest
L. Coffindaffer, Robert N. Rector, Linda J. Tragemann, Nancy
M. Dotson, Undra J. Johnson, Kimberly L. Stouffer-Staddon and
Prudential Securities Incorporated.

No. GD 00-19462. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

I.

Folino, J., December 20, 2001—The subject of this opinion is
Petitioner’s request to vacate (in part) a federal arbitration award,
and Respondents’ request to confirm it. The parties have agreed
(by way of joint motion and stipulation, and also after status
conference) that no presentation of live testimony is necessary,
but that this Court should decide—either to vacate or confirm—
based upon legal argument of counsel and the existing record.
The record consists of the transcribed tape recordings of the ar-
bitration proceedings as well as several additional affidavits sub-
mitted by the parties. I heard legal argument on October 26,
2001, and after review of the record, briefs and memoranda of
law, I am this date entering an order denying Petitioner’s re-
quest to vacate, and granting Respondents’ request to confirm.

II.

Petitioner is Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.,
(“Merrill Lynch”). The individual respondents (“Brokers”) are
former brokers in the Clarksburg, West Virginia office of Merrill
Lynch who resigned on Friday afternoon, May 19, 2000, and
immediately began working for a competitor firm, Respondent
Prudential Securities.

This employment shuffle gave rise to a dispute between the
parties. Both Merrill Lynch and Prudential Securities are mem-
bers of the National Association of Security Dealers; the Brokers
are associated persons. As such, all parties had contractually
agreed to submit disputes of this nature to arbitration before the
NASD.

In fact, on Monday, May 22, 2000, the next business day after
the Brokers resigned, Merrill Lynch commenced an NASD arbi-
tration proceeding against the Brokers and Prudential for perma-
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nent injunctions and damages. On that same date, the Brokers
themselves commenced an NASD arbitration proceeding against
Merrill Lynch. Also on May 22, 2000, Merrill Lynch commenced,
as is its right under NASD rules, an action in the United States
District Court for a temporary restraining order and a prelimi-
nary injunction, pending the NASD arbitration.

A full understanding of the procedural history of both the fed-
eral court action and the arbitration proceeding is important in
connection with one of the Brokers’ claims in arbitration. (The
Brokers claimed that Merrill Lynch violated NASD orders and
New York Stock Exchange Rules in refusing to process certain
client transfer forms, i.e. requests by Merrill Lynch clients to
transfer their accounts to Prudential; Merrill Lynch countered
that it was permitted by federal court order to refuse the trans-
fers). Accordingly, I shall describe the procedural history in some
detail.

On May 23, 2000, the federal court entered a temporary re-
straining order enforcing employment agreements that the Bro-
kers had with Merrill Lynch, and enjoining the Brokers from,
among other things, soliciting any business from Merrill Lynch
clients whom the Brokers served while employed by Merrill
Lynch, and “from accepting any business or account transfers
from any of said clients whom Defendants have solicited any time
in the past for the purpose of doing business with Defendants’
present employer, Prudential Securities.” Thus, as a result of
this TRO, the Brokers could not accept business from clients who
wanted to transfer their Merrill Lynch accounts to Prudential.1

On May 30, 2000, the Respondents (the Brokers and Pruden-
tial) filed a motion with a single NASD arbitrator to dissolve the
federal court TRO, and to allow the Brokers to accept such ac-
count transfers. The NASD arbitrator entered an order, dated
May 30, 2000, stating that any authority he had to require Merrill
Lynch to process account transfers was pre-empted by the fed-
eral court order. The single arbitrator also noted in this May 30,
2000 order that there were certain Merrill Lynch clients who fell
outside the scope of the TRO. These would include immediate
family members and certain clients who resided more than 100
miles from Merrill Lynch’s Clarksburg, West Virginia office. As
to these clients only, the single arbitrator ordered Merrill Lynch
to comply with appropriate NYSE and NASD rules, and to pro-
cess account transfers to the Brokers at Prudential.

On May 31, 2000, the federal court held a hearing on Merrill
Lynch’s motion for preliminary injunction. At the conclusion of
the hearing, the court took the case under advisement, and also,
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65(b), extended, for
good cause shown, the TRO until June 21, 2000. (See Federal
Court Memorandum Opinion and Order Granting Plaintiff ’s
Motion for Preliminary Injunction, p. 2).

Shortly thereafter, the Brokers filed with the NASD arbitra-
tors, a motion to vacate the federal court’s TRO. By interim order
dated June 16, 2000, after telephonic hearing, the arbitrators then
granted the motion to vacate the federal court’s TRO. However, on
the same date that the arbitrators vacated the court’s TRO, June
16, 2000, the federal court entered an order granting Merrill
Lynch’s motion for preliminary injunction. In this preliminary
injunction order, the court enjoined the Brokers from soliciting
Merrill Lynch customers whom the Brokers served at Merrill
Lynch, and enjoined the Brokers “from accepting any business
or account transfers from any of said clients whom Defendants
have solicited at any time in the past for the purpose of doing
business with Defendants’ present employer, Prudential Securi-
ties.” Again, the order made certain exceptions, allowing the Bro-
kers to accept account transfers from family members and certain
out-of-town clients.

The federal court preliminary injunction order also provided:

4. This order shall remain in full force and effect until
such time as the court specifically orders otherwise or

until a final decision is rendered by a duly appointed
panel of arbitrators following the completion of expedited
hearings in the arbitration proceedings commenced by
Merrill Lynch with the National Association of Securities
Dealers;

The federal court order also contained the following footnote
on page 1:

At 3:17 p.m. on Friday, June 16, 2000 this Court re-
ceived a facsimile from Defendant’s counsel [i.e. the
Brokers’ counsel]. Although the facsimile was somewhat
illegible, counsel represented in the cover letter that
the NASD had vacated the temporary restraining or-
der issued by this Court. Because counsel did not rep-
resent the reason for the decision and because the near
illegible NASD order does not appear to indicate the
reason for the decision, this Court enters this order
[granting the preliminary injunction].

The net effect of all this is as follows: On June 16, 2000, the
NASD arbitrator vacated the federal court’s TRO. Also on June
16, 2000, however, the federal court entered a preliminary in-
junction order, which, for purposes of account transfers from
Merrill Lynch to the Brokers at Prudential, had essentially the
same preclusive effect. Thereafter, the arbitrators never vacated
the preliminary injunction order (see Arbitration Proceeding Tran-
script, hereinafter “Tr.,” June 27 pp. 1-29; June 28, Tr. at 280-
282). Neither did the Brokers ever file a motion with the federal
court requesting that the court itself vacate its preliminary in-
junction order in light of the arbitrators’ order that vacated the
TRO. Rather, what the Brokers did was appeal the preliminary
injunction order to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit, and move that court for an emergency stay, to
prohibit the implementation of the preliminary injunction pend-
ing appeal. The Fourth Circuit denied this motion. Thus, the
federal court preliminary injunction order, precluding client
transfers, remained in effect until June 29, 2000 when Merrill
Lynch withdrew its claim for permanent injunctive relief (in the
arbitration) and agreed to promptly dismiss the actions in the
federal court system. (See Paduano Aff. Exhibit 9.)

III.

The arbitration proceedings started, on the merits, on June
27, 2000. In these proceedings, Merrill Lynch’s claims included:
breach of contract, conversion and misappropriation of trade se-
crets, tortious interference, unfair competition, conspiracy, breach
of fiduciary duty, and unjust enrichment.

The Brokers denied Merrill Lynch’s claims, and asserted the
following claims of their own against Merrill Lynch:

1. Unfair competition: that Merrill Lynch intentionally
interfered in relationships existing between the Brokers
and their clients;

2. Tortious interference: that Merrill Lynch intention-
ally interfered in the relationships existing between
the Brokers and their clients;

3. Defamation: that Merrill Lynch intentionally pub-
lished false and disparaging statements regarding the
Brokers;

4. Violation of NASD’s orders: that Merrill Lynch in-
tentionally “violated the NASD Interim Order and the
May 30, 2000 order of the single arbitrator, by im-
properly rejecting account transfer requests from the
[Brokers’] clients.” (Respondents’ Answer to Petitioner’s
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Complaint and Memorandum of Law Seeking an Order
to Confirm the Arbitration Award and Dismiss the Com-
plaint, at p. 10).

After four days of testimony, the arbitration proceedings re-
cessed on June 30, 2000, to continue on September 19, 2000. On
September 12, 2000, the chairperson of the three-member panel
withdrew. Merrill Lynch exercised its right under NASD Code of
Arbitration Procedure §10313 by refusing to allow the proceed-
ings to go forward with only two arbitrators. (Sept. 19 Tr. at p. 8).
Accordingly, a replacement arbitrator, Ilisa Smukler, Esquire, was
appointed as chairperson of the panel and began hearing testi-
mony with the September 19, 2000 session. Although counsel for
the Brokers expressed reservations about such a mid-arbitration
appointment (Sept. 19, 2000 Tr. at 2-7), Merrill Lynch did not
object to Ms. Smukler’s appointment at any time. In fact, Merrill
Lynch insisted on the appointment of a replacement arbitrator,
and specifically accepted Ms. Smukler. (See Exhibit “G” to Memo-
randum of Law in Support of Merrill Lynch’s Petition to Vacate
Arbitration Award).

The arbitration concluded on September 21, 2000. On October
20, 2000, the arbitration panel rendered its decision, ordering the
Brokers and Prudential to pay Merrill Lynch $750,000, and order-
ing Merrill Lynch to pay the Brokers $914,000.

Merrill Lynch now seeks to vacate that part of the award in
favor of the Brokers; the Brokers and Prudential seek to confirm
the award in toto.

IV.

The statutory standards for vacatur of an arbitration award are
set forth in Section 10 of the Federal Arbitration Act as follows:

In either of the following cases the United States Court
in and for the district wherein the award was made
may make an order vacating the award upon the ap-
plication of any party to the arbitration—

(a) Where the award was procured by corruption, fraud,
or undue means;

(b) Where there was evident partiality or corruption in
the arbitrators, or either of them;

(c) Where the arbitrators were guilty of misconduct in
refusing to postpone the hearing, upon sufficient cause
shown, or in refusing to hear evidence pertinent or ma-
terial to the controversy; or any other misbehavior by
which the rights of any party have been prejudiced;
(emphasis added).

Merrill Lynch first argues that the statutory grounds of Sec-
tion 10 are invoked because, Merrill Lynch claims, the replace-
ment arbitrator did not listen to the audio recordings of sessions
occurring before her appointment. In other words, Merrill Lynch
argues that the failure of the replacement arbitrator to listen to
the tape recordings of the first four days of testimony constitutes
“refusing to hear evidence pertinent or material to the contro-
versy,” or constitutes “misbehavior by which the rights of any
party have been prejudiced.”

Thus, there are two parts to this argument: first, a factual
assertion, that the replacement arbitrator did not listen to all of
the audio tapes; and second, a legal argument, that such failure
by the arbitrator violates the arbitration act. In support of the
factual assertion, Merrill Lynch submits only the circumstantial
evidence that, upon the conclusion of all hearings, the arbitrator
did not submit a request for payment for review of audio tapes.
There is no direct evidence whether, or to what extent, Ms.
Smukler listened to the tapes. Nor is there evidence regarding

what actions she took to familiarize herself with the testimony
from the earlier sessions.

On the record before me, I cannot conclude, simply because
no bill was submitted, that the replacement arbitrator did not
listen to the tapes. It is equally likely that the arbitrator reviewed
the tapes out of a general sense of duty, and submitted no sepa-
rate bill for this.

In addition, even if the arbitrator did not listen to the tapes in
toto, that conduct alone does not constitute prejudicial “misbehav-
ior,” or a refusal “to hear evidence” within the meaning of Section
10 of the Arbitration Act. The Arbitration Act specifically allows
for the appointment of replacement arbitrators in the midst of an
arbitration proceeding. There is no statutory requirement that
the replacement arbitrator listen to tapes of all prior sessions.

Certainly, a replacement arbitrator should take some action
to acquaint herself with what went on in the earlier sessions.
But there are other ways to do this. An arbitrator may review all
documents and written materials submitted; talk with the other
members of the panel; listen to summaries of counsel regarding
the earlier sessions; and even allow the parties to repeat some of
the testimony from the earlier sessions. After availing herself of
these sources of information, a replacement arbitrator may then
want to review selected audio tapes, say, for example, where there
is a point of some significance. In our case, Ms. Smukler may
have taken all of these actions, and perhaps others as well. In
fact, Merrill Lynch does not contend that the replacement arbi-
trator failed to familiarize herself with prior testimony through
some combination of these actions.

Moreover, even if the replacement arbitrator listened to all of
the tapes from the prior sessions, she still would not have heard
all the testimony from the prior sessions. The transcript reveals
that there was a failure to record entire segments of testimony.
In addition, even where the testimony was recorded, the sound
quality was so poor that virtually every page of the transcript
has gaps in testimony reflected as “indiscernible.”

On this record, I cannot conclude that the arbitrator’s actions
constituted “refusing to hear evidence” or “misbehavior by which
the rights of any party have been prejudiced.”

Merrill Lynch’s next argument in support of vacatur is that
the award was in “manifest disregard of the law.” Manifest dis-
regard of the law is a judicially created doctrine under which a
court may vacate a federal arbitration award. There is not uni-
form agreement among the courts regarding the reach of the
doctrine, or how it is to be applied. For example, the Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals has held that this non-statutory doc-
trine “is limited to the situation in which the arbitral award di-
rects the parties to violate the law.” IDS Life Insurance Com-
pany v. Royal Alliance Associates, Inc., 266 F.3d 645, 650 (7th
Cir. 2001). Although not all courts have interpreted the doctrine
this narrowly, there does appear to be a general consensus that
the doctrine is “severely limited” (see e.g. Government of India v.
Cargill Inc., 867 F.2d 130, 133 (2d Cir. 1989) ), and that manifest
disregard “clearly means more than error or misunderstanding
with respect to the law.” (See e. g. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fennell
& Smith, Inc. v. Bobker, 808 F.2d 930, 933 (2d Cir. 1986)).

Thus, in general, judicial review of arbitration awards is very
limited. It is not the function of the courts “to scour the record
for signs of arbitral incompetence.” IDS Life Insurance Company
v. Royal Alliance Associates, Inc., 266 F.3d at 340. One exception
to this general rule has developed where courts are attempting
to ensure that employees will be able “to effectively vindicate
their statutory rights in arbitration.” See Halligan v. Piper
Jaffray, Inc., 148 F.3d 197, 202 (2d. Cir. 1998). In Halligan, for
example, the second circuit expressed concern that the rights of
employees who have, as a condition of employment, agreed to
arbitrate statutory discrimination claims, will not be adequately
protected unless the courts afford sufficient scrutiny of arbitra-
tion awards. In Halligan, the Second Circuit reviewed the record
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developed by the arbitration panel, and found that the arbitra-
tors manifestly disregarded the law by failing to find in favor of
the employee on her age discrimination claim.

In the case before me, however, there are no issues concern-
ing employees’ ability to vindicate claims of statutory discrimi-
nation. Therefore, in this case, the general, deferential standard
of review is appropriate. The Pennsylvania Superior Court has
discussed this standard in Duquesne Light Company v. New
Warwick Mining Company, 443 Pa.Super. 53, 660 A.2d 1341:

The Federal Arbitration Act presumes that reviewing
courts will confirm arbitration awards and that a court’s
review of the arbitration process will be severely lim-
ited.
…

Under federal caselaw, an award may be vacated or
modified if it was rendered in manifest disregard of
the law, or if the award is fundamentally irrational. In
order to vacate the award due to alleged “manifest dis-
regard of the law” it must be shown that the law al-
leged to have been disregarded is well-defined, explicit
and clearly applicable, such that the error is capable of
being readily and instantly perceived by the average
person qualified to serve as an arbitrator. To demon-
strate that the award was “fundamentally irrational”
it must be shown that the award was based on reason-
ing so palpably faulty that no judge could ever conceiv-
ably have made such a ruling.

443 Pa.Super. At 58-59, 660 A.2d at 1344.

In our case, the Brokers have stated four separate causes of
action against Merrill Lynch. Because the arbitrators did not
submit a written explanation for their award, there is no way to
know whether the award was based upon only one or several of
the Brokers’ theories of recovery. (See Duquesne Light, supra,
443 Pa.Super. At 60, 660 A.2d at 1345: “arbitrators are not re-
quired to explain award, and silence cannot be used as grounds
for vacating the award.”)

Accordingly, in order to have the award vacated due to mani-
fest disregard of the law, Merrill Lynch must show that certain
aspects of the law of unfair competition, tortious interference,
defamation and the law relating to NYSE account transfers, have
all been disregarded by the arbitrators. In addition, Merrill Lynch
must show that this disregarded law is well-defined, explicit and
clearly applicable.

Merrill Lynch has not made that sort of argument in its writ-
ten materials or at oral argument. (See e.g., Reply Memoran-
dum, pp. 9-17). What Merrill Lynch has done, instead, is to urge
this Court to closely scrutinize the transcript developed at arbi-
tration and determine whether the evidence would support an
award in favor of the brokers under any of the four causes of
action advanced by the Brokers. If I were to adopt this approach,
I would not be determining whether the arbitrators “manifestly
disregarded” the law; I would be determining simply whether, in
my view, the arbitrators “misapplied” the law.

Such an approach is contrary to the “severely limited” review
of the arbitration process mandated by Duquesne Light, and is
likewise inconsistent with Duquesne Light’s conclusion that:

An award will not, however, be vacated under §10 solely
on the basis of an error of law or interpretation; but
rather, requires something more, such as misconduct,
on the part of the arbitrators or the parties, which per-
tains to the proceedings.

Moreover, if the Federal Arbitration Act contemplated this
sort of strict review of arbitrators’ decisions by the courts, pre-

sumably some mechanism would be in place for post-trial argu-
ment before the arbitrators, so that issues for review could be
narrowed, and so that the arbitrators could file opinions explain-
ing their awards.

In addition, even if I were to adopt the strict standard of re-
view urged by the Brokers, it appears that it is still appropriate
to confirm the arbitration award.

It is understandable that Merrill Lynch is somewhat puzzled
by the award, particularly since there is no written explanation
for it. Certainly, the award cannot be based upon the Brokers’
claim that Merrill Lynch acted wrongfully in not processing cli-
ent transfers to Prudential Securities. At all relevant times, a
federal court order was in place that precluded such transfers. If
the claim is that Merrill Lynch acted wrongfully in refusing to
transfer those few accounts (such as immediate family members)
that were specifically excepted by the federal court order, the
Brokers have not explained how they suffered damages of
$914,000 as a result of such conduct.

In addition, it is doubtful that the award can be properly based
on the Brokers’ defamation claim. In their initial memorandum
of law (“Respondents’ Memorandum of Law in Opposition to the
Petition to Vacate the Arbitration Award and in Further Support
of Respondents’ Motion to Confirm the Arbitration Award and
Dismiss the Complaint” at p. 42), the Brokers have identified
the allegedly defamatory remarks made by Merrill Lynch:

The Individual Respondents testified that Merrill
Lynch brokers contacted their clients and stated that:

• the Individual Respondents had acted wrongfully;

• the Individual Respondents had made questionable
decisions regarding their clients’ accounts or mis-
handled their accounts;

• the Individual Respondents had lied to their clients;
and

• because of the Individual Respondents’ purported lies,
their clients were going to lose thousands of dollars.

Accepting this testimony as true, however, it is not at all clear
that such statements are capable of defamatory meaning under
applicable West Virginia law.2 See, Maynard v. Daily Gazette Co.,
191 W. Va. 601, 447 S.E.2d 293 (1994).

If I were to adopt the standard of review urged by Merrill
Lynch, and strictly review the record for errors of law, it would
appear that the Brokers’ best prospects for prevailing would lie
in their claims for tortious interference and unfair competition.
Under West Virginia law, a plaintiff claiming tortious interfer-
ence, must prove the following elements: “(1) existence of a con-
tractual or business relationship or expectancy…; (2) an inten-
tional act or interference by a party outside that relationship or
expectancy…; (3) proof that the interference caused the harm
sustained; and (4) damages.” Torbett v. Wheeling Dollar Savings
and Trust Co., 173 W. Va. 210, 217, 317 SE.2d 166, 173 (1984).
Viewing the record in a light most favorable to the Brokers, there
is evidence that Merrill Lynch contacted the Brokers’ clients and
stated: that the Brokers had lied to the clients, and this was
going to cost the clients thousands of dollars3; that the Brokers
had mishandled the accounts, costing the clients thousands of
dollars; and that the clients would lose substantial sums of money
if they chose to transfer their accounts to the Brokers. Given the
amorphous nature of the tort of intentional interference, a fact
finder would appear to be justified in finding in favor of the Bro-
kers on this evidence.

Merrill Lynch argues that because the persons it contacted
were also its clients, such conduct, no matter how aggressive,
can never be tortious. In other words, Merrill Lynch contends
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that it is not “a party outside that relationship or expectancy,”
and therefore the Brokers cannot satisfy elements of the tort.

It is true that one cannot be charged with interfering with a
contract to which he is a party. Here, however, unlike the cases
cited by Merrill Lynch, the Brokers did not counterclaim for in-
terference with any contract to which Merrill Lynch was a party,
but rather for interference with prospective contractual relation-
ships between the Brokers and customers: relationships to which
Merrill Lynch clearly was not and would not be a party. Com-
pare, Shrewsbury v. National Grange Insurance Co., 183 W. Va.
322, 395 S.E.2d 745 (1990) (terminated insurance agent could
not sue insurance company for interference with pre-existing
agency contract and insurance policies to which the insurance
company was a named party); Travelers Indemnity Co. v. Merling,
326 Md. 329, 605 A.2d 83 (1992) (same); with McClure v. Ameri-
can Family Mutual Insurance Co., 223 F.3d 845, 854 (8th Cir.
2000) (suggesting that plaintiffs could have recovered if they had
offered evidence that prospective relationships—even with
defendant’s former customers—were lost because of wrongful
communications by the company).

Finally, the same evidence the Brokers offer in support of their
intentional interference claim, would also appear to support their
unfair competition claim. Under West Virginia law, unfair com-
petition is prohibited. See W. Va. Code Ann. §46A-6-104 (2000)
(Unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce is hereby de-
clared unlawful.”). Unlawful competition is defined as
“[d]isparaging the goods, services or business of another by false
or misleading representation of fact.” W. Va. Code Ann. §46A-6-
102 (f)(8)(2000).

Again, given the amorphous nature of this cause of action,
and viewing all testimony in a light most favorable to Brokers, a
fact finder would be within his discretion in finding in favor of
the Brokers on this claim. See, McFoy v. Amerigas, Inc., 170 W.
Va. 526, 529, 295 S.E.2d 16, 19 (1982) (§46A-6-104 “has not been
interpreted extensively … [and] is among the most broadly drawn
provisions … and … also among the most ambiguous.”)

For the foregoing reasons, I am entering the following order:

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 20th day of December, 2001, it is hereby
ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED as follows:

The Petition to Vacate filed on behalf of Petitioner is DENIED.
The Petition to Confirm the Federal Arbitration Award filed

on behalf of Respondents is GRANTED.
Respondents’ request for sanctions and attorneys’ fees is DENIED.

BY THE COURT
/s/Folino, J.

1 The federal court allowed certain limited transfers, such as those
involving the Brokers’ family members.

2 Both parties cite West Virginia tort law in analyzing the Brokers’
claims.

3 See Dotson Testimony, 6/30/00 Tr. at 94:24-95:3; Johnson Testi-
mony, 6/30/00 Tr. at 47:4-8; Stouffer-Staddon Testimony, 9/20/00
Tr. at 42:22-25, 9/20/00 Tr. at 46:8-13, 9/20/00 Tr. at 53:8-17, 9/20/00
Tr. at 65:15-18.

4 See Coffindaffer Testimony, 9/19/00 Tr. at 91:20-24; Rector Tes-
timony, 6/30/00 Tr. at 156:14-25; Tragemann Testimony, 9/21/00
Tr. at 65:21-66; Dotson Testimony, 6/30/00 Tr. at 92:24-95:3;
Johnson Testimony, 6/30/00 Tr. at 47:12-15; Stouffer-Staddon
Testimony, 9/20/00 Tr. at 41:9-21, 9/20/00 Tr. at 42:22-25, 9/20/00
Tr. at 46:9-13, 9/20/00 Tr. at 53:8-17, 9/20/00 Tr. at 65:15-18.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Keith Stevenson

Mandatory Sentence Under 42 Pa.C.S.A. §9712—Sentencing
Credit—Statutory Construction—Custodial Home Detention
Under Sentencing Code

1. Defendant sentenced to mandatory sentence of incarcera-
tion is entitled to credit for time spent in custody following arrest.

2. When terms are not defined in Sentencing Code, their nor-
mal and general usages are to be employed.

3. For purposes of crediting under Sentencing Code, defen-
dant is entitled to sentencing credit for time spent in custodial
home detention during pendency of appeal.

(Joan Shoemaker)

Michael Streily for the Commonwealth.
C. Melissa Owen for the Defendant.

Nos. CC 9611031 and 9614646. In the Court of Common Pleas of
Allegheny County, Criminal Division.

OPINION

Cashman, J., January 4, 2002—The only question presented
on the instant appeal is whether or not this Court violated the
provisions of Section 42 Pa.C.S.A. §9712 when it imposed a man-
datory sentence of incarceration of not less than five nor more
than ten years on the appellee, Keith Stevenson, (hereinafter
referred to as “Stevenson”), and then gave him credit for time
that he had served pursuant to his incarceration under the house
arrest program. The Commonwealth and Stevenson filed a stipu-
lation of facts with respect to the instant appeal and those facts
reveal that on July 18, 1996, Stevenson was arrested and charged
with the charge of criminal homicide and aggravated assault.
On December 16, 1997, Stevenson was convicted of third degree
murder and aggravated assault following a jury trial. The Com-
monwealth subsequently filed a notice to seek the imposition of
the mandatory five year sentence under the sentencing provisions
contained in 42 Pa.C.S.A. §9712. Additionally, the Commonwealth
also filed a notice seeking the imposition of a mandatory ten year
sentence pursuant to the sentencing provisions of 42 Pa.C.S.A.
§9714. Sentencing took place on April 2, 1998, and Stevenson was
sentenced to a total sentence of the ten to twenty years.

On August 25, 2000, following an evidentiary hearing on
Stevenson’s petition for post-conviction relief, he was granted a
new trial and nominal bond; however, as a condition of that bond,
he was to be released only to the house arrest program on elec-
tronic monitoring. From the date of Stevenson’s arrest on July
18, 1996, until his transfer to the electronic monitoring program
on October 5, 2000, Stevenson was in custody in either the
Schuman Juvenile Detention Facility, the Allegheny County Jail,
or a state correctional institution. From October 5, 2000, up to
and including the time governing this appeal, Stevenson has been
in the house arrest program subject to electronic monitoring. The
conditions of that program require the following: 1) that
Stevenson wear an ankle bracelet at all times; 2) that the site
where Stevenson is confined is his mother’s home; 3) Stevenson
is required to remain in the house twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week unless he is required to be at some outing as ap-
proved by the supervising agency; 4) his urine is regularly
screened for drugs and alcohol; and, 5) that Stevenson can be
removed from the electronic monitoring program should he vio-
late the drug or alcohol restrictions. In total, there are thirty-
two separate requirements which must be met for Stevenson to
remain in the electronic monitoring program.
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On July 17, 2001, Stevenson entered a guilty plea to the charge
of third degree murder and aggravated assault and once again
the Commonwealth filed its notice pending to seek a five year
mandatory sentence pursuant to the provisions of 42 Pa.C.S.A.
§9712. On October 22, 2001, Stevenson was sentenced in accor-
dance with the mandatory provision of a term of incarceration of
not less than five nor more than ten years and given credit for all
the time that he had served, including the time that he has spent
on house arrest. On that date, Stevenson’s bond was continued
subject to the provisions of the house arrest program pending
the possibility of the filing of an appeal, which has now occurred.

In filing the instant appeal, the Commonwealth, while not
maintaining that Stevenson’s sentence was illegal, has suggested
that the sentence that was fashioned by this Court violated the
provisions of 42 Pa.C.S.A. §9712, which provides for a manda-
tory sentence of five years for using a deadly weapon. That sec-
tion of the Sentencing Code provides as follows:

(a) Mandatory sentence.—Except as provided under
section 9716 (relating to two or more mandatory mini-
mum sentences applicable), any person who is convicted
in any court of this Commonwealth of a crime of vio-
lence as defined in section 9714(g) (relating to sentences
for second and subsequent offenses), shall, if the per-
son visibly possessed a firearm or a replica of a fire-
arm, whether or not the firearm or replica was loaded
or functional, that placed the victim in reasonable fear
of death or serious bodily injury, during the commis-
sion of the offense, be sentenced to a minimum sen-
tence of at least five years of total confinement
notwithstanding any other provision of this title
or other statute to the contrary. Such persons
shall not be eligible for parole, probation, work
release or furlough.1 (Emphasis added).

It is clear from a review of the sentence imposed upon Stevenson
that he was sentenced to a period of incarceration of not less
than five nor more than ten years. This sentence did not provide
for parole, probation, work release or furlough. Although the
Commonwealth has suggested that the sentence imposed upon
Stevenson was violated by this provision, its real dispute is not
with the sentence but, rather, the manner in which this Court
calculated the time to which Stevenson was entitled to credit,
which calculation included a determination of when he reached
his minimum sentence. In fashioning Stevenson’s sentence this
Court took into consideration the mandates of Sections 9721 and
9763 of the Sentencing Code. This first section outlines the pos-
sible sentences that can be imposed upon an individual and pro-
vides as follows:

    (a) General rule.—In determining the sentence to
be imposed the court shall, except as provided in sub-
section (a.1), consider and select one or more of the fol-
lowing alternatives, and may impose them consecutively
or concurrently:

(1) An order of probation.
(2) A determination of guilt without further penalty.
(3) Partial confinement.
(4) Total confinement.
(5) A fine.
(6) Intermediate punishment.

    (a.1) Exception.—Unless specifically authorized un-
der section 9763 (relating to sentence of intermediate
punishment), subsection (a) shall not apply where a
mandatory minimum sentence is otherwise provided
by law.

It is particularly significant to note that unless specifically au-
thorized pursuant to §9763 of the Sentencing Code, a sentence of
immediate punishment is not applicable to mandatory sentenc-
ing except for those mandatory sentences required pursuant to
§75 Pa.C.S.A. §3731(e) (relating to driving under the influence
of alcohol or controlled substance). That section of the Sentenc-
ing Code provides the only exception to a mandatory sentence
and allows individuals convicted of driving under the influence
of alcohol or controlled substance to serve their sentence of in-
carceration in an in-patient drug facility or through electronic
monitoring at their residence. No other mandatory sentence pro-
vision is set forth in this provision.

When viewed in light of these provisions, it is clear that the
sentence imposed upon Stevenson is not in violation of the man-
datory sentence provision requirements when somebody uses a
deadly weapon in the commission of a crime. It is only when an
attempt is made to determine the credit to which Stevenson is
entitled for time that he served in custody that the real issue
sought to be advanced by the Commonwealth becomes clear. It is
not that Stevenson’s sentence violates the mandatory sentenc-
ing provisions, since it does not, but it is rather, what time can
be credited against his sentence. Section 9760 of the Sentencing
Code allows a Court to give credit toward a sentence of an indi-
vidual for those periods of time that he has been in custody. In
particular, that Section provides in pertinent part as follows:

    (1) credit against the maximum term and any mini-
mum term shall be given to the defendant for all time
spent in custody as a result of the criminal charge for
which a prison sentence is imposed or as a result of the
conduct on which such a charge is based. Credit shall
include credit for time spent in custody prior to
trial, during trial, pending sentence, and pend-
ing resolution of an appeal.

This Section envisions four separate time periods to which a de-
fendant is entitled to receive credit, those being: first, custody
prior to trial; second, custody during trial; third, custody pend-
ing sentence and, finally, custody pending the resolution of an
appeal. Pursuant to the stipulation of facts filed by the Com-
monwealth and Stevenson, it is clear that Stevenson was cred-
ited with the time he spent in custody at the Schuman Juvenile
Detention Facility, the Allegheny County Jail, and the state cor-
rectional institutions in which he was housed. This Court granted
Stevenson’s petition for post-conviction relief and gave him a new
trial, it also granted him nominal bond; however, the condition
of that bond was that Stevenson was to be in custody of the elec-
tronic monitoring program of Allegheny County. It is this custo-
dial period that the Commonwealth maintains Stevenson is not
entitled to credit.

In support of its contention that Stevenson is not entitled to
credit for this custodial time, the Commonwealth has cited the
case of the Commonwealth v. Kriston, 527 Pa. 90, 588 A.2d 898
(1991), wherein the Pennsylvania Supreme Court reversed the
decision of the Superior Court and gave credit to a defendant
who had been erroneously transferred by prison authorities into
a home monitoring program despite the fact that at the time
that that was done, that type of program did not meet the statu-
tory mandated minimum sentence requirements. The Court de-
termined that to deny Kriston the time that he served under the
home monitoring program would result in manifest injustice and
thus permitted him to be credited with that time. Although the
Supreme Court reversed the earlier Opinion of the Superior
Court, it noted that this decision was limited to its facts and was
based upon the peculiar circumstances giving rise to Kriston’s
transfer.

The Superior Court in its Opinion in the Commonwealth v.
Kriston, 390 Pa.Super. 543, 568 A.2d 1306 (1990), determined
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that Kriston was not entitled to credit for that time since he was
confined to his home and was not incarcerated. The Superior
Court relied on the case of Commonwealth v. Shartle, 438
Pa.Super. 403, 652 A.2d 874 (1995), wherein that Court once again
reaffirmed its position that a defendant was not entitled to a
period of time served in the house arrest program since it equated
the term of “custody” with “incarceration in an institutional set-
ting.” Similarly, in Commonwealth v. Wilson, 744 A.2d 290 (1999),
the Pennsylvania Superior Court also stated its position that
credit would not be given for an individual’s custodial detention
under a house arrest program unless that individual was given
assurances at the time of the imposition of sentence that his sen-
tence on home monitoring would be covered. That Court recog-
nized this exception that the Supreme Court had permitted in
its Opinion in the Commonwealth v. Kriston, supra. Finally, in
Jackson v. The Pennsylvania Board of Probation and Parole, 2001
L.W. 721347 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2001), the Commonwealth Court de-
termined that electronic monitoring does not constitute custody
for the purpose of receiving credit against an inmate’s sentence.

The common theme in the denial of credit for custodial home
detention found in these cases is the interpretation by these
Courts that custody means incarceration despite the fact that
the operative terms used in the Sentencing Code have no defini-
tions. In the mandatory sentencing provision for use of a deadly
weapon, the only reference to incarceration is the term “total
confinement.” In the crediting provision of the Sentencing Code,
the term used is “time spent in custody.” Neither of these terms
are defined within the Sentencing Code; however, pursuant to
the provisions of the Statutory Construction Act2, their normal
and general usages are to be employed. These terms recently
have been reviewed and analyzed in the case of the Commonwealth
v. Chiappni, 782 A.2d 490, (Pa. 2001), where the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court determined that custodial home detention was
subject to the crediting provisions contained in §9760 of the
Sentencing Code. In that case, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
reviewed issues that were virtually identical to this case and
did so in the context of analyzing the terms of “imprisonment”
and “custody.”

    We rejected the Commonwealth’s assertion that the
Legislature intended imprisonment as used in 3731 to
mean jail and not other forms of custody. We stated:
We recognize that the term “imprisonment” immedi-
ately conjures the image of being involuntarily con-
fined behind bars. However, the dictionary definition
and common usage is more encompassing. “Imprison-
ment” is defined as:

The act of putting or confining a man in prison.
The restraint of a man’s personal liberty; coer-
cion exercised upon a person to prevent the free
exercise of his powers of locomotion. It is not a
necessary part of the definition that the con-
finement should be in a place usually appro-
priated to the purpose; it may be in a locality
used only for the specific occasion; or it may take
place without the actual application of any
physical agencies of restraint (such as locks or
bars), as by verbal compulsion and the display
of available force. Every confinement of the per-
son is an “imprisonment,” whether it be in a
prison, or in a private house, or even by forcibly
detaining one in the public streets. Any unlaw-
ful exercise or show of force by which person is
compelled to remain where he does not wish to
be. Black’s Law Dictionary (5th ed.1979).
Conahan, 589 A.2d at 1109.

    The Superior Court in Shartle was asked to deter-

mine whether the trial court erred by not giving the
defendant credit for pre-trial time served in a home
electronic monitoring program. In that case, the de-
fendant sought credit for twenty-two days she spent
under house arrest subject to electronic monitoring as
a condition of being released on her own recognizance
between her arraignment and her preliminary hear-
ing. Citing Kriston and Conahan, the Superior Court
concluded that time spent in custody for purposes of
42 Pa.C.S. §9760(1) must be the equivalent of time
served in an institutional setting, Id. at 877, and thus
held that credit for the twenty-two days was properly
denied. With this background, we note that none of the
cases cited by the parties is dispositive of the issue
raised here. Although the Commonwealth asks us to
adopt the reasoning employed by the Superior Court
in Shartle, which is factually similar to this case, we
decline to do so based upon our determination that the
court incorrectly concluded that our decisions in Kriston
and Conahan were controlling. At the outset, we note
that Kriston and Conahan solely involved the inter-
pretation of the term “imprisonment” for purposes of
the offense of driving under the influence of Section
3731 of the Motor Vehicle Code. Here, we are concerned
with the meaning of the term “custody” used in Sec-
tion 9760 of the Sentencing Code. The Commonwealth
posits that the term custody is identical to the term
imprisonment and that a defendant could only receive
credit pursuant to Section 9760 for time spent in prison
or a similar institution. On the other hand, Appellant
Commonwealth suggests. We agree with Appellant. The
terms imprisonment and custody, although synony-
mous, are not identical. As Appellant advocates, the
term custody is broader than the term imprisonment.
Imprisonment is but one form of custody. In drafting
Section 9760 of the Sentencing Code, the Legislature
chose to use the term custody rather than the more
restrictive term imprisonment. Given that we do not
find these terms to be identical, we cannot disregard
the different terminology used in Section 9760 and
Section 3731 as the Superior Court did in Shartle. As a
matter of policy, the legislature has chosen to give credit
“against the maximum term and any minimum term
…for which a prison sentence is imposed …for time
spent in custody prior to trial, during trial, pending
sentence and pending resolution of an appeal.” (Em-
phasis added). It is not the prerogative of this Court to
disregard or change the language employed by the leg-
islature in enacting a statutory provision. Accordingly,
we reject the limited interpretation of the term cus-
tody advocated by the Commonwealth, which would
exclude forms of legal restraint other than imprison-
ment. In determining whether a person has spent time
in custody it is exercised by those in authority. The type
of technology employed in this case has made it pos-
sible for prison authorities to restrain and severely limit
a person’s freedom by limiting his ability to move about
freely to the confines of his home. The restrictions
placed upon Appellant here went well beyond the re-
strictions typically employed by a court in releasing a
defendant on his own recognizance or upon a condition
that a defendant not leave the jurisdiction of the court.12

    Based on the foregoing, we conclude that the 518
days that Appellant was subjected to this home con-
finement/electronic monitoring program provided suf-
ficient restraints on his liberty to constitute time spent
in custody for purposes of Section 9760 of the Sentenc-
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ing Code. (Footnotes omitted).

It is clear that the position that the Commonwealth seeks to
advance is that custodial home detention is not total confine-
ment. The Supreme Court has addressed that issue in the Com-
monwealth v. Chiappini, supra, where it made the determina-
tion that custody for the purpose of crediting purpose includes
custodial home detention since incarceration is not needed. Us-
ing common sense, the Statutory Construction Act, and the dic-
tates of the Commonwealth v. Chiappini, supra, requires that
pursuant to §9760 of the Sentencing Code, Stevenson is entitled
to credit for his time spent in custodial home detention “prior to
trial, during trial, pending sentence and pending the resolution
of an appeal.” Since Stevenson was granted a new trial and was
placed on custodial home detention as a condition of his bond,
pursuant to §9760 of the Sentencing Code and the dictates of the
Commonwealth v. Chiappini, supra, he is entitled to credit spent
on home custodial detention from October 5, 2000, through the
pendency of the instant appeal. In light of the foregoing, it is
obvious that the sentence imposed upon Stevenson violated nei-
ther the mandatory sentencing requirement contained in §9712
of the Sentencing Code, nor the crediting provisions contained
in §9760 of the Sentencing Code and, accordingly, Stevenson’s
sentence was not only proper, but legal.

BY THE COURT
/s/Cashman, J.

1 42 Pa.C.S.A. §9712.

2 1 Pa.C.S.A. §1501.

In re: Lease of Certain Commercial
Property Located at 5001 Curry Road,

Baldwin Borough, County of Allegheny,
Pennsylvania, from South Baldwin Plaza

Associates, Ltd. to TCG Pittsburgh

Commercial Real Estate Broker Lien Act, 68 P.S. §1051, et seq.—
Broker’s Lien—Procurement of Lease—Timeliness of Filing

1. Under the Commercial Real Estate Broker Lien Act, 68 P.S.
§1056(b) and (g), a broker’s lien for commission for procurement
of a lease must be filed within 90 days of the owner’s default.

2. A default which commences the running of the 90-day pe-
riod for filing a broker’s lien occurs when the commission is
earned and becomes due, not when the owner refuses the
broker ’s demand for payment.

(Ronald D. Morelli)

Kenneth J. Lund for C.B. Richard Ellis/Pittsburgh.
Ronald G. Backer for South Baldwin Plaza Associates, Ltd.

No. GD 01-11703. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

James, J., January 28, 2002—C. B. Ellis, the broker, filed a
Notice of Commercial Real Estate Broker Lien seeking to en-
force a broker’s lien against property owned by South Baldwin
Plaza Associates on June 12, 2001. The lien arose out of a lease
agreement that the broker procured for South Baldwin on or about

October 29, 1999. The broker contends that their demand for
payment and subsequent refusal to pay by the owner on March
14, 2001, constituted a default after which the broker had 90
days to file their lien. South Baldwin filed preliminary objec-
tions arguing that 68 P.S. §1056(b) requires that the lien be filed
within 90 days of the date of the October 29, 1999, lease or by
January 29, 2000. This court granted South Baldwin’s prelimi-
nary objections and ordered that the broker’s lien filed in this
case be stricken. This timely appeal followed.

The broker’s lien is based upon the Commercial Real Estate
Broker Lien Act, 68 P.S. §1051 et seq. This act gives a broker the
right to lien property for a real estate commission as a result of
the procurement of a lease by a broker for an owner. 68 P.S.
§1056(b) states: “In the case of a lease, the notice of lien shall be
recorded within 90 days of a default by the owner or successors
in interest under the terms of the compensation agreement.” 68
P.S. §1056(g) states: “The broker’s lien shall be void and unen-
forceable if recording does not occur at the time and in the man-
ner required by this section.”

The issue in this case is whether there was a default by the
owner on the date of the lease or whether the default occurred
when the owner responded to the broker’s demand for payment
and communicated their refusal to pay. The term “default” has
been defined to be the failure to pay a debt when due. Black’s
Law Dictionary, (7th ed. 1999). Page 2 of the Management Agree-
ment between the parties, (Exhibit B to the Complaint) states
that: “Such fees are earned upon the execution of each Lease.”
The broker’s fee was earned and became due on October 29, 1999,
by the terms of the management agreement. To the extent that
the debt was due and unpaid, there was a default on October 29,
1999, and the time in which to file a lien began to run on that
date. Public policy favors that the time period for the filing of a
lien be readily ascertainable because the ability to file a lien is a
powerful tool for a creditor to wield. To find that a default occurs
only upon a demand for a payment by the broker and a subse-
quent refusal, would be to place exclusive control of the time
period in the hands of the broker. By refusing to make a demand,
the broker could defer the running of the 90 day period indefi-
nitely. See Leedom v. Spano, 436 Pa.Super. 18, 29, 647 A.2d 221,
226 (1999).

For the above reasons the preliminary objections were granted
and the lien ordered stricken.

BY THE COURT
/s/James, J.
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Toyota Motor Manufacturing,
Kentucky, Inc. v. Williams

American with Disabilities Act—Major Life Activities

In the case of Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Kentucky, Inc. v.
Williams, the United States Supreme Court granted certiorari to
consider the proper standard for assessing whether an individual
was substantially limited in performing major life activities un-
der the Americans with Disabilities Act. Delivering the opinion
of the court Jan. 8, 2002, Justice O’Connor reversed the Court of
Appeals’ decision to grant partial summary judgment to Ella Wil-
liams. The court concluded that the Court of Appeals did not
apply the proper standard in making this determination because
it analyzed only those manual tasks associated with Williams’
particular assembly line job and failed to ask whether Williams’
impairments prevented or restricted her from performing tasks
that were of central importance to most people’s daily lives.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 00-1089. In the United States Supreme Court.
O’Connor, J., January 8, 2002.

Karl Belser, Mike Hale,
Belser Hale Excavating, and

Bituminous Casualty Corporation v.
Rockwood Casualty Insurance Company,

Carla Hervatin, Administratrix of the
Estate of Mark A. Hervatin, deceased,
Timothy J. Sturm, Katherine A. Sturm

and Todd Bridge

Insurance—Vehicle “User”

The Pennsylvania Superior Court held that an individual
directing a vehicle from the outside is not a “user” of the vehicle
for insurance purposes. Belser-Hale et al. v. Rockwood. In a case
of first impression, the court determined that when one merely
guides a vehicle, the individual actually operating the vehicle is
the person who is “using” the vehicle for purposes of insurance
coverage. See Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-657. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Lally-Green, J., February 6, 2002.

Nicole L. Holt, et al. v.
Philip M. Lenko, M.D.,

Ronald Cypher, M.D., and
Butler Memorial Hospital

Minority Tolling Statute—Wrongful Death

The Superior Court interpreted the minority tolling statute,
42 Pa.C.S.A. §5533(b), in its recent decision, Holt v. Lenko. The
statute states that when an unemancipated minor is entitled to
bring a civil action, the period of minority will not count as time
in which the action must be brought. Only at the time the minor
reaches majority does the applicable statute of limitations begin
to run. In Holt, the court considered whether the minority toll-
ing statute applies to the survival action brought by the estate of
a deceased minor. After determining that to do so would run afoul
of congressional intent, the court held that it does not.

(Christina Gillotti)

No. 01-246. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Musmanno, J., February 6, 2002.

Joseph Bellas and Richard Patskan v.
Unemployment Compensation

Board of Review

Labor Dispute—Striking Employees—“Lockout”

In Bellas v. Unemployment Comp. Board of Review, President
Judge Doyle of the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania held
that an employer did not “lock out” its employees where it uni-
laterally imposed new contract terms following a lengthy exten-
sion of the parties’ expired collective bargaining agreement (CBA).
Consequently, a work stoppage by union employees amounted to
a “strike,” rather than a lockout. As a result, the court affirmed a
denial of unemployment compensation benefits for employees who
were not working because of the labor dispute.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 98-3117. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Doyle, J., February 6, 2002.

In Re: C.G., a minor

Orphan Court Rules—Parental Rights

The Pennsylvania Superior Court declined to dismiss an ap-
peal from a decree terminating parental rights when a recent
amendment to the Orphans’ Court Rules rendered the appeal
untimely. In Re: C.G. the court held that Rule 7.1(e) will be strictly
applied in all future cases where the hearing on the termination
petition began after Jan. 1, 2001.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-790. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Orie Melvin, J., February 1, 2002.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Michael Homer

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Joann Homer

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Max Homer

Dismissal of Criminal Charges—Re-filing After Dismissal—
Failure to Appeal Dismissal Order

1. Where the Court, with the Commonwealth’s consent,
granted defendants’ motions to dismiss criminal charges because
of inordinate delay between arrest and preliminary hearing, the
Commonwealth could not subsequently file complaints against
defendants charging the same offenses, and the new complaints
were properly dismissed.

2. The Commonwealth could have successfully opposed de-
fendants’ motion to dismiss on the grounds that the magistrate
has the power, pursuant to Pa.R.Crim.P. 140(e)(1)(i), to continue
a preliminary hearing for cause and to set the date accordingly.

3. Had the Commonwealth withdrawn the charges, it could
have re-filed them at a later date, provided that the withdrawal
was not done to avoid the implication of Pa.R.Crim.P. 600.

4. The order granting the motion to dismiss was a final order
dismissing charges, and, absent a timely appeal from the order,
it is improper for the Commonwealth to proceed on the same
charges that were dismissed.

(Ronald D. Morelli)

Francesco Nepa for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Peter King for Defendants.

Misc. Nos. 251 March 2000, 252 March 2000, and 250 March
2000. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Crimi-
nal Division.

OPINION

Manning, J., December 30, 2001—On January 27, 2000, crimi-
nal complaints were filed against defendants Max Homer, Michael
Homer and Joann Homer at OTN Nos. H-079836-1, H-079838-3
and H-079840-5, respectively, charging the defendants under
section 5513, for incidents occurring on or about April 22 and
May 20, 1999. Preliminary hearings were scheduled for July
25, 2000. Defendants were represented jointly by Peter King,
Esq. On March 10, 2000 Attorney King filed a Motion to Dis-
miss the charges on the basis of the inordinate delay between
the arrest and the date set for the preliminary hearing. A hear-
ing on the Motion was scheduled for April 24, 2000 before the
Honorable W. Terrence O’Brien. On the date set for the hear-
ing, the Commonwealth consented to granting of the Motion
which resulted in the dismissal of the charges. Although there
was some discussion of the Commonwealth withdrawing the
charges, they ultimately consented, instead, to the dismissal
sought by the Defendant.

On August 18, 2000 the Commonwealth again filed criminal
complaints against the defendants charging the same offenses.
The defendants thereafter filed a joint Motion to Dismiss and
this Court held a hearing on September 13, 2000. This Court, in
Orders dated September 14, 2000, dismissed the charges against
each defendant. The Commonwealth then filed Notice of Appeal
as to each defendant. The Commonwealth argues that the Court

erred in dismissing the charges.
The dismissal of the charges was proper. The parties appeared

before a member of this Court pursuant to the Defendants’ Mo-
tion to Dismiss. The Commonwealth had several options at that
time. It could oppose the Motion on the grounds that the Magis-
trate has the power, pursuant to Pa.R.Crim.P. 140(e)(1)(i), to con-
tinue a preliminary hearing for cause shown and set the date
accordingly. The Commonwealth would certainly have prevailed
had it taken this position. The Commonwealth also could have
simply withdrawn the charges and then re-filed at a later date.
Provided that the withdrawal was not done to avoid the implica-
tion of Pa.R.Crim.P. 600, the re-filing of the charges would have
then been proper. Instead, however, the Commonwealth con-
sented to the granting of the defendants’ Motion to Dismiss. Ab-
sent a timely appeal from the Order granting the Motion, which
on its face appears to be a final order dismissing the charges,
this Court believes that it would be improper to permit the Com-
monwealth to now proceed on the same charges that were dis-
missed by a member of this Court.

Nothing in the record of this matter supports the
Commonwealth’s assertion that it was understood by all parties
that the charges would be dismissed only temporarily and then
re-filed when it was convenient for the Commonwealth. The in-
cident that gave rise to the charges allegedly took place in April
and May, 1999. For some unknown reason, the criminal com-
plaints charging the instant offenses were not filed until nine
months later. When it came time for the Commonwealth to pro-
ceed to a preliminary hearing, it was not ready to proceed and
had the preliminary hearing scheduled six months later. Thus,
the Commonwealth would have proceeded to a preliminary hear-
ing, the initial proceeding in a criminal matter, more than 16
months after the incident allegedly occurred.

The Commonwealth’s reliance on Commonwealth v. Hunter,
449 Pa.Super. 493, 674 A.2d 306 (1996) is misplaced. In Hunter
the trial Court order dismissing the charges was, in essence, based
upon the conclusion that the Commonwealth’s evidence failed to
make out a prima facie case. Although the Court indicated that
it was dismissing the charges based on a violation of the consti-
tutional prohibition against Double Jeopardy, the Superior Court
concluded that the double jeopardy clause did not apply because
the defendant was never placed in jeopardy because the Court
was really only passing on whether the Commonwealth’s evidence
was sufficient to establish a prima facie case. A determination that
the Commonwealth failed to present sufficient evidence to allow a
case to be presented, to a jury, when made prior to the commence-
ment of trial, does not implicate the double jeopardy protections
afforded by the constitution.

The issue presented in this case has nothing to do with suffi-
ciency of the evidence or the double jeopardy protections of the
constitution. Judge O’Brien did not make a determination that
the Commonwealth’s evidence was insufficient and did not dis-
miss the charges on the basis of a double jeopardy violation. Judge
O’Brien dismissed the charges on the basis of the claims raised
in the Motion presented to him. If the Commonwealth wanted
the record to clearly indicate that the dismissal was not for the
reasons set forth in the Motion presented to Judge O’Brien then
it should have amended the order to make that clear. It did not
and this Court concluded that the Order from Judge O’Brien was
a final Order from which the Commonwealth had a right to ap-
peal. By failing to appeal, it has waived the right to challenge
the dismissal and cannot avoid that waiver by simply re-filing
the charges.

BY THE COURT
/s/Manning, J.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Damon Devon Garnett

Ineffective Assistance of Counsel—Waiver of Jury Trial—
Failure to Call Alibi Witnesses—Defendant’s Perjury—
Sufficiency of Evidence to Convict

1. Defendant’s waiver of jury trial was not induced by ineffec-
tive assistance of counsel where, although counsel had advised
that the victim would invoke his Fifth Amendment privilege in-
stead of testifying and counsel did not anticipate that the victim
might be granted immunity, the defendant’s waiver was of no
moment because he intended to commit perjury regardless of
who the fact-finder was.

2. To support a claim of ineffectiveness of counsel for failure
to call a witness, a defendant is required to show that counsel
knew of the existence and availability of the witness, that coun-
sel was aware of or had the duty to know of the witness, that the
witness was willing and able to cooperate and appear on behalf
of the defendant, and that the witness’s testimony was neces-
sary in order to avoid prejudice. Commonwealth v. Stanley, 534
Pa. 297, 632 A.2d 871 (1993).

3. Defendant’s trial counsel did not render ineffective assis-
tance by failing to call alibi witnesses, where only one of the
alleged alibi witnesses indicated that he could have supported
defendant’s alibi, where defendant made the choice to assert
self-defense instead of an antagonistic alibi defense, and where
defendant admitted that his testimony would be perjured.

4. Counsel cannot be held to be ineffective for failure to suborn
perjury.

5. The test in determining if the evidence is sufficient to sus-
tain a criminal conviction is whether, accepting as true all of the
evidence of the Commonwealth, and all reasonable inferences
arising therefrom, upon which the jury could properly have
reached its verdict, it was sufficient in law to prove beyond a
reasonable doubt that the appellant was guilty of the crime of
which he stands convicted. Commonwealth v. Burton, 450 Pa.
532, 301 A.2d 599 (1973).

(Ronald D. Morelli)

Michael Streily for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
James W. Kraus for the Defendant, Damon Devon Garnett.

CC No. 199901834. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Criminal Division.

OPINION

Cashman, J., January 25, 2002—The appellant, Damon De-
von Garnett, (hereinafter referred as to as “Garnett”), has filed
the instant appeal as a result of the denial of his post-sentencing
motions. In the instant appeal Garnett seeks to raise two issues,
the first of which is that his trial counsel was ineffective when
she advised him to waive his right to a jury trial since she did
not consider the full implications of such a waiver and, secondly,
that the evidence was insufficient to convict him of the crimes of
aggravated assault, recklessly endangering another person and
simple assault. In order to understand the claims of error cur-
rently advanced, it is necessary that a brief review of the factual
and procedural history in this case be made.

On August 8, 1998, the victim, Delano White, (hereinafter
referred to as “White”), took a jitney to the home of JoJo Ray for
the declared purpose of paying Mr. Ray some rent. White did not

intend to stay long at Ray’s house since he only had a small win-
dow of opportunity because he was on the house arrest program
and was wearing an ankle bracelet. As White was getting out of
the car, he saw Ray standing on his front porch and he also no-
ticed that Garnett was standing in the side yard. White and
Garnett previously had problems and when he saw Garnett,
White started to argue with him. The argument escalated and
White became the aggressor, throwing several punches at
Garnett. A scuffle ensued and both individuals went to the ground.
As this fight progressed, the jitney driver, not wanting to become
part of any scene, took off. White, who was a big individual, got
up and ran away from Garnett, not noticing that he had been
stabbed in the shoulder and side. As White was running down
the street in an attempt to catch the jitney, Garnett got up and
ran after White, caught him and then stabbed him in the back of
the head causing a two inch laceration of White’s head. Garnett
then fled the scene. White was subsequently taken to the hospi-
tal where his injuries were sutured and he remained several days.
Despite the potential deadly nature of these injuries, White fully
recovered from them.

White identified Garnett as his attacker and following
Garnett’s arrest, he was originally charged with criminal attempt
to commit criminal homicide, aggravated assault, recklessly en-
dangering another person and simple assault. Following numer-
ous defense postponements, the case proceeded to trial on July
12, 2000. On that date, Garnett waived his right to a jury trial
and completed a written colloquy and went through an oral col-
loquy indicating that it was a free and voluntary decision on his
part to waive his right to a jury trial and to proceed with a non-
jury trial. Following a non-jury trial he was acquitted of the charge
of criminal attempt to commit criminal homicide but was con-
victed of the remaining charges. A presentence report was or-
dered and on October 6, 2000, Garnett was sentenced to a period
of incarceration of not less than sixty nor more than one hun-
dred twenty months since there was a mandatory minimum five
to ten year sentence to be imposed because Garnett used a deadly
weapon in the commission of his crimes.1

No post-sentencing motions were timely filed; however, on
November 22, 2000, Garnett’s appointed appellate counsel filed
for an extension to file post-sentencing motions, which was
granted. On December 21, 2000, Garnett’s new counsel filed his
motion for post-sentence relief. During this period of time Garnett
had been transferred from the Allegheny County Jail to the State
Correctional Institution at Camp Hill and unbeknownst to his
appellate counsel, Garnett filed a notice of appeal from the im-
position of sentence upon him. Arrangements were made to trans-
port Garnett back to Allegheny County for the purpose of a hear-
ing on his post-sentencing motion and also to permit him to meet
with counsel about the necessity of withdrawing his appeal with-
out prejudice. A hearing was held on that motion and following
the withdrawal of Garnett’s appeal, his motion for post-sentenc-
ing relief was denied. From the denial of that motion, Garnett
has taken the instant appeal raising the issues of ineffective-
ness of counsel and the insufficiency of the evidence.

To meet his burden of demonstrating that his counsel was
ineffective, Garnett must demonstrate: 1) that the underlying
claim that is being asserted is of arguable merit; 2) that his
counsel’s performance was unreasonable; and, 3) that counsel’s
ineffectiveness prejudiced him. Commonwealth v. Pierce, 515 Pa.
153, 527 A.2d 973 (1997). It is axiomatic that counsel’s assis-
tance is deemed to be constitutionally effective once it can be
established that a particular course of action chosen by that coun-
sel had some reasonable basis designed to effectuate the client’s
interest. Commonwealth v. Savage, 529 Pa. 108, 602 A.2d 309
(1992). Garnett’s claim of ineffectiveness is two-pronged. Initially,
he claims that his trial counsel was ineffective for advising him
to waive his right to a jury trial since she believed that White
would not testify because he intended to invoke his Fifth Amend-
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ment privilege. The claim of ineffectiveness is that his trial coun-
sel should have anticipated that the district attorney would have
offered White immunity in exchange for testifying and because
she did not anticipate this event, Garnett’s waiver to his right of
a jury trial was not knowing and voluntary. The second claim of
ineffectiveness deals with counsel’s failure to file a notice of alibi
defense and also to call alibi witnesses, in particular, Mr.
Raymond Harden, who would have testified that he was with
Garnett in the Hill District Section of the City of Pittsburgh some
distance away from where the attack on White occurred.

While the first claim of ineffectiveness is intellectually ap-
pealing since it involves the potential deprivation of a funda-
mental right of trial by jury, it is also disingenuous when one
looks at this claim in the context of the entire proceeding. Garnett
claims that his waiver of his right to a jury trial was predicated
upon his counsel’s assurance that the Commonwealth could not
prove its case because the victim was going to invoke his Fifth
Amendment privilege not to incriminate himself. Not anticipat-
ing that the Commonwealth would offer him a grant of immu-
nity, Garnett contends that his trial counsel was ineffective in
urging him to waive his right to a jury trial. Had the case stopped
at this proceeding, Garnett may have had an arguable claim that
his waiver was induced by the ineffectiveness of counsel; how-
ever, when one looks at the entire proceeding, it is clear that the
waiver of a jury trial is of no moment because Garnett was going
to commit perjury regardless of who the fact-finder was.

Q. What about when he actually testified, did you
have any more discussions about what he said and how
to defend against it?

A. Yeah. I asked her was she going to put Joseph
Ray on the stand and where was my other witnesses at.

Q. And what did she say?
A. She asked me did I see one of my witnesses

down in the bullpen. I told her no. That was that.
Q. Was JoJo Ray there?
A. Yeah, he was sitting in the courtroom.
Q. Now, Mr. Garnett, you did testify, didn’t you?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. And when you testified, you testified that you

acted in self defense against Mr. White, didn’t you?
A. Yeah. I said that we got into it based on—based

on my attorney. She’s telling me that it was—it was
better off that me going self defense, I got a better
chance than me beating the case.

MR. KRAUS: I have no further questions, your Honor.
THE COURT: Ms. Zager?

CROSS EXAMINATION
BY MS. ZAGER:

Q. Sir, are you aware perjury is a crime?
A. Yes.
Q. So you admit—are you admitting you commit-

ted perjury on the date of this trial?
A. Yes.
Q. Where did you get the facts for your testimony

if that’s not what happened?
A. Where did I get my facts at?
Q. Based on—based on what the victim was saying.

Hearing Transcript, pp. 65-66, lines 4-21.

Garnett attempts to justify this perjured testimony by suggest-
ing that the only reason that he perjured himself was that he
was under duress because of his trial counsel’s ineffectiveness.
This secondary claim of ineffectiveness deals with her failure to
call alibi witnesses. Garnett has suggested that when his trial

counsel failed to anticipate that the Commonwealth would offer
the victim a grant of immunity, that he was then confronted with
the fact he had to present a defense and that his counsel was not
prepared to present an alibi defense and therefore he took the
stand and testified to a defense of self-defense. If his trial coun-
sel had been prepared, he would have interposed the defense of
alibi by putting forward various witnesses who would testify that
he was not present. The problem with this suggestion of his
counsel’s ineffectiveness is multi-faceted.

To support a claim of ineffectiveness for failing to interview
or call a witness Garnett was required to show that his counsel
knew of the existence and the availability of the witness, that
his counsel was aware of or had a duty to know of the witness
and, further, that the witness was willing and able to cooperate
and appear on behalf of Garnett and, finally, that that witness’s
testimony was necessary in order to avoid prejudice. Common-
wealth v. Stanley, 534 Pa. 297, 632 A.2d 871 (1993). At the time
of the hearing on Garnett’s post-sentencing motions, only he and
his trial counsel testified. His trial counsel indicated that Garnett
originally told her that he wanted to interpose an alibi defense
and suggested JoJo Ray, Angel Ward and Raymond Harden as
his witnesses. His trial counsel testified that she had her inves-
tigator meet with these people and that JoJo Ray indicated that
he did not see anything at the time of this incident. This infor-
mation was confirmed that at the time of trial when the investi-
gating police officer testified that he also interviewed JoJo Ray
and Mr. Ray indicated to him that he did not know anything
about what had taken place because he did not see the occur-
rence. Angel Ward was also interviewed and she stated that she
did not see anything that day either and she would be no help to
Garnett. Raymond Harden was interviewed in the Allegheny
County Jail where he was an inmate with Garnett and he said
that Garnett was present with him on the date of the occurrence
from 1:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m. in the Hill District Section of the
City of Pittsburgh. This would have provided an alibi defense if
believed, since the occurrence took place at approximately 2:45
p.m. in North Versailles Township, more than twenty (20) miles
from where Garnett allegedly was.

Garnett testified that he told his trial counsel that he wanted
Angel Ward, Shirley Mallory and Thomas Henderson to be called
as alibi witnesses. When Garnett was asked again if his witness’s
name was Thomas Henderson or Thomas Harden, he indicated
that it was Thomas Harden when, in fact the witness’s name
was Raymond Harden. As previously noted, Ms. Ward was inter-
viewed and she said that she did not see anything and that she
had no information with respect to this occurrence, whereas, the
information with respect to Ms. Mallory’s testimony was that
Garnett said that she could have stated that he was in the Hill
District because Garnett had called her and told her that that
was where he was. This testimony, at best, is self-serving. With
respect to Mr. Henderson/Harden, Garnett indicated that he
would testify that he was with Garnett in the Hill District at the
time that this occurrence took place.

Garnett provided no testimony or information which would
indicate that these individuals would be available and would be
willing to cooperate with him in presenting an alibi defense. It
should be noted that JoJo Ray was present during the course of
the trial and, in fact, watched most, if not all of the trial. Raymond
Harden was an inmate in the Allegheny County Jail and he was
available if it was necessary for him to be called and, in fact, he
was put on the jail list for those individuals to be transported to
Court for the purpose of attending a hearing. There was no in-
formation with respect to Ms. Ward or Ms. Mallory as to their
availability and willingness to cooperate and testify. Even if they
were willing and available, based upon the interviews that were
done of them by Garnett’s trial counsel and the police, it is clear
that they could not provide an alibi testimony since they stated
that they did not see anything.
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While Garnett arguably had a claim of self-defense based upon
the testimony of Mr. Henderson/Harden, the issue of credibility
was resolved against Garnett on this claim in light of the fact
that he is an admitted perjurer. Garnett’s counsel testified that
she was armed with this information that Mr. Harden would
testify that Garnett was with him in the Hill District in the City
of Pittsburgh and could not have been at the scene of the com-
mission of this crime and when she discussed the trial strategy
with Garnett and explained to him that he could not have these
antagonistic defenses and he had to choose which defense to put
forward. Garnett’s counsel testified that it was Garnett who made
the decision to put forward the defense of self-defense. When
asked to make election as to what the defense was, Garnett chose
the defense which he wanted to put before the fact-finder and
his counsel had no independent information that would suggest
the veracity of either defense. His counsel could not have been
ineffective for failing to call an alibi witness when the defendant
admits that his testimony would be perjured. Counsel cannot be
held to be ineffective for failure to suborn perjury. Commonwealth
v. Jones, 501 Pa. 162, 460 A.2d 739 (1993). In the instant case,
Garnett’s counsel had no basis to determine which of the two
defenses would be predicated upon perjured testimony and re-
lied upon her client to make that decision and to put forward his
testimony. Based upon a review of the record it is clear that
Garnett’s trial counsel was not ineffective for failing to antici-
pate a grant of immunity or failing to call the alibi witnesses. It
should be noted that the only alibi witness that would have pre-
sented testimony in support of Garnett’s testimony was ready
and available to testify and that this witness had been previ-
ously interviewed by Garnett’s trial counsel and she was aware
of what information he could have provided and whether or not
he was going to do so.

Garnett’s second contention of error is that the evidence was
insufficient to support the verdicts that were rendered in his case.
The test of determining the claim of whether or not the evidence
was sufficient to support a conviction has been set forth in Com-
monwealth v. Burton, 450 Pa. 532, 301 A.2d 599 (1973), wherein
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court stated:

As we have repeatedly said the test in determining if
the evidence is sufficient to sustain a criminal convic-
tion is, whether accepting as true all of the evidence of
the Commonwealth, and all reasonable inferences aris-
ing therefrom, upon which the jury could properly have
reached its verdict, was it sufficient in law to prove
beyond a reasonable doubt that the appellant was guilty
of the crime of which he stands convicted. See Com-
monwealth v. Wrona, 442 Pa. 201, 275 A.2d 78 (1971).

Here, when reviewing Garnett’s claim in light of the above-enun-
ciated standard, it is clear that the Commonwealth had met its
burden of proving its case beyond a reasonable doubt. The issue
of credibility was the determining factor in this case and that
issue was resolved in favor of the victim and against Garnett.
Even though the victim had given different versions as to how
this fight took place, those versions are not dramatically incon-
sistent but, rather, showed an attempt by the victim to minimize
his instigation of this altercation. It is clear that the Common-
wealth met the burden of proving its case since the Common-
wealth demonstrated that Garnett and White knew each other,
that there was history of difficulty between them and that the
victim was able to positively identify Garnett as his attacker.
Garnett’s admission that he was in an altercation with White,
but his denial of the use of a knife in this fight is inconsistent
with the physical findings with respect to the numerous wounds
inflicted upon White. Since the issue of credibility was resolved
against him it is clear that using all the reasonable inferences to
be drawn from the evidence presented by the Commonwealth

that it did sustain the burden of proving its case beyond a rea-
sonable doubt. As with the initial claim advanced by Garnett, it
is clear that this assertion of error is also without merit.

BY THE COURT
/s/Cashman, J.

1 Garnett originally was sentenced to a period of incarceration of
not less than one hundred twenty nor more than two hundred
forty months due to the error in the grading of the offense of
aggravated assault. When the error was detected, that sentence
was vacated and Garnett was resentenced two days later to the
sentence of sixty to one hundred twenty months.

M. Aileen Morningstar, individually,
on behalf of her minor children and

on behalf of the Estate of John
Morningstar, Deceased v.

Nicholas Hoban v.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,

Department of Transportation

Homicide by Vehicle—Civil Suit—Admissibility of Evidence—
Lay Testimony—Expert Testimony—Relevant Evidence—
Prejudicial Evidence—Reckless Indifference—Punitive Damages

1.) In determining the admissibility of testimony estimating
the speed of vehicles, the court must consider the witness’s expe-
rience in estimating the speed of vehicles, opportunity to observe
the vehicle in question and the nexus between when the vehicle
was observed and the time of the accident, but the weight and
credibility of the evidence is to be determined by the jury.

2.) The eyewitnesses’ testimony was admitted since each had
an opportunity to observe the incident from different vantage
points, at different intervals, from different distances and for
different lengths of time and yet their testimony was consistent
and corroborative of each other.

3.) Punitive damages are awarded only if an actor’s conduct
is malicious, wanton, willful, oppressive or exhibits a reckless
indifference to the rights of others.

4.) For there to be “reckless indifference,” a jury must find
that an actor knew or had reason to know of facts creating a high
degree of risk to another, and deliberately proceeded to act or
fail to act in conscious disregard or indifference to that risk.

5.) The Defendant’s alleged post-accident comments to, and
observable demeanor by, the police officer who responded to the
accident and the paramedic who treated the Defendant, suggest-
ing the Defendant’s preoccupation with getting to his meeting,
were extraordinarily relevant to the questions presented to the
jury and thus were admissible to prove a pre-accident state of mind.

6.) Evidence is deemed to be prejudicial not because it hurts
a party’s case, but because it has an undue tendency to suggest
that a decision be made on an improper basis.

7.) The purpose of expert testimony is to assist the fact-finder
in grasping complex issues not within the knowledge, intelligence,
and experience of the ordinary layman and can be excluded if it
would infringe on the jury’s right to determine credibility.
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8.) Estimating the speed of automobiles is not beyond the knowl-
edge and skill of a layperson and to permit expert testimony on the
subject would intrude on the jury’s function of deciding credibility.

9.) The proper methodology for attacking the lay testimony
regarding the speed of a vehicle is through cross-examination
and not through expert testimony.

10.) In order to prevent surprise and unfair prejudice to the
opposing party, the direct testimony of the expert at trial may
not be inconsistent with or go beyond the fair scope of his or her
expert’s report.

11.) Relevant evidence is evidence having a tendency to make
the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determina-
tion of the action more probable or less probable than it would be
without the evidence.

12.) An expert offered for an opinion of the speed of defendant’s
car based upon defendant’s lack of injury who is not familiar
with the speed of the vehicles in question and who cannot recon-
struct the accident is unable to offer testimony which meets the
definition of relevant evidence and thus the testimony is prop-
erly excluded.

13.) Videotapes showing crash tests were not admitted since
they did not depict conditions substantially similar to those ex-
isting at the time of the accident in question.

14.) Counsel who does not request a point for charge before
the jury is charged, waives any objection to the point not being
included in the charge to the jury.

15.) A jury, in considering punitive damages, rather than using
a “reasonable man” standard, must determine whether a defen-
dant personally knows or has reason to know that he has created
a high degree of risk of physical harm to another.

16.) A jury is permitted to determine whether a defendant is
liable for punitive damages as well as the amount of those damages.

17.) Evidence of the Defendant’s net worth can be considered
in determining punitive damages.

18.) Financial statements prepared based upon information
provided by the Defendant represent an admission by the De-
fendant and thus are admissible.

(William R. Friedman)

John P. Gismondi for Plaintiff.
Thomas L. VanKirk, Peter S. Russ and Gregory J. Krock for
Defendant.
John Benty for Commonwealth.

No. GD 99-13670. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Baer, J., January 17, 2002—On Saturday morning, May 8,
1999, John Morningstar (Morningstar) left his home in Cecil
Township, Washington, Pennsylvania, to go to work at about 7:45
a.m. At around the same time, Defendant, Nicholas Hoban (De-
fendant) was driving toward Morningstar from the opposite direc-
tion. At 7:58 a.m., Defendant lost control of his vehicle, crossed
into Morningstar’s lane and hit the front of Morningstar’s car.
Morningstar was transported by a life-flight helicopter to a local
hospital where he died from his injuries shortly after the accident.

The District Attorney of Washington County charged Defen-
dant with homicide by vehicle as well as driving recklessly, driv-
ing at an unsafe speed and driving on the wrong side of the high-
way. After a first trial ended with a deadlocked jury, Washington
County decided to try the case again. During the second trial,
Defendant pleaded guilty to all of the charges in return for an
agreed upon sentence that did not include incarceration.

Morningstar ’s widow, M. Aileen Morningstar (Plaintiff),
brought a civil action against Defendant on behalf of herself, her
and Morningstar’s two minor children, Charissa, a college fresh-
man, and John, a high school junior, at the time of the trial, and
Morningstar’s estate. She sought both compensatory and puni-
tive damages.

While Defendant’s insurance carrier provided a full defense
against all claims, it correctly asserted that it was only respon-
sible for compensatory damages. It was forced to admit liability
for such damages because of Defendant’s guilty plea. To protect
their mutual interests, the carrier and Plaintiff entered into an
agreement that if the jury returned a verdict for compensatory
damages of less than $2,500,000, the insurance company would,
nevertheless, pay that amount. Conversely, if the jury returned
a verdict in excess of $5,500,000, Plaintiff would accept that
amount. If the jury’s verdict was between these numbers, both
would be bound by it. The carrier agreed to pay delay damages
on the jury’s award. Plaintiff and Defendant did not reach any
agreement regarding Plaintiff ’s claim for punitive damages.

The jury awarded compensatory damages of $4 million and
punitive damages of $3 million. Pursuant to its agreement,
Defendant’s insurance company paid Plaintiff the $4 million plus
delay damages. Defendant retained new counsel who filed post-
trial motions on his behalf attacking only the punitive damage
award. Plaintiff also filed post-trial motions to preserve issues
in the event a new trial was granted. While we were completing
this Opinion, Plaintiff entered judgment. This forced Defendant
to take an appeal. Accordingly, rather than writing to explain
our reasons for denying post-trial relief, we submit this Opinion
to explain our various trial rulings challenged by Defendant
through his post-trial motions.

A full recitation of the facts is necessary before the issues can
be discussed.1 Morningstar was employed as the parts manager
for Bowser Pontiac, an Allegheny County new car dealer. This
position required that he work one Saturday morning each month.
Among Morningstar’s hobbies was restoring classic cars. On the
Saturday morning he died, Morningstar was on his way to work
driving a 1971 Cadillac he had fully restored.

When he left his home in Cecil Township, Washington County
at about 7:45 a.m., a fine rain either was or had been falling and
the roadways were wet. Morningstar’s route took him eastward
on Route 50 from Cecil Township toward Bridgeville Borough in
Allegheny County. Route 50 is a two-lane road through Cecil Town-
ship that, as it proceeds eastward toward Bridgeville, passes
Spinosa’s Dairy Bar (“Spinosa’s”), the scene of the accident, on the
right. Very shortly thereafter, Route 50 is intersected by Wabash
Avenue, a steep downhill road on the opposite side of the street
from Spinosa’s. There is a rise on the curb side of Route 50 where
it meets Wabash that was referred to throughout the trial as “the
hump.” The speed limit on this two-lane portion of Route 50 is 35
miles per hour. As one continues toward Bridgeville, almost im-
mediately past the hump, Route 50 widens into four-lanes and the
speed limit increases to 55 miles per hour. From Spinosa’s to the
hump and on to the juncture of the two-lane and four-lane por-
tions of Route 50 is no more than a couple hundred yards.

Defendant owns 100% of the stock and is the president and
operator of the Pennsylvania Culinary Institute (“Culinary
School”), a downtown Pittsburgh trade school for individuals en-
tering the food service industry. The Culinary School had purchased
the Sawyer School, another Pittsburgh trade school, shortly be-
fore Morningstar’s death, and Culinary School personnel had
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scheduled a meeting at the Sheraton Hotel at Station Square (“the
Sheraton”) across the Monongahela River from downtown Pitts-
burgh with the employees of the Sawyer School for between 8:30
and 9:00 a.m. on the Saturday morning of the accident.

It was uncontested that Defendant was to attend that meet-
ing and speak with the Sawyer School employees, although the
time he was to arrive at the meeting was subject to much dis-
pute. It was Plaintiff ’s contention that Defendant intended to
arrive early, and therefore was in a hurry and driving with reck-
less indifference when he hit Morningstar. Defendant contended
that he was not expected at the meeting until 11:30 a.m., and
therefore had no reason to be driving inappropriately when the
accident occurred.

Although Defendant had only been to his pastor’s residence
once several years before the accident, he testified that he was
traveling from his Allegheny County home to pay the pastor an
unannounced visit at his home in Cecil Township when the acci-
dent occurred. Accordingly, shortly before the accident, Defendant
had driven his Lexus LX470, a sport utility van (“SUV”), onto the
divided four-lane portion of Route 50 and headed westward to-
ward the two-lane portion of this road in Cecil Township. During
the time it took Defendant to drive to the scene of the accident,
five individuals observed him. All were strangers to this case, and
all testified as to their observations of Defendant’s driving.

Jeffrey Nobers was a 43-year-old account supervisor for a
Pittsburgh advertising agency. He had been driving since he was
16 on all types of highways and at various speeds, and frequently
traveled the road where the accident took place. According to
Nobers, he was driving past the entrance ramp Defendant used
to access Route 50, and observed him coming up the ramp. Nobers
moved his vehicle from the right lane to the left lane to allow
Defendant unobstructed access to the road.

As soon as Defendant was on Route 50, he immediately passed
Nobers on the right and approached a Chevrolet Cavalier that
was in front of Nobers and Defendant in the right lane. Defen-
dant applied his brakes, and Nobers, still in the left lane, passed
both Defendant and the Cavalier. Nobers specifically looked at
Defendant because Nobers “didn’t appreciate the way he [Defen-
dant] was driving.” Nobers positively identified Defendant at trial
as the driver of the SUV.

After Nobers passed Defendant and the Cavalier, Nobers
looked into his rear view mirror in anticipation of moving back
into the right lane and saw Defendant “jump” into the left lane
behind him and accelerate. Then, as Nobers began to move to
his right, Defendant “jumped” back into the right lane and passed
Nobers on the right side at an estimated speed of 65 to 70 miles
per hour.

Nobers lost site of Defendant for the short time it took to travel
from where all of this occurred to where Route 50 narrows from
four lanes to two, and the speed limit changes from 55 miles per
hour to 35 miles per hour, just before the scene of the accident.
At that point, Nobers saw Defendant crest a hill and pass an-
other car at a speed Nobers estimated at between 80 and 90 miles
an hour. Forty-five seconds later Nobers arrived at the accident
scene and saw what was left of Morningstar ’s Cadillac and
Defendant’s Lexus.

Another witness, Robert Lambert, was 37 at the time of trial,
had been driving since he was 16 on rural as well as interstate
roads, and had lived and worked in the vicinity of the accident
for years. On the morning of the accident, Lambert was driving
on the two-lane portion of Route 50 in the same direction and
slightly ahead of Morningstar. Defendant was therefore approach-
ing from the opposite direction. Lambert testified that he saw
Defendant come from the four-lane section of Route 50 onto the
two-lane portion of the roadway going faster then 60 miles per
hour, out of control and partially across the center line.

George Yagulli was 49 at the time of trial, and had been
driving since he was 16. He was a supervisor for an electrical

construction company and drove a great deal as part of his em-
ployment. He had experience driving on rural as well as inter-
state roads, and was familiar with the area of the accident.
Yagulli was traveling in the same direction as Morningstar and
Lambert and saw Defendant 200 to 300 yards in front of him,
and coming toward him. Yagulli estimated Defendant’s speed
on the four-lane portion of Route 50 at 70 to be 100 miles per
hour. Defendant’s driving so alarmed Yagulli that he pulled his
car over to the side of the road and stopped.

Yagulli watched from this vantage point as Defendant en-
tered the two-lane portion of Route 50. Yagulli testified that as
Defendant passed the hump “… it seemed like the front wheels
[of Defendant’s SUV] were off the ground, or, if not, the shocks
were extended as far as it (sic) could.” Yagulli then saw Defen-
dant swerve, lose control and hit Morningstar. Yagulli testified
that he never saw any other car force Defendant onto the right
berm of Route 50.

Jeffrey White worked with Yagulli and was following him
on the morning of the accident. White was 44 at the time he
testified. He had been living in the area of the accident his whole
life, and driving there since he was 16. Because of his work,
White drove on both rural and interstate roads, and had ob-
served vehicles on different roads, at different speeds, from dif-
ferent vantage points and driving under different conditions.
Like Morningstar, Lambert and Yagulli, White was traveling
toward Bridgeville and Defendant when he saw Defendant and
pulled off the road in Spinosa’s parking lot to avoid being hit
and watched the accident unfold from that vantage point. White
observed Defendant from about 150 yards come across the hump
spinning sideways at about 75 miles per hour and colliding with
Morningstar.

Randal Gossic is a commercial airline pilot. He testified that
he was 40, and had been driving since he was 16. During his
years as a driver, Gossic had the opportunity to observe others
driving on both rural and interstate roads and at various rates
of speed. He had a lifetime of familiarity of the roads around the
scene of the accident, and lived one-half mile from Spinosa’s.

Gossic came out of Spinosa’s with a cup of coffee and a news-
paper and got into his car, which was facing toward Bridgeville.
He looked up and saw Defendant’s SUV come over the hump at
75 to 95 miles per hour and out of control. Gossic saw Morningstar
go past him and estimated that Morningstar was about 80% off
the road when Defendant crossed the center line, started to roll
over and hit Morningstar pushing his 1971 Cadillac back and
through the front wall of Spinosa’s. Morningstar’s car hit the
dairy bar with sufficient force to crumble the front wall and move
a counter inside the building. Hoban’s airbags deployed and his
SUV rolled over an undetermined number of times and came to
rest on its side on the opposite berm of the road from Spinosa’s.

Sergeant Openbrier of the Cecil Township Police Department
received the accident call at 7:58 a.m. and arrived at the scene
at 8:03 a.m. Very shortly thereafter, Patti Berty, a paramedic,
and Edward Galcic, an emergency medical technician, arrived
at the scene. Berty went to check on Defendant who was still
inside his overturned vehicle. Berty inquired as to his condi-
tion, and Defendant responded saying he was all right. Berty
then asked him his name, and Defendant responded by asking
repeatedly: “How long is this going to take? I have a meeting. I
don’t have time for this.”

Meanwhile, Galcic began to treat Morningstar, whose car was
trapped in Spinosa’s front door and whose legs were trapped
under the dashboard of the car. Galcic recognized the severity of
Morningstar’s injuries, and called for a life-flight helicopter. The
fire department extracted Morningstar alive but unconscious,
and flew him to UPMC-Presbyterian Hospital.

Someone from the hospital called Mrs. Morningstar at her
home, told her about the accident and advised her that she should
have a neighbor bring her to the hospital. In accordance with
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these directions, Mrs. Morningstar had someone drive her and
the two children to the hospital. When they arrived at about 10:30
a.m., a member of the hospital’s staff met them and told them
that Morningstar had died from his injuries.

Back at the scene, Defendant had been removed from his ve-
hicle by the fire department, treated for minor injuries and was
interviewed several times by Sergeant Openbrier. Defendant
denied that he was speeding. He said he hit a wet spot on the
roadway and slid. He never mentioned being forced to the side of
the road by the appearance of another car.

Openbrier told Defendant that he would have to go to the
hospital and be checked out. Defendant responded that he had
a very important meeting to attend and did not want to go to
the hospital. He never mentioned his pastor, or the visit to his
home. Eventually, Defendant acquiesced to Openbrier’s demand
that he be taken to the hospital, and was transported there by
ambulance.

Openbrier testified he attempted to interview Defendant
again at the hospital, but Defendant would not cooperate with
him because he was busy making telephone calls from his gur-
ney discussing the on-going meeting between his employees and
those of the Sawyer School. Openbrier stated that he took notes
of Defendant’s telephone conversations because Defendant’s con-
duct was not typical of the conduct Openbrier had observed from
others involved in serious accidents. Openbrier heard Defen-
dant tell someone named Carl that he would be late for the
meeting, and that Carl should buy the participants lunch to
keep them there. Openbrier described Defendant’s demeanor
in the hospital as “very cavalier” and “anti-typical” of what he
generally observed from a participant in a bad accident. Defen-
dant eventually left the hospital and attended his meeting at
the Sheraton.

As mentioned in footnote 1, Defendant denied that he was
speeding and the descriptions of his driving given by the various
witnesses. He also denied ever making the post-accident com-
ments or exhibiting the demeanor attributed to him. In support
of his position, he called Christine Tullius, M.D., the emergency
room physician who treated him at the hospital. Dr. Tullius tes-
tified that Defendant asked about Morningstar’s condition, and
asked her to pray for Morningstar with him.

Defendant also called his pastor, David Morgan, who testi-
fied that he found out about the accident and Morningstar’s death
through a different source and went to Defendant’s home, where
he was waiting when Defendant returned from the meeting at
the Sheraton. The pastor took Defendant into a private room
and informed him of Morningstar’s death. The pastor testified
that Morningstar reacted with shock and disbelief, and asked
the pastor to pray with him for the Morningstar family.

Defendant testified at length. He denied speeding, but agreed
that he was driving too fast for conditions.2 Defendant’s testi-
mony was that as he approached the scene of the accident, he
saw a car coming from the opposite direction (which is the direc-
tion from which Morningstar, Yagulli and White were coming,
and the direction Gossic was looking at the time of the accident)
in his lane and coming toward him. This caused Defendant to
move to his right where he hit the gravel berm of the road and
saw a telephone pole. To avoid the pole, Defendant swerved to
the left and then to the right. When he swerved to the right the
second time, he was heading into the hillside and so again swerved
to the left. It was on this “third correction to the left” that he
“plowed” into Morningstar’s car.

Defendant testified that he asked about Morningstar while
he was still trapped in his car, and never mentioned to anyone
that he was late for a meeting. He also testified that he was
never callous or cavalier, and was always concerned for
Morningstar’s well being.

The District Attorney of Washington County charged Defen-
dant with homicide by vehicle, driving on the wrong side of the

roadway, reckless driving, and driving at an unsafe speed. The
case went to trial, but resulted in a hung jury. Washington County
decided to retry the case. During the second trial, the parties
entered into an agreement that permitted Defendant to plead
guilty to all of the charges in return for a sentence that did not
include time in jail.

Plaintiff filed a civil action on behalf of herself, her two chil-
dren and her deceased husband’s estate seeking both compen-
satory and punitive damages. Plaintiff asserted the doctrine of
collateral estoppel arguing that Defendant’s guilty plea pre-
cluded him from denying liability for compensatory damages in
the civil case, and Defendant conceded the point. Thus, the case
went to trial to determine the amount of compensatory dam-
ages, whether Defendant was liable for punitive damages, and,
if so, the amount of punitive damages.

Defendant’s insurance company had only contracted to, and,
in accordance with Pennsylvania law, was only permitted to pro-
vide insurance covering compensatory damages.3 The company,
however, provided Defendant with a full defense against the
punitive damage claim.

Defendant’s carrier was concerned about the potential size of
the verdict. Plaintiff was also concerned that she receive adequate
compensation to provide for her family after the loss of her hus-
band. To protect their individual interests, the insurance com-
pany and Plaintiff entered into a “high/low agreement.” The
carrier agreed that if the jury returned a verdict for compensa-
tory damages of less than $2,500,000, it would nevertheless pay
that amount, and Plaintiff agreed that if the jury returned a
verdict for compensatory damages in excess of $5,500,000, she
would nevertheless accept that amount. If the jury’s verdict was
between these figures both would accept it. The carrier agreed
to pay delay damages on the jury’s award. Implicit in this agree-
ment was that there would be no appeal. The carrier continued
to provide Defendant with a defense regarding punitive dam-
ages, but no agreement was reached concerning that part of
the case.

After a five day trial, the jury returned a verdict of $4 million
in compensatory damages and $3 million in punitive damages.
The compensatory damage award was molded to include $208,547
in delay damages and was paid. Defendant retained new coun-
sel and filed post-trial motions contending that we erred in vari-
ous respects, and that therefore either the punitive damage award
should be vacated or a new trial or remittitur should be granted.
Plaintiff filed post-trial motions solely to protect the record. While
we were completing work on this Opinion, Plaintiff entered judg-
ment. Defendant then appealed. Accordingly, while we were in-
tending to deny post-trial motions through an Order supported
by this Opinion, we file it in accordance with our obligation to
explain the reasoning for our decisions during trial in accordance
with Pa.R.A.P. 1925.

Against this backdrop, we turn to Defendant’s various assign-
ments of error. The first four contend that we committed errors
of law and abused our discretion while admitting and refusing to
admit proffered evidence. We will review these assertions
seriatum. First, Defendant contends that we were wrong in ad-
mitting into evidence the estimates of Defendant’s speed from
the five eyewitnesses who observed him at various times as he
traveled from several miles away to the accident site.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court first addressed this issue
in Finnerty v. Darby, 138 A.2d 117 (Pa. 1958). In this case, the
defendant contended that the observations of a pedestrian as to
the speed of the plaintiff ’s vehicle approximately one-quarter to
one-half mile before the accident were not relevant to the speed
of the vehicle at the point of the impact. The trial court had per-
mitted the testimony and the Pennsylvania Supreme Court af-
firmed stating:

This Court has frequently ruled that testimony as to
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the speed or operation of an automobile at a short time
before the collision is admissible and relevant to the
issue of speed of the vehicle at the time of the accident.
Such evidence is admissible, its weight and credibility
being for the jury…. Whether the evidence of speed is
too remote in time and distance depends upon the facts
in each case and to an extent whether it is the only
evidence or is corroborative of other admissible evidence
of speed.

Id., 138 A.2d at 124.

The last sentence of the above quote highlights the need to
examine every case on its own facts in deciding whether to ad-
mit or exclude a layperson’s testimony regarding speed. This
point was made again in Radogna v. Hester, 338 A.2d 1087,
1089 (Pa.Super. 1978), where the Superior Court opined that
the admissibility of testimony estimating speed “is not strictly
connected with evidence of the distance traversed by the vehicle
in question but, rather, depends upon the existence of an overall
opportunity for adequate observation, in addition to the witness’s
prior experience with moving vehicles (footnote omitted).”

Thus, there are no rigid standards for the admission or exclu-
sion of estimates of speed. Trial courts must consider the witness’s
experience in estimating the speed of vehicles, the witness’s
opportunity for observation of the vehicle in question and the
nexus between when the vehicle in question was observed and
the time of the accident.

Nobers had been driving for 27 years on all types of highways
and at various speeds. He had personal knowledge of Route 50
from the place he first saw Defendant through the point of the
accident. Nobers observed Defendant enter Route 50. Nobers then
passed Defendant, watched as Defendant got behind him in the
road’s left lane, then went back into the right lane and passed on
the right. He estimated Defendant’s speed at that juncture at 65
to 70 miles per hour.

Nobers lost sight of Defendant for a few minutes, and then
saw him again within seconds of the accident. During the second
sighting, Nobers watched Defendant pass another car at an esti-
mated speed of between 80 and 90 miles an hour just before the
point where Route 50 narrows from four lanes to two lanes. This
was within 200 yards and, therefore, a few seconds of the acci-
dent site.

Nobers saw Defendant within four or five miles of the acci-
dent site, which were traveled within a few minutes. He saw
Defendant pass him while he was going approximately the speed
limit of 55 miles per hour, and then go fast enough to be out of
his sight for part of these few minutes. Nobers continued on the
highway at the speed limit, but did not catch-up to Defendant.
He did, however, see him again just before the accident, and again
had the opportunity to estimate his speed. Nobers observed
Defendant’s continuing and consistent pattern of driving through
these sightings. This provided Nobers with a more than adequate
opportunity for observation. Thus, under these facts, Nobers’ tes-
timony was admissible.

Lambert had been driving 21 years at the time of the acci-
dent, and had experience on both rural and interstate roads. He
lived and worked in the vicinity of the accident and also knew
Route 50 well. Lambert saw Defendant come from the four-lane
section of Route 50 onto the two-lane portion, and estimated his
speed to be 60 miles an hour within several seconds of the acci-
dent. There is no evidence from anyone, including Defendant,
that he slowed after that point. Lambert clearly had the experi-
ence, the knowledge of this road system and the opportunity for
full observation that are the requisite requirements for the ad-
mission of his testimony.

Yagulli had been driving 33 years at the time of the accident,
and also had experience on interstate and rural roads. Like Lam-
bert, Yagulli was familiar with Route 50. Yagulli testified that he

saw Defendant 200 to 300 yards before the accident, and watched
Defendant come toward him from the four-lane portion of Route
50 and onto the two-lane portion of the road. Defendant’s driving
so alarmed Yagulli that he pulled his car over to the side of the
road and stopped. Yagulli saw Defendant arrive at the hump,
lose control of his car and hit Morningstar. Yagulli had the op-
portunity to see Defendant from the side and the front, and
watched him from when he left the four-lane portion of the road
to the point of impact. There is no question that Yagulli, like
Nobers and Lambert, had both the basis and the opportunity for
observation necessary to offer an opinion regarding Defendant’s
speed.

White had been driving for 28 years at the time of the acci-
dent, and lived in the area of the accident his entire life. Because
of his work, White drove on both rural and interstate roads, and
had observed vehicles on these different roads at different speeds
and from different vantage points. White worked with Yagulli
and was following him when the accident occurred. Like Yagulli,
White was driving his car when he first saw Defendant, then
pulled over and stopped for his own safety while continuously
observing the Defendant. White watched Defendant for 150 yards
as he came across the hump, sped out of control and hit
Morningstar. As with the other witnesses, White had the experi-
ence and opportunity for observation necessary to render his tes-
timony admissible.

Finally, Gossic, the commercial airline pilot, had been driv-
ing 24 years on both rural and interstate roads at various speeds
at the time of the accident. He also was very familiar with Route
50 around the scene of the accident as he lived one-half mile
from Spinosa’s. Gossic was sitting in his car at Spinosa’s, the
scene of the accident, when he first saw Defendant. He watched
him come over the hump at a speed Gossic estimated at 75 to 95
miles an hour, and hit Morningstar within 20 feet of Gossic’s
vantage point.

Defendant argued that Gossic’s observation was of Defendant
coming straight at Gossic, and that it is particularly difficult to
estimate speed from that point of view. Defendant’s premise is
wrong. Gossic first saw Defendant at an angle to Gossic’s right
as Defendant came over the hump, and then saw him swerve on
a direct line toward Morningstar. Even if Defendant’s premise
was correct, the question of angle of view would go toward the
weight of the evidence, rather than its admissibility. As with the
other eyewitnesses, after the most careful review of the record,
we have no hesitancy in concluding that Gossic’s testimony esti-
mating the speed of Defendant’s vehicle was admissible.

In concluding our discussion, we remember that the cited pre-
cedent instructed us to consider whether a witness’s testimony
was corroborated by other admissible evidence. Here, we note
that Plaintiff called five individuals who, with the exception of
Yagulli and White, did not know each other, Morningstar or De-
fendant. Among all of them, they had the opportunity to observe
Defendant’s vehicle from when it entered Route 50, to when it
reached the narrowing of the road from four lanes to two lanes,
to the hump and then to the point of the accident. Their observa-
tions were from different vantage points, at different intervals,
from different distances and for different lengths of time. Not-
withstanding all of this, their testimony was remarkably consis-
tent and corroborative of each other. While issues of credibility
and ultimate believability are solely within the province of the
jury, there is no question that this testimony was sufficiently
reliable and probative to the issues at hand to be admissible.

Defendant’s second averment of error concerns our admitting
into evidence the testimony of Sergeant Terry Openbrier of the
Cecil Township Police and paramedic Patti Berty regarding
Defendant’s statements and observable demeanor immediately
following the accident. Defendant contends that this evidence
was not relevant and that any probative value was outweighed
by its prejudicial value.
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Punitive damages are awarded only if an actor’s conduct is
malicious, wanton, willful, oppressive or exhibits a reckless in-
difference to the rights of others. Martin v. Johns-Manville Corp.,
494 A.2d 1088, 1097 (Pa. 1985) (plurality opinion per Justice
Hutchison with one justice concurring and four justices concur-
ring in the result) quoted and approved in applicable part, SHV
Coal, Inc. v. Continental Grain Co., 587 A.2d 702, 704 (Pa. 1991).
In Martin v. Johns-Manville, the Supreme Court set forth some
broad standards applicable to punitive damages stating:

As a general guide in this area Pennsylvania recog-
nizes the principles set forth in Section 908(2) of the
Restatement of Torts (Second):

(2) Punitive damages may be awarded for conduct
that is outrageous, because of the defendant’s evil
motive or his reckless indifference to the rights of
others. In assessing punitive damages, the trier of
fact can properly consider the character of the
defendant’s act, the nature and extent of the harm
to the plaintiff that the defendant caused or in-
tended to cause and the wealth of the defendant.

See Chambers v. Montgomery, 411 Pa. 339, 344, 192
A.2d 355, 358 (1963). Thus, in deciding whether puni-
tive damages should be assessed, the nature of the
tortfeasor’s act itself; together with his motive, the re-
lationship between the parties and all other attendant
circumstances should be taken into account. (empha-
sis added) (citations omitted).

As will be discussed fully below, for there to be “reckless in-
difference,” a jury must find that an actor knew or had reason to
know of facts creating a high degree of risk to another, and delib-
erately proceeded to act or fail to act in conscious disregard or
indifference to that risk. Martin v. Johns-Manville Corp., supra,
at 1097; SHV Coal, Inc. v. Continental Grain Co., supra, at 704.

The only liability issue during this trial was whether Defen-
dant owed Plaintiff punitive damages. Plaintiff ’s whole theory
was that Defendant’s motive for driving with reckless indiffer-
ence was his obsession with arriving at his business meeting at
the Sheraton as soon as possible.

Defendant absolutely denied and contested these averments.
He testified that while he was going too fast for the rainy condi-
tions, his speed was at the speed limit of 35 miles an hour.4 Even
under cross-examination, his position was that he was going no
more than 40 miles an hour, and constantly decreasing his speed
when he lost control of his car. He testified also that he was not
due at his meeting until 11:30 a.m., and therefore had no reason
to be driving fast or recklessly or to make the comments attrib-
uted to him by Openbrier and Berty.

Plaintiff ’s brief aptly cites the case of Ehmke v. Hicks, 715
P.2d 306 (Ariz. App. 1985), regarding this issue. In that case, the
plaintiff and his two minor children brought an action seeking
damages for injuries sustained in a two-vehicle head-on colli-
sion. The plaintiff alleged that the defendant caused the acci-
dent and then exited his vehicle and confronted the plaintiff
using “threatening, argumentative and abusive language.” The
plaintiff alleged further that the defendant then went back to
his vehicle, got a rifle for purposes of “settling the matter,” and
when the defendant saw the plaintiff ’s young daughter, said to
her, “Come here, little girl, and let me put your head back on.”

As in the case before us, the plaintiff sought punitive dam-
ages. The defendant admitted gross negligence and argued that
in light of that admission, his post-accident statements and con-
duct were not admissible. The plaintiff rejoined that the state-
ments and conduct were admissible to show the defendant’s
state of mind during as well as after the accident, and as such,

were related to the issue of punitive damages. The trial court
granted a motion in limine precluding the admission of the
defendant’s statements and conduct, and the Arizona Court of
Appeals reversed. It might well have been opining in this case
when it observed:

We find that the motion in limine precluded post-colli-
sion evidence which the fact-finder may have found to
bear on Hicks’ attitude at the time of driving and the
question of punitive damages. This evidence of the fla-
vor of his attitude should not have been kept from the
jury. (citation omitted.)

Id., 715 P.2d at 308.

In support of its argument that the evidence discussed herein
was not relevant, the Defendant cites Thomas v. American Cysto-
scope Makers, 414 F.Supp. 225 (E.D. Pa. 1976), and Whyte v.
Robinson, 617 A.2d 380 (Pa.Super. 1992). Both are wholly distin-
guishable. In Thomas, the plaintiff doctor suffered an eye injury
while using a medical instrument fabricated by a manufacturer.
The plaintiff sought both compensatory and punitive damages,
and introduced evidence of the manufacturer’s conduct vis-à-vis
the general public after the date of the incident in support of his
punitive damage claim. The jury awarded the punitive damages,
but the trial court reviewing the award reversed that decision and
granted judgment n.o.v.

Defendant in our case argues that Thomas stands for the
proposition that evidence of what occurred prior to the accident
is admissible, but no post-accident evidence, regardless of its
nature, is admissible. Thomas does not say that. The distinction
drawn in Thomas is between evidence having a connection with
the injured plaintiff and evidence involving the general society.
Thomas, 414 F.Supp. at 264-65. We agree with the ruling of the
Thomas court upholding this distinction. In the case before us,
the post-accident evidence admitted dealt specifically with the
actions of the Defendant directly involving the Plaintiff. Thus,
our decision is consistent with the teachings of Thomas.

Whyte v. Robinson, supra, has little to do with the case before
us. In it, the trial court permitted introduction of evidence of
plaintiff ’s alcohol usage without adequate foundation, and the
appellate court reversed because the obvious prejudicial nature
of the allegation that the plaintiff was intoxicated far outweighed
any probative value under the facts of the case. As with Thomas,
we agree with the teachings of Whyte, but find it to be wholly
distinguishable from the matter before us.

In light of the issue joined between the parties and their
respective positions, Defendant’s alleged post-accident com-
ments and observable demeanor suggesting a preoccupation
with getting to his meeting were extraordinarily relevant to
the questions presented to the jury.

Defendant next argues that even assuming arguendo this tes-
timony was relevant, its prejudicial value outweighed its proba-
tive value. Merely because evidence is unfavorable to a party
does not render it more prejudicial than probative. Hutchison v.
Luddy, 763 A.2d 826, 847 (Pa.Super. 2000). Evidence is deemed
to be prejudicial not because it hurts a party’s case, but because
it has an undue tendency to suggest that a decision be made on
an improper basis. Leahy v. McClain, 732 A.2d 619, 624 (Pa.Super.
1999).

Defendant contends that the evidence he sought to exclude
paints him as arrogant and callous, and thereby suggested that
the jury make its decision on the basis of whether it liked or
disliked Defendant, rather than on the basis of the evidence pre-
sented in this case.

We permitted this evidence for all of the reasons that made it
so relevant and probative. It was offered to prove the motive for
Defendant’s actions, and thereby provide a rationale for what
otherwise would seem to be wholly irrational conduct. It was
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offered also to contradict Defendant’s direct testimony refuting
virtually every material fact of Plaintiff ’s case. The reality that
it was offered before Defendant testified because Plaintiff pre-
sents her case first in our system of justice is of no matter. Prior
to the trial, all involved knew Defendant’s position and the sub-
stance of his testimony.

We took care in our charge to make sure the jury did not de-
cide this on the basis of personality. We told it in the first sen-
tence of our charge that it was now part of the legal system and
needed to treat all parties equally under the law. We then told
the jury that it was not permitted to allow sympathy, emotion or
prejudice to influence its decision. We made the same statement
at the conclusion of our charge.

We are satisfied that the jury deliberated this case on a proper
basis and delivered a lawful verdict. Any concern that the evi-
dence offered by Plaintiff through Openbrier and Berty tended
to suggest an improper basis for the decision and was therefore
prejudicial was far outweighed by the probative value of this
evidence on the issue adjudicated.

Defendant’s third averment of error contends that we abused
our discretion by excluding the offered expert testimony of de-
fense witness, Eugene Farber (Farber). Farber was an expert “in
human factors and accident causation.” Defendant desired to call
Farber to testify about the ability of a layperson to estimate
speeds in miles per hour.5

Pa.R.E. 702 provides as follows:

If scientific, technical or other specialized knowledge
beyond that possessed by a layperson will assist the
trier of fact to understand the evidence or to deter-
mine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert
by knowledge, skill, experience, training or education
may testify thereto in the form of an opinion or other-
wise. (emphasis added)

As set forth in this Rule of Evidence, it has long been the law of
this Commonwealth that: [t]he purpose of expert testimony is to
assist the fact-finder in grasping complex issues not within the
knowledge, intelligence, and experience of the ordinary layman.
Commonwealth v. Begley, 780 A.2d 605, 621 (Pa. 2001), (citing
Commonwealth v. King, 721 A.2d 763, 781 (Pa. 1998) and Com-
monwealth v. Auker, 681 A.2d 1305, 1317 (Pa. 1996)).

In the recently decided case of Commonwealth v. Delbridge,
771 A.2d 1 (Pa.Super. 2001), the defendant was convicted of the
indecent assault of his two minor children. On appeal, he chal-
lenged the trial court’s refusal to permit him to present expert
testimony regarding the competence, taint and reliability of the
child witnesses.6

In affirming the trial court’s refusal to permit such testimony,
the Superior Court noted that when a matter is easily under-
stood by ordinary citizens, expert analysis is not required, and,
indeed, permitting such testimony would infringe on the jury’s
right to determine credibility. Id. at 5-6.

There are few skills better known to an average person than
those surrounding driving. This includes estimating the speed
of cars all around each of us every day. Expert testimony attack-
ing the estimates of speed provided by eyewitnesses such as these
with ample experience and opportunity for observation is imper-
missible both because the subject is not beyond the knowledge
and skill of a layperson and because to permit the testimony
would intrude upon the jury’s function of deciding credibility.
The proper methodology for attacking such testimony is the time
tested art of cross-examination and not through expert testimony.

Defendant attempts to distinguish this case arguing that what
was presented was lay opinion evidence, and therefore it was
permissible for Defendant to call an expert to testify contradict-
ing the opinions expressed. What the witnesses testified to were

factual estimates of Defendant’s speed from their personal ob-
servations based upon everyday experience. While an argument
can certainly be made that these factual estimates are a type of
“opinion,” this does not make them any more difficult for a lay-
person to understand.

Lastly, Defendant attempts to distinguish this case and as-
sert the need for expert testimony by arguing that his vehicle
was moving directly toward or away from some of the witnesses,
that it is difficult to estimate speed from that perspective and
that he should have been permitted to call an expert to explain
this phenomena. Each of these witnesses had the opportunity to
see Defendant’s vehicle from numerous views and angles as they
watched it proceed from the four-lane portion of Route 50 to the
scene of the accident. Thus, Defendant’s factual premise is incor-
rect. Even if the witnesses had seen the car only from the front
or behind, this would be a matter for cross-examination rather
than expert testimony.

Defendant contends next that we erred in excluding the testimony
of Steven Rickard (Rickard), an expert in accident reconstruction, and
in excluding a videotape of the crash of a Lexus SUV with a station-
ary barrier which Rickard would have authenticated.7

We turn first to the question of Rickard’s testimony. Exactly
what Rickard desired to say and the reasons therefore are some-
what amorphous. A fair reading of his testimony before the jury
and relatively extensive voir dire leads us to conclude that he
desired to make two points. First, he would have testified that
because Defendant was not seriously injured or dead he could
not have been going more than 35 to 45 miles per hour. Second,
that based upon the photographs and drawing on the police re-
port, Morningstar’s car and Defendant’s SUV would have had to
collide twice in order to propel Morningstar’s car into Spinosa’s.

At trial, we were somewhat preoccupied by our desire to un-
derstand the precise opinions Rickard desired to present and the
premises for these opinions. We eventually determined, for rea-
sons explained below, that Rickard’s testimony should be excluded
on a substantive basis.

In reading the transcript, we have concluded that the com-
plex analysis of what Rickard proposed to say and why the testi-
mony was substantially inadmissible was unnecessary. The truth
of the matter is that we should have excluded this testimony
because it was not covered by his expert’s report. Given the obvi-
ous corrections of this conclusion and the simplicity of this issue,
we address it first.

Pa.R.C.P. 403.5(c) provides as follows:

… The direct testimony of the expert at trial may not
be inconsistent with or go beyond the fair scope of his
or her … separate report or supplement thereto.

The purpose of this rule is to prevent surprise and therefore
unfair prejudice to the opposing party. Tiburzio-Kelly v. Mont-
gomery, 681 A.2d 757 (Pa.Super. 1996).

If Plaintiff had been advised through an expert report of the
substance of Rickard’s proposed testimony, she could have hired
her own expert to contradict the highly technical basis for
Rickard’s opinion. She also could have meaningfully prepared
for cross-examination. The lack of notice to Plaintiff was there-
fore severely prejudicial, and this testimony should have been
excluded on that basis alone.

We turn next to why we would have excluded this evidence
even if Rickard’s report would have apprised Plaintiff of his
intended testimony. Pa.R.E. 401 defines “relevant evidence” as
evidence having a tendency to make the existence of any fact
that is of consequence to the determination of the action more
probable or less probable than it would be without that evi-
dence. The 1998 comment to this rule instructs that a court is
to apply reason, experience, scientific principles and consider
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the other testimony offered in determining the relevancy of prof-
fered evidence.

Rickard testified forthrightly that he was unable to recon-
struct this accident, and therefore could not opine as to the speed
the vehicles were traveling at the moment of impact. Instead, he
desired to testify, based upon statistical data, that Defendant
had to be going only 35 to 45 miles an hour or he would not have
escaped uninjured from the accident.8

After full examination, however, it became apparent that
Rickard could not even say this. At the conclusion of his voir
dire, we asked him what we thought were obvious questions
about the factors of the speed of Morningstar ’s car and the
weights of the respective vehicles in computing the force at
impact and therefore the level of violence. He responded that
the speed of Morningstar ’s vehicle and the weights of the ve-
hicles were very important. In fact, he said that his testimony
was premised upon the formula that mass times velocity equals
momentum, which translates into kinetic energy which, in turn,
translates into velocity and speed.

Rickard did not know the weight of Defendant’s or Morning-
star ’s vehicle, and had no idea of the speed of Morningstar’s
vehicle. Thus, in accordance with his own analysis, there was
no relationship between his testimony and the facts of this case,
and therefore, his proposed testimony did not meet the defini-
tion of relevant evidence.

The same analysis is equally applicable to Rickard’s proposed
testimony concerning the angle of impact. As already stated,
Rickard testified candidly that he could not reconstruct this ac-
cident. Thus, in reality, he had no idea of the positions of the
vehicles at the moment of impact. To try to present evidence re-
garding this without any underlying data, Rickard proposed to
opine that the police report was wrong. However, the police re-
port was never put into evidence or relied upon by Plaintiff. Thus,
this was not rebuttal testimony. Under these circumstances, it
was impermissible for Rickard to testify to the points of impact
on both vehicles, which he did not know, by making argument
that the points of impact as shown on the unadmitted police re-
port were incorrect. As with the testimony concerning the speed
of Defendant’s vehicle, this evidence had no factual basis related
to this case, and therefore was not relevant.

Assuming arguendo Rickard’s testimony regarding either the
speed or the angle of the cars at the moment of impact had some
threshold relevance, P.R.E. 403 provides that evidence may be
excluded if its probative value is outweighed by the danger of
unfair prejudice, confusion of the issues or the misleading of the
jury. As stated above, unfair prejudice refers to a tendency to
suggest a decision on an improper basis. Leahy v. McClain, su-
pra. Rickard’s testimony would have done this. It would have
suggested to the jury that Morningstar was going 35 to 45 miles
an hour, when, in reality, Rickard had no idea how fast
Morningstar was going. Similarly, Rickard’s desire to use the
unadmitted police report’s rough drawing as a springboard to
argue that the vehicles must have hit twice when, in reality,
Rickard had no evidentiary basis for testimony regarding the
angle of the impact also would have suggested that a decision be
made in this case upon an improper basis. Rickard’s testimony
would have confused the jury far more than it would have edu-
cated it.9 Thus, it was properly excluded.

We turn next to Defendant’s contention that we erred in re-
fusing to permit him to play a videotape of a smaller and lighter
Lexus SUV than that driven by Defendant hitting a stationary
wall at 39 miles an hour. The law is clear that videotapes show-
ing crash tests are properly admitted only if they depict condi-
tions substantially similar to those existing at the time of the
accident in question. Jackson v. Spagnola, 503 A.2d 944, 946
(Pa.Super. 1986).

Here, as set forth above, the Lexus in the videotape was
smaller and lighter than Defendant’s vehicle. The collision was

into a stationary barrier, rather than another moving vehicle,
and at the conclusion of the collision in the videotape, the ve-
hicle did not roll-over, while Defendant’s vehicle rolled across
the road. The videotape, in short, had little to do with the cir-
cumstances of this accident, and was properly excluded from
evidence.

Defendant alleges that we erred in three respects while charg-
ing the jury. First, he contends that Plaintiff ’s counsel argued
facts not in evidence during his closing entitling Defendant to a
curative instruction which we denied. The following excerpt from
Plaintiff ’s counsel’s closing spawned this request:

PLAINTIFF’S COUNSEL: Now do you remember when
I got up to cross examine Mr. Hoban? I pulled (sic) out
to him prior testimony that he had given under oath
and specifically drew his attention to the question that
said,

“QUESTION: When was the meeting to start?

ANSWER: 11:30.

I asked him, do you understand the word ‘start?’

ANSWER: Yes.”

Why did he now come into court many, many months
later and say that the meeting started at 9 o’clock, but
I wasn’t going to get there until 11:30 even though the
purpose of the meeting was to talk to these people?
Why did he say that? I submit to you, ladies and gentle-
men, he said it because he found out in the interim
when we got a copy of the schedule from the Sheraton
that showed that the meeting started indeed at 9 o’clock
and now smart, smooth and slick, he has to acknowl-
edge now that “It started at nine, but I wasn’t going to
get there until 11:30.” Even though the whole purpose
of the meeting was for him to talk to the people of the
school that he might be acquiring. And why did he re-
member Officer Openbrier at the hospital? He heard
Mr. Hoban telling somebody on the phone, “Do what-
ever you have to do to hold him there. Buy him lunch if
you have to.” As Ms. Meyer testified yesterday, that’s
exactly what happened. Lunch was never part of the
program. And it seemed to be a common courtesy that
if a meeting is going to start at 11:30, you might think
about having lunch, but the reason that lunch was or-
dered was because it was never part of the original
plan. That meeting was starting at 9 o’clock and start-
ing means he’s to be there because he’s the one who’s
going to speak at the meeting.
(N.T. 3/22/01, Vol. I, pp. 731-732)

Defendant testified on direct examination that the meeting
at the Sheraton began at “8:30, 9:00, something like that … I
had planned on getting there at 11:30.” On cross-examination,
Defendant was asked to read into the record a portion of his tes-
timony from his criminal trial where he responded affirmatively
to a question verifying that the meeting at the Sheraton was to
begin at 11:30 a.m. (T.T., 382-83, 429). Plaintiff ’s counsel accu-
rately reviewed these facts from the record in his closing, and
then argued appropriately from them. Accordingly, Defendant’s
argument on this point is without merit.

The second averment of error arose from our refusal to de-
liver a supplemental charge concerning the number of witnesses
offered by each side during the trial. Our practice is to give this
type of boilerplate instruction if either counsel requests it. Prior
to the beginning of the charge, defense counsel stated that he
did not desire this point for charge. Accordingly, we did not give
it. After we had concluded our charge, Defendant’s counsel
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changed his mind because of Plaintiff ’s closing, and asked us to
instruct on this point.

Under these facts, Defendant’s counsel waived any objection.
If it were otherwise, trial counsel could, as a matter of tactics,
withdraw or not seek points for charge until after the Court com-
pleted its instructions to the jury, and then demand an instruc-
tion to insure its emphasis in the minds of the jury.

Assuming arguendo that the objection was not waived, the
instruction would have been cumulative. We told the jury to ap-
praise the credibility of every witness individually and to decide
which of the testimony and which of the witnesses to believe. We
told the jury also that in deciding whether Plaintiff had met her
burden of proof, it should consider all of the evidence from all the
witnesses, regardless of whether those witnesses were called in
Plaintiff ’s case or Defendant’s case, and whether the evidence
was elicited during examination, cross-examination, re-direct or
re-cross examination. Thus, giving an instruction regarding the
number of witnesses would have added nothing to the substance
of the charge.

The third averment of error in the Court’s charge concerned
the instruction on punitive damages. Defendant contends that
our charge failed to inform the jury that Defendant must have
had an appreciation of the risk he was creating before punitive
damages could be awarded against him.

The most often cited case for the elements of proof neces-
sary for the recovery of punitive damages is Martin v. Johns-
Manville Corp., supra, discussed above. There is no question
that in Pennsylvania punitive damages may be awarded for
conduct that is outrageous. Id. at 1096, citing Restatement (2nd)
of Torts, Section 908(2). For conduct to be outrageous, a defen-
dant had to have acted either with bad motive or with reckless
indifference to the rights of others. Id. It is the definition of
“reckless indifference” that forms the basis of Defendant’s com-
plaint with our charge.

The Supreme Court in Johns-Manville noted that Comment
(a) to Section 500 of the Restatement (2nd) of Torts described
two types of reckless indifference. In the first, the actor must
either know or have reason to know of facts creating a high de-
gree of risk to another. In the second, the actor must know or
have reason to know of facts which a reasonable man would be-
lieve created a high degree of risk to another. The distinction is
obvious. Under the first test, the jury must decide whether this
particular actor knew or had reason to know facts creating a
high degree of risk of harm to the others. Under the second test,
the question is whether a reasonable man in the actor’s position
would have known or have reason to know such facts, regardless
of whether that particular actor did so.

In Johns-Manville, the Supreme Court reasoned that the
public policy for the grant of punitive damages was to deter out-
rageous conduct, and that one could not be deterred from such
conduct if he was not conscious of the risk. Id., 1097 at note 12.
Accordingly, the Court determined that it did not further this
policy to permit punitive damages if only the reasonable man
standard described in the second scenario above was met. Ac-
cordingly, Pennsylvania adopted the requirement that a jury must
determine whether a defendant personally knows or has reason
to know that he has created a high degree of risk of physical
harm to another. Under this test, it matters not whether a rea-
sonable man would have understood this.10

We understood this and explained it to the jury carefully in-
structing it as follows:

The purpose of the awarding of punitive damages is to
punish a Defendant for his conduct and deter this type
of conduct by the Defendant or others in a similar situ-
ation in the future. Before you are permitted to award
punitive damages, you must find that the conduct of
the Defendant is outrageous. Now outrageous means

something.

Let’s do the definition. Outrageous in this context has
a specific meaning. It means that the Defendant acted
either with bad motive or with a reckless indifference
to the interest of others. A reckless indifference to the
interest of others also has a definition, and I will try to
do this because I recognize these are all difficult con-
cepts and you’re absorbing them.

Reckless indifference to the interest of others is defined
in the law surrounding punitive damages that the De-
fendant acted with reckless indifference to the inter-
est of others. He either had to know or have reason to
know that his actions created a high degree of risk of
physical harm to another and notwithstanding, know-
ing or having reason to know that his actions created a
high degree of risk of physical harm to another, he de-
liberately proceeded to act or failed to act in a conscious
disregard or indifference to that risk.

In determining this, you are probing the Defendant’s
state of mind based upon the facts. You may consider
the seriousness of any potential harm in evaluating
the evidence to the extent that the act of the Defen-
dant caused the potential injuries and consequences.
The more serious the possible harm, the more the ac-
tor, the Defendant here, is likely to perceive the risk of
harm. That’s the standard for an award of punitive
damages.

I’m going to try to do that one more time in short form,
if I can.

The purpose is to deter or to punish as we understand
it. To award, you must find Defendant’s conduct is out-
rageous. Outrageous in this context means either bad
motive or with reckless indifference to others and reck-
less indifference in this context means that the Defen-
dant either had to know or have reason to know that
his actions created a high degree of risk of physical harm
to another and nevertheless deliberately proceeded to
act or failed to act in conscious disregard or indiffer-
ence to that risk.

Defendant complains that this charge does not instruct the
jury that he personally had to know or have reason to know that
his actions created a high degree of risk of physical harm, not-
withstanding that the charge states this twice in language that
has been approved by every court considering this issue. See,
e.g., Martin v. Johns-Manville, supra; SHV Coal, Inc. v. Conti-
nental Grain Co., 587 A.2d 702, 704 (Pa. 1991); Burke v. Massen,
904 F.2d 178, 181 (3d Cir. 1990); Jones v. McDonald’s Corp., 958
F.Supp. 234 (E.D. Pa. 1997); Sealover v. Carey Canada, 793
F.Supp. 569, 571 (M.D. Pa. 1992).

Defendant seems to center his argument on a discussion
among the Court and counsel prior to the charge. What was said
in chambers during such discussion is of no moment. The only
question is what was said to the jury. Our charge accurately and
completely explained to this jury what it had to find before puni-
tive damages would be awarded.

Finally, Defendant argues that we erred by not adding to the
portion of our charge explaining punitive damages the statement
that negligence was not enough. We explained to the jury that
Plaintiff did not have a burden of proof regarding compensatory
damages because Defendant had admitted negligence, but that
Plaintiff did have a burden of proof regarding punitive damages
because Defendant denied Plaintiff ’s entitlement to such dam-
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ages. We completed the discussion of compensatory damages and
told the jury that we next needed to turn to punitive damages
emphasizing again that Defendant denied owing punitive dam-
ages and that Plaintiff had the burden of proving she was en-
titled to punitive damages.

We began the discussion of punitive damages by informing
the jury that punitive damages are different than compensatory
damages and need to be explained fully in their own right. As
already stated, during that discussion, we carefully reviewed the
elements for punitive damages which were obviously very differ-
ent than the concept of carelessness which we used to describe
negligence. We are satisfied that our charge regarding punitive
damages followed Pennsylvania law and fully explained the nec-
essary concepts to the jury.

Defendant’s final two arguments also concern the jury’s award
of punitive damages. Defendant concedes that evidence of net
worth is permissible in punitive damages cases. See, Hoffman v.
Memorial Osteopathic Hospital, 492 A.2d 1382 (Pa.Super. 1985).
Nevertheless, Defendant contends that a statement of his finan-
cial condition prepared on his behalf from information he sup-
plied was improperly admitted because it was not an accurate
statement of his net worth.

Plaintiff called Raymond W. Buehler (Buehler), a CPA with
Schneider Downs, a large and well-respected accounting firm.
Buehler authenticated Defendant’s Statement of Financial Con-
dition (“Statement”) and testified concerning it. Buehler first
explained that the statement is a compilation of Defendant’s
various financial statements. It was prepared by Schneider
Downs based upon information provided by Defendant, and was
intended to be provided to institutions, such as banks, as evi-
dence of Defendant’s net worth. The Statement listed Defendant’s
assets, subtracted his liabilities and set forth his positive net
worth at $14,840,000.

Thus, the document represents Defendant’s admission, and
was clearly admissible in this case. Defendant’s arguments that
the document was not prepared in accordance with generally ac-
cepted accounting principles, did not take into consideration tax
consequences and the like were, at best, matters for cross-ex-
amination, which we permitted.

Finally, Defendant argues that the punitive damage award
was excessive. Nothing could be further from the truth. Even
after Defendant pays this award, he will remain a multi-million-
aire several times over. The jury’s award was in conformity with
the facts of this case, and it would be improper for a Court to
tamper with it.

BY THE COURT
/s/Baer, J.

1 It should be stressed that Defendant’s position regarding his
driving during the moments preceding the accident, the cause of
the accident and his statements and observable demeanor after
the accident are diametrically different than the version provided
by witnesses for Plaintiff. Defendant’s position will be set forth
toward the conclusion of this statement of the facts.

2 Although it was unsaid during the trial, Defendant had no
choice but to testify in this fashion because of the guilty plea to
the charge of driving too fast for conditions in his prior crimi-
nal proceeding.

3 See Creed v. Allstate Ins. Co., 529 A.2d 10 (Pa.Super. 1987);
Edmond v. Liscio, 224 A.2d 793 (Pa.Super. 1996). Defendant had
“umbrella coverage” and therefore policy limits were $6,000,000.

4 As mentioned in footnote 2, Defendant was forced to acknowl-
edge that he was traveling too fast for conditions because he had

pleaded guilty to that charge as part of his plea agreement in
Criminal Court.

5 In addition to the various offers of proof throughout the record,
see Defendant’s Brief in Support of Motion to Permit Expert Tes-
timony of Eugene Farber, page 1.

6 We recognize that there is a special body of law applicable to
child sexual abuse cases. However, the principles set forth in
that body of law and in those cases are equally applicable to the
matter before us.

7 We did not exclude this because of lack of authentication. The
videotape was excluded because the accident depicted therein
was wholly dissimilar from the one occurring in this case.

8 Interestingly, Rickard also desired to testify that 50% of all
fatalities occur in accidents with speeds of less than 35 miles an
hour to explain Morningstar’s death. We cannot help but note
the “heads I win, tails you lose” nature of this testimony. Be-
cause Defendant was not going more than 45 miles an hour, he
was unhurt, but because many fatal accidents occur at 35 miles
an hour, Morningstar died. While we find the inconsistency dis-
tasteful, it was not a basis for excluding Rickard’s testimony.
Rather, it would have been a matter for cross-examination and
consideration by the jury.

9 Indeed, while we did not go into the analysis at the time of this
trial and do not want to do so now, Rickard’s proposed testimony
might well be a classic example of inadmissible junk science in
the courtroom. Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013 (App. D.C. 1923);
adopted by Pennsylvania, Commonwealth v. Topa, 369 A.2d 1277
(Pa. 1977).

10 But see, Taylor v. Albert Einstein Medical Center, 723 A.2d
1027, 1037 (Pa.Super. 1998), and Hall v. Jackson, 2001 WL
1506037, 7, (Pa.Super. 2001). In these cases, the Superior Court
appears to approve an analysis where the fact-finder determines
whether the actor knew or had reason to know of facts which a
reasonable man would believe created a high degree of risk to
another. This is the test that was rejected in Johns-Manville and
SHV Coal. All but one federal court applying Pennsylvania law
in diversity cases have adopted the Johns-Manville approach.
(See federal cases cited on page 46 hereof.) With the greatest
respect to our brethren on the Superior Court, we followed the
dictates of Johns-Manville and SHV Coal rather than those of
Albert Einstein Medical Center and Hall v. Jackson at trial and
continue to believe that it represents the law of Pennsylvania.
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Chik-Fil-A v. Workers’ Compensation
Appeal Board (Mollick)

Workers’ Compensation Act—Work-Related Injury—Medical Bills

The Commonwealth Court recently reversed an award of
workers’ compensation benefits on several bases. Judge Joseph
T. Doyle concluded that: (i) a workers’ compensation judge (WCJ)
did not possess jurisdiction to review whether medical bills were
“reasonable or necessary”; (ii) a claimant’s testifying doctor was
incompetent to testify in aggravation case where he did not con-
sider claimant’s past medical history; and (iii) the WCJ erred in
failing to make finding of fact regarding job availability where
there was evidence of an available light-duty job.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 00-2151. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Doyle, J., February 25, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Michael J. Travaglia

Admissibility of Character—Previous Conviction

The Pennsylvania Superior Court reversed and remanded for
further proceedings the decision of the Court of Common Pleas
of Westmoreland County in which the lower court disposed of
the commonwealth’s motion in limine. The Honorable Justice
Stevens delivered the opinion of the court, which held that the
lower court “erred in indicating (1) it is limiting the common-
wealth’s use of appellee’s previous murder convictions at the death
sentencing hearing, and (2) it is going to give an instruction pur-
suant to Simmons v. South Carolina, 512 U.S. 154 (1994).”

(Patrice Wade)

No. 00-1754. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Stevens, J., February 19, 2002.

Carl M. Ravitch v.
Price Waterhouse, Price Waterhouse, LLP,

and Price WaterhouseCoopers, LLP

Statute of Limitations—Class Action Suit

The Pennsylvania Superior Court held that a class action suit
filed in another state does not toll the statute of limitations
period for a later-filed action in Pennsylvania State Court. Ravitch
v. Price Waterhouse, No. 373 E.D.A. 2001 (Pa.Super. Feb. 25,
2002). The court extended the rule that an individual action in
another state will not toll the statute of limitations as to a Penn-
sylvania State Court action. Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-373. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Joyce, J., February 25, 2002.

Patricia Sexton, et al. v. PNC Bank

Uniform Commercial Code—Acceptance—UTPCPL

The Superior Court of Pennsylvania held that “acceptance”
under the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) is a promise to per-
form. Mere presentment for payment does not constitute “ac-
ceptance” by the payor bank. In its Feb. 13, 2002, opinion, the
court found that PNC Bank was not an acceptor. Thus, the bank
did not owe a duty to Sexton. Accordingly, the court held that
the $3 service charge imposed by PNC when cashing Sexton’s
check upon presentment did not violate the UCC nor
Pennsylvania’s Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protec-
tion Law (UTPCPL). Thereby, the court affirmed the Court of
Common Pleas demurrer.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 00-3255. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Johnson, J., February 13, 2002.

Central Dauphin Education Association
and Valerie T. McCaffrey v.

Central Dauphin School District,
Board of School Directors of the Central
Dauphin School District, Dale Merchant,

Michael Mausner, Debra Loskamp,
Shawnee Smith, Virginia Baker,

Robert Lang, Sharon Lucas,
Michael Gruber, Helen Wagner

and Barbara Hasson

Status Quo—Collective Bargaining Agreement

The Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania upheld the
trial court’s granting of a preliminary injunction to maintain
the status quo of the teachers’ working conditions during the
negotiation of a new collective bargaining agreement. After
the granting of the injunction in favor of the teachers union
by the Court of Common Pleas, the Central Dauphin School
District (school district) appealed to the Pennsylvania Common-
wealth Court for relief. The purpose of the injunction was to
maintain the status quo, while the school district and the teach-
ers’ union attempted to reach a resolution of their dispute. The
school district unilaterally imposed new working conditions upon
the teachers by changing the teachers’ wages and health care
coverage, while the district and the teachers’ union were still
negotiating a new collective bargaining agreement.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-432. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
McGinley, J., November 27, 2001.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Joseph A. Flowers

Reconsideration of Prior Judge’s Order—Criminal Defendant’s
Absence During Pretrial Motions—Voir Dire Questions—
Admissibility of Photographs of Victim’s Body—Admissibility of
Victim’s Medical Records—Admissibility of Victim’s Criminal
Record—Defendant’s Waiver of Right to Testify—Right of Self-
Defense in One’s Dwelling—Court Response to Jury’s Questions
—Transcription by Court Reporter of Taped Confession

1. The Court properly denied the defendant’s motion to pro-
vide funds to hire a psychologist, where the motion was filed to
provide support for defendant’s motion to reconsider a prior
judge’s order denying a request to transfer the case to juvenile
court, and it was inappropriate for the Court to reconsider the
prior judge’s order.

2. The Court did not err in not permitting defendant to be
present during pretrial motions where defendant was absent for
only the first five minutes when no evidence was presented, the
Court suspended proceedings upon noting the defendant’s ab-
sence and explained to him what had occurred in his absence,
and defendant’s counsel, who was aware of defendant’s absence,
waived any claim by electing to proceed with argument without
objection.

3. The Court did not err during voir dire by refusing defendant’s
proposed questions where most, if not all, of defendant’s pro-
posed questions were asked in the same or similar format as
part of the standard questions asked.

4. Trial photographs depicting the body of the homicide vic-
tim were properly admitted into evidence where they were not
inflammatory, their probativeness outweighed any prejudice, and
the jury was properly cautioned.

5. Medical records from the hospital where the victim was
treated were properly admitted into evidence, pursuant to 42
Pa.C.S.A. §6108 and the medical records exception to the hear-
say rule, to show the fact of hospitalization, treatment prescribed
and symptoms given.

6. The Court properly refused to order the Commonwealth to
produce the homicide victim’s criminal record where, although
convictions of violent crimes might have relevance to a claim of
self-defense if defendant knew of such convictions, the defen-
dant never testified and evidence of such convictions never be-
came relevant.

7. After a case has proceeded to trial and resulted in a finding
that defendant is guilty, denial of defendant’s habeas corpus pe-
tition—which is a means of raising a pre-trial challenge to the
sufficiency of the evidence—is rendered moot, since any error in
denying the petition is cured during trial where the Common-
wealth had the much heavier burden of proving guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt.

8. Where the record establishes that defendant understood
his right to remain silent and that he had the right to testify,
defendant knowingly and intelligently waived his right to testify.

9. In connection with its instruction that persons in their own
dwelling, threatened with the use of deadly force against them,
do not have a duty to retreat prior to their use of deadly force in
self-defense, the Court did not define “dwelling” too narrowly
when it pointed out, consistent with Commonwealth v. Eberle,

474 Pa. 548, 379 A.2d 90 (1977), that an apartment may not be a
person’s dwelling even though the person kept clothes there, had
a key, and stayed there on occasion.

10. In response to the jury’s questions concerning the defini-
tions of first and third degree murder, the Court was not required
to also repeat the instruction on voluntary manslaughter, where
the jury did not request it and where, in light of defendant’s
conviction for first degree murder, no prejudice to the defendant
resulted from the failure to repeat the instruction.

11. A taped confession is evidence, not testimony, it is not nec-
essary for the court reporter to transcribe it as it is played in
court, and the prosecutor’s reference to the confession in closing
did not constitute argument of facts not in evidence.

(Ronald D. Morelli)

Stephen Stadtmiller for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Alonzo Burney for Defendant, Joseph A. Flowers.
CC Nos. 199901077, 199901904. In the Court of Common Pleas
of Allegheny County, Criminal Division.

OPINION

Manning, J., January 9, 2002—The defendant, Joseph A.
Flowers, was charged with one count of Criminal Homicide at
CC 199901077 and one count of Aggravated Assault, one count
of a Violation of the Uniform Firearms Act: Firearms not to be
Carried Without a License, two counts of Recklessly Endangering
Another Person and one count of a Violation of the Uniform Fire-
arms Act: Certain Persons not to Carry a Firearm. Following a
jury trial, he was found guilty of Murder in the First Degree,
Aggravated Assault and Carrying a Firearm without a License.
He was sentenced to Life Imprisonment at the homicide charge;
five to ten years at the Aggravated Assault charge and five to
ten years at the VUFA charge. A timely notice of appeal was
then filed. Before turning to the issues defendant identifies in
the Concise Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal a
review of the facts is necessary.

The evidence established that on January 5, 1999 the defen-
dant was staying at Apartment 57 G in the Crawford Village
Apartments in McKeesport. He was supposed to meet a Tara
Evans there. Evans’s boyfriend, Carlos Bray, went to apartment
57 G to confront the defendant over his involvement with Evans.
Bray was accompanied by his cousin, Michael Bray. Neither was
armed. The Brays entered the apartment and the defendant re-
treated to the kitchen. When Carlos Bray entered the kitchen,
the defendant shot him. After Bray fell to the floor, the defen-
dant shot him again.

When Michael Bray turned and tried to flee the apartment,
the defendant stepped over the body of Carlos Bray, knelt, aimed
and shot Michael Bray in the back. The defendant fled the apart-
ment and was arrested a short time later. He gave a statement
to Detective James Morton in which he admitted that he shot
Carlos and Michael Bray but claimed that he did so in self-de-
fense. The defendant did not testify at trial or present any other
evidence.

The defendant first claims that the Court erred in denying
his Motion to Provide Funds for Juvenile Defendant to Hire
Psychologist. This Motion was filed along with a Motion asking
the Court to reconsider an Order entered by the Honorable
Gerard Bigley denying an earlier request that the defendant’s
case be transferred to the Juvenile Section of the Family Divi-
sion of this Court. This Court stated on the record why it de-
nied these Motions:

JUDGE MANNING: He [Judge Bigley] denied that.
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What you are asking for is reconsideration. You are
asking the Court to appoint at this late date a psycholo-
gist so that the psychologist can perhaps be prepared to
testify that the defendant is amenable to supervision or
to treatment as a juvenile. And my response to that is,
that would be good and appropriate were it not for
the fact that Act 33 is pretty specific. And Judge Bigley
having ruled in that regard, it is essentially the law
of the case.

(N.T. pre-trial Motions, 10-4-99; p. 3). Judge Bigley having con-
sidered and ruled on the defendant’s request that his case be
transferred to Juvenile Court, it would have been inappropriate
for this Court to revisit that issue. Since the request for a psy-
chologist was for the purpose of presenting additional evidence
in support of the reconsideration request, the Court’s decision to
not disturb Judge Bigley’s decision rendered that request moot.

Defendant also claims that the court erred in denying his
Motion to Suppress Statement. In that Motion, the defendant
claims that his confession was obtained without the presence of
an interested adult and without the defendant having first been
advised of his Miranda rights. The evidence revealed, however,
that the defendant’s aunt, Darlene Miles, was present when the
defendant gave his statement. Moreover, Ms. Miles was present
when the defendant was advised of his rights under Miranda
and signed, along with the defendant, a written explanation and
waiver of these rights. Because the claim raised in the suppres-
sion motion was contradicted by the evidence presented at the
hearing, the Court did not err in denying the Motion.

Defendant next complains that the Court erred in not per-
mitting the defendant to be present during pre-trial motions.
The defendant was absent during the first five minutes of the
hearing on pre-trial motions. During this brief period of time no
evidence was presented and the Court simply explained its rul-
ing on the Motions concerning the psychologist and transfer to
juvenile court. There was also some brief argument on the de-
fense discovery request concerning the criminal records of the
decedent. When the Court noted that the defendant had not been
brought to the Courtroom, it immediately suspended the pro-
ceedings and ordered the defendant brought to the Courtroom.
When the defendant was brought to the Courtroom, he was told
what occurred during his absence. Initially, it is important to
note that no objection was raised to the defendant’s absence.
Counsel for the defendant was certainly aware from the begin-
ning of the hearing that his client was not seated next to him at
counsel table. He did not bring that to the Court’s attention or
object to his client’s absence. It is completely disingenuous of
counsel for the defendant to now argue that the defendant’s right’s
were somehow violated during the brief absence when counsel
for the defendant elected to proceed with argument without ob-
jection to his client’s absence. The defendant’s failure to make a
timely objection results in a waiver of this claim.1

In his next two claims of error, the defendant contends that
the Court erred during voir dire by not permitting certain defense
voir dire and by allowing prejudicial questions by the Common-
wealth. The defendant has not, however, identified the questions
he claims he was not permitted to ask or how the absence of such
questioning of the jury resulted in prejudice to him. The defen-
dant did submit a list of proposed questions and the Court is
satisfied that most, if not all, of the questions listed were asked
in the same or similar format by the personnel in the jury selec-
tion room as part of the standard questions asked. In light of the
defendant’s failure to identify which questions he claims were
not asked and to explain how he was prejudiced, the Court finds
no merit to this claim.

The defendant has likewise failed to identify the “prejudicial”
questions he contends were asked by the Commonwealth. The
record reveals that no objection was raised to the Commonwealth’s
questions. In the absence of a timely objection, this claim is waived.

The defendant next claims that the Court erred in admitting
photographs depicting the body of Carlos Bray into evidence;
contending that they were too prejudicial. Although the defen-
dant describes the photographs as inflammatory, the Court re-
viewed them and concluded otherwise. The Court described the
photographs as follows:

They’re black and white. The photographs are black
and white. Only portions of the body are visible in any
of the shots here. And in none of them is there any-
thing that would be inflammatory in any way. No ap-
pearance of any blood. Looks like somebody just lying
on the floor. To the extent you consider these pictures
inflammatory, I don’t.

(N.T. Trial, 10/5-5/99; p. 3-4). When the photographs were ad-
mitted into evidence as Commonwealth exhibits 8 through 13,
the Court gave an appropriate cautionary instruction to the jury.
(N.T. pp. 202-203). As the photographs were not inflammatory;
their probativeness outweighed any prejudice and the jury was
properly cautioned, the Court did not err in admitting them into
evidence.

The defendant also claims that the Court erred in admitting
as Commonwealth Exhibit 7 medical records from the hospital
where Mr. Bray was treated. The records were admitted pursu-
ant to the 42 Pa.C.S.A. §6108 and the medical records exception
to the hearsay rule. Hospital records are an exception to the hear-
say rule and are admissible to show the fact of hospitalization,
treatment prescribed and symptoms given. They were properly
admitted for this limited purpose.

In his ninth claim, the defendant identifies nine evidentiary
rulings the Court made at trial that he contends were erroneous.
These claims are utterly without merit. They involve fundamen-
tal rules of evidence and the reasons for the ruling are apparent
from the record. At pages 54 and 55 of the trial transcript, dur-
ing the cross examination of McKeesport Police Officer Scott
Campbell, the Commonwealth objected when defense counsel
asked the Officer to repeat what Latina Jackson told him. These
objections were sustained because the questions were attempts
to elicit hearsay statements. The objections were properly sus-
tained for that reason.

Defense counsel objected at page 63 when the prosecutor asked
Latina Jackson if she knew with whom Carlos Bray was living.
The objection was overruled because it was an appropriate ques-
tion and the objection was without merit. Defense counsel also
objected at page 135 of the trial transcript to a question that was
allegedly beyond the scope of the cross-examination. The objec-
tion was properly overruled. The Commonwealth objections at
pages 171 and 177 were sustained because defense counsel was
asking questions that had already been asked and answered.
The Commonwealth objection at page 176 was sustained because
the question by defense counsel invited the witness to speculate.
Finally, the defense objection at page 147 was overruled because
the witness was capable to describe the injury he suffered when
shot by the defendant without offering an expert opinion.

The defendant next complains that the Court erred in not
ordering the Commonwealth to produce the criminal record of
Michael Bray. The record reveals that the Commonwealth agreed
to produce evidence of any criminal convictions or juvenile adju-
dications for crimes that would be relevant. Crimen Falsi would
be relevant and discoverable as evidence available to impeach
Michael Bray should he testify. Likewise, any convictions for vio-
lent offenses would have been relevant to the defendant’s claim
of self-defense if the defendant knew of those convictions. The
Court refused, however, to order the Commonwealth to provide
Michael Bray’s record prior to the defendant making a proffer of
what knowledge he had of any convictions for crimes of violence.
Since the defendant did not testify, evidence of Michael Bray’s
convictions for crimes of violence never became relevant. Accord-
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ingly, the Court did not err.
Next, the defendant claims that the Court erred in denying

the Habeas Corpus Petition. A Habeas Corpus Petition is the
proper means of raising a pretrial challenge to the sufficiency of
the evidence. Where, however, a trial has proceeded which re-
sulted in a finding by the fact finder that the defendant is guilty,
the claim raised in the pre-trial Petition is rendered moot. Any
error in denying the Petition was cured during the trial where
the Commonwealth had the much heavier burden of proving the
defendant’s guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

The record belies the defendant’s next claim, that the Court
restricted the time for closing arguments. Although the Court
did state that it would limit the time for both parties to make
closing arguments to the jury, when the defendant objected, the
Court agreed to permit additional time. The defendant did not
object to the new time limit. Accordingly, the defendant has
waived this claim. The Court would also note, however, that the
record of the transcript indicates that closing arguments began
at 3:20 p.m. and ended at 3:50 p.m., which indicates that be-
tween both defense counsel and the prosecutor, only 30 minutes
of the 60 minutes the Court allowed for one closing argument
was used. Defense counsel’s argument was approximately 15
minutes long, which was the time the Court originally wanted
as the limit. Since defense counsel did not use all of the time
allotted for closing argument, this claim is specious.

The defendant also claims that he did not knowingly and in-
telligently waive his right to testify. Again, however, the record
establishes to the contrary. The Court asked the defendant if he
understood that he had the right to remain silent and that his
silence could not be used against him. He was also asked if he
understood that he has the right to testify. The defendant ad-
vised the Court that he understood these rights. (N.T. Trial, 10/
5-7/99; p. 303).

The defendant also challenges the Court’s decision to deny
his Motion for Judgment of Acquittal at the conclusion of the
Commonwealth’s evidence as to First and Third Degree Murder.
The defendant claimed at the conclusion of the Commonwealth’s
evidence that the evidence failed to establish that the defendant
acted with the specific intent to kill, a required element of first-
degree murder. In his concise statement he also argues that the
evidence established either that the defendant acted in self-de-
fense or imperfect self-defense. In reviewing a challenge to the
sufficiency of the evidence, as a Motion for Judgment of Acquit-
tal does, the Court must construe the evidence in a light favor-
able to the Commonwealth as verdict winner. The Commonwealth
is entitled to all reasonable inferences that arise from the evi-
dence. The Commonwealth’s evidence revealed that the defen-
dant shot the victim twice, killing him. The defendant also shot
the victim’s brother as he tried to flee the apartment. While it
was not disputed that the victims were initially the aggressors
in this matter in that they went to the apartment where the
defendant was staying; it also not disputed that they were not
armed and did not pose an obvious threat to kill or seriously
injure the defendant. The jury heard all of the evidence that the
defendant points to as evidence of a lesser degree of homicide.
They apparently, however, did not find that it rose to level neces-
sary to establish that the defendant acted in self-defense, whether
perfect or imperfect. Moreover, the evidence certainly allowed
the jury to conclude that the defendant acted with the intent
required for first-degree murder. The defendant pointed his
weapon three times at human beings and pulled the trigger. He
shot the victim in the homicide, Carlos Bray, twice. He then
stepped over Carlos Bray, aimed and shot Michael Bray. These
facts certainly allowed the jury to conclude, beyond a reasonable
doubt, that the defendant intended to kill Carlos Bray. As the
Court is satisfied that the evidence amply supports the jury’s
verdict, the claim that the Court erred in denying the Motion for
Judgment of Acquittal is without merit.

The Defendant’s next five claims, paragraphs 16 through 20,
involve challenges to the Court’s charge to the jury. First, he
claims that the Court’s instruction on justification was improper
in that the Court defined “dwelling” too restrictively. The Court
correctly told the jury that a person threatened with the use of
deadly force against them does not have a duty to retreat prior
to their use of deadly force in self-defense when that person is in
their own dwelling. In defining dwelling, the Court correctly
pointed out, consistent with Commonwealth v. Eberle, 474 Pa.
548, 379 A.2d 90 (1977). The Court in Eberle held an apartment
was not the dwelling of a particular person even though the evi-
dence established that that person kept clothes there, had a key
and stayed in the apartment on occasion. Given the facts here,
which established only that the defendant was an occasional visi-
tor to the Jackson apartment, the Court could have instructed
the jury that the Jackson apartment was not the defendant’s
dwelling. Defense counsel asked Jackson “And how often would
he come to your apartment?” Jackson responded: “Not often. But
he was there with Tara.” (N.T. P. 82). Jackson also testified that
the defendant did not have keys to her apartment and only came
to visit; that he did not live there. (N.T. p. 130). It is also impor-
tant to note that the evidence clearly established that there was
a back door to the apartment in the kitchen area, which was
where the defendant had retreated as Carlos forced his way into
the apartment. Jackson testified that there was enough time
between her telling the defendant to go into the kitchen and
Carlos Bray eventually forcing his way into the house for the
defendant to open the back door and flee. (N.T. p. 129). The Court
gave an appropriate instruction on justification, and, more par-
ticularly, on when a residence can be considered a person’s dwell-
ing. In hindsight it was probably not an instruction to which the
defendant was entitled given the holding in Eberly and the facts
of this case. There was no error in the instruction given.

The defendant next claims that the Court erred in failing to
instruct the jury on involuntary manslaughter. Under Pennsyl-
vania law, a homicide defendant is entitled to a charge on invol-
untary manslaughter only if the evidence adduced at trial would
reasonably support a verdict on such a charge. Commonwealth
v. White, 490 Pa. 179, 415 A.2d 399 (1980). In other words, a trial
court can give a manslaughter instruction only when there is
evidence tending to show that the defendant is not guilty of the
crime of murder but is guilty of the lesser crime of involuntary
manslaughter. See White, supra, at 183-84, 415 A.2d at 401. In
determining whether the evidence would support a manslaugh-
ter charge, we must view the evidence in the light most favor-
able to the defendant. Commonwealth v. McCloskey, 441 Pa.Super.
116, 121-22 n. 1, 656 A.2d 1369, 1372 n. 1 appeal disallowed, 542
Pa. 662, 668 A.2d 1126 (1995).

To be entitled to an involuntary manslaughter charge here,
there must be some evidence which would tend to show that the
defendant acted recklessly or with gross negligence in causing
his grandfather’s death. 18 Pa.C.S. §2504(a) (mental state re-
quired for involuntary manslaughter is either recklessness or
gross negligence). Absent some evidence in the record showing
that Carlos Bray’s death was an accident caused by the
defendant’s extreme carelessness, he was not entitled to an in-
voluntary manslaughter instruction. There was no evidence tend-
ing to show that the shooting of Carlos Bray was accidental. The
defense argued just the opposite to the jury. It was his claim,
articulated through the statement he gave to the police that was
played at trial and through the arguments of counsel that he
intentionally shot Carlos Bray because he feared for his life. There
was not evidence or even argument suggesting that the shooting
of Carlos was accidental. The evidence showed that the defen-
dant shot Carlos twice and then shot Michael once. The evidence
was totally inconsistent with an accidental shooting. Accordingly,
an instruction on involuntary manslaughter was not warranted.

Defendant also challenges the Court’s refusal to charge the
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jury on the offense of Aggravated Assault as a Felony of the 2nd
Degree which is found at 18 Pa.C.S.A. 2702 (a) (4). Defendant
contends that this is a lesser included offense of 2702 (a) (1) and,
accordingly, the defendant was entitled to a charge on this of-
fense. In Commonwealth v. Ferrarri, 406 Pa.Super. 12. 593 A.2d
846 (1991), however, the Superior Court held:

With regard to aggravated assault as defined in
§2702(a)(4), the determination has already been made.
In Commonwealth v. Ritchey, 313 Pa.Super. 238, 242,
459 A.2d 828, 830 (1983), this Court held that because
the “with a deadly weapon” provision of §2702(a)(4) is
not found in §2702(a)(1), the former is not a lesser in-
cluded offense of the latter.

Since 2702 (a) (4) is not a lesser included offense of 2702 (a) (1),
the defendant was not entitled to the requested charge. This is
particularly true where the evidence clearly established that the
defendant intended to inflict serious bodily injury. The firing of a
handgun at another person is sufficient to establish this element
of intent.

The defendant next complains about the Court’s response to
a question from the jury. The jury sent out a note which read
“Could we have the outline definitions of first and third degree
murder of the major difference between the two?” In response,
the Court re-instructed on first and third degree murder, deny-
ing a defense request that the Court also repeat the voluntary
manslaughter instruction. The Court did not instruct the jury
on voluntary manslaughter because they did not request such
an instruction. Given that the jury found the defendant guilty of
first degree murder, it is inconceivable that this failure to re-
instruct on voluntary manslaughter could have prejudiced the
defendant.

The defendant’s final two claims concern the tape recording
of the defendant’s confession. The defendant claims that the Court
erred by not having the court reporter transcribe the taped con-
fession as it was played in Court. He also claims that the pros-
ecutor committed prosecutorial misconduct by arguing facts not
in evidence when he referred to the taped confession. These claims
are ridiculous. The tape recorded statement was evidence, not
testimony. There was no need for the court reporter to attempt
to transcribe the taped statement when the tape itself would be
part of the record. The tape was admitted into evidence as Com-
monwealth Exhibit 32. (N.T. p. 297). The defendant did not ob-
ject. Since the tape was evidence, it was certainly proper for the
Commonwealth to refer to it in its closing. It also should be
pointed out that defense counsel also referred to the content of
the taped statement in its closing.

For the reasons set forth above, the defendant’s conviction
should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Manning, J.

1 The Court would add that even if this claim were not waived,
the defendant would not be entitled to relief. He suffered abso-
lutely no prejudice as a result of the oversight that allowed a few
minutes of argument to take place without his presence. The
Court ordered that he be immediately brought to the Courtroom
and made sure that he knew what had been discussed during his
absence.

Wentworth Miller and
Joy Miller, his wife, et al. v.

The Board of Property Assessment,
Appeals and Review of
Allegheny County, et al.

Real Property Assessment—Special Relief

1. Issues are being decided now so that taxpayers and taxing
bodies may know whether the assessed values of the 2002 as-
sessment (as modified as a result of appeals or administrative
changes) will be the assessed values for years 2003-2005.

2. The legislative body of Allegheny County did not have
authority to substitute an assessment that was certified in ac-
cordance with existing law with an assessment which it found
to be more equitable.

3. While the law may permit taxpayers and taxing bodies to
challenge the official countywide assessment, they cannot do so
until a determination is made as to which assessment that is—
the one certified on January 8, 2002 or the one established on
February 5, 2002.

4. State law is clear that a county governing body which uses
the assessed values in setting taxes cannot be the decision-maker
in setting the assessed values for the County.

5. The February 5, 2002 Ordinances violate Charter Limita-
tion 3107-C (h)(8) because the County legislative body is substi-
tuting its judgment, concerning the evaluation of property, for the
judgment of professional and independent entities that established
the official assessment for Allegheny County.

6. The February 5, 2002 County Ordinances bypass any certi-
fication procedures.

7. There is no basis in the law for an ordinance directing the
County to file appeals on behalf of property owners to those as-
sessment which the ordinance creates.

8. The County is permitted to conduct a countywide reassess-
ment every three years, rather than every year.

9. The County may use 2003 as a base year for 2004 and 2005
and it may use 2002 assessed values (as modified by appeals and
administrative changes) for the 2003 values. In 2003 and 2004,
the Assessment Office will correct and update data concerning
the characteristics of the properties throughout the County. In
early 2005, the Office of Property Assessments, through the use
of a CAMA system as provided for in the County Assessment
Ordinance, may establish values for the 2006 base year.

10. For year 2002 only, property owners whose assessments
for year 2002 were increased following a reduction in 2001, as a
result of an assessment appeal, will pay taxes based on the val-
ues established through the 2001 assessment appeal.

(Carol Sikov Gross)

Terrence F. McVerry and George M. Janocsko for County of Allegheny.
John Cambest for Allegheny County Council.

No. G.D. 96-7312. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.
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OPINION

Wettick, J., February 8, 2002—The subject of this Opinion
and Order of Court is a Petition for Special Relief filed on behalf
of Allegheny County by the Allegheny County Law Department
at the direction of the Chief Executive. Portions of the Petition
are opposed by County Council, represented by the Solicitor of
County Council.

In Part I of this Opinion, I consider whether the official county
assessment of real property for 2002 is the assessment certified
by the Property Assessment Oversight Board on January 8, 2002
(hereinafter referred to as the “January 8, 2002 assessment”) or
the assessment provided for in two ordinances adopted by County
Council on February 5, 2002 (hereinafter referred to as the “Feb-
ruary 5, 2002 assessment”).1

In Part II of this Opinion, I consider whether changes to the
existing assessment system which County Council and the
County Executive wish to make are inconsistent with any of my
prior orders of court. I am addressing this issue at this time in
order that taxpayers and taxing bodies may know whether the
assessed values of the 2002 assessment (as modified as a result
of appeals or administrative changes) will be the assessed val-
ues for years 2003-2005.

I.

Section 209.09 of the Administrative Code of Allegheny County,
enacted on June 20, 2000, required the Chief Executive to present
to County Council a proposed ordinance which would, inter alia,
set forth a methodology for the valuation of properties for taxa-
tion purposes, set standards for property assessments, and require
annual reassessments through a professionally developed and
maintained Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal System (CAMA).
Section 209.09 reads, in its entirety, as follows:2

Section 209.09 Assessment Standards
and Practices Ordinance

The Chief Executive shall, after considering the rec-
ommendations of the Board of Assessment Oversight
and of the Chief Assessment Officer, present to County
Council a proposed ordinance for adoption that shall:

A. Set forth a methodology for the valuation of proper-
ties for taxation purposes;

B. Set standards for property assessments that shall
include, at a minimum, an acceptable limit on the
deviation of the Common Level Ratio from the 100
percent Predetermined Ratio, an acceptable limit on
the Coefficient of Dispersion, and an acceptable range
for the Price-Related Differential. These standards
shall be applied to the assessments within each tax-
ing jurisdiction and, in the City of Pittsburgh, to the
assessments within each ward. The measurements
against the standards shall be calculated following
nationally recognized practices;

C. Require an annual reassessment through a profes-
sionally developed and maintained Computer Assisted
Mass Appraisal system (CAMA);

D. Require that the annual reassessment be applied to
all properties, including tax exempt property, public
utility property, and residential trailers;

E. Establish standards for recommending tax exemp-
tion for properties; and

F. Establish procedure for changing values on an ad-

ministrative basis (e.g. catastrophic loss, errors in data,
initial recommendation on tax exemption, etc.).

Chapter 205 of the Administrative Code, enacted on June 20,
2000, created a Property Assessment Oversight Board (“Over-
sight Board”) that recommends assessment standards and prac-
tices to County Council, confirms or rejects the appointment of
the Chief Assessment Officer, and certifies that assessments, as
determined by the Office of Property Assessments, have been
made in accordance with the County Assessment Standards and
Practices Ordinance.3

For tax year 2001, the Oversight Board certified that a report
prepared by the Office of Property Assessments was a true and
correct copy of the total value of real property appearing in the
assessment rolls of Allegheny County as of January 8, 2001.

On December 11, 2001, County Council adopted the Allegheny
County Assessment Standards and Practices Ordinance (“Assess-
ment Ordinance”). Section 201.03 of the Ordinance states that
“[t]he Office of Property Assessments through the Chief Assessment
Officer shall perform an annual valuation of all objects of taxation
in the County by the development and maintenance of a CAMA
system.” (Emphasis added.)

Section 301.03-C provides that if “the ratio study of the
Countywide valuations of objects of taxation for the applicable tax
year meets the IAAO Performance Standards, then the Chief
Assessment Officer shall prepare a Request for Certification in
accordance with Section 401.01 of this Ordinance.” Under Sec-
tion 401.01, on or before the first business day of January of
each year, the Office of Property Assessments through the Chief
Assessment Officer shall submit an official Request for Certifi-
cation to the Oversight Board. Based on the official Request for
Certification, the Oversight Board shall meet and vote to approve
the certification on or before the fifteenth day of January (Section
401.02). Upon Certification, the Office of Property Assessments
shall provide the values of the objects of taxation contained in the
Certification to all taxing bodies within the County for use in levy-
ing property taxes (Section 401.03).4

In accordance with the Administrative Code of Allegheny
County and Section 201.03 of the Assessment Ordinance, the
Office of Property Assessments through the Chief Assessment
Officer performed an annual reassessment in year 2001 for use
in year 2002 through a professionally developed and maintained
Computer Assisted Mass Appraisal System. Pursuant to Section
401.01 of the Assessment Ordinance, the Chief Assessment Of-
ficer submitted an official Request for Certification to the Over-
sight Board. On January 8, 2002, the Oversight Board voted, by
a two to one vote, to approve the Certification pursuant to the
provisions of Section 401.02 of the Assessment Ordinance and
Section 205.06(C) of the Administrative Code. Upon Certifica-
tion, pursuant to Section 401.03 of the Assessment Ordinance,
the Office of Property Assessments proceeded “to cause its clerks
to provide the values of the objects of taxation contained in the
Certification to all taxing bodies within the County for use in the
levying of property taxes.” At least one municipality (City of Pitts-
burgh) and one school district (Pittsburgh School District) have
mailed tax notices in reliance on the Certification.

On February 5, 2002, County Council adopted an Ordinance
(“First Ordinance”) which amended Article II of the Adminis-
trative Code to eliminate the term “annual reassessment” and
to provide for a countywide reassessment by the Office of Prop-
erty Assessments every three years (County Council Exhibit
1). It changed the process of levying taxes by providing for a
preliminary valuation on real property to be released April 1st
of each year with the immediate right to appeal, and for the
assessed values as of September 30th to be released on October
1st as the assessed value for taxation purposes in the subse-
quent year. Section 4 of the Ordinance provided for Special Pro-
visions for Transition to Three Year Assessment. This Section
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reads as follows:

Special Provisions for Transition to Three Year Assessment.

For the purposes of levying taxes for calendar year
2002, the valuations of real property as recorded as of
12/31/01 will be used.

The Certified Assessment issued for 2002 will serve as
Preliminary Valuations for 2002. The values will be
the basis of appeals during calendar year 2002. No-
vember 1, 2002 will be the date at which the assessed
value of properties will be published for the purpose of
establishing tax levies for tax year 2003.

The First Ordinance also includes the following:

Allegheny County taxing body shall file a mass appeal
for the 71,000 property owners whose assessment was
lowered for 2002. The 2002 lower assessment shall be
accepted as evidence for reduction. All appeals shall be
decided and findings processed before the discount date.

Thereafter, at the same meeting, County Council enacted
another ordinance (Second Ordinance) amending Articles II, III,
and IV of the Allegheny County Assessment Ordinance (County
Council Exhibit 2).

Section 201.03 was amended to require the Office of Property
Assessments through the Chief Assessment Officer to perform
triennial valuations. It provided that the “[a]ssessed values on
objects of taxation for the first triennial assessment shall be pre-
sented to the Oversight Board in January of 2002 (as set forth in
Article IV hereof) for use in tax years 2003, 2004 and 2005 and
shall repeat every third year thereafter in a similar pattern ....
The Office of Property Assessments through the Chief Assess-
ment Officer shall perform such triennial valuation of all objects
of taxation in the County by the development and maintenance
of a CAMA system.”

Section 401.01(A) creates a certification year beginning in year
2002 and continuing every third year thereafter. Section 401.02
provides that during each certification year, the assessed value
of each property shall be its most recently certified value (as this
may have been modified as a result of appeals or administrative
changes). This section further provides that “Notwithstanding
the foregoing, for each property (other than Taxing Body Appealed
Properties (as defined below)) that has an assessment which, as
a result of such triennial reassessment is less than the then-
current assessment, such lower assessed value shall be used as
the assessed value for such property in the current year (i.e., for
Certification Year 2002, if a property has an assessed value which
is lower than the assessed value in 2001, the assessment shall
be used for tax year 2002 as well as 2003, 2004, and 2005).5

Under this provision, the assessed value of a property for year
2002 is the lower of the 2001 or 2002 assessed value. Since the
Second Ordinance is inconsistent with the First Ordinance which
uses only 2001 values, the Second Ordinance, being later in time,
must be construed as modifying the First Ordinance.

The legal issue that I address is whether the legislative body
of Allegheny County may replace an assessment that was certi-
fied in accordance with existing law with an assessment that it
subsequently created. The assessment which County Council has
created is an assessment based on the lesser of (i) the assessed
value of a property as of December 31, 2001 or (ii) the assessed
value of a property as certified by the Oversight Board for 2002.
County Council supports its action on the ground that it is mov-
ing to a triennial system through which appeals will be resolved
before a reassessment takes effect and the assessment which it
created for year 2002 is the most appropriate measure during

this transitional period.
This dispute involves only the County Executive and County

Council because the setting of the official assessment for a given
year is not a matter in which taxpayers or municipalities/school
districts are participants. While the law may permit taxpayers
and taxing bodies to challenge the official countywide assessment,
they cannot do so until it is determined whether the official as-
sessment for Allegheny County for year 2002 is the assessment
certified by the Oversight Board on January 8, 2002 or the assess-
ment adopted by County Council through the Ordinances enacted
on February 5, 2002. Once there has been a judicial determina-
tion of which assessment governs year 2002, taxpayers may file
appeals, administrative changes may be made, and taxpayers and
taxing bodies with standing may initiate legislation for the pur-
pose of altering the official County assessment for year 2002.

For several reasons, I find that County Council lacked au-
thority to substitute an assessment which it found to be more
equitable for the assessment certified on January 8, 2002.

State law does not authorize a legislative body of a county
to make, adopt, or alter assessments. Assessors make assess-
ments. The role of the governing bodies of the County is limited
to establishing assessment standards, creating an independent
appeal process, and creating and funding a separate office of
property assessment. The General County Assessment Law (72
P.S. §5020-101 et seq.) and the assessment legislation for the
various classes of counties have (i) created separate boards that
are responsible for making assessments (consider the Board of
Property Assessment, Appeals and Review provided for in the
Second Class County Law, 72 P.S. §5452.1 et seq.) and/or (ii)
provided for assessments to be the responsibility of a chief
assessment officer. See, e.g., 72 P.S. §5453.602 (Supp. 2001).
While certain assessment legislation provides for county com-
missioners to consider appeals concerning individual proper-
ties, a county governing body has never had the authority to
adopt or create the official assessment for the county. State law
is clear that a county governing body which uses the assessed
values in setting taxes cannot be the decision-maker in setting
the assessed values for the County. This must be done by a sepa-
rate entity.6

Counsel for County Council contends that the County Coun-
cil has the power to establish the year 2002 assessment through
the February 5, 2002 Ordinances because of the power vested in
the County under the Home Rule legislation. However, the County
is subject to the following Charter limitation set forth in the Sec-
ond Class County Charter Law:

(h) With respect to the following subjects, the charter
shall not give any power or authority to the County
contrary to, or in limitation or enlargement of, powers
granted by acts of the General Assembly which are
applicable to counties of the second class:

. . .
(8) The assessment of real or personal property and
persons for taxation purposes. Act of May 20, 1997, P.L.
149, §3107-C(h)(8), 16 P.S. §6107-C(h)(8).

The Second Class County Assessment Law, enacted on June
21, 1939, 72 P.S. §5452.1 et seq., gives full responsibility and con-
trol over the assessment system to a Board of Property Assess-
ment, Appeals and Review (“Assessment Board”). See, generally,
Miller v. Board of Property Assessment, Appeals and Review of
Allegheny County, 145 P.L.J. 501 (1997).

Under this legislation, it was the exclusive responsibility of
the Assessment Board to make, revise, and equalize all assess-
ments and to certify, on or before January fifteenth of each year,
the total value of real property appearing in the assessment roll
and taxable by the political subdivisions. 72 P.S. §5452.17a. The
Assessment Board was also responsible for hearing assessment
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appeals.
As I have previously discussed, on June 20, 2000, County

Council added three chapters to the Administrative Code of Al-
legheny County: Chapter 205—Property Assessment Oversight
Board; Chapter 207—New Board of Property Assessment Appeals
and Review; and Chapter 209—Office of Property Assessments.
These chapters created a new assessment system, replacing the
Assessment Board with three entities that would perform the
functions that were performed by the Assessment Board under
the Second Class County Assessment Law.

In Board of Property Assessment, Appeals and Review v.
County of Allegheny, 148 P.L.J. 284 (2000), I considered the re-
quest of the Assessment Board that I declare the provisions of
the ordinance creating a different assessment system to be in
violation of state law. It was the position of the Assessment Board
that the County did not have the authority to change the Second
Class County Assessment Law. The Assessment Board relied on
Charter Limitation §3107-C(h)(8).

I ruled in favor of Allegheny County. I did so because I believed
that Charter Limitation §3107-C(h)(8) only covered valuations of
properties. Under the assessment system the County had created,
valuations would be the responsibility of a separate Office of Prop-
erty Assessments. The Certification would be performed by a sepa-
rate body (i.e., an Oversight Board). Appeals would be heard by an
independent body. Consequently, I concluded that the County’s
Home Rule assessment system did not violate state law because
bodies separate from the County Council and the County Execu-
tive were responsible for making and adopting the official County
assessment.

My opinion relied on Lennox v. Clark, 372 Pa. 355, 93 A.2d
834 (Pa. 1953), in which the Supreme Court was construing the
Home Rule Act governing Philadelphia which provided that the
City could not exercise powers contrary to or in limitation or
enlargement of powers granted by acts of the General Assembly
“providing for the assessment of real and personal property and
persons for taxation purposes.” The Court ruled that this restric-
tion did not bar Philadelphia from transforming county employ-
ees of the Board of Revision of Taxes (a county office) into city
employees. The Court stated:

What was obviously intended by that provision of the
statute was that the city should not have the power to
legislate in regard to the substantive rules governing
the making of assessments and valuations of property.
For example, the city cannot change the provision of
section 13 of the Act of 1939 (under which the Board
now operates) that all taxable property shall be valued
and assessed by the assessors and by the board at the
actual value thereof, in determining the price for which
it would bona fide sell shall be considered but shall not
be controlling. 93 A.2d at 844.

In Board of Property, Assessment, Appeals and Review and
Registry of Allegheny County v. Allegheny County, 773 A.2d 816
(Pa. Cmwlth. 2001), a divided Commonwealth Court affirmed
my ruling. The Court’s opinion stated that there were two pos-
sible meanings to Charter Limitation 3107-C(h)(8) prohibiting
local governments through their home rule charters from modi-
fying the system for making valuations of property for taxation
purposes. The word “assessment” could refer to the “entire plan
or scheme” for making assessments. However, it could also refer
only to the valuation of property for taxation purposes. The Court
stated:

Given the fact that state law requires individuals who
make valuations of real property for taxation purposes
in counties throughout the Commonwealth to have
special expertise, section 3107-C(h)(8) of the Charter

Law could be read to prohibit second class counties from
interfering with the professional valuation work done
by Certified Pennsylvania Evaluators within such coun-
ties. Because this represents a second reasonable con-
struction of section 3107-C(h)(8), we conclude, like the
trial court, that the statutory language is ambiguous.
Id. at 820. (Emphasis added.)

The Court ruled that I did not err in determining the proper
meaning of Section 3107-C(h)(8) of the Charter Law:

In section 3107-C of the Charter Law, the General As-
sembly specifically limits a home rule county’s powers
and functions with regard to the assessment of real or
personal property and persons for taxation purposes. As
indicated above, section 3107-C(h)(8) of the Charter Law
only pertains to and restricts the county’s power to
interfere with the substantive rules governing the valu-
ation of property by professional assessors. Id. at 821.

The February 5, 2002 Ordinances would violate Charter Limi-
tation 3107-C(h)(8) because the County legislative body is substi-
tuting its judgment, concerning the valuation of property, for the
judgment of professional and independent entities that established
the official assessment for Allegheny County. If the County, through
an ordinance, may establish the official assessment for the County,
the provisions of Charter Limitation 3107-C(h)(8) would have no
meaning. In Board of Property, Assessment, Appeals and Review,
supra, the Commonwealth Court clearly stated that Charter Limi-
tation 3107-C(h)(8) prohibits the County from enacting ordinances
that interfere with professional evaluation work. Thus, the County
cannot adopt an ordinance which sets assessed values.

There is a second reason why the February 5, 2002 Ordinances
are invalid. State law uses a certification procedure for estab-
lishing the official county assessment for a given year. Once the
assessment has been certified, taxing bodies and taxpayers may
rely on the assessment. This assessment cannot be altered by a
county governing body at a later date because of a dissatisfac-
tion with the values. In the present case, the assessment was
certified under the procedures provided for by existing law. After
the date of certification, the County has no authority to retroac-
tively alter assessment standards or to retroactively replace the
certified assessment with an assessment that its governing body
finds to be fairer. As counsel for the Pittsburgh School District
recognized at pages 4-5 of its Amicus Brief, “If County Council’s
position is accepted by the Court, there is nothing to prevent
County Council from changing assessments periodically through-
out the year thus destroying any stability to the tax base and
rendering the certification process a nullity.”

In addition, the February 5, 2002 County Ordinances bypass
any certification procedures. In January 2001, the Oversight Board
certified an assessment for 2001 submitted by the Office of Prop-
erty Assessments. In January 2002, the Oversight Board certified
a reassessment for year 2002 submitted by the Office of Property
Assessments. No body has ever certified the hybrid assessment
for year 2002 set forth in the February 5, 2002 Ordinances.

Finally, there is no basis in the law for an ordinance directing
the County to file appeals on behalf of property owners to those
assessments which the ordinance creates. County Council is say-
ing that the County must assist property owners in defeating an
assessment that it created.

For these reasons, I rule that the January 8, 2002 assess-
ment is the official assessment of Allegheny County for 2002.

II.

The Petition for Special Relief also requests that I clarify prior
orders of court which I have entered with respect to matters cov-
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ered in the February 5, 2002 County Ordinances that are sup-
ported by the County Executive. The relief is sought because there
may be language in prior court orders which state or suggest
that the County may not proceed with any assessment system
that does not provide for annual countywide reassessments.

The Petition for Special Relief requests that I permit the
County to implement a system providing for a countywide re-
assessment every three years with 2003 serving as the initial
base year and with the 2002 certified valuations serving as the
valuations for this base year. The County Executive and County
Council believe that annual countywide reassessments of real
property require the County to devote extensive resources to
the appeal process, which could otherwise be used to improve
the assessment system. Taxpayers may be forced to file and
pursue appeals on an annual basis. Also, taxpayers want greater
certainty as to the amount of real estate taxes they may owe.

I do not disagree with the position of County Council and the
County Executive that an assessment system which provides for
countywide reassessments every three years protects the integ-
rity of the assessment system while minimizing the burdens
imposed on the County and the taxpayers.7 While there may be
language in prior court orders referring to annual countywide
reassessments, this would be because the County’s proposals
provided for annual reassessments.

It is my understanding that few, if any, counties conduct an-
nual reassessments. There is nothing inconsistent with a
countywide reassessment every three years and my previous
rulings requiring the County to implement an assessment sys-
tem that complies with state law.8

I recognize that the triennial assessment system provided for
in the Second Class County Assessment Law was found to be
unconstitutional. However, the basis for the unconstitutionality
was a reassessment of one-third of the county each year. Conse-
quently, taxpayers in one area would be paying taxes on 1980
values, taxpayers in a second area would be paying taxes on 1981
values, and taxpayers in a third area would be paying taxes on
1982 values. The February 5, 2002 Ordinances have corrected
this problem. The procedure set forth in the February 5, 2002
County Ordinances provides for a single countywide reassess-
ment every three years so taxpayers throughout the County will
be paying taxes based on the same year.

In addition, the use of year 2002 as a base year for 2003 is not
inconsistent with my previous rulings. The apparent purpose is
to give the County two “appeal free” years (2003 and 2004) in
which to improve the accuracy of the descriptions of properties
throughout the County and to use year 2005 to decide appeals
for the 2006 base year.

Finally, the Petition for Special Relief requests that the County
be permitted to use year 2001 values reduced through the ap-
peal process for year 2002 for those taxpayers whose assessments
were increased in year 2002 from 2001 assessments established
through appeals of the 2001 assessments. It is the position of the
County that the rulings made in the appeal process in year 2001
should apply in year 2002 because there has been a “breakdown
in the assessment machinery.” The County believes that many
of the reductions of 2001 assessed values made in the appeal
process were based on evidence showing that the actual charac-
teristics of the property varied from the characteristics in the
assessment records. This information as to the actual character-
istics of the properties should have been, but was not, made avail-
able to the Assessment Office before it established the year 2002
values. The County believes that it will be making administra-
tive changes to many of these properties that will alter the year
2002 assessments, so the year 2001 assessments for these prop-
erties may be more accurate than the 2002 assessments.

The County is a taxing body. It should not be permitted to
take advantage of the breakdown in the assessment process where
this will result in higher assessments (i.e., more taxes). Conse-

quently, the 2002 assessed values will apply where the 2002 as-
sessed values are less than the 2001 assessed values following
the appeal process (i.e., Taxing Body Appealed Properties). How-
ever, where an assessed value for 2002 is higher than the as-
sessed value for 2001, as established in the appeal process, and
there have not been physical changes to the property, the 2002
assessed value shall be reduced, only for year 2002, to the 2001
assessed value following the appeal (with the right of the taxing
bodies to appeal).9

There is legislative support for this concept of using in the
subsequent year the values established for the prior year as a
result of an assessment appeal. See the Second Class A and Third
Class County Assessment Law at 72 P.S. §5349.5 (Supp. 2001)
which reads as follows:

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b) of this sec-
tion, for purposes of taxation, when there is a change
in assessment made by the board as a result of an
assessment appeal, a taxing district shall apply the
changed assessment in computing taxes imposed in
the next fiscal year of the taxing district following the
fiscal year in which the board heard the appeal and
rendered its decision.

Generally, a home rule municipality may adopt any feature
of an assessment system recognized in state law.

SUMMARY

A.

The governing body of a county has no power to change as-
sessments that were established in accordance with existing
law. In Allegheny County, the Office of Property Assessments
has the sole responsibility for valuing property and the Prop-
erty Assessment Oversight Board has the sole responsibility
for certifying assessments. Under state law, the governing body
of a county may not establish or change assessments. In 2001,
in the case of Board of Property, Assessment, Appeals and Re-
view and Registry of Allegheny County v. Allegheny County, 773
A.2d 816, 820 the Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court said that
“state law requires individuals who make valuations of real
property for taxation purposes in counties throughout the Com-
monwealth to have special expertise” and that Section 3107-
C(h)(8) of the Charter Law prohibits the governing body of a
second class county “from interfering with the professional valu-
ation work done by Certified Pennsylvania Evaluators within
such counties.”

Under state law, an assessment for a particular year becomes
the official assessment for that year once it has been certified. If
the position of County Council would become the law of Pennsyl-
vania, there would be nothing to prevent County Council from
changing assessments periodically throughout the year, thus
destroying any stability to the tax base and rendering the certi-
fication process a nullity. Municipalities and school districts can-
not perform their responsibilities unless they can establish bud-
gets and set millage based on the certified assessment.

For both of these reasons, the assessment certified by the
Oversight Board on January 8, 2002 is the official assessment
for Allegheny County for year 2002.

B.

In the future, the County is permitted to conduct countywide
reassessments every three years, rather than every year. The
County may use 2003 as a base year for 2004 and 2005. It may
use the 2002 assessed values (as modified by appeals and ad-
ministrative changes) for the 2003 values. Since 2003 is a base
year, these values will also apply to 2004 and 2005.
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In 2003 and 2004, the Assessment Office will correct and up-
date data concerning the characteristics of the properties through-
out the County. In early 2005, the Office of Property Assessments,
through the use of a CAMA system as provided for in the County
Assessment Ordinance, may establish values for the 2006 base
year. Taxpayers and taxing bodies will be given the opportunity to
file appeals and receive decisions in 2005 in order that taxes are
paid on the values as determined through the appeal process.

C.

There is a class of taxpayers whose assessments were in-
creased in year 2002 from 2001 assessments that were reduced
through the appeal process. The County states that, as to these
taxpayers, there has been a breakdown in the assessment ma-
chinery. According to the County, many of the reductions of the
2001 assessed values made in the appeal process were based on
evidence showing that the actual characteristics of the proper-
ties varied from the characteristics in the assessment records.
This information should have been, but was not, furnished to
the Office of Property Assessments when it established the year
2002 values. The County states that it will be making adminis-
trative changes to many of these properties that will alter the
year 2002 values, so the year 2001 reduced assessments for these
properties—because of the County’s failures to follow its assess-
ment procedures—may be more accurate than the 2002 assess-
ments. There is also legislation governing Second Class A and
Third Class Counties which provides that when there is a change
in an assessment made by the assessment board as a result of an
assessment appeal, the taxing district shall apply the changed
assessment in computing taxes imposed in the next fiscal year
following the fiscal year in which the board heard the appeal
and rendered its decision.

For year 2002 only, property owners whose assessments for
year 2002 were increased following a reduction in 2001, as a re-
sult of an assessment appeal, will pay taxes based on the values
established through the 2001 assessment appeal.

ORDER OF COURT

On this 8th day of February, 2002, upon consideration of the
Petition for Special Relief filed by Allegheny County, it is OR-
DERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that:

(1) the County is permitted to implement an assessment sys-
tem under which there is a countywide reassessment every three
(3) years;

(2) the County is permitted to implement an assessment system
whereby valuations for all properties are certified and distributed early
in the year prior to the base year to permit taxpayers and taxing bod-
ies to appeal the valuations and receive decisions on the appeals in
this prior year in order that taxes are paid based on the values as
determined by the appeal process;

(3) the County is permitted to implement the assessment sys-
tem described in paragraph (1) of this Court Order by using 2003
as the initial base year and by using the 2002 certified values (as
modified as a result of appeals or administrative changes) as the
values for the base year;

(4) (a) where there was a reduction in the 2001 assessment
(and no appeal is pending) as a result of an assessment appeal of
only the 2001 assessment, for 2002 only, the reduced 2001 value
(if lower than the assessed 2002 value) shall be the assessed value
on which the taxing bodies shall compute taxes for the 2002 cal-
endar/fiscal year;

     (b) subparagraph (4) (a) does not preclude a taxing body
from filing an appeal for 2002 from the reduced 2001 value;

      (c) subparagraph (4) (a) applies only for year 2002. In the
absence of another countywide reassessment, the assessed value
established through the January 8, 2002 assessment will be the
assessed value for subsequent years (unless modified in 2002 as

a result of an appeal or administrative change);
(5) subject to the provisions of paragraph (4) of this Court

Order, the property values certified by the Oversight Board for
the 2002 tax year are the property values on which County, mu-
nicipal, and school district real estate taxes will be computed for
the year 2002; and

(6) ordinances providing for the use of 2001 valuations for
2002 would violate state law.

BY THE COURT
/s/Wettick, J.

1 I recognize that the ordinances, which were adopted by a unanimous
vote of County Council, may be vetoed by the Chief Executive and,
thus, would not become law unless the veto is overridden. This would
be a time-consuming process (paragraph 5 of the Answer to the
Petition for Special Relief states that County Council has 30
days in which to override a veto), there is a significant likeli-
hood that the veto will be overridden, and taxing bodies and
taxpayers cannot wait. (For example, Pittsburgh property own-
ers have already received tax bills based on the January 8, 2002
assessment and have only until February 28, 2002 to receive
the 2% discount for early payment.) Thus, I am deciding the
issue at this time.

2 On December 11, 2001, County Council enacted amendments
to Chapter 209 of the Administrative Code. Section 209.09 was
renumbered as Section 209.10 but was substantially unchanged.

3 On December 11, 2001, County Council also amended Chapter
205 of the Administrative Code. The amendments are not rel-
evant to this litigation.

4 Under Section 205.06(C) of the Administrative Code of Allegh-
eny County, the Oversight Board has the power and duty to
“[c]ertify, in a timely fashion, that assessments determined by
the Office of Property Assessment have been made according to
the Assessment Standards and Practices Ordinance. If the Over-
sight Board is unable to certify the assessments, the last certi-
fied assessments and assessments on new and altered property
shall remain in effect.”

5 Taxing Body Appealed Properties is defined as the properties
which since the most recent assessment were the subject of a
successful appeal brought by an applicable county, municipality
or school district.

6 See Bert M. Goodman, Assessment Law & Procedure in Penn-
sylvania 390-91 (PBI Press 1998 ed.) (“It is a clear conflict of
interest for the governmental powers who levy the millage and
raise tax revenue to also set the assessments.”)

7 Under an assessment program that provides for countywide
reassessments every three years, revisions may be made in any
year for any of the reasons described in 72 P.S. §5452.13. Also,
administrative changes may be made at any time as provided
for in procedures adopted pursuant to Section 209.09(F) (as
amended, now numbered Section 209.10(F)) of the Administra-
tive Code of Allegheny County.

8 The Second Class County Code does not prohibit the use of a
base year. See 72 P.S. §5452.1a which includes a definition for
“base year.”

9 This applies only for year 2002. The 2002 assessment, unless
modified in 2002 by an administrative change or an appeal, ap-
plies for years 2003-2005. The County shall give adequate notice
to the taxpayer.
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Christine and Eric Bennyhoff v.
Francis Pappert, Jr. and

Brooks Armored Car Service, Inc.

Bicyclist—Personal Injury—Causal Negligence

The Pennsylvania Superior Court upheld a verdict of over $2
million in a personal injury case involving a bicyclist who was
hit by a Brooks armored car. The court decided a multitude of
issues including one of damages. See Id. The court determined
that the award of over $2 million “does not shock the court’s sense
of justice when considering the plaintiff ’s age, expected work life,
and medical testimony on her condition.” Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 00-3338. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Stevens, J., December 19, 2001.

C. Larry McKinley v.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Department of Transportation,

Bureau of Driver Licensing

Implied Consent—Outside Jurisdiction—License Suspension

The court held that a refusal to submit to chemical testing for
alcohol may support a driver’s license suspension, even if the
police officer makes the arrest outside of his geographic jurisdic-
tion. McKinley involved an arrest made by Officer Laurence Miller
of the Harrisburg International Airport Police. This police de-
partment was authorized by the Pennsylvania Aviation Code to
perform the following functions: “perform arrests and collect and
retain all fines arising from infractions of the law including, but
not limited to, vehicle parking violations.” See 74 Pa.C.S.A.
§5903(a)(10). Although Miller possessed the authority to make
arrests, his geographic authority encompassed only the property
of the airport.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 97-1516. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Smith-Ribner, J., March 11, 2002.

Beth A. Humphreys v. William DeRoss

Child Support—Inheritance—Available Income

Madame Justice Newman delivered the opinion of the Su-
preme Court of Pennsylvania concerning the issue of whether
an inheritance was income available for child support. The court
held that it was not and in doing so, reversed the order of the
Superior Court, which affirmed a decision by the Court of Com-
mon Pleas of Crawford County.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 00-51. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Newman, J., February 20, 2002.

Gerald McCoy v.
Pennsylvania Board of Probation

and Parole

New Criminal Charges—Time Served—Failure to Make Bail

Petitioner Gerald McCoy appealed an order of the Pennsyl-
vania Board of Probation and Parole (parole board) that denied
his request for administrative relief, claiming that the board erred
by not granting him credit for time served while he was waiting
for the resolution of criminal charges that arose while he was
paroled. The petitioner is currently an inmate at the State Cor-
rectional Institution at Houtzdale, Pa.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-374. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Doyle, J., March 12, 2002.

City of Lower Burrell v.
City of Lower Burrell Wage and

Policy Committee

Compensatory Time—Pension Benefits—Collective Bargaining
Agreement

The Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania upheld the Court
of Common Pleas of Westmoreland County’s decision to include
the payment of compensatory time earned in 1993, but not paid
until 1999, as total earnings for 1999 for purposes of calculating
Lt. Carl Baker ’s pension benefits. The Honorable Bernard
McGinley agreed with the arbitrator’s award, which forced the
city of Lower Burrell (city) to include the compensatory time
earned in 1993 into the 1999 wage calculations because the city
chose not to pay the same in 1993. Pursuant to the collective
bargaining agreement, the arbitrator was within his jurisdic-
tion in ordering the payment of the compensatory time as part of
Baker’s 1999 salary for purposes of his pension calculation. Thus,
the method used to calculate the pension was not illegal.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 01-591. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
McGinley, J., March 8, 2002.
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Brandon T. Carter and
Pamela R. Carter, his wife v.

Edward C. Adlesic, D.M.D.; James T.
Katsur, D.M.D.; Dr. James T. Katsur

and Associates, P.C. t/d/b/a
Katsur Dental Associates t/d/b/a
Katsur Dental & Orthodontics

Dental Malpractice—Compulsory Nonsuit—Proof of Causation
—Negligent Referral—Judicial Notice of Law

1. In a dental malpractice action, a compulsory nonsuit was
properly entered in favor of a general dentist where the dentist’s
alleged misdiagnosis with respect to one tooth was not the cause
of plaintiff ’s injuries, where she had referred the plaintiff for
treatment by a specialist, and where there was no evidence that
she was negligent in failing to diagnose the problem which did
cause plaintiff ’s injuries.

2. Pennsylvania law does not recognize a cause of action for
negligent referral.

3. The Court properly refused plaintiffs’ requests to read to
the jury certain regulations concerning the maintenance of den-
tal records where there was no claim that plaintiff was harmed
by the manner in which defendants prepared or maintained
medical records, and where plaintiffs’ counsel was granted leave
to confront defendants with the regulations for impeachment
purposes only, but declined to do so.

4. Judicial notice of a matter of law relieves a party of the
bother of bringing in witnesses to prove the existence of a regu-
lation, but when a request for judicial notice of law is made, a
Court is not required to read the provisions of state regulations
to the jury, irrespective of their relevance to the case at hand.

(Ronald D. Morelli)

Susan E. Mahood and Edward A. Scherder for Plaintiffs.
Robert Grimm for Defendant Edward C. Adlesic, D.M.D.
Mark J. Gesk for Defendants James T. Katsur, D.M.D. and Dr.
James T. Katsur and Associates, P.C.

No. GD 98-015779. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Folino, J., January 28, 2002—The subject of this opinion is
this Court’s order of January 8, 2002, denying Plaintiffs’ Motion
for Post-Trial Relief.

This is a dental malpractice case. Dr. Marsha Durkan, a gen-
eral dentist and employee of Defendant Katsur Dental, treated
Plaintiff, Brandon Carter on August 21, 1996. (Tr.73). Mr. Carter
had come to Dr. Durkan’s office that day for emergency treat-
ment. (Tr.73). After examining Mr. Carter, Dr. Durkan diagnosed
pericoronitis of tooth No. 17 (the patient’s lower left wisdom tooth).

Pericoronitis is:

[a]n inflammation and a swelling. When a person is
getting a wisdom tooth coming into their mouth, a cor-
ner of it starts to peek through the gum, starts to poke
through the gum, there is an instance where food can
become trapped underneath that gum tissue or under-
ground, so to speak.

A patient is not able to clean that area. If that food
debris or tartar, whatever gets in that area, isn’t re-
moved, it rots, and it becomes infected and swollen and
inflamed, and it hurts.

That basically is what pericoronitis is.

(Tr.126)

Dr. Durkan prescribed medication (antibiotics and analge-
sics) for the pericoronitis and referred Mr. Carter to a specialist
oral surgeon. On August 28, 1996, the oral surgeon, Defendant
Edward C. Adlesic, then found that the pericoronitis was resolv-
ing (Tr.428-432), and that tooth No. 17 was impacted. (Tr.434).
Dr. Adlesic continued to treat Mr. Carter with antibiotics and
analgesics, but advised that if the symptoms recurred, the tooth
would probably have to be removed. (Tr.434). Eventually the
symptoms did recur, Mr. Carter returned to Dr. Adlesic on Octo-
ber 9, 1996, and Dr. Adlesic removed tooth No. 17 at that time
(Tr.446-453).

Thereafter, Mr. Carter and his wife filed this lawsuit against
both the oral surgeon, Dr. Adlesic, and against Dr. Durkan’s
employer, the Katsur Defendants.1 The claim against the Katsur
Defendants is based upon vicarious liability for Dr. Durkan’s
alleged negligence.

Plaintiffs offered evidence in support of two theories of recov-
ery against Dr. Adlesic: first, that Dr. Adlesic failed to obtain Mr.
Carter’s informed consent prior to surgery (in that Dr. Adlesic
never informed Mr. Carter that permanent left lower facial pain
was a risk of surgery); and second, that Dr. Adlesic was negli-
gent in failing to diagnose that tooth No. 16, an upper wisdom
tooth, was the real source of Mr. Carter’s problems with tooth
No. 17.

As to Dr. Durkan, the general dentist, Plaintiffs offered evi-
dence that Dr. Durkan was negligent in diagnosing Mr. Carter
with pericoronitis of tooth No. 17. However, because Plaintiffs
failed to offer any evidence that this diagnosis by Dr. Durkan
was the cause of any injury to Mr. Carter, I granted a compul-
sory nonsuit on this claim.

The case went to the jury on the two claims against Dr. Adlesic,
and the jury returned a verdict in favor of Dr. Adlesic, finding no
negligence and no failure to obtain informed consent.

Plaintiffs then filed a timely motion for post-trial relief rais-
ing two assignments of error. First, Plaintiffs claim that the Court
erred in granting the motion for compulsory nonsuit on the claim
relating to Dr. Durkan’s negligence. Plaintiffs acknowledge in
their brief that in order to establish a prima facie case (and thus
avoid a nonsuit) they were required to introduce evidence (1)
that Dr. Durkan was negligent in some way and (2) that this
negligence caused Mr. Carter’s injuries. Reichman v. Wallach,
306 Pa.Super. 177, 183, 452 A.2d 501, 504 (1982). (See Plaintiffs’
Brief in Support of Motion for Post-Trial Relief, at p.3).

In this case, Plaintiffs claimed that Dr. Durkan was negligent
in one respect only: that she negligently diagnosed Mr. Carter with
pericoronitis of tooth No. 17. Plaintiffs’ expert did not testify that
Dr. Durkan was negligent in failing to diagnose the problems sur-
rounding tooth No. 16. In fact, Plaintiffs’ expert made explicit at
trial that, as to Dr. Durkan, his opinion was quite limited:

Q. Your opinions, the first three deal with Dr.
Adlesic; correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. The fourth opinion is that Dr. Durkan negli-
gently diagnosed Mr. Carter on August 21, 1996 with
pericoronitis of No. 17; correct?

A. Yes.
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Q. In talking about Dr. Durkan and about your
opinion concerning this negligent diagnosis on August
21, 1996, first of all, Doctor, wouldn’t you agree that
nowhere do you say that Dr. Durkan misdiagnosed
tooth No. 16?

A. That’s correct.

Q. So, we are talking about tooth No. 17, Dr.
Durkan’s misdiagnosis of the pericoronitis; correct?

A. Yes.

(Tr.320,321).

In their brief (p.6), Plaintiffs seem to suggest that Dr. Durkan
was also negligent in failing to diagnose the medical condition
associated with tooth No. 16, and in failing to develop a treatment
plan for that tooth. However, there are at least three answers
to this suggestion. First, the fact that Dr. Durkan misdiagnosed
(according to Plaintiffs) tooth No. 17, does not establish, by it-
self, that she was negligent for not diagnosing the problems
that existed around tooth No. 16. It may have been, for example,
that the problems associated with tooth No. 16 were ones that
a competent specialist should make, but not necessarily a gen-
eral dentist. Second, as noted above, Plaintiffs’ expert does not
say that Dr. Durkan was negligent in failing to diagnose the
condition of tooth No. 16. Third, and perhaps most fundamen-
tal, it is undisputed that Dr. Durkan performed no substantive
treatment on Mr. Carter other than prescribing medication and
referring him to a specialist. Thus, Dr. Durkan’s alleged negli-
gence cannot be the legal cause of the harm Mr. Carter suf-
fered. Plaintiffs’ expert testified that a general dentist does not
dictate a treatment plan to an oral surgeon because the oral
surgeon is the specialist, and the specialist comes up with the
treatment plan. (Tr.328-329); that there is nothing wrong for
the general dentist to refer a patient to a specialist, rather than
performing therapeutic work on the patient herself at that point
in time (Tr.329) ; and that, in this case, because there was a
complete bony impaction of tooth No. 17, it was the prudent path
for the general dentist to send the patient to the oral surgeon.
(Tr.329-330).

Pennsylvania law does not recognize a cause of action for neg-
ligent referral. E.g., Bourke v. Kazaras, 746 A.2d 642, 643-44
(Pa.Super. 2000) and cases cited. These cases rest in part on the
recognition that it is common and appropriate for one profes-
sional to decide that a particular circumstance would be better
handled by a more experienced professional, and that this should
be encouraged. While Plaintiffs’ claim as to Dr. Durkan is not,
strictly speaking, an attempt to prove negligent referral, the same
policy is implicated.

Plaintiffs argue that the following excerpt from their expert’s
testimony supplied the necessary evidence on causation as to
Dr. Durkan’s conduct:

[Ms. Mahood] Q. My question was if that treatment
plan you’ve described had been utilized on October 8,
1996, would it have avoided the injury that Mr. Carter
suffered?

[Dr. James Elmore] A. It is my opinion it would have.

(Tr.269)

When read in context, however, it is clear that this testimony
refers to Dr. Adlesic’s treatment, not Dr. Durkan’s.

Dr. Durkan did not treat Mr. Carter on October 8, 1996. Only
Dr. Adlesic treated him around that time (on October 9, 1996, for
the surgery). Moreover, Dr. Durkan did not develop the treat-
ment plan; it was developed by the oral surgeon. (Tr.88). In short,
this snippet of testimony from Plaintiffs’ expert does not address

the conduct of Dr. Durkan, and does not come close to establish-
ing that her alleged negligence (misdiagnosing tooth No. 17 with
pericoronitis) caused Mr. Carter ’s injuries.

Plaintiffs’ second assignment of error relates to my failure to
read certain proposed statements of law to the jury. Specifically,
Plaintiffs argue that a new trial should be granted because I did
not read to the jury two provisions of the Pennsylvania Code
which provide that a dentist is subject to disciplinary action un-
less dental records are maintained to include certain specified
information.

In deciding what law should be read to the jury, it is first
important to consider the nature of the claims being pursued.
Plaintiffs do not claim in this case that Mr. Carter was in any
way harmed as a result of the manner in which Dr. Adlesic or Dr.
Durkan prepared or maintained medical records. That is, there is
no cause of action that Defendants negligently kept their medical
records, or failed to make certain entries in the records, and that
such negligence caused Mr. Carter’s injury. However, Plaintiffs
did want to question Drs. Durkan and Adlesic about their medical
records as a way of probing their credibility. This is common. For
example, a medical witness is often confronted with his or her
particular entries in a medical chart, and the cross-examining
attorney highlights the fact that the medical witness’s testimony
at trial goes beyond what is set forth in the medical record (i.e.
that the witness “remembers” certain matters that are not
charted), hoping the jury will draw the inference that the broader
testimony is fabricated or unreliable and should be rejected. In
the within case I did not, of course, in any way limit Plaintiffs’
counsel from using the medical records in this way.

In addition, in the within case, Plaintiffs’ counsel sought to
demonstrate, while cross-examining the dentists, that their medi-
cal charts did not satisfy the Pennsylvania Code requirements.

This issue first arose in connection with Plaintiffs’ counsel’s
cross-examination of Dr. Durkan (Tr.75) wherein she sought to
confront Dr. Durkan with 49 Pennsylvania Code §33.209 (a)(3),
which states:

(a) A dentist shall maintain a dental record for each
patient which accurately, legibly and completely reflects
the evaluation and treatment of the patient. A patient’s
dental record shall be prepared and maintained regard-
less of whether treatment is actually rendered or
whether a fee is charged. The record shall include, at a
minimum, the following:

. . .

(3) A description of the patient’s complaint, symptoms
and diagnosis.

Dr. Durkan’s counsel objected to this use of the dental regula-
tion, and an extended side bar discussion then took place. Plain-
tiffs’ counsel asked me to take judicial notice of the existence of
this regulation, and represented that she intended to use the
regulation for the very limited purpose of probing the credibility
of Dr. Durkan. Plaintiffs’ counsel indicated that she proposed to
ask the dentist, by way of foundation, if the dentist was familiar
with the regulation and whether she keeps her records in confor-
mity with it (Tr.79).

Upon this understanding, I ruled in favor of Plaintiffs. Thus,
I permitted Plaintiffs’ counsel to confront the dentist with these
provisions of the Pa. Code, to reference specific entries in the
chart, and then to highlight for the jury the way in which counsel
believed the dentist’s chart failed to comply with those provisions.
(Tr.81-82). After my ruling in her favor, however, Plaintiffs’ coun-
sel chose not to pursue this line of examination. Plaintiffs’ counsel
never confronted Dr. Durkan with any text of the Pa. Code.

This issue next arose in a discussion with counsel, outside
the presence of the jury, prior to Dr. Adlesic’s testifying. (Tr.150).
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Dr. Adlesic’s counsel objected to Plaintiffs’ counsel’s using the
code provisions in her upcoming cross-examination of Dr. Adlesic.
In response, Plaintiffs’ counsel again emphasized that “there is
no theory that it was the absence of records that, in fact, caused
this gentleman’s injury,” (Tr.153) but that counsel wanted to use
the code provisions strictly for “impeachment.” (Tr.153). Again, I
informed counsel that I would not preclude Plaintiffs’ counsel
from using the code provisions for impeachment purposes in the
cross-examination of Dr. Adlesic. (Tr.157-158).

Thereafter, when Plaintiffs’ counsel was in the midst of her
cross-examination of Dr. Adlesic, Dr. Adlesic’s counsel again ob-
jected to Plaintiffs’ counsel’s use of the text of the regulations.
Again, a side bar conference followed. Plaintiffs’ counsel stated
that she proposed to use the regulations, including the text of 49
Pennsylvania Code Section 33.2073(i)2 (Tr.515-516) for impeach-
ment purposes only. Thus, Plaintiffs’ counsel did not want to show
simply that Dr. Adlesic violated a dental regulation. Rather, coun-
sel wanted to demonstrate that there was something about the
dentist’s knowledge of the text of certain dental regulations which,
when viewed in context of certain chart entries he made, tended
to make some aspect of his testimony less credible. I did not know
precisely how Plaintiffs intended to use the regulations to make
these “impeachment” points, but I could envision some potential
uses of parts of the code text that, depending on the witness’s
answers, could reflect on credibility. Therefore, I ruled in Plain-
tiffs’ favor, allowing their counsel the opportunity to use the code
text for credibility purposes. (Tr.521-523). Again, however, for
whatever reason, Plaintiffs’ counsel, after obtaining a ruling in
her favor, then chose not to use the code provisions.

At the close of evidence, at the charge conference, Plaintiffs’
counsel asked me to read the above quoted Pa. Code Sections to
the jury. I declined to do so. Under the circumstances of this case,
where the specific text of the regulations were not connected to
any testimony at trial, I concluded that my reading the regula-
tions to the jury could only confuse them, particularly where the
regulations were to be used for limited credibility issues, and
were not the basis of any negligence claim.

Plaintiff now argue that a trial court has no discretion in the
matter, but must always take judicial notice of regulations and
read those regulations to the jury upon request of counsel.

It first should be noted that the type of judicial notice involved
here (as Plaintiffs acknowledge in their brief), is judicial notice
of law, not judicial notice of facts.

According to Leonard Packel & Anne Bowen Poulin, Penn-
sylvania Evidence §221 (2d Ed. 1999):

It is customarily the duty of the jury to find the facts.
It is customarily the duty of the judge to find the law
and present the law to the jury. This process of finding
the law has been called judicial notice of law. Labeling
this process judicial notice has very little practical util-
ity for the law of evidence and may foster confusion in
some cases.

Similarly, in the comment to Pennsylvania Rule of Evidence
201, it is noted that: “In determining the law applicable to a
matter, the judge is sometimes said to take judicial notice of the
law.” (citing 21 Wright and Graham, Federal Practice and Proce-
dure §5102 (1977)), where it is also noted that:

Judicial notice would be a sufficiently complicated con-
cept if it were limited to facts; but due to the curious
penchant of legal thinkers for using the same word to
describe quite different phenomena, the judge who con-
sults the advance sheets for the latest word from higher
courts is said to be taking “judicial notice” of the law.

Id. at 461

Thus, the fact that this state dental regulation was brought
to my attention by judicial notice (as opposed to say, a point for
charge), is not particularly significant in this case. Of course it is
true that 45 Pa.C.S. §506 states: “The contents of the code, of the
permanent supplements thereto, and of the bulletin shall be ju-
dicially noticed.” (emphasis added). This provision relieves the
proposing party from the bother of bringing in witnesses to prove
the existence of a regulation. (Thus, I accepted as true, without
requiring any evidence on the subject, that the cited regulations
were existing and valid state dental regulations.) But this does
not mean that wherever a request for judicial notice of law is
made, the court must read the provisions of a state regulation to
the jury, irrespective of their relevance to the case at hand.

The court still must analyze the regulation (as with all law)
and determine its applicability to issues in the case and the facts
adduced at trial. Here any minimal relevance was outweighed
by the danger of misleading the jury.

For these reasons, I entered my order of January 8, 2002,
denying Plaintiff ’s Motion for Post-Trial Relief.

BY THE COURT
/s/Folino, J.

1 Defendants James T. Katsur, D.M.D., James T. Katsur, D.M.D.;
Dr. James T. Katsur and Associates, P.C., t/d/b/a Katsur Dental
Associates, t/d/b/a Katsur Dental & Orthodontics are referred to
herein as the Katsur Defendants. Plaintiffs made no direct claim
against Dr. Durkan individually.

2 §33.207. Prescribing, administering and dispensing controlled
substances

(a) When prescribing, administering or dispensing controlled
substances as defined in section 4 of The Controlled Substance,
Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act (35 P.S. §780-104), a dentist shall
comply with, or cause compliance with, the following minimum
standards:
. . .

(3) Records.
  (i) On each occasion when a controlled substance is pre-

scribed, administered or dispensed to a patient, an entry shall
be made in the patient’s dental record containing the following
information:

(A) The name, quantity and strength of the controlled
substance.
(B) The directions for use.
(C) The date of issuance.
(D) The condition for which the controlled substance
was issued.

Dominic Serapiglia, et al. v.
City of Clairton and City Council

Members, et al.

Quo Warranto—Injunctive Relief

1. Mayor of Clairton successfully obtained a judicial determi-
nation that he had the right to appoint successor members to the
Redevelopment Authority of the City of Clairton.

2. Mayor of Clairton successfully obtained Quo Warranto re-
lief providing that those he had appointed to the Redevelopment
Authority be administered their oaths of office and be permitted
to meet and perform their statutory functions.
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3. The 1973 efforts to dissolve the Redevelopment Authority
were invalid and only the newly appointed Authority had the
power to begin the process of the dissolution of the Authority.

(Carol Sikov Gross)

J. Deron Gabriel for Plaintiffs.
Vincent R. Restagno for Defendants.

No. G.D. 01-18949. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

James, J., January 30, 2002—This matter was commenced
by the filing of an Action for Declaratory Relief and Complaint in
Quo Warranto. Plaintiffs seek a judicial determination that the
Mayor of Clairton has the lawful right to appoint successor mem-
bers to the Redevelopment Authority of the City of Clairton and
Quo Warranto relief providing that the five individuals appointed
to the Redevelopment Authority be administered their oaths of
office and be permitted to convene meetings and perform their
statutory functions. At the same G.D. Number plaintiffs filed a
Petition for Preliminary and Permanent Injunction seeking
relief similar to that requested in the Complaint and seeking to
enjoin the defendants from interfering with the Mayor ’s right
to appoint citizens to the Redevelopment Authority and enjoin
defendants from interfering with the operations and function
of said Authority.

Briefs, Preliminary Objections and Responses were filed with
the Court. A status Conference was held on November 5, 2001
and all parties were represented by counsel. No resolution was
reached at that time and a hearing was scheduled for November
7, 2001.

At the hearing testimony was received and certain records
and documents relative to the formation and history of the Re-
development Authority of the City of Clairton were introduced.
At the hearing it was established 35 P.S. 1704.1 sets forth the
required procedure dissolution of city authorities:

§1704.1 Dissolution of city authorities

If a city authority has never issued any bonds, or in-
curred any other debts or contractual obligations, or
has paid and has been released from and discharged of
all debts and bonded, contractual and other obligations,
the governing body of the city may, after three years
from the date of the certificate described in subsection
(c) of section 4, or earlier if a proper resolution of the
authority requests the action hereinafter described, find
and declare by proper resolution that its functions can
be more properly carried out by a county authority and
that there is no longer any need for the authority cre-
ated for such city to function. In such case the govern-
ing body shall issue a certificate reciting the adoption of
such resolution, and shall cause such certificate to be
filed with the Department of State and two duplicates
thereof with the Department of Community Affairs.
Upon such filing the city authority shall cease to func-
tion, and title to any assets held by the authority at that
time shall pass to the city. A copy of the certificate
described in this section shall be admissible in any
suit, action or proceeding and shall be conclusive proof
that the authority has ceased to be in existence.

The testimony and exhibits show that although the authority
did vote to dissolve and send a certificate to the governing body,
and the governing body did issue a certificate reciting the adop-

tion of such resolution, the governing body never caused the
certificate to be filed with the Department of State, nor the two
duplicates to be filed with the Department of Community Affairs.
In fact the record reflects that although the certificates of disso-
lution were dated in 1973, no certificate was ever forwarded to
the Department of State. Plaintiffs’ Exhibit “1” is a certificate
from the Department of State that shows that as of September
13, 2001, the Redevelopment Authority of the City of Clairton
was duly incorporated under the laws of the Commonwealth.

At the conclusion of the hearing on November 7, 2001, this
Court ruled from the bench that the Redevelopment Authority
had never been dissolved and that the Mayor had the power to
appoint the five persons that he had designated and that these
appointments do not require approval of the council.

On November 14, 2001, a written Order to that effect was
entered. The Order clarified the question of dissolution and
stated:

Any efforts to dissolve the Redevelopment Authority of
the City of Clairton must be undertaken by the Rede-
velopment Authority itself and directed to the Depart-
ment of State pursuant to 35 P.S.1704.1.

This language was added to recognize that since the Mayor had
made his appointments, the Authority was reconstituted and the
incomplete efforts to dissolve the Authority in 1973 were no longer
valid.

Despite this Order and the oral decision of November 7, 2001
the City Council attempted to dissolve the Authority. On Novem-
ber 29, 2001 plaintiffs filed a Petition in Contempt complaining of
conduct by the named defendants. Defendants filed an appeal of
the November 7, 2001 ruling and also sought a Writ of Prohibition
with the Commonwealth Court. By Order dated December 31,
2001, the Commonwealth Court concluded that this court remains
vested with jurisdiction to enforce its prior Order notwithstand-
ing a pending appeal from that Order. A hearing was scheduled
for January 3, 2002 on the Petition in Contempt.

At that hearing this court determined that despite the oral
determination from the bench on November 7, 2001 and the writ-
ten Order of November 14, 2001, the Solicitor for the City of
Clairton and the elected Council continued to attempt to perma-
nently dissolve the Redevelopment Authority. At the conclusion
of that hearing this court entered the following order:

AND NOW, to-wit, this 3rd day of January, 2002, it is
hereby ORDERED that the Certificate of Dissolution
filed on or about December 14, 2002 with the Dept. of
State was not valid and is hereby stricken. The Rede-
velopment Authority of the City of Clairton, Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, (entity number 68380) shall be
restored to its rightful status as a valid entity of record
in good standing with the Department of State and with
the Department of Community and Economic Devel-
opment, a successor to the Department of Community
Affairs.

The City of Clairton, its elected officials, City Man-
ager and municipal attorney shall not interfere with
the functioning, authority, and lawful administration
of the Redevelopment Authority of the City of Clairton,
Allegheny County, Pennsylvania.

Any Ordinance or Resolution promulgated by City
Council of the City of Clairton relative to dissolution of
the Redevelopment Authority of the City of Clairton is
and shall be hereby stricken.

The entry of the January 3, 2002 Order was necessary to
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return the parties to where they were as of the November 14,
2001 Order. The 1973 efforts to dissolve the Authority were in-
valid and only the newly appointed Authority had the power to
begin the process of the dissolution of the Authority.

BY THE COURT
/s/James, J.

Bernard Adams v. Martha Glass Adams

Support—Private School Tuition

1. Mother’s request that father pay majority of child’s private
school tuition for kindergarten was denied.

2. In determining if a contribution to private school tuition is
appropriate, the court shall consider:

A. Will the child benefit, given the particular child’s
circumstances, and is the benefit a reasonable need,
not simply one parent’s desire; and

B. Is the expense consistent with the standard of liv-
ing prior to separation, i.e. did the parties or other de-
pendents enjoy private school, would the obligation
constitute a hardship.

3. A parent’s approval or opposition is not dispositive.

(Christine Gale)

Mark R. Alberts for Plaintiff/Father.
Ann Funge for Defendant/Mother.

No. FD 00-8133-006. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County Pennsylvania, Family Division.

OPINION

Eaton, J., November 20, 2001—
Procedural History

Plaintiff Bernard Adams (“Husband”) and defendant Martha
Glass Adams (“Wife”) were married on October 3, 1987. In 1992,
the parties gained legal custody of Husband’s two nephews pur-
suant to a written custody agreement. The parties remained the
legal custodians of both nephews through their age of majority.
Both of these children attended the Woodland Hill School Dis-
trict. One child, Marium, was born of the marriage on July 25,
1994. Wife is presently employed part-time as a recruitment spe-
cialist, earning gross wages of $12,300 annually.

Husband is currently employed as the vice-president of sales
for Electroglas, Inc. earning $138,000 annually in gross wages.
He is eligible for two bonuses each year. Husband resides in Ari-
zona with his girlfriend and their son, Cameron Adams, born
September 24, 2000. His girlfriend earns approximately $60,000
per year and contributes to Husband’s expenses. Husband previ-
ously worked for Flip Chip, earning $200,051 in gross wages and
bonuses. He was relocated by Flip Chip to Tucson in August of
1998. Husband voluntarily left Flip Chip when he learned that
he would not be named president. Wife made several trips to
Arizona to investigate homes and school districts for Marium.
After moving to Arizona for a short period of time, Wife and
Marium returned to Pittsburgh at Husband’s request. Husband
remained in Arizona and the parties formally separated in late
December of 1998.

Husband visited Wife in Pittsburgh in September of 1998, at
which time they prepared a budget. Wife did not discuss the possi-
bility of Marium attending private school at that time. Two months
later, without Husband’s knowledge, Wife submitted an applica-
tion to Shady Side Academy for Marium to attend kindergarten
there. Husband first learned of this during a subsequent trip to
Pittsburgh during the last two weeks of December of 1998. He
told Wife that he could not afford to pay the tuition at Shady Side
Academy. Wife’s insistence that Marium attend Shady Side was a
critical factor in Husband’s decision to separate.

In February of 1999, Marium was accepted to attend kinder-
garten at Shady Side Academy, but not until the fall of 2000.
Wife sent Husband a copy of the acceptance letter together with
a request that he sign a form indicating his consent for Marium
to attend Shady Side Academy. Husband did not sign or return
the form. Wife enrolled Marium at kindergarten in the Wood-
land Hills School District in the fall of 1999. At Wife’s request,
Husband agreed to accompany her to an open house at Shady
Side Academy in November of 1999. At that time, he again told
her that he could not afford the tuition. Wife acknowledged that
it would be a financial hardship and advised him of the avail-
ability of financial aid.

Marium successfully completed kindergarten at Woodland
Hills and was advanced to first grade for the 2000-2001 school
year. Marium did not experience any emotional, educational or
social problems while attending public school. Wife elected to
enroll Marium in kindergarten at Shady Side Academy at an
annual cost of $10,460 and paid the tuition herself. Marium is
presently attending first grade at Shady Side.

Wife offered the following explanation as to why Shady Side
Academy was “best” for Marium:

I was looking at the whole entire picture for her educa-
tion, not just where she goes to kindergarten.

I was looking at her as being a late summer birthday,
July 25th, and I was looking at her as being the young-
est in her class, if she went in that kindergarten group
through the public schools, and what that meant to
her later on in high school being the kid who couldn’t
drive when everybody else could, and I saw this be-
cause of the boys and their age and what they had to
experience.

So I had a child who was very advanced academically,
but emotionally, her psychological, she was at the bot-
tom of the—with the kids and I observed that a couple
of ways.

(Tr. 139)

Husband filed a divorce action on February 11, 2000. On Febru-
ary 23, 2000, Wife filed a Complaint for Spousal Support and
Child Support. On April 6, 2000, Wife filed a Petition Raising
Claims including those of alimony pendente lite, alimony, child
support and counsel fees. The support matter was declared com-
plex and a hearing was held before Hearing Officer Gary Gilman
on January 30, 2001. On February 5, 2001, the Hearing Officer
issued a recommendation which, inter alia, required Husband to
pay 80% of the cost for Marium to attend Shady Side Academy.
Husband timely filed exceptions to the Hearing Officer’s recom-
mendation and Wife filed cross-exceptions. Following oral argu-
ment, the Court issued an order dated June 13, 2001, granting
Husband’s exception to the recommendation that he pay 80% of
the cost for Marium to attend Shady Side Academy, dismissing
Husband’s remaining exceptions and dismissing Wife’s cross ex-
ceptions. Wife timely appealed. In response to this Court’s order
issued pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of Appellate Procedure
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1925(b), Wife complains that the trial court erred in the follow-
ing respects:

1. By sustaining Husband’s exception to the recommendation
that he contribute to his daughter’s private school expenses on a
pro-rata basis;

2. By denying Wife’s cross-exceptions to the recommendation
which failed to deviate above the support guidelines where (a)
Husband cohabits with his paramour, who earns $60,000 per year
part-time and who pays Husband’s utility, house-related and food
expenses and (b) Wife continues to pay car insurance, food and
utility costs for Husband’s two adult nephews.

Discussion

With respect to the first matter complained of on appeal, the
support schedule does not take into consideration expenditures
for private school tuition. Under Pa.R.C.P. 1910-16-6(d), if the
court determines that private school tuition is a reasonable need
of the child, the expense may be added to the basic support obli-
gation. The applicable test used to determine if payment to a
private institution can be legally required is as follows:

A private school education may be a reasonable need
for a child if it is demonstrated that the child will ben-
efit from such and if private schooling is consistent with
the family’s standard of living and station in life be-
fore the separation. If these factors are proved, a court
may order a parent to provide financial support for the
private schooling of a minor child.

Knapp v. Knapp, 758 A.2d 1205, 1206 (Pa.Super. 2000); Pellish
v. Gerhart, 701 A.2d 594 (Pa.Super. 1997). The Hearing Officer
based his recommendation that Husband pay 80% of the costs of
Shady Side Academy as part of his basic support obligation on
two findings. First, he found that “Husband was not opposed to
private schooling. In fact, he investigated the cost of several pa-
rochial schools.” Second, the Hearing Officer found that “he can
afford same.” A party’s opposition or lack thereof to their child’s
attendance at public school is not a relevant factor in the court’s
determination of their legal obligation. Nor is Husband’s atten-
dance at an open house relevant. While a party’s ability to afford
the tuition is relevant, it is not the only consideration. The court
must also be convinced that private school is a reasonable need
for Marium, that Shady Side Academy is a reasonable expense
and that Shady Side Academy is consistent with the family’s stan-
dard of living and station in life prior to separation.

In Pellish v. Gerlach, supra, the Superior Court considered what
is required to establish that private school is a reasonable need.
In Pellish, there was evidence that the child had experienced
severe physical, emotional and academic difficulties in public
school. Although his grades were good, the child was harassed
verbally and physically by classmates, he felt depressed, isolated,
frightened, defensive and run down by the end of each school day,
he suffered asthma attacks which were aggravated by stress
associated with his situation at school. When placed in a pri-
vate school, all of his problems were alleviated. A psychologist
who examined the child testified that it would be “disastrous”
for the minor child to return to public school and that the child’s
mental and physical well being would suffer. Under those facts,
the Superior Court appropriately determined that the educa-
tional expense of private school was reasonable.

Here, Marium was only four years old when Wife applied for
her admission at Shady Side. It was only because Shady Side
did not accept Marium as a kindergarten student until the fall of
2000 that Marium ever attended public school. Wife had decided
to place Marium in kindergarten at Shady Side Academy in the
fall of 2000 regardless of her experience in public school. There
was no evidence that Marium experienced any academic, physi-

cal or emotional problems while attending public school. Although
Wife testified that Marium didn’t like public school, all evidence
established that Marium had done well and experienced no social
or academic difficulties. The Hearing Officer noted in his recom-
mendation that Marium is a smart, well-adjusted child. The record
in this case clearly establishes that Marium is attending Shady
Side Academy because Wife wants her to, not because Marium
needs to.

Wife contends that Shady Side Academy is a reasonable need
for Marium because she is “academically advanced but socially
lagging.” This no doubt describes many children entering kin-
dergarten. Wife further contends that the advanced kindergar-
ten curriculum at Shady Side will offer Marium the academic
challenges she needs while allowing her another year to socially
mature before entering first grade.1 The Court does not doubt
that Marium will derive a benefit from attending Shady Side
Academy. However, before Husband can be legally obligated to
pay a pro rata share of private school tuition as part of his monthly
child support order, there must be some demonstrable showing
of reasonable need. Mere desire of the Wife and benefit to the
child is not sufficient.

Nor does the record in this case support a finding that atten-
dance at Shady Side Academy is consistent with the parties’
lifestyle prior to separation. Prior to separation, Marium was
attending preschool at a cost of $135 per month. If the parties
had relocated as a family to Arizona, Marium would have at-
tended public school. Wife and the two nephews graduated from
Woodland Hills School District. Wife admitted that it would be a
financial hardship on the family for Marium to attend kinder-
garten at Shady Side. Based on the evidence of record, the Court
finds no evidence to establish that private school was a reason-
able need, that Shady Side was a reasonable expense or that it
was consistent with the family’s standard of living and station in
life prior to separation. Accordingly, the Court determined that
the Hearing Officer committed an error of law by including a pro
rata share of the tuition cost in Husband’s support order.

With respect to the second matter complained of on appeal,
the Court finds that the Hearing Officer properly determined based
upon the evidence presented to him that Wife was not entitled to
an upward deviation. While it is true that Husband resides with a
paramour who earns $60,000 per year, Husband has an additional
child of that relationship to support. The Hearing Officer properly
weighed all the relevant factors in a complex support case and
correctly established the amount of support Husband is required
to pay.

For the foregoing reasons, the Order of Court dated June 13,
2001 should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Eaton, J.

1 Wife intends that Marium complete her entire undergraduate
education at Shady Side Academy, not just kindergarten and first
grade. The Court estimates the such costs could well exceed
$150,000.
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John S. Dyer v. Mary Anne Dyer

Enforceability of Agreement

1. At the onset of a trial regarding equitable distribution,
husband made an offer for settlement that culminated in the
parties entering into a global economic agreement, with a hand-
written order being signed in the presence of the court. The agree-
ment included a provision for a typewritten document to be pre-
pared and signed. The husband refused to sign the subsequently
prepared document.

2. A signed formal document is not necessary to evidence an
agreement; the court will look for evidence of an intent to be
bound by particular terms.

3. Duress will not be found where a party is represented by coun-
sel and is free to consult with counsel before signing a document.

4. An agreement will not be set aside because it is later seen
as a bad bargain or because it was not fully understood.

5. A limited waiver of child support for a finite period of time,
where there was no evidence that the children were deprived or
victimized by their parents’ bargain, was not determined to be
unconscionable.

(Christine Gale)

Robert B. Gidding for Plaintiff/Husband.
Jacqueline Stevens for Defendant/Wife.

No. FD 97-1133-002. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Kaplan, J., December 27, 2001.

Lorraine P. McMunn v.
Raymond L. McMunn

Income for Support Purposes

1. Husband and wife entered into a settlement agreement
that included a provision addressing how the parties would con-
sider the husband’s stock options when determining his income
available for support, this provision stating that the parties would
consider the options as income in the year in which they were
awarded.

2. Husband subsequently requested that the court modify this
provision so as to consider the options as available income only
when they would actually be exercised.

3. This request was denied since, although husband’s meth-
odology was logical, it was not what the parties agreed to do.

(Christine Gale)

Natalie M. Garland for Plaintiff/Wife.
Lorraine Mervan for Defendant/Husband.

No. FD 98-1948-005. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Mulligan, J., December 31, 2001.
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Mistick PBT v. Andrew C. Maletta, Pan Building
Corporation and Nick Poulathas; Leon Sloan, Sr.
and Jimmy Lee Furby t/d/b/a J&L Renovations v.

Andrew C. Maletta, Nicholas Poulathas and
Pan Building, Inc.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 95-18301 (Consolidated); GD 95-18360
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff in the amount of $450,000.00;

For Plaintiffs Sloan and Furby in the amount
of $150,000.00 each

Date Of Verdict: 9/20/01
Judge: Manning
Pltf ’s Atty: Joseph Luciana, III; John E. Beard, III;

Erica Strauss
Def ’s Atty: Raymond Conlon; Jeffrey Tarker;

Michael Fiffik
Type of Case: Defamation
Experts: Defendant(s): Karl A. Jarek

Remarks: Defendants made a videotape falsely stating that
plaintiffs improperly performed lead-based paint abatement at
a public housing project in Duquesne, Pennsylvania. Defendants
published the videotape to HUD. Based on the videotape and
independent investigation, HUD suspended plaintiffs and pro-
posed a 5-year debarment from HUD contracting. Mistick settled
with HUD for a nominal sum and the suspension and debar-
ment were lifted. Leon Sloan and Jimmy Furby contested the
charges at an administrative hearing. Based on that hearing and
subsequent appeals, the suspension was terminated, the debar-
ment denied and the suspensions were declared void ab inito as
to Leon Sloan and Jimmy Furby. Plaintiffs incurred damages
defending the administrative charges reputational damages and
lost business. Plaintiffs presented damages of $646,970.71 in
connection with defending the administrative charges brought
against them, and sought damages in excess of $5,000,000.00 for
injury to reputation and lost business.

Computer Investments Advice, Inc. v.
David Hilliken, Medequip Services, Inc. and Chemdaq

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 97-12841
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff in the amount of $15,300.00
Date Of Verdict: 12/9/99
Judge: James
Pltf ’s Atty: Kenneth P. McKay
Def ’s Atty: Robert V. Campbell
Type of Case: Contract
Experts: —

Remarks: Plaintiff agreed to write and install software for de-
fendants within sixty days, and was to receive royalty payments
as part of its compensation. Plaintiff claimed it performed the
contract but was not paid. The defense contended that the plain-
tiff had not performed the contract within sixty days as required.

Christopher Troup v. Cycle Country Accessories
Corporation; Bentley Yamaha & Suzuki, Inc.;

Bentley’s Yamaha Suzuki; Yamaha Motor Corporation;
USA; and Yamaha Motor Company, Ltd.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 97-5881
Jury Verdict: For the Defendants
Date Of Verdict: 12/8/99
Judge: Folino
Pltf ’s Atty: Daniel M. Berger; Paul A. Lagnese
Def ’s Atty: Patrick L. Mechas (Cycle Country Accesso-

ries); Joseph L. Bosick (Yamaha Defendants)
Type of Case: Product Liability
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Kai J. Baumann, Ph.D., P.E.

(Liability); J. Kay Jarrell (Damages); Richard
P. Bonfiglio, M.D. (Damages)
Defendant(s): Dennis Guenther, Ph.D., P.E.;
James Primm, M.Ed., CRC (Liability and
Damages)

Remarks: Plaintiff purchased a lawn mower attachment and
mounting bracket from Cycle Country Accessories for his Yamaha
ATV. While riding the ATV off road without the lawn mower at-
tachment installed, the mounting bracket dug into the ground
and caused the ATV to flip over and land on plaintiff ’s forearm.
Defendants Bentley were dismissed early in the matter; defen-
dants Yamaha were dismissed at trial.

Debra Johnson, Individually and in her own right
and as parent of Melissa Johnson and

Mary Rose Johnson, her minor daughters v.
Joey Fink a/k/a Joey Chojnicki and Debra Chojnicki

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 97-15303
Jury Verdict: For the Defense
Date Of Verdict: 12/3/99
Judge: McFalls
Pltf ’s Atty: Thomas R. Matway
Def ’s Atty: David J. Obermeier
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Dr. Hector Pagan; Dr. Thomas F.

Todd; John A. Levy, M.D.; Paul M. Hoover,
M.D.; Dr. W. Andy Smith; Orthopedic
Rehabilitation Inc.
Defendant(s): John D. Hayuk, M.D.;
Dr. Scott Nettrour; Daniel Aerni

Remarks: Plaintiffs’ vehicle was rear-ended by a vehicle being
driven by defendant Joey Fink.  Plaintiffs later developed medi-
cal problems which they alleged were related to the motor ve-
hicle collision.  Prior to trial defendant Debra Chojnicki was dis-
missed from the case. Defendant Joey Fink asserted that the
impact did not cause the plaintiffs’ injuries as they did not seek
medical treatment until later. The jury found that the defendant’s
negligence was not a substantial factor in causing any harm.
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Angelo Constantino, M.D. v. UPMC Health System

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-16723
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff in the amount of $48,596.38
Date Of Verdict: 5/23/01
Judge: James
Pltf ’s Atty: Vicki Kuftic Horne
Def ’s Atty: John J. Meyers
Type of Case: Breach of Contract
Experts: —

Remarks: Plaintiff had a contract of employment with defen-
dant UPMC Health Systems. Defendant terminated the contract
asserting that the plaintiff had materially violated the terms of
the contract. Plaintiff sued for damages caused by the termina-
tion of the contract, and also claimed damages for interference
with prospective contractual relations in communications with
patients; defamation; and fraud and misrepresentation. The
Court granted a motion for compulsory non-suit on the tort claims.
The jury awarded damages for breach of contract. Six percent
simple interest was added to the breach of contract damages by
the Court.

Catherine and James Szymanski v.
Gary J. Conner, M.D. and Greater Pittsburgh OB/GYN

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 97-2126
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiffs in the amount of $18,333.00
Date Of Verdict: 2/11/02
Judge: Baer
Pltf ’s Atty: Howard J. Schulberg
Def ’s Atty: Kate S. McGrath
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Michael Brodman, M.D.

Defendant(s): Eugene Scioscia, M.D.

Remarks: Two months after a purported bilateral tubal liga-
tion, plaintiff became pregnant. Following delivery of a healthy
baby, a second tubal was performed. During this procedure, it
was noted that one tube showed no apparent evidence of a prior
ligation. Plaintiff ’s damages were limited to pre-natal and post-
natal expenses and pain and suffering. No damages for wrongful
life were permitted for the healthy baby boy.

Andre R. Tucker, Individually and as
Administrator of the Estate of Constance Wilson v.

Hobie Jordan t/d/b/a Zoo Auto Sales

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-15415
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff in the amount of $556,000.00.

Jury found Plaintiff ’s decedent 49% compara-
tively negligent. The Court reduced the
verdict to $283,560.00. With delay damages,
final judgment was $328,229.00

Date Of Verdict: 11/30/01
Judge: Jaffe
Pltf ’s Atty: Mark F. Haak
Def ’s Atty: Joseph A. Hudock, Jr.
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Jay Jarrell (Forensic Economist);

William Karn, P.E.
Defendant(s): David Bizzak, P.E.

Remarks: This case involved a motor vehicle accident that oc-
curred on October 3, 1996 on State Route 148, North Versailles
Township, Pennsylvania. Constance Wilson was test driving an
automobile that she had taken from defendant, Zoo Auto Sales,
a used car dealership. As she was returning to the dealership,
the car suddenly and unexpectedly crossed the center line and
swerved into oncoming traffic killing Constance Wilson and in-
juring her son, Andre, the Administrator of her Estate. A police
investigation revealed that the brake pads on the right front
brakes were worn beneath the standard required to pass a state
inspection. Engineer Karn testified that the vehicle swerved as
a result of defective right front brakes. Defendant acknowledged
that it had no procedure requiring the tires to be pulled and the
brakes to be inspected prior to offering its used cars for sale to
the public. Prior to reduction for comparative negligence, the jury
awarded the plaintiff ’s decedent the sum of $128,000.00 under
the Wrongful Death Act and $278,000.00 under the Survival Act.
The jury further awarded Andre Tucker $150,000.00 on his own
claims for personal injury and negligent infliction of economic
distress. Defendant has filed an appeal which is currently pend-
ing before the Pennsylvania Superior Court.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Maurice Klein

Bodily Injury—Accident Conviction—Reckless Endangerment

Justice Stevens delivered the opinion of the Pennsylvania
Superior Court, which affirmed in part and vacated in part the
judgment of the Court of Common Pleas of York County. Appel-
lant was arrested, charged with various crimes in connection with
the incident and proceeded to trial where he was convicted of
reckless endangerment, simple assault, and accidents involving
death or personal injury. The appellant filed a direct appeal June
28, 1999, to the Pennsylvania Superior Court from his June 23,
1999, sentence. The appellant challenged the sufficiency of the
evidence with regard to his conviction on a number of grounds.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 99-1328. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Stevens, J., March 20, 2002.

PECO Energy Company v.
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission

Relocation Costs—Right-of-Way—Underground Utility Facilities

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court reviewed a case concern-
ing the allocation of costs incurred in relocating underground
utility facilities located in public right-of-ways. The court, per
Justice Newman, held that the PUC was free to exercise its dis-
cretion in allocating these costs between the utility and the com-
monwealth. This discretion permits the PUC to impose all of the
costs on the utility and even allows the PUC to rely heavily on
factors that were once the governing common law, but have now
been abrogated by statutory enactments.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-22, 01-23. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Newman, J., March 20, 2002.

Department of Housing and
Urban Development v. Rucker, et al.

Federal Drug Law—Evictions—Public Housing

The Supreme Court recently held that a federal drug law per-
mits the eviction of public housing tenants for drug use by a guest,
even use that takes place without the tenant’s knowledge. In this
case, the petitioners argued that the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988
requires lease terms that allow a local public housing authority to
evict a tenant when a member of the tenant’s household or a guest
engages in drug-related criminal activity, regardless of the tenant’s
knowledge. The respondents disagreed.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 00-1770. In the United States Supreme Court.
Rehnquist, C.J., March 26, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
James Leonard Murphy

Search Warrant—Wiretap Law—Privacy

In an opinion by Judge Del Sole, the Superior Court of Penn-
sylvania held that the defendant police officer was not selectively
prosecuted, a separate search warrant was not required for con-
tents of an audiotape found in an apartment building’s common
area, and the suppression court’s finding of fact that is supported
in the record must be affirmed. The court upheld the officer’s
sentence of fines and probation.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-704. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Del Sole, P.J., March 22, 2002.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Gwilym Herbert Gwyer

Summary Offenses—Reduction of Charges—Probable Cause—
Sufficiency—Resisting Arrest—Self Representation

1. Defendant’s assaultive and argumentative behavior as an
election official at the polling place, after receiving several warn-
ings from police officers to leave and not return, provided more
than a sufficient basis for the deputies to arrest, and subsequently
to charge, the Defendant with disorderly conduct and criminal
trespass.

2. The evidence was sufficient to convict the defendant be-
cause, using all reasonable inferences to be drawn from the facts
presented at the time of trial, it is clear that the Defendant was
guilty of the crimes with which he was charged.

3. The Defendant had a written summary of the charges filed
against him and the reduction in the grading of these charges to
summary offenses only changed the penalties he faced, not the
elements of the offenses.

4. There is no right to resist arrest under any circumstances
except in those situations where excessive force is being used
which would likely result in serious bodily injury or death.

5. Defendant knowingly and voluntarily made the decision to
represent himself at all stages of the proceeding.

(Carol Sikov Gross)

Michael W. Streily for the Commonwealth.
Candace Cain for Defendant.

C.C. No. 200001919. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Criminal Division.

OPINION

Cashman, J., February 5, 2002—On January 18, 2001, follow-
ing a non-jury trial, the appellant, Gwilym Gwyer, (hereinafter
referred to as “Gwyer”), was found guilty of disorderly conduct
and defiant trespass, both of which were graded as summary
offenses. Gwyer was sentenced to two periods of incarceration
of ninety days, which sentences were to run consecutively, and
he was also fined six hundred dollars. On February 8, 2001,
Gwyer filed a motion seeking to modify his sentence, which mo-
tion was denied; however, Gwyer was paroled as of that date
from his sentence.

On February 21, 2001, the Public Defender’s Office of Allegh-
eny County entered its appearance to represent Gwyer and filed
the instant appeal. That office was directed, pursuant to Pennsyl-
vania Rule of Appellate Procedure 1925(b), to file a concise state-
ment of matters complained of on appeal. Initially, that office filed
a partial statement of matters complained of on appeal, which
was then supplemented on June 13, 2001, where additional al-
legations of error were raised. In total, Gwyer claims in this
non-jury proceeding on two summary offenses lasting little more
than one (1) hour that this Court committed fourteen errors.

November 2, 1999, was scheduled as the day for the general
municipal elections in 1999. On that date, Gwyer, who had been
designated as the minority inspector for the Republican party,
left his then place of residence to go next door to the Carnegie
Library in the East Liberty Mall in the City of Pittsburgh, where
his polling place was located. Gwyer was acting as a watchman
and custodian in a building which formerly housed a YMCA
which was now an entrepreneurial center run by a member of

the faculty of the Carnegie Mellon University. Gwyer left the
building at approximately 6:30 a.m. and observed a woman post-
ing campaign signs on this building. When he asked the woman
whether or not she had received permission from the owner to
post these signs, he received no response. Then Gwyer took it
upon himself to take down the signs and placed them in several
plastic bags, and took them with him to the polling place in the
Carnegie Library.

Gwyer arrived shortly before 7:00 a.m, placed these signs and
several bags that he was carrying with his own personal items,
behind the table where he was going to be seated as an election
official. In one of his bags were two thermoses containing coffee
which he intended to drink during the course of his day as a
voting inspector. Shortly before the polls opened Gwyer got into
an argument with Phillip Walker, who was the judge of elections.
This argument escalated and became physical and Mr. Walker
called the Pittsburgh Police to ask them to remove Gwyer from
the polling place. Officers Evans, Matthews and Strobel from
the Zone 5 Station of the Pittsburgh Police Department, arrived
at the scene and met with both Mr. Walker and Gwyer. Other
people who were present at the polling place were also inter-
viewed and as a result of the investigation done by these officers,
Gwyer was advised that he was to leave the premises and not to
come back. This instruction was given to him several times and
was designed to make sure that the polling place would be free
from any type of arguments or altercations. Gwyer was given
several warnings by the three police officers not to return to the
polling place and with each one he was given, he became more
and more irritated and agitated. Gwyer finally left the polling
place and went to the building next door.

At approximately 8:30 a.m., another call was received by the
police about a verbal and physical altercation that had taken
place in the polling place. Deputy Sheriffs Randolph Roberts and
Sean Green were dispatched to go to the polling place to restore
order to that scene. When these Deputy Sheriffs arrived, they
met with Mr. Phillip Walker who indicated that a physical and
verbal altercation had occurred between him and Gwyer and that
it was necessary for the paramedics to remove another individual
as a result of Gwyer’s antics. Gwyer then appeared screaming at
the top of his lungs and he was told repeatedly to quiet down.
Gwyer, in addition to being highly agitated, was also highly ar-
gumentative and was removed from the room to the adjoining
hallway by Deputy Green so that Deputy Green could get his
version of what had transpired. Gwyer was then instructed by
the Deputies to leave the building so that the people who in-
tended to vote could do so without any disturbance. Gwyer once
again became highly agitated and was yelling at the Deputies
when he shoved two chairs in which Mr. Walker and Ms.
Josephine Davis were seated. He picked up his bag containing
the two coffee thermoses and almost struck Ms. Davis. Gwyer
was then told to leave the area and not to come back. As the
Deputies were finishing up their duties, the security guard for
the Carnegie Library came to them and told them that Gwyer
was creating a scene and disturbance outside of the building and
requested that they come and attempt to calm him down.

Deputies Roberts and Green left the library and went outside
to find Gwyer once again screaming and yelling at the top of his
lungs. When Deputy Green told him to calm down, Gwyer swung
at him and it was at this time that he was placed under arrest
for disorderly conduct and criminal trespass and as a result of
his actions directed against Deputy Green, he was also charged
with resisting arrest.

Gwyer was originally represented by private counsel, Rodney
Shephard. On August 14, 2000, Mr. Shephard was permitted to
withdraw as his counsel due to his inability to deal with Gwyer.
In fact, in Shephard’s motion to withdraw he noted that Gwyer
“was unreasonable to work with,” and that it was Shephard’s
belief that he could not effectively represent Gwyer at the time
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of trial since he would not listen to him or cooperate with him.
Following the withdrawal of Shephard as his counsel, Gwyer was
directed to obtain new counsel and be ready to proceed to trial.

The case, following another postponement, was scheduled for
trial on January 18, 2001. Gwyer represented himself without
counsel and stated that he was prepared to go to trial on that
date. In fact, Gwyer demanded that he have a jury trial. Gwyer
inquired as to how he would pick his jury, and was instructed
that he had the right to five peremptory challenges and unlim-
ited challenges for cause. It was at this point that the Assistant
District Attorney assigned to prosecute this case advised the
Court that she was amending the indictment against Gwyer to
dismiss the charge of resisting arrest and to reduce the charges
of disorderly conduct and criminal trespass to summary offenses.
Gwyer objected to this amendment since he wanted to proceed
with a jury trial; however, he was advised that he did not have
the ability to control what charges were filed and as a result of
the reduction of the charges to summary offenses, he was not
entitled to a jury trial. Gwyer then proceeded to represent him-
self in a non-jury trial and was subsequently found guilty of both
summary offenses and was then sentenced to two periods of in-
carceration of ninety days which were to be run consecutively
together with total fines of six hundred dollars. Following the
denial of his motion for modification of sentence, Gwyer filed the
instant appeal and has asserted fourteen separate claims of er-
ror. This suggestion of the numerous errors committed in this
one hour non-jury trial makes one mindful of an observation once
made by the Honorable Ruggerio J. Aldisert, wherein he stated.1

With a decade and a half of federal appellate court
experience behind me, I can say that even when we
reverse a trial court it is rare that a brief successfully
demonstrates that the trial court committed more
than one or two reversible errors .... [W]hen I read an
appellant’s brief that contains ten or twelve points, a
presumption arises that there is not merit to any of
them. I do not say that this is an irrebuttable presump-
tion, but it is a presumption nevertheless that reduces
the effectiveness of appellate advocacy. Appellate advo-
cacy is measured by effectiveness, not loquaciousness.

Despite Judge Aldisert’s observation, Gwyer ’s contentions of
error will be examined seriatim.

Gwyer’s first four contentions of error are basically identical.
On the one hand Gwyer has suggested that there was no basis
for his arrest and, on the other hand, there was no probable cause
for his arrest. Despite the difference in terminology, these are
the same issue. Gwyer has also suggested with respect to both of
these claims that his former counsel was ineffective for failing to
file a motion to suppress or otherwise preserve this issue for ap-
peal. In this regard it is unclear as to what would have been
suppressed and if any pre-trial motions were to be filed in con-
nection with the claim of the illegality of his arrest, it would
have been in the form of a motion for writ of habeas corpus to
challenge the basis upon which he was being held to face these
charges.

Even a cursory review of the transcript reveals that the
Deputy Sheriffs who arrested Gwyer had more than a sufficient
basis to presume that he had committed crimes and, in fact,
should be charged with those crimes. Gwyer was argumenta-
tive, combative and assaultive with respect to the people who
were attempting to run the polling place. He was warned by the
Pittsburgh Police less than two hours earlier not to return to the
polling place but in direct contravention of those six to seven
warnings, Gwyer not only returned to the place, but also assaulted
one of the election officials. While he was attempting to be re-
moved from the polling place, he almost assaulted another in-
dividual and after he had been physically removed from the

building, he became loud and combative and attempted to strike
Deputy Sheriff Green when he was told that he could possibly
be charged with disorderly conduct and criminal trespass. His
assaultive and argumentative behavior provided the basis for
these Deputies to arrest and subsequently to charge him with
these crimes.

Gwyer ’s next claim of error is that the evidence was insuffi-
cient either to prove his guilt with respect to the charges filed
against him or that he was not entitled to act in the manner in
which he did. The test to be employed when someone challenges
sufficiency of the evidence has been set forth in Commonwealth
v. Burton, 450 Pa. 532, 301 A.2d 599, 600 (1973), wherein the
Court stated:

As we have repeatedly said the test in determining if
the evidence is sufficient to sustain a criminal convic-
tion is, whether accepting as true all of the evidence of
the Commonwealth, and all reasonable inferences aris-
ing therefrom, upon which the jury could properly have
reached its verdict, was it sufficient in law to prove
beyond a reasonable doubt that the appellant was guilty
of the crime of which he stands convicted. See Com-
monwealth v. Wrona, 442 Pa. 201, 275 A.2d 78 (1971).

Using this standard it is clear that the Commonwealth proved
beyond a reasonable doubt that Gwyer was guilty of the crimes
with which he was charged. Using all reasonable inferences to
be drawn from the facts presented at the time of trial, it is clear
that Gwyer was not entitled to be on the premises where he
was and that he disobeyed the warnings given to him to leave
the scene and that his contemptuous and, at times, bizarre be-
havior, demonstrated the fact that he was engaged in disor-
derly conduct.

The corollary to this claim is somewhat more confusing in
that Gwyer apparently is asserting that since his arrest was ille-
gal he had the right to resist that arrest because the Deputies
did not have the authority: 1) to remove him from the premises;
or, 2) to arrest him for the conduct which he claims he did not
commit. This type of defense, if you will, has been specifically
rejected in the Commonwealth v. Biagini, 540 Pa. 22, 36-37, 655
A.2d 492 (1995):

We cannot state it any more clearly: there does not
exist in Pennsylvania a right to resist arrest, under
any circumstances. The lawfulness of the arrest must
be decided after the fact and appropriate sanctions
imposed in a later judicial setting. Contrary to the po-
sition of the defendants herein, the opinion in French
never touched upon the issue of resisting arrest when
the arrestee thinks the police officer is acting without
probable cause. What was at issue in French was the
distinction between resisting arrest and the right of
self-defense which would allow an individual to pro-
tect him/herself in the extreme situation where the
arresting officer uses force which is so excessive that
it will result in death or serious bodily harm. Id. 531
Pa. at 48, 611 A.2d at 178. When the Court in French
made reference to unlawful conduct on the part of the
police, the reference was to the unlawful use of exces-
sive/deadly force in making the arrest, and not to the
unlawfulness or lack of probable cause for the arrest.9

The defendant in French never contested the le-
gality of her arrest. Rather, she argued that her attack
on the Officer was justified in an effort to stop him from
using excessive force in placing her boyfriend under
arrest. The Court in French was attempting to clarify
that fine line between resisting arrest and self-defense.
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[A]n arrestee’s use of force in self protection is justified
when the arrestee reasonably believes that such force
is immediately necessary to protect against an arrest-
ing officer’s use of unlawful and deadly force, i.e., force
which is readily capable of causing death or serious
bodily injury. An arresting officer’s use of excessive force
capable of causing less than serious bodily injury or
death can be vindicated by recourse to subsequent le-
gal remedies. French, 531 Pa. at 50, 611 A.2d at 179.
Thus, French reaffirms the proposition that there is
no justification for resisting arrest; the only circum-
stance under which the law will contemplate physical
resistance to a police officer is when the officer unnec-
essarily uses unlawfully excessive or deadly force which
triggers the right of self-defense. The focus in French
was not whether the underlying arrest was based on
probable cause, but rather whether the officers’ use of
force in effectuating a lawful arrest was itself, unlaw-
ful. A police officer may only use the amount of force
which is necessary to accomplish the arrest. 18 Pa.C.S.
§508(a)(1).10

___________
9 In using the adjective “excessive” when referenc-

ing the improper amount of force used by a police of-
ficer, we mean the amount of force which would cause
serious bodily injury, not just an amount of force that
is more than necessary to effectuate the specific arrest
at issue.

10 18 Pa.C.S. §508. Use of force in law enforcement

(a) Peace officer’s use of force in making arrest.—

      (1) A peace officer, or any person whom he has
summoned or directed to assist him, need not re-
treat or desist from efforts to make a lawful arrest
because of resistance or threatened resistance to
the arrest. He is justified in the use of any force
which he believes to be necessary to defend himself
or another from bodily harm while making the ar-
rest. However, he is justified in using deadly force
only when he believes that such force is necessary
to prevent death or serious bodily injury to himself
or such other person, or when he believes both that:

(i) such force is necessary to prevent the arrest
from being defeated by resistance or escape; and

(ii) the person to be arrested has committed or
attempted a forcible felony or is attempting to
escape and possesses a deadly weapon, or other-
wise indicates that he will endanger human life
or inflict serious bodily injury unless arrested
without delay.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court reemphasized and reiterated
its position that there is no right to resist arrest under any cir-
cumstances except in those situations where excessive force is
being used which would likely result in serious bodily injury or
death.

In conclusion we reiterate, although a “lawful” ar-
rest is an essential element necessary to sustain a
conviction for resisting arrest, a determination that
the arrest was “unlawful” will never serve as justifi-
cation for the act of resistance. French does not, per
se, justify “resistance” to arrest. The holding of French
is limited to those rare instances when an arrestee

reasonably believes it necessary to defend him/herself
against the unnecessary use of unlawfully excessive or
deadly force by the arresting officer. Commonwealth v.
Biagini, supra, 655 A.2d at 38-39.

Gwyer not only is misguided in his belief that he was legally
entitled to be on the premises, but he is also misguided in his
ability to engage in the actions in which he did when the police
were attempting to arrest him. This is also somewhat interest-
ing since Gwyer indicated at the time of trial that he was a former
police officer. Having no right to resist arrest, Gwyer was not
privileged to engage in the conduct in which he engaged.

Gwyer’s next contentions of error deal with the amendment
of the indictment which reduced the offenses with which he was
charged from misdemeanors in the third degree to summary of-
fenses. Gwyer was originally charged with criminal trespass and
the section of the Crimes Code reads as follows:

§3503. Criminal Trespass.

(b) Defiant trespasser.—

(1) A person commits an offense if, knowing that
he is not licensed or privileged to do so, he enters or
remains in any place as to which notice against tres-
pass is given by:

(i) actual communication to the actor; or
(ii) posting in a manner prescribed by law or reason-
ably likely to come to the attention of intruders; or
(iii) fencing or other enclosure manifestly designed
to exclude intruders.

(2) An offense under this subsection constitutes a
misdemeanor of the third degree if the offender defies
an order to leave personally communicated to him by
the owner of the premises or other authorized person.
Otherwise it is a summary offense.2

Gwyer was also charged with disorderly conduct which section
of the Crimes Code provides as follows:

§5503. Disorderly conduct

(a) Offense defined.—A person is guilty of disorderly
conduct if, with intent to cause public inconvenience,
annoyance or alarm, or recklessly creating a risk
thereof, he:

(1) engages in fighting or threatening, or in vio-
lent or tumultuous behavior;

(2) makes unreasonable noise;
(3) uses obscene language, or makes an obscene

gesture; or
(4) creates a hazardous or physically offensive con-

dition by any act which serves no legitimate purpose of
the actor.

(b) Grading.—An offense under this section is a misde-
meanor of the third degree if the intent of the actor is
to cause substantial harm or serious inconvenience, or
if he persists in disorderly conduct after reasonable
warning or request to desist. Otherwise disorderly con-
duct is a summary offense.

(c) Definition.—As used in this section the word “pub-
lic” means affecting or likely to affect persons in a place
to which the public or a substantial group has access;
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among the places included are highways, transport
facilities, schools, prisons, apartment houses, places of
business or amusement, any neighborhood, or any pre-
mises which are open to the public.3

The Commonwealth elected to dismiss the charge of resisting
arrest and to proceed with the remaining two charges as sum-
mary offenses, thereby reducing the maximum potential penalty
to which Gwyer was exposed if he were to be convicted of these
charges. Gwyer had no basis or privilege to object to the reduc-
tion of these charges and his only objection at the time of trial
was that he needed to have written documentation of the new
charges filed against him. It is clear that Gwyer had a written
summary of the charges filed against him since the only differ-
ence between the offenses with which he was charged and the
offenses with which he faced trial, were the grading of the offenses.
Gwyer now contends that the elements of these offenses are now
different and that he needed additional time to prepare. A review
of the statute indicates that the elements of the offenses are iden-
tical and the only difference in these charges is the penalty.

With the amendment of these charges, Gwyer also suggested
that this Court committed error in not giving him additional
time to prepare and to consult with new counsel about these
charges. Gwyer has suggested that since these were new
charges, that he needed additional time to prepare and have
witnesses available to him. As previously noted, these are not
new charges, the only difference in the charges is their grad-
ing. It should also be noted that Gwyer did present a witness at
the time of trial, even though that witness’s testimony provided
no evidence in support of his contention that he was lawfully
permitted to be on the premises and that he could engage in
the bellicose conduct in which he did.

Gwyer’s next contention of error deals with the fact that he
tried this case without counsel. Gwyer has suggested that this
Court forced him into trying the case and prohibited him from
having counsel and, in fact, sentenced him without counsel.
Gwyer made the election to proceed without counsel as indicated
by the waiver of counsel form that he executed.4 Gwyer fully knew
of his right to counsel and was able to prepare this case and was
fully aware of what the implication would be should he decide to
proceed without counsel. He was instructed that he would be
held to the same standard as a lawyer when he represented him-
self and chose to do so. Gwyer was not prohibited from retaining
new counsel since he had made an affirmative decision to proceed
without one. His suggestion that he needed new counsel to review
the amended charges, while humorous, is more indicative of his
petulant, sophomoric and fractious behavior than it is of his need
to have counsel review his criminal situation.

Gwyer’s final contention of error is that his waiver of his right
to remain silent and present testimony was invalid since he did
not have counsel. As with all of his other claims of error, this is
patently without merit since Gwyer fully understood what he was
doing and acknowledged so both in a written and oral colloquy. At
the time that this Court went through the colloquy with Gwyer to
explain to him the rights that he was waiving, Gwyer indicated
that he was fifty-five years old and that he had a Bachelor of Arts
degree from college and that he was a former police officer. It is
clear from his background that Gwyer fully understood what he
was doing and made the decision to represent himself knowingly
and voluntarily at all stages of the proceeding. As with his other
spurious claims of error, this assertion is also without merit and
Gwyer was properly convicted of the charges of disorderly conduct
and defiant trespass.

BY THE COURT
/s/Cashman, J.

1 Aldisert, The Appellate Bar: Professional Competence and Pro-
fessional Responsibility—A View from the Jaundiced Eye of One
Appellate Judge, 11 Cap.U.L. Rev. 445, 458 (1982).

2 18 Pa.C.S.A. §3503(b).

3 18 Pa.C.S.A. §5503.

4 Gwyer was very familiar with this form since he waived his
right to counsel at his preliminary hearing.

Sabaudin Dollaku v. Basri Rruka

Preliminary Objections—Jurisdiction—Agreement to Arbitrate
—Application to Amend Order

1. Language in an agreement regarding a Mercedes dealer-
ship, written and executed in Albania, providing that the lawyer
for one of the parties will be the “executor” of the agreement and
“give interpretation in case of partial disagreements between the
parties” is not a binding agreement to arbitrate.

2. Since the Albanian agreement does not provide a binding
agreement to arbitrate, the preliminary objections to the Court’s
jurisdiction based on the assertion of an agreement to arbitrate
are properly overruled.

3. The Court properly denied Defendant’s Application to
Amend Order to Include Statement Specified in 42 Pa.C.S. Sec-
tion 702(b) and Pa.R.A.P. 311 (b) (2) because the law of Pennsyl-
vania requires an express agreement to arbitrate before it will
deny anyone access to our courts.

(Sandra L. Kitman)

Victor P. Szeligo and Melvin H. Levy for Plaintiff.
Edward J. Kress for Defendant.

GD 01-11554. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

INTRODUCTION
Friedman, J., February 13, 2002—For the reasons set forth

herein, the undersigned denied Defendant’s Application to Amend
Order to Include Statement Specified in 42 Pa.C.S. §702(b) and
Pa. R.A.P. 311(b)(2) on February 8, 2002. The underlying order
is interlocutory but overruled preliminary objections to the Court’s
jurisdiction, based on the assertion of an agreement to arbitrate.

FACTS ACCEPTED AS TRUE
The facts pled in the Amended Complaint and accepted as

true for purposes of the argument on Defendant’s preliminary
objections to jurisdiction indicate the following:

1. The parties had an agreement (the First Agreement) re-
garding a Mercedes dealership in Albania.

2. The First Agreement was written in Albanian by an Alba-
nian lawyer and was executed by the parties while they were
living in Albania.

3. Both parties now reside in Allegheny County.

4. Plaintiff had fully performed his part of the First Agree-
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ment when Defendant acquired the Mercedes dealership.

5. Defendant had partially performed his obligations under
the First Agreement by paying $1,000 per month since July 1996;
however, Defendant had not made other required payments of
0.5% of gross revenue.

6. On May 4, 1998, the parties met, in Allegheny County, and
Defendant agreed to settle the unpaid portion of the First Agree-
ment by paying a lump sum of $100,000 in two payments of
$50,000 each, one by the end of May 1998 and the other by the
end of August 1998.

7. Defendant was unable to make the payments but reaffirmed
his settlement promise in the late summer of 1998, stating that
the dealership was up for sale.

8. In the summer of 2000, the parties met again regarding
the payment of the $100,000. Defendant again reaffirmed his
promise and agreed to pay an additional $10,000 to reimburse
Plaintiff for his collection efforts in Albania.

9. During the Thanksgiving Holiday of 2000, the parties met
again, and Defendant reaffirmed his $110,000 obligation.

10. Defendant has paid nothing of the settlement amount of
$110,000.

Counsel for the parties focused on whether or not the above facts
make out a novation. At argument, the Court had thought of it
as a settlement, but it is believed that this is a distinction with-
out a difference.

DISCUSSION
The main question before the Court was whether there was a

binding agreement to arbitrate the dispute and, if so, whether
the arbitration can only be held in Albania and only before one
particular individual. The Court concluded that the relevant
agreement was the oral one reached in Allegheny County and
therefore refused to order the parties to arbitrate. However, even
if we interpret only the written agreement as though the oral
settlement or novation had not occurred, it does not appear that
the clause referred to is one requiring binding arbitration in lieu
of a Court proceeding. The translation, which both parties agree
is accurate, contains the following language, which Defendant
contends mandates arbitration:

Both parties agreed [sic] that Lawyer Mr. Stavri Ceco
will be executor of this agreement, will give interpre-
tation in case of partial disagreements between the
parties.

Defendant’s counsel contended, at argument on the preliminary
objections:

No. 2, even if you look at the Plaintiff ’s interpretation
of the contract, it’s basically the same interpretation
as ours. Both parties agree that Mr. Stavri Ceco will be
executor of this agreement, will give interpretation of
the case and even says here, potential disagreements
between parties.

However, we can only reach that conclusion if the duties and
function described as belonging to the Albanian “executor” are
the duties and functions that an arbitrator would have. Defen-
dant, who has the burden of proving a valid agreement to arbi-
trate, has adduced no evidence of what duties or functions an
“executor” would have under Albanian law. Absent that evidence,

we must look to the clause itself, which does not refer in any way
to the parties agreeing to forgo the courts and seek a binding
resolution of any dispute before Mr. Ceco. It merely says that if
there are “partial disagreements,” Mr. Ceco will give his “inter-
pretation,” presumably of the word or phrase or clause whose
meaning the parties cannot agree on. However, this seems more
to be an initial accommodation to the parties in understanding
the First Agreement and their respective obligations thereun-
der. It is clearly not an agreement to abide by his decisions as
final ones nor is it an agreement to forgo the right to seek re-
dress in a court of law. This conclusion is strengthened by the
undisputed fact that Mr. Ceco was the lawyer for the Defendant,
and could not be “impartial” as the word would ordinarily be
understood. Again, there is no evidence that Albanian ethical
codes for lawyers would permit them to be an arbitrator in the
same matter where the lawyer had represented only one party,
absent waiver of the conflict by the other party.

CONCLUSION
Defendant has not met his burden of proving a binding agree-

ment to arbitrate, even assuming that the First Agreement still
controls. The preliminary objections to jurisdiction were prop-
erly overruled. The Court also properly denied Defendant’s Ap-
plication because the law of Pennsylvania requires an express
agreement to arbitrate before it will deny anyone access to our
courts. DiLucente Corporation v. Pennsylvania Roofing Co., 440
Pa.Super. 450, 655 A.2d 1035 (1995). No such express agreement
was proven here.

BY THE COURT
/s/Friedman, J.

Susan Antieau and Derek Harding,
Wife and Husband, Thomas Hershberger

and Elaine Hershberger,
his wife, John Prorok, Mike Markey

and Lisa Herring v.
Zoning Board of Adjustment for the

City of Pittsburgh v.
Joseph Cassie and Susan Cassie

Variance—Pittsburgh Urban Zoning Code—Municipal
Planning Code

1. Property owners are intervenors in appeal filed by sur-
rounding landowners to Zoning Board’s decision to grant them
a variance.

2. Based on case law and factual evidence, property owners
were properly granted a dimensional variance permitting them
to build a single family home on their property that does not
meet the interior side yard setback requirement of the Pittsburgh
Urban Zoning Code.

3. 53 P.S. Section 10910.2 (Section 910.2 of the Municipal Plan-
ning Code) sets forth specific criteria which must be met for a
variance applicant to be successful.

4. Degree of proof required to establish unnecessary hard-
ship is lesser when a dimensional variance is sought as opposed
to a use variance.

5. As fact finder, the Zoning Board determines credibility of
witnesses and weight to be given to the evidence.

(Sandra L. Kitman)
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Robert W. Goehring for Appellants.
George R. Specter for Appellee.
Philip J. Scolieri for Intervenors.

No. SA 01-679. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

James, J., February 13, 2002—Intervenors, Joseph Cassie and
Susan Cassie, own a vacant piece of property located at 534
Hastings Street in the Point Breeze section of the City of Pitts-
burgh and zoned RT-2, residential two unit, low density. For over
100 years, a single-family dwelling, 20 feet by 46 feet in size,
stood on this site until a fire destroyed the building in December
of 1998. The remaining structure was demolished in April of 2000.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment issued a decision on May 25,
2001 granting the Cassies’ variance request from interior side
yard setback requirements to permit the construction of a 22
foot by 32 foot single-family home.

Appellants are surrounding landowners of the 534 Hastings
Street property. Appellants appealed the decision of the Board
through a Notice of Appeal filed with this court on June 18, 2001
asserting that the Board’s decision was arbitrary, capricious and
contrary to the law and evidence.

“Since no additional evidence was presented subsequent to
the Board’s determination, the scope of (our) review is limited to
determining whether the Board committed a manifest abuse of
discretion or an error of law…. We may conclude that the Board
abused its discretion only if its findings are not supported by
substantial evidence.” Valley View Civic Association v. Zoning
Board of Adjustment, 462 A.2d 637, 639-40 (Pa. 1983).

Intervenors seek a variance to overcome the requirements
found at Section 925.06.C of the Pittsburgh Urban Zoning Code.
This Section relaxes the standard minimum interior side yard
setback to a minimum of three feet if in fitting with the context
and makeup of the neighborhood. Section 910.2 of the Municipal
Planning Code provides that a variance applicant must satisfy
the following criteria to be successful:

(1) That there are unique physical characteristics or
conditions, including irregularity, narrowness, or
shallowness of lot size or shape, or exceptional to-
pographical or other physical conditions peculiar to
the particular property and that the unnecessary
hardship is due to such conditions and not the cir-
cumstances or conditions generally created by the
provisions of the zoning ordinance in the neighbor-
hood or district in which the property is located.

(2) That because of the physical conditions, there is no
possibility that the property can be developed in
strict conformity with the provisions of the zoning
ordinance and that authorization of a variance is
therefore necessary to enable the reasonable use
of the property.

(3) That such unnecessary hardship has not been cre-
ated by the appellant.

(4) That the variance, if authorized, will not alter the
essential character of the neighborhood or district
in which the property is located, nor substantially
or permanently impair the appropriate use or de-
velopment of adjacent property, nor be detrimen-
tal to the public welfare.

(5) That the variance, if authorized, will represent the
minimum variance that will afford relief and will
represent the least modification of the regulation
in issue.

53 P.S. §10910.2.
Intervenors seek a dimensional variance, as opposed to a use

variance. Our Supreme Court has held that the degree of proof
required to establish unnecessary hardship is lesser when a di-
mensional variance is sought as opposed to a use variance.
Hertzberg v. Zoning Board of Adjustment of the City of Pittsburgh,
721 A.2d 43, 47-48 (Pa. 1998). The Court further remarked that
when evaluating a dimensional variance in the context of an
unnecessary hardship that:

[C]ourts may consider multiple factors, including the
economic detriment to the applicant if the variance was
denied, the financial hardship created by any work nec-
essary to bring the building into strict compliance with
the zoning requirements and the characteristics of the
surrounding neighborhood. To hold otherwise would
prohibit the rehabilitation of neighborhoods by preclud-
ing an applicant who wishes to renovate a building in
a blighted area from obtaining the necessary variances.

Id. at 50. Furthermore, a variance applicant is not required to
demonstrate that the property is valueless without the variance
in order to establish unnecessary hardship.
Id. at 48.

At the hearing before the Board, Intervenors presented the
credible testimony of their contractor that it was structurally
impossible to build a single-family home with a nineteen feet
wide footprint that also provides for integral garage parking. The
City of Pittsburgh requires that all new construction provide for
off street parking. The evidence before the Board established that
the proposed 22 feet wide home is the smallest structure that
can be built upon the vacant lot located in this residential com-
munity. In addition, the proposed home blends in with the char-
acter of the surrounding neighborhood. It is not uncommon in
this neighborhood for homes to deviate from the required inte-
rior side yard setbacks. In fact, non-conforming interior side yard
setbacks exist for each of the homes located on either side of the
proposed home.

The factual evidence properly before the Zoning Board of Ad-
justment for the City of Pittsburgh coupled with the existing case
law support the Board’s decision. “Determinations as to the cred-
ibility of witnesses and the weight to be given to the evidence are
matters left solely to the Board in the performance of its
factfinding role.” A.A. Shamah v. Hellam Township Zoning Hear-
ing Board, 648 A.2d 1299, 1304 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1994). For these
reasons, the Board’s May 25, 2001 decision is affirmed.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 13th day of February, 2002, for the reasons
set forth in the preceding Opinion, the Appellants’ June 18, 2001
Notice of Appeal is dismissed. The May 25, 2001 decision of the
Zoning Board of Adjustment of the City of Pittsburgh is affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/James, J.
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Asie Hunter v. Helena Murphy and Mamie Hunter

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-004065
Jury Verdict: For Defendants
Date Of Verdict: 11/1/01
Judge: Cercone
Pltf ’s Atty: Marc Reiter
Def ’s Atty: Leta Pittman (Murphy); Frank Micale (M.

Hunter)
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Robert Durning, M.D.

Defendant(s): Mark Foster, M.D.

Remarks: 2 car accident that occurred on 10/22/98 at intersec-
tion of Center Avenue and Washington Place in City of Pittsburgh,
Allegheny County, between car driven by Defendant, Mamie
Hunter on Center Avenue, in which her adult son, Plaintiff Asie
Hunter was traveling as front seat passenger and vehicle driven
by Defendant Murphy on Washington Place. Question on liability
at trial was which operator did not have green traffic light at time
of accident—as both operators claimed advantage of traffic signal
for their respective direction of travel. Question on damages at
trial was whether Plaintiff sustained any verifiable injury. Jury
determined that neither Defendant was negligent (without reach-
ing the question of damages); post-trial motion filed by Plaintiff
(briefing and argument pending preparation of trial transcript)
requesting new trial on theory that one or the other Defendant
should have been found negligent given their “conflicting” testi-
mony regarding the dual green color of their respective traffic sig-
nals at the intersection where the mva occurred. Defense based
on failure of Plaintiff to introduce any evidence on issue of liabil-
ity and absence of “presumption” that traffic lights were properly
working at the time of the accident so as to not present conflicting
signals. Damages claimed by Plaintiff were alleged to include
chronic lumbar and cervical strain with post accident MRI evi-
dence of the presence of an L5-S1 herniation of undetermined ori-
gin—though the nature and extent of damages claimed were con-
tested on the ground of the minimal physical impact sustained by
the Plaintiff auto as evidence by photos of same introduced at trial.

Curtis Irvin v. Port Authority of Allegheny County

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-8016
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 11/2/01
Judge: Friedman
Pltf ’s Atty: Richard Start
Def ’s Atty: Colin Meneely
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle—Fall Onboard Bus
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Dr. Alexander Bell (Orthopedic

Surgeon)

Remarks: Plaintiff boarded a PAT bus on a rainy day. He was
proceeding to his seat, when the driver put the bus in motion.
Plaintiff complained that the start was unusually abrupt, caus-
ing Plaintiff to slip and fall. It was undisputed that Plaintiff fell
on Defendant’s bus and that he suffered a ruptured quadricep
tendon that required surgery to repair. No other passengers were
adversely affected by the motion of the bus. Plaintiff claimed a
wage loss of approximately $20,000. He was employed as a guard
in the state correctional facility. All medical bills were paid un-
der a program of First Party Benefits. Defendant did not dispute
the medical treatment or the wage loss.

Susan V. Anderson and Harve C. Anderson, III,
her husband v. General Motors Corporation,
a corporation, and C. Harper Chevrolet, Inc.,

a corporation

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-7203
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff - $18,695.67
Date Of Verdict: 11/2/01
Judge: Cercone
Pltf ’s Atty: Howard J. Schulberg
Def ’s Atty: Daniel B. McClane
Type of Case: Products Liability
Experts: Plaintiff(s): William Sims, M.D.;

Steven Pustay, P.E.
Defendant(s): Scott Sakai, P.E.

Remarks: Plaintiff ’s vehicle caught fire as a result of a defective
transmission oil cooler line. She was trapped inside her burning
automobile and inhaled toxic fumes. The vehicle was the subject
of a recall notice for this exact condition (a defective transmission
oil cooler line) but the notice had not been transmitted to the Plain-
tiffs as they had purchased the vehicle used only three months
prior to the incident. Plaintiff/wife suffered from traumatically
induced respiratory ailments and the vehicle was a total loss.

Kristine M. Hesson v. Lynn Bradley Lerch v. Jon Brophy

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 01-0692
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff - $40,000.00. 100% liability

attributed to original Defendant, Lynn
Bradley Lerch, II

Date Of Verdict: 1/29/02
Judge: Baer
Pltf ’s Atty: James D. Belliveau
Def ’s Atty: For Original Defendant: Robert A. Loch

For Additional Defendant: Michael C. Maselli
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Dawn A. Marcus, M.D. (Control

Specialist); Michael Franzen, Ph.D. (Neuro-
psychologist)
Defendant(s): Lawson Bernstein, M.D.
(Neuropsychiatrist); Richard Kasdan, M.D.
(Neurologist)

Remarks: Plaintiff, Kristine Hesson, was a passenger in a ve-
hicle operated by original Defendant, Lynn Bradley Lerch, II.
The vehicle made a left hand turn from Liberty Avenue attempt-
ing to enter the 31st Street Bridge when it was struck by a ve-
hicle coming from the opposite direction operated by Additional
Defendant, Jon Brophy. Plaintiff, Kristine Hesson, suffered a blow
to her head causing a concussion and leading to a permanent
mild closed head injury along with post-traumatic headaches.
Her special damages amount to $2,500.00.
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Bryant v. Cole

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 01-11003
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff in the amount of $125,000.00
Date Of Verdict: 4/3/02
Judge: Lucchino
Pltf ’s Atty: John Becker
Def ’s Atty: John Donaher
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Timothy Domer, D.O. (Orthope-

dics); Armand Monotti, D.O.
Defendant(s): William Abraham, M.D.

Remarks: Plaintiff was rear-ended by a vehicle driven by Defen-
dant. Plaintiff suffered an injury to her knee and was subsequently
diagnosed with patello-femoral arthritis which her orthopedist
concluded was aggravated by the accident. Plaintiff also treated
for low back pain and ultimately degenerative disc disease and a
bulging disc. Plaintiff also treated with a chiropractor, physical
midicine specialist and pain management specialist. She was off
work for 5 1/2 months. Defendant contended that Plaintiff suf-
fered only a bruise and sprain in the accident.

Lewicki, et al. v. Prata, et al.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 01-3068
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiffs - $107,500.00
Date Of Verdict: 1/16/02
Judge: Gallo
Pltf ’s Atty: Jon R. Perry; Renee A. Metal
Def ’s Atty: Robert A. Loch
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Charles J. Burke, III, M.D.

Defendant(s): Jon B. Tucker, M.D.

Remarks: Mr. Lewicki sustained a Grade III-B open right tibia
and fibula fracture when Defendant Prata crossed the centerline
and struck the Lewicki vehicle. Mr. Lewicki’s son, Mickey, suf-
fered a laceration of his left knee and made a complete recovery.
At the time of trial Mr. Lewicki sustained $12,388.68 in lost wages
and is left with residual ankle pain. The jury awarded Mr. Lewicki
$87,500 and awarded son, Mickey, $20,000.

Paul Glevicky, Administrator of the Estate of Mae
Glevicky, Deceased, and Paul Glevicky, in his own right v.
First City Company t/d/b/a West View Associates t/d/b/a

West View Plaza Shopping Center

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-20569
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff - $10,500.00
Date Of Verdict: 1/25/02
Judge: Folino
Pltf ’s Atty: Robert A. Seewald; Robert E. Mielnicki
Def ’s Atty: Thomas Doyle
Type of Case: Slip and Fall
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Louis Heyl, M.D.

Remarks: Mae Glevicky was walking across the poorly lit park-
ing lot to her car carrying several large shopping bags, when
suddenly and without warning she stepped into a large pothole
and fell forward sustaining injuries. Damages were ecchymois
over the left knee, contusion of the left knee, bursitis of the left
shoulder, sacroiliac strain, left flank hyperesthesics, tendonitis
of the left shoulder and cirtaneous nerve damage in the left flank
area for Plaintiff, Mae Glevicky. Plaintiff, Paul Glevicky, claimed
loss of consortium.

Robert Deutsch v. Anthony Pietropaola

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-18133
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff - $200,000.00
Date Of Verdict: 11/21/01
Judge: Baldwin
Pltf ’s Atty: James Herb
Def ’s Atty: Patrick Murphy
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): William Bookwalter, M.D.;

Judith Esman, M.D.; Jeroen Walstra
(Earnings Analyst)
Defendant(s): Howard Senter, M.D.

Remarks: Defendant rear-ended Plaintiff. Plaintiff had two (2)
previous cervical diskectomies and claimed aggravation of pre-
existing condition, as well as thoracic injury. Plaintiff claimed
total disability. He was 44 years old at the time of the accident.
Defendant argued it was a low impact collision and any condi-
tions suffered by Plaintiff were not due to accident, which only
caused mild, temporary sprain/strain.

Healey v. Yost

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-14232
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 11/8/01
Judge: Farino
Pltf ’s Atty: Gary J. Ogg; Bryan S. Neiderhiser
Def ’s Atty: C. Leon Sherman
Type of Case: Premises Liability
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Dr. Nicholas Sotereanos

(Allegheny Orthopaedics Associates)
Defendant(s): Roger J. Ferguson, M.D. (Tri-
State Orthopaedics & Sports Medicine, Inc.)

Remarks: The Plaintiff asserted that she tripped on a wobbly
step located on the Defendant’s rental property. She sustained a
tri-malleoral fracture of ankle, which required internal fixation
with plates and screws. The jury returned a verdict for the Defen-
dant. The issue of whether the Defendant had prior knowledge of
the condition of the steps was crucial in the case.

Donald J. Hastings v. Karen Kulick, D.P.M.
a/k/a Karen Kulick Luther, D.P.M. and

Pittsburgh Family Footcare, P.C.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-14329
Jury Verdict: For Defendants
Date Of Verdict: 11/21/01
Judge: Folino
Pltf ’s Atty: Michael C. George
Def ’s Atty: Charles P. Falk
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Steven F. Boc, D.P.M.

Defendant(s): Gerard U. Yu, D.P.M.

Remarks: Defendant Podiatrist performed a hallux limitus re-
pair on Plaintiff ’s great toe. Plaintiff reported complications post
procedure including deformity of the toe, foot pain and numb-
ness and tingling into the toes of his feet. Plaintiff proceeded on
a theory of lack of informed consent and also a theory that the
type of surgery performed was contraindicated given Plaintiff ’s
pre-surgery activity level. Defendant alleged that proper informed
consent was given and that the surgery selected was a reason-
able approach to treating Plaintiff ’s condition.
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Edith Battle v. Robert G. Liss, M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-8367
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 3/18/02
Judge: Gallo
Pltf ’s Atty: Kenneth W. Behrend; Daniel Ernsberger
Def ’s Atty: Henry M. Sneath
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Douglas K. Sanderson, M.D.

Defendant(s): Mark Goodman, M.D.

Remarks: In this informed consent action, Plaintiff Edith Battle
alleged that she suffered injuries as a consequence of the failure
of Dr. Liss to obtain her informed consent prior to surgery on her
right knee. The day after the surgery, Ms. Battle was discharged
from the hospital wearing a Bledsoe knee brace that prevented
full extension of the knee joint. Plaintiff alleged that Dr. Liss did
not inform Ms. Battle that there were alternative surgical pro-
cedures for the repair of the quadriceps tendon and that Dr.
Liss selected a surgical technique that included post-operative
immobilization of her right knee.
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Grace Center Community Living Corp. v.
County of Indiana, White Township,
Indiana County Board of Assessment

Appeals, and Indiana Area
School District

Tax Exempt Status—Non-Profit—Senior Citizen Housing

The Commonwealth Court held that a senior community liv-
ing home that makes apartments available at cost or less satis-
fies the constitutional and statutory requirements for charitable
tax exemption. Grace Center Community Living Corporation
(Grace Manor) is a non-profit corporation that provides housing
to senior citizens. Its purpose is to provide low cost housing to
the elderly without government assistance or subsidy. Grace
Center at 2. Applicants must be over 60 years of age, and must
be able to take care of themselves. All work performed at Grace
Manor is completed on a volunteer basis. It has no paid employ-
ees. Any excess revenue is placed into an account held for future
facility repairs, or an extra payment is made on the building
loan. Grace Manor requested a real estate tax exemption for the
tax year 2000.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 01-1147. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Simpson, J., April 10, 2002.

Robert and Lauren Efford, individually
and t/a Goldhope Farm v.

The Jockey Club, a Non-Profit Association

Internet Website—Jurisdiction—Long-Arm Statute

The mere maintenance of an Internet website, which per-
mitted Pennsylvania residents to register thoroughbred horses
on-line was not sufficient nexis with the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania in order to establish general jurisdiction via the Penn-
sylvania long-arm statute absent the defendant having further
contacts with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-1621. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Popovich, J., April 5, 2002.

Tribune-Review Publishing Company v.
Westmoreland County Housing Authority

Public Record—Settlement Agreement—Right to Know Law

The Commonwealth Court, through Senior Judge Joseph F.
McCloskey, held April 10, 2002, that a settlement agreement in
a discrimination action was a “public record,” susceptible to dis-
closure under the Right to Know Law, 65 P.S. §§66.1-66.4. Spe-
cifically, in Tribune-Review Publishing Co. v. Westmoreland
County Housing Authority, No. 1417 C.D. 2001 (Pa. Cmwlth. April
10, 2002), the court required disclosure of a settlement agree-
ment to a newspaper, even though payment under the settle-
ment agreement was made by a reciprocal insurance company of
which the governmental agency was a subscriber.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-1417. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
McCloskey, S.J., April 10, 2002.

Diane Marsico and Kristen Ogozaly,
a minor v. Francis DiBileo

Motor Vehicle Code—Right-of-Way Travel—Parking Lot

Justice Todd delivered the opinion of the Pennsylvania Supe-
rior Court, which addressed the matter of whether Section 3321
of the Motor Vehicle Code, pertaining to vehicle right-of-ways,
applied to vehicles traveling in parking lots. The court concluded
that it did not and vacated and remanded the matter for a new
trial. Diane Marsico v. Francis DiBileo, No. 388 M.D.A. 2001
(Pa.Super. April 9, 2002).

(Patrice Wade)

No. 01-388. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Todd, J., April 9, 2002.
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Fred Beemus and Cathi Beemus,
husband and wife v. Interstate National

Dealer Services, Inc.; Chrysler Corp.;
Travelers Indemnity Company;
Brokerage Professionals, Inc.;

Primus Automotive Financial Services,
Inc.; and Mackay-Swift, Inc.

Class Action—Preliminary Objections—Statutory Construction
—Motor Vehicle Sales Finance Act—Fiduciary Duty—Vicarious
Liability—Constructive Trust—Agency—FTC Holder Notice—
Assignee Liability—Federal Preemption

1. A private right of action exists under the Motor Vehicle
Sales Finance Act (MVSFA, 69 P.S. 601, et seq.) allowing car
buyers who purchased motor vehicle service contracts to sue
alleging that Defendants engaged in a scheme to overcharge
purchasers for the service contracts.

2. Car dealers through whom car buyers purchase a service
contract do not have a fiduciary duty to car buyers; agreement
which provides that dealer promptly and timely pay monies to
the managing agent and administrator does not confer any ben-
efits on the car buyer who is not a party to the agreement.

3. Class membership is limited to consumers who purchased
Interstate Service Contract from car dealer Mackay and does
not extend to all car buyers in Pennsylvania who purchased In-
terstate Service Contracts.

4. Preliminary Objection seeking dismissal of Complaint un-
der Pa.R.C.P. 1028 (a) (2) denied where Preliminary Objection
does not identify any law or rule of court to which Complaint
fails to conform, and Preliminary Objection is based instead on
failure of Complaint to conform to a prior court order.

5. Under the MVSFA, vicarious liability for the car dealer’s
violations cannot be imposed on the company providing service
contracts to the car buyers.

6. Service contract company is not liable for car dealer’s viola-
tions under agency theory; car dealer offered the service contract,
but service contract company did not control the car dealer’s sales
or prices charged, and sale was contingent on service contract
company’s right to reject the sale.

7. Car buyers’ constructive trust claim against car dealer and
service contract company based on allegations that the service
contract constitutes the sale of insurance dismissed where no
facts are pled or law cited upon which court can conclude that a
service contract is actually an insurance contract.

8. Car buyers’ constructive trust claim against service con-
tract company is dismissed as service contract company did not
retain any “inequitable benefit.”

9. Car buyers’ constructive trust claim against company which
sold an excess insurance policy to car dealers is dismissed as
there are no facts set forth to substantiate a claim that insur-
ance company was unjustly enriched nor any other facts alleged
supporting the imposition of a constructive trust.

10. Car buyers can bring claims against assignee of the in-
stallment contract based on the federally required FTC Holder
Notice in the Installment Contract.

11. Under the Supremacy Clause of the United States Con-
stitution, federal regulations have the same preemptive effect as
federal statutes, and state laws are preempted if they conflict
with federal regulations.

(Sandra L. Kitman)

Richard Shenkan and Michael Malakoff for Plaintiffs.
Willard Burns for Defendant, Interstate National Dealer Ser-
vices, Inc.
James Krause for Defendant, Travelers Indemnity Company.
Robert Lopez for Defendant, Primus Automotive Brokerage Pro-
fessionals, Inc.
Arthur Bloom for Defendant, Mackay-Swift, Inc.

GD 98-9583. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Horgos, J., February 6, 2002—Plaintiffs, Fred Beemus and
Cathi Beemus, filed a Complaint in civil action as a class action
against Interstate National Dealer Services, Inc. (Interstate),
Chrysler Corp., Travelers Indemnity Company (Travelers), Bro-
kerage Professionals, Inc., Primus Automotive Financial Services,
Inc. (Primus), and Mackay-Swift, Inc. (Mackay). The case was
discontinued with prejudice as to Defendant Chrysler Corp. by
Order dated March 31, 2000 and Brokerage Professionals, Inc.
was dismissed as a Defendant.

Plaintiffs seek to represent a class of Pennsylvania car buy-
ers who (1) purchased from car dealers motor vehicle service con-
tracts administered by the Defendant, Interstate, and insured
by the Defendant, Travelers, and (2) financed those purchases
through installment contracts. Plaintiffs allege that Defendants
engaged in a scheme to overcharge the purchasers for Interstate
service contracts.

Interstate filed a Petition to Compel Arbitration which this
Court granted on December 8, 1999. On January 4, 2000, the
Court entered an Order granting Plaintiffs’ Request to Stay the
Order of December 8, 1999 until the Court decided other out-
standing arbitration issues. By Order dated February 20, 2001,
the Court continued the stay of the Order of December 8, 1999
compelling arbitration pending the determination of class certi-
fication.

The cause of action arose out of Plaintiffs’ purchase of an au-
tomobile from Mackay on June 17, 1997. Plaintiffs also purchased
a service contract issued by Interstate from Mackay. (Complaint,
paragraph 14, Exhibit A). The car and the service contract were
financed through an installment contract that was subsequently
assigned to Primus. Plaintiffs allege that Mackay overcharged
them for the price of the contract and that after paying Inter-
state, Brokerage Professionals, Inc., and the Escrow Trustees
pursuant to an Administrator Agreement entered into by those
parties, that Mackay improperly retained a significant portion
of the sales amounts. (Complaint, paragraphs 20, 36). Before the
Court are the Preliminary Objections to Plaintiffs’ First Class
Action Complaint filed by Interstate, Travelers, Primus and
Mackay.

For the reasons set forth herein, Defendants’ Preliminary
Objections will be sustained in part and denied in part.

PRELIMINARY OBJECTIONS OF MACKAY-SWIFT, INC.

In Count I of the Complaint, Plaintiffs aver that Mackay vio-
lated the Motor Vehicle Sales Finance Act, 69 P.S. 601, et seq.
(MVSFA) “in contracting for and charging charges in connection
with the sales of Interstate’s service contracts in excess of that
allowed by 69 P.S. 631.” (Complaint, paragraph 64). Mackay filed
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a demurrer to Count I, arguing that the MVSFA does not provide
Plaintiffs with a private cause of action. According to Mackay,
the statute may be enforced only by the Commonwealth and not
by consumers because the MVSFA is a penal statute that does
not provide for a private right of action to sue for monetary dam-
ages. The other Defendants have raised the same argument in
their Preliminary Objections.

Plaintiffs have not cited any cases in which a Pennsylvania
appellate court has specifically held that the MVSFA provides
for a private right of action; nor have Defendants relied on any
Pennsylvania case law which establishes that the MVSFA is
solely a penal statute which provides no private right of action.
There exist, however, several Pennsylvania Superior Court cases
which clearly recognize a private right of action under the stat-
ute and have addressed consumers’ claims under the MVSFA
on the merits. See, e.g.: Pysh v. Security Pacific Housing Service,
416 Pa.Super. 64, 610 A.2d 973 (1992) (examining methods of cal-
culating amounts of unearned interest charge to be rebated to pur-
chasers under the MVSFA and rejecting Plaintiffs’ challenge to
Defendant’s method of calculation); Livingston v. Vanguard Fed-
eral Sav. Bank, 386 Pa.Super. 496, 563 A.2d 175 (1989) (reinstat-
ing Plaintiffs’ MVSFA claims which the lower court had dismissed
on grounds of preemption).

Moreover, the Court should construe a statute, if possible, in
such a way as to give effect to all its provisions. 1 Pa. C.S. 1921(a).
It should also be guided by the premise that in passing the stat-
ute the legislature did not intend an absurd result. 1 Pa. C.S.
Section 1927(1). Finally, provisions in a statute for a penalty or
forfeiture for its violation shall not be construed to deprive an
injured person of the right to recover from the offender damages
sustained by reason of the violation of such statute. 1 Pa. C.S.
1929.

This Court concludes that Plaintiffs have an affirmative right
of action against Mackay. Recognition of such a right gives full
effect to the provisions of the MVSFA, which clearly state that a
buyer is entitled to a “refund or credit” of overcharged monies. It
also prevents the absurd result that would be engendered by
preventing the buyer from exercising its legislatively ordained
right to a “refund or credit” of overcharged monies. Moreover,
the mere presence of criminal penalties in the MVSFA does not
exclude a private right of action by buyers against sellers.

The Court will, therefore, deny the Preliminary Objections
raising the argument that Plaintiffs have no private right of ac-
tion under the MVSFA.

Count VI of Plaintiffs’ Complaint sets forth a claim for breach
of fiduciary duty against Mackay. Specifically, Plaintiffs allege
that Mackay and the other car dealers “contractually agreed to
be fiduciaries and hold car buyers’ service contract proceeds as a
fiduciary in trust before paying those proceeds into the Inter-
state and Brokerage Escrow Accounts.” (Complaint, paragraph
74). Plaintiffs state that Mackay had a “fiduciary duty” under
the contract entered into by Mackay, Interstate, Travelers and
Brokerage Professionals, Inc. (Complaint, Exhibit C). Plaintiffs,
however, do not set forth any facts upon which a fiduciary duty
owed to Plaintiffs can be established. The Agreement on which
Plaintiffs base their claim of a fiduciary duty indicates that the
car dealer agreed to hold funds in trust for the benefit of the
administrator (Interstate), and the managing agent (Brokerage
Professionals). This provision ensures that the dealer promptly
and timely pay the monies to the managing agent and adminis-
trator. This provision does not confer any benefits on the car buyer
who is not a party to this Agreement.

Plaintiffs do not set forth any other facts upon which a fidu-
ciary relationship between Mackay and the Plaintiffs can be
established. Because Plaintiffs have failed to allege the exist-
ence of a fiduciary duty owed by Mackay to the Plaintiffs,
Mackay’s demurrer to Count VI must be sustained and Count
VI of Plaintiffs’ Complaint will be dismissed.

Mackay also filed a demurrer to Counts I and VI arguing that
Mackay did not sell and, is not alleged to have been involved in,
every service contract sale in the Commonwealth of Pennsylva-
nia. Other car dealers have sold Interstate service contracts in
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Plaintiffs’ Complaint defines
the class as “all car buyers in Pennsylvania who have contracted
in their motor vehicle installment contracts to finance Interstate
service contracts on their vehicles within six years of the filing of
this Class Complaint.” (Complaint, paragraph 54). In the context
of a class action Complaint, it is understood that the claims against
Mackay are stated only by the class members who purchased their
contracts from Mackay. Plaintiffs so concede. (Plaintiffs’ Memo-
randum in Opposition to Preliminary Objections filed by
Mackay-Swift, Inc., pp. 10-11). The Class Action Complaint will
be interpreted to state claims against Mackay only on behalf of
those class members who purchased their Interstate service con-
tracts from Mackay. The Preliminary Objections in the Nature
of a Demurrer to Counts I and VI will be denied.

Finally, Mackay seeks a dismissal of Plaintiffs’ Complaint un-
der Pa.R.C.P. 1028(a)(2) which authorizes dismissal of a pleading
that fails “to conform to law or rule of court….” Mackay, however,
does not identify any law or rule of court to which the Complaint
fails to conform. Instead, Mackay argues that Plaintiffs’ Class
Action Complaint fails to conform to a prior Court Order allowing
Plaintiffs to amend their Complaint. Mackay cites no authority
for its argument and the Preliminary Objection based on Pa.R.C.P.
1028(a)(2) will be denied.

PRELIMINARY OBJECTIONS OF INTERSTATE
NATIONAL DEALER SERVICES, INC.

According to Count V of the Complaint, Interstate is vicari-
ously liable for the car dealers’ violations of the MVSFA and
breaches of fiduciary duty because the car dealers were
Interstate’s agents when they engaged in the conduct at issue.
Interstate asserts several Preliminary Objections to Plaintiffs’
vicarious liability claims seeking the dismissal of Count V.

Interstate first argues that the MVSFA does not authorize a
private right of action. For the reasons set forth earlier in this
Opinion, this Preliminary Objection will be denied.

Interstate also seeks the dismissal of the claims against it on
the grounds that vicarious liability is not authorized or contem-
plated by the MVSFA and that, as a matter of law, Interstate could
not act as Mackay’s principal for purposes of vicarious liability.

This Court previously addressed the issue of whether vicari-
ous liability can be imposed under the MVSFA and concluded
that it could not in Homziak v. General Electric Capital War-
ranty, GD2000-1707 (May 21, 2001). As discussed in Homziak,
an analysis of the MVSFA is constrained by the dictates of 1 Pa.
C.S. 1504, which provides:

In all cases where a remedy is provided or a duty is
enjoined or anything is directed to be done by statute,
the directions of the statute shall be strictly pursued,
and no penalty shall be inflicted…further than shall
be necessary for carrying such statute into effect.” 1
Pa. C.S. 1504.

“Where the words of a statute are clear and free of ambiguity,
the letter of it is not to be disregarded.” 1 Pa. C.S. Section 1921(b).
Indeed, where the Legislature has provided a remedy, or a duty
is enjoined, the direction of the statutory scheme is to be strictly
adhered to. See 1 Pa. C.S. Section 1504, Reliance Ins. Co. v. Rich-
mond Machine Co., 309 Pa.Super. 430, 434, 455 A.2d 686, 688
(1983), Comw. of Pennsylvania Dept. of Public Welfare v. Portnoy,
129 Pa. Comw. 469, 478-79, 566 A.2d 336, 340 (1989).

Section 618 of the MVSFA provides:
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Any such costs which the seller has collected from the
buyer, or which have been included in the buyer ’s ob-
ligation under the installment contract which are not
disbursed by the seller, as contemplated, shall be im-
mediately refunded or credited to the buyer. 69 P.S.
Section 618 (emphasis added).

There is no language in the MVSFA which explicitly indicates
that vicarious liability is contemplated under the Act. Moreover,
the use of the word “refund” in Section 618 suggests that a rem-
edy against a party that did not receive the excess costs that
allegedly violate the MVSFA is not available. Plaintiffs claim that
the car dealer, Mackay, improperly retained the portions of sales
proceeds of the Interstate service contract purchased by the
named Plaintiffs and all other members of the proposed class.
Plaintiffs seek to recover the alleged improper payments to
Mackay. Because Interstate is not alleged to have received the
improperly charged funds, Interstate cannot “refund” or “credit”
Plaintiffs.

Moreover, it is well settled law in Pennsylvania that the three
basic elements of agency are: “the manifestation by the principal
that the agent shall act for him, the agent’s acceptance of the
undertaking and the understanding of the parties that the prin-
cipal is to be in control of the undertaking.” Basile v. H&R Block,
563 Pa. 359, 367, 761 A.2d 1115, 1120 (2000). The Court explained
that unless the parties agreed to an agency relationship, it is not
the court’s place to imbue such a relationship with heightened
legal qualities that the parties did not agree upon. Id., 563 Pa. at
371, 761 A.2d at 1122. The court further explained:

[A]gency results only if there is an agreement for the
creation of a fiduciary relationship with control by the
beneficiary. (citation omitted). The burden of establish-
ing an agency relationship rests with the parties as-
serting the relationship. (citation omitted). ‘An agency
relationship is a fiduciary one, and the agent is subject
to a duty of loyalty to act only for the principal’s ben-
efit.’ Sutliff v. Sutliff, 515 Pa. 393, 404, 528 A.2d 1318,
1323 (1987).

Basile v. H&R Block, Id. 563 Pa. at 367, 368, 761 A.2d at 1120.

The pleadings do not set forth facts which establish an agency
relationship. There are no facts stated which indicate that Inter-
state controlled Mackay’s sale of the service contracts and the
prices charged by Mackay for the service contracts. In paragraph
8 of the Complaint, Plaintiffs aver:

8. Mackay and other car dealers throughout Pennsyl-
vania, acted as Interstate’s agents to sell its service
contracts. As agents for Interstate, these dealers were
required to (1) use Interstate’s promotion materials and
other forms, as prepared and directed by Interstate;
(2) follow the instruction procedures and underwriting
requirements required by Interstate; and (3) repair cars
under Interstate’s service contracts only as authorized
by Interstate. In fact, Interstate’s guidelines not only
regulated the handling of service contract payments to
the dealers, but also enables Interstate to regulate the
dealer’s costs of parts and labor.

These allegations do not constitute the type of “control” by a
principal which could give rise to vicarious liability. Mackay of-
fered the service contracts using Interstate’s promotional ma-
terials but Interstate did not dictate the price to be charged, which
is at the very core of Plaintiffs’ claims against Mackay. Mackay
offered the service contract as a service to their purchasers of
automobiles. Mackay did not, however, have final approval of
the sale of the contract. The Administrators Agreement, entered

into by Interstate and the car dealers, provided that the dealer
agreed to sell the service contracts contingent upon Interstate’s
right to reject the sale. (Complaint, Exhibit C).

In Basile, the Court stated:

The special relationship arising from an agency agree-
ment, with it concomitant heightened duty, cannot arise
from any and all actions, no matter how trivial, argu-
ably undertaken on another’s behalf. Rather, the action
must be a matter of consequence or trust, such as the
ability to actually bind the principal or alter the
principal’s legal relations. Indeed, implicit in the long-
standing Pennsylvania requirement that the principal
manifest an intention that the agent act on the principal’s
behalf is the notion that the agent has authority to alter
the principal’s relationships with third parties, such as
binding the principal to a contract. Notably, the Restate-
ment, which we have cited with approval in this area in
the past, specifically recognizes as much.

Basile v. H&R Block, Id. 563 Pa. at 370, 761 A.2d at 1121. (Em-
phasis in original).

Here, while Mackay played an important role in offering the
service contracts for sale, Mackay did not have the authority to
bind Interstate to a contract. Interstate had the right of final
approval of the contract between itself and a consumer. This
arrangement does not give rise to an agency relationship as
defined by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in Basile.

Based on the Plaintiffs’ failure to plead facts sufficient to give
rise to an agency relationship between Mackay and Interstate,
as well as the language of the MVSFA and the remedies avail-
able under the statute, the Court concludes that vicarious liabil-
ity cannot be applied to Interstate in this context and Counts V
and IX which are based upon the vicarious liability of Interstate
will be dismissed.

In Count III of the Complaint, Plaintiffs seek the imposition
of a constructive trust on behalf of Plaintiffs to recoup the ser-
vice contract proceeds that Interstate has received from the sale
of Interstate service contracts that, according to Plaintiffs, are
void under Pennsylvania law. The basis of the constructive trust
claim is that “Interstate’s service contracts constitute the sale of
insurance.” (Complaint, paragraph 67). Plaintiffs allege that be-
cause Interstate and the dealers were not licensed to sell insur-
ance, the sale violated public policy and was illegal. (Complaint,
paragraphs 68, 69).

Plaintiffs allege that the service contracts are insurance but
failed to plead any facts upon which this Court can conclude that
a service contract is actually an insurance contract. Nor do Plain-
tiffs cite any legal precedent in support of such a finding.

Further, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court has stated the re-
quirements for the imposition of a constructive trust as follows:

A constructive trust arises where a person who holds
title to property is subject to an equitable duty to
convey it to another on the ground that he would be
unjustly enriched if he were permitted to retain it.
(citations omitted). Although it is not stated clearly
in every opinion, one necessary aspect of the defendant’s
holding title to property is that he must have acquired
it in some way that creates the equitable duty in favor
of the plaintiff. In Chambers v. Chambers, supra at 54-
55 (176 A.2d 673), we quoted from Justice Cardozo’s
opinion in Beatty v. Guggenheim Exploration Co., 225
N.Y. 380, 122 N.E. 378, 380 (1919), where he stated ‘A
constructive trust is the formula through which the
conscience of equity finds expression. When property
has been acquired in such circumstances that the holder
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of the legal title may not in good conscience retain the
beneficial interest, equity converts him into a trustee
….’ Constructive trusts arise when the legal title to
property is obtained by a person in violation, express
or implied, of some duty owed to the one who is equita-
bly entitled. (citation omitted).

Pierro v. Pierro, 438 Pa. 119, 127, 264 A.2d 692, 696 (1970).
Here, Plaintiffs do not plead that an inequitable benefit has

been conferred on Interstate. The only portion of the service con-
tract price which Plaintiffs complain of in the Complaint is the
amount that Mackay charged over and above the amount received
by Interstate. The named Plaintiffs do not complain about the
portion of the service contract price that Interstate did receive, or
assert that Interstate did not fulfill its obligations under the ser-
vice contract. There is no basis on which to conclude that Inter-
state retained an “inequitable benefit” under the service contract.
Therefore, Plaintiffs’ constructive trust claim against Interstate
must fail and Count III of Plaintiffs’ Complaint will be dismissed.

Count VIII of Plaintiffs’ Complaint alleges that Interstate has
aided and abetted its agent-car dealer’s breach of fiduciary duty
by authorizing the dealers to retain allegedly illegal charges.

No Pennsylvania appellate court has recognized a cause of
action for aiding and abetting a breach of fiduciary duty. This
Court need not address the issue because no fiduciary duty run-
ning from Mackay to the Plaintiffs have been found. Therefore,
no cause of action has been stated for aiding and abetting such a
breach of duty and Count VIII of Plaintiffs’ Complaint will be
dismissed.

For all of the forgoing reasons, Interstate’s Preliminary Ob-
jections to Counts III, V, VIII and IX of Plaintiffs’ Complaint will
be sustained and those Counts dismissed with prejudice.

PRELIMINARY OBJECTIONS OF TRAVELERS
INDEMNITY COMPANY

Count IV of Plaintiffs’ Complaint asserts a constructive trust
claim against Travelers. Plaintiffs state that Travelers “directly
or indirectly” participated in the sale of Interstate service con-
tracts. (Complaint, paragraph 5). Travelers provided an excess
insurance policy insuring the risk that the dealer’s escrow funds
would be insufficient to fulfill all service contract commitments
made to car buyers (Complaint, paragraph 16). Travelers re-
ceived a fee for the sale of the insurance policies (Complaint,
paragraph 18).

Plaintiffs do not allege that the named Plaintiffs or any of the
purported class members entered into an agreement or insur-
ance contract with Travelers. There are no allegations that the
named Plaintiffs or purported class members entered into an
agreement with Travelers for future repairs of any vehicle pur-
chased from Mackay. In Plaintiffs’ “class allegations,” common
questions of law and facts are set forth describing ten specific
issues that must be addressed in a class action. Travelers was
not mentioned in any one of these ten stated issues. (Complaint,
paragraph 56).

The only payment obtained by Travelers was in exchange for
the excess insurance policy sold to Mackay. There are no facts
set forth to substantiate a claim that Travelers was somehow
unjustly enriched in the sale of the excess insurance policies to
Mackay and other car dealers. Because there are no facts al-
leged to support the imposition of a constructive trust against
Travelers, Count IV of Plaintiffs’ Complaint will be dismissed
with prejudice.

PRELIMINARY OBJECTIONS OF PRIMUS
AUTOMOTIVE FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC.

Primus acquired the Beemus/Mackay motor vehicle install-
ment contract in approximately June, 1997. (Complaint, para-

graph 9). Count II of Plaintiffs’ Complaint alleges that Primus,
“by virtue of the holder provisions in each of the Beemuses and
class members’ motor vehicle installment contracts, is contrac-
tually liable to the Beemuses and class Plaintiffs to the same
extent as Mackay and other dealers who contracted for and fi-
nanced the Interstate service contracts.” (Complaint, paragraph
66). Count VII of the Complaint avers a breach of fiduciary duty
claim against Primus (Complaint, paragraph 77).

The installment contract assigned by Mackay to Primus con-
tained the federally required FTC Holder Notice through which
the subsequent assignees of the contract become liable for claims
and defenses that the debtor could assert against the seller:

NOTICE: ANY HOLDER OF THIS CONSUMER
CREDIT CONTRACT IS SUBJECT TO ALL CLAIMS
AND DEFENSES WHICH THE DEBTOR COULD
ASSERT AGAINST THE SELLER OF GOODS OR
SERVICES OBTAINED PURSUANT HERETO OR
WITH PROCEEDS HEREOF. RECOVERY HEREUN-
DER BY THE DEBTOR SHALL NOT EXCEED
AMOUNTS PAID BY THE DEBTOR HEREUNDER.

Plaintiffs claim that the FTC Holder Notice renders Primus
liable for all affirmative claims that they are entitled to bring
against Mackay in connection with the purchase and sale of Plain-
tiffs’ motor vehicle and service contract. Primus filed Preliminary
Objections pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. 1028(a)(4) arguing that the Plain-
tiffs’ Complaint fails to state a cause of action against Primus.
Primus argues that Pennsylvania law does not recognize affir-
mative actions to recover against a creditor simply because the
creditor is a holder of a contract. Primus contends that under
the Holder rule, Plaintiffs may bring an affirmative action for
recovery against a holder only if the Plaintiffs can allege and
establish that they have received little or nothing of value under
their installment contract assigned to the Defendant or that their
claim in the action exceeds the remainder of the debt owed under
the contract, and that Mackay’s breach with respect to the motor
vehicle and service contract must be so substantial that rescission
and restitution of the installment contract are justified. Primus
argues that Plaintiffs’ claims against it are not based on such
allegations and thus must fail.

This Court previously addressed this issue in Homziak v. Gen-
eral Electric Capital Warranty Corp., GD2000-1707 (May 21,
2001) and concluded that a Plaintiff may bring claims against a
holder of a contract based upon the Holder Notice without first
setting forth a claim for rescission and restitution. The rationale
relied on in Homziak is applicable to the arguments set forth by
Primus.

Many courts have ruled that the Holder Notice allows an af-
firmative claim only in situations in which rescission is proper.
Ford Motor Credit Co. v. Morgan, 404 Mass. 537, 536 N.E. 2d
587 (Mass. 1989); In Re Hillsborough Holdings Corp., 146 B.R.
1015, 1021 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 1992); Felde v. Chrysler Credit Corp.,
219 Ill. App. 3d 530, 162 Ill. Dec. 565, 580 N.E. 191, 196 (1991);
Mount v. LaSalle Bank Lake View, 926 F. Supp. 759, 764-65 (N.D.
Ill. 1996).

Those courts generally rely on a portion of the official State-
ment of Basis and Purpose published by the FTC concomitantly
with the Holder Rule, which states, in pertinent part:

This rule is directed at the preservation of consumer
claims and defenses …From the consumer’s standpoint
this means that a consumer can: (1) defend a creditor
suit for payment of an obligation by raising a valid claim
against the seller as a set-off, and (2) maintain an af-
firmative action against a creditor who has received
payments for a return of monies paid on account. The
latter alternative will only be available where a seller’s
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breach is so substantial that a court is persuaded that
rescission and restitution are justified.

Federal Trade Commission, Preservation of Consumers’ Claims
and Defenses, Final Regulation and Statement of Basis and Pur-
pose, 40 Fed. Reg. 53505, 53524.

Other courts have rejected the idea that the FTC commen-
tary can be applied to limit the scope of the Holder Rule. This
approach is exemplified by Oxford Finance Companies, Inc. v.
Velez, 807 S.W. 2d 460 (Tex. App. 1991) where the court stated:

The clear and unambiguous language of the [Holder
Rule] notifies all potential holders that, if they accept
an assignment of the contract, they will be ‘stepping
into the seller’s shoes.’ The creditor/assignee will ‘be-
come subject’ to any claims or defenses the debtor can
assert against the seller. [The Holder Rule] does not
say that a seller will be liable only if the buyer received
little or nothing of value under the contract. Nor does
the provision purport to limit liability in such fashion
Id. 807 S.W. 2d at 463.

See also Lozada v. Dale Baker Oldsmobile, Inc., 91 F. Supp.
2d 1087 (W.D. Mich. 2000); Simpson v. Anthony Auto Sales, 32 F.
Supp. 2d 405, 409 n: 10 (W.D. La. 1998); Riggs v. Anthony Auto
Sales, Inc., 32 F. Supp. 2d 411, 416 n. 13 (W.D. La. 1998); Van
Vels v. Premium Athletic Center of Plainsfield, Inc., 182 F.R.D.
500, 508 (W.D. Mich. 1998).

The Court in Lozada v. Dale Baker Oldsmobile, Inc., supra
reasoned that many of the cases supporting a limited construc-
tion of the Holder Rule are themselves premised on a faulty con-
struction of the Statement of Basis and Purpose quoted above.
The Statement of Basis and Purpose is not a rule. Instead, it is a
lengthy explanation of the history and reasoning for the imple-
mentation of the rule. As the Court pointed out, the rule simply
mandates the inclusion of specific language in consumer credit
transactions. The Statement of Basis and Purpose does not have
the same force as the language of the regulation itself.

Moreover, the Court in Lozada pointed out that the Holder
Rule itself is unambiguous. It requires the inclusion of language
in all contracts without limitation on the types of “claims and
defenses” which may be brought against the assignee. “The rule
was adopted to exempt consumer credit transactions from the
holder-in-due-course principles of commercial transactions. (Ci-
tations omitted) No basis exists for referring to the commentary
to understand the meaning of language that is unambiguous on
its face.” Id. 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1095.

Finally, the original FTC Statement of Basis and Purpose is
not limited to that portion cited above. Instead, in that same
Statement, the FTC discusses at length the rationale for the
Holder Rule, concluding that its purpose is to reallocate the costs
of seller misconduct in the consumer market, “compelling credi-
tors to either absorb seller misconduct costs or return them to
sellers.” 40 Fed. Reg. at 53523. The FTC also observed that “where
a consumer claim or defense is valid, but limited in amount, a
creditor may choose to accept less payment from the consumer
to save transaction costs associated with pursuing the seller
whose conduct gave rise to the claim.” Id. This language indi-
cates that the FTC contemplated that consumer claims could be
smaller than total rescission and that it was for the assignee to
determine which mechanism for allocating costs of seller mis-
conduct best served its purposes. Lozada v. Dale Baker
Oldsmobile, Inc, Id. 91 F. Supp. 2d at 1095.

In short, the authority of the Statement of Basis and Purpose
relied upon by Chase and the Courts that limit affirmative claims
under the Holder Rule is, at best, inconclusive. With this in mind,
it appears that the Court should defer to the clear, unambiguous
language of the Holder Rule that allows a debtor to bring “any

claim or defense” against an assignee. Permitting an aggrieved
debtor to make an affirmative claim against an assignee without
first pleading the elements of rescission advances the public policy
goals of the Holder Rule. As the Lozada Court noted, this is
especially emphasized when one considers that often the sell-
ers against whom a debtor’s claim will arise are “fly-by-night”
operations, difficult to serve with legal process or to collect judg-
ment from if successfully served. Therefore, permitting a claim
directly against an assignee offers the best assurance that a
debtor will be made whole, and has the added benefit of reallo-
cating the costs of seller misconduct to the banks and lending
companies with whom they do business, in turn causing mar-
ket forces to discourage sharp practices by sellers. Id. 91 F. Supp.
2d at 1096.

Plaintiffs, therefore, can bring claims against Primus based
upon the Holder Notice without first setting forth a claim for
rescission and restitution.

The Holder Notice does not create new rights or causes of
action but serves as a vehicle through which a debtor/buyer can
obtain affirmative recovery against an assignee of an installment
contract. Once the Holder Notice is incorporated into a contract,
one must look to the statutes, decisions and rules of Pennsylva-
nia to determine the nature of assignee liability. LaBarre v. Credit
Acceptance Corporation, 175 F.3d 640, 644 (8th Cir. 1999).

First, it is important to distinguish between Plaintiffs’ MVSFA
claims against Defendant Interstate and Defendant Primus. In
the instance of Interstate, the crux of the analysis was whether
the common law principle of vicarious liability could be incorpo-
rated into the statutory scheme. In the case of Primus, the sole
question is whether the MVSFA affords Plaintiffs an affirmative
claim against Mackay because, under the Holder Rule, Primus
“steps into the shoes” of Mackay for purposes of liability.

Therefore, the argument that the MVSFA defines and limits
a buyer/debtor’s rights against assignees to declaring a portion
of the contract unenforceable is therefore irrelevant to this analy-
sis. Pennsylvania law cannot be used to deny access to the rights
permitted by the Holder Rule. Under the Supremacy Clause of
the United States Constitution, federal regulations have the same
preemptive effect as federal statutes, and state laws are pre-
empted if they conflict with federal regulations. Fidelity Fed.
Savings and Loan Ass’n v. Cuesta, 458 U.S. 139, 153-54 (1982).
Such a conflict arises when a state law stands as an obstacle to
the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and ob-
jectives of Congress. Id. Thus, it must be determined whether
the MVSFA provides Plaintiffs an affirmative right of action
against Mackay which can thus be extended, by the Holder Rule,
to encompass Primus.

As discussed earlier, the MVSFA states that any monies taken
by the seller of automobiles in violation of its provisions are to be
“immediately refunded or credited to the buyer.” 69 P.S. 618. The
Court has already concluded that Plaintiffs have an affirmative
right of action against Mackay. Through application of the Holder
Rule, Plaintiffs are able to assert the same claim against Primus
as a holder of the installment contract. Therefore, Plaintiffs’ claim
against Primus under the MVSFA cannot be dismissed and the
Preliminary Objections to Count II are denied.

Finally, Count VII of Plaintiffs’ Complaint sets forth a breach
of fiduciary duty claim against Primus. Plaintiffs allege that
Primus, by virtue of the holder provision in the contracts is
liable to the same extent as Mackay and the other car dealers
who financed Interstate service contracts in their installment
contracts. (Complaint, paragraph 77). The Court has already
found that there can be no breach of a fiduciary duty by Mackay
because Plaintiffs have failed to allege facts sufficient to sup-
port a finding of a fiduciary duty owed by Mackay to the Plain-
tiffs. Plaintiffs’ claim against Primus for breach of fiduciary duty
must also fail and Count VII of Plaintiffs’ Complaint will be
dismissed.
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In summary, the Court will enter an Order sustaining the
Preliminary Objections of Mackay to Count VI of Plaintiffs’ Com-
plaint, sustaining Interstate’s Preliminary Objections to Counts
III, V, VIII, and IX, sustaining Travelers Preliminary Objections
to Count IV and Primus’ Preliminary Objections to Count VII of
Plaintiffs’ Complaint and Counts III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII and IX
of Plaintiffs’ Complaint will be dismissed with prejudice.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 8th day of February, 2002, upon consider-
ation of the Preliminary Objections filed to Plaintiffs’ First Class
Action Complaint by Defendants, Interstate National Dealer
Services, Inc., Travelers Indemnity Company, Primus Automo-
tive Financial Services, Inc., and Mackay-Swift, Inc., oral argu-
ment thereon and the briefs filed by the parties, it is ORDERED,
ADJUDGED and DECREED as follows:

1. The Preliminary Objections of Mackay-Swift, Inc. to
Count VI of Plaintiffs’ First Class Action Complaint
are sustained and Count VI is dismissed with preju-
dice; the remaining Preliminary Objections filed by
Mackay are denied;

2. The Preliminary Objections of Interstate National
Dealer Services, Inc. to Counts III, V, VIII, and IX are
sustained and Counts III, V, VIII and IX of Plaintiffs’ First
Class Action Complaint are dismissed with prejudice;

3. The Preliminary Objections of Travelers Indemnity
Company to Count IV are sustained and Count IV of
Plaintiffs’ First Class Action Complaint is dismissed
with prejudice;

4. The Preliminary Objections of Primus to Count VII
of Plaintiffs’ First Class Action Complaint are sustained
and Count VII is dismissed with prejudice; the remain-
ing Preliminary Objections filed by Primus are denied.

BY THE COURT
/s/Horgos, J.

Mark Zappala and Scott Rittman,
Partners t/d/b/a Bull Creek Partners v.

Ira R. Wood

Prejudgment Interest—Breach of Oral Contract for Lease or
Sale of Land—Offer and Acceptance—Statute of Frauds—
Detrimental Reliance—Estoppel—Damages

1. In contract cases, prejudgment interest is awardable as a
matter of right.

2. An oral contract exists where (1) landowner made an offer
for the sale or lease of his land; (2) developers indicated their
acceptance was contingent upon a favorable response to its de-
velopment plans at a convention of the International Council of
Shopping Centers; (3) developers advised landowner of the fa-
vorable response to its development plans at the convention; and
(4) landowner overtly instructed developers to proceed.

3. Material and detrimental reliance on an oral promise for
the sale or lease of land takes the oral agreement outside of the
Statute of Frauds.

4. There are two essential elements to estoppel: inducement
and reliance.

5. The value of developers’ time and effort expended in reli-
ance on the oral contract to the date of breach is a proper item of
damage as a means of making non-breaching party whole.

6. Damage award for attorney fees was reasonable and proper
when based on legal services rendered to developers on the faith
of the contract in furtherance of the development of the property.

(Sandra L. Kitman)

James Cirilano for Plaintiff.
Paul Yagelski for Defendant.

GD 95-15243. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Lutty, J., February 12, 2002—This is an appeal from an Or-
der entered by this Court on September 26, 2001 awarding pre-
judgment interest to Plaintiffs in the amount of $15,161.88 and
directing that such be added to the original nonjury verdict of
$41,250.00. Defendant, Ira Wood, filed his Notice of Appeal on
October 25, 2001 and this Court ordered Defendant to file within
fourteen (14) days his Rule 1925(b) Statement of Matters Com-
plained of on Appeal. Defendant timely filed his Rule 1925(b)
Statement on November 14, 2001 raising several matters which
this Court will now address.

FACTUAL HISTORY

This is a breach of an oral contract for the lease of approxi-
mately 150 acres of land located in Fawn Township, PA hereinaf-
ter referred to as “Bull Creek Property.” The oral contract was
entered into between Plaintiffs, Mark Zappala and Scott Rittman,
partners t/a/d/b/a Bull Creek Partners, and Defendant Ira Wood.

The factual details, including dates, were critical to this
Court’s findings and, therefore, will be set forth at length herein.
The record shows that on April 6, 1995 Plaintiff Rittman and
Defendant had a meeting about the Bull Creek Property at
which time Defendant described the Property and took Plain-
tiff to view it.

The next day, April 7, 1995, Defendant took both Plaintiffs to
the Bull Creek Property and all parties discussed the potential
for commercially developing the Property, referencing maps and
examining the parameters of the property by automobile. Plain-
tiffs informed Defendant they were interested in either buying
or leasing the property. Depending on the form the transaction
would ultimately take, Defendant set the sale price at two mil-
lion dollars and the lease amount at the prevailing bond yield
amount. Prior to the conclusion of that meeting, Defendant indi-
cated that he wished to discuss with his accountant which form
the transaction would take, i.e. sale or lease. No written agree-
ment was executed.

The evidence shows that Plaintiffs informed Defendant at the
April 7, 1995 meeting that Plaintiffs intended to expose the Bull
Creek Property to retailers, developers, and other commercial
developers in real estate at the upcoming annual convention of
the International Council of Shopping Centers Convention (here-
inafter “ICSC Convention”) being held in Las Vegas May 15, 1995
for the purpose of generating interest in the commercial devel-
opment of Bull Creek Property.

From April 7, 1995 through April 19, 1995, Plaintiffs con-
tracted with an architectural firm to discuss the potential of
commercially developing the Bull Creek Property. Plaintiffs also
hired an attorney to identify possible zoning issues pertaining to
commercially developing the Bull Creek Property.

On April 19, 1995, Defendant met with Plaintiffs and with
Defendant’s accountant at which time Defendant informed Plain-
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tiffs that the form of the Bull Creek Property transaction would
be by lease. The evidence shows that at that meeting, Plaintiffs
agreed to proceed with the lease agreement contingent upon
Plaintiffs eliciting sufficient interest in the commercial develop-
ment of Bull Creek Property at the upcoming ICSC Convention.
Defendant agreed to this term. No written agreement was ex-
ecuted at this meeting; however, Defendant gave to Plaintiffs
two site plans of the Bull Creek Property presumably for use at
the ICSC Convention.

After the April 19, 1995 meeting and in preparation for the
marketing of the Bull Creek Property at the upcoming ICSC
Convention, Plaintiffs commissioned aerial photographs of the
Bull Creek Property as well as demographic studies and archi-
tectural drawings. Plaintiffs provided Defendant with a docu-
ment depicting these efforts.

On May 9, 1995, Defendant met with Plaintiff and referred
him to Defendant’s surveyor so that Plaintiff could obtain a more
detailed plot plan of the Bull Creek Property. Defendant paid his
surveyor for this service.

On May 15, 1995, Plaintiffs attended the four-day ICSC Con-
vention in Las Vegas for the primary purpose of marketing the
Bull Creek Property. On May 19, 1995 when Plaintiffs returned
from the ICSC Convention, they telephoned Defendant notifying
him of the strong interest generated in the Bull Creek Property at
the Convention. Plaintiffs informed Defendant they were inter-
ested in proceeding with the property lease and development plans,
to which Defendant indicated for Plaintiffs to proceed.

Plaintiffs and Defendant again met on May 19, 1995 to dis-
cuss the development plans of the Bull Creek Property at which
time Defendant provided Plaintiffs, along with Defendant’s sur-
veyor, with the metes-and-bounds descriptions of all the parcels
of land comprising the Bull Creek Property. The surveyor pre-
pared a revised plot plan for the Plaintiffs on which Defendant
documented the locations of the various parcels.

On June 19, 1995, Defendant ended all discussions with Plain-
tiffs as to the development plans of the Bull Creek Property.
Defendant informed Plaintiffs that he could not proceed with
the lease transaction because he had made commitments with a
third party which prevented him from leasing Bull Creek Prop-
erty to the Plaintiffs. Defendant had been simultaneously nego-
tiating a partnership and joint development agreement with a
third party to sell or lease Defendant’s property which adjoined
the Bull Creek Property. This adjoining property will hereinaf-
ter be referred to as the “Job’s Hole Property.” This agreement
granted to the third party a right of first refusal and when the
third party exercised the right, it had the effect of precluding
Defendant from selling or leasing the Bull Creek Property to
Plaintiffs. On June 30, 1995, Defendant executed a written con-
tract with the third party as to the above.

LEGAL ARGUMENT

On August 15, 2001, this Court entered a nonjury verdict in
favor of Plaintiffs and against Defendant on claims of breach of
contract and detrimental reliance, and on August 27, 2001
granted Plaintiffs’ Motion for Prejudgment Interest. This Court
found that Plaintiffs and Defendant entered into an oral agree-
ment on May 19, 1995 for the sale or lease of the Bull Creek
Property to which Defendant formerly breached on June 30, 1995
when Defendant and a third party entered into a written con-
tract which precluded Defendant from selling or leasing the Bull
Creek Property to the Plaintiffs.

Defendant argues on appeal there was insufficient evidence
for this Court to find that the parties entered into an oral agree-
ment for the sale or lease of the Bull Creek Property. This Court
found that Plaintiffs and Defendant entered into an oral agree-
ment on May 19, 1995 for the sale or lease of the Bull Creek
Property when Defendant instructed Plaintiffs during a telephone

conversation to proceed with the Bull Creek Property development
plans. The evidence shows that on April 19, 1995, Defendant made
an offer for Plaintiffs to buy or lease the Bull Creek Property. Plain-
tiffs expressed an interest but indicated that their acceptance was
contingent upon a favorable response to the development plans at
the ICSC Convention. Defendant knew that Plaintiffs’ acceptance
was conditioned on this occurrence. Therefore, on May 19, 1995
when Plaintiffs notified Defendant by telephone of the favorable
response at the Convention and expressed an interest to proceed
with the lease and development plans, and when Defendant overtly
instructed Plaintiffs to proceed, this conversation constituted Plain-
tiffs’ acceptance to Defendant’s offer to lease the Property.

Although Defendant plead the affirmative defense of Statute
of Frauds, this Court finds that Defendant, through his words
and actions, induced Plaintiffs to materially and detrimentally
rely on Defendant’s oral promise to lease the Bull Creek Prop-
erty, thus taking the oral agreement outside of the Statute of
Frauds. “There are two essential elements to estoppel: induce-
ment and reliance. The inducement may be words or conduct
and the acts that are induced may be by commission or forbear-
ance provided that a change in condition results causing disad-
vantage to the one induced.” Zitelli v. Dermatology Education
and Research Foundation, 534 Pa. 360, 633 A.2d 134, 139 (1993).

Here, the evidence shows that Defendant induced Plaintiffs
to expend (ultimately to their detriment) time, effort and money
in marketing and developing the Bull Creek Property by overtly
encouraging Plaintiffs to proceed with the commercial and retail
development plans by providing Plaintiffs with several updated
Bull Creek Property plot plans, metes-and-bounds property de-
scriptions, hiring a surveyor to accurately identify the land par-
cel. Further, the evidence shows that all the while Defendant
was inducing Plaintiffs to proceed with their development ef-
forts of the Bull Creek Property, he also was negotiating with a
third party in a transaction, which, if executed, would preclude
Defendant from selling of leasing the Bull Creek Property to
Plaintiffs.

As to Defendant’s argument that the value of Plaintiffs’ time
and effort expended from the date of the oral contract up until
the date of breach, is not a proper item of damage, this Court
disagrees. “When there has been a breach of contract, damages
are awarded in order to place the aggrieved party in the same
position he would have been in had the contract been performed.
The theory behind this philosophy is based on an attempt to make
the non-breaching party whole again, not to provide him with a
windfall.” North Eastern Vending Company v. PDO, Inc., 414
Pa.Super. 200, 206, 606 A.2d 936, 938 citing Bellefonte Area School
District v. Lipner, 81 Pa. Cmwlth. 334, 339, 473 A.2d 741, 744(1984).

Here, this Court awarded Plaintiffs only those damages to
make the non-breaching Plaintiffs whole again and such dam-
ages here do not represent a windfall. Plaintiffs expended large
amounts of time, effort and money in reliance upon the oral
agreement that Plaintiffs could lease Bull Creek Property for
commercial development purposes. As to the value of Plaintiffs’
professional time, this Court found such to be incurred by Plain-
tiffs on the faith of the oral contract for the lease of Bull Creek,
and to be consequential to Defendant’s breach. Therefore, the
value of Plaintiffs’ professional time is a proper damage and a
valid item of recompense.

Defendant next argues that this Court’s award of attorney
fees was not based upon reasonable foundation or apportionment.
The damage award of $2500.00 attorney fees was reasonable and
proper. Plaintiffs incurred attorney expenses for legal services
rendered on the faith of the contract in furtherance of the Bull
Creek Property development. This Court considered Plaintiffs’
itemized breakdown of attorney expenses and awarded only those
incurred from May 19, 1995 onward. Further, this Court did not
award fees associated with the cost of litigation of this lawsuit.
Accordingly, this Court’s award of $2500.00 in attorney fees repre-
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sents a proper item of recompense.
Lastly on appeal, Defendant argues that this Court should

not have added prejudgment interest to its nonjury verdict. It is
well established that in contract cases, prejudgment interest is
awardable as of a right. Spang and Company v. USX Corpora-
tion, 410 Pa.Super. 254, 599A.2d 978(1991). The right to interest
begins at the time payment is withheld after it has been the
duty of the debtor to make such payment. Fernandez v. Levin,
519 Pa. 375, 379 548 A.2d 1191, 1193 (1988). The instant case
being a breach of an oral contract action entitles Plaintiffs, as of
a right, to an award of prejudgment interest. Accordingly, all
damages, including prejudgment interest, set forth by this Court
in the instant case are proper.

For the forgoing reasons, this Court’s order of September 26,
2001 must be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Lutty, J.

David J. Hickton and Dawne S. Hickton,
Appellants v. Joint Zoning Hearing

Board of the Borough of Crafton, the
Borough of Rosslyn Farms, and the

Borough of Thornburg, and the Borough
of Thornburg and the Thornburg
Borough Council, sitting as the

Thornburg ROCA Code Appeal Board,
Appellees v. Thomas C. Wettach and

B. J. Wettach, Intervenors

Zoning—Policies and Procedures—BOCA National Building
Code—Definition of Structure Facts

1. Without a permit, Intervenors began construction of a gar-
den/pond which consisted of excavation and construction of a 900
square foot, 30 foot long and 21 inch deep pond with nearly 17
tons of rock, an electrical system, lights, a seven foot waterfall
and water circulation system.

2. Appellants, adjacent property owners, advised Appellees
and Intervenors of their objections based upon intrusion of the
required side yard set back or actual trespass over Intervenor’s
property line.

3. The Borough’s inspector advised Intervenors the construc-
tion was illegal. Later the decision was reversed by a new Bor-
ough inspector based upon no violation of either the Building
Official Code Administrators (BOCA) National Building Code or
the Borough Zoning Ordinance.

Determination:
1. BOCA is a model set of standard and guidelines assembled

and adopted by an international organization of builders and
code administrators.

2. The scope of review is limited to examining whether the
Board committed a manifest abuse of discretion or an error of
law in denying the appeal. An abuse may be found only if the
Joint Zoning Board’s findings are not supported by substantial
evidence.

3. Concerning the BOCA Code and related Council findings,
Council’s decision is to be affirmed unless Appellants’ constitu-
tional rights have been violated, findings are not in accordance

with law or not supported by substantial evidence, or that ap-
propriate policies and procedures were violated.

4. The threshold inquiry is whether the existing water gar-
den/pond as defined by either zoning ordinances or the BOCA
Code is a structure.

5. Intervenors were required to obtain a building permit as the
zoning ordinance defines structure as “anything built, constructed
or erected, which requires location on the ground or attachment
to something on the ground.”

6. Intervenors were required to comply with any applicable
BOCA regulations.

(Linda A. Michler)

Bernard P. Matthews for David J. Hickton and Dawne S. Hickton.
Daniel P. Carroll for the Joint Zoning Hearing Board.
Manning J. O’Connor II for Thomas C. Wettach and B. J. Wettach.
Charles M. Means for the Borough of Thornburg and Thornburg
Borough Council.

Nos. SA 01-255 and SA 01-256 (consolidated at SA 01-255). In
the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Civil Division.

OPINION

James, J., March 4, 2002—Intervenors are the owners of resi-
dential property known as 152 Kenyon Road, Borough of
Thornburg, County of Allegheny, Pennsylvania. In June of 1999,
Intervenors began construction of a garden/pond in the side yard
of their property. The project consisted of the excavation and con-
struction of a 900 square foot, 30 foot long and 21 inch deep water/
garden pond equipped with nearly 17 tons of rock, an electrical
system, lights, a seven foot waterfall and a water circulation sys-
tem at a cost of eighteen thousand dollars. Construction was com-
menced without any permits or notice to the Borough.

In April of 2000, the Appellants, owners of 148 Kenyon Road
located adjacent to Intervenors’ property, advised the Borough
and Intervenors of their objections to construction on the grounds
that the structure intruded into the required side yard set back
or in the alternative actually trespassed over the Intervenors’
property line. In response to Intervenors’ objections, the Borough
Building Inspector inspected the ongoing construction project for
the first time. (At that time the Building Inspection Underwrit-
ers served as the Borough Building Inspector under contract).

By letter dated May 9, 2000, Building Inspection Underwrit-
ers advised the Intervenors that the construction was illegal on
several grounds and gave them seven days to remove the offend-
ing structure. Neither an appeal nor an enforcement proceeding
ever resulted from the May 9, 2000 violation letter. On June 7,
2000 Building Inspection Underwriters wrote a second letter that
attempted to clarify the issues. On June 12, 2000, the Borough
Council terminated Building Inspection Underwriters and hired
Code Systems as the new Borough Building Inspector.

On July 8, 2000, the Building Inspector assigned by Code Sys-
tems visited the property in question and inspected the water
garden/pond. The next day the Building Inspector wrote a letter
reversing the earlier decision of Building Inspection Underwrit-
ers finding that the water garden/pond was not constructed in
violation of either the Building Official Code Administrators
(BOCA) National Building Code or the Borough Zoning Ordi-
nance, without reference to the prior determinations of the ousted
Building Inspector. “BOCA is a model set of standards and guide-
lines assembled and adopted by an international organization of
builders and code administrators.” Eltoron Inc. v. Zoning Hear-
ing Board of the City of Aliquippa, 729 A.2d 149 (Pa. Cmwlth.
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1999). The Borough of Thornburg adopted BOCA via ordinance.
See Borough of Thornburg, Building Code Appeal of David &
Dawne Hickton, Opinion and Order, at Conclusion of Law No. 1.
Appellants filed timely appeals to the July 9, 2000, determina-
tions to the Joint Zoning Hearing Board and the Thornburg Bor-
ough Council. Following separate hearings, the Zoning Hearing
Board and the Council each issued a decision denying Appel-
lants’ appeals.

Appellants filed a Notice of Appeal for each decision with this
court. Appellants contend that the Zoning Hearing Board abused
its discretion, committed an error of law and rendered a decision
that is not based upon substantial evidence. In the Amended
Notice of BOCA Code Local Agency Appeal, Appellants assert
that the Council abused its discretion and that the findings of
fact are not supported by substantial evidence. These matters
were consolidated for decision.

As no additional evidence was received subsequent to the de-
terminations of the Joint Zoning Board, the scope of review is
limited to examining whether the Board committed a manifest
abuse of discretion or an error of law in denying the appeal. Val-
ley View Civic Ass’n v. Zoning Board of Adjustment, 462 A.2d
637, 639 (Pa. 1983). A conclusion that the Board abused its dis-
cretion may only be found if its findings are not supported by
substantial evidence. Id. at 640.

Concerning the BOCA Code and related Council findings, this
court shall affirm the decision unless it is found that the Appel-
lants’ constitutional rights have been violated, that the decision
is not in accordance with the law, that the appropriate policies
and procedures have been violated in the proceedings, or that a
finding of fact made by the Council and necessary to support its
decision is not supported by substantial evidence. 2 Pa.C.S.A.
§754.

In its Brief in Opposition to the Appellants’ appeals, Interve-
nors allege that for this court to grant the requested relief, the
following must occur:

• Reach opposite factual and legal conclusions about a
water garden which the court has never seen, but
which was seen by all members of both municipal
bodies charged with rendering decisions in this case.

• Adopt observations, opinions and conclusions from
witness testimony offered by Appellants which were
rejected by both municipal bodies charged with ren-
dering decisions in this case.

• In doing the above, reverse credibility determinations
made by the Council which heard the testimony and
observed the witnesses.

• Create a new category of “landscape water gardens”
to be regulated by BOCA and/or municipal zoning
ordinances.

• Promulgate regulations regarding size, depth, eleva-
tion, location, building materials, etc. of these land-
scape water gardens.

• Apply the previous two items retroactively to the
Intervenors’ water garden, and ostensibly, all water
gardens in the Borough of Thornburg, if not all of
Allegheny County.

Intervenors’ Brief in Opposition to Land Use Appeal, p. 4, em-
phasis in the original.

Intervenors’ above allegations are absurd. Here, the threshold
inquiry is simply whether the existing water garden/pond consti-
tutes a “structure” as defined by either the zoning ordinances or
the BOCA code. Examining the applicable zoning requirements
first, the water garden/pond clearly constitutes a structure and
therefore, Intervenors were required to obtain a building permit
prior to erecting it in the side yard of their property.

Thornburg Zoning Ordinance Section 202 defines a structure

as: “Anything built, constructed or erected, which requires loca-
tion on the ground or attachment to something on the ground.”
In its Findings of Fact, the Board noted that the Intervenors’
water/garden pond circulates water via an electrical circulation
system through an underground piping system leading to a wa-
terfall and that the water is up to 21 inches deep, with an island
in the middle of the pond. Additional testimony established that
a crew worked for several months to complete the excavation of
earth and subsequent construction of the 900 square foot, 30 foot
long pond. The contractor, Bob Steinhaus, testified that at least
60 square feet of soil was excavated to accommodate the pond.
Some 17 tons of rock were located to the site to make up the pond
and waterfall.

The conclusion of the Board that the water/garden pond rep-
resents a minor utility fixture or article of decoration consistent
with Zoning Ordinance Section 1703.4, or a landscape feature,
such as a tree, shrub, flower or other planting, consistent with
Zoning Ordinance Section 1703.9, and thereby escapes the ap-
plicable minimum side yard requirement of Zoning Ordinance
Section 403.2, is equally absurd. An examination of the record
readily reveals that the findings of the Board are not supported
by substantial evidence. The water garden/pond is a structure
and represents an accessory use pursuant to the applicable Zon-
ing Ordinance Sections. Therefore, Intervenors were required to
obtain a building permit prior to initiating construction and to
comply with the applicable set back requirement.

An identical result is arrived at through an examination of
the BOCA Code. Consistent with Walker v. Ehlinger, 676 A.2d
213 (Pa. 1996), the Intervenors’ water garden/pond meets the
definition of a structure, and thus Intervenors were required to
comply with any applicable BOCA regulations.

This court does not comment on the legality of the peculiar
procedure displayed by the Borough of Thornburg surrounding
the findings of the initial Building Inspector, including the issu-
ance of findings on two separate occasions finding that the con-
struction was illegal. The Borough Council terminated the initial
Inspector and the incoming Inspector reversed the findings over
one month later. These actions all took place without the appeal
process being triggered or the benefit of a public hearing. In addi-
tion, this court does not reach the issue of the fees imposed upon
the Appellants during the course of the proceedings below. For the
reasons contained in the preceding paragraphs, the decisions of
the Joint Zoning Hearing Board and the Thornburg Council are
reversed.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 4th day of March, 2002, based upon reasons
set forth in the forgoing Opinion, it is hereby ordered that the
decisions of the Joint Zoning Hearing Board and the Thornburg
Council are reversed.

BY THE COURT
/s/James, J.
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Barnhart, Commissioner of Social
Security v. Walton

Social Security Administration—Disability Insurance Benefits
—Supplemental Income

The U.S. Supreme Court recently held that several Social
Security statutes were properly interpreted by the Social Secu-
rity Administration in Barnhart, Commissioner of Social Secu-
rity v. Walton. The Social Security Act authorizes payment of
disability insurance benefits and Supplemental Security Income
to individuals with disabilities. 42 U.S.C. 401. A disability is de-
fined in Barnhart as an “inability to engage in any substantial
gainful activity by reason of any medically determinable physi-
cal or mental impairment which can be expected to result in death
or which has lasted or can be expected to last for a continuous
period of not less than 12 months.”

(David C. Pulice)

No. 00-1937. In the United States Supreme Court.
Breyer, J., March 27, 2002.

Mark P. Solomon, M.D. and
Regional Neurosurgical Associates, P.C. v.

United States Healthcare Systems of
Pennsylvania, Inc. and Aetna, Inc.

Payment Agreement—Reasonable Time—Pennsylvania Health
Care Act

In an opinion by Judge Brosky, the Pennsylvania Superior
Court chose not to imply a “reasonable time” for payment in an
agreement that was silent on the time for payment. See Solomon
v. U.S. Healthcare, Inc. The court held that such a term would be
implied only when it is necessary to prevent injustice and it is
abundantly clear that the parties intended to be bound by such a
term. See Id. Furthermore, the court held that the Pennsylvania
Quality Health Care Accountability and Protection Act does not
create a private right of action for violation of its prompt pay-
ment provision.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-1843. In the Pennsylvania Superior Court.
Brosky, J., April 16, 2002.

Louis J. Capozzi v.
Latsha & Capozzi, P.C.,

Kimber L. Latsha, Glenn R. Davis,
and Douglas C. Yohe

Shareholders’ Agreement—Forfeiture of Rights—Competition

In a recent decision, the Pennsylvania Superior Court held
that a law firm may include in its shareholders’ agreement a
provision forfeiting certain rights of a departing partner if that
partner competes with the law firm. However, such restriction
must satisfy the general requirements applicable to covenants
restricting competition, including limitations on time and geo-
graphic scope. On this basis, the court, while recognizing that
such a provision could conceivably be enforceable under the ap-
propriate circumstances, concluded that the provision at issue
was improper and, therefore, unenforceable.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-522. In the Pennsylvania Superior Court.
Olszewski, J., April 9, 2002.

Diana Huegel and George Huegel v.
Mifflin Construction Company, Inc. and

Conseco Finance Company,
f/k/a Greentree Financial Corporation

Integrated Contracts—Arbitration Clause

In an opinion by Judge Bender, the Pennsylvania Superior
Court held that an arbitration clause contained in a third con-
tract between parties covered claims brought under a prior sec-
ond contract. See Huegel v. Mifflin Const. Co. The contracts were
integrated, therefore the arbitration clause applied to claims
brought under prior contract.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-326. In the Pennsylvania Superior Court.
Bender, J., April 13, 2002.

Millcreek Manor v.
Department of Public Welfare

Nursing Facility—Due Process Rights—Medical Assistance Beds

The Honorable James R. Kelley delivered the opinion of the
Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania, which vacated an order
of the Bureau of Hearings and Appeals (Bureau) of the Depart-
ment of Public Welfare (DPW), which denied Millcreek Manor’s
request to add Medical Assistance (MA) beds to its existing MA
certified facility and remanded the case with instructions that
the Bureau conduct a de novo hearing. See Millcreek Manor v.
Dept. of Public Welfare.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 01-1329. In the Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court.
Kelley, J., April 18, 2002.
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Walter H. Waddell v. Ellen J. McCormick

Equitable Distribution—Denial of Alimony—Order for Counsel
Fees—Lump Sum Spousal Support Arrears Payable—
Reinstatement of APL Pending Appeal and Lump Sum APL
Arrears Payable

1. Husband’s exceptions to Master’s report and recommenda-
tion as to equitable distribution, alimony, counsel fees, costs and
expenses dismissed; and Husband’s exceptions to reinstatement
of alimony pendente lite payable to Wife pending appeal dis-
missed. No cross-exceptions by Wife.

2. Master’s report is advisory and not binding upon Court.
Master’s report entitled to great weight, especially with regard
to credibility issues.

3. Income tax inapplicable to equitable distribution of retire-
ment assets since those consequences will occur at some later
date when benefits in pay status.

4. Equitable distribution (of 50/50) justified since Husband, a
research chemist, is older than Wife, earns over $100,000.00 per
year, has substantially more sole and separate property, and con-
tributed substantial pre-marital funds to the marital estate. Wife
earned under $50,000.00 per year and suffers from breast can-
cer which has diminished her present and future earnings and
earning capacity. Fifteen year second marriage for Husband and
first marriage for Wife. No children born to marriage.

5. No alimony awarded. Lump sum support arrears payable.

6. Fifty (50%) percent of Wife’s counsel fees payable by Hus-
band due to uneven playing field of the parties throughout case.

7. Alimony pendente lite augmented and reinstated pending
appeal, retroactive to date of petition for modification. Lump sum
arrears in amount of $57,988.00 payable within sixty (60) days.

(David S. Pollock)

Dennis R. Biondo and Susan Curran for Plaintiff.
Michael P. Petro for Defendant.

No. FD 94-12230-004. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegh-
eny County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.

OPINION

Scanlon, J., December 21, 2001—The parties to this action
were before this Court on Appellant’s, Walter H. Waddell (here-
inafter “Husband”), Exceptions to the Master’s Report and Rec-
ommendation issued November 29, 2000. Appellee, Ellen J.
McCormick (hereinafter “Wife”), did not file Cross-Exceptions.
In addition, Wife petitioned to reinstate alimony pendente lite,
which was first denied, but with leave to re-present should an
appeal be filed by Husband to the decision to sustain Excep-
tions to the Master ’s Report and Recommendation. Our Order
of August 3, 2001, dismissed Husband’s Exceptions to the
Master’s Report and Recommendation and this appeal followed.
Thereafter, Wife presented a Petition for Special Relief and on
September 27, 2001, we reinstated alimony pendente lite retro-
active to November 29, 2000, when the Master had terminated
it. The second appeal of Husband followed.

The parties were married on September 4, 1988. It was a first
marriage for Wife and a second marriage for Husband. Although
there were ongoing problems with the marriage beginning in
1990, the parties stipulated to a separation date of January 1,
1993. They were divorced by decree dated October 25, 2001. The

parties have no children.
At the time of hearing before the Master, Husband was 52

years of age and had a Ph.D. in chemistry. He lives in the state of
Texas and has been employed as a research chemist with Exxon
since 1996. Prior thereto, he was employed by PPG Industries.
His income from employment exceeded $100,000 per year in each
of the two years prior to hearing, and he had additional dividend
income averaging approximately $12,000 per year.

Wife, on the other hand, was 41 years of age at the time of
hearing. She has a Bachelor of Science degree in nursing and is
employed by the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center as a
case management nurse. Her income from employment in the
two years prior to hearing averaged about $42,500. Wife was
recently diagnosed with breast cancer, but was expected to be
able to return to work after a rehabilitation of approximately six
to eight months.

Pursuant to a January 1995 Consent Order, Husband was
paying $700 per month in alimony pendente lite.

The parties’ claims for equitable distribution, alimony, counsel
fees, etc. were tried before the Master for two days in September
and November 2000. Each of the parties testified and a number of
exhibits were admitted into the record. In addition, several expert
witnesses testified with regard to valuation issues and the medi-
cal condition of Wife.

The evidence adduced at trial demonstrated that the parties’
marital estate was principally comprised of investment accounts
and retirement plans. The Master found the estate to equal ap-
proximately $477,500.

The Master considered each and every one of the §3502(a) of
the divorce code and acknowledged that a number of factors
favored neither party, while several factors favored one or the
other. The Master noted that Husband was older and that Wife
had a serious health problem, which might well increase her
needs and decrease her employability. Further, the Master found
that Husband has both a greater earning capacity and substan-
tially more sole and separate party than Wife. However, Husband
had contributed substantial pre-marital funds to the marital
estate and thus, the Master viewed the competing factors as a
whole and determined that they did not support a distribution
in favor of either party. Accordingly, the Master recommended
an equal division of the marital estate on a 50/50 basis.

The Master further determined that based upon the §3701
(b) factors, Wife was not entitled to alimony, but found there to
be significant support arrears and that the payment of those by
Husband in a lump sum would create a cash flow for Wife and
obviate any need for payment of alimony.

The Master further found that Wife had a significant balance
due on both her counsel fee and expert witness fee accounts to-
taling approximately $26,000. In view of this, the nature of the
assets distributed to her, and the denial of alimony, the Master
recommended that Husband pay a total of 50 percent of these
fees or $13,000, with Wife being responsible for the remainder.

The Master granted Wife’s modification of alimony pendente
lite retroactive to March 27, 1997, and ordered that Husband
pay $4,000 per month for nine months in 1997, and then $1,532
per month for the remaining months. Since Husband had been
paying the sum of $700 per month from January 1995 pursuant
to the consent order, the Master determined the arrears to be
$57,988 as of October 31, 2000, and directed that Husband pay
that sum in full within 60 days.

The Exceptions filed by counsel for Husband to the Master’s
Report and Recommendation, were dismissed by this Court’s
Order of August 3, 2001.

As indicated above, Husband has further appealed this Court’s
reinstatement of alimony pendente lite retroactive to November
29, 2000, when the Master terminated that order.

On appeal, Husband raises the following issues for consideration:
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1. The Court erred in adopting the Master’s Report and Rec-
ommendation and her determination of the marital estate in ten
specific regards.

2. The Court erred in adopting the Master’s Report and Rec-
ommendation and her award of marital property in three par-
ticular regards.

3. The Court erred in adopting the Master’s Report and Rec-
ommendation, which retroactively granted Wife’s petition for
modification of the January 19, 1995 spousal support/alimony
pendente lite order in several specific regards.

4. The Court erred in adopting the Master’s Report and Rec-
ommendation in ordering Husband to pay a portion of Wife’s coun-
sel fees.

5. The Court erred in reinstating the spousal support/alimony
pendente lite order retroactive to November 29, 2000.

With regard to each of the first four issues raised by Husband
and each of their respective sub-parts, these were all determined
by the Master and her report is entitled to great weight, espe-
cially with regard to credibility determination. Tagnani v.
Tagnani, 654 A.2d 1136 (1995). (Master’s Report and Recommen-
dation attached.) This Court recognizes that the Master’s report
is advisory, and not binding upon the Court. It is our responsi-
bility for making the equitable distribution of property.

The essence of the first issue raised by Husband is the inclu-
sion of various items as part of the marital estate. The analysis
by Master of the various components of the marital estate was
adopted by this Court and a review of the record reflects that it
is well supported by the evidence. The determination of whether
or not an asset is part of the marital estate is a matter within
our sound discretion. We thoroughly reviewed the Master’s find-
ings with regard to the establishment of the estate, which, of
necessity, additionally required an assessment of the credibility
of the expert witness, Lawrence Sipos, JD, CPA. His testimony
was accepted on the key elements of the case. The only distinc-
tion the Master drew, and we adopted as well, was with regard
to corresponding prospective tax liabilities on certain retirement
assets. Section 3502(a)(10) of the Divorce Code provides that the
Court will consider tax ramifications at the time division of the
property becomes effective. Thus there are no tax consequences
incident to the distribution of retirement assets in equitable dis-
tribution as those consequences will occur at some later date
when the benefits go into pay status.

The second issue raised by Husband challenges the award of
certain assets to Wife in order to effectuate the equal division of
the marital estate. Again, the values assigned to the assets, which
then required an award of cash to Wife to equalize the distribu-
tion are supported by the record as presented at trial. In our best
efforts to achieve economic justice between the parties, we exer-
cise broad discretionary powers. We follow legal procedures and
apply the applicable law. As long as we do so and the discretion
is sound and supported by the evidence, it should stand.

Husband next challenges the retroactive granting of Wife’s
petition for modification. The record reflects that the petition
was filed on March 27, 1997, so the retroactive date is appropri-
ately applied. The basis for the petition was that Husband’s in-
come had increased significantly, while the income of Wife had
remained stable. A review of the income information presented
at trial led us to conclude that Husband’s income was increased
in 1997 by almost three-fold. In calendar years ’98 and ’99, the
increase was more modest at 17 percent and 22 percent, respec-
tively. On the other hand, Wife’s income dropped from almost
$51,000 in 1995 to the low $40,000 range in 1997 and 1998. Her
1999 income included a significant portion assigned to alimony.
The change in income was viewed by this Court to be substantial
and material. We concluded, therefore, that the order needed to
be modified based on the average of the 1998 and 1999 incomes
but with some adjustment in arrears to allow for the significant

difference during 1997. Accordingly, the new order was estab-
lished at $1,532 per month in accordance with the guidelines.
The adjustment for the extraordinary income during 1997 for
Husband required a nine-month support obligation of $4,000 and
thus the total arrears were calculated to be $57,988 based upon
years 1997 through the end of October 2000. An analysis of the
Master’s decision, followed by our review of the record, led us to
conclude that these figures were appropriate. This resulted in
our discretionary award of the retroactive alimony pendente lite
to the date of filing. We believe this finding is amply supported
by the record and should be sustained.

Husband’s last claim in the first appeal involves the award of
counsel fees to Wife. As noted, the total outstanding balance of
counsel and expert witness fees for Wife at the time of trial was
approximately $26,000. In awarding counsel fees, the Court must
consider the payor’s ability to pay, the requesting party’s finan-
cial resources, the value of services rendered, and the property
received in equitable distribution. It was the Master’s recom-
mendation, which we adopted, that 50 percent of the counsel
fees of Wife be paid by Husband in view of the non-liquid nature
of the assets awarded to her in equitable distribution and the
denial of the ongoing alimony claim. Further, it was clear from
the record that Husband had paid no preliminary counsel fees of
Wife during the pendency of the litigation, and that during the
six-year contest in Court, the playing field with regard to the
parties was far from level. The record supports this finding and
it was adopted by us. We believe it should similarly be sustained.

Lastly, with regard to the reinstatement of alimony pendente
lite by our Order of September 27, 2001, it should be noted that
this award was made only in the event that Husband filed an
appeal of the Order of August 3, 2001, dismissing Husband’s
Exceptions to the Report and Recommendation of the Master.
Under those circumstances, alimony pendente lite payments may
continue following the entry of the divorce decree (entered Octo-
ber 25, 2001) while an appeal is pending, or until all economic
claims of the parties have been resolved. See DeMasi v.
DeMasi(II), 408 Pa.Super. Ct. 414, 597 A2.d 101 (1991); Jack v.
Jack, 253 Pa.Super. Ct. 538, 385 A.2d 469 (1978).

For the foregoing reasons, our Orders of August 3, 2001 and
September 27, 2001, should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Scanlon, J.

Michele Zimmer v. George Heid

Relocation of Primary Custodial Parent

Following a relocation hearing on Mother’s Petition, the Court
granted Mother’s request to relocate from Pittsburgh to near
Columbus, Ohio, with her husband, for the following reasons:

1. Mother satisfied the three-prong Gruber test, as the Court
found:

A. The move would improve the quality of life for the
Child, Mother and custodial family as her husband was
employed in Columbus at a substantial salary, Mother
would work from home, and the neighborhood the fam-
ily had chosen was well suited to the raising of a family;
B. The move was without illegitimate purpose, arising
from Mother’s objective to provide her son the best pos-
sible environment in a two-parent household;
C. No impediments existed to the establishment of a
realistic visitation schedule which would foster a close,
continuing relationship between Father and Child.
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2. The Child’s (age 11) stated preference to reside with Father
was not controlling, as it stemmed primarily from Father’s care-
free attitude as contrasted with that of Mother, who required him
to attend his extracurricular activities, do his homework and abide
by a schedule.

3. Father ’s irresponsibility, as evidenced in his personal
finances, his inability to maintain his obligation to pay child sup-
port and his inability to meet the schedule of the child, weighed
against the award of custody to him, which would result from a
denial of Mother’s petition.

(Dawn K. Gull)

Timothy Gricks for Plaintiff.
Joseph M. Wymard for Defendant.

No. FD 91-09338-006. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegh-
eny County, Family Division.

OPINION

Eaton, J., February 4, 2002—Defendant George Heid (“Father”)
appeals this Court’s Order dated August 27, 2001 denying his com-
plaint for primary custody and granting the petition for relocation
filed by plaintiff Michele Zimmer (“Mother”).

The parties are the natural parents of one child, George Von
Heid, born July 21, 1990. The parties were never married. Mother
has always been the custodial parent of George, with Father
having liberal partial custody. Pursuant to the current custody
order which was entered by this Court on August 11, 2000, Mother
has primary physical custody of the child and Father has partial
custody every other weekend during the academic year, plus ev-
ery Thursday evening for dinner. The parties share the child’s
school breaks. On March 16, 2001, Mother petitioned the Court
for leave to relocate with the child to Pickerington, Ohio to re-
side with her then fiancee, John Smythe. Father contested the
petition and filed a complaint for primary custody on April 26,
2001.

On August 21, 2001, the Court held a hearing on Mother’s
petition for relocation, during which time testimony of the par-
ties and various witness was taken and evidence was submit-
ted. Immediately following the hearing, the Court entered an
order granting Mother primary physical custody of the child
and permitting her to relocate with the minor child. Father filed
a petition for reconsideration and then timely appealed. In his
statement of matters complained of on appeal, Father raises
the following:

1. Did the Court err in its application of the Gruber
test (See Gruber v. Gruber, 400 Pa.Super. 174, 583
A.2d 434), relative to the factors to be considered in
resolving a Petition for Relocation;

2. Did the Court err in failing to consider the negative
impact of the relocation on Plaintiff ’s economic cir-
cumstances;

3. Did the Court err in its consideration of the Step-
Father’s economic circumstances;

4. Did the Court err in failing to give adequate consid-
eration to the Step-Father’s history of transience;

5. Did the Court err in failing to give adequate consid-
eration to the child’s preference;

6. Did the Court err in failing to give adequate consid-
eration to the Father’s history and relationship with
the child;

7. Did the Court err in failing to give adequate consid-

eration to the Father’s patenting [sic] skills;

8. Did the Court err in failing to adequately consider
Mother ’s history of interference with the Father’s
relationship with the child;

9. Did the Court err in failing to adequately consider
the Mother’s potential for accommodating and fos-
tering a relationship between Father and the child;
and

10.  Did the Court err in failing to adequately consider
the overall best interests of the child in the denial of
Father’s Complaint for Custody.

Discussion

In Gruber v. Gruber, 400 Pa.Super. 174, 583 A.2d 434 (1990),
the Superior Court set forth the standard to be applied by a trial
Court in determining under what circumstances the parent with
primary, physical custody may relocate outside the jurisdiction
of the court. While the emphasis remains on the best interests of
the child, the Superior Court recognized that a child’s interests
are inextricably tied to the interests of his primary custodial fam-
ily. “[W]hat is advantageous to the unit as a whole, to each of its
members individually and to the way they relate to each other
and function together is obviously in the best interests of the
children.” 583 A.2d at 438. In an effort to balance the important
relationship between the child and the non-custodial parent, and
sacrifice the non-custodial parent’s interest as little as possible,
the Superior Court directed the trial Court to consider the fol-
lowing three factors when presented with a petition to relocate
by the custodial parent:

(1) The potential advantage of the proposed move, economic
or otherwise, and the likelihood the move would improve sub-
stantially the quality of life for the custodial parent and the child
and is not the result of a momentary whim on the part of the
custodial parent:

(2) The integrity of the motive of both the custodial and non-
custodial parent in either seeking the move or seeking to prevent
it; and

(3) The availability of realistic, substitute arrangements which
will adequately foster an ongoing relationship between the child
and the non-custodial parent.

The custodial parent has the initial burden of showing that
the move is likely to significantly improve the quality of life for
that parent and the child. Both parents have the burden of es-
tablishing the integrity of their motives in either desiring to move
or seeking to prevent it. The custodial parent must convince the
Court that the move is not sought for whimsical or vindictive
reasons. Likewise, the non-custodial parent must show that re-
sistance to the move stems from concern for the child and his or
her relationship to him. The Court must then consider the third
factor discussed above, namely the feasibility of creating substi-
tute visitation arrangements to ensure a continuing, meaning-
ful relationship between the child and the non-custodial parent.
The Superior Court admonished that a move sought to secure
substantial advantage for the custodial parent and child will not
be disallowed simply because visitation cannot continue in the
existing pattern. Sensitive case-by-case balancing is required to
ensure that all interests are treated as equitably as possible.

The first assignment of error by Father is that the Court erred
in its application of the factors set forth in Gruber v. Gruber,
supra. The Court carefully considered each of the three Gruber
factors and was satisfied that each factor favored permitting
Mother to relocate. With respect to the first factor, the Court
found that the potential advantages of the proposed move were
significant and would undoubtedly improve the quality of life for
the child, Mother and the entire custodial family. Prior to reloca-
tion, Mother resided with the child in a second story apartment
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above her father’s dental office in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania.
Her apartment was surrounded by a strip mall, an industrial
property and vacant buildings. Upon relocation, the child will
reside with Mother and her husband, John Smythe, age 39,
(“Step-Father”). Step-Father is employed in Columbus, Ohio as
an executive in the health industry. In anticipation of the relo-
cation, Mother and Step-Father researched school districts and
neighborhoods to find the best location for the child. They selected
a single family home in Pickerington, Ohio, a suburb of Colum-
bus, based upon its excellent public school system. The move
will enable the child to live in a nice, residential neighborhood
with two loving parents who are economically and emotionally
stable. The move was predicated on Mother ’s desire to be with
her husband, and on his inability to find suitable employment
in the Pittsburgh area. It was not predicated on any momen-
tary whim.

With respect to the second Gruber factor, the integrity of the
motives of the parties in seeking and resisting the move, the
record reveals no evidence whatsoever that either party is acting
with illegitimate purposes. Mother’s desire to move clearly is
grounded in good faith and based on the objective of providing her
son the best possible environment in a two-parent household. There
was no evidence that Mother is seeking to deny Father access to
the child. Nor did the Court find that Father’s objections to the
relocation or his attempt to gain primary custody were based on
improper motives. Father and son have a close, loving relation-
ship and Father sincerely believes that the child would be happier
living with him in Pittsburgh.

With respect to the third factor, the Court finds no overly
burdensome impediment to a revised, realistic visitation sched-
ule which will adequately promote and foster a close, continu-
ing relationship between Father and the child. The Court is
confident that adequate arrangements can be made for visits
between the child and Father who will continue to reside in the
Pittsburgh area.

The second matter complained of on appeal is that the Court
failed to consider the negative impact on Plaintiff ’s economic situ-
ation which would result from relocation. Quite the contrary, the
Court determined that Mother’s overall economic situation will
significantly improve upon relocation. Mother testified that she
worked for Father from 1986 through 1989. Following the birth
of her son, Mother was on welfare for a period of time. She even-
tually secured employment with Pro Search as a professional
employment recruiter earning between $50,000 and $60,000 per
year. In January of 2001, Mother started her own employment
recruiting company, Corporate Search. She testified that the
nature of her business and her relationship with her clients is
such that she will be able to continue to provide the quality ser-
vices to her current clientele while also being able to provide the
same services to companies in the Columbus area. In sum, Mother
will be able to continue to operate her business from Ohio with-
out any substantial loss of income. Moreover, Mother will be able
to work at home and spend more time with the child. Any loss of
income to Mother during the transition will not create a hard-
ship on the custodial family, as Step-Father is earning in excess
of $90,000 per year, a salary which he was unable to find in the
Pittsburgh area.

In his third and fourth matters complained of on appeal,
Father contends that the Court failed to consider Step-Father ’s
economic circumstances and transience. To the contrary, Step-
Father testified that he has been employed in the health industry
his entire career. Prior to his marriage to Mother, in a successful
effort to advance his career, Step-Father accepted promotions which
required him to relocate from time to time. He has now reached
the point in his career that he is no longer required to accept trans-
fers. He is currently employed by Cardinal Health as the Director
of Operations in Columbus, Ohio earning in excess of $90,000 per
year. He has held this position since June of 1998. With the excep-

tion of job transfers, Step-Father has been a life long resident of
Ohio. His desire to be with Mother and her child was such that
he attempted to find employment in his area of expertise in the
Pittsburgh area. However, his area of expertise is so special-
ized that he was unable to find a suitable position. The Court
was impressed with Step-Father ’s economic circumstances and
was satisfied that he would contribute to the stability of the
custodial family.

Father, on the other hand, operates a company known as Heid
Pro Audio out of his home. He has no steady source of income. He
currently resides in Aspinwall, Pennsylvania in an old church
which he is renovating as he is financially able. He has been
fiscally irresponsible for most of his life, and at the time of the
hearing was planning to file for personal bankruptcy. He has
often been behind in his support obligations and has failed to
pay for health insurance or unreimbursed medical expenses for
the child. At the time of trial, the only reason he was not in ar-
rears is because he made a substantial payment immediately
prior to trial.

The fifth, sixth and seventh matters complained of on appeal
relate to the Court’s failure to give adequate consideration to the
relationship between Father and child, and the child’s clear pref-
erence to be with Father. In a custody case, the child’s prefer-
ence is a factor to be carefully considered, as long as it is based
on good reasons. Swope v. Swope, 455 Pa.Super. 587, 689 A.2d
264 (1997). The child’s maturity and intelligence must be consid-
ered, and the weight to be given the child’s preference can best
be determined by the judge before whom the child appears. 689
A.2d, 266; Cardamone v. Elshoff, 442 Pa.Super. 263, 278, 659
A.2d 575, 583 (1995).

Upon questioning by the Court, it was apparent that the
child preferred Father ’s care-free attitude and life-style to
Mother’s more responsible approach toward child rearing. His
time with Father was spent attending jazz clubs, vacationing
at a lake resort with Father ’s friends, jet skiing, staying up
late and generally having fun. Mother required him to attend
his extra-curricular activities, do his homework and abide by a
schedule. Essentially, the child reported that Father is more
fun to be with and he can essentially do what he wants when
he is with Father. At the hearing, the trial Court gleaned from
the testimony of both parents that Father has a rather flexible
and lax attitude about the child’s discipline and how he con-
ducts himself when they are together. Father is a fun loving
individual with little sense of responsibility. He is rarely on
time for his son’s obligations and is generally unable to adhere
to any set schedule. It was evident that Father loves his son
and has a great deal of fun with the child, but that essentially
he is not one to concern himself with the child’s education or
structure in discipline. While the court understands and appreci-
ates the child’s belief that it would be more fun to live with Father
than Mother, the Court is convinced that it is in the child’s best
interest to remain with Mother, who is clearly the more mature,
responsible and capable parent.

Further, Father’s financial irresponsibility cannot be under-
stated. His failure to pay regular child support was chronic. He
testified that he could afford to raise the child with the salary
from his new job (which he did not yet have), mostly because he
could discharge a great deal of his debt through an upcoming
bankruptcy. When opposing counsel questioned him concerning
the bankruptcy and pointed out that such a filing would void his
agreement for his Aspinwall home resulting in the loss of his
home, Father appeared dumbfounded. Of course, the child should
not know the financial issues, but this is just one example of
matters unknown to the child. The child is only eleven years old
and lacks the maturity to appreciate the importance of structure
and stability in his custodial home. Father and the child have a
strong, loving relationship and the Court is confident that the
strong relationship will continue after the relocation. The Court
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carefully considered the child’s testimony in light of his age and
maturity and determined that the reasons for his preference were
not sufficiently compelling to justify giving Father custody.

In matters eight and nine, Father raises the Court’s failure
to consider Mother’s history of interference with Father’s rela-
tionship with the child and her potential for accommodating
and fostering a relationship between Father and the child. Both
Father and Mother accuse each other of undermining the other
in front of the child. There is little doubt that there is no love
lost between these parents. Mother has a great deal of anger
towards Father, and the Court did admonish her at the first
hearing to try to remain civil to Father around the child. Despite
such anger, however, Mother has substantially followed all cus-
tody orders. Father ’s complaint is that Mother won’t be more
flexible with times and meeting places. While a greater flex-
ibility might be in the child’s best interest in the usual case,
Mother has insisted on strict compliance as a defense to Father’s
cavalier life attitude. This Court has no doubt that Mother will
follow the Orders issued by this Court.

The final matter complained of on appeal is that the Court
failed to adequately consider the best interest of the child. Having
carefully considered the testimony and evidence presented, there
was simply no question but that it is in the best interests of the
child to reside in Pickerington, Ohio with two stable, mature adults
who quite clearly adore him. Mother more than met her burden
of establishing that the proposed move would significantly and
directly improve the quality of life for herself and therefore her
child. No doubt Father would prefer to retain the status quo
and achieve easier, more frequent access to his son. However,
weighing this factor, as we must, against the demonstrated sub-
stantial advantages of the proposed move for Mother and child,
the Court cannot say that the shifting of the accustomed visita-
tion arrangements warrants depriving Mother and child of the
benefits of the move.

Following a thorough review of the evidence and testimony
of both parties in light of the proper standards of review both
for custody determination, as well as relocation, the trial court
issued an order denying Father ’s petition for primary custody
and granting Mother’s petition for relocation. A comprehensive
custody order was entered under which Father will continue to
have liberal partial custody. Pursuant to this order, although
Mother is to be the primary custodial parent, Father is to have
significant periods of partial custody during various school and
summer vacations.

BY THE COURT
/s/Eaton, J.

Dick/Doyle, a Joint Venture v.
Roof System Services, Inc.,

a foreign corporation

Forum Selection—Venue—Choice of Law—Preliminary
Objections—Motion to Dismiss

1. The forum court, although it may be required to apply the
substantive law of another state, applies its own procedural law.

2. Pennsylvania views matters of venue and proper forum as
procedural.

3. Under Pennsylvania law, a forum selection clause is valid
and enforceable unless it was not freely agreed to by the parties
or it is unreasonable.

4. It is the public policy of both Pennsylvania and Florida
that construction contracts performed within their borders should

be litigated within their borders.

5. In determining whether the defendant has the requisite
minimum contacts with the forum state, the court must exam-
ine the quality of the contacts, and whether the cause of action
flows from those contacts, and whether the defendant has pur-
posefully availed itself of the privilege of doing business in the
forum state.

6. Here, the subcontract was negotiated and signed in Florida,
the construction work was done in Florida, and any breach of
the contract regarding the quality of the workmanship occurred
in Florida. In sum, Florida is the focal point of the contract and
breach.

7. The court must consider the burden on the defendant, the
forum state’s interest in adjudicating the dispute, the plaintiff ’s
interest in obtaining convenient and effective relief, the inter-
state judicial system’s interest in obtaining the most efficient
resolution of controversies, and the shared interest of the states
in furthering fundamental substantive social policies.

8. Based upon both defendant’s lack of contacts with Penn-
sylvania and the notions of fair play and substantial justice, it
would violate due process for the court to exercise personal juris-
diction over the defendant.

(Linda A. Michler)

Kevin P. Lucas for the Plaintiff.
Anthony Cillo for the Defendant.

No. GD 01-020411. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Strassburger, J., March 4, 2002—Plaintiff Dick/Doyle served
as general contractor on a construction project to build a condo-
minium in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. On April 20, 2001, Plaintiff
entered into a subcontract with Defendant Roof Systems Ser-
vices, Inc., a Florida corporation, to perform the roofing work for
the project. The subcontract contains an exclusive forum selec-
tion clause which provides:

To the extent that any dispute, controversy, or claim
arises hereunder and a suit is instituted, it shall be
brought in and before the Court of Common Pleas of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, County of Allegheny
or the United States District Court for the Western
District of Pennsylvania, wherein exclusive jurisdic-
tion shall lie.

The subcontract also contains a choice-of-law clause, providing
that the subcontract shall be interpreted and governed by Florida
law.

On October 16, 2001, Plaintiff filed a complaint in the Allegh-
eny County Court of Common Pleas alleging Defendant breached
the subcontract. On November 13, 2001, Defendant filed pre-
liminary objections to the complaint pursuant to Pa.R.C.P.
1028(a)(1), claiming this Court lacks personal jurisdiction over
the Defendant, and that venue in Allegheny County is improper.
For the following reasons, this court has entered an order sus-
taining Defendant’s preliminary objections.

I.

The subcontract provides that this court is the proper forum
for this case and that this court shall apply Florida law. Defen-
dants argue, however, that the application of Florida law renders
the forum selection clause invalid. Defendants point to Fla. Stat.
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47.025 which provides:

Any venue provision in a contract for improvement to
real property which requires legal action involving a
resident contractor, subcontractor, sub-subcontractor,
or materialman, as defined in part I of chapter 713, to
be brought outside this state is void as a matter of public
policy. To the extent that the venue provision in the
contract is void under this section, any legal action aris-
ing out of that contract shall be brought only in this
state in the county where the defendant resides, where
the cause of action accrued, or where the property in
litigation is located, unless, after the dispute arises,
the parties stipulate to another venue.1

A basic principle of conflicts of law is that the forum court,
although it may be required to apply the substantive law of an-
other state, applies its own procedural law. See Restatement (Sec-
ond) of Conflict of Laws §122. (“A court usually applies its own
local law rules prescribing how litigation shall be conducted even
when it applies the local law rules of another state to resolve
other issues in the case.”). See also Commonwealth v. Dennis,
618 A.2d 972, 980 (1992) (“It is a fundamental [principle] of the
conflicts of laws that a court employs its own state’s procedural
rules.”); Drapeau v. Joy Technologies Inc., 670 A.2d 165, 168 (1996)
(Beck, J., concurring) (“This court, as the forum court, applies its
own procedural rules even when a contractual choice of law clause
provides for the application of another state’s substantive laws.”).

Therefore, whether this court should apply Florida law to find
the forum selection clause invalid depends on whether the law
in question is substantive, or merely a procedural rule prescrib-
ing how the litigation shall be conducted.

Pennsylvania views matters of venue and proper forum as
procedural. See, e.g., Hohlstein v. Hohlstein, 296 A.2d 886
(Pa.Super. 1972) (holding venue is “a matter of procedure and
not substance”). See also Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws
§123 (“The local law of the forum determines which of its courts,
if any, may entertain an action on a claim involving foreign ele-
ments.”) Other Pennsylvania courts have applied Pennsylvania
law to determine the validity of a forum selection clause even
though the contract contained a provision for the application of
another state’s law. See, e.g., Churchill Corp. v. Third Century,
Inc., 578 A.2d 532 (Pa.Super. 1990) (holding the contract’s forum
selection clause invalid under Pennsylvania law although the
choice of law clause stated that Missouri law would govern the
contract).

Furthermore, under Florida law, the law chosen by the par-
ties, the statute in question is a procedural law. In Kerr Const.,
Inc. v. Peters Contracting, Inc., 767 So.2d 610, 613 (Fla. Ct. App.
2000), the court addressed this specific question, holding:

[S]ection 47.025 provides that forum selection clauses
in contracts for improvements to real property are void
if they require that legal action involving a resident
contractor or subcontractor be instituted outside
Florida. Thus, the statute merely requires that venue
lie in Florida for disputes arising under these specific
types of contracts. Accordingly, the statute does not af-
fect the substantive rights of the parties. It merely re-
quires that those substantive rights be adjudicated by
a Florida court. Therefore, the statute is procedural,
not substantive.

The forum selection clause in the subcontract does not affect
the substantive rights and responsibilities of the parties under
the subcontract, nor does it have any effect on the merits of
Plaintiff ’s claim for breach of contract. The clause merely ad-
dresses where the claim shall be heard. As such, in determining

the validity of the clause, this court shall apply Pennsylvania
law.2

II.

Under Pennsylvania law, a forum selection clause is valid and
enforceable unless it was not freely agreed to by the parties or it
is unreasonable. See Central Contracting Co. v. C.E. Youngdahl
& Co., 209 A.2d 810, 816 (Pa. 1965), Churchill Corp. v. Third
Century, Inc., 578 A.2d 532, 536 (Pa.Super. 1990).

However, it is also the law of Pennsylvania that a contract
provision will not be enforced if it is contrary to a clearly-ex-
pressed public policy. See, e.g., Central Dauphin School Dist. v.
American Cas. Co., 426 A.2d 94, 96 (Pa. 1981). It is the public
policy of Pennsylvania, as expressed in the Contractor and Sub-
contractor Payment Act, 73 P.S. §514, that construction contracts
performed in Pennsylvania should be litigated in Pennsylvania.
That section provides: “Making a contract subject to the laws of
another state or requiring that any litigation, arbitration or other
dispute resolution process on the contract occur in another state,
shall be unenforceable.”

It is the public policy of both Pennsylvania and Florida that
construction contracts performed within its borders should be
litigated within its borders. Thus, if the facts were reversed and
this contract had been performed in Pennsylvania but contained
a forum selection clause granting Florida exclusive jurisdiction,
a Pennsylvania court hearing Plaintiff ’s claim would disregard
the forum selection clause and allow the case to proceed in Penn-
sylvania. Similarly, under the subcontract as written, if Defen-
dant had sued Plaintiff in Florida for breach of the subcontract,
a Florida court would hold invalid the forum selection clause
granting Pennsylvania exclusive jurisdiction and would hear the
case in Florida.

Upon examination of this public policy, this court finds that it
would be improper to enforce the forum selection clause in the
subcontract. It would be unreasonable to enforce a provision that
so clearly violates the public policy of both Pennsylvania and
Florida.

III.

Having found that the forum selection clause in the subcon-
tract is unenforceable, this court must determine whether there
is any alternative basis to support (A) personal jurisdiction over
the Defendant and (B) venue in Allegheny County.

A.

For a Pennsylvania court to exercise personal jurisdiction over
a nonresident defendant, the requirements of the Due Process
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment must be satisfied.3 For a
court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction over a nonresident de-
fendant to comply with due process, the defendant must have
minimum contacts with the forum state such that litigating the
case there does not offend traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice. International Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326
U.S. 310 (1945). “That is, the defendant must have purposefully
directed its activities to the forum and conducted itself in a man-
ner indicating that it has availed itself of the forum’s privileges
and benefits such that it should also be subject to the forum state’s
laws and regulations.” General Motors Acceptance Corp. v. Keller,
737 A.2d 279, 281 (Pa.Super. 1999).

In determining whether a defendant has the requisite mini-
mum contacts with the forum state, the court must examine the
quality of the contacts between the defendant, the forum, and
the litigation, whether the cause of action flows from those con-
tacts, and whether the defendant has purposefully availed itself
of the privilege of doing business in the forum state. See Shaffer
v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 204 (1977), Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S.
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235, 253 (1958).

Specifically addressing contract cases,

    It is well settled that “an individual’s contract with
an out-of-state party alone cannot automatically estab-
lish sufficient minimum contacts in the other party’s
home forum.” Rather, the totality of the parties’ deal-
ings, including the contract negotiations, contemplated
future consequences of the contract, and actual course
of dealing must be evaluated in order to determine
whether the foreign defendant is subject to suit in the
plaintiff ’s chosen forum.

Hall-Woolford Tank Co., Inc. v. R.F. Kilns Inc., 698 A.2d 80, 83
(Pa.Super. 1997)(citations omitted).

RSSI is a Florida corporation with its only places of business
in Florida. It is not qualified to do business in Pennsylvania, it
has done no business in Pennsylvania, and it owns no property
in Pennsylvania. Defendant’s only contact with Pennsylvania is
its subcontract with Plaintiff, a Pennsylvania Corporation.

Plaintiff cites Burger King Corporation v. Rudewicz, 471 U.S.
462 (1985) in support of jurisdiction over Defendant. Plaintiff
notes that the Burger King Court stated, “parties who ‘reach out
beyond one state and create continuing relationships and obli-
gations with citizens of another state’ are subject to regulation
and sanctions in the other State for the consequences of their
activities.” 471 U.S. at 473, quoting Travelers Health Assn. v.
Virginia, 339 U.S. 643, 647 (1950). However, there is no evidence
that Defendant reached out of Florida at all. The subcontract
was negotiated and signed in Florida. All the work performed
pursuant to the subcontract was performed in Florida. Defen-
dant did not purposely direct its activities toward Pennsylvania
nor avail itself of Pennsylvania’s privileges and benefits.

Plaintiff also cites Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783 (1984) in
support of its argument that this Court has jurisdiction over
Defendant because Defendant’s conduct outside of Pennsylvania
caused harm to Plaintiff in Pennsylvania. Calder is also clearly
distinguishable. In that case, a defamation action, the question
was whether the Florida defendants were subject to jurisdiction
in California. The Court answered in the affirmative, reasoning:

    The allegedly libelous story concerned the Califor-
nia activities of a California resident. It impugned the
professionalism of an entertainer whose television ca-
reer was centered in California. The article was drawn
from California sources, and the brunt of the harm, in
terms both of respondent’s emotional distress and the
injury to her professional reputation, was suffered in
California. In sum, California is the focal point both of
the story and of the harm suffered. Jurisdiction over
petitioners is therefore proper in California based on
the “effects” of their Florida conduct in California.

Id. at 788-89.
In the instant case, the subcontract was negotiated and signed

in Florida. The construction work was done in Florida. Any breach
of the contract regarding the quality of Defendant’s workman-
ship occurred in Florida. In sum, Florida is the focal point of the
contract and any breach. As such, Calder v. Jones does not sup-
port Plaintiff ’s argument.

Not only is Defendant’s sole contact with Pennsylvania insuf-
ficient to demonstrate any purposeful availment of the privileges
and benefits of Pennsylvania, this court’s exercise of personal
jurisdiction over Defendant also would not comport with tradi-
tional notions of fair play and substantial justice.

In deciding this prong of the due process analysis, this court
must consider: “the burden on the defendant, the forum state’s
interest in adjudicating the dispute, the plaintiff ’s interest in

obtaining convenient and effective relief, the interstate judicial
system’s interest in obtaining the most efficient resolution of con-
troversies, and the shared interest of the ‘several States in fur-
thering fundamental substantive social policies.”’ General Motors
Acceptance Corp. v. Keller, 737 A.2d 279, 283 (Pa.Super. 1999),
citing C.J. Betters Corp. v. Mid South Aviation Services, Inc., 595
A.2d 1264, 1266 (Pa.Super. 1991).

Taking these factors each in turn, (1) the burden on Defen-
dant would be substantial because Defendant does no business
outside of Florida; (2) Pennsylvania has no relationship with this
case other than Plaintiff ’s status as a Pennsylvania corporation
and has no interest in hearing this case for, as discussed above,
Pennsylvania public policy indicates that this case should be liti-
gated in Florida; (3) there is no indication that Plaintiff cannot
obtain effective relief in Florida, and litigating there cannot be
dreadfully inconvenient if it was convenient for it to serve as a
general contractor there; (4) the interstate judicial system’s inter-
est would not be served if this case is litigated in Pennsylvania
because all of the work was performed in Florida, the evidence is
located in Florida, and most of the witnesses are probably in
Florida; (5) as discussed above, it would frustrate the policies of
both Florida and Pennsylvania if this court retained jurisdiction.

Based on both Defendant’s lack of contacts with Pennsylva-
nia and the notions of fair play and substantial justice, this court
has determined that it would violate due process for this court to
exercise personal jurisdiction over Defendant. Therefore, this
court has entered an order sustaining Defendant’s preliminary
objection in the nature of a motion to dismiss for lack of personal
jurisdiction.

B.

Having determined that there is no personal jurisdiction over
Defendant, it is unnecessary to reach the venue issue. Nonethe-
less, should it be determined that personal jurisdiction exists,
venue is improper here.

Whether venue for this action is proper in Allegheny County
is governed by Pa.R.C.P. 2179(a) which provides:

[A] personal action against a corporation or similar
entity may be brought in and only in:

(1) the county where its registered office or principal
place of business is located;

(2) a county where it regularly conducts business;
(3) the county where the cause of action arose;
(4) a county where a transaction or occurrence took

place out of which the cause of action arose.

There is no dispute that (1) Defendant does not have a regis-
tered office or place of business in Allegheny County; (2) Defen-
dant does not regularly conduct business in Allegheny County;
or (3) the cause of action did not arise in Allegheny County. There-
fore, if venue is proper in Allegheny County, it must be because a
transaction or occurrence out of which the cause of action arose
took place here.

Plaintiff argues that Rule 2179(a)(4) is applicable because its
payments to Defendant were administered in Pennsylvania and
Defendant’s actions have caused Plaintiff harm in Pennsylva-
nia. Plaintiff cites this court’s opinion in Quality Aggregates v.
Angelo Iafrate Construction Co., No. GD 99-12979, P.L.J. Vol.
148 No. 2 at 15 (January 28, 2000) in support of this argument.
However, in that case the plaintiff sued the defendant for breach
of contract after the defendant failed to make a payment due
under the contract. This court found venue was proper in Allegh-
eny County because “Defendant’s failure to remit payment to
Plaintiff in Allegheny County was an occurrence from which this
suit arose.” Id.
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The instant case is clearly distinguishable. Defendant was
not required to have any contact with Pennsylvania under the
contract. The payments were administered by Plaintiff in Allegh-
eny County to Defendant in Florida. All of the occurrences which
gave rise to this cause of action occurred in Florida. Plaintiff ’s
argument that Defendant caused it harm in Allegheny County is
untenable; under this reasoning, any case involving any party
anywhere in the world could be properly brought in Allegheny
County just because the plaintiff was a Pennsylvania corpora-
tion. Rule 2179 is not so broad.

Therefore, because none of the requirements of Pa.R.C.P.
2179(a) has been satisfied, this court has determined that venue
is improper in Allegheny County and has entered an order sus-
taining Defendant’s preliminary objection in the nature of a
motion to dismiss for improper venue.

IV.

For the foregoing reasons, this court has entered an order
sustaining Defendant’s preliminary objections in the nature of a
motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction and improper
venue.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 1st day of March, 2002, it is hereby ORDERED
that Defendant’s Preliminary Objections Raising Questions of Fact
are sustained and the Complaint in this matter is dismissed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Strassburger, J.

1 Plaintiff does not deny that Defendant is a “resident subcon-
tractor” as the term is used in the statute; nor does Plaintiff claim
that the parties stipulated to venue in Allegheny County after
the dispute arose.

2 Plaintiff argues in the alternative that the doctrine of mistaken
choice of law, as found in the Restatement (Second) of Conflicts
of Law §187, comment (e), supports disregarding the Florida stat-
ute. However, this doctrine is applicable only if the law chosen
by the parties is that of a state other than the one that has the
most significant relationship to the litigation (as determined by
§188). Because Florida substantive law is applicable either as
the law chosen by the parties or as that of the state with the
most significant interest (and Pennsylvania procedural law is
applicable in either event), the doctrine of mistaken choice of
law is inapplicable to this case.

3 Pennsylvania’s long arm statute, 42 Pa.C.S.A §5322(b), pro-
vides that Pennsylvania courts may exercise personal jurisdic-
tion “to the fullest extent allowed under the Constitution of the
United States and may be based on the most minimum contact
with this Commonwealth allowed under the Constitution of the
United States.”

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Gregory Ludwig

Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus—Malice—Controlled
Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act

1. Any attempt to extend the reach of the Controlled Sub-
stance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act to hold a person liable for
the murder of any person other than the direct recipient of the
controlled substance violates the Due Process Clauses of the

Fourteenth Amendment to the US Constitution and Article I,
Section 9 of the Pennsylvania Constitution.

2. There is no way a person of ordinary intelligence could con-
template that he or she would be liable for murder in the death
of a person with whom there was no direct contact or to whom he
or she did not deliver a controlled substance.

(Linda A. Michler)

Stephi-Anna Kapourales for the Commonwealth.
Patrick J. Thomassey for the Defendant.

No. CC 200114991. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Criminal Division.

OPINION

Manning, J., March 12, 2002—This matter comes before the
Court on a Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus filed on behalf of the
defendant, Gregory Ludwig. The District Attorney of Allegheny
County has charged Mr. Ludwig with one count of Drug Delivery
Resulting in Death, 18 Pa.C.S.A. §2506 and one Count of Delivery
of Controlled Substance, 35, P.S. 780-113 (a) (32).1 The complaint
alleges that on May 19, 2001 the defendant:

Committed murder in the third degree when he deliv-
ered, sold and distributed a controlled substance (namely
methlynenedioxymethamphetamine (Ecstasy)) in viola-
tion of section 13 (a) (30) of the act of April 14, 1972 (P.L.
233, No. 64) known as the Controlled Substance, Drug,
Device and Cosmetic Act and Brandy FRENCH W/F/16
died as a result of using the substance.

The charges were filed following an Open Inquest held by the
Coroner of Allegheny County, the Honorable Cyril H. Wecht, M.D.,
J.D., on August 23 and September 5, 2001. That inquest resulted
in a recommendation by the hearing officer who presided at that
hearing, John L. Doherty, Esq., and Dr. Wecht that the defen-
dant be charged with violating Title 18, Section 2506 and with
Third Degree Murder, 18 Pa.C.S.A. §2502 (c). The Coroner also
recommended that Michelle Maranuk be charged with the same
offenses. The District Attorney, however, chose not to charge
Maranuk with any offenses. The Defendant was charged with a
violation of section 2506 of the Crimes Code and with Delivery of
a Controlled Substance. He was not charged with Third Degree
Murder.

A preliminary hearing was held before District Justice James
E. Russo on October 19, 2001. Magistrate Russo concluded that
the Commonwealth had established a prima facie case as to both
offenses and ordered the defendant held for court. This Petition
was filed on the defendant’s behalf on November 7, 2001 and set
for hearing on November 16, 2001. On November 16th the Court
continued the matter to allow a witness called by the Common-
wealth, Paula Wilson, the opportunity to consult with court ap-
pointed counsel when it became apparent that her testimony
might be self-incriminating.

When the hearing reconvened on December 10, 2001 the Com-
monwealth presented an Application for Immunity Order for the
witness Wilson. The Application was granted. After incorporat-
ing the testimony from both the Coroner’s Inquest and the pre-
liminary hearing, the Commonwealth presented testimony from
Wilson. The Court then took the matter under advisement.

In his Petition, the defendant seeks relief on two grounds.
First, he claims that the evidence is insufficient to establish a
prima facie case because the Commonwealth failed to establish
“malice,” which defendant contends is an element of this offense.
Second, he claims that Title 18, Section 2506 violates the Due
Process clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United
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States Constitution and Article 1, Section 9 of the Pennsylvania
Constitution because the section is too vague. Before turning to
these claims, it is first necessary to review the evidence. In doing
so, because one of the claims involves a pre-trial challenge to the
sufficiency of the evidence, the Court must view the evidence in
a light favorable to the Commonwealth and give the Common-
wealth the benefit of all reasonable inferences that arise from
the evidence.

Brandy French, a fifteen-year-old sophomore at Quaker Valley
High School, died on May 20, 2001. Dr. Shaun Ladham, a forensic
pathologist with the Coroner’s Office, testified that French’s death,
“…was a direct result of the methylenedioxymethamphetamine
overdose, which led to irreversible brain damage, or hypoxic en-
cephalopathy, which was manifested by the cerebral edema, plus
clinical signs of lack of brain function.” (Transcript of Coroner’s
Inquest, p. 43). French took the drug while attending a concert,
known as the X-fest, at the Post-Gazette Pavilion in Burgettstown,
Pennsylvania. Within hours after ingesting it, she began to vomit,
exhibit signs of confusion and slip gradually into unconsciousness.

The group that attended the concert with French took her
from the concert to the home of Lewis Hopkins. Hopkins’s mother,
Rosalind Hopkins was home when French was carried into the
home and placed in a bed in an upstairs bedroom at around 9:45
p.m. French’s condition continued to deteriorate through the late
evening. At one point, she stopped breathing and was resusci-
tated by Paula Wilson. When several of the teenagers suggested
to Mrs. Hopkins that they should call 9-1-1, she refused to sum-
mon the medical help that was clearly needed by French. Ac-
cording to several of the teenagers that were caring for French
in the Hopkins home, Mrs. Hopkins repeatedly rebuffed their
requests that the police or an ambulance be summoned, callously
commenting that she did not want “her reputation harmed” by
having the police come to her home. Eventually, however, show-
ing the sense and concern that escaped Mrs. Hopkins, the teen-
agers decided to drive French to the hospital. They carried her
out toward Robert Sontag’s car. When she stopped breathing
again, they laid her down in the driveway and attempted CPR.
Mrs. Hopkins finally summoned an ambulance, which arrived
and transported French first to Sewickley Valley Hospital and
then to Allegheny General Hospital, where she died later in the
day on May 20, 2001.

According to Paula Wilson, on the night before the concert
she received a call from Michelle Maranuk who asked if Wilson’s
boyfriend, Robert Sontag, could give Maranuk a ride to a Dairy
Queen Restaurant in Beaver County. The purpose of the trip was
to obtain Ecstasy from someone Maranuk had met and who she
described as the defendant, Gregory Ludwig. (N.T. 10/19/01; p.
11). With Sontag driving, Wilson in the front passenger seat and
Maranuk and French in the rear seat, they drove to the Dairy
Queen. During the drive, French and Wilson told Maranuk that
they also wanted to buy an Ecstasy pill. (N.T. 10/19/01; p. 21).
They each gave Maranuk $20.00. The defendant arrived a few
minutes after they did. He approached the Sontag vehicle and
entered through the rear passenger door. While Sontag drove
around the block, the defendant gave Maranuk three small white
pills and she gave him $60.00. Maranuk kept the pills with her
until the next day at the concert, when she gave one each to
Wilson and French.

The defendant challenges both the legal validity and the suf-
ficiency of the evidence as to each of two elements in this offense.
He claims that the mental element is too vaguely defined and
that, to the extent that the mental element is sufficiently set
forth, the evidence presented failed to establish that element.
He also contends that the statute is too vague in defining the
element of causation. The Court will first address these claims
as they related to the requirements of the law for a mens rea “a
guilty mind” and the element of “malice.”

Our criminal laws, from their ancient origins through the

millennia of time, have continually prohibited two different classes
of conduct. Crimes that are fundamentally and universally recog-
nized as anathema to society are mala in se, wrongs in themselves,
and include murder. The second class of crimes are referred to as
mala prohibita, wrongs because society wants their commission
proscribed. As pervasive and devastating as drug trafficking is in
modern culture it still falls within that second class of crimes.

Generally speaking mala in se crimes require a criminal in-
tent, the mens rea, described as a guilty mind. The ancient Latin
maxim of the law was: Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea—“an
act does not make one guilty unless his mind is guilty.” Thus it
came to pass to distinguish mala in se crimes from those simply
prohibited by statute, the difference between murder, rape or rob-
bery, on one hand, and bookmaking, motor vehicle violations, and
drug trafficking on the other, creations of social prohibitions not
moral ones.

Our modern Crimes Code, in defining for us the requirements
of criminal culpability, specifies that “…a person is not guilty of
an offense unless he acted intentionally, knowingly, recklessly or
negligently as the law may require with respect to each material
element of the offense.” 18 Pa.C.S.A. 302. The mens rea, the
mental state, is cardinal to conviction and condemnation.

In the passage of Section 2506 into law the Legislature has
coupled murder of the third degree a malum in se crime with
delivery of a controlled substance a malum prohibitum crime
without defining the mental state, the sine qua non of criminal
liability.

It is the failure of the legislature to recognize this distinction
and its forlorn attempt to pass a law, which not only fails to rec-
ognize the distinction but also incorporates the unincorporable
that brings this Court to decide, as it must.

Defendant contends that the statute is unconstitutionally
vague and therefore violates the Due Process Clause of the 14th
Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I, Sec-
tion 9 of the Pennsylvania Constitution. The Due Process Clause
invalidates as void for vagueness “…any criminal statute that
fails to give a person of ordinary intelligence fair notice that his
contemplated conduct is forbidden by the statute or that is so
indefinite that it encourages arbitrary and erratic arrests….”
Commonwealth v. Stein, 519 Pa. 137, 144, 546 A.2d 36, 40 (1988),
citing Colautti v. Franklin, 439 U.S. 379, 99 S.Ct. 675 (1979). A
penal statute must “define the criminal offense with sufficient
definiteness that ordinary people can understand what conduct
is prohibited and in a manner that does not encourage arbitrary
and discriminatory enforcement. Village of Hoffman Estates v.
Flipside, 455 U.S. 489, 102 S.Ct. 1186, 71 L.Ed.2d 362 (1982);
Smith v. Goguen, 415 U.S. 566, 94 S.Ct. 1242, 39 L.Ed.2d 605
(1974); Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408 U.S. 104, 92 S.Ct. 2294,
33 L.Ed.2d 222 (1972); Papachristou v. City of Jacksonville, 405
U.S. 156, 92 S.Ct. 839, 31 L.Ed.2d 110 (1972).

This doctrine focuses both on actual notice to citizens and
arbitrary enforcement. The United States Supreme Court, in
Smith, supra, recognized, however, that “…the more important
aspect of the vagueness doctrine is not actual notice, but the other
principal element of the doctrine—the requirement that a legis-
lature establish minimal guidelines to govern law enforcement.”
Where the legislature fails to provide such minimal guidelines,
a criminal statute may permit “a standardless sweep [that] al-
lows policemen, prosecutors, and juries to pursue their personal
predilections.” 415 U.S. at 574, 94 S.Ct., at 1247-1248. If arbi-
trary and discriminatory enforcement is to be prevented, laws
must provide explicit standards for those who apply them.
Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408 U.S. 104, 108, 92 S.Ct. 2294, 33
L.Ed.2d 222 (1972).

The void-for-vagueness doctrine is “a due process doctrine in-
corporating notions of fair notice and warning.” Commonwealth
v. Potts, 314 Pa.Super. 256, 460 A.2d 1127 (1983) citing Smith v.
Goguen, 415 U.S. 566, 94 S.Ct. 1242 (1974). In U.S. Lanier, 520
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U.S. 259, 117 S.Ct. 1219, 137 L. Ed. 2d 432, (1997), the Supreme
Court provided a succinct description of the requirements of the
Due Process Clause of the 14th Amendment to the United States
Constitution. The Court wrote:

There are three related manifestations of the fair warn-
ing requirement embodied in the due process clause.
First, the vagueness doctrine bars enforcement of “a
statute which either forbids or requires the doing of an
act in terms so vague that men of common intelligence
must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to
its application.” Connally v. General Constr. Co., 269
U.S. 385, 391, 46 S.Ct. 126, 127, 70 L.Ed. 322 (1926);
accord, Kolender v. Lawson, 461 U.S. 352, 357, 103 S.Ct.
1855, 1858, 75 L.Ed.2d 903 (1983); Lanzetta v. New
Jersey, 306 U.S. 451, 453, 59 S.Ct. 618, 619, 83 L.Ed.
888 (1939). Second, as a sort of “junior version of the
vagueness doctrine,” H. Packer, The Limits of the
Criminal Sanction 95 (1968), the canon of strict con-
struction of criminal statutes, or rule of lenity, ensures
fair warning by so resolving ambiguity in a criminal
statute as to apply it only to conduct clearly covered.
See, e.g., Liparota v. United States, 471 U.S. 419, 427,
105 S.Ct. 2084, 2089, 85 L.Ed.2d 434 (1985); United
States v. Bass, 404 U.S. 336, 347-348, 92 S.Ct. 515, 522-
523, 30 L.Ed.2d 488 (1971); McBoyle, supra, at 27, 51
S.Ct., at 341. Third, although clarity at the requisite
level may be supplied by judicial gloss on an otherwise
uncertain statute, see, e.g., Bouie, supra, at 357-359,
84 S.Ct., at 1704-1706; Kolender, supra, at 355-356, 103
S.Ct., at 1856-1858; Lanzetta, supra, at 455-457, 59
S.Ct., at 619-621; Jeffries, Legality, Vagueness, and the
Construction of Penal Statutes, 71 Va. L.Rev. 189, 207
(1985), due process bars courts from applying a novel
construction of a criminal statute to conduct that nei-
ther the statute nor any prior judicial decision has fairly
disclosed to be within its scope, see, e.g., Marks v.
United States, 430 U.S. 188, 191-192, 97 S.Ct. 990, 992-
993, 51 L.Ed.2d 260 (1977); Rabe v. Washington, 405
U.S. 313, 92 S.Ct. 993, 31 L.Ed.2d 258 (1972) (per cu-
riam); Bouie, supra, at 353-354, 84 S.Ct., at 1702-1703;
cf. U.S. Const., Art. I, §9, cl. 3; Id., §10, cl. 1; Bouie,
supra, at 353-354, 84 S.Ct., at 1702-1703

520 U.S. at 266.
A statute violates the Due Process Clause either because it is

vague on its face or it is vague in its application to the facts of a
particular case. A statute that is challenged facially may be voided
if it is “impermissibly vague in all its application,” that is, there
is no conduct that it proscribes with sufficient certainty. Hoffman
Estates, supra, 455 U.S. at 495, 102 S.Ct. at 1192, 71 L.Ed.2d at
369. A statute can be challenged “as applied” if the law does not
with sufficient clarity prohibit the conduct against which it sought
to be enforced, Palmer v. City of Euclid, 402 U.S. 544, 91 S.Ct.
1563, 29 L.Ed.2d 98 (1971). A party may test a law for vagueness
as applied only with respect to his or her particular conduct; if a
statute is vague as applied to that conduct, it will not be en-
forced even though the law might be validly imposed against
others not similarly situated. Conversely, if a statute is not vague
as applied to a particular party, it may be enforced even though
it might be too vague as applied to others. To summarize, a law
that is challenged for facial vagueness is one that is impermissi-
bly vague in all its applications. A statute that is challenged as
applied, however, need not be proven vague in all conceivable
contexts, but must be shown to be unclear in the context of the
particular case.

This Court concludes that Title 18 Section 2506 is facially
invalid with regard to the mens rea, the mental element of the

offense. On its face, Section 2506 fails to set forth with requisite
definiteness the mental state required for criminal liability. It
fails to define itself as a strict liability statute and fails to define
the mental state required to constitute criminal act.

Neither the statue nor the legislative history reveals whether
the legislature intended to create a strict liability offense or
whether they intended to make this offense a new version of third
degree murder necessarily requiring proof of malice. The legisla-
ture, in its haste to enact laws to combat the very real danger
posed by the trafficking in drugs, failed to carefully craft legisla-
tion that satisfies the constitutional requirement to specifically
define the conduct prohibited and provide clear guidelines to law
enforcement and the courts of its intended application. The in-
eptness in the drafting of section 2506 was aptly demonstrated
when an amendment was made to this statute at its initial pas-
sage to include language set forth in subsection (c). In Common-
wealth v. Highhawk, 455 Pa.Super. 186, 687 A.2d 1123 (1997)
the Superior Court invalidated section 2506 because subsection
(c) included language which provided: “…Provisions of this sec-
tion shall not be an element of the crime.” The Superior Court
found that this subsection nullified the attempt in subsection (a)
to define the elements of a new crime, rendering the entire stat-
ute void for the vagueness.

One must wonder whether the legislature reads what it passes
into law before voting. The defects in the statute were obvious,
yet the legislature chose not to correct, but to simply re-enact
the same defective language. Given a chance in 1998 to remedy
the defects apparent in the statute following the Highhawk deci-
sion, the legislature failed to consider the constitutionality of
the statute. It simply re-enacted the statute deleting subsection
(c) and chose not to remedy the other defects, ignoring the less
than subtle hint given by the Superior Court in Highhawk, at
footnote 8, that the statute did not clearly define a scienter re-
quirement.

In footnote 8, the Superior Court noted that the Common-
wealth asserted the statute created a “strict liability” offense,
however, the Court declined to affirm that contention. The Court
acknowledged a statute enacted in New Jersey, creating a “strict
liability” offense for deaths caused by violations of that state’s
drug laws.

It is conceivable, as the Commonwealth argued before the
Superior Court in Highhawk, that the legislature intended to
create a “strict liability” statute. On the other hand, language of
the statute terming the offense “third degree murder” requires
courts to conclude that the legislature intended to incorporate
all of murder’s elements, including the element of malice. It is
this inability to discern from the language of the statute what
mental state is required that renders it, on its face, in violation
of the due process mandate that a criminal statute provide no-
tice of its reach.

The “touchstone of due process is protection of the individual
against arbitrary government action.” Commonwealth v. Heck,
341 Pa.Super. 183, 491 A.2d 212 (1985), citing Wolff v. McDonald,
418 U.S. 539, 94 S.Ct. 2963, and Commonwealth v. Hernandez,
339 Pa.Super. 32, 488 A.2d 293 (1985). Where there is no clear
standard of what mental state is required for criminal liability,
there is a dire risk of arbitrary government action. Police offic-
ers, prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges and juries are left to
try to extrapolate from the sparse language in section 2506
whether the act of delivery of drugs and a death resulting there-
from is all that is required for criminal liability or if there must
be proof of a mens rea, criminal intent or malice. As our Superior
Court noted, quoting from Grayned v. City of Rockford, supra:

[I]f arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement is to be
prevented, laws must provide explicit standards for
those who apply them. A vague law impermissibly del-
egates basic policy matters to policemen, judges, and
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juries for resolution on an Ad hoc and subjective basis,
with the attendant dangers of arbitrary and discrimi-
natory application. Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408
U.S. 104, 108-109, 92 S.Ct. 2294, 2299, 33 L.Ed.2d 222
(1972) (Footnotes omitted).

Commonwealth v. Hughes, 364 Pa. 306, 310 (1976). Section 2506
does not provide an explicit standard regarding the mental state
required to allow the application of the law in a consistent mat-
ter. This statute, as written, invites “policeman, judges and
juries…[to resolve cases]…on an Ad hoc and subjective basis,
with the attendant dangers of arbitrary and discriminatory en-
forcement.” Hughes, supra.

The allegations in this case exemplify these dangers. The
Commonwealth chose to charge only Mr. Ludwig, although its
evidence reveals that at least one, if not two, other persons were
in the chain of delivery. The Commonwealth proved that Michelle
Maranuk obtained the drugs in question and then, depending on
which of the Commonwealth’s witnesses (Paula Wilson or
Michelle Maranuk) is believed Maranuk delivered the drug di-
rectly to Brandy French or delivered it to Paula Wilson who then
delivered it to French. The evidence presented at the Coroner’s
inquest was certainly sufficient, as the Honorable John L. Doherty
and Honorable Dr. Cyril H. Wecht concluded, to charge Ms.
Maranuk with the same offenses as Mr. Ludwig. Yet the Com-
monwealth made a decision not to charge Ms. Maranuk, even
before she agreed to cooperate in the investigation of the matter
and/or provide testimony. On the record before this Court, Ms.
Maranuk, unlike Ms. Wilson, has not been promised anything
by the Commonwealth to secure her testimony. It is unclear
whether the decision not to charge her was based on some agree-
ment regarding her testimony, the exercise of the District
Attorney’s discretion, or because the District Attorney concluded,
contrary to the position taken by his colleague in Highhawk, that
the statute requires proof of malice. The vagueness of this stat-
ute, which allows this uncertainty, is why it must be stricken
and the legislature given another attempt to create a law that
meets the constitutional requirement to give fair notice of the
conduct prohibited.

To the extent that the mental element, the mens rea, might
be construed as sufficiently defined by the simple reference to
“murder of the third degree” this Court must also address the
evidence presented to establish the elements of that offense, with
regard to the defendant’s claim that the evidence is insufficient.
The elements of Section 2506 are the delivery of a substance and
a death resulting therefrom. Moreover, this Court concludes that
the plain language of section 2506(a), because it incorporates
the offense of Murder of the Third Degree, requires that the Com-
monwealth establish that a defendant acts with “malice.”

Again, Section 2506 has only been interpreted once in this
Commonwealth. In Commonwealth v. Highhawk, supra, the Su-
perior Court, although holding the statute unconstitutional, did
conclude that the legislature intended to create a new criminal
offense whose elements were set forth in subsection (a). The Court
wrote: “Reviewing section 2506 in light of this precedent, we find
that it does indeed define the substantive crime of Third Degree
Murder in those cases where death results from certain convey-
ances of controlled substances in violation of the Controlled Sub-
stance, Drug Device and Cosmetic Act,” 455 Pa.Super. at 192,
687 A.2d at 1126.

The Superior Court in Highhawk was not asked to determine
if “malice” was a required element. It did remark, in footnote 8,
that the Commonwealth had argued it was the legislature’s in-
tent to create a strict liability offense. The Superior Court de-
clined to address this claim but referred to a New Jersey statute,
which explicitly made drug violators strictly liable for deaths
caused by the delivery of controlled substances. The New Jersey
statute referred to by the Superior Court, N.J.S.A. §2C:35-9, pro-

vides on its face that it is a strict liability statute. The statute
provides:

a. Any person who manufactures, distributes or dis-
penses methamphetamine, lysergic acid diethylamide,
phencyclidine or any other controlled dangerous sub-
stance classified in Schedules I or II, or any controlled
substance analog thereof, in violation of subsection a.
of N.J.S. 2C:35-5, is strictly liable for a death which
results from the injection, inhalation or ingestion of
that substance, and is guilty of a crime of the first
degree.

b. The provisions of N.J.S. 2C:2-3 (governing the causal
relationship between conduct and result) shall not
apply in a prosecution under this section. For pur-
poses of this offense, the defendant’s act of manufac-
turing, distributing or dispensing a substance is the
cause of a death when:

(1) The injection, inhalation or ingestion of the sub-
stance is an antecedent but for which the death
would not have occurred; and

(2) The death was not:

(a) too remote in its occurrence as to have a just
bearing on the defendant’s liability; or

(b) too dependent upon conduct of another person
which was unrelated to the injection, inhala-
tion or ingestion of the substance or its effect
as to have a just bearing on the defendant’s
liability.

(c) It shall not be a defense to a prosecution under
this section that the decedent contributed to
his own death by his purposeful, knowing, reck-
less or negligent injection, inhalation or inges-
tion of the substance, or by his consenting to
the administration of the substance by another.

(d) Nothing in this section shall be construed to
preclude or limit any prosecution for homicide.
Notwithstanding the provisions of N.J.S.
2C:1-8 or any other provision of law, a convic-
tion arising under this section shall not merge
with a conviction for leader of narcotics traf-
ficking network, maintaining or operating a
controlled dangerous substance production
facility, or for unlawfully manufacturing, dis-
tributing, dispensing or possessing with intent
to manufacture, distribute or dispense the con-
trolled dangerous substance or controlled sub-
stance analog which resulted in the death.

N.J.S.A. §2C:35-9. (Emphasis added).
There can be no doubt from the language of the New Jersey

statute that its Legislature created a strict liability statute. The
Pennsylvania statute, because it defines this new offense in the
context of the crime of Murder of the Third Degree, just as plainly
requires proof of malice, a fundamental component of murder.
The only purpose for the legislature to have incorporated mur-
der in this statute was to sensationalize the crime without
thought to the legal requirements of the offense. Murder of the
Third Degree requires proof of malice.

In evaluating the evidence produced by the Commonwealth
in the proceedings before this Court, taken in the light most fa-
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vorable to the prosecution and giving the Commonwealth the
most advantageous interpretation of every inference, there is
simply no evidence of malice whatsoever.

Malice is an essential element of any murder, Commonwealth
v. Horton, 485 Pa. 115, 401 A.2d 320 (1979); Commonwealth v.
McFadden, 448 Pa. 277, 292 A.2d 324 (1972), and it is the distin-
guishing factor between murder and manslaughter:

“Malice express or implied is the criterion and abso-
lutely essential ingredient of murder. Malice in its le-
gal sense exists not only where there is a particular ill
will, but also whenever there is a wickedness of dispo-
sition, hardness of heart, wanton conduct, cruelty, reck-
lessness of consequences and a mind regardless of so-
cial duty. Legal malice may be inferred and found from
the attending circumstances…

“To summarize: If there was an unlawful killing with
(legal) malice, express, or implied, that will constitute
murder even though there was no intent to injure or
kill the particular person who was killed and even
though his death was unintentional or accidental….”

Commonwealth v. Commander, 436 Pa. 532, 537, 260 A.2d 773,
776 (1970), quoting Commonwealth v. Gooslin, 410 Pa. 285, 189
A.2d 157 (1963) (emphasis added, citations omitted). Malice is
defined for juries and fact finders under our law in The Pennsyl-
vania Standard Jury Instruction for Murder of the Third Degree,
which provides:

The word “malice” as I am using it has a special legal
meaning. It does not mean simply hatred, spite or ill-
will. Malice is a shorthand way of referring to three
different mental states that the law regards as being
bad enough to make a killing murder. Thus, a killing is
with malice if the killer acts with: first, an intent to
kill, or second, an intent to inflict serious bodily injury
or third, wickedness of disposition, hardness of heart,
cruelty, recklessness of consequences and a mind re-
gardless of social duty, indicating an unjustified disre-
gard of the probability of death or great bodily harm
and an extreme indifference to the value of human life,
a conscious disregard of an unjustified and extremely
high risk that his actions might cause death or serious
bodily harm.

Pa. Standard Jury Instructions, section 15.2502C.
Examining the three definitions with a common sense review

of the facts, there is no malice present. Neither Ludwig nor any
subsequent distributor exhibited any intention to kill. Those
engaged in the purveying of a substance called “Ecstasy” cer-
tainly did not intend serious bodily harm, and the day to day
distribution of illegal drugs and illegally procured prescription
drugs does not constitute wickedness of disposition, hardness of
heart, cruelty or a recklessness of consequences such as to dem-
onstrate an extreme indifference to the value of human life. There
was absolutely no evidence presented that suggested that the
defendant was aware or should have been aware that the deliv-
ery of the drug “Ecstasy,” a hallucinogenic stimulant, created an
“unjustified and extremely high risk that his actions might cause
death or serious bodily harm.”

Attempts to charge drug traffickers with murder where a
drug user dies of an overdose are not new. The halls of this very
Courthouse echo with those attempts. In 1970, over 30 years
ago District Attorney Robert W. Dugan charged Edward
“Apache” Bauer with murder in the death of two Mt. Washing-
ton men whom Bauer had provided with Dilaudid, a synthetic
morphine, and whose voluntary ingestion resulted in death.
Despite a stirring prosecution by Donald W. Minahan, Esquire,

now Deputy Attorney General for Pennsylvania, no more staunch
a “law and order” judge than the legendary, Honorable Samuel
Strauss, dismissed the murder charge ruling that the prosecution
was over-reaching and could not establish “malice.”

The Supreme Court ultimately addressed the issue of whether
a drug delivery that results in the death of the person who re-
ceives the drug is sufficient to establish “malice” necessary for
murder. In Commonwealth v. Bowden, 456 Pa. 278, 309 A.2d 714
(1973) the defendant was found guilty of murder of the second
degree.2 The evidence established that the victim purchased
heroin and agreed to share it with the defendant. After injecting
himself, the defendant in Bowden actually “administered” the
fatal dose by injecting the victim. The victim died from a heroin
overdose. The Supreme Court overturned the conviction, finding
that the element of malice was lacking. The Court held, “Under
the facts of the instant case, we do not believe the necessary
element of malice can be implied from Bowden’s act of injecting
Saunders with the drug, heroin. Initially, although we recognize
heroin is truly a dangerous drug, we also recognize that the in-
jection of heroin into the body does not generally cause death.
Unfortunately, there are thousands of individuals who use or
abuse heroin daily.” Bowden, 456 Pa. at 284, 309 A.2d at 718.

The Commonwealth did not present any evidence concerning
the dangerousness of “Ecstasy.” While the Court is cognizant of
the inherent danger in any substance produced in a basement,
garage or trailer by the invidious degenerates who manufacture
mind-altering substances for thrill and profit, the record is sim-
ply devoid of any evidence from which the Court could infer that
“Ecstasy” is inherently dangerous and that the defendant should
have known that there was a high probability that death would
result from its ingestion. Accordingly, the Court concludes that
the Commonwealth’s evidence was not sufficient to establish a
prima facie case of a violation of Section 2506 due to the absence
of any evidence establishing malice.

The Court also finds that the application of the statute to the
facts of this case violates the Due Process Clause in the attempt
to hold the defendant liable for the death of a person other than
the person to whom the controlled substance was delivered. The
statute provides that a person will be guilty of third degree mur-
der if that person violates sections 13 (a), (14) or (30) of the Con-
trolled Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act and “…another
person dies as a result of using the substance.” 18 Pa.C.S.A. §2506
(a). The statute, in its application to the facts of this case,
criminalizes conduct based on a particular result regardless of
whether there was a causal connection between the conduct and
the result. Under the facts of this case, the defendant did not
deliver drugs to the person who died; he delivered them to a per-
son who in turn delivered them to the deceased.3 Any attempt to
extend the reach of this statute to hold a person liable for the
murder of any person other than the recipient of the controlled
substance violates the Due Process Clause. There are countless
deaths that “result” from the ingestion of controlled substances
delivered in violation of law. Any person who shares their pre-
scribed medication with a friend could potentially be held liable
for a violation of section 2506 if the recipient abuses the sub-
stance and dies or if the medicine is passed on to others and they
die. Under the Commonwealth’s proposed application of this stat-
ute, the defendant faces criminal liability for two voluntary acts
of other persons: Michelle Maranuk’s act of delivering the “Ec-
stasy” to Brandy French and French’s decision to ingest “Ecstasy.”
The application of this statue to reach this far in the chain of
causation violates the Due Process Clause. There is no way a
person of ordinary intelligence could contemplate that he or she
would be liable for murder in the death of a person with whom
there was no direct contact or to whom they did not deliver a
controlled substance. The Court will not succumb to the tempta-
tion of deciding whether the statute can validly apply where the
person obtaining the substance dies from its use. In this case, it
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is clear that the statute’s application offends the principles be-
hind the Due Process Clause.

Once again, the New Jersey statute is instructive in applying
explicit guidelines regarding causation. Subsection (b) provides:

(b) The provisions of N.J.S. 2C:2-3 (governing the causal
relationship between conduct and result) shall not ap-
ply in a prosecution under this section. For purposes of
this offense, the defendant’s act of manufacturing, dis-
tributing or dispensing a substance is the cause of a
death when:

(1) The injection, inhalation or ingestion of the sub-
stance is an antecedent but for which the death
would not have occurred; and

(2) The death was not:

(a) too remote in its occurrence as to have a just
bearing on the defendant’s liability; or

(b) too dependent upon conduct of another person
which was unrelated to the injection, inhalation or
ingestion of the substance or its effect as to have a
just bearing on the defendant’s liability.

Section 2506 fails to address the question of causation with the
clarity that the New Jersey statute does. For this reason, the
statutory language is too vague. Although the law of Pennsyl-
vania does provide guidelines for causation, the failure of the
statute to specifically require a causal connection, beyond the
simple facts that the death resulted from a delivery renders
the statute too vague to satisfy the constitutional requirements
of the Due Process Clause.

While this Court must invalidate a statute criminalizing the
delivery of drugs resulting in death, this does not mean that this
Court or the judiciary condones such conduct. It is abhorrent.
Abhorrent to the judiciary, to the community and to any and all
reasonable citizens of this Commonwealth.

We as a society need to better address the problem of sub-
stance abuse and its criminal consequences than by continuing
to pass legislation requiring the imposition of more severe pen-
alties. To somehow believe that we can stop the abuse of legal
and illegal substances by simply increasing the penalty upon the
distributors while ignoring the addiction of the users collides with
reality. Nations without substance abuse problems are nations
where substances are not abused. To use the economic genre,
drug abuse is a demand side, not a supply side problem. If no one
demands—wishes to use controlled substances—suppliers have
no market. Without a market business ceases.

Unless and until we as a society choose to confront the “de-
mand,” the temptations, desires and addictions, we will hopelessly
wallow in ineffective and unsuccessful efforts to end substance
abuse by punishing the availability, the “supply.” Increasing pen-
alties for purveyors and extending criminal liability beyond the
bound of logic and reason only increases the risk and the price
involved in supplying an everexpanding market.

In dealing with the “supply” side, prosecutors, and legislators
seem bent upon ignoring the concept of personal responsibility.
In a fruitless effort to amplify the blame for a death induced by
a drug overdose our lawmakers ignore the fact that the death
here, as in virtually every overdose case is the result of the
intentional and voluntary ingestion of controlled substances by
the deceased. It is a compelling and grotesque tragedy that the
life of a teenager is forfeited because young people seek the
thrill of euphoria and “ecstasy” offered by the consumption of
legal and illegal drugs often not fully assessing the risks, but,
it remains part of our culture, an unfortunate scenario in our

American way of life.
For the foregoing reasons the Petition for Writ of Habeas Cor-

pus is GRANTED, the charge of Drug Delivery Resulting in
Death, 18 Pa.C.S.A. §2506, is DISMISSED, and the defendant is
discharged as to that offense ONLY.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW to-wit this 12th day of March 2002 it is hereby
ORDERED that the Petition for a Writ of Habeas Corpus is
GRANTED, the charge of Drug Delivery Resulting in Death, 18
Pa.C.S.A. §2506, is DISMISSED, and the defendant is discharged
as to that offense ONLY.

BY THE COURT
/s/Manning, J.

1 The Defendant has not raised any claim involving this charge.

2 In 1973 second degree murder was defined as all murder other
than first degree. It is identical to the crime of third degree mur-
der in the current version of our Crimes Code.

3 The Commonwealth’s evidence on this point was inconsistent.
Michelle Maranuk testified that she delivered the Ecstasy to
Paula Wilson who in turn delivered it to French. Wilson claimed,
however, that Maranuk delivered the drug directly to French.
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Karen Burton-Lister, as parent of
Tiffany Burton-Lister, and in her own

right v. Siegel, Sivitz and
Lebed Associates and Jay Sivitz, M.D.,

Joel Lebed, D.O., and
David Klebanoff, M.D.

Medical Malpractice—Trial Error—Negligence

The Pennsylvania Superior Court affirmed a substantial
medical malpractice verdict entered for the injured plaintiffs,
dismissing several claims of error by the trial court. Burton-Lister
involved claims regarding the Oct. 18, 1990, Caesarian section
birth of Tiffany Burton-Lister. The Caesarian section was per-
formed because it had become apparent that the baby’s head was
too large to be delivered via vaginal delivery. When Tiffany Bur-
ton-Lister (Tiffany) was about one year old, she was diagnosed
with brain damage and various cognitive defects.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-1877. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Montemuro, J., May 1, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
David Joseph DiNicola

Ineffective Counsel—Pre-arrest Silence—Failing to Object

In the case of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. David
Joseph DiNicola, the Superior Court held that DiNicola’s coun-
sel did not have a reasonable basis for failing to object to the
prosecution’s question that elicited testimony on DiNicola’s pre-
vious arrest silence. Thus, the original order granted by the
Honorable Gordon R. Miller of the Court of Common Pleas,
Crawford County, remained valid despite the trial court’s mis-
apprehension that DiNicola did not testify at the original trial.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 00-2041. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Johnson, J., April 17, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Russell Templin

Totality of Circumstances—Miranda Rights—Confession

Justice Castille delivered the opinion of the Supreme Court
of Pennsylvania where the court granted discretionary pretrial
review of a suppression ruling to determine and elucidate the
proper standard for evaluating a claim that a confession made
after an explicit Miranda waiver was rendered involuntary be-
cause it was followed by a promise by police to recommend ROR
bail in the event the suspect was arrested and arraigned.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 00-48. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Castille, J., April 24, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
John Marshall Payne, III

Sentencing—Post Conviction Relief Act—Two Crimes

The case at hand involves an appeal to the Pennsylvania Su-
perior Court from the Post Conviction Relief Act “PCRA” Order
of June 20, 2001, in the Court of Common Pleas of York County
Pennsylvania. The sentencing court imposed a penalty of a life
sentence for a homicide conviction to be followed by a two- to
four-year sentence on a robbery plea, although the appellee had
been charged with the robbery before he was charged with the
homicide.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-1224. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Kelly, J., April 24, 2002.
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Lori Moretti and Invention Submission
Corporation v. Janet Janko and

Speculative Holdings, Inc.

Personal Jurisdiction—Venue—Defamation—Transfer Venue—
Choice of Forum

1. Pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S. §5322(b), a Pennsylvania court may
exercise personal jurisdiction over a non-resident defendant so
long as it satisfies the requirements of the Due Process Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment. Due process requires a defendant
have adequate minimum contacts with the forum state such that
litigating the case there does not offend traditional notions of
fair play and substantial justice. The defendant must have pur-
posely directed its activities to the forum and conducted itself in
a manner indicating that it has availed itself of the forum’s privi-
leges and benefits such that it should also be subject to the fo-
rum state’s laws and regulations.

2. A court is exercising specific personal jurisdiction when
jurisdiction is based on the specific acts of the defendant from
which the cause of action arose. In analyzing minimum contacts
for purposes of specific personal jurisdiction, a court should focus
on the relationship among the defendant, the forum, the litiga-
tion, and whether the cause of action flows from these contacts.

3. General jurisdiction applies when a defendant has such
systematic and continuous contacts with the forum that the
defendant may reasonably anticipate being haled into court for
any cause of action, whether or not it arises out of any specific
contact.

4. For venue purposes, a cause of action for defamation arises
in the county where the allegedly defamatory statements were
published, i.e., where they were received.

5. Pa.R.C.P. §1006(d)(1) provides that for the convenience of
the parties and witnesses, the court, upon petition of any party,
may transfer an action to the appropriate court of any other
county where the action could originally have been brought.

6. The Court cannot transfer a case to Illinois because it is
without power to transfer a case to a sister state. The Court in-
stead treated defendant’s petition as a petition to dismiss the
complaint under 42 Pa.C.S. §5322(e), which provides that when
a tribunal finds that in the interest of substantial justice the
matter should be heard in another forum, the tribunal may stay
or dismiss the matter in whole or in part on any conditions that
may be just.

7. The Court must find that certain private and public factors
strongly favor dismissal. The private factors include the relative
ease of access to the source of proof, availability of compulsory
process for attendance for willing and unwilling witnesses, the
possibility of a view of the premises (if appropriate), and all other
practical problems that make trial of a case easy, expeditious
and inexpensive. The public factors are whether jury duty would
be imposed on citizens who have no relation to the litigation and
whether the forum court would be required to apply foreign law.
The most important consideration, however, is whether an alter-
native forum is available to the plaintiff. An action will not be
dismissed unless an alternative forum is available to the plain-
tiff. This is true if the plaintiffs’ case would be barred elsewhere
by the statute of limitations

(Stephen A. Hall)

Edward B. Friedman for Plaintiff.
Janet Janko, Pro Se.

No. GD 01-8428. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Strassburger, J., March 19, 2002—Defendant Janet Janko
(“Janko”) entered into a sales agent agreement with Plaintiff
Invention Submission Corporation (“ISC”), a Pennsylvania cor-
poration, in 1996. Janko, operating from her office in Illinois,
solicited offers from the general public in the greater Chicago
area to purchase ISC’s services for packaging and submitting
inventions. In 1997, Janko assigned her interest in the agree-
ment to Defendant Speculative Holdings, Inc. (“Speculative”),
an Illinois corporation of which Janko was the sole officer and
shareholder. On February 2, 2000, ISC terminated the relation-
ship based on its belief that Janko breached the agreement by
engaging in fraudulent activity. Plaintiff Lori Moretti (“Moretti”)
then took over operation of Janko’s Chicago ISC office.

On March 7, 2000, Janko filed a complaint in the Circuit Court
of Cook County, Illinois against ISC, Moretti, and others, alleging,
inter alia, breach of contract, tortious interference with contracts,
civil conspiracy, conversion, and constructive fraud, all of which
arose out of Janko’s business relationship with ISC. The Illinois
court heard 18 days of testimony on a request for a preliminary
injunction.

On April 27, 2001, Moretti and ISC filed a complaint in this
court against Janko and Speculative stating claims for defama-
tion. On May 16, 2001, Janko and Speculative filed a motion in
the Illinois court to enjoin the defamation action in this court.
The Honorable Stephan A. Schiller of the Circuit Court of Cook
County, Illinois denied that motion on June 28, 2001, finding
that Janko and Speculative had not met their burden of showing
that a gross wrong or oppression was being perpetrated.

On July 18, 2001, Janko and Speculative filed preliminary
objections to the complaint filed by Moretti and ISC in this court,
claiming lack of personal jurisdiction and improper venue. Janko
and Speculative also filed a petition to transfer this case to Cook
County, Illinois, under Pa.R.C.P. 1006(d)(1). For the following
reasons, this court has entered an order overruling the prelimi-
nary objections and denying the petition to transfer.

I.
A Pennsylvania court may exercise personal jurisdiction over

nonresident defendants so long as such exercise satisfies the re-
quirements of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment.1 Due process requires that the defendant have adequate
minimum contacts with the forum state such that litigating the
case there does not offend traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice. See International Shoe Co. v. Washington,
326 U.S. 310 (1945). “That is, the defendant must have purposely
directed its activities to the forum and conducted itself in a man-
ner indicating that it has availed itself of the forum’s privileges
and benefits such that it should also be subject to the forum state’s
laws and regulations.” GMAC v. Keller, 737 A.2d 279, 281
(Pa.Super. 1999).

There are two types of personal jurisdiction: general and spe-
cific. When a court exercises personal jurisdiction based on the
specific acts of the defendant from which the cause of action arose,
the court exercises specific personal jurisdiction. See Kubik v.
Letteri, 614 A.2d 1110, 1113 (Pa. 1992). In analyzing minimum
contacts for purposes of specific personal jurisdiction, a court
should focus on “the relationship among the defendant, the fo-
rum, and the litigation,” Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783, 788 (1984)
quoting Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 204 (1977), and whether
the cause of action flows from these contacts, Hanson v. Denckla,
357 U.S. 235, 253 (1957).

General jurisdiction applies when a defendant has such sys-
tematic and continuous contacts with the forum that the defen-
dant may reasonably anticipate being haled into court for any
cause of action, whether or not it arises out of any specific con-
tact. See Derman v. Wilair Services, Inc., 590 A.2d 317, 319
(Pa.Super. 1991). In analyzing minimum contacts in such cases,
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the court examines more generally whether the defendant pur-
posely directed its activities to the forum and availed itself of
the forum’s benefits such that it should also be subject to that
state’s jurisdiction. See GMAC v. Keller, 737 A.2d 279, 281
(Pa.Super. 1999).

Defendants Janko and Speculative have numerous contacts
with Pennsylvania. They were parties to a contract with a Penn-
sylvania corporation. The contract required them to report to
ISC’s headquarters in Pittsburgh by telephone and e-mail, and
to visit ISC’s headquarters when so directed. More importantly,
the instant litigation arose from allegedly defamatory e-mail
messages sent by Janko, as an agent of Speculative, to indepen-
dent contractors and employees of ISC in Pennsylvania and to
other individuals in Pennsylvania who provide services to ISC.

Thus the contacts between Defendants and Pennsylvania are
substantial. This court need not decide whether these contacts
are so systematic and continuous to support general personal
jurisdiction, for it is clear that Plaintiffs’ cause of action flows
directly from Defendants’ contacts with Pennsylvania.

However, before concluding that the exercise of specific per-
sonal jurisdiction over Defendants is proper, this court must also
determine whether doing so would comport with notions of fair
play and substantial justice. In making this determination, this
court must consider: “the burden on the defendant, the forum
state’s interest in adjudicating the dispute, the Plaintiffs’ inter-
est in obtaining convenient and effective relief, the interstate
judicial system’s interest in obtaining the most efficient resolu-
tion of controversies, and the shared interest of the ‘several States
in furthering fundamental substantive social policies.”’ GMAC v.
Keller, 737 A.2d 279, 281 (Pa.Super. 1999) citing C.J. Betters v.
Mid South Aviation, 595 A.2d 1264, 1266 (Pa.Super. 1991).

Janko and Speculative contend that they do not have the fi-
nancial means to defend this lawsuit in Pennsylvania: Janko has
stated that she is now unemployed and has exhausted her assets
and credit, making it impossible for her to hire an attorney to
represent her in Pennsylvania, to travel to Pennsylvania, or to
produce witnesses for her defense in Pennsylvania. This court does
not deny that the burden on Defendants of defending this lawsuit
in Pennsylvania is considerable. However, Pennsylvania does have
a substantial interest in adjudicating this dispute: Pennsylvania
residents allegedly have been harmed by Defendants’ actions. The
plaintiffs have an interest in seeking relief in Pennsylvania for
the injuries allegedly caused here. Regarding the interstate judi-
cial system’s interest in obtaining the most efficient resolution of
controversies, this factor cuts both ways: while it would be more
efficient to have all matters between these parties decided in a
single proceeding, as is discussed more fully below, it is true that
many of the necessary witnesses are located in Pennsylvania,
namely the plaintiffs and the Pennsylvania residents to whom
Defendants published the allegedly defamatory e-mail messages.
Lastly, because Illinois also recognizes a cause of action for defa-
mation, see, e.g., Bryson v. News America Publications, Inc., 672
N.E.2d 1207 (Ill. 1996), and the instant action was commenced
within that state’s limitations period, see 735 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann.
5/13-201, the shared interest of the states in furthering funda-
mental substantive social policies will not be harmed by a Penn-
sylvania court exercising jurisdiction over this case.

Based on the foregoing, this court has concluded that exer-
cise of specific personal jurisdiction over Janko and Speculative
satisfies the requirements of due process. The Defendants have
purposely directed their activities toward Pennsylvania and
should be responsible for answering for the consequences of those
actions in Pennsylvania. Although litigating here will be a sub-
stantial burden for Defendants, it is not fundamentally unfair to
require them to do so.2

II.
Defendants also claim that venue for the instant case is im-

proper in Allegheny County. Defendants allege this is so because
neither has a place of business or registered office in Allegheny
County, because neither conducts any business in Allegheny
County, and because “the cause of action was in Illinois.”

The determination of proper venue is governed by Rule 1006
of the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil procedure. Rule 1006(a), re-
garding venue for actions brought against individuals permits
venue to be laid “in a county…in which the cause of action arose.”
Venue for actions against corporations is governed by Rule 1006(b),
which cross-references Rule 2179. Rule 2179(a)(3) likewise per-
mits venue in “the county where the cause of action arose.”

For venue purposes, a cause of action for defamation arises
in the county where the allegedly defamatory statements were
published, i.e., where they were received. See Flaxman v. Burnett,
574 A.2d 1061, 1066 (Pa.Super. 1990). Plaintiffs allege that Janko,
acting as an agent for Speculative, sent various e-mail messages
to recipients located in Allegheny County, namely ISC employ-
ees in Pittsburgh, an independent contractor and several
telemarketers who work in Pittsburgh, a Pittsburgh employee of
a company that provides financing to ISC customers, and indi-
viduals employed by a publishing company located in Pittsburgh.

Therefore, this court has determined that venue for this action
is proper in Allegheny County under Rule 1006.

III.
Although venue is proper in Allegheny County, this court must

consider Defendants’ petition to transfer venue on the basis of
forum non conveniens. Defendants filed their petition under
Pa.R.C.P. 1006(d)(1) which provides: “For the convenience of par-
ties and witnesses the court upon petition of any party may trans-
fer an action to the appropriate court of any other county where
the action could originally have been brought.”

Defendants have asked this court to transfer the case to Cook
County, Illinois rather than another county in Pennsylvania. It
is not within this court’s power to transfer the instant case to
Illinois: “Our courts lack the authority to transfer matters to
courts of our sister states.” Farley v. McDonnell Douglas Truck
Services, Inc., 638 A.2d 1027, 1032 n. 2 (Pa.Super. 1994) citing
Shears v. Rigley, 623 A.2d 821 (Pa.Super. 1993).

Because Pennsylvania decisions regarding the doctrine of
forum non conveniens under Rule 1006(d) are equally appli-
cable to interstate cases under 42 Pa.C.S.A. §5322(e), see Shears,
623 A.2d at 824, this court instead will consider Defendants’
petition as a petition to dismiss the complaint under §5322(e).
Section 5322(e) provides: “[w]hen a tribunal finds that in the
interest of substantial justice the matter should be heard in
another forum, the tribunal may stay or dismiss the matter in
whole or in part on any conditions that may be just.”

A plaintiffs’ choice of forum cannot be disturbed under §5322(e)
absent weighty reasons for dismissal. See Farley, 638 A.2d at
1029. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court in Cheeseman v. Lethal
Exterminator, Inc., 701 A.2d 156 (Pa. 1997), held that to estab-
lish forum non conveniens, a defendant must show that the
plaintiff ’s choice of forum is oppressive or vexatious:

[D]efendant may meet its burden of showing that the
plaintiffs’ choice of forum is vexatious to him by estab-
lishing with facts on the record that the plaintiffs’ choice
of forum was designed to harass the defendant, even
at some inconvenience to the plaintiff himself. Alter-
natively, the defendant may meet his burden by estab-
lishing on the record that trial in the chosen forum is
oppressive to him; for instance, that trial in another
county would provide easier access to witnesses or other
sources of proof, or to the ability to conduct a view of
premises involved in the dispute. But, we stress that
the defendant must show more than that the chosen
forum is merely inconvenient to him.
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Id. at 162 (citations omitted).

In addition, to dismiss a complaint under §5322(e), a court
must find that certain private and public factors strongly favor
the party moving for dismissal.3 See Farley, 638 A.2d at 1029-30.
The private factors include:

the relative ease of access to sources of proof; availabil-
ity of compulsory process for attendance for unwilling,
and the cost of obtaining attendance of willing, witnesses;
possibility of view of the premises, if view would be
appropriate to the action; and all other practical prob-
lems that make trial of a case easy, expeditious and
inexpensive.

Id. at 1030. The public factors are whether jury duty would be
imposed on citizens who have no relation to the litigation and
whether the forum court would be required to apply foreign law.
Id.

The most important consideration is whether an alternative
forum is available to the plaintiff, for “[an] action will not be
dismissed in any event unless an alternative forum is available
to the plaintiff.” Plum v. Tampax, Inc., 160 A.2d 549, 561 (Pa.
1960). This is true if the plaintiffs’ case would be barred else-
where by the statute of limitations. See Id.

In their complaint, Plaintiffs have stated claims for defama-
tion based on e-mail messages published on July 10, 2000 and
December 14, 2000. Both Illinois’ and Pennsylvania’s statutes of
limitations require defamation actions to be brought within one
year.4 See 735 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann. 5/13-201, 42 Pa.C.S.A. §5523.
Thus, unless Defendants agree to waive the statute of limita-
tions defense, Plaintiffs’ cause of action would be time barred.5

However, even considering the possibility of ordering that the
complaint shall be dismissed on the condition that Defendants
waive the statute of limitations defense, dismissal is still not
warranted.

Defendants claim that Plaintiffs filed their defamation claims
in Pennsylvania to harass them by forcing them to incur addi-
tional legal expenses that they cannot afford. Defendants claim
that Plaintiffs’ counsel has boasted about his clients’ financial
resources and their ability to spend an unlimited amount of money
to fight her. In support of their allegations, Defendants point to
the statements of Judge Schiller made during a hearing on the
Illinois action. Speaking of the injunction sought by Janko and
Speculative to enjoin the Pennsylvania litigation, Judge Schiller
stated: “I have reviewed the question, and while there is no doubt
in my mind that the proceedings have a vexatious dimension to
them, I don’t believe I am empowered to enjoin them.”

Plaintiffs deny Defendants’ allegations. Plaintiffs state that
they have filed this action here because it will be more conve-
nient for them to litigate here, as ISC is located here and many
of their witnesses are located here, keeping their litigation costs
down. Plaintiffs claim that it is Defendants who have engaged in
tactics to make litigation costly for Plaintiffs.

Given this conflicting evidence, this court does not believe
Defendants have met their burden of showing that Plaintiffs’
choice of forum is vexatious. While Plaintiffs’ choice of forum
undoubtedly appears vexatious from Defendants’ perspective, it
is equally clear that Plaintiffs have an objectively valid and rea-
sonable motive to litigate in Pennsylvania. ISC is located here.
Most of Plaintiffs’ witnesses are Pennsylvania residents. This
court is not convinced that the motivation behind Plaintiffs’ choice
of forum was to cause additional hardship to Janko. Plaintiffs’
choice of forum was designed to make the litigation of the defa-
mation action convenient for them and their witnesses, not to
harass Defendants.

Defendants also assert that Plaintiffs’ choice of forum is
oppressive to them. As discussed more fully above, Defendants
claim they lack the financial resources to litigate these claims in
Pennsylvania. Defendants point to the fact that they had a Pitts-

burgh attorney representing them in this matter, but he with-
drew because Defendants were unable to pay his fee. Defendants
note that their counsel in the Illinois action is representing them
on a contingency fee basis; therefore, litigating the additional
claims there would not require any additional expense for them.6

Defendants also state that most of the witnesses material to the
defamation claims have been deposed in Illinois, and that many
of them are not subject to compulsory process in Pennsylvania.

Defendants have succeeded in proving that litigating in Penn-
sylvania will be inconvenient for them. Inconvenience is not enough
to disturb Plaintiffs’ choice of forum. Regardless of where the defa-
mation claims are litigated, some of the sources of proof will be in
another jurisdiction, some of the witnesses will not be subject to
compulsory process in the forum jurisdiction, and it will be more
expensive for one side or the other. Defendants have not met their
burden of proving litigating here would be oppressive.

Furthermore, Defendants have failed to show that the pri-
vate and public factors enumerated in Farley strongly favor them.
Because the individuals to whom the allegedly defamatory state-
ments were published are located in Allegheny County, a portion
of the sources of proof are located in Pennsylvania. On the other
hand, a portion of the sources of proof and witnesses will also be
located in Illinois. Compulsory process for these witnesses, if
unwilling, will not be available for either some or the other,7 and
the cost of obtaining the attendance of the willing witnesses will
be greater for some if the case is tried elsewhere. It may be more
expeditious and perhaps less expensive to try this case in con-
junction with the Illinois case. However, as discussed above, this
court does not find that it will be so inconvenient and oppressive
as to render it manifestly unfair. Defendants have not met their
burden of demonstrating that the private interest factors strongly
favor dismissal.

Addressing the public factors, the jurors who decide the defa-
mation claims will have an interest in the litigation whether they
are residents of Allegheny County or Cook County. To avoid a
lengthy choice of law analysis, and because no party has sug-
gested otherwise, this court will assume that Pennsylvania law
will govern the defamation action. Thus, neither of the public
factors strongly favors dismissal.

Because this court is required to give substantial deference
to Plaintiffs’ choice of forum, and because Defendants have not
met the burden imposed by either Cheeseman or Farley, this court
cannot on these facts dismiss Plaintiffs’ complaint under §5322(e).

Despite the fact that this court has determined that Defen-
dants have not met their burden, this court is of the opinion that,
in an ideal world, it may well be that this case should be resolved
in Illinois along with the other matters between these parties.
Were there an interstate version of Rule 213.1 of the Pennsylva-
nia Rules of Civil Procedure which would allow for coordination of
actions filed in different states, this court believes that it might be
appropriate to utilize it in the instant action. An interstate ver-
sion of Rule 213.1 would allow the court in the first filed action
(Illinois) to determine if the instant case is enough related to
the earlier action to warrant consolidation. While the doctrine
of forum non conveniens concentrates on the interests of defen-
dants in fairness, coordination under Rule 213.1 focuses on the
interests of the judicial system in obtaining consistent rulings
and in avoiding the waste of public resources that occurs in
duplicative proceedings. See, e.g., Lincoln General Ins. Co. v.
Donahue, 616 A.2d 1076, 1079 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1992)(discussing
the different purposes of Rule 1006(d) and Rule 213.1). Because
this action and the Illinois action involve many of the same
parties and common questions of fact (i.e. the truth of Janko’s
allegations made in the allegedly defamatory e-mail messages),
it might be in the best interests of the judicial system to have
these cases litigated together.

Therefore, although this court believes that it might be bet-
ter to try this case in Illinois in conjunction with the case first
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filed there, this court is unable to find that Defendants have met
the substantial burden of demonstrating that litigating this ac-
tion in Allegheny County would be so vexatious and oppressive
as to overcome the deference granted to Plaintiffs in choosing a
forum.8

III.
For the foregoing reasons, this court has entered an order

overruling Defendants’ preliminary objections based on lack of
personal jurisdiction and improper venue and denying
Defendant’s petition to transfer venue.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 19th day of March, 2002, it is hereby OR-
DERED that Defendants’ Preliminary Objections are overruled
and Defendants’ Petition to Transfer Case is denied.

BY THE COURT
/s/Strassburger, J.

1 Pennsylvania’s Long Arm Statute, 42 Pa.C.S.A. §5322(b), pro-
vides that Pennsylvania courts may exercise personal jurisdiction
“to the fullest extent allowed under the Constitution of the United
States and may be based on the most minimum contact with this
Commonwealth allowed under the Constitution of the United
States.”

2 Judge Schiller’s conclusion that it would not be grossly wrong
or oppressive to allow this suit to continue in Pennsylvania sup-
ports this conclusion.

3 Cheeseman implicitly overruled Farley to the extent that Farley
required the court to consider court congestion as an element to
be weighed. However, this court will address those factors iden-
tified in Farley that were not rejected by Cheeseman.

4 From a quick glance at Illinois law on the subject, it is unclear
whether an Illinois court would apply its own statute of limita-
tions as a procedural matter or apply Pennsylvania’s pursuant
to its borrowing statute, 735 ILCS 5/13-210. It is of no matter,
for both provide for a one year limitation.

5 Defendants’ Illinois counsel has indicated he would stipulate to
the amendment of pleadings in the Illinois action to allow ISC
and Moretti to add counterclaims for defamation.

6 This hardly follows. An attorney operating on a contingency on
a plaintiff ’s claim would be unlikely to extend his fee arrange-
ment to include a defense.

7 Depositions for use at trial can be used, although live testi-
mony may be difficult for one side or the other.

8 Again, Judge Schiller’s ruling supports this conclusion.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
David Young

Abandonment of Conspiracy—Investigative Detentions—
Arrest Warrants—Motion to Sever Trial—Admissibility of
Statements of Co-Defendant—Redaction of Statements Made by
Co-Defendant

1. The fact that there is no evidence that the defendant actu-

ally took any property is irrelevant, as a person may be guilty of
robbery if he only attempts to commit theft.

2. Where two or more enter into an agreement or plan to
perpetrate a crime, the crime of conspiracy is complete. How-
ever, a conspirator may escape criminal responsibility for the
crime itself if he withdraws from the conspiracy before the crime
is committed or attempted and provided his withdrawal is com-
municated to his co-conspirators in sufficient time to allow them
to withdraw. For an abandonment to be legally sufficient, it
must occur before the commission of the crime becomes so im-
minent that avoidance is out of the question.

3. In Pennsylvania, the felony murder rule assigns legal cul-
pability for second-degree murder to each member of a conspiracy
when a death occurred while the defendant was engaged as a
principal or an accomplice in the perpetration of a felony.

4. Preparation of a felony includes engaging in or being an
accomplice in the commission of, or an attempt to commit, or
flight after committing, or attempting to commit robbery. A per-
son is liable for the crime of another as an accomplice if, with the
intent of promoting or facilitating the commission of the offense,
he aids another in planning or committing a crime. The least
degree of consent or collusion in the commission of the offense is
sufficient to establish accomplice liability.

5. There are three different categories of interaction between
citizens and law-enforcement officers: mere encounter, investi-
gative detention, and custodial detention. Although each category
provides different constitutional guarantees, it is only in the con-
text of a custodial detention that Miranda warnings are required.

6. An individual may be stopped and detained as a part of an
investigative detention provided there is reasonable suspicion
that the individual was involved in criminal activity. Reason-
able suspicion requires a lesser showing than probable cause in
that reasonable suspicion may be based upon information re-
ceived from an informant, but that information need not carry
as much indicia of reliability as for probable cause. Reasonable
suspicion may also be based on an anonymous tip where there is
independent corroboration that imparts some degree of reliabil-
ity on information received from the unknown individual.

7. The decision to sever trials of co-defendants is within the
sound discretion of the trial court and should not be disturbed on
appeal absent a manifest abuse of discretion. Separate trials
should be granted only where the defenses of co-defendants are
so antagonistic that their individual differences are not only ir-
reconcilable, but prejudicial to one of the co-defendants as well.

8. A statement made by a non-testifying co-defendant that
incriminates the defendant cannot be entered into evidence at a
joint trial because that admission would violate the Confronta-
tion Clause of the Sixth Amendment. However, such a statement
is admissible if it is redacted to omit all reference to the defen-
dant, even if it incriminates the defendant when linked with other
evidence introduced at trial, provided that a proper jury instruc-
tion is given. If the redaction merely replaces the defendant’s
name with an obvious indication of a deletion such as a blank
space or the word deleted, it falls within the protection of the
Bruton rule and may not be admitted.

9. The rationale set forth in Gray v. Maryland, 523 U.S. 185
(1998), supports the conclusion that a redaction that substitutes
a pronoun for the defendant’s name is appropriate because such
a replacement neither directly incriminates the defendant or
contains an obvious deletion or gaping hole that is, in essence,
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the equivalent of naming the defendant. When a redacted state-
ment becomes incriminating only when considered in light of the
other evidence presented at trial, it is admissible provided that
it neither “powerfully incriminates” nor lends “substantial criti-
cal weight” to the prosecutor’s case.

(Stephen A. Hall)

Michael Streily for the Commonwealth.
J. Richard Narvin for the Defendant.

No. CC 1999-14916 and CC 1999-11377. In the Court of Common
Pleas of Allegheny County, Criminal Division.

OPINION

O’Toole, J., March 19, 2002—The defendant, David Young,
was charged at CC199911377 with one count of criminal homi-
cide [18 Pa.C.S. §2501(a)], and at CC199914916 with one count
of robbery [18 Pa.C.S. §3701(a)(1)(i)] and one count of criminal
conspiracy [18 Pa.C.S. §903(a)(1)]. Mr. Young was originally rep-
resented by Lisa Middleman, Esquire. On September 18, 2000,
defense counsel ’s Motion to Sever was denied and Ms.
Middleman’s Petition to Withdraw Due to a Conflict of Interest
was granted. J. Richard Narvin, Esquire was appointed to rep-
resent Mr. Young. The defendant’s Suppression Motion was heard
and denied on January 16, 2001.

Mr. Young proceeded before this Court and a jury on March
30, 2001. On April 3, 2001, the jury returned a verdict of guilty of
second-degree murder, guilty of robbery, and guilty of criminal
conspiracy. On June 1, 2001, this Court imposed a term of im-
prisonment of life without parole for second-degree murder. A
concurrent sentence of not less than 90 nor more than 180 months
was imposed at CC199914916 for the robbery conviction. No fur-
ther penalty was imposed for criminal conspiracy.

Defense counsel filed a petition to modify the sentence on the
robbery conviction. This Court vacated the June 1, 2001 judg-
ment of sentence and re-sentenced Mr. Young to a term of im-
prisonment of not less than ten (10) nor more than twenty (20)
years for criminal conspiracy to be served concurrent with the
life sentence. No further penalty was imposed on the robbery
conviction.

Post Trial Motions were filed and denied on July 27, 2001. On
August 28, 2001, Mr. Young filed a notice of appeal. Pursuant to
Pennsylvania Rule of Appellate Procedure 1925(b), Mr. Young
filed a Concise Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal
and asserted the following:

1. There was insufficient evidence to sustain a convic-
tion for robbery and second-degree murder.

2. The verdict of guilty of robbery was against the
weight of the evidence.

3. The Court erred in denying the defendant’s motion
to suppress statements made by the defendant.

4. The Court erred in denying the defendant’s motion
for severance.

Mr. Young’s first allegation of error was that the evidence was
insufficient to sustain the conviction for second-degree murder
because the Commonwealth failed to establish that he either
participated in or was an accomplice in a robbery. In evaluating
a challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence, the court must de-
termine whether the evidence admitted at trial and all reason-
able inferences drawn therefrom, when viewed in the light most
favorable to the Commonwealth as the verdict winner, are suffi-

cient to permit the trier of fact to find that each element of the
crime(s) charged were proven beyond a reasonable doubt. Com-
monwealth v. Hopkins, 747 A.2d 910, 913 (Pa.Super. 2000). If
the finder of fact reasonably could have determined from the
evidence that each element was established, the evidence is
deemed sufficient to support the verdict. Id. at 914.

Applying that standard, Allegheny County detective Regis
Kelly testified that Mr. Young made the following statements to
him during an interview on September 2, 1999. Young stated
that he and another individual drove to an apartment building
on 428 Olive Street to see Kia Williams because she informed
him that she could page a man that had good weed. (Trial Testi-
mony page 148).1 Ms. Williams paged Damon Alford when they
arrived, but he did not respond. Mr. Young and the other indi-
vidual left Williams’ apartment, but returned a short while later.
Ms. Williams informed them that she had not yet heard from
Alford, but that he would be coming over because he always came
over. (T.T. 149). Again, they left Williams’s apartment. The de-
fendant and the other individual then planned to rob Mr. Alford.
Mr. Young moved the vehicle they were using to a location that
would not alert Alford to their presence. He and the other indi-
vidual then waited in the basement for Alford to arrive. (T.T.
150). The defendant looked for rope to tie the victim because he
wanted it to be a “strong-arm robbery.” As the defendant left the
basement and walked toward the front door to leave, Alford en-
tered through the front door. Mr. Young said he heard a shot and
ran out the door to the vehicle. (T.T. 151). As he ran, he heard
two or three more shots. The other individual came out of the
building and got into the vehicle the defendant was driving and
they fled the scene together. (T.T. 153).

Responding to a reported shooting, City of McKeesport police
officers were dispatched to an apartment on 428 Olive Street.
Mr. Damon Alford was found on the floor of the apartment’s
entryway. He suffered from multiple gunshot wounds to the head
and was pronounced dead at the scene.

The defendant conceded that the evidence was sufficient to
establish he went to the location with the intent to participate in
a robbery; nevertheless, he contended that the evidence was in-
sufficient to establish that a robbery actually occurred. Robbery
is defined in pertinent part as follows, “[a] person is guilty of
robbery if, in the course of committing a theft, he inflicts serious
bodily injury upon another.”2 18 Pa.C.S. §3701(a)(1)(i). Moreover,
“[t]he fact that there is no evidence that the [defendant] actually
took any of the decedent’s property is irrelevant, as a person may
be guilty of robbery if he only attempts to commit theft.” Com-
monwealth v. Giles, 456 A.2d 1356, 1358 (Pa. 1983). (citing 18
Pa.C.S. §3701(a)(2)).

The defendant’s own statement established that he and an-
other individual planned to rob Mr. Alford, lay in wait for him to
arrive, and fled the scene together after the victim was shot and
killed. When viewed in the light most favorable to the Common-
wealth, the evidence clearly supports the inference that Damon
Alford was the victim of an attempted robbery at the time he
was shot and killed.

The defendant also contended that the evidence at trial estab-
lished that he abandoned any plan or scheme to commit any crime.
The defense of abandonment of a conspiracy is well recognized in
Pennsylvania. In Commonwealth v. Griffey the Court stated:

[w]here two or more enter into an agreement or plan
to perpetrate a [crime], the crime of conspiracy is com-
plete. However, a conspirator may escape criminal re-
sponsibility for the crime itself if he withdraws from
the conspiracy before the [crime] is committed or at-
tempted and provided his withdrawal is communicated
to his co-conspirators in sufficient time to allow them
to withdraw. Cf. Commonwealth v. Doris, 135 A. 313
(Pa. 1926).
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Commonwealth v. Roux, 350 A.2d 867, (Pa.Super. 1976) (citing
Griffey, 307 A.2d 283, 285 (Pa. 1973)).3 “Moreover, for an aban-
donment to be legally sufficient, it must occur before the com-
mission of the crime becomes so imminent that avoidance is out
of the question.” Id. at 871.

There is absolutely no evidence on the record that the defen-
dant communicated his abandonment to his co-conspirator. In
addition, assuming arguendo that the defendant attempted to
abandon the plan, the record clearly shows that as he walked
toward the front door to leave, the victim walked in and shots
were fired. At that point, the commission of the crime was un-
avoidable; therefore, it necessarily follows that the evidence is
legally insufficient to establish the defense of abandonment.
Lastly, that Young and the co-defendant fled the scene together
just moments after the shooting belied any assertion that he
abandoned the conspiracy.

The defendant further maintained that the Commonwealth
did not offer evidence that he either participated or was an accom-
plice in the shooting. In Pennsylvania, the felony murder rule
assigns legal culpability for second-degree murder to each mem-
ber of a conspiracy when a death occurred while the defendant
was engaged as a principal or an accomplice in the perpetra-
tion of a felony. 18 Pa.C.S. §2502(b). Preparation of a felony is
defined, in pertinent part, as “engaging in or being an accom-
plice in the commission of, or an attempt to commit, or flight
after committing, or attempting to commit robbery.” 18 Pa.C.S.
§2502(d). A person is liable for the crime of another as an accom-
plice if with the intent of promoting or facilitating the commis-
sion of the offense, he aids another in planning or committing a
crime. 18 Pa.C.S. §306(c)(1)(ii). The least degree of concert or
collusion in the commission of the offense is sufficient to estab-
lish accomplice liability. Commonwealth v. Graves, 463 A.2d 467,
489-490 (1983).

It is well settled that if a homicide occurs in the furtherance
of a robbery, each individual that participated is equally culpable
for the homicide. Commonwealth v. Sampson, 285 A.2d 480, 483
(Pa. 1971). However, even where there is a conspiracy to commit
robbery, a conspirator will have a valid defense to a murder charge
if the accomplice abandons the scheme. Id. As set forth in 18
Pa.C.S. §306(f)(3),4 the defense of abandonment is justified where
an actor “abandons the scheme appreciably before the homicide
occurs” and “communicate[s] his intention to his co-conspirator.”
Commonwealth v. Ruffin, 463 A.2d 1117, 1120-1121 (Pa.Super.
1983).

As previously discussed, there is no evidence that the defen-
dant communicated his abandonment to his co-conspirator and
even if he attempted to abandon the plan, it was not “apprecia-
bly before the homicide occurred.” Here too, the evidence that
the defendant and the co-defendant fled the scene together just
moments after the homicide is undisputedly sufficient to estab-
lish that the defendant facilitated the commission of the homi-
cide by aiding the co-defendant in his getaway. Accordingly, the
evidence clearly established that he was an accomplice in the
homicide of Damon Alford.

In Mr. Young’s second allegation of error, he claimed the guilty
verdict was against the weight of the evidence in that the only
evidence that implicated the defendant was the testimony of
Detective Kelly. Young asserts that he offered evidence demon-
strating that he was not present at the time the crimes were
committed and there was no physical evidence to link him to the
robbery.

A defendant’s request for a new trial based on an argument
that the verdict was against the weight of the evidence will only
be granted when the verdict is so contrary to the evidence that it
shocks one’s sense of justice. Commonwealth v. Brown, 648 A.2d
1177, 1189 (Pa. 1994). The reviewing court may not substitute
its own judgment based on a cold record for that of the trial court.
Id. at 1190. Absent facts and inferences of record that disclose a

clear abuse of discretion, the trial court’s ruling must stand. Id.
As discussed above, Detective Kelly testified that Mr. Young

admitted that he planned to rob Mr. Alford. In contrast, the de-
fendant testified that he was at his father’s home at the time the
crimes were committed. Where the testimony is contradictory, it
is within the province of the jury to pass upon the credibility of
witnesses and the weight to be accorded the testimony. Com-
monwealth v. Galindes, 786 A.2d 1004, 1013 (Pa.Super. 2001).
The jury is free to believe all, part, or none of the evidence. Id. In
the instant case, it is obvious that the jury, as a fact finder, found
the testimony of Detective Kelly more credible than that of the
defendant.

In addition, the defendant’s assertion regarding lack of physi-
cal evidence is immaterial, as circumstantial evidence alone is
sufficient to convict the defendant. Hopkins, 747 A.2d 910, 913.
Accordingly, a review of the record clearly established that the
verdict of the jury was not contrary to the evidence.

In the third allegation of error raised, the defendant main-
tained that the Court erred in denying his motion to suppress
statements he made on January 18, 1998 as they were obtained
without providing Miranda warnings. The defendant also alleged
that his arrest was based on a defective affidavit of probable cause
and sought to suppress any statement he made on September 2,
1999.

When reviewing the ruling of a suppression court, the court
must determine whether the record supports the suppression
court’s factual findings. Commonwealth v. Hughes, 639 A.2d 763,
769 (1994). Where the record supports the factual findings, the
court is bound by those facts and may reverse only if the legal
conclusions drawn therefrom are in error. Id. If the ruling is in
favor of the Commonwealth, only the evidence of the prosecution
and the evidence for the defense that remains uncontradicted
when fairly read in the context of the record as a whole is consid-
ered. Id.

Viewed in that light, testimony at the suppression hearing
disclosed the following facts. On January 18, 1998, while at the
scene of a homicide, detectives from the Allegheny County Ho-
micide Unit and the McKeesport Police Department canvassed
the area for witnesses. (January 16, 2001 Suppression Hearing
Testimony page 16).5 Ms. Rush, a neighbor, informed investigat-
ing officers that shortly before the shooting, she observed a man
get out of a green GMC Jimmy and go towards the address where
the homicide occurred. (S.H. 38). An anonymous woman later
approached Detective Kelly and informed him that Pinky, the
defendant, and Delo, the co-defendant, were responsible for the
death of the victim. (S.H. 15, 26). The anonymous woman also
told the detective that these individuals were driving a green
GMC Jimmy and could be found in Garfield. (S.H. 27).

Upon locating a green GMC Jimmy in Garfield, a check on
the registration revealed that Barry Fiumara was leasing the
vehicle. (S.H. 16). Mr. Fiumara informed detectives that he lent
the vehicle to the defendant, David Young, and Michael Smedley,
Jr. in return for crack cocaine, and that they had not returned it.
(S.H. 16, 17). The vehicle was put under surveillance. When two
individuals got into the vehicle, Detectives Regis Kelly and Lee
Yingling followed in an unmarked car and radioed to request
marked units. Marked units arrived, activated their lights and
the vehicle pulled over. (S.H. 35). The defendant was operating
the vehicle and the co-defendant was a passenger. (S.H. 17).
Detective Kelly approached the vehicle and told them that they
were pulled over because they were driving a vehicle without
the owner’s permission. (S.H. 27). Kelly also explained that the
vehicle may have been used in the commission of a homicide and
asked if they would accompany him to the police station to be
interviewed. (September 18, 2000 Suppression Hearing Testi-
mony page 7). Both the defendant and co-defendant voluntarily
agreed to be interviewed. (S.H. 36). The defendant may have been
patted down for weapons, but he was not handcuffed. The defen-
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dant was transported to the station in the backseat of an un-
marked car and the vehicle he was driving was returned to the
owner. (S.H. 24, 25). After the interview, the defendant left the
station without incident. (S.H. 20).

Young conceded that Detective Kelly never explicitly stated
that he was under arrest on January 18, 1998. Nevertheless, the
defendant alleged that he was “in fact” under arrest as a reason-
able citizen would have believed that he was not free to leave.
Therefore, the defendant claimed that Detective Kelly should
have provided him with Miranda warnings, and any statement
he made should be suppressed.

There are three different categories of interaction between
citizens and law enforcement officers: mere encounter, investi-
gative detention and custodial detention. Commonwealth v. Ro-
man, 714 A.2d 440, 442 (Pa.Super. 1998). Although each category
provides different constitutional guarantees, it is only in the con-
text of “custodial” detention that Miranda warnings are triggered.
Commonwealth v. Williams, 650 A.2d 420, 427 (Pa. 1994). In the
present case, this Court found that the stop was an investigative
detention; therefore, the defendant was not entitled to Miranda
warnings.

An individual may be stopped and detained as part of an “in-
vestigative” detention provided there is reasonable suspicion that
the individual was involved in criminal activity. Commonwealth
v. Holt, 711 A.2d 1011, 1016 (Pa.Super. 1998). Reasonable suspi-
cion requires a lesser showing than probable cause in that “rea-
sonable suspicion” may be based upon information received from
an informant, but that information need not carry as much indi-
cia of reliability as required by “probable cause.” Alabama v.
White, 496 U.S. 325, 330 (1990). Moreover, reasonable suspicion
may also be based on an anonymous tip where there is “indepen-
dent corroboration” that imparts “some degree of reliability” on
information received from an unknown individual. Id. at 332.

In the case at hand, an anonymous woman informed Detec-
tive Kelly that the defendant was responsible for the homicide.
She also told Kelly that the defendant was driving a GMC Jimmy
and could be found in Garfield. A neighbor informed investigat-
ing officers that shortly before the shooting, she observed a man
get out of a green GMC Jimmy and go towards the address where
the homicide occurred. In addition, the owner of the GMC Jimmy
informed officers that the defendant was driving the vehicle and
failed to return it.

This Court found that the information provided by the neigh-
bor and the owner of the vehicle independently corroborated not
only the description of the vehicle, but the identity of the defen-
dant as well. Accordingly, this Court concluded that the detec-
tives had reasonable suspicion to stop and detain the defendant.

Notwithstanding that the detectives had reasonable suspi-
cion to stop the defendant, an investigative detention may esca-
late into the equivalent of a full-scale arrest, in which case, an
individual is entitled to Miranda warnings. In determining
whether a stop triggers the Miranda warnings, “a court must
consider all the circumstances surrounding the encounter to de-
termine whether the police conduct would have communicated
to a reasonable person that the person was not free to decline
the officers’ requests or otherwise terminate the encounter.”
Florida v. Bostick, 501 U.S. 429, 439 (1991), quoted in Common-
wealth v. Boswell, 721 A.2d 336, 340 (Pa. 1998).

Based on testimony at the suppression hearing, this Court
found that the defendant was neither threatened nor physically
restrained. On the contrary, both Young and Newson voluntarily
agreed to accompany the detectives to the police station. The
defendant was not in custody; in fact, he left after speaking with
Detective Kelly. Considering the totality of the circumstances,
the Court concluded that Detective Kelly’s conduct did not place
the defendant in a situation which would lead a reasonable per-
son to believe that his freedom was restricted; therefore, the Court
found that the defendant was not under arrest and not entitled

to Miranda warnings. Accordingly, the defendant’s motion to
suppress was properly denied.

The defendant also claimed that the arrest warrant was
based on a defective affidavit of probable cause; therefore, any
statements he made on September 2, 1999 were obtained as
the result of an illegal arrest and should have been suppressed.

Testimony at the suppression hearing revealed that Detec-
tive Lee Yingling, the affiant, appeared before District Justice
Thomas Brletic on July 7, 1999 and an arrest warrant was is-
sued for the defendant pursuant to an affidavit of probable cause.
The defendant was subsequently arrested on September 2, 1999.
The affidavit, in pertinent part, stated the following:

(1) A witness that is known and available to testify
informed investigating officers that she observed a
man in a vehicle, possibly a green GMC Jimmy.
Prior to the shooting, she saw the man run towards
the address where the homicide occurred.

(2) A female that is known and available to testify in-
formed Detective Kelly that she had information
that David Young AKA “Pinky” and “Delo” were re-
sponsible for the death of the victim. She also stated
that they were driving a dark colored four-wheel
drive vehicle and could be found in Garfield.

(3) Upon locating a green GMC Jimmy in Garfield, a
registration check revealed Barry Fiumara was
leasing the vehicle. Mr. Fiumara stated he lent his
vehicle to Michael Smedley, Jr. and “Pinky” in ex-
change for crack cocaine. A surveillance of the ve-
hicle resulted in the driver of vehicle being pulled
over. The defendant was operating the vehicle and
the co-defendant was a passenger.

(4) Mr. Michael Smedley, Sr. informed officers that he
overheard “Delo” say he killed a man in McKeesport.
Smedley later learned that “Delo” (the co-defendant)
and “Pinky” (the defendant) planned to rob a guy
for money to bail his son out of jail. Smedley asked
“Delo” why he shot the man in McKeesport and
“Delo” responded, “because he was going to shoot
me.”

The defendant claimed that the magistrate was not provided
with enough information to make an adequate determination of
probable cause. More specifically, the defendant alleged that the
warrant was defective because it was based on anonymous wit-
nesses and contained hearsay evidence. Defense counsel’s brief
in support of pretrial motion misstates the contents of the affi-
davit of probable cause. The brief stated that the witnesses in
one (1) and two (2) above are described as anonymous. The affi-
davit clearly described both witnesses as known and available to
testify; however, testimony at the suppression hearing revealed
that the witness in two (2) above was, in fact, anonymous.

Whether an arrest warrant was issued upon probable cause
is based on the “totality of the circumstances.” Commonwealth v.
Moore, 467 A.2d 862 (Pa.Super. 1983). Under this standard, “the
duty of a reviewing court is simply to ensure that the magistrate
had a ‘substantial basis for… [concluding]’ that probable cause
existed.” Id. at 865 (quoting Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 238-
239 (1983)). Moreover, an affidavit does not fail for lack of prob-
able cause where an anonymous tip is corroborated by indepen-
dent police work. Id.

Even assuming that the affidavit stated that an anonymous
individual provided police with the name of the defendant, de-
scription of the vehicle, and the location in which he could be
found, the affidavit on its face could nevertheless still be suffi-
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cient to establish probable cause. As previously discussed, the
independent evidence provided by the victim’s neighbor and the
owner of the GMC Jimmy corroborated the information provided
by the anonymous individual. Accordingly, the defendant failed
to demonstrate that the arrest warrant was invalid.

Lastly, the defendant claimed that the warrant was defective
because the affiant did not inform the magistrate that Michael
Smedley had previously been convicted of providing false reports
to law enforcement officers or that he was paid for his testimony
in the case at hand. The defendant further claimed that Smedley’s
statement was hearsay. Accepting arguendo that the defendant’s
allegations with respect to Mr. Smedley were true, this Court
found that the affidavit included independent evidence that jus-
tified a finding of probable cause.

The fourth and final allegation of error in the defendant’s
Statement Pursuant to Rule 1925(b) of Appellate Procedure
stated:

[T]his Honorable Court denied the defendant’s pre-trial
motion for severance. Defendant argues that even
though he eventually testified on his own behalf he was
coerced and required to do so after this court refused
to sever the two cases. Prior to going to trial in this
matter it was clear that the Court had denied defen-
dant Young’s motion to suppress the statement. Co-
defendant Newson was going to offer a defense of alibi.
Clearly, these defenses were antagonistic. If the Com-
monwealth was permitted to introduce evidence of
Young’s presence even though the statement of [sic]
redacted the Court’s failure to sever unduly influenced
his decision to testify.

It is unclear to the Court what the defendant is attempting to
allege; however, the Court found that the motion to sever was
properly denied for the following reasons.

The decision to sever trials of co-defendants is within the
sound discretion of the trial court and will not be disturbed on
appeal absent a manifest abuse of discretion. Commonwealth
v. Lopez, 739 A.2d 458, 501 (Pa. 1999). Separate trials should
be granted only where the defenses of co-defendants are so an-
tagonistic that their individual differences are not only irrec-
oncilable, but prejudicial to one of the co-defendants as well.
Commonwealth v. Lambert, 603 A.2d 568, 573 (Pa. 1992). The
accused bears the burden of demonstrating that he was preju-
diced. Id.

The co-defendant, Mr. Newson, offered an alibi defense. Both
Tracy Butler and Teanna Semedley testified that Newson was in
Butler ’s home at the time of the shooting. (T.T. 375 and 385). Mr.
Young testified that he was in his father’s home at the time of
the shooting. (T.T. 433). Both men relied upon alibi defenses. Al-
though their purported defenses are inconsistent as to their
whereabouts at the time of the shooting, the defendant offers no
explanation whatsoever to establish that he was, in fact, preju-
diced by his co-defendant’s alibi. Accordingly, Mr. Young failed to
demonstrate that he and his co-defendant had antagonistic de-
fenses that required separate trials.

With respect to the defendant’s allegation regarding the re-
dacted statement of the co-defendant, the law is clear. The Su-
preme Court of the United States has explicitly stated that a
statement made by a non-testifying co-defendant which, on its
face, incriminates the defendant cannot be entered into evidence
at a joint trial, as any such admission violates the Confrontation
Clause of the Sixth Amendment. Bruton v. United States, 391
U.S. 123 (1968). However, such a statement is admissible if it is
redacted to omit all reference to the defendant, even if it incrimi-
nates the defendant when linked with other evidence introduced
at trial, provided that a proper jury instruction is given.
Richardson v. Marsh, 481 U.S. 209 (1987). In contrast, if the

redaction merely replaces the defendant’s name with an obvious
indication of deletion such as a blank space or the word deleted,
it falls within the protection of the Bruton rule and may not be
admitted. Gray v. Maryland, 523 U.S. 185 (1998).

The viability of a redaction that substitutes a pronoun for the
defendant’s name was expressly left unanswered by the
Richardson Court; however, the Gray rationale has been inter-
preted as an approval of such redactions. See, e.g., Commonwealth
v. Travers, 768 A.2d 845 (Pa. 2001): Commonwealth v. McGlone,
716 A.2d 1280 (Pa.Super. 1998). Replacing the defendant’s name
with a pronoun neither directly incriminates the defendant nor
contains an obvious deletion or gaping hole that is, in essence,
the equivalent of naming the defendant. Id. In Pennsylvania, as
in Richardson, where the redacted statement becomes incrimi-
nating only when considered in light of other evidence presented
at trial, it is admissible, provided that it neither “powerfully in-
criminates” nor lends “substantial critical weight” to the
prosecutor’s case. McGlone, 716 A.2d at 1283, 1284.

In the case at hand, the Commonwealth planned to offer a
witness, Michael Smedley, Sr., that overheard the co-defendant
state that he and Mr. Young went to McKeesport to rob the vic-
tim. (Pre Trial Motions Hearing page 8).6 Defense counsel con-
tended that the trials should be severed, as the co-defendant
would not be available for cross-examination and could not be
compelled to testify. (P.T.M.H. 8). This Court found that the de-
fendants could be tried together, provided that the statement
was redacted in so far as it related to Mr. Young. (P.T.M.H. 12).
At trial, the statement was redacted and Mr. Smedley testified
that he overheard the co-defendant say “they went to McKeesport
…to rob somebody.” (T.T. 203) (emphasis added).

The redaction neither referred to Mr. Young by name nor by
an obvious deletion that was the functional equivalent of nam-
ing him. In fact, it is highly doubtful that the jury was even aware
that the statement was redacted. Moreover, the redaction nei-
ther powerfully incriminated him nor lent substantial critical
weight to the prosecutor’s case.

Additionally, even if a redacted statement was improperly
admitted, “its admission may be harmless if other evidence, par-
ticularly a confession by the defendant himself, overwhelmingly
establishes the defendant’s guilt.” McGlone, 716 A.2d at 1284. In
the instant case, Detective Kelly testified that the defendant con-
fessed that he was not only present at the crime scene, but that
he and Newson planned to rob the victim as well. (T.T. 151).

The redaction incriminated the defendant, if at all, only when
linked to Kelly’s testimony. In addition, the jury was instructed
that a statement made before trial may be considered as evi-
dence against only the defendant who made the statement and
was specifically cautioned that they must not consider the state-
ment as evidence against the other defendant. (T.T. 563, 564).
The redaction coupled with the proper jury instruction was suf-
ficient to protect the defendant’s Sixth Amendment right to con-
frontation. As the redaction was properly admitted, the
defendant’s allegation that the court’s failure to sever unduly
influenced his decision to testify is without merit.

Based on the foregoing findings of facts and law, Mr. Young’s
allegations should be dismissed and the findings of the trial court
should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/O’Toole, J.

1 Hereinafter referred to as (T.T. 148)

2 “A person is guilty of theft if he unlawfully takes, or exercises
unlawful control over, movable property of another with the in-
tent to deprive him thereof.” 18 Pa.C.S. §3921(a).

3 “If an individual abandons the agreement, the conspiracy is
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terminated as to him only if and when he advises those with
whom he conspired of his abandonment or he informs the law
enforcement authorities of the existence of a conspiracy and his
participation therein.” 18 Pa.C.S. §903(g)(3).

4 “[U]nless otherwise provided by this title or by the law defining
the offense, a person is not an accomplice in an offense commit-
ted by another person if he terminates his complicity prior to the
commission of the offense and (i) wholly deprives it of effective-
ness in the commission of the offense; or (ii) gives timely warn-
ing to law enforcement authorities or otherwise makes proper
effort to prevent the commission of the offense.” 18 Pa.C.S.
§306(f)(3).

5 Hereinafter referred to as: (S.H. 16)

6 Hereinafter referred to as: (P.T.M.H. 8)

Lora Walter and Robert Walter v.
J & J Creative Supplies, Inc.

Discovery—Personal Injury Action Transferred to Arbitration
—Local Rule 1301.1

1. Allegheny County Local Rule 1301.1 limiting discovery in
personal injury actions filed in arbitration (limiting damages to
$25,000) applies to a case originally filed at the general docket
and transferred to arbitration.

2. The local rule does not bar additional discovery but pro-
vides that a party may not seek additional discovery through
interrogatories or requests for production of documents until that
party has sought discovery through the standard discovery re-
quests described therein.

(Lynn E. MacBeth)

Kathy Moelber O’Malley for Plaintiffs.
Robert A. Loch for Defendants.

No. GD 00-16917. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Wettick, J., April 9, 2002—Plaintiffs instituted this personal
injury action through a complaint seeking damages in excess of
the arbitration limits of $25,000. Defendant served a discovery
request that is appropriate for a personal injury action in which
plaintiffs seek damages in excess of $25,000. Shortly thereafter
—and prior to complying with the discovery request—plaintiffs
filed a motion to transfer these proceedings to the Arbitration
Division.

This Opinion and Order of Court addresses the issue of
whether the discovery restrictions imposed in the local rules of
this court governing a personal injury claim filed in the Arbitra-
tion Division apply to discovery sought before a case is trans-
ferred to the Arbitration Division by a court order entered at the
request of the plaintiff.1

Allegheny County Local Rule 1301.1 applies to any personal
injury claim filed in the Arbitration Division. It provides that a
party may not seek additional discovery through interrogatories
or requests for production of documents until that party has
sought discovery through the standard discovery requests de-
scribed in this local rule. A note to this local rule states that

while this rule does not bar additional discovery in arbitration
proceedings, “it is anticipated that additional interrogatories or
requests for the production of documents will be unreasonably
burdensome in most arbitration proceedings involving personal
injury claims.”

Defendant seeks a court order compelling compliance with
the discovery sought before the case was transferred to the Arbi-
tration Division; defendant contends that a party should not be
permitted to transfer a case to the Arbitration Division to avoid
discovery that has been properly sought while the case was pend-
ing in the General Docket. Plaintiffs, on the other hand, contend
that the personal injury claim which they transferred to the Ar-
bitration Division should be treated in the same fashion as a
personal injury claim filed in the Arbitration Division.

I agree with plaintiffs. The purpose of Local Rule 1301.1 is to
minimize the litigation costs of both parties in lawsuits where a
plaintiff does not seek damages in excess of $25,000. Also, if a
defendant’s discovery request encourages the transfer to the Ar-
bitration Division of a suit that should have been filed in the
Arbitration Division, this is a worthwhile result. Judges and ju-
ries should not be considering claims that may be resolved
through compulsory arbitration.

For these reasons, I enter the following Order of Court:

ORDER OF COURT

On this 9th day of April, 2002, it is hereby ORDERED that
defendant’s motion to compel is denied.

BY THE COURT
/s/Wettick, J.

1 I am addressing this issue through an Opinion and Order of
Court because this is a recurring issue.
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Scalise Industries and The PMA Group v.
Workers’ Compensation Appeal Board

(Centra)

Workers’ Compensation—Unequivocal Medical Testimony—
Retirement

The Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania recently held that
unequivocal medical testimony is not required to establish that a
workers’ compensation claimant was forced into retirement by a
work-related injury. The claimant may establish through his or
her own testimony that a work-related injury forced retirement.

(Jason Miller)

No. 2319 C.D. 2001. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
McCloskey, J., May 1, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Albert D. Maxon

Search and Seizure—Illegally Obtained Evidence

The Pennsylvania Superior Court recently concluded that the
trial court erred in not suppressing illegally obtained evidence
and as a result, there was insufficient evidence to support a
defendant’s conviction for resisting arrest.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 767 WDA 2001. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Johnson, J., May 7, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Joseph P. Carmody

Hearsay—Prior Inconsistent Statement

In an opinion by Judge Beck, the Pennsylvania Superior Court
determined that the key to determining whether the prior incon-
sistent statement exception applies is whether the declarant is
available for cross-examination. It is the inconsistent statement
itself that must be subject to the cross-examination in order to
satisfy the test for the prior inconsistent statement exception. If
this requirement is satisfied and the statement was given under
reliable circumstances then the prior inconsistent statement ex-
ception to hearsay applies.

No. 1702 EDA 2001. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Beck, J., May 15, 2002.

Keystone Central School District v.
Sugar Valley Concerned Citizens

Charter School Law—Charter School Application

In the case at hand, the Keystone Central School District
petitioned the Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court for review of
a Nov. 22, 1999, order of the Pennsylvania State Charter School
Appeal Board (CAB), which reversed the Keystone School Board’s
denial of an application for a school charter by the Sugar Valley
Concerned Citizens (Sugar Valley group).

(Shannon Barkley)

No. 3192 C.D. 1999. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Doyle, J., May 21, 2002.

Revesz v. Pennsylvania Interscholastic
Athletic Association, Inc.

Interscholastic Athletics—Preliminary Injunction—PIAA

Senior Judge Doyle delivered the opinion of the Commonwealth
Court of Pennsylvania in a case in which the Pennsylvania Inter-
scholastic Athletic Association, Inc. (PIAA) appealed an order of
the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County. The Court of
Common Pleas entered a preliminary injunction enjoining the
PIAA from prohibiting appellees, Ashley and Lauren Revesz (the
Reveszs) from participating in interscholastic athletics during the
2001-2002 school year.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 2999 C.D. 2001. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania
Doyle, J., May 21, 2002.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
David Michael Meadius, Jr.

Speedy Trial Rule—Second Criminal Complaint

1. The Court dismissed the criminal charges set forth in a
second criminal complaint filed without written approval of the
Attorney for the Commonwealth as required by Pa.R.Crim.P. 544
because the Commonwealth did not bring the defendant to trial
within 365 days of the filing of the first criminal complaint, which
was withdrawn by the Commonwealth.

2. Pa.R.Crim.P. 600 requires that where a written complaint
is filed against a defendant and the defendant is on bail, the
defendant’s trial commence no later than 365 days from the date
on which the complaint is filed. Pa.R.Crim.P. 600 does permit
certain exclusions of time, but none of the exclusions applies to
this case because all of the delay was attributable to the Com-
monwealth.

3. The dismissal of a complaint involves action by the judicial
branch, while a withdrawal of the criminal complaint involves
action by the executive branch. At the heart of this distinction is
the constitutional concept of separation of powers.

4. When the judiciary dismisses a criminal complaint and a
second criminal complaint is filed, there is no question that the
Pa.R.Crim.P. 600 start time begins with the filing of the second
complaint.

5. The Rules of Criminal Procedure represent the legitimate
exercise of constitutional power by the Judicial branch of the gov-
ernment. Those rules cannot be ignored or circumvented by the
Executive branch anymore than the constitutional actions of the
Executive branch can be ignored or circumvented by the Judicial
branch.

6. The dismissal of the criminal information is the only pos-
sible remedy for the deprivation of the right to speedy trial.

(Stephen A. Hall)

Thaddeus A. Dutkowski for the Commonwealth.
Matthew C. Collins for the Defendant.

No. CC 2001-06367. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Criminal Division.

OPINION

Nauhaus, J., March 21, 2002—On January 16, 2001, the Com-
monwealth filed a complaint against the defendant, David
Meadius, Jr., at OTN H-291637-3, charging him with the follow-
ing violations of the Pennsylvania Crimes Code: five counts of
Forgery in violation of §4101(a), three counts of Insurance Fraud,
in violation of §4117, one count of Tampering with Records or
Identification in violation of §4104(a), one count of False Reports
to Law Enforcement Authorities in violation of §4906(a), and one
count of Tampering with Public Records or Information in viola-
tion of §4911(a)(1). These charges stemmed from the defendant’s
actions of April 27, 1999, when he obtained an automobile insur-
ance policy by using the identity of his deceased father, David
Meadius, Sr., and then filed a theft claim as David Meadius, Sr.,
on May 18, 1999, for an automobile covered by his policy.

The defendant was arrested and arraigned on February 5,
2001. His bond was set at $30,000. The defendant’s preliminary
hearing was scheduled for February 8, 2001; but the Common-
wealth requested a postponement, and the preliminary hearing

was rescheduled to March 8, 2001. The postponement request
was for the convenience of the Commonwealth’s Attorney.

On March 8, 2001, the Commonwealth requested a second
postponement to March 22, 2001, due to the absence of essential
witnesses. The postponement was granted despite defense
counsel’s objection. On March 13, 2001, the Honorable Lawrence
O’Toole reduced the defendant’s bond to a nominal bond, pursu-
ant to a Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus. On March 22, 2001,
the third listing for the preliminary hearing, the Commonwealth
was again unprepared to proceed due to the absence of the same
witnesses. At that time the Commonwealth withdrew the com-
plaint filed at OTN H-291637-3.

On March 27, 2001, the Commonwealth, by Detective Paul J.
Koropal, Pennsylvania State Police, refiled the identical charges
against the defendant in a complaint filed at OTN H-291712-1.
This complaint did not have the written approval of the Attorney
for the Commonwealth as required by Pennsylvania Rule of
Criminal Procedure 544.1 The defendant had a preliminary
arraignment on April 3, 2001, and a preliminary hearing was
scheduled for April 12, 2001. The defendant agreed to waive
his right to a preliminary hearing in exchange for an R.O.R.
bond with bi-weekly reporting to Bail Agency by telephone.

On September 20, 2001, over five months after the prelimi-
nary hearing, and in direct violation of the local rule of Criminal
Procedure, Allegheny County Court Rule 300.12-8, the Common-
wealth filed the instant information at CC 200106367, containing
the same charges as were in the original complaint of January 16,
2001. The defendant was formally arraigned on September 26,
2001. This case was scheduled for pre-trial conference on October
26, 2001, before the Honorable Donna Jo McDaniel, but reassigned
to this Court after Judge McDaniel recused herself on October 16,
2001. A pre-trial conference was scheduled for October 26, 2001.
On that date the case was listed, by trial counsel, for trial on Feb-
ruary 4, 2002. Neither the Commonwealth, nor the defendant,
objected to the selected trial date. On January 30, 2002, the de-
fendant filed a motion to dismiss the pending charges pursuant to
Pa.R.Crim.P. 600. This Court granted the motion on February 15,
2002, and dismissed the charges against the defendant because
the defendant’s trial did not commence within 365 days from the
filing of the first complaint.

Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Procedure 600, renumbered
from Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Procedure 1100, (hereinaf-
ter, Pa.R.Crim.P. 600 and Pa.R.Crim.P. 1100 will both be referred
to as the “Rule”) stipulates that a defendant’s trial shall commence
no later than 365 days from the date on which the complaint is
filed, where there is a written complaint filed against a defendant
and the defendant is on bail. The Rule permits certain exclusions
of time, but none of the exclusions apply to the instant case, as
each delay was attributable to the Commonwealth.

The history of the development of the right to a speedy trial
dates back to 1215 and the signing of the Magna Charta. Both
the Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Ar-
ticle 1, Section 9 of the Pennsylvania Constitution, guarantee
the right to a speedy trial.2 The right as set forth in these two
Constitutions has taken different routes to the same end.

Originally the speedy trial right in the Federal Constitution
was held applicable only to the Federal Government and not the
States. In 1967, the United States Supreme Court applied the
right to the States through the Fourteenth Amendment in Klopfer
v. North Carolina, 386 U.S. 213, 87 S.Ct. 988, 18 L.Ed.2d 1 (1967).

Analysis of speedy trial issues was refined in Barker v. Wingo,
407 U.S. 514, 92 S.Ct. 2182, 33 L.Ed. 101 (1972), wherein the
United States Supreme Court set up a balancing test to deter-
mine if a defendant’s speedy trial right had been violated. In
Barker, supra, the Court declined to establish a presumptive time
period test but said that it did not disapprove of such a test being
adopted by a state “court in the exercise of its supervisory pow-
ers,” 407 U.S. at 530, 92 S.Ct. at 2192 n.29, 33 L.Ed. at 116 n.29.
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The Barker balancing test proved to be unsatisfactory and a
presumptive time period was in fact established for federal pros-
ecutions at 18 U.S.C.A. §3161.

Article 1, Section 9 of the Pennsylvania Constitution provides:
“In all criminal prosecutions the accused hath a right to … a speedy
public trial…” Prior to Klopfer v. North Carolina, supra, it was
held only to provide for release from custody in the case of a de-
layed trial. Cf. Commonwealth v. Clark, 439 Pa. 192, 266 A.2d.
741 (1970).

Thereafter, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court followed the lead
of the United States Supreme Court in the analysis of speedy
trial issues until 1972 when the Court broke with United States
Supreme Court jurisprudence in Commonwealth v. Hamilton,
449 Pa. 297, 297 A.2d. 127 (1772). After analyzing the defendant’s
rights using the Barker, balancing test, the Pennsylvania Su-
preme Court turned to Article 1 Section 9 of the Pennsylvania
Constitution. The Court held that the “two-term” rule (19 P.S.
§781) was inadequate to protect the defendant’s rights to a speedy
trial. The Court further found that the balancing test of Barker
v. Wingo, supra, was also inadequate. Noting that the United
States Supreme Court in Barker had indicated favorably the
ability of State Courts to establish presumptive time periods and
that many states had done so, the Court referred the matter to
the Criminal Procedure Rules Committee. Thereafter, the Su-
preme Court promulgated the Rule.3 Commonwealth v. Whitaker,
467 Pa. 436, 359 A.2d 174 (1976).

It is important to note the distinction between a dismissal of
a complaint by the judicial authority and the withdrawal of a
complaint by the prosecutor. A dismissal involves action by the
judicial branch, while a withdrawal involves action by the ex-
ecutive branch. At the heart of this distinction is the constitu-
tional concept of separation of powers. The issue is whether or
not the prosecutor can, by executive action, amend a Rule of
Criminal Procedure. There is no question that had the original
charges been dismissed by the judiciary, the time period for the
Rule would start with the filing of the second complaint. Com-
monwealth v. Gehman, 381 Pa.Super. 244, 553 A.2d 447 (1989).
It is necessary for judicial action to amend a judicial rule. In this
matter see also Commonwealth v. Brennan, 264 Pa.Super. 206,
399 A.2d 739 (1979).

The Commonwealth relies on Commonwealth v. Whiting, 509
Pa. 20, 500 A.2d 806 (1985), for its proposition that the time
period for the Rule began to run with the filing of the second
complaint. In Whiting, the district magistrate granted the
Commonwealth’s motion for a dismissal of the charges at the
preliminary hearing. The Commonwealth filed a second com-
plaint almost a year later. The Whiting Court calculated the
time period from the date the second complaint was filed. The
determination in Whiting is inapplicable here, because Whit-
ing involved a dismissal, which is judicial action, not a with-
draw, which is executive action.

The instant case is similar to Commonwealth v. Sires, 284
Pa.Super. 50, 424 A.2d 1386 (1981), wherein the arresting officer
withdrew the charges against the defendant and filed identical
charges five months later. The Sires Court determined that the
prosecution did not satisfy the two-prong test established in Com-
monwealth v. Mumich, 239 Pa.Super. 209, 361 A.2d 359 (1976).
The two-prong test permits the time period to start with the later
complaint if (1) the first complaint was properly dismissed by a
competent magisterial or judicial authority who committed no
error in doing so; and (2) the record does not reveal evidence of a
prosecution attempt to circumvent the Rule. Because the charges
were withdrawn by the prosecution, not dismissed by an impar-
tial tribunal, the Sires Court determined that the run date would
start with the filing of the first complaint. The Superior Court
recognized that without mandatory judicial review, the door would
be wide open for the prosecution to manipulate complaints to
avoid the time constraints of the Rule. Furthermore, the Sires

Court found that the only possible reason for not seeking judi-
cial review was prosecutorial convenience, which it viewed as an
attempt by the prosecution to circumvent the Rule.

Similarly, in the instant case, the record reveals a prosecu-
tion attempt to circumvent the Rule by withdrawing the com-
plaint after it had been unprepared to proceed on three separate
listings of the preliminary hearing, where each of the
Commonwealth’s postponements were vigorously objected to by
the defendant, and then filing the exact same complaint only
days later.

This Court is most concerned by the Commonwealth’s cava-
lier attitude towards the Rules of Criminal Procedure and its
lack of due diligence at bringing the defendant to trial. The com-
plaint was filed on January 16, 2001, and yet the defendant was
not arrested and arraigned until February 5, 2001, despite his
being incarcerated at SCI-Camp Hill at the time the complaint
was filed. At no time during the tortured journey of this matter
did the Commonwealth seek to, or for that matter, comply with
the requirements of Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Procedure
540(E)(1). The second complaint was not filed in compliance with
Pa. Rule of Criminal Procedure 544. Allegheny County Court Rule
300.12-8 was violated as the formal arraignment occurred on
September 26, 2001, rather than 40 days after the case was held
for court. The Rules of Criminal Procedure are not mere sugges-
tions. They represent the legitimate exercise of constitutional
power by the judicial branch of government. They cannot be ig-
nored or circumvented by the Executive branch any more than
the constitutional actions of the executive branch can be ignored
or circumvented by the judicial branch.

The record is devoid of any explanation as to why the Com-
monwealth was unable to commence trial within 365 days from
filing the first complaint. A trial date was set prior to the running
of the 365 days and there is no showing that, if requested, this
matter could have been set for trial prior to January 16, 2002.

Dismissal of the criminal information is the only possible rem-
edy for deprivation of the right to speedy trial. Commonwealth v.
Whitaker, supra, 467 Pa. 436, 359 A.2d 174. For the reasons stated
herein, this Court properly dismissed the charges against the
defendant.

BY THE COURT
/s/Nauhaus, J.

1 Rule 544(A) of the Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure
states the procedure for reinstituting charges following withdraw
or dismissal of the charges as follows: “When charges are dis-
missed or withdrawn at, or prior to, a preliminary hearing, the
attorney for the Commonwealth may reinstitute the charges by
approving, in writing, the refilling of a complaint with the issu-
ing authority who dismissed or permitted the withdrawal of the
charges.”

2 The Sixth Amendment of the United States Constitution states:
“In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to
a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and
district wherein the crime shall have been committed, which dis-
trict shall have been previously ascertained by law, …

Article 1, Section 9 of the Pennsylvania Constitution states:
“In all criminal prosecutions the accused hath a right to be heard
by himself and his counsel, to demand the nature and cause of
the accusation against him to be confronted with the witnesses
against him. To have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses
in his favor, and, in prosecutions by indictment or information, a
speedy public trial by an impartial jury of the vicinage;…

3 The Original Rule 1100 provided that trials for complaints filed
on or before June 30, 1974, must commence within 270 days after
the complaint was filed. Trials for complaints filed after June 30,
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1974 were required to commence within 180 days after the com-
plaint was filed. The Original Rule also permitted the Common-
wealth to petition the Court to extend the time for commence-
ment of trial. The Rule was amended on December 31, 1987,
deleting the provisions that permitted the Commonwealth to
petition the Court to extend the time for commencement of trial,
and increasing the time limit to 365 days for defendants who
were not incarcerated. The current Rule does not permit the
Commonwealth to petition the Court to extend the time for com-
mencement of trial.

Ross Blaner and Dorothy Blaner v.
IDEC Pharmaceuticals Corp., Inc.,
Genentech, Inc., Dawson Lim, M.D.,

The Monongahela Valley Hospital, Inc.,
McKesson HBOC, Inc., David Miller, M.D.,

Nalini G. Rao, M.D. and
Paul Ruschak, M.D.

Expert Testimony—Pa.R.C.P. 4003.6—Physician-Patient
Relationship—Duty of Loyalty

1. Where physician never met plaintiff; was not part of the
treatment team; had no relationship with plaintiff ’s treatment;
did not review plaintiff ’s medical records during the time he was
discussing plaintiff ’s case with plaintiff ’s treating physician; did
not charge for making his expertise available and did not make
any decisions regarding plaintiff ’s treatment, there was no phy-
sician-patient relationship.

2. There is no confidential relationship between physician and
patient in the absence of a physician-patient relationship, and
physician owes no duty of loyalty to patient in such a circumstance.

3. It would be contrary to public interest to impose obligations
on physicians who voluntarily give opinions to a treating physi-
cian who continues to assume responsibility for the patient’s care.

4. Pa.R.C.P. 4003.6 was not intended to cover the situation in
which a physician is voluntarily giving advice to a treating physi-
cian for the purpose of assisting the treating physician in making
decisions regarding the diagnosis and treatment of a patient.

5. Physician who voluntarily furnished advice to treating
physician regarding the diagnosis and treatment of the plaintiff
was not himself a treating physician, and could, therefore, fur-
nish expert testimony on behalf of defendants concerning the
cause of plaintiff ’s disease.

(Laura A. Meaden)

Kelli J. Kleeb for Plaintiff.
Kerry A. Kearney for Genentech, Inc. and IDEC Pharmaceuti-
cals Corp., Inc.
Marian Patchen Schleppy for Dawson Lim, M.D.
Charles C. Keller for The Monongahela Valley Hospital, Inc.
Roy E. Leonard for McKesson HBOC, Inc.
James R. Hartline for Nalini G. Rao, M.D.
Damon J. Faldowski for Paul J. Ruschak, M.D.

No. GD 00-21994. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Wettick, J., March 28, 2002—The subject of this Opinion and
Order of Court is a motion filed by defendant-manufacturers seek-
ing a ruling that a physician whom the manufacturers retained
(Grant Anhalt, M.D.) may furnish expert testimony in these pro-
ceedings. Dr. Anhalt is a nationally recognized expert in the field
of PNP.1 It is Dr. Anhalt’s practice to respond, without compen-
sation, to inquiries of physicians located throughout the country
treating patients who may be suffering from PNP. In the present
case, a treating physician of plaintiff-husband (“plaintiff”), dur-
ing the diagnosis and treatment of plaintiff, had two telephone
conversations with Dr. Anhalt. It is the position of plaintiffs that
Dr. Anhalt cannot offer expert testimony on behalf of the defen-
dant-manufacturers in this litigation because of his involvement
in plaintiff ’s treatment.

According to the allegations in plaintiffs’ second amended
complaint, plaintiff was being treated for chronic lymphocytic
leukemia. On December 18, 1999, a physician (defendant Dr.
Lim) administered the drug Rituxan. Plaintiff suffered an adverse
and/or allergic reaction and developed a severe rash. On three
additional occasions between November 24, 1999 and December
9, 1999, the same physician administered additional doses of
Rituxan and plaintiff suffered worsening adverse and/or allergic
reactions.

Between January and May 2000, plaintiff was seen by three
physicians (defendants Miller, Ruschak, and Rao) for his skin
rash. These physicians did not diagnose or treat plaintiff for PNP,
the condition from which plaintiff was suffering. In July 2000,
the condition was properly diagnosed by another doctor.

In this lawsuit, plaintiffs raise claims based on negligent medi-
cal care against treating physicians and a hospital, and claims
against the manufacturing defendants (Genentech and IDEC
Pharmaceuticals) based on allegations that Rituxan caused the
PNP.2 In this lawsuit, plaintiffs have not sued the physician who
contacted Dr. Anhalt.

It is the position of Genentech and IDEC Pharmaceuticals
that Rituxan did not cause plaintiff ’s PNP. These defendants wish
to offer Dr. Anhalt as an expert in support of this position. Dr.
Anhalt will testify that plaintiff ’s exposure to Rituxan is not the
cause of the PNP because the development of an autoimmune
disease is a slow process.

At his October 9, 2001 deposition, Dr. Anhalt offered the fol-
lowing testimony: He is a physician in the Dermatology Depart-
ment of Johns Hopkins University, School of Medicine. He was
the first author on the publication that initially identified PNP as
a unique syndrome. He has authored between 50 and 75 articles
relating to PNP. He has accumulated data on more than 150 cases
over the last eleven years. He has the most experience in the world
with this disease.

He is constantly contacted by physicians seeking assistance
with patients who may have PNP. In the fall of 2000, he talked,
on one or two occasions, to a treating physician from Pittsburgh
with whom he had no relationship (Dr. Earle) about a patient
with PNP. He advised the treating physician that the disease
sounded like PNP and that the physician should send serum from
the patient to Dr. Anhalt’s lab so the treating physician could
confirm that it was PNP.3

The discussion between Dr. Anhalt and the Pittsburgh physi-
cian included treatment. Dr. Anhalt suggested the current regi-
men that was used at that time which was Prednisone,
Cyclosporine, and Cytoxan/Oxytocin (T. 18, 96).

In late January 2001, Dr. Anhalt was hired by Genentech as
a consultant. On January 29, 2001, Dr. Anhalt entered into a
written agreement with Genentech to review all serious, skin-
related adverse events suffered by patients taking Rituxan. On
February 16, 2001, he initially met with Genentech officials at a
site visit. He reviewed twenty cases identified by number; these
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were cases in which there were reports of significant skin reac-
tions. The twenty cases included plaintiff ’s case.

For these twenty cases, Dr. Anhalt was not provided with a
name or other identifying data. Dr. Anhalt issued a report dated
March 8, 2001 in which he concluded that patient MCN095644
suffered from PNP and that his condition was not drug-related.
Plaintiff is patient MCN095644. Dr. Anhalt’s report states that
PNP occurs “as a slowly evolving complex of symptoms” (D00102);
that PNP occurs primarily in the presence of a known neoplasm
(tumor) (D00101); and that PNP “is an inherent risk due to the
underlying malignancy, not to any therapy applied” (D00104).

In his deposition, Dr. Anhalt stated that the common denomi-
nator in the 150 PNP cases he has considered in the past eleven
years is that a malignancy has been present for a long time before
the patient develops PNP. It is not plausible that a short exposure
to a drug could induce an autoimmune disease. Autoimmunity is
not something that happens with a short term exposure to any-
thing (T. 27-29). This testimony, that Rituxan could not have been
a triggering mechanism for plaintiff ’s PNP because of the short
time between the exposure and the manifestation of the PNP, is
the subject of defendant-manufacturers’ motion.

While there are no Pennsylvania appellate court cases address-
ing the issue of whether a physician who voluntarily furnishes
advice to a treating physician regarding the diagnosis and treat-
ment of the treating physician’s patient should also be character-
ized as a treating physician, cases in other jurisdictions hold
that there is no physician-patient relationship. In these other
jurisdictions, the issue arises primarily in the medical malprac-
tice context. In almost all cases, the courts dismiss medical mal-
practice actions against the physician who rendered assistance
to the treating physician on the ground that the law does not
impose a duty of care where a physician has not assumed respon-
sibility for the care of the patient. These cases are relevant to the
present motion because a court that is not imposing a duty of care
would not impose duties of confidentiality or loyalty.4

Plaintiffs rely on Pa.R.C.P. No. 4003.6, governing discovery
of treating physicians, and case law construing this rule in sup-
port of their position that Dr. Anhalt cannot testify as an expert
for any parties whom plaintiffs have sued.

Rule 4003.6 reads as follows:

Rule 4003.6. Discovery of Treating Physician
Information may be obtained from the treating physi-
cian of a party only upon written consent of that party
or through a method of discovery authorized by this
chapter. This rule shall not prevent an attorney from
obtaining information from

(1) the attorney’s client,

(2) an employee of the attorney’s client, or

(3) an ostensible employee of the attorney’s client.

In Marek v. Ketyer, 733 A.2d 1268 (Pa.Super. 1999), the Court
ruled that a treating physician for the plaintiff may not testify
as an expert for a defendant because of the privacy interest un-
derlying the physician-patient relationship and the physician’s
duty of loyalty to the patient.

Defendants are not contesting the principle that the treating
physician for a plaintiff should not be permitted to testify as a
defense expert without the plaintiff ’s consent.5 It is defendants’
position that Dr. Anhalt should not be characterized as a treat-
ing physician. I agree.

Dr. Anhalt never met plaintiff; he was not part of the treat-
ment team; he had no relationship with plaintiff ’s treatment team;
he did not review the plaintiff ’s medical records during the time
he was discussing plaintiff ’s case with plaintiff ’s treating physi-
cian; he did not charge for making his expertise available; and he

did not make any decisions regarding plaintiff ’s treatment. There
was no confidential relationship between plaintiff and Dr. Anhalt
because of the absence of a physician-patient relationship.

Also, Dr. Anhalt did not owe plaintiff any duty of loyalty. He
never assumed any responsibility to protect plaintiff ’s interests
vis-a-vis the interests of other persons. He was simply a volun-
teer making his expertise available to a physician in connection
with that physician’s treatment of the patient.

In Irvin v. Smith, 31 P.3d 934 (Kan. 2001), the treating physi-
cian made a telephone call to obtain “a neurological consult” from
Dr. Gilmartin, a child neurologist. This was a lengthy telephone
call in which the physicians engaged in a detailed conversation
about the condition, care, and treatment of the child. The treating
physician telephoned Dr. Gilmartin because of his experience and
expertise as a pediatric neurologist. Dr. Gilmartin testified that
as a result of the conversation he had a complete picture of the
child’s presentation and had jointly developed, with the treating
physician, a plan for evaluation of the child. In addition, he agreed
to see the child the next day, to carry out a formal consultation,
and to assist in conducting a diagnostic test.

Before Dr. Gilmartin assumed responsibility for the patient,
the patient’s condition deteriorated. The child’s parents brought
a malpractice action against several physicians including Dr.
Gilmartin based on allegations that the child’s symptoms had
indicated an impeding shunt malfunction requiring immediate
action.

The Supreme Court of Kansas upheld the ruling of the trial
court granting Dr. Gilmartin’s motion for summary judgment on
the ground that he did not owe a duty to the child because there
was no physician-patient relationship. The Court characterized
the conversation between Dr. Gilmartin and the other physician
as a type of telephone conversation that “takes place on a fre-
quent basis in the medical profession and is vital to the treat-
ment of patients.” Id. at 943. The Court, citing case law of other
jurisdictions, stated that:

Courts have used great caution when responding to
requests that they recognize legal duties within this
medically important but legally ambiguous world of the
curbside consultation. Indeed, the published decisions
are unanimous in agreeing that extension of the phy-
sician-patient relationship to include this type of in-
formal consultation would be contrary to public policy.
“Imposition of liability under these circumstances
would not be prophylactic but instead counter-produc-
tive by stifling efforts and improving medical knowl-
edge.” Id. (citations omitted).

In Schrader v. Kohout, 522 S.E.2d 19 (Ga. Ct. App. 1999), a
patient with a history of psychological problems brought a mal-
practice action against a psychologist with whom the patient’s
treating psychologist had consulted. The trial court denied the
consulting psychologist’s motion for summary judgment. The
Court of Appeals reversed.

In that case, the plaintiff began treatment with the treating
psychologist in 1990. A short time later, the treating psychologist
began consulting with the defendant psychologist concerning the
patient’s care because of the defendant’s expertise in dissociative
disorders. The consultations began in May 1991 and ended in
December 1995. The defendant met with the treating psycholo-
gist individually during the first four consultations and the
remainder were group consultations that included approximately
five other psychotherapists. Treatment options were discussed
extensively during the sessions which occurred bimonthly and
lasted two hours. The treating psychologist paid a fee to the
defendant for the consultation. However, the fee was paid person-
ally by the treating psychologist and there was no evidence show-
ing that the patient was charged for the defendant’s services.
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The Court ruled that this was not a physician-patient rela-
tionship because the defendant never assumed any control over
the care of the patient.

In Reynolds v. Decatur Memorial Hospital, 660 N.E.2d 235
(Ill. App. Ct. 1996), the minor plaintiff was brought to the emer-
gency room and a treating pediatrician telephoned Dr. Fulbright
at his home. She described the child’s conditions. At the end of
the conversation, Dr. Fulbright suggested a spinal tap. Approxi-
mately an hour later, the pediatrician performed the spinal tap.
The patient and his parents sued the hospital, other physicians,
and Dr. Fulbright based on an incorrect diagnosis. The plaintiffs’
expert opined that Dr. Fulbright failed to meet the generally
accepted standards of practice in the medical community by
his failure to examine the child and the records before making
a recommendation and by failing to follow through after being
consulted.

The trial court granted summary judgment in favor of Dr.
Fulbright. The appellate court affirmed. It stated that a physi-
cian-patient relationship which imposes obligations on the phy-
sician can only arise where the physician assumes responsibility
for the patient. In this case, Dr. Fulbright did nothing other than
answer an inquiry from a colleague. He was not contacted again;
he did not charge a fee; and he never directed the actions of the
pediatrician or other persons treating the child. The Court, cit-
ing the case law of five other jurisdictions, stated that: “A doctor
who gives an informal opinion at the request of a treating physi-
cian does not owe a duty of care to the patient whose case was
discussed.” Id. at 239 (citations omitted).

The Court followed this case law because it concluded that it
would be contrary to the public interest to impose obligations on
physicians who voluntarily give opinions to the treating physi-
cian who continues to assume responsibility for the patient’s care:

Plaintiffs suggest that what needs to be done is to find
a physician-patient relationship to result from every
such conversation. The consequence of such a rule
would be significant. It would have a chilling effect upon
practice of medicine. It would stifle communication,
education and professional association, all to the det-
riment of the patient. The likely effect in adopting
plaintiff ’s argument also would be that such informal
conferences would no longer occur. To reiterate, this
would inhibit the exchange of information and exper-
tise among physicians and would not benefit the medi-
cal profession or persons seeking treatment. Id. at 240
(citations omitted).

In Hill v. Kokosky, 463 N.W.2d 265 (Mich. Ct. App. 1990), the
trial court entered summary judgment in favor of two physicians
with whom the patient’s obstetrician had discussed the case.
Neither physician had met with the patient, examined her, or
reviewed her chart. They gave opinions based on the case his-
tory that the treating physician related to them.

The court of appeals affirmed the ruling of the trial court.
The Court stated that while this was an issue of first impression
in this state, other jurisdictions that had considered this ques-
tion concluded that in the absence of a referral, formal consulta-
tion or some other contractual relationship, no physician-patient
relationship arises. In this case, the plaintiff had neither em-
ployed the defendants nor sought the defendants’ medical advice
for treatment. The medical opinions were furnished to the treat-
ing physician as a colleague and not indirectly to the plaintiff as
a patient. The opinions of the defendants did not constitute a
prescribed course of treatment but were recommendations to be
accepted or rejected by the treating physician as he saw fit. “We
do not believe that this limited and remote connection to the
case can be equated with ‘treatment,’ however, any more than
the author of a medical treatise or article which Dr. Hole might

have consulted could be considered to have ‘treated’ plaintiffs.”
Id. at 267.

The Court agreed with the conclusion reached in other cases
that:

The extension of a potential malpractice liability to
doctors with whom a treating physician has merely
conferred, without more, would unacceptably inhibit
the exchange of information and expertise amongst
physicians. This would benefit neither those seeking
medical attention nor the medical profession. Under
these circumstances, we decline to apply the duty of
care which plaintiffs urge. Id. at 268.

The case law distinguishes between the consulted physician
who has no relationship with the consulting physician and the
consulted physician who has a contractual relationship with the
consulting physician or the hospital employing the consulting
physician.

Consider Corbet v. McKinney, 980 S.W.2d 166 (Mo. Ct. App.
1998), where the Court ruled that a specialist whom a treating
physician contacted cannot be sued for medical malpractice:

    In contrast, where the consulted physician merely
undertakes to advise the patient’s treating physician,
has no explicit contractual obligation to the patient,
treating physician, or treating hospital to provide care,
and does not take actions which indicate knowing con-
sent to treat a patient who has sought that treatment,
such as by examining, diagnosing, treating, prescribing
treatment for, or charging the patient, no relationship
and no duty of care arises. Accordingly, courts which have
been asked to determine the existence of a physician-
patient relationship in factual situations similar to the
one before us have found none. Id. at 170.

Compare McKinney v. Schlatter, 692 N.E.2d 1045 (Ohio Ct.
App. 1997), where the Court ruled that a physician-patient rela-
tionship existed between the patient and on-call cardiologist
under the following circumstances:

    We therefore hold, and in doing so are mindful that
we are elaborating in the field of medical malprac-
tice, that a physician-patient relationship can exist
by implication between an emergency room patient
and an on-call physician who is consulted by the
patient’s physician but who has never met, spoken
with, or consulted the patient when the on-call physi-
cian (1) participates in the diagnosis of the patient’s
condition, (2) participates in or prescribes a course of
treatment for the patient, and (3) owes a duty to the
hospital, staff or patient for whose benefit he is on
call. Once an on-call physician who has a duty to the
hospital, its staff, or patients is contacted for the ben-
efit of an emergency room patient, and a discussion
takes place between the patient’s physician and the
on-call physician regarding the patient’s symptoms,
a possible diagnosis and course of treatment, a physi-
cian-patient relationship exists between the patient
and the on-call physician. Id. at 1050.

Plaintiffs contend that this case is governed by Marek v. Ketyer,
supra. In Marek, the plaintiff sought a new trial on the ground
that a treating physician (Dr. Beerman) had communicated ex
parte with defense counsel and testified as a defense expert as to
liability without the plaintiff ’s consent in violation of Rule 4003.6.
The issue that the Court addressed was whether Dr. Beerman
was a treating physician.
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The minor plaintiff had been seen by Dr. Ketyer who referred
the child to Children’s Hospital for testing and treatment. An
echocardiogram was taken and reviewed by Dr. Beerman. He
was a member of the cardiology team that was treating the child
and he communicated his impressions about the results of the
test and the information it provided to other members of the team.
The malpractice lawsuit did not question the quality of the ser-
vices that Dr. Beerman rendered.

The defendants contend that Dr. Beerman was no more than
an impersonal reader of the echocardiogram who should not be
characterized as a “treating physician” under Rule 4003.6 be-
cause he never spoke with the parents nor recommended any
medication or therapy. The Superior Court disagreed; it ruled
that he must be considered a treating physician because he re-
viewed the infant’s echocardiogram and communicated with
members of the cardiology team about its results in connection
with the child’s care. He billed the plaintiffs for his services and
was paid. He rendered his services in the treatment of a child in
an effort to see to her recovery.

Marek is readily distinguishable from the present case. In
the present case, Dr. Anhalt was not a member of the team that
was treating the child and he did not bill for his services. He
simply provided advice and assistance to the treating physician
which that physician could follow or not. Dr. Anhalt assumed no
responsibility for the treatment of plaintiff.

CONCLUSION

The record includes a memo to Dr. Anhalt from the Pittsburgh
dermatologist who initially diagnosed plaintiff with PNP thank-
ing Dr. Anhalt for his assistance:

We “in the hinterlands” really appreciate having phone
access to someone not only so knowledgeable about a
particular subject, but willing to share his expertise in
the interest of patient care. Thank you very much.
(GA00092).

Courts should not make rulings that will discourage this
practice. When I consider the factors set forth in Pa.R.C.P. No.
127, I conclude that Rule 4003.6 was not intended to cover the
situation in which a physician is voluntarily giving advice to a
treating physician for the purpose of assisting the treating phy-
sician in making decisions regarding the diagnosis and treat-
ment of a patient.

ORDER OF COURT

On this 28th day of March, 2002, it is ORDERED that Rule
4003.6 does not preclude defendants from using Dr. Anhalt as an
expert witness in these proceedings.

BY THE COURT
Wettick, J.

1 PNP is an abbreviation for paraneoplastic pemphigus which is
an autoimmune disease affecting the skin.

2 Genentech manufactures Rituxan.

3 Johns Hopkins is the only place where a serum test may be
done for diagnostic purposes. The serum test confirmed that plain-
tiff has PNP.

4 Under 42 Pa.C.S. §5929, a physician may not disclose any in-
formation “which he acquired in attending the patient in a pro-
fessional capacity, and which was necessary to enable him to act
in that capacity.”

5 A defendant may call a plaintiff ’s treating physician as a fact
witness provided that there has been no ex parte communication
between the defendant or the defendant’s counsel and the treat-
ing physician. In the present case, defendants’ representatives
have had ex parte communications with Dr. Anhalt and defen-
dants seek to call Dr. Anhalt as an expert witness.

Selective Software, Inc. v.
Ronald R. Chufo and Bridget M. Chufo
and P.B.C. Group Corporation, t/d/b/a

Fit America of Pittsburgh

Motions for Post-Trial Relief—Motion to Mold Verdict—
Hearsay—Statements Against Interest

1. In breach of contract action for non-payment for installa-
tion of computer system, Plaintiff prevailed because Defendants
failed to prove material defects in Plaintiff ’s performance and
Defendants were not credible.

2. It is well-settled that matters of credibility are not review-
able on appeal so long as the trial court’s factual findings are
supported by competent evidence.

3. Under the Pennsylvania Rules of Evidence the exception
to the hearsay rule for statements against interest is only appli-
cable when the declarant is “unavailable” as defined in Pa. R.E.
804(a).

4. The Court excluded witness’s testimony concerning con-
versation she overheard because two of the declarants were not
parties to the action and were not employees who could make
statements against the interest of the plaintiff.

(Laura A. Meaden)

Jeffrey A. Hutton for Plaintiff.
Jeffrey B. Balicki for Defendants.

AR 00-0957. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Introduction
Friedman, J., April 2, 2002—Defendant P.B.C. Group Corpo-

ration, t/d/b/a Fit America of Pittsburgh (hereinafter, Defendant)
has appealed from a portion of this Court’s Order dated Decem-
ber 27, 2001, in which we denied Motions for Post-Trial Relief
filed by both Defendants and Plaintiff and granted Plaintiff ’s
Motion to Mold the Verdict. Defendant has not appealed the por-
tion of the Order molding the verdict to add the attorneys fee
amount, nor has Plaintiff appealed the portion of the Order that
applies to it.

The facts of this case were set forth in the Memorandum in
Support of Verdict dated April 11, 2001. That Memorandum is
substantially re-stated herein.

Factual Background
Plaintiff is a computer consulting company. Defendant oper-

ated a health supplement business pursuant to a franchise agree-
ment with a third party, often referred to as “Corporate Fit
America” to distinguish it from the shortened form of its name
used by Defendants, Fit America. The exact relationship among
the defendants was a fact in dispute, so they were referred to
collectively as the Defendants in the Memorandum in Support of
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Verdict and will frequently be so designated herein.1

Defendants first hired Plaintiff to assist them with their ex-
isting accounting system pursuant to a March 1999 Agreement
(Plaintiff ’s Exhibit 136), which was referred to by all parties as
the Hourly Agreement. It was understood that the terms of that
hourly agreement also applied to a portion of the second contract
between the parties, which was entered into on May 24, 1999,
and was for a new computer inventory system. It was the second
contract that was central to the instant dispute.

The parties had widely divergent positions regarding what
Plaintiff was to provide under the May 24, 1999 contract. How-
ever, many other aspects of the case were undisputed. The mate-
rial facts which the Court found to be true are listed below.

1. All parties agreed that the Defendants needed a computer
system that would work with the Defendants’ existing account-
ing system and would permit a single manual entry of a variety
of data, at each of Defendants’ fifteen stores, to be sufficient to
enable the transfer of that data into the computer systems at
Defendants’ main office, without the need to re-enter the data
again manually. This is known as a Point of Sale system.

2. Defendants’ existing accounting system used software made
by RealWorld. As part of a review of Defendants’ system by Jen-
nifer Randolph after she became their Controller in December
1998, she called RealWorld to get the names of computer con-
sultants who had a number of people certified by RealWorld for
that accounting software. RealWorld referred her to the Plaintiff
for assistance with the existing accounting software.

3. While Plaintiff ’s principal, Gary Walkowski, was visiting
Defendants’ office at sometime between March 29, 1999 and May
20, 1999, he noticed a document Ms. Randolph had been looking
at dated October 18, 1998 (Defendant Ex. 1). This was a notice
from the Franchisor, Corporate Fit America, to Defendants, its
Franchisees, regarding its intention to require all franchisees to
have a point of sale computer entry system. The Franchisor had
also indicated it would provide such a system free of charge to its
franchisees. Mr. Chufo did not want to use the Franchisors sys-
tem. (Defendants had not complied with the Franchisors dead-
lines regarding the 1st quarter of 1999, but this is not a source of
the instant dispute in any way.) Mr. Walkowski told Ms. Randolph
and Defendant Ronald R. Chufo, her boss, that his company could
set up a point of sale system as described in the notice from the
Franchisor.

4. One of Mr. Chufo’s reservations about using the free pro-
gram that the Franchisor proposed to provide was that it would
give the Franchisor (and possibly other franchisees) access to
Defendants’ confidential customer lists. Mr. Chufo testified that
these were a highly valuable asset of Defendants’ business and
he did not want anyone else to have access to the names of his
customers.

5. Mr. Walkowski informed the Defendants that RealWorld
was just releasing new software for Point of Sale systems. (The
Court finds that the evidence does not support Defendants’ con-
tention that the software was still in “beta testing,” which is a
pre-release stage before software is officially put on the market.)
Mr. Walkowski and Defendants also discussed an existing Point
of Sale system put out by Counterpoint as well as a Point of Sale
system put out by Synchronics.

6. On May 20, 1999, Robert Johnson, from RealWorld, gave a
demonstration of how its Point of Sale software would work. The
demonstration was done on Mr. Johnson’s laptop computer in
the offices of the Defendants, with Mr. Walkowski, Ms. Randolph,
“Tammy,” “Ilene,” and Mr. Chufo also present. Mr. Johnson dem-
onstrated the new program by showing different screens for the
various kinds of transactions he said the software would be able
to perform.

7. Defendants and the Plaintiff decided to go with the
RealWorld Point of Sale system after this demonstration. Plain-
tiff prepared four proposals for hardware and software which
Mr. Walkowski and the Defendants reviewed on May 24, 1999.
Defendants accepted three of the four proposals, Plaintiff ’s Ex.
112, 113, and 115. Defendants did not accept the fourth proposal,
Plaintiff Ex. 114, which everyone agrees related to a Citrix server.
(Defendants say that they rejected the Citrix because Mr.
Walkowski recommended against it; Plaintiff says they rejected
it because the related expense of a constantly open high speed
DSL line was too high given Defendants’ relatively low level of
need for immediately updated data, which was not on a par with,
for example, 911 systems. On this point the Court believes the
Plaintiff. Defendants’ witnesses are not credible, inter alia, be-
cause they seemed, by the time of trial, to be under the incorrect
impression that a dedicated dial-up ordinary telephone line was
identical to the DSL line necessary for high speed instantaneous
Internet transmission. They therefore appear to have remem-
bered the events of May 1999 differently than they must actu-
ally have occurred, given all the other credible evidence in the
case.)

8. RealWorld was recommended by Plaintiff and chosen by
Defendants because Defendants were satisfied with the
RealWorld accounting system that they already had and because
the RealWorld Point of Sale system was expected to be state of
the art.

9. Plaintiff had filled in “A.S.A.P.” as the deadline set by De-
fendants in accepting the proposals and Defendants agree they
could have changed that entry but did not. Ms. Randolph, who
had main responsibility for the system specifications, says she
understood A.S.A.P. to mean about 6 weeks. Mr. Chufo left virtu-
ally all of the details of dealing with Plaintiff to Ms. Randolph.
Ms. Randolph signed the three proposals accepted by Defendants.
Mrs. Chufo had virtually nothing to do with handling the ac-
counting or inventory problems of the business, even though she
was said to be the expert in the subject matter of the business,
health and fitness. The Court believes that whatever hopes De-
fendants had regarding a completion date were not communicated
to Plaintiff as being material to the contract until November 30,
1999, the day Defendants terminated the contract.

10. It was hoped by the parties that all the hardware and
software would be in Plaintiff ’s hands within 6 weeks, with in-
stallation to proceed in an orderly fashion thereafter, although
no final “up and running” date had been expressly promised by
the Plaintiff nor demanded by Defendants. Defendants contend
that the 6 weeks period was the deadline for the system to be
fully operational, but the written proposals and the credible tes-
timony do not support this.

11. In the last half of June, the parties realized there were
some problems with the software availability and installation,
especially with regard to the remote access module that was ex-
pected to be part of the RealWorld package.

12. Defendants were kept apprised of the status of the Point
of Sale software, receiving updates from RealWorld employees,
Karen Wainwright and Estee Crawford, at different times. Most
of the day-to-day communication between Plaintiff and Defen-
dants was via Barry Bernazzoli and Ms. Randolph.

13. A demonstration of the system was scheduled for October
5, 1999, but was delayed for several hours and then effectively
cancelled, because of problems with a computer board of some sort.

14. The parties have different versions of what this and later
demonstrations were to have shown, with Plaintiff suggesting
they were not intended to be of the final system in operation,
and Defendants contending that they thought it was the final
operational system that was to be shown. The Court believes
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Plaintiff on this issue because Defendants’ position includes the
contention that all the prior data of the business, now being stored
on Defendants’ ACT system, was to have been transferred to the
new system as of the October 5, 1999 demo date. Ms. Randolph
and Mr. Chufo tried to convey their surprise that this hadn’t been
done as of October 5, 1999 or the two later demonstrations, yet
Ms. Randolph stated in a writing dated August 26, 1999, Plain-
tiff Ex. 90, that she understood that such input of existing data
was Defendants’ responsibility. The Court therefore does not find
credible Defendants’ “surprise” that it hadn’t been done as of the
dates of the demonstrations by the Plaintiff. This lack of cred-
ibility regarding data input along with the other circumstances
of the case leads the Court also to disbelieve the Defendants’
contention that the October 5, 1999 demonstration as well as the
two later demonstrations in November were to be of the produc-
tion-ready, up and running system.

15. After the second demonstration, held on November 8, 1999,
Ms. Randolph met with Barry Bernazzoli and other employees
of Plaintiff, and drafted a Punch List based on the post-demon-
stration meeting. Plaintiff Ex. 91. The Punch List does not refer
to any dissatisfaction with the remote accessing being done by
“pc Anywhere” software rather than by RealWorld’s own module
as originally planned.

16. On November 18, 1999, Ms. Randolph prepared a letter,
which Mr. Chufo signed, to Kurt Mueffelmann of RealWorld. They
did not cc the Plaintiff. The letter does not refer to any dissatisfac-
tion with the remote access aspect of the system. Plaintiff Ex. 95.

17. Ms. Randolph testified that after the November 23, 1999
demonstration of the system, there were three items still out-
standing.

18. Sometime between November 24 and November 30, 1999,
Ms. Randolph orally informed Barry Bernazzoli that Defendants
wanted to terminate the contract, return the hardware and soft-
ware and get their deposit money back. On November 30, 1999,
Ms. Randolph sent a formal written notice to that effect to
Walkowski, president of the Plaintiff.

19. Defendants have not used the system since writing the
November 30, 1999 letter, except that Ms. Randolph tried to do
something on it after the test of the system by Defendants’ expert
on March 12, 2001.

20. The system was properly stored and had not been signifi-
cantly damaged while in Defendants’ custody.

21. The very fact that Defendants needed a consultant for
assistance, first with their existing RealWorld accounting sys-
tem and later with the instant Point of Sale system, shows that
they knew computers and software are not yet as easy to get up
and running as other goods (such as a bike or a toaster or a
stereo system).

22. There was no promise by Plaintiff as to a “drop dead” date.
Defendants’ conduct directed at Plaintiff (rather than Mr. Chufo’s
private thoughts or his talks with Ms. Randolph) suggests that
the bugs would be worked out at the North Hills store. The date
Defendants appeared to expect full production-ready status for
all their stores was 1-1-00.

23. Based on all the credible evidence, the Court found that
Defendants ordered remote access polling, not instantaneous data
transfer.

24. The use of pc Anywhere rather than RealWorld’s own re-

mote access polling module is not a defect at all, much less a
material one.

25. The other defects, according to Defendants’ own expert,
were easily correctable had Defendants not prematurely rejected
Plaintiff ’s work just as it was virtually completed.

26. Defendants acted at their peril when they attempted to
reject the system on November 30, 1999. Their own expert stated
that most of the defects that Defendants were bothered by were
not material ones. The only material defect he found, lack of in-
stantaneous Internet data transmission, was never part of the
contract.

27. While Defendants’ actions are somewhat understandable
on a human level, given their limited understanding of com-
puters, their employee, Jennifer Randolph, who did understand
computers, was not so much perturbed herself (as shown by the
tone of her few written communications to Plaintiff) as she was
compelled to reject the system on November 30, 1999 by Mr.
Chufo’s relatively uninformed dissatisfaction with the speed of
the set-up.

Issues on Appeal
In their Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal (here-

inafter, Statement), Defendants assert that the Court “erred as
a matter of law and/or abused its discretion” when it made the
following findings:

1) “the use of pc Anywhere rather than the original
remote access module was not a material defect or
breach of contract,”

2) “the instantaneous internet data transmission was
not a part of the party’s contract,”

3) “defendant failed to communicate a completion date
as being material until November 30, 1999,”

4) “defendant failed to allow plaintiff a reasonable op-
portunity to cure the system defects,”

5) “it was defendant’s responsibility to convert data
from the act [sic] database to the system,”

6) “the November demonstrations of the system were
not intended to be of the production-ready, up and run-
ning system,”

7) “following the November 23, 1999 demonstration of
the system that defendant only identified three items
still outstanding that needed to be corrected with the
system.”

Defendant also complains, in item 8, that the court erred in “sus-
taining plaintiff ’s hearsay objection to the testimony of Susan
O’Leary, a former employee of plaintiff, as to discussions she heard
of plaintiff ’s key employees.”

According to cases interpreting Pa. R.A.P. 1925(b), any issues
not included in an appellant’s Statement of Matters Complained
of on Appeal are deemed waived for purposes of appellate re-
view. McKeeman v. Corestates Bank, 751 A.2d 655 (Pa. Super.
2000).

Discussion
With regard to items 1 through 7 in their Statement, Defen-

dants basically contend that the Court should have made differ-
ent factual findings and should have believed Defendants’ version
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of events. There is no merit to this contention. It is well-settled
that matters of credibility are not reviewable on appeal so long as
the trial court’s factual findings are supported by competent evi-
dence. See, for example, Triffin v. Dillabough, 552 Pa. 550, 716
A.2d 605 (1998) and Porter v. Kalas, 409 Pa. Super. 159, 597 A.2d
709 (1991). The findings referred to in items 1 through 7 above
are amply supported by the evidence.

The legal issues presented at trial were whether Defendants
properly rejected the Plaintiff ’s work for non-conformance to the
contract or whether Defendants should have given Plaintiff more
time to correct the few remaining deficiencies in the system.

As to the factual findings Defendant complains of in items
1, 2, and 7 of its Statement of Matters, Defendants’ own expert,
Dr. Saul, testified that most of the problems he observed in the
system as it was on March 12, 2001 (and as it presumably was
on November 30, 1999) were minor and correctable. The only
problem Dr. Saul said represented a major and irreparable
defect relates to the lack of real-time, instantaneous, data trans-
fer between the stores (the remote locations) and the Defendants’
main office (the hub). Dr. Saul said the items proposed by Plain-
tiff could not provide this capability. However, he also testified
that a Citrix server would have provided such a capability.2 The
Defendants had decided not to contract for a Citrix server. (See
Finding of Fact number 7, above.) The Defendants had decided
not to opt for the instantaneous data input a Citrix server would
provide because of the high cost of dedicated DSL lines, kept
open all the time. As a result of this decision by Defendants,
Plaintiff never promised instantaneous transfer. Under the three
proposals which Defendants accepted, Plaintiff promised remote
access polling only, which required only a dial-up connection.

In particular, on the issue of instantaneous transfer, the
Court found that Plaintiff ’s Rebuttal witness, John Ingraham,
Jr., was very credible and clearly explained why a dial-up con-
nection over ordinary phone lines with a 56k modem (the fast-
est ordinary lines can go, it is believed) could not do real time,
instantaneous, transfer of files without shutting down the store’s
business operations during the transfer of data. He explained
that a dedicated high speed DSL line involves no transfer of
files; rather, the data goes from the remote location directly to
the main computer at the hub. Defendants always testified about
the transfer of files or the transfer of data. They clearly neither
understood nor expected nor were led to believe that the data
would go directly into their main computer the instant it was
inputted. Furthermore, the expense of 15 continuously open DSL
lines seemed to be something that Defendants would have re-
jected, given their general cost-consciousness. In other words,
Defendants’ description of the way they expected data to go from
the stores to their main office was not consistent with the way
instantaneous data transmission in fact occurs.

In summary, the only material “defect” with the system Plain-
tiff provided was the lack of instantaneous input which was never
part of the contract at issue, having been rejected by Defendants
as unnecessary and too costly.

As to the issues related to time for Plaintiff ’s completion of
its performance (items 3-6), the record is clear that no date cer-
tain was agreed to; the record is also clear that any completion
date Defendants may have hoped for was not communicated to
Plaintiff nor made part of the contract.

As to Item 8 in Defendants’ Statement of Matters, the witness
referred to, Susan O’Leary, had been the secretary at Selective
Software.3 After preliminary questions, counsel for Defendants
asked her the following question: “Did Mr. Bernazzoli ever tell
you about problems with the installation?” Counsel for Plaintiff
objected on the ground that it was hearsay, and the Court sus-
tained the objection, ruling that the exception for statements
against interest did not apply. No further foundation was laid nor
was any alternate exception argued. The objection was properly
sustained.

Counsel for Defendants then asked about discussions Ms.
O’Leary had with Robin Cousins, a technician employed by Plain-
tiff. The same objection was made and no alternate exception to
the hearsay rule was raised. The objection regarding statements
by Ms. Cousins was properly sustained.

Lastly, counsel for Defendants asked Ms. O’Leary if she ever
overheard “Mr. Walkowski discussing the status of the PBC
Group, Point of Sale office [sic] for installations.” The same hear-
say objection was raised and counsel for Defendants explained
his question by saying “Your Honor, I just asked her if she had
impressions.” No exception to the hearsay rule was raised.

In summary, as to Item 8, no valid exception to the hearsay
rule was raised during the testimony of Susan O’Leary. Counsel
for Defendants argued that the testimony should be admitted
based on the exception to the hearsay rule for statements against
interest, which is set forth in Pennsylvania Rule of Evidence
804(b)(3). This exception, along with the others listed in Rule
804 are only applicable when the declarant is “unavailable” as
defined in 804(a). The Court, however, did not focus on unavail-
ability but based its rulings at the time on the fact that two of
the declarants the witnesses overheard were not parties to the
action and were not employees who could make statements
against the interest of Plaintiff. As to statements of the third
declarant, Mr. Walkowski, the owner and an officer of Plaintiff
and therefore a person whose statements could be imputable to
Plaintiff, Defendants did not argue, for example, that the hear-
say statement was, in his case, a statement against interest. They
did not argue that it would impeach any part of his testimony on
behalf of Plaintiff. They did not argue any other basis that might
apply to whatever statements Ms. O’Leary heard Mr. Walkowski
make. They only argued that they were “just” asking about “im-
pressions.”

As to the other declarants, there was also no contention that
any had testified to a lack of memory or met any of the other
standards of “unavailability” set forth in 804(a). Robin Cousins,
did not testify at trial, but there was no showing by Defendants
that she was unavailable.

We properly sustained the objections to portions of Ms.
O’Leary’s testimony. Furthermore, even if the rulings com-
plained of in Item 8 were somehow erroneous, the exclusion of
more testimony regarding the “problems” with the system is
harmless error at worst, given that there was little dispute about
the existence of problems with the system. (It should be kept in
mind that the chief issue for trial and on appeal is whether
Defendants had given Plaintiff a sufficient opportunity to com-
plete its performance of the contract, including the correction
of the remaining problems which Defendants own expert con-
sidered minor and easily correctable.)

Conclusion
The issues raised by Defendants in their Statement of Mat-

ters Complained of on Appeal are without merit. This Court’s
Order denying their Motion for Post-Trial Relief and granting
Plaintiff ’s Motion to Mold the Verdict should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Friedman, J.

1 The Court found that there was no basis for a verdict against
the individual defendants Mr. and Mrs. Chufo. Plaintiff has not
appealed this decision.

2 Transcript of proceedings of 3-16-01, pp. 95-96.

3 The portion of Ms. O’Leary’s testimony relevant to the rulings
now complained of is found in the transcript dated March 16,
2001, pp. 54-62.
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Watchtower Bible and Tract Society
of New York, Inc., et al. v.
Village of Stratton, et al.

Canvassing—First Amendment—Private Property

The United States Supreme Court struck down an ordinance
that prohibited canvassing without first obtaining a permit. The
Supreme Court balanced the legitimate interests of the village
in preventing fraud and crime and protecting the privacy of its
residents with First Amendment rights of free speech. The court
held that the ordinance was overbroad in the amount of speech
that it restricted and was not tailored to achieve the specific in-
terest set forth by the village.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 00-1737. In the United States Supreme Court.
Stevens, J., June 17, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Dennis G. Davis

“Bottle Club”—Liquor Control Board

The Pennsylvania Superior Court considered criminal charges
against the operator of a “bottle club.”  Dennis Davis (defendant)
operated a business known as Club X-Treme in Indiana. Initially,
defendant operated Club X-Treme as an under-21 dance club and
did not serve alcohol. However, business began to lag when it
became known that one of his employees was eavesdropping on
clientele and tipping off local police to the location of underage
drinking parties.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-759. In the Pennsylvania Superior Court.
Cercone, J., May 23, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Mark Bowden and Linn Washington, Jr.

First Amendment—Pennsylvania Shield Law—Subpoenas

In an opinion by Judge Olszewski, the Pennsylvania Superior
Court held that the commonwealth overcame two reporters’ quali-
fied First Amendment privilege as to notes from an interview with
a criminal defendant by satisfying the following three elements:
(1) exhausted attempts to obtain the information from other
sources; (2) the information sought is material, relevant, and nec-
essary; and (3) the information sought is crucial to its case.

(Jason Miller)

Nos. 01-150, 01-294. In the Pennsylvania Superior Court.
Olszewski, J., May 29, 2002.

Thomas F. Wagner, individually
and trading as Blue Bell Gulf v.

Erie Insurance Company

Insurance Policy—Storage Tank—Gasoline Line Leak

The Honorable Ford Elliot delivered the opinion of the Su-
preme Court of Pennsylvania in a case that resulted from cross-
motions of summary judgment. The appellee, Thomas Wagner,
individually and trading as Blue Bell Gulf, filed a complaint in
declaratory judgment against Erie Insurance Company to deter-
mine his rights under two policies of insurance he, the owner,
purchased from them, the insurer. At the trial court level, the
owner’s motion for summary judgment was granted and the
insurer ’s motion was denied.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 01-1158. In the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.
Ford Elliot, J., May 22, 2002.

Rhoda Dibble, et al. v.
Penn State Geisinger Clinic, Inc., et al.

Incentive Compensation—Confidential Information—Insurance

The Pennsylvania Superior Court recently held that certain
documents produced in discovery by a HMO, relating to matters
such as incentive compensation offered to physicians, were con-
fidential information that could be shielded from use outside of
the litigation in which they were produced. The plaintiff sued on
behalf of the estate of a deceased patient (decedent). In 1987,
decedent became eligible for Medicare. In 1990, the decedent
purchased “wrap around” supplemental insurance from the de-
fendant HMO. This coverage was intended to supplement the
“traditional” Medicare “fee for service” coverage, which was the
primary payor for medical treatment.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-275. In the Pennsylvania Superior Court.
Cavanaugh, J., May 16, 2002.
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North Hills School District v.
Board of Property Assessment, Appeals,

Review and Registry

Appeal of Decision of Board of Property Assessment Appeals,
Review and Registry—Local Agency Law—Second Class
Assessment Law—General County Assessment Law—Standing
to Appeal—Failure to Appear

1. Although Local Agency Law confers standing to appeal deci-
sions of the Board of Property Assessment, Appeals, Review and
Registry only on those who were in attendance at the Board hear-
ing, rules and regulations promulgated by the Board pursuant to
the Second Class County Assessment Law at 72 P.S. §5452.11 limit
the right to appeal of an appellant who fails to appear but do not
limit the right to appeal of an appellee who fails to appear.

2. Where conflict exists between Local Agency Law and as-
sessment law, assessment law controls.

3. Taxing bodies have an absolute right to appeal decisions of
the Board of Property Assessment, Appeals, Review and Regis-
try even if they did not appear before the Board.

4. Public policy favors an assessment system whereby taxing
bodies can monitor the relative values assessed to properties that
affect their tax base without the necessity of expending scarce
resources by attending each and every assessment hearing at all
levels of the hearing process.

(Carol L. Rosen)

Michael J. Witherel for North Hills School District.
Jon Hogue for Franklin Square, L.P.
Anthony Giglio for Moon Area School District.

Nos. BV 01-2601 and BV 02-507. In the Court of Common Pleas
of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

James, J., April 2, 2002—Franklin Square, L.P. is the owner of
real property located in Moon Township, Allegheny County, Penn-
sylvania. In 2001, the property was assessed at a fair market value
of $3,186,100.00. The taxpayer appealed the 2001 assessment to
the Board of Property Assessment, Appeals and Review of Allegh-
eny County. After a hearing, the fair market value of the property
was reduced to $810,000.00. Moon Area School District did not
appear or participate at the Board hearing. Moon Area School
District filed a timely Petition for Appeal with the Court of Com-
mon Pleas. The taxpayer filed Preliminary Objections in the
Nature of a Motion to Quash the Appeal.

Franklin Square L.P. also owns real property in Ross Town-
ship, Allegheny County. In 2001, this property was assessed at a
fair market value of $1,095,200.00. The taxpayer appealed the
2001 assessment to the Board of Property Assessment, Appeals
and Review of Allegheny County. After a hearing on October 11,
2001, the fair market value of the Ross Township property was
reduced to $860,800.00. North Hills School District did not ap-
pear or participate at the Board hearing. North Hills School Dis-
trict filed a timely Petition for Appeal with the Court of Common
Pleas. The taxpayer filed Preliminary Objections in the nature
of a Motion to Quash the Appeal or a Demurrer.

These two appeals were consolidated for argument since they
involve identical issues of law. The taxpayer argues that the Local
Agency Law, at 2 Pa.C.S. §§101 and 751, et seq., confers standing
to appeal Board decisions only on those who were in attendance at
the Board hearing. The taxing bodies argue that they have an

unqualified right to file a de novo appeal from the Board’s decision
pursuant to the Second Class County Assessment Law and the
General County Assessment Law.

The General County Assessment Law, 72 P.S. §5020-520 states
that:

The corporate authorities of any county, city, borough,
town, township, school district or poor district, which
may feel aggrieved by any assessment of any property
or other subject of taxation for its corporate purposes,
shall have the right to appeal therefrom in the same
manner, subject to the same procedure, and with like
effect as if such appeal were taken by a taxable with
respect to its property.

The General County Assessment Law also provides at 72 P.S.
§5020-518.1 that:

(a) Any owner of real estate or taxable property in this
Commonwealth, who may feel aggrieved by the last or
any further assessment or valuation of his real estate
or taxable property, may appeal from the decision of
the…Board of Property Assessment, Appeal and Review,
in counties of the second class, as the case may be to the
Court….

The Second Class County Assessment Law at 72 P.S. §5452.11
states in relevant part that: “The board shall adopt rules and
regulations governing the right to and the holding of appeals,
and the practice and procedures thereat.” Pursuant to this sec-
tion, the Board has adopted appropriate rules. Although Rule V,
Section 2 limits the right to appeal of an appellant who fails to
appear, it does not limit the right to appeal by an appellee who
fails to appear. Rule V, Section 2 provides:

An Appeal will be dismissed when the appellant fails
to appear for the hearing even if the other parties to
the appeal are present. The dismissal will result in no
change in the assessed value and no decision rendered
by the Board. No appeal to the Court of Common Pleas
can be taken from an appeal that has been dismissed.

NOTE: If both property owner and a taxing jurisdic-
tion have filed appeals, a dismissal of the appeal of one
party does not constitute a dismissal of the other.

The Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania has held that
where a conflict exists between Local Agency Law and Assess-
ment Law, the Assessment Law controls. Wellsboro Area School
District v. Tioga County Board for the Assessment and Revision
of Taxes, 651 A.2d 592, 594 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1994). See also Appeal
from the Decision of the Board of Property Assessment, Appeals,
Review and Registry, Regarding Pittsburgh International Air-
port Tax Exemptions, 148 PLJ 63, 64.

In Lincoln Philadelphia Realty Associates I v. Board of Revi-
sion of Taxes, 758 A.2d 1178 (Pa. 2000), the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court held that the failure of the City of Philadelphia to attend
any hearings before that Board did not preclude the city from rais-
ing issues on appeal. The court noted that:

Finally, in the law governing assessments in second
class A and third class counties, the General Assembly
has expressly envisioned a system that does not require
municipal authorities to participate in the proceedings
before local boards in order to preserve the right of
appeal. While it would certainly be preferable if the
legislature had made its intentions similarly clear with
respect to the first class county, the cited statutory pro-
vision indicates that, at a minimum, such a system does
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not offend the legislature’s understanding of the require-
ments for a proper assessment appeal.

Id. at 1188.

At the Board where the taxpayer is the appellant, the taxing
bodies are by necessity the appellees. Since the Board does not
limit the appellee’s right to appeal, the taxing bodies have an
absolute right to appeal even if they fail to appear at the Board
hearing. Reading the above statutes and the Board’s rule together
leads to the conclusion that the taxing bodies can appeal in the
instant cases even though they did not appear before the Board.

Public policy favors an assessment system whereby public
taxing authorities can monitor the relative values assessed to
properties that affect their tax base without the necessity of
expending scarce resources by attending each and every assess-
ment hearing at all levels of the hearing process. For the above
reasons the Preliminary Objections are overruled.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 4th day of April, 2002, the Preliminary Ob-
jections of the property owner are overruled and the Motions to
Quash are denied.

BY THE COURT
/s/James, J.

Hassan N. Farah and
Georgette Farah, his wife, v.

George Vassilaros, an individual,
and Niko Contracting, Inc.

Choice of Law—Significant Contacts—Situs of the Accident—
Workers’ Compensation—Scope of Employment

1. Where an employee is a passenger in a vehicle driven by a
co-worker and owned by the employee’s Pennsylvania employer,
and the employee is injured in an automobile accident in Ohio
while en route to overnight accommodations near the job site
but not yet “on the clock,” Ohio law permits worker’s compensa-
tion and bars action for personal injury against the employer
and co-worker because accident is considered to have occurred
within the employee’s scope of employment.

2. Under the same facts, Pennsylvania law bars workers’ com-
pensation action and permits action for personal injury against
the employer and co-worker because the accident is not consid-
ered to have occurred within the employee’s scope of employment.

3. When faced with a “choice of law” issue, Pennsylvania will
apply Pennsylvania “choice of law” jurisprudence.

4. Pursuant to Davish v. Gidley, 611 A.2d 1307 (Pa.Super. Ct.
1992), employee is deemed to have chosen to apply Ohio law for
purposes of determining whether or not to permit employee’s
personal injury action when the employee elected to collect
worker’s compensation benefits under Ohio law.

(Carol L. Rosen)

Monte J. Rabner for Plaintiffs.
Charles Falk for Defendant.
No. GD 98-08411. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Lucchino, J., April 5, 2002—Plaintiffs/Appellants Hassan N.
Farah and Georgette Farah appeal from this Court’s December
20, 2001 order denying their Motion to Remove Nonsuit.

FACTS

In November 1996, Plaintiff Hassan N. Farah (“Farah”), while
a passenger in a pick-up truck driven by Defendant/Appellee
George Vassilaros (“Vassilaros”), was injured in a single-vehicle
accident. At the time, both Farah and Vassilaros were employed
by Defendant/Appellee Niko Contracting, Inc. (“Niko”) and were
traveling in a company-owned vehicle on their way to a job site
located in Ohio (although they were not “on the clock” at the
time of the accident). The accident occurred in Ohio on a Sunday
as the men were traveling to overnight accommodations near
the job site so that they would be at work promptly at the start of
their shift at 7 a.m. the next morning. Niko’s principal place of
business was in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, and both Farah
and Vassilaros lived in Pennsylvania.

As a result of this accident, Farah filed for and (after an initial
denial) was granted workers’ compensation benefits from the state
of Ohio on the basis that his injuries arose out of his employment.
Farah also filed for workers’ compensation in Pennsylvania, but
those benefits were denied twice: first, because Farah already was
receiving benefits in Ohio and, second, because, under Pennsylva-
nia law, Farah was found not to have been injured in the course
and scope of his employment. In September 2000, the state of Ohio
terminated Farah’s workers’ compensation benefits in accordance
with applicable guidelines.

STATEMENT OF MATTERS COMPLAINED OF ON APPEAL

Plaintiffs complain of the following:

1. The Trial Court erred in granting a non-suit in favor
of the Defendants and against the Plaintiffs.

2. The Trial Court erred in not granting Plaintiffs’
Motion to Remove Non-Suit entered in this matter
as to both Defendants.

3. The Trial Court erred in failing to grant Plaintiffs’
Motion to Remove Non-Suit as to Defendant George
Vassilarios [sic] as Plaintiff Hassan N. Farah’s re-
ceipt of Workers’ Compensation Benefits in Ohio
would not bar his action against Defendant
Vassilarios [sic] nor can the same be used to estab-
lish that Defendant Vassilarios [sic] was an employee
acting in the scope of his employment at the time
the automobile accident in this matter occurred.

4. The Trial Court erred in its application of the “sig-
nificant contacts” test to resolve the conflict of law
question existing between Ohio and Pennsylvania
to determine the viability of Plaintiffs’ action against
the Defendants.

5. The Trial Court erred in applying Ohio law to deter-
mine Plaintiffs’ ability to maintain their action filed
against the Defendants in Pennsylvania.

6. The Trial Court erred in finding that either Ohio
Law or Pennsylvania Law would preclude the Plain-
tiffs from maintaining their action against Defen-
dant Vassilarios.

7. The Trial Court erred in finding that Plaintiff ’s re-
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ceipt of Workers’ Compensation Benefits in Ohio
preclude the Plaintiffs from proceeding with a tort
action against the Defendants where both claims
arose from the same factual basis.

DISCUSSION

This Court granted Defendants’ Motion for Nonsuit because,
under Ohio law, an employee who has received workers’ compen-
sation benefits as a result of an accident occurring in the course
of his employment1 generally is precluded from recovering for
those injuries from the employee’s employer or coworkers. See
Ohio R. C. §§4123.74, 4123. 741.2 It is this application of Ohio
law to the facts of this case of which Farah principally complains
on appeal. Farah contends that Ohio law should not have con-
trolled in this case and, in the alternative, that if Ohio law did
control, that it did not preclude his recovery.

As an initial matter, this Court determined that Ohio, not
Pennsylvania, law applied.3 When faced with a choice of law is-
sue, a Pennsylvania court must turn first to Pennsylvania’s choice
of law jurisprudence. Under Pennsylvania law, the jurisdiction
having “more interest in the problem and which is more inti-
mately concerned with the outcome, is the forum whose law
should apply.” Davish v. Gidley, 611 A.2d 1307, 1309 (Pa.Super.
Ct. 1992). This rule, known as the most significant contacts rule,
has as its paramount consideration “an analysis of the extent to
which one state rather than another has demonstrated, by reason
of its policies and their connection and relevance to the matter in
dispute, a priority of interest in the application of its rule of law.”
Id. (quoting McSwain v. McSwain, 215 A.2d 677, 682 (Pa. 1966)).

In Davish, a New Jersey insurer sought to intervene to assert
a statutory right of subrogation as set forth in New Jersey’s
Workers’ Compensation Act. However, the trial court concluded
that Pennsylvania law controlled and that Pennsylvania’s Motor
Vehicle Financial Responsibility Law prohibited subrogation of
workers’ compensation benefits from a claimant’s tort recovery.
On appeal, the Superior Court held that New Jersey law applied,
reversed the trial court and allowed the insurer to intervene and
assert the subrogation claim.

Much as in this case, there were facts in Davish that sup-
ported application of Pennsylvania law as well as that of the
foreign jurisdiction. However, one factor in particular swayed
the court in Davish: that the appellee had received workers’
compensation benefits in the foreign jurisdiction. “Significantly,
appellee made his own choice of law when he elected to collect
workers’ compensation benefits under New Jersey law.” 611 A.2d
at 1310 (emphasis added). None of the other factors overrode
this significant fact.

Similarly, in this case, Farah elected to and did receive work-
ers’ compensation benefits from the state of Ohio. As in Davish,
Farah made his choice of law when he sought and received those
benefits.4 None of the other factors that might militate in favor
of Pennsylvania as the forum whose law should apply are nearly
as significant: e.g., the parties’ residency in Pennsylvania and
the interest of this Commonwealth in seeing that one of its citi-
zens is fully compensated for an injury. In fact, the situs of the
accident in Ohio, while not dispositive, is an additional factor
favoring the application of Ohio law. Because Ohio law, as set
forth above, bars Farah’s suit, this Court refused to remove the
nonsuit.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Court’s December 20, 2001
Order should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Lucchino, J.

1 The Court accepted, on the basis of collateral estoppel, the de-
termination of the workers’ compensation judge in Ohio that
Farah’s injury was sustained in the course of his employment.
See Scott v. City of East Cleveland, 476 N.E.2d 710, 711-12 (Ohio
App. Ct. 1984) (“Having applied for and received a final admin-
istrative decision that her injury resulted [in the course and scope
of her employment], plaintiff is collaterally estopped from
relitigating that issue.”)

2 Under Ohio R.C. §4123.741, “nothing more is required of the
employee seeking immunity [with respect to establishing course
of employment] … than is required of the injured employee in
obtaining compensation coverage.” Donnelly v. Herron, 727
N.E.2d 882, 885 (Ohio 2000). Based on the evidence Plaintiffs
presented at trial, Farah and Vassilaros were traveling together
in the same vehicle for the same purpose at the time of the acci-
dent. Moreover, Farah, for purposes of this action, was acting in
the course of his employment at the time of the accident. Thus,
under Donnelly, this Court properly concluded that “nothing
more” was required to establish that Vassilaros was acting in
the course of his employment at the time of the accident and was
entitled to the immunity granted by §4123.741.

3 For purposes of this analysis, the Court assumes that, unlike
Ohio law, Pennsylvania law would not bar Farah’s action because
his injuries were found not to be compensable under the Penn-
sylvania Workers’ Compensation Act. Of course, if the Pennsyl-
vania statute also barred Farah’s claim, then the choice of law
issue is irrelevant.

4 Farah chose to seek and receive Ohio workers’ compensation
benefits and even appealed a denial of those benefits (which ini-
tial denial was on the basis that his injuries were not sustained
within the course of employment) that, if allowed to stand, would
have meant that Farah would not be barred from recovering in a
civil action.

Upon This Rock Construction, Inc. v.
County of Allegheny

Contract Law—Condition Precedent—Waiver—Burden of Proof

1. Where, pursuant to contract, Plaintiff was entitled to pay-
ment for extras only if it first filed exceptions to County’s “final
estimate and board approval” within 10 days of receiving the
said “final estimate and board approval,” Plaintiff ’s failure to
prove that it filed the exceptions constituted a failure to prove
that it fulfilled a condition precedent, and entitled the County to
a compulsory nonsuit.

2. Fact that Plaintiff did not receive a form entitled “Final
Estimate and Board Approval” is not dispositive, where Plaintiff
failed to prove that a form with such a caption ever existed, and
where Plaintiff admitted in its case that it received a document
that fit the description of a final estimate and board approval,
even though it was not captioned “Final Estimate and Board
Approval.”

3. Even if the issue is presented as a waiver, for which the
County bears the burden of proof, the County met this burden to
prove that the Plaintiff waived its claim for the payment for ex-
tras by failing to file exceptions to the “final estimate and board
approval.” The Plaintiff entered the evidence proving waiver in
its own case by showing that it received a document that fit the
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description of a final estimate and board approval, but did not
file exceptions to it.

(Carol L. Rosen)

Stuart J. Moskovitz for Plaintiff.
Howard M. Louik for Defendant.
No. GD 97-1968. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Friedman, J., April 9, 2002
INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff has appealed from this Court’s Order dated Decem-
ber 20, 2001, in which we denied its Motion for Post-Trial Relief.
Plaintiff also appeals from the earlier Order dated May 4, 2001,
in which we granted Defendant’s Motion for Nonsuit at the close
of Plaintiff ’s evidence at trial. Both Orders address the same
issue, the lack of sufficient evidence to support Plaintiff ’s con-
tract claim.

The case involves a dispute between Plaintiff, a construction
contractor, and Defendant, County of Allegheny (hereinafter,
“County”), which had contracted with Plaintiff for the construc-
tion of a bridge and related work. In its Complaint, Plaintiff al-
leged that lack of access to the construction site, design errors,
and design changes, all caused by the County, resulted in Plaintiff
being unable to meet the specified schedule, and in Plaintiff in-
curring additional material, labor, and equipment costs. The in-
stant action involves Plaintiff ’s claim for most of those additional
costs (hereinafter, collectively referred to as “extras”). The basic
contract price, plus a certain amount of extras, has been paid and
is not in dispute.

A jury trial was held before the undersigned commencing May
1, 2001. On May 4, 2001, at the conclusion of Plaintiff ’s case, the
County moved for a Compulsory Nonsuit in its favor, which was
granted. Plaintiff filed a Motion for Post-Trial Relief, which we
denied, resulting in the instant appeal.

ISSUE RAISED ON APPEAL
In its Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal, Plain-

tiff raises four instances of error, in essence claiming that “the
contractual language referred to by the County on which the court
relied relates to the issue of waiver, an affirmative defense on
which the defendant has the burden of proof and [which defen-
dant] did not allege,” and that the Court improperly “constru[ed]
a notice requirement that was clearly referred to in the contract
as a waiver, as a condition precedent instead, when waiver was
never pleaded, and when that condition precedent defense itself
was waived by defendant.”

DISCUSSION
We discussed our reasons for granting the Compulsory Non-

suit, and the specific issues of burden of proof and condition prece-
dent, in our Memorandum in Support of Order dated December
20, 2001. That Memorandum is substantially restated below.

1. PLAINTIFF DID NOT PROVE ITS COMPLIANCE WITH
THE CONDITION PRECEDENT.

Plaintiff contends that it did not have to prove that it met all
the conditions precedent that are set forth in the Contract at
issue because the County’s Answer to the Complaint specified
only one such condition as being unmet. However, it is axiomatic
that the Plaintiff has the burden of proving each and every ele-
ment of its claim against the County. Plaintiff must prove all the
material terms of the Contract (which it did). Plaintiff must prove
that it performed the work due under the Contract (which it did).
Plaintiff must also prove that it fulfilled all conditions precedent
to payment for the extras. Plaintiff erroneously regarded this

last element as a matter of defense and failed to adduce evidence
of compliance. As a consequence, this Court was compelled to
grant the County’s Motion for a Compulsory Nonsuit.

It is undisputed that, pursuant to the Contract, Plaintiff was
entitled to payment for extras only if it first filed exceptions to
the County’s “final estimate and board approval” within a 10-
day period. Therefore, one of the material elements of Plaintiff ’s
claim for extras is evidence that it filed timely exceptions to the
“final estimate and board approval.” Plaintiff ’s position on ap-
peal is that there was no “final estimate and board approval”
sent to it so the 10-day period was never triggered. However,
Plaintiff only proved that it did not get a form from the County
entitled “Final Estimate and Board Approval,” ignoring the fact
that no such form is described in the Contract. Rather, the Con-
tract substitutes “the words ‘Final Estimate and Board Approval”’
for other words that are in a PennDot document, “Final Settle-
ment Certificate.” See Manual 408, Plaintiff Exhibit P-2, page
89, which had been made part of the Contract at issue. There
was no evidence that PennDot’s Certificate is a “form” and, even
if we assume it is, there was still no evidence that a County form
titled as Plaintiff contends even existed.

Rather, Plaintiff itself introduced an exhibit (P-36) that ap-
pears to be a “final estimate” and a “Board approval.” Plaintiff
neglected to adduce evidence of the date it received Exhibit P-
36. However, there was evidence that Plaintiff did receive it and
regarded it as only dealing with quantities of material, despite
the fact that the document itself refers to many final items. The
document appears to have been filed on February 6, 1996 and
appears to have been approved on February 22, 1996. It states
explicitly on the third page of the exhibit that the “final cost for
this contract is $1,743,853.73.”

By not proving when this item was sent or received, Plaintiff
failed to prove when its written exceptions (Manual 408,
§110.08(c)(1)) were to have been made. Since there is a 10-day
period for this action by Plaintiff, after which the exceptions are
deemed waived, this element of Plaintiff ’s claim is crucial to its
case in chief. Even taking all the evidence in a light most favor-
able to it, Plaintiff failed to prove that it fulfilled this condition
precedent. It did not meet its burden of proof of compliance with
the 10-day period for informing the County, via filing the excep-
tions, of its instant claim for extras.

In other words, it is not enough for Plaintiff merely to deny
receipt of something that may or may not exist. Plaintiff ’s own
evidence shows that it received a document that fits the descrip-
tion, if not the alleged but unproven title, of the document that
the Contract says triggers the condition precedent to Plaintiff ’s
right to pursue additional payment. Plaintiff waived its right to
the instant claim for additional payment either by not filing the
appropriate exceptions within 10 days of February 22, 1996, or
by not proving in its case in chief that a different form did exist
and was not used, or that the Board approval was a different
date than appears on the form, or that some other date applies
based on the date of Plaintiff ’s receipt of the pertinent part of
Exhibit P-36.

Plaintiff, who had the burden, chose to rely on its non-receipt
of a kind of form whose existence it did not prove, and also failed
to prove why the exhibit that appeared to be a final estimate and
a Board approval, which would trigger Plaintiff ’s duty to file ex-
ceptions, was in fact not such a thing at all.

2. ASSUMING THAT THE CONDITION AT ISSUE RELATES
TO THE DEFENSE OF WAIVER, PLAINTIFF ITSELF PROVED
THE PURPORTED DEFENSE.

It must also be noted that Plaintiff ’s contention that the
question is one of waiver rather than of a condition precedent
is without merit. The contract required that Plaintiff notify the
County within 10 days if Plaintiff disagreed with the amount
the County said was the final cost of the contract. Since this
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10-day time frame for disagreement as to the final cost was
part of the contract, it is an element the Plaintiff had to prove
it complied with. Instead, Plaintiff proved that it did not com-
ply with it.

Even if the issue is viewed as one of waiver for which the
County might have the burden of proof, in this case the proof of
the waiver (for failure to file timely exceptions) was presented in
Plaintiff ’s case. There was no need for the Court to require the
County to adduce that evidence, when Plaintiff had already pre-
sented it in Plaintiff ’s own case. Once that evidence was avail-
able, it was proper to consider it.

CONCLUSION
In its own case, Plaintiff proved it had no viable claim for

additional payment. Plaintiff proved it did not comply with the
10-day period for filing exceptions to the County’s “final estimate”
and “Board approval” (Exhibit P-36). Whether this is regarded
as failure to prove a condition precedent (as the Court viewed it
at trial) or as a waiver (as Plaintiff argues), Plaintiff proved it
did not object to the “final cost for this contract” within 10 days
as measured from any point on or about February 22, 1996. Since
Plaintiff proved its own non-compliance with the 10-day period
for exceptions, and the consequent waiver of its right to claim
payment for extras, there was no need for the Court to require
the County to defend.

The nonsuit was properly granted and the post-verdict motion
asking that the nonsuit be lifted was properly denied.

BY THE COURT
/s/Friedman, J.

Tom Clark Chevrolet, Inc. v.
Board of Property Assessment,

Appeals and Review

Assessment of Fair Market Value of Business Property

1. The fair market value of real estate on which a car dealer-
ship is located should be determined by assessing local factors
such as flooding problems and the fact that the property is located
in an economically depressed area.

2. Income approach to real estate evaluation whereby rental
values of the property are used for evaluation purposes applies
to investment property only, where the property is purchased
for the purpose of renting it to others. Car dealerships are gen-
erally located on property owned by the dealership or its prin-
cipal, and no rent is typically generated, thereby making rental
income not a particularly reliable way to determine value. The
correct income to use is the fair rental value that the real es-
tate would command, not the income to the business that is on
the real estate.

(M. Elizabeth Williams)

Ronald Zera for School District of McKeesport.
Mark F. Haak for Tom Clark Chevrolet.
Falco A. Muscante for City of McKeesport.
Robert Reith for County of Allegheny.

No. GD 99-22270. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF VERDICT

Friedman, J., April 10, 2002—The instant case came before

the Court as a nonjury trial, ordered by the Administrative
Judge of Civil Division, upon the recommendation of the spe-
cial masters originally assigned to hear Plaintiff ’s assessment
appeal. The central issue is whether or not the assessed value
of certain real estate owned by Tom Clark Chevrolet (hereinaf-
ter, Plaintiff), as determined by the Board of Property Assess-
ment Appeals and Review (hereinafter, the Board), was also, as
the parties agree it should have been, based on the property’s
fair market value. The Board’s position was defended by the
three taxing bodies directly affected, the City and School Dis-
trict of McKeesport and the County of Allegheny (hereinafter,
Defendants).

The Plaintiff ’s evidence regarding fair market value consisted
of the testimony of three witnesses, the Plaintiff ’s sole owner,
Tom Clark, one of its employees, Timothy Seale, and an expert
in real estate appraisals, William Rielly, Jr. The Defendants pre-
sented no evidence, resting instead on the legal presumption of
the accuracy of the County tax blotter and contending that Plain-
tiff did not rebut that presumption.

After full consideration of all the evidence and the arguments
of counsel, the Court concludes that the presumption of accu-
racy was clearly rebutted and, further, determines that the fair
market value of the subject property is no more than $565,000
for each of the years at issue, 1999-2002. It is believed that the
parties were content to have one value suffice for all four tax
years, although if this understanding is incorrect, the Court is
prepared, based on the evidence available to it, to make addi-
tional calculations for each tax year.

The testimony of Mr. Clark, the majority owner and an officer
of Plaintiff, clearly established that a drainage canal across the
road from the subject real estate began flooding the property in
1996, six or seven years after he purchased it, and continues to
do so on a regular basis, causing extensive damage and making
insurance difficult to obtain.1 Mr. Clark and Mr. Seale’s testi-
mony is credible and uncontroverted. The Court finds that, until
the flooding problem is corrected, an eventuality that is not on
the horizon, Plaintiff will be unable to sell its real estate for
enough even to recover its investment in the land and building.
Whatever the fair market value of the real estate would be with-
out the flooding and in a more prosperous area, it has been
severely reduced by those conditions at least since 1996.

The report of the Plaintiff ’s expert is extremely thorough and
his testimony was highly credible. The Defendants presented two
flawed arguments in support of the presumption of validity upon
which they rely: first, the School District argued that the value
of the Plaintiff ’s business is the measure of the fair market value
of the land, and used the taxable earnings of the business as a
basis for its calculations; second, the City argued that the unad-
justed sale prices of similar land in other parts of the County
were comparable even though the undisputed evidence showed
that those parcels were in much more prosperous and expensive
areas, while the subject parcel is in an area of values that are
depressed if not in fact distressed. The County itself took no po-
sition beyond adopting the arguments of the City and School
District.

As to the School District’s position, it is clearly mistaken to
say that the income approach to real estate evaluation, which
starts with the rental value of the property, should instead be
coextensive with the gross income of whatever business happens
to be on the property. Even the net income of a business is of
little use in determining the fair rental value of the real estate
on which it sits. The uncontroverted testimony indicates that
the income approach applies only to investment properties, i.e.,
real estate that is purchased for the purpose of renting it to
others. Car dealerships are generally located on real estate
owned by the dealership or its principals, so that rent is not a
particularly reliable way to determine value. Moreover, if one
wishes to use the income approach in valuing real estate, the
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correct income to use is the fair rental value that the real estate
would command, not the income to the business that is on the
real estate. If, as here, the owner of the real estate does not
lease it to others, so that the real estate generates no rents,
then the income approach to valuation must be based on hypo-
thetical rents and expenses (which are referred to in the testi-
mony as pro forma). Whether the business located on the land
earns gross revenues of millions of dollars or nothing is, alone,
of little use in determining what the fair rental value should be
where no rent is paid.

As to the City’s position, that a car dealership’s real estate in
a prosperous neighborhood is comparable to such real estate in a
poorer area, that argument, too, is flawed. The comparable sales
approach to real estate must be based on sales of real estate that
are comparable. The uncontroverted testimony of the Plaintiff ’s
expert was not only credible, it is almost axiomatic: land in a
thriving neighborhood is more desirable and costly than land in
a neighborhood that is less than prosperous. Plaintiff ’s expert’s
testimony that he reduced the sales prices of land used for car
dealerships in Moon, McCandless and West Mifflin to make them
comparable to the land at issue, is credible and reasonable. Based
on his extensive experience and considering the uncorrected flood
problem affecting the site, he chose a factor of 70%. Although
Defendants could have presented their own experts to contra-
dict this, they did not. The fact that Defendants give as a reason
for not hiring an expert, the poverty of the McKeesport area is
further evidence of the difference between it and Moon,
McCandless or West Mifflin.

The Court finds that Plaintiff ’s expert was eminently quali-
fied in the area of real estate evaluation. It also finds that he
was highly credible. His testimony established that the assessed
value that has been placed on this real estate is excessively high,
given both its location and the uncorrected flooding problem.

CONCLUSION

The Plaintiff has met its burden of rebutting the presump-
tion of validity of the assessed values of the subject real estate
for the years 1999-2002. The assessed values are therefore set as
follows for the years indicated:

1999 (20.3% ratio) $114,695
2000 (19.8% ratio) $111,870
2001 (100% fmv) $565,000
2002 (100% fmv) $565,000

See verdict slip filed separately.

BY THE COURT
/s/Friedman, J.

1 According to the uncontroverted testimony of Mr. Seale, despite
the regular flooding, this is of man-made (actually, govern-
ment-made) origins and does not make Plaintiff eligible for flood-
related business interruption or other insurance programs.

In Re: Estate of Betty Jean Flocco,
Deceased

Will—Contest Testamentary Capacity—Undue Influence

1. Evidence showed that testatrix possessed testamentary
capacity because she recognized friends and family members, knew
what she owned, and knew how she intended to dispose of it.

2. Companion who received bulk of estate did not exert un-
due influence on testatrix because he did not have overmaster-
ing influence on her mind, free will, or choice of dispositive
scheme, and testimony of witnesses showed she was not of a
weakened intellect when she signed will.

(Michael Yablonski)

Thomas J. Dempsey, Jr. for Marino Paganelli.
Kenneth E. Lewis for Donald Lemmon.

No. 806 of 1999. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Orphans’ Court Division.

OPINION AND ORDER

Mazur, J., May 23, 2002—Betty Jean Flocco died on January
24, 1999. On January 25, 1999, a will dated August 5, 1983, was
admitted to probate by the Register of Wills of Greene County,
Pennsylvania, and her brother Donald H. Lemmon was appointed
as executor. On February 4, 1999, a will dated November 12,
1998, was offered for probate by Marino Paganelli to the Regis-
ter of Wills of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, and he was ap-
pointed as executor. Litigation then proceeded in Greene County,
where it was determined that Betty Jean Flocco was domiciled
in Allegheny County at the time of her death, and the matter
was transferred to Allegheny County. This determination was
upheld by the Superior Court on appeal. Donald Lemmon then
filed a Petition for Citation Sur Appeal in Allegheny County chal-
lenging the validity of the November 12, 1998 will, alleging lack
of testamentary capacity and undue influence.

A four day hearing in this matter was held on August 14,
August 16, November 1 and November 5, 2001. The pertinent
facts are as follows.

On August 5, 1983, Betty Jean Flocco executed a last will and
testament prepared by Attorney Louis S. Gold. The will appointed
her brother, Donald Lemmon, as executor, leaving her estate to
her brothers, Donald and James, in equal shares.

Betty Jean Flocco met Marino Paganelli and became involved
in a romantic relationship in 1986. During the course of their
relationship, Paganelli spent a considerable amount of time re-
siding at the home of Flocco. In the Spring of 1998, Flocco was
diagnosed with terminal cancer. To assist her in the manage-
ment of her finances, Flocco granted a power of attorney to
Paganelli in April 1998, as well as naming him as beneficiary of
an IRA, and a joint holder of other PNC accounts. As her health
declined, Paganelli lived full-time with Flocco, and continued to
care for her throughout the summer months. Commencing in
September, Paganelli received part-time nursing assistance, and
by mid-October, Flocco required a full-time caretaker in addition
to the care she was receiving from Paganelli.

During October 1998, Flocco directed her brother, Donald
Lemmon, to have a power of attorney prepared naming him as
her agent. Lemmon retained the services of Attorney Louis Gold
to prepare the document. On October 16, 1998, Lemmon and At-
torney Louis Gold visited Flocco at her home, at which time she
executed the power of attorney. In addition, on October 15, 1998,
Flocco executed documents which named her brothers as benefi-
ciaries on several security funds, including the IRA which previ-
ously named Paganelli as beneficiary as of April 1998.

Within a month of Lemmon’s visit, Flocco directed Paganelli
to have a will and power of attorney prepared on her behalf.
Paganelli contacted Attorney William Ivill, who prepared both
documents. Paganelli took the documents to Flocco for her re-
view, and she affixed her signature. Ivill subsequently informed
Paganelli that he would have to meet with Flocco in person and
have other witnesses present at the time she affixed her signa-
ture. On November 12, 1998, Attorney Ivill visited with Flocco at
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her residence, and together with two of his employees, witnessed
her execution of the documents.

Shortly thereafter Flocco’s condition worsened, and on No-
vember 20, 1998, Lemmon removed her from her home and
transported her to their mother ’s home in Greene County, Penn-
sylvania. Lemmon prohibited Paganelli from calling, visiting,
or communicating with Flocco. On January 24, 1999 Flocco died,
and on January 24th, Lemmon offered for probate in Greene
County the will dated August 5, 1983. The matter was eventu-
ally transferred to Allegheny County, where the validity of the
November 12, 1998 will is now at issue.

At the onset of the hearing, Marino Paganelli offered into evi-
dence the probate record of the Register of Wills of Allegheny
County which admitted the 1998 will to probate. Evidence of the
formality of probate gives rise to the presumption of lack of undue
influence and the burden to prove that the testator was subject to
undue influence then shifts to the contestant of the will. Clark
Estate, 461 Pa. 52, 334 A.2d 628 (1975). Likewise, probate also
gives rise to the rebuttable presumption of testamentary capacity.
Ash Estate, 351 Pa. 317, 41 A.2d 620 (1945); Cohen Estate, 445 Pa.
549, 284 A.2d 754 (1971).

The burden then shifted to Donald Lemmon to prove that
Paganelli (1) was a person in a confidential relationship with the
testator, (2) received the bulk of the testator’s property, (3) from
a testator of weakened intellect. Where these three elements exist,
the burden shifts to the proponent to prove the absence of undue
influence. Clarke Estate, Id. at 461 Pa. 60. When the contestant
establishes a prima facie case that these three elements exist,
the proponent has the burden of proving absence of undue influ-
ence by clear and convincing evidence. Id. at 61. The presump-
tion of testamentary capacity also arose with formal probate,
causing the burden of proof to shift to Lemmon to overcome that
presumption. Brantlinger Estate, 418 Pa. 236, 210 A.2d 246, 252
(1965); Cohen Estate, 445 Pa. 549, 284 A.2d 754, 755 (1971).

At the conclusion of Lemmon’s case, Paganelli presented a
motion for non-suit. The motion was denied, this court having
found that the contestant presented sufficient evidence to estab-
lish a prima facie case that the will was a product of undue influ-
ence exerted upon Betty Jean Flocco, as well was a prima facie
case that she lacked testamentary capacity. Dunlap Estate, 471
Pa. 303, 370 A.2d 314 (1977); Brantlinger Estate, Id., 210 A.2d at
252. The burden of proof then shifted to Marino Paganelli, the
proponent of the 1998 will, to establish that Betty Jean Flocco
was not unduly influenced in her testamentary plan. In addition,
Paganelli had the burden to satisfy the test for testamentary
capacity, “whether a man has an intelligent knowledge regard-
ing the natural objections of his bounty, the general composition
of his estate, and what he desires done with it, even though his
memory may have been impaired by age or disease.” Id., at 246.
Paganelli then proceeded with presentation of his case.

The test for determining whether a person possesses testa-
mentary capacity is “whether a man or woman has an intelli-
gent knowledge regarding the natural objects of his bounty, the
general composition of his estate, and what he desires done with
it, even though his memory may have been impaired by age or
disease.” Brantlinger’s Estate, 418 Pa. 236, 210 A.2d 245 (1965).

There is nothing in the record to indicate that Flocco failed to
recognize a friend or a family member, those who were the natu-
ral objects of her bounty. She knew and recognized Donald
Lemmon who visited and spoke with her regularly, and spoke of
wanting to visit her mother. She was visited regularly by her
friends Theresa Wilson and Marie Knutsen, and recognized both
on their visits. She regularly spoke with her friends and there
was no evidence that she was confused as to their identities.
Theresa Wilson testified that she visited Flocco every Saturday
from the beginning of October 1998 until the end of November
when she was moved to Waynesburg. During those visits, Wil-

son stated that Flocco was never confused about who she was,
knew who her friends and family were, and had the ability to
talk about past experiences and discuss things in the future.
Theresa Wilson testified that she visited Flocco every other day,
and observed her to be intelligent and inquisitive despite the
medication she was taking. In addition, Flocco knew and recog-
nized Attorney Gold during his October visit, as well as Attorney
Ivill during his November visit.

There was no evidence presented that Flocco did not know
the nature and extent of her estate or how she desired to dispose
of her property. To the contrary, the testimony presented was
that she was concerned about her house, her car, and obviously
about the control of her finances. The testimony of a caretaker
Warkentin that Flocco instructed her to obtain signature cards
from the bank relative to an account she maintained indicates
that she knew what she owned, and knew how she intended to
dispose of it.

It is obvious that although Flocco and Paganelli had a long-
standing relationship, they often bickered and argued, and at
times shared less than heartfelt thoughts. After one such argu-
ment, Flocco commented to a caretaker that Paganelli did not
love her, and all he wanted was her car. Although the comment
concerning her long time companion was harsh, it evidenced that
Flocco was aware of the nature of what she owned.

From the time Flocco became aware of her terminal illness in
the Spring of 1998, she began what appears to be a dispositive
scheme. As early as April 1998, she placed certain securities in
joint names with Paganelli, as well as naming him as benefi-
ciary. She likewise named her two brothers as beneficiaries of
certain holdings. The testimony of caretaker Warkentin indicates
that after the illness had begun to physically debilitate her, Flocco
understandably became more argumentative, particularly with
Paganelli, her companion of the past twelve years, who had now
become her caretaker. Her testimony further reveals that the
day after one such argument with Paganelli in October, Flocco
instructed Warekentin to obtain documents from the bank to
change the name of the beneficiary on the account.

Finally, there was much testimony that Flocco intended to
take care of her brothers, with whom she had in the past shared
the responsibility of financially caring for their mother. Like-
wise, there was also testimony that she desired to take care of
Paganelli. The testamentary scheme that was in place at the
time of Flocco’s death satisfies both.

In addition to his claim that Flocco lacked testamentary
capacity, the contestant of the November 12, 1998 will theo-
rizes that Betty Jean Flocco was the subject of undue influ-
ence by Marino Paganelli. Undue influence is established
where a person in a confidential relationship receives the
bulk of the testator ’s property from a testator of weakened
intellect. Clark Estate, 461 Pa. 52, 334 A.2d 628, 632 (1975).

The second element of undue influence is clearly established
in that Paganelli, as the sole heir of the November will, receives
the entire probate estate. The remaining issues then are
whether a confidential relationship existed between Flocco and
Paganelli, and whether Flocco executed the will while of a weak-
ened intellect.

A confidential relationship appears when the circumstances
make it certain the parties do not deal on equal terms, but, on
the one side there is an overmastering influence. Confidential
relationship has been defined as a legal phrase denoting a viola-
tion of a legal duty, where control is acquired over another which
virtually destroys his free agency. Thompson Estate, 387 Pa. 82,
126 A.2d 740 (1956).

Paganelli was Flocco’s companion and confidant for over a
decade. When her terminal illness began its physical limitations,
Flocco depended on Paganelli for care and assistance in her day
to day physical activities, including dressing, combing her hair,
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and even lighting cigarettes. However, there was no evidence
presented that Paganelli had an overmastering influence on
Flocco’s mind, her free will, or her choice of dispositive scheme.
To the contrary, the evidence and testimony indicates that after
a heated argument with Paganelli, Flocco had his name removed
as beneficiary of a substantial security holding. She did not,
however, remove him from her life. Within the next few weeks,
although the beneficiary designation was not again changed on
her security holdings, Flocco executed a will leaving the remain-
der of her probate estate solely to Paganelli. The evidence pre-
sented at trial indicates that the bulk of Flocco’s bounty did not
pass through her will, but rather to her brothers through the non-
probate assets she owned at the time of her death.

The final element necessary to establish undue influence is
the existence of a weakened intellect. This term has never been
positively defined by the appellate courts. However, the Supreme
Court has made it clear that evidence of physical infirmities alone
is not enough to establish weakened intellect. King’s Estate, 369
Pa. 523, 87 A.2d 469 (1952). In cases where the element of weak-
ened intellect has been satisfied, in addition to ill health, the
testator was suffering from confusion, forgetfulness and disori-
entation. Koltowich Estate, 311 Pa.Super. 517, 457 A.2d 1302
(1983). The test of undue influence is at the time of the execution
of the will. The best evidence of whether Flocco was of a weak-
ened intellect would be from the person or persons who witnessed
her signing the November 12, 1998 will.

Paganelli was present at the time Flocco first executed the
will. However, Attorney Ivill was concerned about her testamen-
tary capacity becoming an issue, and made arrangements to meet
with Flocco at her home on the morning of November 12, 1998.
Ivill testified that upon arrival at Flocco’s home, it was apparent
that she was waiting for his visit and was alert, able to converse,
and glad to see him. Ivill further testified that he took the time
to satisfy himself that Flocco knew who he was and why he was
there. He went over the will sentence by sentence and explained
what it accomplished, at which time Flocco acknowledged that it
was what she wanted.

Ivill was accompanied to the Flocco residence by two of his
employees, Karen Bearley and Rene Powell. Bearley testified that
Ivill asked Flocco if she understood everything, she responded
“yes,” and then signed the will. Bearley further testified that at
the time she signed the will, Flocco made the statement that her
brother had been taken care of and now it was Marino’s turn.
Powell’s testimony confirmed the testimony of both Ivill and
Bearley, including the comment made by Flocco concerning her
brother and Marino.

The proposition that the best evidence of whether Flocco was
of a weakened intellect would be from a person who witnessed
her signing the will was supported by the testimony of Dr. Ashok
Bharucha, a geriatric psychiatrist qualified as an expert on
behalf of the proponent of the November 12, 1998 will. Dr.
Bharucha opined that there is no way to predict how a person
will respond or react to medication since this is dependent on
how the drug is absorbed, metabolized and distributed through-
out the individual person’s body. Periods of lucidity and lethargy
cannot be predicted or determined within a reasonable degree of
medical certainty, but a determination of the mental state can
only be determined by those who observed the person at a given
time. Dr. Bharucha further testified that the apparent mood
swings and bouts of temper expressed by Flocco were ordinary
in a terminally ill patient, and did not indicate a lack of judg-
ment or lack of mental capacity, but merely an emotional need
to cope with a difficult situation.

Dr. Dennis Brunskill, an oncologist and hematologist quali-
fied as an expert on behalf of the contestant of the November 12,
1998 will, had a contrary opinion. Dr. Brunskill testified that

based on the list of medications that were prescribed to Flocco,
the combined effect of her illness and these medications would
result in a weakened intellect. However, there was no credible
evidence presented that Flocco did in fact take all the medica-
tions which were prescribed. To the contrary, there was evidence
presented that at times caretakers found pills that Flocco hid
rather than taking, and that one of the prescriptions ran out
several weeks before the November 12, 1998 will was executed.
Therefore, Dr. Brunskill’s conclusion is based on speculation that
Flocco ingested all the medications at the times and in the
amounts prescribed.

Both witnesses were qualified as experts in their respective
medical fields. However, neither doctor had ever seen Flocco, did
not treat her, and had no knowledge of her circumstances except
what they concluded from the medical and legal documentation
provided to them. In Girsch Trust, 410 Pa. 455, 189 A.2d 852
(1963), the Pennsylvania Supreme Court noted that when men-
tal capacity is at question, an opinion ventured by a medical wit-
ness based on hypothetical questions are quite property afforded
little weight. Accordingly, while the testimony of the medical
experts was helpful to the court, it was not determinative.

Clearly Marino Paganelli has carried his burden to produce
clear and convincing evidence that at the time Betty Jean Flocco
executed the November 12, 1998 will, she had testamentary
capacity, and was not unduly influenced.

ORDER

AND NOW, this 23rd day of May, 2002, after hearing on the
above matter, it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DE-
CREED that the appeal from the Decree of the Register of Wills
of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania of February 4, 1999, admit-
ting the November 12, 1998 will of Betty Jean Flocco to probate
and appointing Marino Paganelli as executor is DISMISSED.

BY THE COURT
/s/Mazur, J.
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Lawrence Rhoades v. Nancy Davis Pryce

Child Support

1. Investment income realized as a result of an equitable dis-
tribution award constitutes income available for support purposes.
The asset itself and the proceeds from sale of the asset do not.

2. The trial court did not err in denying a continuance re-
quested less than one week before a complex support hearing
when mother had ample time to pursue discovery.

(Christine Gale)

Ray F. Middleman for Plaintiff, Nancy Davis Pryce.
Joseph M. Wymard for Defendant, Lawrence J. Rhoades.

No. FD 97-9693-004. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Scanlon, J., February 26, 2002.

Lucy A. Taylor v. Thomas Taylor,
Executor of the Estate of

Ronald J. Taylor, Deceased

Intervention of Decedent’s Beneficiary in Divorce Action

Beneficiary filed Petition to Intervene in divorce action of Wife
and Deceased. Husband and Wife had been separated since 1990,
and a Decree in Divorce was granted on June 25, 1999. Husband
subsequently died on July 22, 1999, naming as his sole benefi-
ciary Petitioner, his mother, and his brother as Executor. The
request for intervention was denied for the following reasons:

1. Beneficiary’s interests were already adequately protected
by Executor in the equitable distribution matter; therefore, re-
quest denied pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. 2329(2).

2. Beneficiary raised no objection to Executor’s representa-
tion for over two years of extensive pretrial litigation, only filing
Petition to Intervene within three months of scheduled trial.
Permitting intervention under these circumstances would un-
duly delay trial and adjudication of rights of the parties.

3. If Beneficiary believes that Executor is not properly per-
forming his duties, her relief is through Orphans’ Court to have
him removed as Executor.

(Dawn K. Gull)

Jeffrey C. Munnell for Respondent/Wife, Lucy A. Taylor.
Daniel Goodyear for Respondent/Executor, Thomas Taylor.
Joseph P. Covelli for Petitioner, Margaret Taylor.

No. FD 93-8380-004. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Scanlon, J., March 12, 2002.

Costas G. Acrivos v. Elizabeth M. Rich

3301(d) Divorce—Two Year Separation—Irretrievable Breakdown

1. Wife requested a 3301(d) two-year no-fault divorce. After
hearing, the Court ruled that the parties had lived separate and
apart for a period in excess of two years and that the marriage
was irretrievably broken.

2. “Each marital relationship is ‘unique’ and the court should
look at the facts of each case in order to determine whether the
relationship is irretrievably broken.” Dutton v. Dutton, 30 Pa.
D.&C.4th 443, 448 (1996).

3. “Irretrievably broken is defined as an estrangement due to
marital difficulties with no reasonable prospect of reconciliation.”
23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 3103; Mackey v. Mackey, 545 A.2d 362, 366
(Pa.Super. 1988).

4. If a court finds that a reasonable prospect of reconciliation
exists, then it may order marriage counseling. Liberto v. Liberto,
520 A.2d 458 (Pa.Super. 1987).

(David S. Pollock)

Costas G. Acrivos, Plaintiff, Pro Se.
James Malley for Defendant, Elizabeth M. Rich.

No. FD 99-1780-005. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Mulligan, A.J., March 19, 2002.
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Michael A. Newdow v.
U.S. Congress, United States of America,

George W. Bush, State of California,
Elk Grove Unified School District,
David W. Gordon, Sacramento City

Unified School District, Jim Sweeney

Constitution—Pledge of Allegiance—Church and State

The U.S. Supreme Court has upheld a challenge that the words
“under God” in the Pledge of Allegiance violates the Establish-
ment Clause of the First Amendment to the United States Con-
stitution. Robert Newdow is an atheist whose daughter attends
public elementary school in the Elk Grove Unified School Dis-
trict (EGUSD) in California. In accordance with state law and a
school district rule, EGUSD teachers begin each school day by
leading their students in a recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 00-16423. In the U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit.
Goodwin, J., June 26, 2002.

Santana Kenner v.
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.,
James E. Brown, Eric S. Morris,

Kevin Clark, Marlin Doster,
Jwyanza V. Nuriddin, Rhen Bass,
Timothy Jones, Damon Williams,

Eric Cofield, and Milton Robinson

Hazing—Duty of Care—Negligence

The Pennsylvania Superior Court, per Judge Johnson, ad-
dressed the liability of a national fraternity and individual frater-
nity personnel for injuries sustained by a prospective member,
or “pledge,” from hazing taking place during the initiation pro-
cess. The court concluded that the national fraternity did not
breach its duty of care, but held that the evidence supported a
prima facie claim against an individual official of the fraternity.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-774. In the Pennsylvania Superior Court.
Johnson, J., June 19, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Daryl Nixon

Burglary—Criminal Trespass—Sentencing

The Pennsylvania Superior Court discussed the persuasive
effect of other states’ decisions in holding that for purposes of
grading a burglary charge, whether a structure is adapted for
overnight accommodation should be determined by the nature of
the structure itself, and not whether the structure is in fact in-
habited. The court noted that no court within the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania has set forth a test or list of factors to consider
in determining whether a structure is adapted for overnight
accommodation. See Id. The Superior Court then deemed an
unoccupied house “adapted for overnight accommodation” based
on the nature of the structure. See Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-1516. In the Pennsylvania Superior Court.
Cercone, J., June 18, 2002.

Pantuso Motors, Inc.,
Alfred D. Pantuso, Sr. and Judith Pantuso v.

CoreStates Bank, N.A.

Statute of Limitations—Mortgage—Satisfaction of Judgment

The issue presented to the court was whether a two-, four- or
six-year statute of limitations attaches to claims for damages
resulting from a judgment creditor’s failure to mark a judgment
satisfied of record after it was paid in full and an appropriate
request for satisfaction was made.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 01-105, 01-106. In the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.
Saylor, J., June 19, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Shawney Perry, Brett Stewart

Search Warrant—Criminal—Exigent Circumstances

This case is an appeal to the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
from the judgment of the Superior Court reversing the Order of
the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia County (the sup-
pression court). The issue before the court was whether exigent
circumstances excused the commonwealth’s warrantless search
of a vehicle, after the occupants were removed from the vehicle
and taken into police custody. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court
concluded that under the unique circumstances of the case, there
existed a potential threat of deadly harm to the police and thus,
exigent circumstances existed that justified the police’s failure
to obtain a search warrant for the vehicle.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 00-11, 00-12. In the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.
Cappy, J., June 3, 2002.
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Jon Beley and Donna J. Beley v.
Federal Pacific Electric Company and

its successor in interest
Challenger Electric Equipment

Corporation; Donald H. Stewart, Jr.
and Christine J. Stewart v.

Federal Pacific Electric Company and
its successor in interest Challenger

Electric Equipment Corporation;
Jon Beley and Donna J. Beley v.

Duquesne Light Company;
Donald H. Stewart, Jr. and Christine J.

Stewart v. Duquesne Light Company

Res ipsa loquitur—Exclusion of Expert Testimony—
Contributory Negligence

1. Directed verdict entered on negligence issue where, under
doctrine of res ipsa loquitur, defendant failed to adduce evidence
explaining why its overcurrent protection equipment could have
failed without negligence on its part.

2. Expert testimony that overcurrent protection equipment was
the best available when it was installed was excluded because it
was irrelevant to issue whether failure could occur without negli-
gence, and because witness’s opinion was not filed as part of
defendant’s pre-trial statement.

3. Issue of Plaintiffs’ contributory negligence in causing initial
accident was irrelevant to defendant’s liability for its post-acci-
dent failure to have functioning overcurrent protection system.

(Michael Yablonski)

Michael J. Colarusso for Plaintiffs.
Daniel C. Lawson for Federal Pacific Electric Company and its
successor in interest Challenger Electric Equipment Corporation.
Jonathan S. McAnney for Duquesne Light Company.

Nos. GD 95-10460, GD 95-9570, GD 97-5786, GD 97-5788, Con-
solidated at No. GD 95-9570. In the Court of Common Pleas of
Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

INTRODUCTION
Friedman, J., April 24, 2002—Defendant Duquesne Light

Company (hereinafter, “Duquesne Light”) appeals from this
Court’s Order of December 27, 2001, in particular the portion
denying its Motion for Post-Trial Relief. No appeal is made from
the portion of that Order granting Plaintiffs’ Motion for Delay
Damages. A verdict had been entered in favor of Defendant Fed-
eral Pacific Electric based upon the jury’s Answers to Inter-
rogatories, so that Defendant did not file a Motion for Post-
Trial Relief.1

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
Plaintiffs Jon Beley and Donald Stewart (hereinafter, “Plain-

tiffs”) were performing electrical repair work in an electrical room
at an apartment complex known as Manor Oak II. Although the
power appeared to Plaintiffs to have been successfully turned
off, a piece of equipment known as a “bus” remained energized,
unknown to Plaintiffs. During the course of Plaintiffs’ work, some-

thing came in contact with the energized bus causing an electri-
cal arc which, according to the undisputed testimony, should have
been shut off by an overcurrent protection system in a fraction of
a second. However, because of the undisputed fact that Duquesne
Light’s overcurrent protection system failed, the electrical cur-
rent was not shut off within the fraction of a second, and elec-
tricity continued to arc around the room, severely burning both
Mr. Beley and Mr. Stewart, who also suffered fractures of the
patella and elbow. The undisputed evidence also showed that,
although Mr. Stewart managed to get himself and Mr. Beley out
in 10-30 seconds, the electricity continued to arc inside the room
for almost 20 minutes until Duquesne Light shut it off manually
at the pole.

The Plaintiff sued two defendants on two different theories,
each based on a different aspect of the incident. The claim against
Federal Pacific was for strict liability and was based on an alleg-
edly defective label which did not warn Plaintiffs of the possibil-
ity of the bus being energized. The claim against Duquesne Light
was based on the events subsequent to the initial accident—the
failure of the current to the bus being shut off within a fraction
of a second after it shorted out.

The evidence presented at trial by Plaintiffs relevant to
Duquesne Light’s liability invoked the doctrine of res ipsa loqui-
tur. Under that doctrine, the burden of adducing evidence (not
the burden of proof), shifted to Duquesne Light to explain how
the electricity could have continued to flow absent negligence on
its part. Duquesne Light had no such evidence and so offered
none. Its focus at trial was, incorrectly, on the initial accident,
i.e., who or what touched the energized bus and shorted it out.
This issue applied only to Plaintiffs’ case against Defendant Fed-
eral Pacific, for which no appeal has been filed.

As previously stated, the case against Federal Pacific was
based on strict liability for the initial accident. Plaintiffs con-
tended the “service disconnects” labels were defective because
they were not easy to read. The jury rejected this contention and
found in favor of Defendant Federal Pacific. The implication was
that the labels provided by Federal Pacific were not defective
and the initial accident was Plaintiffs’ own fault. However, the
Plaintiffs’ claim against Duquesne Light does not arise from the
initial accident. It arises from the post-accident failure of
Duquesne Light’s overcurrent protection system.

At trial, Duquesne Light failed to focus on the issue affect-
ing its own liability, the overcurrent protection failure that
caused the electrical arcing to last well beyond the fraction of a
second that would otherwise have been the case. The Court con-
cluded that Duquesne Light’s failure to adduce evidence that
such an event could happen even without negligence resulted
in there being no jury question on this issue. We therefore en-
tered a directed verdict against Duquesne Light, on the issue
of negligence, only.

The jury still had to decide the extent of Duquesne Light’s
liability, including the question of what injuries would have been
suffered even if the overcurrent protection system had worked
properly. There has been no assertion of error with regard to
that portion of the charge.2

ISSUES ON APPEAL
Duquesne Light asserts ten different instances of error in the

32 paragraphs and subparagraphs of its Statement of Matters
Complained of on Appeal. According to cases interpreting
Pa.R.A.P. 1925(b), any issues not included in an appellant’s State-
ment of Matters Complained of on Appeal are deemed waived for
purposes of appellate review. McKeeman v. Corestates Bank, 751
A.2d 655 (Pa.Super. 2000). The ten issues raised by Duquesne
Light are summarized below:
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1. Whether the Court erroneously shifted the burden of proof
to Duquesne Light.

2. Whether the Court should have let the jury evaluate the
testimony of the experts for Plaintiffs and Duquesne Light.

3. Whether the Court, when entering the directed verdict on
negligence, relied on Duquesne Light’s failure to replace the
sectionalizers even though there was no evidence that “utili-
ties routinely replaced equipment when newer devices become
available.”

4. Whether the Court improperly excluded part of the testi-
mony of Duquesne Light’s expert.

5. Whether the Court erroneously excluded testimony that
co-employees of Plaintiffs, on another occasion, became aware of
the energized bus and noted this on a report kept in the employer’s
files to which Plaintiffs had access.

6. Whether the Court improperly excluded the fact testimony
of Joseph L. Koepfinger.

7. Whether the Court improperly allowed Plaintiffs’ expert,
John Cooper, to render opinion testimony on the “enhanced inju-
ries” to Jon Beley because of the failure of Duquesne Light’s
overcurrent protection system.

8. Whether the Court improperly allowed testimony of a co-
employee of Plaintiffs, Pete Hric, about the kind of overcurrent
protection used by other utilities.

9. Whether the Court permitted the entry of an inconsistent
verdict.

10. Whether the Court erroneously re-read an unrelated por-
tion of the Court’s charge in response to a question from the jury.

1. THE COURT DID NOT SHIFT THE BURDEN OF PROOF
TO DUQUESNE LIGHT.

The Court correctly applied the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur,
ruling that, given the evidence produced in Plaintiffs’ case, the
burden shifted to Duquesne Light to adduce evidence explaining
why its sectionalizer could have failed without negligence on its
part. Duquesne Light has confused this burden of production
with the burden of persuasion, which always remained on the
Plaintiffs under the Court’s charge to the jury. It must be re-
membered that the burden of production, of adducing evidence,
can shift during the course of a trial. See Zenner v. Goetz, 324 Pa.
432, 188 A. 124 (1936).

2. DUQUESNE LIGHT PROFFERED NO EXPERT TESTI-
MONY ON THE ISSUE RELEVANT TO ITS OWN LIABILITY.
THE ONLY EXPERT TESTIMONY PROFFERED BY
DUQUESNE LIGHT WAS RELEVANT TO THE LIABILITY OF
FEDERAL PACIFIC, WHICH HAS NOT FILED AN APPEAL.

There was no jury question as to negligence where Duquesne
Light’s system for interrupting the flow of electricity undisputedly
failed and no explanation for a non-negligent failure was adduced.
It was undisputed that the electricity to the area should have
cut off in a fraction of a second after the Plaintiffs’ initial contact
with an energized “bus.” It was also undisputed that the electric-
ity continued to flow for almost 20 minutes. The doctrine of res
ipsa loquitur required that Duquesne Light adduce evidence to
explain why such a delay could happen without negligence. It is
well-settled that the res ipsa loquitur doctrine raises a presump-

tion of negligence which becomes conclusive if not rebutted.
Duquesne Light had no evidence to offer on the issue of delay

without negligence. Instead, it hoped to show, via Mr. Koepfinger,
that in 1968 when he designed the system that failed in 1995,
the overcurrent protection equipment at issue was the best then
available. This proffer was irrelevant to the issue of whether or
not the failure could occur without negligence.

Surprisingly, Defendant contends that “whether or not the
sectionalizer worked properly was not the issue at trial.” This
was the issue at trial. The central question was the adequacy or
inadequacy of Duquesne Light’s overcurrent protection system,
of which the sectionalizer was a critical element. The system
failed. Given the ultrahazardous nature of electricity when not
carefully controlled, this failure alone was enough to invoke the
doctrine of res ipsa loquitur, although Plaintiffs also offered tes-
timony regarding appropriate overcurrent protection under 1995
standards. The doctrine of res ipsa loquitur called for Duquesne
Light to adduce evidence for the jury that the overcurrent pro-
tection could have failed even if there was no negligence on its
part. Absent such evidence, there was no question for the jury.

The expert testimony excluded did not go to this issue.
Duquesne Light proffered no evidence for the jury to consider on
the issue of its lack of negligence. The central question related to
negligence was not whether fuses were better than sectionalizers,
nor was it whether other electrical utilities would have upgraded
such overcurrent protection. The central question was whether
Duquesne Light’s overcurrent protection system could have failed
even without negligence.

3. THE COURT DID NOT RELY ON DUQUESNE LIGHT’S
FAILURE TO REPLACE SECTIONALIZERS.

Again, while Plaintiffs did present evidence that the
sectionalizers should have been replaced, this was not the cen-
tral issue nor was this relied on by the Court. The Court would
have alluded to this evidence only as an example of one of many
things that Duquesne Light failed to counter in connection with
the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur. Again, this goes to the shifting
burden of adducing evidence, not the burden of proof, which re-
mained on Plaintiffs despite Duquesne Light’s assertion to the
contrary.

4. THE COURT PROPERLY EXCLUDED OPINION TESTI-
MONY WHICH WAS NOT THE SUBJECT OF AN EXPERT
REPORT, AS REQUIRED BY THE RULES OF COURT, AND
WHICH ALSO WAS NOT RELEVANT TO THE ISSUE OF
DUQUESNE LIGHT’S LIABILITY, ACCORDING TO THE
RULES OF EVIDENCE.

The portion of Mr. Koepfinger’s testimony which was excluded
dealt, according to Duquesne Light’s Statement of Matters Com-
plained of on Appeal, with “his reasons for using the sectionalizers
[for overcurrent protection] in 1968 when the subject building
was built.” (The sectionalizer was located not in the building but
rather on the electrical poles and wires near the street outside
the building.) This portion was properly excluded because it was
an expert opinion that should have been filed with the Court as
part of Duquesne Light’s Pre-Trial Statement.

In any event, Duquesne Light ’s reasons for using a
sectionalizer in 1968 are of little relevance to the reasons it failed
in 1995. Duquesne Light proffered no evidence on the relevant
issue, how the overcurrent protection system, in particular the
sectionalizer, could have failed without negligence.

5. THE COURT DID NOT ERR IN EXCLUDING TESTI-
MONY THAT CO-EMPLOYEES OF PLAINTIFFS, ON AN-
OTHER OCCASION, BECAME AWARE OF THE ENERGIZED
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BUS AND NOTED THIS ON A REPORT KEPT IN THE
EMPLOYER’S FILE.

This testimony that other employees on another occasion
noted the location of the bus goes to the defectiveness of the “ser-
vice disconnect” labels, the liability of Defendant Federal Pacific
and the negligence of Plaintiffs regarding the initial accident,
for which only Federal Pacific might have been liable. Evidence
of Plaintiffs’ own negligence (in not observing or learning of the
energized bus when others had previously done so) is irrelevant
to the issue of Duquesne Light’s liability for its post-accident fail-
ure to have a functioning overcurrent protection system. There
was no defense of contributory negligence available to Duquesne
Light since the Plaintiffs had no involvement with Duquesne
Light’s failure to provide overcurrent protection. The testimony
of the co-employees was therefore irrelevant to Duquesne Light’s
defense and was properly excluded.

6. THE COURT PROPERLY EXCLUDED THE FACT TES-
TIMONY OF JOSEPH L. KOEPFINGER.

Duquesne Light’s argument on this point, as outlined in Sec-
tion III of its Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal, is
somewhat contradictory: in paragraph 15, Duquesne Light says
that “Mr. Koepfinger’s testimony was offered to rebut the [opin-
ion] testimony of Plaintiffs’ expert, John Cooper,” then, in para-
graph 17, it says that “Mr. Koepfinger’s testimony was factual in
nature and no opinions were rendered by him.”

As indicated earlier, Mr. Koepfinger was asked by Duquesne
Light to explain why he chose sectionalizers in 1968. He ex-
pressed no opinion on the issue discussed by Mr. Cooper, why
sectionalizers were no longer appropriate in 1995.

Furthermore, had Mr. Koepfinger had an opinion on the is-
sue relevant to this case, why the sectionalizer would have failed
even without negligence, he had filed no expert report and could
not have been heard on that issue.

7. THE COURT PROPERLY ALLOWED PLAINTIFFS’ EX-
PERT, JOHN COOPER, TO RENDER OPINION TESTIMONY
ON THE “ENHANCED INJURIES” TO JON BELEY BECAUSE
OF THE FAILURE OF DUQUESNE LIGHT’S OVERCURRENT
PROTECTION SYSTEM.

The Court concluded that Mr. Cooper’s background and expe-
rience more than qualified him to confirm what is even a matter
of lay knowledge, that the longer the human body is subjected to
electricity flowing through it, the more severe the burns that
will result.

Mr. Cooper’s brief “opinion” on this issue was a statement of
obvious fact. It was not error to allow it.

8. THE COURT PROPERLY ALLOWED TESTIMONY OF A
CO-EMPLOYEE OF PLAINTIFFS, PETE HRIC, REGARDING
THE KIND OF OVERCURRENT PROTECTION USED BY
OTHER UTILITIES.

This is another issue regarding its own negligence that
Duquesne Light failed to address. Mr. Hric’s job duties at Plain-
tiffs’ employer required him to be knowledgeable about the stan-
dard of care in the industry regarding overcurrent protection.
Although he did mention observations after May 1995, at this
point in the trial it was clear that what he had observed prior
to the date of the accident in question was what the jury was to
consider.

Duquesne Light’s inability to prove a different standard of
care does not make Plaintiffs’ evidence on the issue excludable.
Furthermore, the Court, not the jury, ruled on the issue of negli-
gence and did not rely heavily, if at all, on this testimony to do
so. Any error is therefore absolutely harmless.

9. THE COURT DID NOT PERMIT THE ENTRY OF AN
INCONSISTENT VERDICT.

A review of the transcript reveals that no objection based on
an inconsistent verdict was timely made (i.e. before the jury was
discharged). This issue is therefore waived. Even assuming the
issue has not been waived, it is still without merit.

In its Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal, Duquesne
Light characterizes the issue as follows:

25. The Jury was presented with Interrogatories dur-
ing their deliberations. The first such question was as
follows:

1. Was the “service disconnects” label on the panel
defective?

Yes    No 

26. The Jury responded to this Interrogatory by an-
swering “No.”

27. The Jury’s finding that the service disconnects la-
bels were not defective necessarily indicated that they
believed that the labels should have been observed by
the Plaintiffs.

28. Accordingly, the Jury found in Interrogatory No.’s
4 (for Beley) and 7 (for Stewart) that the Plaintiffs
were negligent. The Jury’s finding in Interrogatory 5
(for Beley) and 8 (for Stewart) that neither Plaintiffs’
negligence was a substantial factor in causing their
injuries is inconsistent with the Jury’s verdict that
the service disconnects labels were not defective, and
therefore should have been seen by them. If the ser-
vice disconnects labels were not defective, the jury’s
implied finding was that the Plaintiffs should have
been the labels and heeded the warnings thereon.

29. The Jury’s failure to find that the Plaintiffs’ con-
tributory negligence was not a substantial factor in
causing their injuries when they concluded that the
service disconnects labels were not defective, is incon-
sistent and reflects the Jury’s misunderstanding of the
principles of contributory/comparative negligence.

The issue of the “defective disconnects label” applies only to Plain-
tiffs’ claim against Federal Pacific regarding liability for the ini-
tial accident. As has been repeatedly stated, Duquesne Light’s
liability stems from the post-accident failure of the overcurrent
protection system. Plaintiffs’ own negligence is not a defense to
their claim against Duquesne Light. Only Duquesne Light had
the duty to provide an overcurrent protection system that would
shut off the flow of electricity within a fraction of a second of a
short circuit for any reason. Plaintiffs had no duty to provide or
maintain or otherwise be involved with Duquesne Light’s
overcurrent protection system.

There was no inconsistency in the verdict.

10. THE COURT DID NOT ERRONEOUSLY RE-READ AN
UNRELATED PORTION OF THE COURT’S CHARGE IN RE-
SPONSE TO A QUESTION FROM THE JURY.

Duquesne Light complains of the Court’s responses to two
questions asked by the jury:
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1. What is the legal definition of “negligence.”

2. What is the legal definition of “causal negligence.”

The Court replied as follows:

    I’m going to re-read you a portion of what I read to
you before about the law of negligence. Regarding the
law of negligence, which governs the claims against
Duquesne Light, be aware that we’re all required to
act reasonably to protect ourselves and others in what-
ever circumstances we find ourselves.
    We’re also to exercise ordinary care, which is the
degree of care a reasonable person would use in the
particular circumstances that exist at the time. Ordi-
nary care must be in keeping with the degree of dan-
ger involved. Failure to act reasonably and to exercise
ordinary care in a given set of circumstances is called
negligence.

    You should also be aware that the mere occurrence
of an injury does not mean that there was negligence.
Furthermore, a negligent act does not necessarily en-
tail liability. I did not define causal negligence before.
It is just another way of saying that the negligence in
question was a legal cause of the harm. A negligent act
is a legal cause of the harm if it was a substantial fac-
tor in bringing about the harm.

Duquesne Light complains that it was erroneous, when de-
fining negligence and causal negligence (or legal causation) to
include the axiom that “the mere happening of an accident is not
evidence of negligence.”3 It should go without saying that some-
times we define a concept by explaining what it is not. The cru-
cial answer given to the jury’s question involved the definition of
causal negligence, with which Duquesne Light has no complaint.

The Court is at a loss to understand how Duquesne Light
was prejudiced by this charge. If anything, it reminded the jury
that Duquesne Light was not responsible for the initial incident.

CONCLUSION
There is no merit to any of Duquesne Light’s arguments on

appeal. The evidence of Duquesne Light’s negligence with re-
gard to overcurrent protection was overwhelming and uncon-
tradicted. There was therefore no question for the jury on this
issue, and the directed verdict was properly entered. The re-
maining questions, what injuries were caused by Duquesne
Light’s negligence and how much money would adequately com-
pensate Plaintiffs and their wives for those injuries, were prop-
erly submitted to the jury, whose verdict is amply supported by
the evidence.

BY THE COURT:
/s/Friedman, J.

1 Defendant Federal Pacific did file a Motion for Entry of Order
Directing Judgment on Behalf of Federal Pacific Electric, which,
although not specifically disposed of in a written Order, was ren-
dered moot when we denied Duquesne Light’s Motion for Post-
Trial Relief.

2 Although the amount of damages is not the subject of this
appeal, it should be noted that Duquesne Light also presented
no evidence as to which injuries would have been suffered from
the initial accident and which were the result of the failure of

Duquesne Light’s overcurrent protection system. The evidence
was sufficient for the jury to conclude that the severity of the
injuries was the result of the post-accident exposure to electricity
for 10-30 seconds, not from the first second or less of exposure.

3 The exact phrase used by the Court was, “The mere occurrence
of an injury does not mean there was negligence.”

In Re: Estate of A. Dean Bartlett,
Deceased

Decedent’s Estates—Standing to Pursue Objections to the First
and Partial Account or to Pursue an Action to Remove Executrix

1. The proper party with standing to assert the rights of a
decedent’s estate is the personal representative, not the benefi-
ciaries.

2. One having no direct interest in an estate cannot demand
an account, or, when an account is filed, interfere in its settle-
ment or in any proceeding based upon it. Only the personal rep-
resentative of a deceased party in interest stands in the shoes of
such decedent.

3. Section 3503 of the Probate, Estates and Fiduciaries Code
enumerates the parties in interest who are entitled to a notice of
the filing of an account as persons “who have or assert an inter-
est in the estate as beneficiary, heir, next of kin or claimant” of
the estate.

(David A. Petersen)

Charles J. Avalli for the Bartlett Estate.
Alan E. Cech and Peter Marcoline for Nascone Beneficiaries, et al.
Michael Halalyak for Claimant.
Kenneth E. Lewis for National City as Executor of Nascone Estate.
William Pietragallo and Martha S. Helmreich for Co-Executor of
the Bartlett Estate.
C. James Zeszutek for National City Bank.

No. 7247 of 1996. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Orphans’ Court Division.

OPINION

Mazur, J., May 17, 2002—A First and Partial Account was
filed in the above matter on June 8, 2001. On March 1, 2002, the
beneficiaries of the Estate of Frank J. Nascone, Deceased, Marie
Nascone, Florence Buchser, David Nascone and Marlo Nascone
(“Nascone Beneficiaries”), filed Objections and Amended Objec-
tions to the Account, as well as a Petition for Citation for Re-
moval of the Executrix of the Bartlett Estate.1 National City Bank,
the Executor of the Estate of Frank J. Nascone, Deceased, also
filed objections to the First and Partial Account of the Bartlett
Estate. The Executrix of the Bartlett Estate responded by filing
preliminary objections to the petition and citation filed by the
Nascone beneficiaries.2

An Order of Court was entered on April 26, 2002 dismissing
the Amended Objections, this court having found that the Nascone
Beneficiaries are without standing. Exceptions were not filed,
but instead, the Nascone Beneficiaries filed a Notice of Appeal to
the Superior Court.

The relationship between the two estates was created by a
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surcharge action filed by the Nascone Beneficiaries against
Bartlett, who had been a co-executor of the Nascone Estate until
his death in October 1996.3 By Order dated April 2, 2001, the
Orphans’ Court en banc affirmed this court’s decision ordering
National City Bank and the Bartlett Estate to pay to the
Nascone Estate the total sum of $1,697,759. Of the total,
$897,473 is joint and several, and $800,473 is payable solely by
the Bartlett Estate.

National City Bank has continued to act as the sole executor
of the Bartlett Estate. The preliminary objections filed by the
Bartlett Estate assert that the Nascone Beneficiaries lack stand-
ing and capacity to pursue objections to the First and Partial
Account or an action to remove the Executrix.

The proper party with standing to assert the rights of a
decedent’s estate is the personal representative, not the benefi-
ciaries. In Kilpatrick’s Estate, 368 Pa. 399, 84 A.2d 339 (1951)
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court upheld the grant of prelimi-
nary objections based on petitioner ’s lack of standing. The
Supreme Court held that “it is well settled that one having no
direct interest in an estate cannot demand an account, or, when
an account is filed, interefer (sic) in its settlement or in any
proceeding based upon it…. Only the personal representative
of a deceased party in interest stands in the shoes of such dece-
dent.” Id., at 368 Pa. 402.

In Kilpatrick, the petitioner was the surviving spouse and
beneficiary of his deceased wife’s estate, her estate having a claim
against the Kilpatrick Estate. The Nascone Beneficiaries are in
the same position as the petitioner in Kilpatrick. They are ben-
eficiaries of the Nascone Estate, which is in turn a creditor of the
Bartlett Estate. National City Bank, the Executor of the Nascone
Estate, is the proper party with standing to assert the rights of
the decedent’s estate. National City Bank did in fact assert the
rights of the Nascone Estate by filing objections to the First and
Partial Account filed by the Bartlett Estate. An analogy is again
found in the Kilpatrick Estate, where the deceased wife’s estate
was represented by the Fidelity Trust Company of Pittsburgh.
The court opined that “her estate is represented by a qualified
and acting administrator who alone has the right to sue in its
behalf.” Id.

Furthermore, Section 3503 of the Probate, Estates and
Fiduciaries Code enumerates the parties in interest who are
entitled to a notice of the filing of an account. They are persons
“who have or assert an interest in the estate as beneficiary,
heir, next of kin or claimant.” The Nascone Beneficiaries are
not beneficiaries of the Bartlett Estate. None of them are heirs
or next of kin of A. Dean Bartlett. They are not claimants of the
Bartlett Estate, and cannot be deemed as claimants through
either their position as beneficiaries of the Nascone Estate, or
trustees of any trusts created by Frank Nascone.

The Nascone Beneficiaries do not belong before this court
raising objections to the administration of the Bartlett Estate.
Their interests are served by National City Bank as Executor
of the Nascone Estate. If they disagree with the actions of
National City Bank, their remedy lies with an action against
that Executor, and does not give them standing with regard to
the Bartlett Estate.

BY THE COURT
/s/Mazur, J.

1 Marie Nascone and Florence Buchser also serve as co-trustees
of certain trusts created by Frank Nascone, Deceased.

2 Preliminary Objections to the Objections were also filed by Rich-

ard S. Scott, Esquire. Mr. Scott was originally a co-executor of
the Bartlett Estate, but his resignation was accepted by this court
pursuant to order dated November 7, 2001.

3 The surcharge action was also filed against National City Bank,
co-executor of the Nascone Estate with Bartlett.

In Re: Estate of Lillian Frances Harley,
Deceased

Decedent’s Estates—Probate—Petition to Probate Later Will—
Opening and Amending the Probate Record—Limitation Period
for Appealing a Decree of the Register

1. Probate is conclusive as to all property, real or personal,
devised or bequeathed by it, unless an appeal is taken from pro-
bate as provided in 20 Pa.C.S.A. Section 908, or the probate record
is amended as authorized by 20 Pa.C.S.A. Section 3138.

2. The register has the power, pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S.A. Sec-
tion 3138, to open the probate record and receive proof of a later
will and amend the probate record if a later will is submitted to
the register within three months of the testator’s death but after
the register has probated an earlier will. However, 20 Pa.C.S.A.
Section 3138 has no direct application where a later will or codi-
cil is presented before the court; in such case petitioner must
rely on 20 Pa.C.S.A. Section 908.

3. 20 Pa.C.S.A. Section 908 contains a limitations period of
one year during which an appeal from a decree of the register
may be filed with the court. Exceptions to the limitations period,
under case law, include forgery; the validity of cancellations, in-
terlineations or marginal writings in the probated document; and
claims of fraud on the register or on the court.

(David A. Petersen)

Seymour A. Sikov for Petitioner Patricia Fischer, Executrix of
the Ella N. Joller Estate.
Gene J. Herne for the Commonwealth.
Lloyd E. Gluck for Animal Friends of Pittsburgh.
David K. Schoyer for the Harley Estate.

No. 1667 of 2000. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Orphans’ Court Division.

OPINION AND ORDER

Mazur, J., May 30, 2002—AND NOW, this 30th day of May,
2002, after oral argument on May 9, 2002 and due consideration
of Preliminary Objections to the Petition to Probate Later Will
Pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S.A. §3138, filed by the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania Attorney General and joined by Children’s Hospi-
tal of Pittsburgh, Animal Friends of Pittsburgh, Guiding Eyes of
the Blind, Inc. and the Salvation Army (all of which charities
were beneficiaries under the will probated in this matter), this
Court finds sufficient evidence of record to hold that the March
3, 2000 probate of the February 16, 1985 will of Lillian Frances
Harley is conclusive. Probate is “conclusive as to all property,
real or personal, devised or bequeathed by it, unless an appeal
shall be taken from probate as provided in section 908 (relating
to appeals), or the probate record shall have been amended as
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authorized by section 3138 (relating to later will or codicil).” 20
Pa.C.S.A. §3133.

A brief synopsis of the facts and history of this case is as fol-
lows. The February 16, 1985 will of Lillian Frances Harley was
probated on March 3, 2000. The administration of the Estate of
Lillian Harley, by Agreement, Receipt and Releases between the
beneficiaries of the Will of Lillian Frances Harley, Deceased, dated
February 16, 1985 was completed November 30, 2000, with final
distribution made to the four charitable beneficiaries thereun-
der. Petitioner alleges that late in 2001, after the November 8,
2001 death of Ella Joller, a document purporting to be the Last
Will and Testament of Lillian Frances Harley, dated April 25,
1991, was found among Ella Joller’s papers. On March 1, 2002,
petitioner Patricia Fischer, the executrix of the Estate of Ella N.
Joller, filed a Petition to Probate Later Will Pursuant to 20
Pa.C.S.A. §3138 seeking to probate the April 25, 1991 document.

Probate of the February 16, 1985 will was not opened within
the three month limitations period permitted by 20 Pa.C.S.A.
§3138. Section 3138 in relevant part provides that “If a later will
or codicil is submitted to the register for probate within three
months of the testator’s death but after the register shall have
probated an earlier instrument, the register… …shall have power
to open the probate record, receive proof of the later instrument
or instruments and amend his probate record.” As the later will
was not presented to the register within three months of the
testator’s death following probate of the earlier will, the register
could not open probate under 20 Pa.C.S.A. §3138. The very lan-
guage of Section 3138 provides for its use by the register in amend-
ing the probate record where a later will or codicil is submitted.
Hence, that section has no direct application where a later will
or codicil has been presented before this court.

Petitioner, therefore, must look to 20 Pa.C.S.A. §908 in filing
their appeal with the court. However, as petitioner relies upon
language in the Estate of Mary J. Peles, 739 A.2d 1071 (Pa.Super.
1999), citing “extraordinary circumstances” as a rationale for
probating a later codicil after the limitations period, (Peles at
1075), some discussion of Peles is warranted.1 In Peles our Supe-
rior Court did not permit the probate record opened when a later
codicil was presented after the limitation period of 20 Pa.C.S.A.
§3138, although the testatrix’s “provable intent” was claimed by
the petitioners for the disposition expounded in the later codicil.
In discussing the rational of strictly construing the 3 month statu-
tory period, the Peles court favorably quotes the court below which
had previously distinguished In re Dietz’s Will, 14 Pa.D.&C. 4th
392 (York 1991). In Dietz the court admitted a codicil presented
after the 3 month period to “give effect to the provable intent of
the testator,” in a situation where the codicil was held to be valid
and no distributions had been made that could be affected by it.
Id. At 396. The trial court in Peles concluded:

If we were to follow the holding in Dietz, supra, and
ignore the statute of limitations set out in §3138, …the
three-month time limit would be merely illusory and a
codicil could be admitted to probate at any time.
Peles at 1075, quoting the Trial Court Opinion, dated
November 13, 1998 at 4.

The Superior court also distinguished Dietz by saying that the
distribution in Peles had already been made, unlike Dietz where
there had been no distribution that could be affected by the later
codicil. Likewise, in the case at bar there has been a previous
distribution.

After opining that “Absent some extraordinary circum-
stances, we must agree with the trial court that arbitrary dis-
regard for the three-month time limitation set forth in the stat-

ute would render it superfluous,” (Peles at 1075), the Peles court
concluded that “…the present case is not an appropriate set of
facts to support the dispensation of the statutory three-month
time limitation.” Id. In summary, this court does not agree with
petitioner that “an appropriate set of facts” exists which would
justify suspending the time limitation of 20 Pa.C.S.A. §3138,
although, as indicated above, we hold that 20 Pa.C.S.A. §3138
is not applicable under the circumstances of this case.

Section 908 contains a limitations period of one year during
which an appeal from a decree of the register may be filed with
the court. The one year limitations period of 20 Pa.C.S.A. §908
ran on March 3, 2001, without an appeal having been filed from
the register ’s March 3, 2000 probate of the February 16, 1985
will. The extant petition, filed March 1, 2002, is not timely un-
der Section 908, and no exception applies which would toll the
limitations period of that section.2

Therefore, it is hereby ORDERED that the Preliminary Objec-
tions to the Petition to Probate Later Will Pursuant to 20 Pa.C.S.A.
§3138, filed by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Attorney
General are granted, and the Rule to Show Cause returnable
April 1, 2002 is dismissed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Mazur, J.

1 This court respectfully takes note of the fact that in Note 5
Peles at 1074 defers to Section 3138 indicating that 20 Pa.C.S.A.
§908 is not applicable where a later will or codicil is brought
before the court. Seemingly, counsel in Peles did not bring to that
court’s attention 20 Pa.C.S.A. §3133 wherein Section 3138 with
its three month period for appeal to amend the probate record is
juxtaposed with Section 908 which allows for a one year period
to bring an appeal from probate before the court. Section 3133
permits the use of either Section 3138 or 908 as may be appli-
cable to the procedural posture of the case. Due to this apparent
oversight, Note 5 of the Peles case was not applied to the facts of
the instant case.

2 Exceptions to the limitations period under caselaw of which
this court is aware, include forgery, which underlies a fraud on
the register (see, Kirkanders’s Estate, 490 Pa. 49, 415 A.2d 26
(1980)); the validity of cancellations, interlineations or marginal
writings in the probated document (see Rockett Will, 348 Pa. 455,
35 A.2d 303(1944)); and claims of fraud on the register or on the
court (see Kiger Estate, 487 Pa. 143, 409 A.2d 5 (1979)). The plead-
ings in this matter do not allege any of the above mentioned
exceptions.
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M.Y. v. S.R. v. F.R.

Paternity Testing—Estoppel

1. Mother gave birth to two children following sexual rela-
tions with two men around the times of conception. She subse-
quently held both out to be the children of both men. The men
were unaware of each other and each thought he was the father
of both children.

2. One of the men, F.R., assumed the responsibilities of fa-
therhood while the other, M.Y., was absent for a significant por-
tion of the children’s lives. The children recognized F.R. as their
father.

3. M.Y.’s complaint for custody and request for genetic test-
ing were dismissed and F.R. was legally recognized as the
children’s father. Although the mother would have been estopped
to deny M.Y.’s paternity, the doctrine of estoppel was appropri-
ate to dismiss M.Y.’s request as he delayed exercising his rights
for too long and the children did not want F.R.’s role as their
father to be challenged.

(Christine Gale)

Patricia Palko for Plaintiff, M.Y.
Melaine Shannon Rothey for Defendant/Mother.
David J. Slesnick for Additional Defendant/Father, F.R.

No. FD 01-8732-005. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Mulligan, A.J., May 15, 2002.

Miller v. Napoleone

Custody—Home Schooling

1. The parties initially agreed to share legal and physical cus-
tody of their two children, both now requesting primary physical
custody.

2. The trial court found that overwhelming evidence supported
the findings that the children’s needs were not being met by the
shared custody arrangement, primarily as a result of the mother’s
insistence to continue home schooling the children, a venture
the court determined not to be successful.

3. The parties’ lack of communication, which also rendered a
shared custody arrangement unworkable, was also seen to be
largely the result of the mother’s unwillingness to include the
father in parenting decisions. The father was seen as the parent
more likely to cooperate.

4. Primary physical custody was awarded to the father as he
was determined to be the parent who would better provide a less
stressful life for the children.

(Christine Gale)

John K. Foster, III for Plaintiff/Father.
Karen L. Myers for Defendant/Mother.

No. FD 94-9510-006. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Eaton, J., May 16, 2002.
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Marshall Pappert v.
Carnegie Supply Corp. and Gregg Fisher

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-10119
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff. Carnegie Supply Corp. - 30%

liable; Fisher - 60% liable and
Plaintiff - 10% liable

Date Of Verdict: 3/28/02
Judge: Folino
Pltf ’s Atty: John P. Goodrich
Def ’s Atty: Joseph A. Hudock
Type of Case: Personal Injury—Electrical Shock
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Samuel J. Sero, P.E; Ronald M.

Benoit, Jr., M.D. and Harvey Slater, M.D.
Defendant(s): Richard Kasdan, M.D.;
Jim Warren (Engineer)

Remarks: Plaintiff, Marshall Pappert, was called to the home
of an 81 year old woman to make repairs to an electric water
heater that had been installed five days before. The woman had
purchased the water heater from Carnegie Supply Corp. and had
asked to have it installed. Gregg Fisher, who installed the heater,
was defaulted prior to trial. Upon arrival, Plaintiff, Pappert dis-
covered puddles of water on the floor and when he attempted to
shut off the electricity, he received an electric shock. The shock
caused injuries to his right testicle. Carnegie denied any rela-
tionship between Fisher and Carnegie and defended the liability
aspect of the case on the basis that it was merely providing mul-
tiple names of installers to their customers and that it was the
customer’s responsibility to check out the worker’s qualifications.
After a seven-day trial, a jury returned a verdict for $800,000,
finding Fisher 60% liable, Carnegie 30% liable and Pappert 10%
liable. Pappert’s wife was not awarded any money on her loss of
consortium claim.

Kelly Schaffnit and Thomas Schaffnit, her husband, as
Co-Administrators of the Estate of Michael Frederick
Schaffnit, a deceased minor v. John K. Fong, M.D. and

Greater Pittsburgh OB/GYN Associates, Ltd.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-15319
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 11/01
Judge: Lucchino
Pltf ’s Atty: Harry Cohen
Def ’s Atty: Linton L. Moyer and Dana Weber Horton
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Barry Wolk, M.D. (OB/GYN);

Stuart Danoff, M.D. (Neonatology); and
Jay K. Jarrell (Economist)
Defendant(s): Baha Sabai, M.D. (OB/GYN);
Katherine Jasnosz, M.D. (Placental Pathology)

Remarks: This is a case of alleged obstetrical malpractice involv-
ing an intrauterine fetal death due to placental abruption. The
mother’s estimated date of delivery was 2/23/99. At the office visit
on 1/4/99, the mother’s blood pressure was initially 136/96, but
was repeated during the visit and was recorded to be 120/80 which
was within accepted limits. No action was taken other than to
instruct the mother to return to her doctor in two weeks. At the

next office visit on 1/18/99, the mother’s blood pressure was
158/80 and 150/90. In light of these elevated blood pressure
readings, the physician entertained the possible diagnosis of
preeclampsia and ordered lab studies, bed rest and a return to
the office in two days. The next day the patient’s husband called
the doctor’s office and reported that his wife was experiencing
diarrhea, vomiting and fever. The patient was instructed to report
to the hospital where an intrauterine fetal demise was confirmed.
The plaintiffs contended that the patient should have been hos-
pitalized following the office visit on 1/18/99. The defendants
contended that the appropriate standard of care was followed.
The jury returned a verdict for the defendants.

Brandon T. Carter and Pamela Carter, his wife v.
Edward C. Adlesic, D.M.D.; James T. Katsur, D.M.D.,

Dr. James T. Katsur and Associates, P.C. t/d/b/a Katsur
Dental Associates t/d/b/a Katsur Dental & Orthodontics

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-015779
Jury Verdict: For Defendants
Date Of Verdict: 11/2/01
Judge: Folino
Pltf ’s Atty: Edward A. Scherder, D.M.D. and

Susan Mahood
Def ’s Atty: Robert J. Grimm for Edward C. Adlesic,

D.M.D.; Mark J. Gesk for Katsur Dental
Associates

Type of Case: Dental Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): James S. Elmore, D.M.D.

Defendant(s): William A. DelVecchio, D.M.D.

Remarks: On August 26, 1996, Brandon Carter visited Katsur
Dental Associates. There, Mr. Carter was treated by Dr. Marcia
Durkan. Mr. Carter’s complaint was soreness and inflammation
in his lower mouth. Dr. Durkan diagnosed pericoronitis of tooth
#17, the lower left wisdom tooth. Pericoronitis is an inflamma-
tion and a swelling of gum tissue caused when a wisdom tooth
begins to erupt through the gum, and then food and debris be-
come trapped under the gum tissue. Dr. Durkan prescribed anti-
biotics and pain medication and referred him to a specialist oral
surgeon, Edward C. Adlesic, D.M.D. Dr. Durkan suggested ex-
traction of tooth #17. On August 28, 1996, Dr. Adlesic examined
Mr. Carter and found that his pericoronitis was resolving but
that tooth #17 was impacted. Dr. Adlesic prescribed Mr. Carter
antibiotics and analgesics but advised him that if the problems
with tooth #17 recurred, the tooth would probably have to be
removed. Mr. Carter returned to Dr. Adlesic on October 9, 1996
with recurring symptoms. At that visit, Dr. Adlesic surgically
removed tooth #17. After the surgery, Mr. Carter alleged that he
began to experience left mandibular nerve pain. Mr. Carter and
his wife filed a lawsuit against Dr. Adlesic for failure to obtain
informed consent and against Katsur Dental Associates, based
upon vicarious liability, for the alleged failure of Dr. Durkan and
Dr. Adlesic to diagnose tooth #16, an upper wisdom tooth, as a
source of Mr. Carter’s problems with tooth #17. At the conclusion
of the Plaintiffs’ case in chief, Katsur Dental Associates moved
for an involuntary non-suit as to any liability as the result of the
alleged negligence of Dr. Durkan. The Court granted Katsur Den-
tal Associates’ Motion and at that point, only Katsur Dental As-
sociates’ liability through the conduct of Dr. Adlesic remained at
issue. After a five day trial, the jury returned a verdict in favor of
the Defendants. The case is currently on appeal.
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Priscilla M. Jarrett v.
David Kirsch and Daniel Kirsch

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-15230
Jury Verdict: For Defendant. Plaintiff - 68% negligent;

Defendant - 32% negligent.
Date Of Verdict: 6/4/02
Judge: Cercone
Pltf ’s Atty: Cynthia M. Porta
Def ’s Atty: Joseph L. Luvara
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Stephen Shymansky, M.D.

Defendant(s): Michael Weiss, M.D.

Remarks: Plaintiff, Priscilla Jarrett, brought suit claiming per-
sonal injuries and damages as a result of a rear-end motor vehicle
accident that occurred on December 20, 1998 on the Parkway East,
Route 376, westbound. Plaintiff claimed that she merged into the
right hand, westbound lane and was in that lane traveling for-
ward at approximately 50 miles per hour when she was rear-ended
by the Defendant. Defendant claimed that the Plaintiff merged
from the far left lane, into the middle lane, and directly into the
right hand lane when the Plaintiff was approximately two car
lengths in front of him, and that he was unable to stop before rear-
ending the Plaintiff. It was dark and raining at the time of the
accident. Plaintiff also suffered a soft-tissue injury to the neck
and back as well as carpal tunnel syndrome to the left arm.

Gina Amenta v. Patrick S. Au

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-9818
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 6/7/02
Judge: Horgos
Pltf ’s Atty: Richard F. Start
Def ’s Atty: Joseph L. Luvara
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Richard Falcone, D.C.

Defendant(s): Charles Burke, M.D.

Remarks: Plaintiff, Gina Amenta, was 17 years old on the date
of the accident, July 11, 1997. She pulled from a stop sign on
Greenbriar Drive with its intersection with Greentree Road, a
four-lane road. Plaintiff was attempting to make a left hand turn
when she observed a vehicle speeding from her right. She stopped
her vehicle blocking the passing lane for vehicles coming from
her left whereupon she was struck by Defendant’s vehicle. Plain-
tiff claimed a vehicle in the right hand lane stopped without
hitting her car and that she remained stopped five seonds before
impact. Defendant claimed that a vehicle was stopped in the right
hand lane and as he passed that vehicle, the Plaintiff came di-
rectly in his path and stopped her car. He was unable to stop
and struck the Plaintiff ’s vehicle. Plaintiff claimed to have suf-
fered soft tissue injuries of the neck and upper back.

North Pittsburgh Heating Co., Inc. v. Schweiger, et ux.;
Schweiger, et ux. v. North Pittsburgh Heating Co., Inc.

(Consolidated)

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 01-8760
Jury Verdict: For Defendant - $30,000
Date Of Verdict: 3/21/02
Judge: Baer
Pltf ’s Atty: Jeff Morris
Def ’s Atty: John Lucas
Type of Case: Construction
Experts: —

Remarks: North Pittsburgh performed HVAC work for the
homeowners. The work was done pursuant to a written work
order. Part way through the project North Pittsburgh proposed
an alternative method to do the work. The homeowners acknowl-
edged that they approved the change but argued that they were
not told the alternative method would cost more money. The Con-
tractor claimed that the additional costs were authorized by the
construction manager, the brother of the homeowners. The Con-
tractor requested damages of $80,000, while the homeowners
asserted payment in full had been made pursuant to the written
work order. The homeowners filed a Counterclaim alleging the
work was faulty and that it would cost approximately $20,000 to
repair the same.

Katherine Dwyer v. Realmark Property Investors, et al.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-015962
Jury Verdict: $20,000 - 60% Defendant, 40% Plaintiff
Date Of Verdict: 3/25/02
Judge: Farino
Pltf ’s Atty: Craig L. Fishman
Def ’s Atty: Maury Nusbaum
Type of Case: Slip and Fall
Experts: Plaintiff(s): David Fowler, M.D.

(Orthopedic Surgery)

Remarks: Plaintiff slipped on a wet floor in her apartment build-
ing while taking her dog outside for a walk. She suffered an injury
to her right shoulder. However, Plaintiff suffered several prior slip
and fall injuries, and had received treatment for shoulder pain
since 1988. Defendant claimed that the floor was dry and that
Plaintiff ’s dog pulled on the leash, causing the fall. The court
molded the verdict to $12,000 due to the contributory negligence
assigned by the jurors, and ordered Rule 238 delay damages in
the amount of $2,765.92.
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Ross Development Company and
Kenny Ross Chevrolet, Inc. v.

Advanced Building Development, Inc.

Procedural Arbitrability—Contract—Progress Payments

The Pennsylvania Superior Court held that questions of pro-
cedural arbitrability must be determined by the arbitrator and
not by the trial court. The trial court must only resolve issues of
substantive arbitrability. Ross Development Company and Kenny
Ross Chevrolet, Inc. (collectively Ross) entered into a contract
with Advanced Building Development, Inc. (ABD) Aug. 12, 1999,
for the construction by ABD of a building in Somerset County.
Ross intended to use the building as a Chevrolet dealership. In
May and June 2000, while in the course of construction, ABD
and Ross began to dispute conditions set forth in the contract.
Specifically, ABD contended that its application for progress pay-
ment No. 5 was overdue and unpaid. In contrast, Ross argued
that ABD was not entitled to receive any additional progress
payments because ABD failed to timely pay subcontractors and
suppliers out of earlier progress payments.

(Jason Miller)

No. 00-2151. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Orie Melvin, J., July 2, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Nancy L. Cline

Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition—Animal Cruelty—
Disorderly Conduct

In a case of first impression, the Superior Court held that the
trial court abused its discretion by admitting a defendant into
an Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition (ARD) program after
the commonwealth revoked its ARD recommendation. In March
2000, the commonwealth issued numerous citations to Cline for
cruelty to animals. The citations stemmed from Cline’s alleged
mistreatment of approximately 270 animals at her farm.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 01-1116. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Lally-Green, J., June 6, 2002.

In Re: Adoption of A.C.H.,
Appeal of: S.H., Biological Mother

Parental Rights—Custody—Children, Youth and Families

Justice Brosky delivered the opinion of the Pennsylvania
Superior Court in a case that presented the issue of whether a
woman’s parental rights to her 6 year old daughter, were justly
terminated. A.C.H., the little girl at issue, was born Feb. 23, 1996.
Her birth parents are S.H. and J.I. Children, Youth and Fami-
lies became involved with the parents and child in October 1996.
S.H., the mother, is insulin dependent for diabetes and at times
has gone into diabetic shock. She has a history of mental dis-
ease, which she gets treated for on an inconsistent basis.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 02-156. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Brosky, J., July 2, 2002.

Cornerstone Family Services, Inc. v.
Bureau of Professional and

Occupational Affairs

Funeral Director Law—Cemetery—Future Interment Law

In Cornerstone Family Services, Inc. v. Bureau of Professional
and Occupational Affairs, the Commonwealth Court addressed
several issues relating to the issuance of investigative subpoenas
by a governmental agency and directed to a cemetery. Hearing
the case in its original jurisdiction, the court sustained prelimi-
nary objections to the cemetery’s declaratory judgment action seek-
ing a declaration that the subpoenas were improper.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-612. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Flaherty, J., July 2, 2002.

The City of Wilkes-Barre v.
Kaminski Brothers, Inc.

and Michael J. Pasonick, Jr., Inc.

Negligence—Indemnification—Liability

The instant case is an appeal to the Pennsylvania Common-
wealth Court from an order of the Luzerne County Court of Com-
mon Pleas that granted summary judgment to the Defendant
Michael J. Pasonick, Jr., Inc., (Pasonick, Inc.), a consulting engi-
neering firm that was engaged by the City of Wilkes-Barre.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-2224. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Leavitt, J., June 28, 2002.
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In the Matter of:
Condemnation by Urban Redevelopment
Authority of Pittsburgh of Certain Land

in the 22nd Ward of the
City of Pittsburgh, Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, Redevelopment Area 51

(Federal North) Being Property Of:
New Garden Realty Corporation,

A Pennsylvania corporation,
its administrators, executors,

successors, assigns or any other persons
found to have an interest in the property

Eminent Domain Procedures—Condemnee’s Constitutional
Rights and Violation of Right to Free Speech

1. In this condemnation proceeding, the condemnee could show
no palpable bad faith on the part of the URA. The fact that land
taken for a redevelopment project will be conveyed to a private
developer or will confer an incidental private purpose does not
vitiate the public purpose of the taking and is often necessary to
the public purpose of the taking.

2. So long as the redevelopment area met the criteria for a
blighted area, negotiation with a private developer prior to blight
certification and condemnation did not vitiate public purpose of
the condemnation. If the purpose of the condemnation satisfies
constitutional and statutory requirements of public use, as has
been established here, the developmental methodology is not
subject to inquiry.

3. Unless it can be shown that a taking of property is based on
a content-based prior restraint, the strict scrutiny test used for
First Amendment rights cases is not applicable. Condemnation
does not become a prior restraint simply because the government
chooses to reuse the condemned structure. Mere hostility to speech
which will be incidentally burdened by a project that has other
primary purposes is insufficient to show prior restraint.

4. If no strict scrutiny test is required, a four part intermediate
scrutiny test is used to gauge the incidental impact on protected
speech of government land use plans aimed at non-speech goals.
A government regulation is constitutional and sufficiently justi-
fied if it is within the constitutional power of the government; if
it furthers an important or substantial government interest; if
the governmental interest is unrelated to the suppression of free
expression; and if the incidental restriction on alleged First
Amendment freedoms is no greater than is essential to the fur-
therance of that interest.

(M. Elizabeth Williams)

Joel P. Aaronson and Craig W. Jones for the URA.
Peter N. Georgiades for the New Garden Realty Corporation.

GD 97-7170, In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION AND ORDER OF COURT

Penkower, J., April 18, 2002—The Urban Redevelopment
Authority of Pittsburgh (“URA”) commenced this action by filing
a Declaration of Taking pursuant to the Eminent Domain Code,
26 P.S. Section 1-101 et seq., in connection with the Federal-North
Redevelopment Project. The property subject to the taking is
situated at 12 West North Avenue in the 22nd Ward of the City

of Pittsburgh and is owned by New Garden Realty Corporation
(“Condemnee”). Erected on the property is a movie theater
known as the Garden Theater, which is operated by New Gar-
den Theater, Inc. pursuant to a lease with Condemnee. The
Garden Theater is used exclusively for the commercial exhibi-
tion of adult films.

Pursuant to 26 P.S. Section 1-406, Condemnee filed Prelimi-
nary Objections Raising Questions of Fact to the Declaration of
Taking, alleging some two dozen violations of Condemnee’s rights
by URA. URA filed Preliminary Objections to Condemnee’s Pre-
liminary Objections, and after hearing thereon, I granted URA’s
preliminary objections in part. As a result of that ruling,
Condemnee’s surviving Preliminary Objections to Declaration of
Taking may be succinctly stated as follows:

1. That the URA’s taking of the Garden Theater was in
palpable bad faith and not for a public purpose, but
rather for a private purpose.

2. That the URA’s taking of the Garden Theater is in-
valid because it violated Condemnee’s constitution-
ally protected First Amendment free speech rights.

After review of the extensive record* in this case, I have concluded
that Condemnee’s claims are without merit, and its preliminary
objections are therefore overruled.1

Factual Background

This dispute has its genesis in the late 1960’s, when the area
later designated as the Federal-North Redevelopment Area (the
Federal Street—North Avenue business district of the Central
North Side) was considered to be a neighborhood in decline and
in need of renewal, and became the subject of much study by city
agencies. In January 1989, the Department of City Planning of
the City of Pittsburgh issued a report entitled “Federal-North
Basic Conditions Report” that analyzed conditions in the eight
square block Federal-North Redevelopment Area, and recom-
mended certification of this area as blighted and eligible for re-
development pursuant to the Urban Redevelopment Law. These
conditions included rising crime, problem bars, declining popu-
lation, loss of businesses and services, and deteriorating and
underutilized buildings. According to the Conditions Report, the
presence of an adult theater added to the negative image of the
area. The proposed goals of the Federal-North Redevelopment
Area project included removing existing blight that had resulted
in disinvestments and abandonment; encouraging new commer-
cial investments and development; encouraging reinvestment in
the housing stock, thereby stabilizing the housing market; re-
claiming underutilized land resources to enhance revenue gen-
eration; improving the appearance of the area, thereby enhanc-
ing its image and the surrounding neighborhood; assembling land
to permit new commercial and office development; and preserv-
ing the architectural integrity of the built environment. After a
hearing on the report, the Pittsburgh City Planning Commis-
sion, in February 1989, certified the eight-square-block area as
blighted and eligible for redevelopment and created the Federal-
North Redevelopment Area. Immediately thereafter, a team of
planning participants was convened to begin the process for the
preparation of a proposed redevelopment plan. Later called the
Federal-North Task Force, the team included representatives
from the URA, Department of City Planning, community orga-
nizations, and other stakeholders in the Federal-North Redevel-
opment Area.

The redevelopment planning process took place over a period
of six years and the final Redevelopment Plan and the final Re-
development Proposal for the Federal-North Redevelopment Area
was approved by Pittsburgh City Council in 1995 and amended
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in 1997. The Redevelopment Plan and Redevelopment Proposal
recommended the acquisition by URA of 47 individual properties
for $5 million, including the Garden Theater, comprising the en-
tirety of three contiguous blocks that constituted the commercial
core of the eight-square-block Federal-North Redevelopment Area.
These three blocks were proposed to be redeveloped for 1) a new
$25 million 200,000 square foot office/research facility; 2) a new
$7 million, 500 car parking garage with integrated commercial
areas; and 3) a $12.5 million preservation, restoration and reuse
of all eleven existing buildings in the third block, including the
Garden Theater, for a new performing arts, cultural and commu-
nity activities venue and a variety of associated commercial uses.
The preservation and reuse of the buildings of the Garden The-
ater block was the alternative chosen in preference to two other
options, both of which included demolition of all of those buildings
to permit the construction of a second office building. The Garden
Theater is an architecturally significant building and is the larg-
est of the properties in this block. The preservation and reuse of
this building, along with the adjacent Masonic Building, as a per-
forming arts, cultural and community activity use, was identified
in the early stages of the planning process as a key component
to stimulate the rest of this block, as well as the Federal-North
Redevelopment Area in general.

In the early stages of the redevelopment planning process,
beginning in 1989, the North Side Civic Development Council,
a not-for-profit community development organization, took on
the unofficial role of a redevelopment coordinator to facilitate
planning and implementation of various individual private re-
development activities anticipated for the Federal-North Rede-
velopment Area. The URA believed that the involvement of a
neighborhood based non-profit organization like the North Side
Civic Development Council, which had development experience,
would advance the successful implementation of private rede-
velopment activities. However, by the end of 1993 the North
Side Civic Development Council had ceased to actively partici-
pate in the Federal-North Redevelopment Area planning pro-
cess and the URA had lost confidence in the Council’s ability to
continue in its unofficial coordination/facilitation role. The plan-
ning process was entering its fifth year and appeared to be
stalled. To help accelerate the completion of the planning pro-
cess, the URA entered into a Memorandum of Understanding
with the other major participants in the redevelopment plan-
ning process, detailing the proposed undertakings of each of
the parties necessary to move the redevelopment process for-
ward. For example, Allegheny General Hospital and its associ-
ated entities were given responsibility for planning for the block
on which was to be developed the office/research building. The
Central North Side Neighborhood Council, another local non-
profit organization that had been involved in the redevelopment
planning process since its inception, was given the primary re-
sponsibility for the planning and redevelopment of properties
in the Garden Theater block.

In 1993, Pittsburgh elected a new Mayor, Tom Murphy, who
appointed Deputy Mayor Tom Cox as Chairman of the URA at
the beginning of 1994. Early on in his tenure at URA, Cox, after
reviewing the status of the planning process for the Federal-North
Redevelopment Area, concluded that there had been insufficient
progress in the planning for the preservation and redevelopment
of the buildings in the Garden Theater block, particularly with
respect to the creation of the performing arts, cultural and com-
munity activity venue in the Garden Theater and the Masonic
Building. Cox believed that an additional mechanism was needed
to “jump start” the completion of the planning process and to
transition to the implementation phase, and thought that it would
be helpful to involve an organization with a presence and commit-
ment to the North Side, with experience in development activi-
ties, particularly related to the arts and cultural activities, and
with the ability to access foundation and other funding sources.

To that end, he turned to the Mattress Factory, and its founder
and Executive Director, Barbara Luderowski, whom Cox believed
had the necessary experience and capabilities for the task.

The Mattress Factory, founded in 1977, is a museum of con-
temporary art as well as a research and development laboratory
for artists. It is located in several renovated buildings just a few
blocks from the Garden Theater block, employs more than fif-
teen people, and has an annual operating budget of approximately
one million dollars. Over the years, the Mattress Factory has
created artistic educational programs, including collaborating
with the Pittsburgh Public Schools. Its economic support comes
primarily from a number of prominent foundations. In March
1994, the Mattress Factory agreed to participate with the URA
and the Federal-North Task Force in the planning and imple-
mentation process for the redevelopment of the Garden Theater
block. Within a few weeks it secured a $50,000 grant from the
Buhl Foundation to fund the preparation of an architectural sche-
matic design and feasibility study for the buildings in the Gar-
den Theater block, and associated activities. In April 1995,
$143,000 in additional funding was obtained from the Pittsburgh
Foundation to aid in the hiring of consultants and other staff.

The Mattress Factory’s concept for the redevelopment of the
Garden Theater was a continuation of the concept for the reuse
of the Garden Theater that had been developed during the rede-
velopment planning process prior to the Mattress Factory’s first
involvement in 1994; i.e., as a performing arts, cultural and com-
munity activities venue with live performance, music, dance and
theater, and educational, community and social functions.

In addition to gathering information, developing financial
analyses, and expanding fundraising efforts, the Mattress Fac-
tory also began the preparation of the first draft of a master plan
for the Garden Theater block, which was completed in January
1996. Throughout 1994 and most of 1995, the Mattress Factory’s
role was not formalized with the URA. At all times, the Mattress
Factory was acting as a volunteer and, other than a small grant
from the City of Pittsburgh to help defray the costs of printing
the master plan for the Garden Theater block, has never received
any compensation from the City or URA. In September 1995, the
URA and the Mattress Factory entered into a Preliminary De-
velopment Agreement, which set forth the roles, responsibilities
and undertakings of the URA and the Mattress Factory with
respect to the Mattress Factory’s participation with the Federal-
North Task Force in the planning and redevelopment of the Gar-
den Theater block, as well as the preparation of a master plan
for the redevelopment of the Garden Theater block.

In December 1995, Pittsburgh City Council approved the Re-
development Proposal for the Federal-North Redevelopment
Area, authorizing the URA to move forward with redevelopment
activities, including the acquisition of all of the 47 properties
that comprised the entirety of the three contiguous square blocks
constituting the commercial core of the eight-square-block rede-
velopment area. The final version of the Mattress Factory’s mas-
ter plan for the redevelopment of all of the buildings in the Gar-
den Theater block was submitted to the URA in August 1996.
The master plan described the proposed reuses of the Garden
Theater as follows:

• Performing arts space for music, dance, film, special
events and conferences.

• Rental use by a wide range of organizations both for
profit and not for profit.

• Fund raising events and educational programming
in conjunction with local businesses and universities.

• Periodic venue for Mattress Factory performance pro-
gramming.
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The Mattress Factory and theater managers will develop
a programming schedule that relates to other events in
the North Side and in Pittsburgh with performances that
tie in to the Children’s Festival, Three Rivers Arts Fes-
tival and the Mellon Jazz Festival, significant holidays
and national celebrations.

Activities in the Garden Theater will be coordinated
with events on the upper floors of the Masonic Hall,
providing the opportunity for organizations to host a
banquet at the Masonic in conjunction with a perfor-
mance or ceremony at the Theater.

The Preliminary Development Agreement between the URA and
the Mattress Factory expired by its terms in December 1996, but
the Mattress Factory continued with its redevelopment activi-
ties for several years thereafter.

On May 9, 1997, the URA filed a Declaration of Taking to
acquire title to the Garden Theater, and on June 6, 1997, New
Garden Realty, Inc., the owner of the Garden Theater, filed Pre-
liminary Objections challenging the validity of the taking, which
objections are the subject of this opinion.

Bad Faith: Public Purpose/Private Purpose Dichotomy

Condemnee claims that the URA’s taking of the Garden The-
ater was in palpable bad faith and not for a public purpose. It
argues that the taking was not for any legitimate redevelopment
purpose, but that the theater was intended to be reconveyed to
the Mattress Factory, a politically favored private developer, for
its own private use.

We begin the analysis of this claim with the basic proposi-
tions that there is a strong presumption that the URA has acted
lawfully, properly and in good faith; that the Condemnee bears
the heavy burden of rebutting this presumption; and that the
URA’s actions will not be set aside in the absence of fraud or
palpable bad faith. Appeal of Heim, 617 A.2d 74 (Pa. Cmwlth.
1992); In re Condemnation by City of Philadelphia of Leasehold
of Airportels, Inc., 389 A.2d 224 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1979). The
Condemnee must prove that the URA acted in palpable bad faith
by clear, precise and indubitable evidence. Fleet II v. Redevelop-
ment Authority of County of Washington, 607 A.2d 311 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 1992). “Bad faith is generally the opposite of good faith
and [under certain factual circumstances] implies a tainted mo-
tive of interest. Bad faith becomes palpable when such motive is
obvious or readily perceived.” Redevelopment Authority of the City
of Erie v. Owners or Parties in Interest, 274 A.2d 244, 247 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 1971). The basic premise of the Condemnee’s argument
is that the URA’s bad faith was manifest by its official manipula-
tion of the planning process to achieve unconstitutional ends.2

I find that the Condemnee has failed to meet its burden of
proof. The credible evidence adduced in this case does not sub-
stantiate the Condemnee’s claim, but in fact supports the URA’s
position. Initially, it is beyond dispute that the Federal-North
Redevelopment Area, comprised of eight square blocks, includ-
ing the Garden Theater block, was blighted, and therefore eli-
gible for redevelopment under the Urban Redevelopment Law.3

The Redevelopment Plan and the Redevelopment Proposal ap-
proved by the URA and Pittsburgh City Council provided for the
acquisition of all of the properties located in the three contigu-
ous blocks comprising the commercial core of the Redevelopment
Area.4 The Garden Theater was not singled out for acquisition.

The record does not support the Condemnee’s argument that
the Mattress Factory was the intended beneficiary of a scheme
to disenfranchise the Garden Theater. The concept of acquiring
the Garden Theater and converting it to a performing arts, cul-
tural and community activities venue as a redevelopment stimu-
lus to the rest of the block and the surrounding area, predated

by five years any involvement by the Mattress Factory. The URA’s
requested participation by the Mattress Factory in 1994 was the
result of dissatisfaction with the progress of its predecessor, the
North Side Civic Development Council.5 According to the 1995
Preliminary Development Agreement between the URA and the
Mattress Factory, the Mattress Factory’s primary role was to
facilitate the planning and development of the Garden Theater
block and to prepare a master plan for the block’s development.
Under the Preliminary Development Agreement, the URA was
not obligated to sell any property to the Mattress Factory, nor
was it required to designate the Mattress Factory as the rede-
veloper of any property in the Garden Theater block. There is no
evidence that the URA has entered into any other agreements
with the Mattress Factory concerning the future sale of the Gar-
den Theater or other property. The designation in the Prelimi-
nary Development Agreement of the Mattress Factory as “mas-
ter developer” was not shown to have any probative meaning in
support of the Condemnee’s position.

Assuming, arguendo, that the Mattress Factory was intended
to have been the developer, or future owner, of the Garden The-
ater, URA’s actions still withstand scrutiny. The fact that land
taken for a redevelopment project will be conveyed to a private
developer, or will confer an incidental private benefit, does not
vitiate the public purpose of the taking, and is oftentimes neces-
sary to the public purpose of the taking. In re City of Scranton,
572 A.2d 250 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1990), relying on Belovsky v. Redevel-
opment Authority, 54 A.2d 277 (Pa. 1947). See also Fleet II v. Rede-
velopment Authority, supra. (So long as the redevelopment area
met the criterion for designation as a blighted area, negotiations
with private developer prior to blight certification and condemna-
tion did not vitiate public purpose of the condemnation.)

The Condemnee repeatedly criticizes the reasons articulated
by the URA for the taking of the Garden Theater, the economic
underpinnings of the redevelopment plan, and the URA’s meth-
odology. However, it is an elementary principle of law that ab-
sent a showing of bad faith, fraud, capricious action or abuse of
power, courts should not inquire into the wisdom of actions of
governmental bodies or the details of the manner adopted to carry
those actions into execution. In re Certain Parcels of Land, 216
A.2d 769 (Pa. 1966). So long as the purpose of the condemnation
satisfies constitutional and statutory requirements of public use,
as has been established here, the developmental methodology is
not subject to inquiry. Id.

The Condemnee takes the URA to task for refusing to con-
sider any redevelopment proposals put forth by the owner of the
Garden Theater. The identity or selection of a redeveloper is not
subject to challenge in condemnation proceedings and the URA
is not required to select a redeveloper from among the
condemnees. See Simco Stores, Inc. v. Redevelopment Authority
of the City of Philadelphia, 302 A.2d 907 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1973).

Free Speech

It is well settled that the right to see and the right to display
non-obscene, sexually explicit motion pictures are constitution-
ally protected under both the First Amendment to the United
States Constitution and Article I, Section 7 of the Pennsylvania
Constitution. See, e.g., Young v. American Mini-Theatre, Inc., 427
U.S. 50 (1976); Commonwealth v. Guild Theatre, Inc., 248 A.2d
45 (Pa. 1968). Consequently, adult movies such as those shown
at the Garden Theater are constitutionally protected free speech,
which the Condemnee has a right to show and to which the pub-
lic has a right of access.

The Garden Theater is the last adult theater open in the City
of Pittsburgh. Condemnee claims that the immediate effect of
the taking of the Garden Theater will be to put the Condemnee
out of business and thereby completely eliminate this form of
speech within the City of Pittsburgh. The taking is alleged to be
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invalid because it violates the Condemnee’s constitutionally pro-
tected right of free speech. In support of this claim, the Condemnee
sets forth two separate and alternative theories: 1) Because the
URA’s decision to take the Garden Theater was directly related to
the subject matter of the Condemnee’s films, the taking is on its
face presumptively unconstitutional, and must be subjected to strict
scrutiny by the Court; 2) If it is determined that the URA’s taking
of the Garden Theater is content-neutral, the taking will never-
theless burden constitutionally protected speech, and would there-
fore have to meet the standards of intermediate scrutiny. The URA
maintains that neither test is applicable.6

Strict Scrutiny

The Condemnee contends that the URA’s decision to take the
Garden Theater constituted a content-based, prior restraint on
the Condemnee’s right of free speech and is therefore subject to
the strict scrutiny test, which would require the URA to prove
that the taking of the Garden Theater was necessary to serve a
compelling state interest. I find that the taking of the Garden
Theater was content neutral and for an independent, legitimate
governmental objective. Particularly instructive in this regard
is a condemnation case from our sister state of New York wherein
the facts are strikingly similar to those of the instant case. In
Forty-Second Street Company v. Koch, 613 F. Supp. 1416 (S.D.N.Y.
1985), an adult theater owner claimed that the taking of its the-
aters as part of an urban renewal project was an unconstitutional,
content based, prior restraint of speech motivated by hostility to
the content of the movies shown at the theaters.7 In rejecting the
theater owner’s claim, the Court stated:

    “Plaintiffs argue vigorously that the condemnation
of their theaters amounts to an unconstitutional prior
restraint. Plaintiffs allege that they are being singled
out because theirs are the only buildings to be con-
demned but not torn down. They point to the many
hostile comments toward their films which are unde-
niably scattered throughout the Project’s documenta-
tion and argue for an inference that suppressing their
speech is a goal of the project …. In G. & A. Books, 604
F. Supp. At 609, the court reviewed cases in which the
government had singled out a particular class of speech
for a special burden amounting to a prior restraint.
(citations omitted).
    By contrast, in this case, several hundred businesses
in a 13-acre area will be shut down, across the board,
and a few of them will be adult uses. Plaintiffs’ busi-
nesses will be closed in a neutral fashion along with all
the others. Plaintiffs cannot and do not argue that their
buildings are being singled out for condemnation when
whole blocks of commercial buildings are being demol-
ished. The mere fact that their speech will be burdened
by this overall condemnation is not enough to make
out a prior restraint, because that would prove too
much; it would give businesses engaged in protected
speech virtual immunity from land use changes. G. &
A. Books, 604 F. Supp. at 909.
    The major distinction in this case is that plaintiffs’
buildings will remain standing. That is a distinction
without a difference, however, because the effect on
plaintiffs will be exactly the same—they will lose their
buildings—and the effect on their free speech will be
identical whether the buildings are renovated or razed
…. The condemnation does not become a prior restraint
simply because defendants choose to reuse the con-
demned structures …. Moreover, mere hostility to
speech which will be incidentally burdened by a Project
that has other primary purposes is insufficient.” 613
F. Supp at 1424-25.

Similarly, in G. & A. Books, Inc. v. Stern, 604 F. Supp. 898
(S.D.N.Y. 1985), aff ’d, 770 F.2d 288 (2d Cir. 1985), the Court re-
jected an adult bookstore owner’s claim that the condemnation
of its store in connection with the Times Square renewal project
was an unconstitutional, content-based, prior restraint of speech
motivated by hostility to the materials sold at the adult book-
store. Despite finding that the Project planners had displayed a
pronounced hostility to adult uses apparently reflecting official
City and State policy, the Court found that the condemnation of
the bookstore did not constitute a content-based prior restraint.
As the Court reasoned:

“There is no question that the Project will have some
impact on the plaintiffs’ exercise of their First Amend-
ment rights. They will be forced out of the area, and if
they cannot relocate, their ability to distribute sexu-
ally-explicit material will be curtailed. Nevertheless,
the Project does not constitute a prior restraint for one
simple reason: Whatever the carried motivations be-
hind the project, in actual application the plan does
not single out plaintiffs’ speech for special treatment
…. It is not disputed that Times Square suffers from
serious physical and social blight, ranging from
underutilized and decaying buildings to violent crime,
drugs and prostitution. Viewed from this perspective,
it is irrelevant that plaintiffs have not been proven to
cause blight. Neither have many of the restaurants,
retail shops and other businesses that will be displaced
by the Project. The Project does not purport to shut
down only adult uses on the basis of blight findings
about such uses alone; it looks towards a wholesale
clearing and renovation of entire city blocks on the basis
of a well supported overall finding of blight—blight that
is caused by many things other than adult uses. So
long as protected speech is not singled out for special
treatment, this blight may be attacked through a com-
prehensive land use plan without it constituting a prior
restraint.” G. & A. Books at 909-910.

Comparing the facts of the instant case to those of Forty-Sec-
ond Street Co. and G. & A. Books,8 it is abundantly clear that
URA’s action did not constitute an invalid content-based prior
restraint of the Condemnee’s free speech rights. The strict scru-
tiny test is therefore not applicable.

Intermediate Scrutiny

Once a determination is made that the condemnation will
not act as a prior restraint and therefore the strict scrutiny test
will be bypassed, the analysis shifts to the four-part intermedi-
ate scrutiny test enunciated in United States v. O’Brien, 391 U.S.
367 (1968). This test has proven useful in gauging the incidental
impact on protected speech of government land use plans aimed
at non-speech goals. See Forty-Second Street, supra, at 1425, and
the cases cited therein. Under the O’Brien test, a government
regulation is constitutional and “sufficiently justified if it is within
the constitutional power of the Government; if it furthers an
important or substantial governmental interest; if the govern-
mental interest is unrelated to the suppression of free expres-
sion; and if the incidental restriction on alleged First Amend-
ment freedoms is no greater than is essential to the furtherance
of that interest.” 391 U.S. at 377.

Applying the O’Brien intermediate scrutiny test,9 I find that
based upon the facts of the instant case, URA’s condemnation of
the Garden Theater in connection with its planning and imple-
mentation of the Federal-North Redevelopment Area, satisfies
all four prongs and is therefore constitutional.

With respect to the first prong, it is undisputed that the URA’s
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condemnation of property as part of the Federal-North Redevel-
opment Area project is within its constitutional powers. It has
long been recognized that condemnation for purposes of urban
renewal is a proper use of the state’s police power. Berman v.
Parker, 348 U.S. 26 (1954); Belovsky v. Redevelopment Authority
of the City of Philadelphia, 54 A.2d 277 (Pa. 1947). The second
and third prongs are similarly satisfied. Unquestionably the re-
newal and redevelopment of blighted areas constitutes an im-
portant and substantial government interest and that interest
is unrelated to the suppression of free expression. See 75 P.S.
Section 1702, the “Findings and Declaration of Policy” section of
the Urban Redevelopment Law. Clearly, the Federal-North Re-
development Area was blighted, and the project’s goals were in
furtherance of an important and substantial government inter-
est. The third prong, requiring that the governmental interest
be unrelated to the suppression of free speech, does not look at
whether the perceived ‘legislative motive’ for legislation is unre-
lated to the suppression of free expression, but rather, whether
an identifiable “governmental interest” is so unrelated. Hart Book
Stores, Inc. v. Edminsten, 612 F.2d 821 (4th Cir. 1979). Once again,
Forty-Second Street is instructive:

The second and third parts of the O’Brien test are also
satisfied whether one examines the overall goals of the
Project, as the court believes is appropriate, or only the
stated purposes underlying the condemnation of plain-
tiffs’ theaters. It is beyond cavil that Times Square suf-
fers from extraordinary blight and that this Project,
whatever its merits, represents an attempt to deal with
this blight in a radical and all-encompassing way. A major
strategy of the Project is to promote uses within the
Project area that will attract an upscale audience, in-
cluding live theater and upgraded retail stores and res-
taurants, with the ultimate goals of reducing violent
crime, drug dealing, and prostitution, strengthening
property values and the tax base, and supporting the
theater industry and tourism in the area. Viewed broadly,
these are clearly substantial goals and they are just as
clearly not related to suppressing speech ….
    [T]he court will not consider how well these goals are
served by the present plan, only that the plan actually
does, to some significant degree, serve state purposes
that are substantial and unrelated to the suppression
of speech. Even accepting plaintiffs’ factual allegations
that their theaters are safe and viable and that the City’s
plan is ill-conceived, these legitimate state interests are
still served by the condemnation.
613 F. Supp. at 1426.

The above reasoning is equally applicable to the instant mat-
ter. All that is required is that the URA provides substantial
reasons, other than content of speech, for its actions. It has
certainly done so.

The fourth prong of the test, i.e., that the resulting curtail-
ment of speech be no greater than essential to the furtherance of
the governmental interest, requires that there be a balancing of
the state interests that are served by the government regulation
against the marginal impact on speech caused by that action.
The Supreme Court further explained the fourth O’Brien prong
in United States v. Albertini, 472 U.S. 675 (1985):

The First Amendment does not bar application of a neu-
tral regulation that incidentally burdens speech merely
because a party contends that allowing an exception in
the particular case will not threaten important gov-
ernmental interests (citations omitted). Regulations
that burden speech incidentally or control the time,
place and manner of expression (citations omitted)

must be evaluated in terms of their general effect. Nor
are such regulations invalid simply because there is
some imaginable alternative that might be less bur-
densome on speech (citations omitted). Instead, an in-
cidental burden on speech is no greater than is essen-
tial and therefore is permissible under O’Brien, so long
as the neutral regulation promotes a substantial gov-
ernment interest that would be achieved less effec-
tively absent the regulations (citations omitted). The
validity of such regulations does not turn on a judge’s
agreement with a responsible decision-maker concern-
ing the most appropriate method for promoting signifi-
cant government interests. 472 U.S. at 688-9.

I am mindful of the Supreme Court’s admonition not to substitute
my judgment for that of the URA. It is clear, however, that the
URA’s objective of redeveloping the Federal-North Redevelopment
Area, in general, and the preservation and redevelopment of the
buildings in the Garden Theater block, in particular, would be
achieved less effectively without the acquisition of the Garden
Theater. The URA’s judgment in this regard, based, in part, on the
Garden Theater’s size, location, architectural significance, and
adaptability, as well as the need to maintain developmental con-
trol, has support in the record.

Arcara

Relying on Arcara v. Cloud Books, Inc., 478 U.S. 697, the URA
maintains that the validity of the URA’s taking of the Garden
Theater is not subject to either the strict scrutiny test or the
intermediate scrutiny test. Arcara involved a New York statute
that authorized the closure of a building found to be a public
health nuisance on the basis of its having been used for prosti-
tution and lewdness. A civil complaint was filed against the
owners of an adult bookstore seeking closure under this stat-
ute. The bookstore owners claimed that a closure would imper-
missibly interfere with their First Amendment rights to sell
books on the premises. The trial court’s denial of the bookstore
owners’ motion for summary judgment was affirmed by the in-
termediate appellate court but was reversed by the New York
Court of Appeals on First Amendment grounds. The Court of
Appeals applied the O’Brien limited scrutiny test for determining
the validity of a statute that regulates conduct that has an ex-
pressive element, and held that the statute failed the fourth prong,
which requires that the statute be no broader than necessary to
achieve its purpose when it incidentally restricts speech. The Court
reasoned that the one-year closure order was much broader than
necessary to achieve the proscription of illicit sexual activity on
the premises, and that an injunction could achieve the same effect
without restricting bookselling activities.

The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari and
reversed, holding that the First Amendment does not bar en-
forcement of the closure statute against the bookstore, and that
the O’Brien intermediate scrutiny test has no relevance to a
statute that is directed at imposing sanctions on nonexpressive
activity. The Court explained:

… neither the press nor booksellers may claim special
protection from governmental regulations of general
applicability simply by virtue of their First Amendment
protected activities. If the city imposed closure penal-
ties for demonstrated Fire Code violations, or health
hazards from inadequate sewage treatment, the First
Amendment would not aid the owner of premises who
had knowingly allowed such violations to persist. …we
conclude that the First Amendment is not implicated
by the enforcement of a public health regulation of gen-
eral application against the physical premises in which
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respondents happen to sell books. 478 U.S. 705, 707.

Justice O’Connor’s concurring opinion was even more explicit:

I agree that the Court of Appeals erred in applying a
First Amendment standard of review, where, as here,
the government is regulating neither speech nor an
incidental, nonexpressive effect of speech. Any other
conclusion would lead to an absurd result that any
government action that had some conceivable speech-
inhibiting consequences, such as the arrest of a news-
caster for a traffic violation, would require analysis
under the First Amendment. 478 U.S. 708.

See also O’Connor v. City and County of Denver, 894 F.2d 1210
(10th Cir. 1990), holding that the closure of a movie theater
pursuant to an ordinance that is directed at unlawful conduct
occurring at the theater, and not at speech manifest by the mov-
ies shown at the theater, is not subject to First Amendment
scrutiny. “[T]he issue is whether plaintiffs may avoid the require-
ments of complying with public safety standards merely because
they show films which are protected by the First Amendment. The
fact that a commercial enterprise deals in material protected by
the First Amendment does not immunize it from police power regu-
lations.” 894 F.2d 1216.10

The URA argues that the holding and reasoning of the Arcara
decision applies in the instant case. It posits that the acquisition
by URA of the properties in the Federal-North Redevelopment
Area (including the Garden Theater) in order to facilitate the
implementation of the redevelopment of the area is not govern-
mental action under laws regulating speech or expressive con-
duct. Rather, it is action pursuant to the authority of the Urban
Redevelopment Law and the Eminent Domain Code. The URA
reasons that there is no meaningful difference between the pub-
lic health statute in Arcara and the public health, safety and
welfare statute11 in the instant case. The subjects of both stat-
utes are completely unrelated to the regulation of speech or ex-
pressive conduct and both happen to have incidental speech-in-
hibiting consequences. Analogously to the bookstore closing in
Arcara, the URA’s acquisition of the Garden Theater should not
convert the condemnation action to a time, place and manner
restriction on speech, and thus subject it to First Amendment
scrutiny, any more than had this been a Fire Code enforcement
proceeding.

As expected, the Condemnee takes the position that Arcara
is completely inapposite to the case at hand. Its reading of Arcara
would limit it to situations involving criminal or civil sanctions
for statutory or code violations. The Condemnee also argues that
in Arcara the government action was not content-based, whereas
it is in this case (a position I have already rejected, supra). A
further distinction between the two cases is that in Arcara the
bookstore owners were free to sell their books at a different loca-
tion. It is suggested that the URA has not established that there
are other locations within the City of Pittsburgh where an adult
theater can be located. Furthermore, because of the paucity of
alternate locations, and the uncertainty of being able to relocate,
the taking of the Garden Theater will have the inevitable effect
of suppressing speech.

Both sides’ arguments have merit. It is far from clear
whether, and to what extent, eminent domain proceedings
should be subject to an Arcara analysis. In light of my decision
under the intermediate scrutiny test, it is unnecessary for me
to decide this issue.

ORDER

On this 18th day of April, 2002, for the reasons set forth in
the foregoing Opinion, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED
and DECREED that the Preliminary Objections Raising Ques-
tions of Fact to the Declaration of Taking are hereby OVER-
RULED.

BY THE COURT
/s/Penkower, J.

* The filings in this case stand over three feet tall, in addition to
some 500 exhibits. Counsel also submitted 450 pages of final briefs.

1 In its brief, the Condemnee argues for the first time that the
taking of the Garden Theater exceeded the statutory authority
vested in the URA under the Urban Redevelopment Law and
that the taking was of more property than necessary for URA’s
redevelopment purposes. The Condemnee did not raise these
grounds in its preliminary objections and has therefore waived
them. In re Land Owned by Wexford Plaza Associates, 674 A.2d
1204 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1996). Moreover, under the reasoning and
holding of Oliver v. City of Clairton, 98 A.2d 47 (Pa. 1953), in this
regard, the URA’s taking of the Garden Theater was valid.

2 The Condemnee’s constitutional claims are addressed in the
next section of this opinion, infra, beginning at p. 13.

3 See discussion of Federal-North Basic Conditions Report, supra,
pp. 2-3.

4 See details, supra, pp. 3-4.

5 See discussion, supra, pp. 5-6.

6 See discussion of Arcara, infra, at p. 20.

7 Plaintiffs in this case owned eight theaters that under the re-
development plan would be renovated, altered and turned over
to other operators for uses consistent with the Project. Three
were to be converted to live theater; two to retail and restaurant
use, two to non-profit or “institutional” theater, and one was to
be demolished.

8 Both opinions were authored by Chief Judge Constance Baker
Motley of the United States District Court for the Southern Dis-
trict of New York.

9 In light of the United States Supreme Court decision in Arcara
v. Cloud Books, Inc., 478 U.S. 697 (1986), decided after Chief
Judge Motley’s decisions in Forty-Second Street and G. & A. Books,
questions have been raised as to whether the intermediate scru-
tiny test should continue to be applied to eminent domain cases.
See discussion of Arcara, infra, at p. 20.

10 In Pennsylvania, Arcara has been followed in Commonwealth
v. Danny’s New Adam & Eve Bookstore, 625 A.2d 119 (Pa. Cmwlth.
1993).

11 “The replanning and redevelopment of [blighted] areas in ac-
cordance with sound and approved plans for the redevelopment
will promote the public health, safety, convenience and welfare.”
35 P.S. Section 1702(d).
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Estate of Gwendolyn L. Napper
(Administratrix Scott) v. Stept, M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-008373
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 2/7/02
Judge: Folino
Pltf ’s Atty: Judd Crosby
Def ’s Atty: Giles Gaca
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Dr. Jamal H. Khan, M.D., F.A.C.S.

Defendant(s): Dr. Joseph Colella, (Surgeon);
Dr. Brack G. Hatler, Ph.D. (Cardiothoracic
Surgeon); Dr. Ardrianna Selvaggio
(Nephrologist)

Remarks: The deceased plaintiff was admitted to the hospital
for a routine replacement of a catheter into her heart which she
required for renal dialysis. Shortly following the procedure, Ms.
Napper had a hemothorax which led to cardiac arrest and death.
The estate alleged that early diagnosis of a laceration in her su-
perior vena cava from the procedure would have prevented the
death and allowed for fulfillment of life. The defendant argued
that it was not certain that the laceration was incurred during
the procedure rather than during emergency treatment at an-
other hospital immediately prior to the procedure. Defendant also
contended that the procedure was routine and that careful scru-
tiny during the post-operative period was not mandated.

Chasey v. Zemanick

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-15533
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 2/4/02
Judge: Penkower
Pltf ’s Atty: William S. Schweers, Jr.
Def ’s Atty: Francis Garger; Kristin L. Pieseski
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Mike Royal, M.D.

Defendant(s): Dr. Louis J. Wickas
(Anesthiologist); Dr. Peter E. Sheptak
(Surgeon); Dr. Henry Galaska, M.D.

Remarks: The plaintiff received a hip replacement surgery at
Pittsburgh Mercy Hospital on 10-9-97. On or about 10-12-97 the
plaintiff complained of pain and stated that she suffered right
ulnar nerve damage. The plaintiff argued that improper posi-
tioning during the hip replacement surgery by the defendant
doctor caused a compression injury to her right ulnar nerve. The
doctor maintained that positioning was normal and any nerve
damage most likely occurred during convalescence after surgery.
Mercy Hospital was dismissed as a defendant prior to trial.

Timothy Counahan v.
Chester J. Cecotti and Phyllis A. Cecotti, his wife

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-018205
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 1/25/02
Judge: Penkower
Pltf ’s Atty: Donald I. Shrager

Def ’s Atty: C. Leon Sherman; Thomas J. Campbell
Type of Case: Premises Liability
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Daniel Schwartz (Plaintiff ’s

Investigator - Liability Witness)
Defendant(s): Lawrence S. Ostrowski, Ph.D.
(Vocational Rehabilitation)

Remarks: Plaintiff was hired by defendants on December 4, 1997
as handyman for removal of an antenna from the roof of defen-
dants’ premises. Plaintiff alleged defendants were negligent, in-
ter alia, in failing to provide an adequate and safe working area
as well as in failing to warn as cause for his falling from the roof.
Plaintiff ’s fall resulted in a broken ankle which ultimately led to
left below-knee amputation on 4/19/99 as well as subsequent
proneness to infection and depression. Plaintiff claimed lost wages
and loss of future earnings.

Schweiger v. North Pittsburgh Heating Company, Inc.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 01-8760
Jury Verdict: $30, 000 for Defendant on Counterclaim.
Date Of Verdict: 3/21/02
Judge: Baer
Pltf ’s Atty: John Lucas
Def ’s Atty: Jeffrey T. Morris
Type of Case: Contracts
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Larry Duvall; Thomas Naglic;

Tim Law; Eric Klous, Eric Kovac &/or Tim
Law; Robert Pelles; Kevin Schweiger;
Thomas Englert
Defendant(s): Daniel B. Richards (c/o Weil-
McLain); Tim Sheffer (North Pittsburgh
Heating Company, Inc.)

Remarks: The defendant performed HVAC installation for
plaintiff ’s newly constructed residence. Plaintiff made a sub-
stantial payment for the work, however, withheld payment for
additional services that the defendant rendered essential to
completion of the project. Plaintiff sued for damages resulting
from poor workmanship, which required (a) installation of a
pressure release valve on the boiler, and (b) installation of a
remote air conditioner and supply lines to improve the air flow
to various rooms. Plaintiff also claimed he would incur future
costs to repair numerous future deficiencies. Defendant filed a
counterclaim alleging that the original costs were approved by
plaintiff prior to beginning the work.

Grimm v. Jaramillo, M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-2085
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 2/4/02
Judge: O’Brien
Pltf ’s Atty: Nicholas Lorenze; Leonard E. Sweeney
Def ’s Atty: David Johnson (West Penn Hospital);

Paula Koczan; Samuel H. Foreman
(GYN Oncology)

Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Joel D. Engel, M.D.

Defendant(s): Dr. Anthony O. Udekwu, M.D.,
F.R.C.S., F.A.C.S.
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Remarks: The suit arose from a “Diagnostic Laparoscopy, Abla-
tion of Endometriosis and Sigmiodoscopy” which the defendant
physician performed on the plaintiff in February, 1997. Plaintiff
alleged that the defendant negligently performed the procedure
in that he perforated her bowel, necessitating two subsequent
surgeries. She also alleged that the full risks of the original pro-
cedure (including a perforated bowel) were not fully explained
nor were alternatives discussed. The physician denied negligence
and contended that informed consent was obtained. The West
Penn Hospital was dismissed as a defendant prior to trial.

Lorraine Riley v. Yoong Han, M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-1279
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff
Date Of Verdict: 1/18/02
Judge: O’Brien
Pltf ’s Atty: Gregory A. Evashavik
Def ’s Atty: Ronald M. Puntil
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Michael J. Glassner, M.D.

(Fertility & Reproductive Medicine)
Defendant(s): Marc Adelsheimer, M.D. (IME);
James T. Brown, M.D.

Remarks: $150,000 awarded to plaintiff who alleged improper
medical treatment by defendant as well as inappropriate and
unnecessary surgery. Plaintiff had undergone a total abdominal
hysterectomy in 1998 and had to have subsequent ileostomy and
colostomy secondary to small bowel obstruction, pelvic inflam-
mation and peritonitis. Defendant defended the case on liability
arguing that his level of care was reasonable and did not fall
below acceptable standards of care.

Charles J. Buccholz and Mary Lou Buccholz, his wife, v.
Michael A. Cebotar

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-012495
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff. $600 total - $330 actual award
Date Of Verdict: 1/23/02
Judge: Strassburger
Pltf ’s Atty: Anthony C. Mengine
Def ’s Atty: Stephen J. Summers; Frank M. Gianola;

Jeff Catanzarite
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Howard J. Sester (IME)

Defendant(s): David R. Kraus, M.D. (Damage
Witness), Richard S. Kocan, M.D.
(Neuroradiologist), Daniel R. Aeni (MV
Engineering Co. - Accident Reconstruction)

Remarks: Plaintiff and defendant were involved in a motor
vehicle accident on August 26, 1996. Defendant’s vehicle struck
the side of Plaintiff ’s vehicle. Defendant counterclaimed that
Plaintiff allegedly pulled out of a parking lot directly into the path
of defendant vehicle and thereby was contributorily negligent.
Plaintiff claimed medical expenses and injuries as well as dam-
ages. Plaintiff ’s wife claimed loss of consortium, however she died
during the course of the trial and her claim was dismissed.

Briana Shah v. Craig C. Hustwit a/k/a Craig C. Hustwitt

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-3719
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 1/23/02
Judge: Cercone
Pltf ’s Atty: Donald J. Balsley, Jr.
Def ’s Atty: Gregory T. Weis
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle Accident
Experts: —

Remarks: On August 6, 1996, the plaintiff was a passenger in
a car when it was struck in the rear by the car driven by the
defendant. Plaintiff alleged that she was injured as a result of
the accident. Plaintiff alleged soft tissue injuries. Plaintiff
claimed that at the time of the accident the defendant was negli-
gent, reckless, and careless in the operation of his motor vehicle.
The defendant denied that he was negligent in the operation of
his vehicle.

Darl Ann Sibert v. Martin P. Nee. Jr., M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-11966
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 2/6/02
Judge: Baer
Pltf ’s Atty: Neil R. Rosen; Paul J. Giuffre; Thomas M.

Fallert
Def ’s Atty: James A. Wood
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Richard Katz, M.D.; Glenn

Buterbaugh, M.D.
Defendant(s): William Swartz, M.D.

Remarks: On August 8, 1997, the plaintiff was admitted to the
Emergency Room of Washington Hospital due to a laceration on
her right forearm. Plaintiff was first seen by the defendant on
August 11, 1997 upon the emergency room physician’s referral.
Plaintiff alleged that the defendant negligently failed to diag-
nose and treat the Median Nerve Laceration in a timely manner,
which the plaintiff alleged resulted in subsequent surgery. The
defendant denied any negligence in the medical services rendered.

Carmella Manson, wife and Homer Manson, husband v.
St. Francis Medical Center and Lawarence Collins, M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 97-8804
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 1/31/02
Judge: Gallo
Pltf ’s Atty: Thomas E. Crenney; Alan H. Perer
Def ’s Atty: Alan S. Baum; Mark R. Hamilton (Counsel

for Lawarence Collins), John C. Conti;
Lisa D. Dauer (Counsel for St. Francis
Medical Center)

Type of Case: Medical/Hospital Liability
Experts: Plaintiff(s): R.L. Carrell, M.D.; James T.

Noble, M.D., F.A.C.P.; Joseph Romano, M.D.
Defendant(s): Ronald L. Hrebinko, M.D.
(Expert for Lawarence Collins, M.D.) David
L. Weinbaum, M.D. (Expert for St. Francis
Medical Center)
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Remarks: On June 27, 1995, the plaintiff was admitted to St.
Francis Medical Center for gross Hematuria. During a diagnos-
tic cystoscopy the plaintiff was diagnosed by the defendant, Dr.
Lawarence Collins, with a Resected Papillar Bladder Tumor over
the left orifice. Dr. Collins performed a Transurethral Resection.
Later, the plaintiff suffered numerous other medical problems
which required hospitalization as well as additional surgery. The
plaintiff alleged that Dr. Collins was negligent in his treatment.
The plaintiff further alleged the subsequent medical problems
were a result of the defendant’s (Dr. Collins) negligence. Dr.
Collins denied that he was negligent in the treatment of the plain-
tiff. On January 18, 2002 St. Francis Medical Center (entered as
a joint tort feasor) settled with the plaintiff. On January 25, 2002,
St. Francis Medical Center was dismissed from the case.

Andrews v. McGee

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 01-3565
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 2/8/02
Judge: Friedman
Pltf ’s Atty: Lawrence Paper
Def ’s Atty: Stephen Magley
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Dr. Jeannie A. Sanotoro

(Chiropractor)

Remarks: The plaintiff was driving in a westerly direction, and
the defendant was traveling in an easterly direction on 3" to 5"
of snow.  The defendant drove across the double yellow line and
struck plaintiff ’s car. The plaintiff alleged that the defendant
was driving in a reckless, careless, and negligent manner. The
plaintiff complained of soft tissue injuries, including pain in el-
bow and cervical spine strain and sprain. All vehicular damage
claims were settled prior to trial. Therefore, the case proceeded
to trial on the bodily injury claim only.

Donna Summer, wife and Herbert Summer, husband v.
Randolf Resnick, D.M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-2216
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 2/6/02
Judge: Jaffe
Pltf ’s Atty: Louis M. Tarasi, Jr.; Christina K. Hurnyak
Def ’s Atty: John G. Wall
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice/Contract
Experts: Plaintiff(s): David L. Jordon, D.M.D.; Rodney

W. Wilson, D.D.S.; Norman S. Stern, D.M.D.
Defendant(s): Warren M. Stuffer D.M.D.,
F.A.C.P.

Remarks:  On June 9, 1995, the defendant performed a
prosthodontic procedure on the plaintiff. Plaintiff alleged that
the defendant’s treatment was not completely performed and that
the defendant was negligent in the performance of the treatment.
Plaintiff alleged that as a result of the unsatisfactory and incom-
plete treatment she suffered pain, inability to chew food prop-
erly, and that her injuries were a direct result of the negligence
of the defendant. The defendant denied any negligent perfor-
mance or that the plaintiff suffered any injuries. The defendant
further denied that he did not complete all the services which
were agreed upon.
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PNC Bank v. Steven Kerr

Corporate Borrower—Default—Petition to Open and/or Stay
Execution

Steven Kerr (appellant) appealed from a trial court’s order
that denied his Petition to Open and/or Stay Execution of a judg-
ment by confession that PNC Bank (appellee) obtained against
Kerr, a guarantor of business loans on which the corporate bor-
rower defaulted. Kerr raised six claims on appeal. Although the
Superior Court disagreed with the trial court’s finding that Kerr
filed the petition untimely, they affirmed the trial court’s order
denying relief under the petition.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 01-491. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Bender, J., June 25, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Terry Singletary

Criminal Drug Charges—Re-filing—New Evidence

This case involved an appeal from a decision from the Bucks
County Court of Common Pleas to the Pennsylvania Superior
Court. The issue before the court was whether, in order to re-
file charges against an individual after the charges have been
dismissed at a preliminary hearing, the commonwealth must
produce new evidence that was not available at the time of the
preliminary hearing. The Superior Court held that “so long as
the commonwealth re-files the charges in good faith and not to
harass the defendant, the commonwealth need not present new
evidence that was not available at the time of the preliminary
hearing in order to re-file the charges.”

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-2642. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Klein, J., July 11, 2002.

Prudential Property and Casualty
Insurance Company v. John McAninley

Underinsured Motorist—Insurance Policy—Car Occupation

The Pennsylvania Superior Court was confronted with several
challenges to coverage under an underinsured motorist insurance
policy (UIM). For various reasons, the court, per Justice
Montemuro, rejected the insurer’s bases for denying coverage and
affirmed the entry of summary judgment in favor of the insured.
The insured was injured in a motor vehicle accident, while operat-
ing a Ford Super Diesel truck owned by his employer, acting in
the course and scope of his employment. The insured did not own
this vehicle, but regularly used it in the course of his employment.
The insured obtained a partial recovery from the tortfeasor, but
this recovery was insufficient to cover his damages.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-3071. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Montemuro, J., June 24, 2002.

Department of Corrections v.
Workers’ Compensation Appeal Board

(McClellan)

Compromise and Release Agreement—Death of Claimant

The Commonwealth Court’s decision in Department of Cor-
rections v. W.C.A.B. (McClellan), provides a clear, common sense
warning for defense counsel and insurance carriers who elect to
resolve workers’ compensation claims via the submission of a
Compromise and Release Agreement for approval by a Workers’
Compensation Judge. In this decision, the court was asked to
determine whether claimant’s death due to non work-related
medical conditions shortly after testifying before the WCJ for
approval of a Compromise and Release Agreement (C&R) viti-
ated the C&R when the order approving the C&R was not issued
until after the claimant’s death.

(Jeffrey T. Strittmatter)

No. 01-1367. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
McCloskey, S.J., March 25, 2002.

Sidonie Paves v.
Dr. Barry Corson and Carol Corson

Compensatory Damages—New Trial

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that the Superior
Court erred in remanding a case to determine compensatory
damages where the jury specifically enumerated the compensa-
tory damages for each cause of action and the award did not
result from caprice or prejudice. Sidonie Paves brought this civil
action against her children Barry Corson and Carol Corson as-
serting claims of conversion, breach of fiduciary duty, breach of a
confidential relationship, intentional infliction of emotional dis-
tress and battery. The jury found in favor of Paves and against
each child, assessing damages of over $4 million, with compen-
satory amounts assigned to each individual claim, plus punitives
against each defendant.

(David C. Pulice)

Nos. 01-33, 01-34. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Nigro, J., July 17, 2002.
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Pennsylvania Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Act—
Limitations Period

1. If all claims that may be raised under the Pennsylvania
Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Act (35 P.S. Section 6021.101,
et seq.) cannot be characterized as actions to recover damages
for injury to person or property founded on negligent, intentional,
or otherwise tortious conduct or other actions or proceedings
sounding in trespass, the six year catchall limitation period in
42 Pa.C.S. Section 5527 applies to claims under the Act.

2. Because the purposes of the Pennsylvania Storage Tank
and Spill Prevention Act and the obligations it imposes on prior
owners of property exceed the purposes of tort law and the obli-
gations imposed through tort law, the scope of the claims that
may be raised under the Act exceed the scope of 42 Pa.C.S. Sec-
tion 5524(7) which applies only to an action “to recover damages
for injury to person or property” which is founded “on negligent,
intentional, or otherwise tortious conduct or any other action or
proceeding sounding in trespass.”

3. Claims that may be raised under Section 1305 of the Penn-
sylvania Storage Tank and Spill Prevention Act are not restricted
to claims that closely resemble common law tort claims.

(David A. Petersen)

Stanley R. Geary, P. Jerome Richey and James F. Glunt for Plaintiffs.
Randall G. Hurst and Michael D. Reed for Defendant George
Liss, d/b/a George’s Service Center.
Thomas G. Michalek for Defendants Oscar Barrera and David
Barrera.
Eric L. Horne for Defendants Donald Marsonek and Diane
Marsonek.
Scott A. Gould, Curtis N. Stambaugh and Kandice J. Kerwin for
Defendants Handee Marts, Inc., d/b/a Seven-Eleven.
David G. Ries, James M. Ginocchi and Kevin P. Allen for Defen-
dant Board of Trustees of Community College of Allegheny County.
Joseph E. Linehan for Defendants Bernard and Rachel Latterman.

No. G.D. 94-19256. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Wettick, J., May 29, 2002—The summary judgment motions
filed by defendants raise the issue of whether claims which plain-
tiffs have raised under the Pennsylvania Storage Tank and Spill
Prevention Act (“Storage Tank Act”), 35 P.S. §6021.101 et seq.,
are governed by a two year limitation period governing torts (42
Pa.C.S. §5524(7)) or a six year “catchall” limitation period (42
Pa.C.S. §5527). This issue has never been addressed by any Penn-
sylvania appellate court.

Section 5524(7)’s two year limitation period applies to any
“action or proceeding to recover damages for injury to person or
property which is founded on negligent, intentional, or other-
wise tortious conduct or any other action or proceeding sounding
in trespass.” Section 5527’s six year catchall limitation period
applies to “[a]ny civil action or proceeding which is [not] subject
to another limitation period specified in this subchapter.”

The two year limitation period will apply if each of the claims
that may be raised in a private action under the Storage Tank Act
resembles an action to recover damages for injury to person or
property founded on negligent, intentional, or otherwise tortious
conduct or other actions or proceedings sounding in trespass. How-
ever, if all claims that may be raised under this legislation cannot
be characterized in this fashion, the six year catchall limitation
period will apply.

In Gabriel v. O’Hara, 534 A.2d 488 (Pa.Super. 1987), the trial
court ruled that claims for violations of the Unfair Trade Prac-
tices and Consumer Protection Law (“Consumer Protection Law”),
73 P.S. §§201-1—201-9.2, are subject to the two year limitation
period of §5524(7) governing tortious conduct, including fraud or
deceit, because claims under the Consumer Protection Law es-
sentially involve misconduct constituting fraud or deceit. The
Superior Court reversed. It ruled that the controlling issue is
not whether particular claims sound in tort but rather whether
each claim that may be brought under the Consumer Protection
Law resembles a claim for fraud or deceit.

The Court stated that unfair trade practices which the Con-
sumer Protection Law describes include what might be analogized
to misappropriation, trademark infringement, disparagement,
false advertisement, fraud, breach of contract, and breach of war-
ranty. Thus, causes of action based on the Consumer Protection
Law are governed by a six year limitation period.

We are unable, therefore, to characterize all the multi-
farious claims that may be brought under the [Con-
sumer Protection Law] as “fraud” or “deceit.” Instead,
the [Consumer Protection Law] creates a civil action
which is separate and distinct from appellants’ other
causes of action and for which the legislature provided
no limitations period. The language of section 5527(6)
[now §5527] of the Judicial Code, however, is clear and
unambiguous as to what period of limitation shall ap-
ply in such instances. Id. at 495 (footnote omitted).

Private actions under the Storage Tank Act are governed by 35
P.S. §6021.1305(c) which reads, in relevant part, as follows: “[A]ny
person having an interest which is or may be affected may com-
mence a civil action on his behalf to compel compliance with this
act or any rule, regulation, order, or permit issued pursuant to
this act by any owner, operator, landowner or occupier alleged to
be in violation of any provision of this act or any rule, regulation,
order or permit issued pursuant to the act.” In Centolanza v. Lehigh
Valley Dairies, Inc., 658 A.2d 336 (Pa. 1995), the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court ruled that under this provision a property owner
may bring a private action against a neighboring property owner
responsible for the condition of the plaintiff ’s property to recover
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payments for anticipated oil contamination cleanup costs and dimi-
nution in the value of property.

It is defendants’ position that private claims under §1305(c)
are the equivalent of common law causes of action for nuisance
and trespass. The only difference is that the statutory action cre-
ates presumptions of liability and permits the award of counsel
fees. Thus, any private action under §1305 is essentially a tort
action governed by the two year limitation period of 42 Pa.C.S.
§5524(7). In support of this position, defendants cite §1304 of the
act (35 P.S. §6921.1304) which provides that a violation of this
act or any order or regulation adopted by the department or of
permits issued by the department shall constitute a public nui-
sance which the department shall have the authority to order
any person causing the public nuisance to abate and §1305 (35
P.S. §6021.1305) which is headed “Suits to abate nuisances and
restrain violations” and which provides in §1305(a) that “Any
activity or condition declared by this act to be a nuisance, or
which is otherwise in violation of this act, shall be abatable in
the manner provided by law or equity for the abatement of pub-
lic nuisances.”1

As I previously discussed, the controlling issue is whether
each claim that may be brought under §1304(c) can be character-
ized as an action or proceeding (1) “to recover damages for injury
to person or property” and (2) “founded on negligent, intentional,
or otherwise tortious conduct or any other action or proceeding
sounding in trespass.” The wrongdoing upon which the claims
raised in Centolanza are based—a property owner’s breach of its
duty not to engage in conduct on its property that interferes with
a neighboring owner’s use of its property—constitutes a private
nuisance under the common law. Thus, I would likely agree with
defendants that statutory claims under §1304(c) should be char-
acterized as actions sounding in trespass to recover damages to
injury to property if the only claims that may be raised in any
private action brought under the Storage Tank Act are those
involving a defendant’s use of its property in a manner that
interferes with the use and enjoyment of another property.

However, other claims that may be raised under §1305 (c) can-
not be characterized as actions or proceedings “to recover dam-
ages for injury to person or property” or as actions or proceedings
“founded on negligent, intentional or otherwise tortious conduct
or any other action or proceeding sounding in trespass.”

The Superior Court opinion in Centolanza v. Lehigh Valley
Dairies, 635 A.2d 143 (Pa.Super. 1993) (which was affirmed by
the Pennsylvania Supreme Court), concluded that “the mea-
sures and recoveries available to DER are equally available in
a private action.” Id. at 149. Thus, a private cause of action
may address the following corrective actions:

Compliance with the act includes, but is not limited to,
compelling owners and operators to: “register their
tanks, §6021.503; pay annual registration fees,
§6021.501(a)(1); obtain permits and pay fees for those
permits, §6021.504; demonstrate financial responsibil-
ity for releases, §6021.701; take corrective action after
an order of DER, §6021.1302; pay costs of abatement
to DER or authorized third parties to do so, §6021.1302
(b); comply with regulations for use and operation of
the tanks, §6021.501; and not to cause a public nui-
sance, §6021.1304.” Id. at 147-48.

In Juniata Valley Bank v. Martin Oil Co., 736 A.2d 650
(Pa.Super. 1999), Juniata purchased property that had been pre-
viously owned by Martin Oil, a remote prior owner (i.e., Juniata
did not acquire the property from Martin). Martin Oil had stored
petroleum products in underground storage tanks throughout

its occupancy of the property. After purchasing the property,
Juniata discovered the presence of an underground storage tank
and petroleum hydrocarbon contamination in the soil and un-
derground water. Juniata brought an action against Martin that
included a claim under the Storage Tank Act to recover the costs
of abatement and the diminution in the value of the property.
Juniata alleged that Martin’s operations and excavation activi-
ties on the property caused the contamination.

The initial issue that the Court addressed in Juniata Valley
Bank was whether a current owner may sue a remote prior owner
of the same property for losses sustained because of contamina-
tion with petroleum products due to the prior owner’s failure to
comply with the Storage Tank Act. The Court ruled that since a
private action may be brought by any person having an interest
which may be affected against any owner, operator, landowner,
or occupier alleged to have been in violation of the act, the bank
had standing, derived from its ownership of the property, to bring
this lawsuit.

The claims that Juniata was permitted to pursue cannot be
characterized as claims “founded on negligent, intentional, or
otherwise tortious conduct…[or] sounding in trespass.” 42 Pa.C.S.
§5524(7). At common law, a property owner had no duty to sub-
sequent owners to use its land in a manner that did not diminish
the value of that land.2 Common law causes of action do not im-
pose any restrictions on an owner’s use of its property for the
protection of subsequent owners or impose any liability based on
the manner in which the prior owner used its property (other
than disclosure requirements imposed under tort law governing
fraud and misrepresentation).3 In the absence of fraud or con-
tractual provisions to the contrary, a subsequent purchaser takes
the property as is.

According to Gabriel v. O’Hara, supra at 495, the controlling
issue is whether or not the Storage Tank Act “creates a civil action
which is separate and distinct” from common law tort actions. In
Philadelphia Electric Co. v. Hercules, Inc., 762 F.2d 303 (3d Cir.
1985), the Court considered whether any common law causes of
action were available to a property owner which had incurred
expenses in excess of $335,000 to partially abate an environmen-
tal condition on the property created by a remote prior owner.
The property owner sued a successor of the remote prior owner
to recover the costs incurred in partially abating the condition
and other losses. The claims were based on theories of private
and public nuisance. The jury returned a verdict in favor of the
plaintiff. The Court of Appeals reversed.

The Court ruled that a vendor cannot be held liable to a
remote vendee on a private nuisance theory because the doctrine
is limited to a property owner’s responsibility not to engage in
conduct that interferes with the use and enjoyment of neigh-
boring land. “Where, as here, the rule of caveat emptor applies,
allowing a vendee a cause of action for private nuisance for con-
ditions existing on the land transferred—where there has been
no fraudulent concealment—would in effect negate the market’s
allocations of resources and risks, and subject vendors who may
have originally sold their land at appropriately discounted prices
to unbargained-for liability to remote vendees.” Id. at 314-15.

The Court ruled that recovery could not be based on the doc-
trine of public nuisance because of the requirement for standing
to sue for public nuisance that the harm be of a different kind
from that suffered by the general public. The Court stated that
this requires a showing that the subsequent purchaser suffer a
“particular damage” in the exercise of a right common to the gen-
eral public. In this case, the subsequent purchaser had only been
specially harmed in the exercise of its private property rights
over the site. Consequently, the doctrine did not apply.

Also see: Diffenderfer v. Staner, supra, 722 A.2d at 1110 (Court
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followed the ruling in Philadelphia Electric Co. v. Hercules, Inc.,
supra, “precluding private nuisance claims by subsequent own-
ers or tenants for conditions existing on the very land trans-
ferred”); Andritz Sprout-Bauer, Inc. v. Beazer East, Inc., 174 F.R.D.
609 (M.D. Pa. 1997) (former owner is not liable to subsequent
owner for contamination cleanup costs incurred in connection
with two sites which it previously owned under theories of pri-
vate and public nuisance); Cross Oil Co. v. Phillips Petroleum
Company, 944 F.Supp. 787 (E.D.Mo. 1996) (a party has no duty
to a subsequent owner to maintain its property in a certain con-
dition; the law of negligence cannot be expanded to allow a cur-
rent owner of property to seek recovery against a prior landowner
for a condition created on property by the prior owner); Truck
Components, Inc. v. K-H Corp., supra, 1995 WL 692541 at 12
(current owner cannot maintain a nuisance claim, private or
public, against a prior owner); and Hanlin Group, Inc. v. Inter-
national Minerals & Chemical Corp., 759 F.Supp. 925, 935-37
(D.Me. 1990) (private nuisance action cannot be brought because
doctrine does not apply to successive landowners; public nuisance
claim is dismissed because impairment of value of plaintiff ’s prop-
erty is not a special injury in the exercise of right common to the
general public).

But see:
Tosco Corp. v. Koch Industries, Inc., 216 F.3d 886, 895-96 (10th

Cir. 2000) (former owner that incurred remediation expenses was
awarded a portion of the response costs under a public nuisance
claim against another, prior former owner);4 and Westwood Phar-
maceuticals, Inc. v. National Fuel Gas Distribution Corp., 737
F.Supp. 1272, 1281-82 (W.D.N.Y. 1990) (subsequent owner can
bring public nuisance action against prior owner to recover re-
sponse costs).

Because the purposes of the Storage Tank Act and obliga-
tions that it imposes on prior owners of property exceed the pur-
poses of tort law and the obligations imposed through tort law,
the scope of the claims that may be raised under the Storage
Tank Act exceed the scope of 42 Pa.C.S. §5524(7) which applies
only to an action “to recover damages for injury to person or prop-
erty” which is founded “on negligent, intentional, or otherwise
tortious conduct or any other action or proceeding sounding in
trespass.” The words of 42 Pa.C.S. §5524 (7) are words of com-
mon usage that should be given their ordinary meaning: The
clause “damages for injury to persons or property” ordinarily
means injury to third persons or property of another. Tortious
conduct ordinarily refers to conduct injuring the property of a
third person. The language of §5524(7) does not reach an owner’s
use of its land in a manner that interferes with a subsequent
owner’s use of the same land.

Possibly, the subsequent owner ’s claim against the prior
owner may be characterized as an indemnification claim. The
subsequent owner may claim that the law imposes an absolute
duty on the prior owner to restore the land and permits the
subsequent owner to seek reimbursement from a prior owner
whose use of the land caused the condition. However, such an
indemnification claim is not a tort claim because the subse-
quent owner and prior owner are not joint tort-feasors. This
would be a statutory indemnification claim; there is no language
in §5524 covering a statutory indemnification claim.

As I mentioned at the beginning of this Opinion, the Pennsyl-
vania appellate courts have never addressed the issue of what
limitations period covers suits under §1305 of the Storage Tank
Act. The issue, however, has been considered in two common pleas
court opinions and two federal court rulings.

In Ziegler v. Lin, 33 D.&C.4th 143 (C.P.Lehigh 1996), and in
Buttzville Corp. v. Gulf Oil Corp., 25 D.&C.4th 172 (C.P. Lancaster
1995), the courts ruled that claims under the Storage Tank Act

are governed by a twenty year limitation period. In Two Rivers
Terminal, L.P. v. Chevron USA, Inc., 96 F.Supp.2d 432 (M.D.Pa.
2000), the Court applied the two year limitation period based on
the application of 42 Pa.C.S. §5524(7). In Shooster v. Amoco Oil
Co., 2001 W.L. 882971 (E.D. Pa. 2001), the Court, without dis-
cussion, followed the Two Rivers Terminal ruling.

In this case, plaintiffs are not contending that their claims
under the Storage Tank Act are governed by a twenty year
limitation period. They apparently agree with the ruling of
the Court in Two Rivers Terminal that the twenty year limi-
tation period set forth in 35 P.S. §6021.1314 refers only to
proceedings instituted by the Commonwealth to recover civil
or criminal penalties.

Two Rivers Terminal involved a fact situation very similar to
the fact situation in the present case. Chevron had constructed a
terminal that had six aboveground storage tanks and two un-
derground storage tanks. It sold its assets to Cumberland Farms
in 1986; Cumberland Farms never stored petroleum products at
the terminal. In 1991, Cumberland Farms sold the terminal to
Two Rivers. After Two Rivers became aware of contamination, it
filed a complaint that included claims against Chevron under
the Storage Tank Act. The Court ruled that the private action
can best be described as a tort claim akin to a common law claim
for nuisance:

We agree with the defendant’s position that a private
Tank Act claim is essentially a tort. To begin with, the
Tank Act’s citizen-suit provision authorizes what can
best be described as a tort claim akin to a common-law
claim for nuisance; the Tank Act recognizes that a vio-
lation of the Act can be abated as a nuisance. See 35
P.S. §6021.1305(a). Additionally, the factual underpin-
nings of a private claim under section 1305(c) (here a
release of petroleum products into the land and water)
are the equivalent of a common law cause of action for
nuisance without the common-law limitations. In fact,
a common-law cause of action for nuisance is a tort.
Further, under the Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s in-
terpretation of the citizen-suit provision, a person in-
jured by a violation of the Act can recover as damages
the “costs of cleanup and diminution in property value.”
At least the latter element of damages is recoverable
under the common law of nuisance and probably the
first as well. (Citations omitted.)

I am not following Two Rivers because I disagree with the
Court’s conclusion that Two Rivers’ claim against Chevron un-
der the Storage Tank Act was essentially a tort claim akin to a
common law claim for nuisance.5

SUMMARY

Claims that may be raised under §1305 of the Storage Tank
Act are not restricted to claims that closely resemble common
law tort claims. Claims described in the Superior Court opinion
in Centolanza (see page 5 of this Opinion) and claims permitted
in Juniata Bank cannot be characterized as actions or proceed-
ings “to recover damages for injury to person or property” or as
actions or proceedings “founded on negligent, intentional, or oth-
erwise tortious conduct or any other action or proceeding sound-
ing in trespass” within the meaning of 42 Pa.C.S. §5524(7).

For these reasons, I enter the following Order of Court:

ORDER OF COURT

On this 29th day of May, 2002, it is hereby ORDERED that
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defendants’ summary judgment motions based on the claim of a
two year limitation period are denied. Status conference will be
held on June 13, 2002 at 1:30 p.m. o’clock.

BY THE COURT:
/s/Wettick, J.

1 However, §1305(c) provides that venue in civil actions “shall be
as set forth in the Rules of Civil Procedure concerning civil ac-
tions in assumpsit” (emphasis added).

2 Restatement (Second) of Torts §840A, Continuing Liability
After Transfer of Land, cmt.c states:

If the vendor or lessor has himself created on the land
a condition that results in a nuisance, he cannot es-
cape liability for the continuation of the nuisance by
selling or leasing the land to another. … [H]is respon-
sibility toward those outside of his land is such that he
is not free to terminate his liability to them for the
condition that he has himself caused or concealed, by
passing the land itself on to a third person. (Emphasis
added.)

3 Under the common law, a person is subject to liability to an-
other for trespass if this person intentionally intrudes on the
land of the other. Restatement (Second) of Torts §158. A private
nuisance, on the other hand, is a nontrespassory invasion of
another’s interest in the use and enjoyment of other private or
public property. Restatement (Second) of Torts §821D; Diffenderfer
v. Staner, 722 A.2d 1103, 1109-10 (Pa.Super. 1998). A public nui-
sance is an unreasonable interference with a right common to
the general public, Restatement (Second) of Torts §821B, where
an individual must have “suffered harm of a kind different from
that suffered by other members of the public exercising the right
common to the general public that was the subject of interfer-
ence,” Restatement (Second) of Torts §821C; City of Erie v.
Stelmack, 780 A.2d 824, 827 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2001) (public nuisance
is an activity “that annoys the whole community in general, and
not merely some particular person, and produces no greater in-
jury to one person than another…” (Emphasis added.))

4 The Court also ruled that the two year statute of limitations
governing private nuisance claims does not cover public nuisance
claims.

5 The remedies provided for by the Storage Tank Act, as con-
strued in Juniata Valley Bank and Two Rivers, are not limited to
costs that a property owner will incur in order to protect third
parties. The remedies include diminution of the value of the prop-
erty and costs incurred to remove petroleum products that will
not contaminate underground water or migrate to another prop-
erty. In Two Rivers, for example, no major cleanup was ordered
by the federal or state environmental agencies. For the most part,
only monitoring of the site had occurred and “natural attenua-
tion” was part of the solution to abate the contamination at the
site. Id. at 497. Thus, it would appear that most of the damages
which Two Rivers was seeking related to the loss of the use of the
property.

Max J. Zimbicki v. Karie Sue Zimbicki

Custody—Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act—Home
State Jurisdiction—Significant Connections—“Opportunity to
be Heard”

1. In international child custody disputes, “home state juris-
diction” should be given priority when interpreting the Uniform
Child Custody Jurisdiction Act (“UCCJA”).

2. Determination of a child’s home state under the UCCJA is
based upon the residence of the child, not the financial arrange-
ments and intentions of the parents.

3. The test of significant connections is to determine which
jurisdiction has the most information relevant to a custody mat-
ter, not whether a minimal number of connections exist.

4. Allegheny County does not have subject matter jurisdic-
tion over father ’s custody claim under either the home state or
significant connections test where: (a) the children have been
residing with mother and father in Australia for more than two
years due to father ’s temporary work assignment there; (b) the
children resided in Allegheny County for three years prior to
residing in Australia; and (c) despite father ’s contentions that
his work assignment is complete and he will relocate to Allegh-
eny County, both parties and the children continue to reside in
Australia.

5. An evidentiary hearing on the issue of subject matter juris-
diction is neither necessary nor appropriate under 23 Pa.C.S.A.
§5345 regarding notice and opportunity to be heard when: (a)
facts plead by father were assumed to be true; and (b) said facts
failed to allege a basis for assumption of jurisdiction under the
UCCJA.

(Ann M. Funge)

Daniel H. Glasser for Plaintiff.
Mark R. Galzerano for Defendant.

No. FD 02-08396-005. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegh-
eny County, Family Division.

OPINION

Mulligan, J., June 17, 2002—Plaintiff (“father”), Max J.
Zimbicki, appeals the Order of Court dated April 10, 2002 denying
father’s Emergency’s Motion for a Custody Order and staying all
proceedings in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania.

Plaintiff ’s Emergency Motion for a Custody Order and at-
tached exhibits set forth the following facts which are taken as
truthful. The parties currently reside in New South Wales, Aus-
tralia due to father’s temporary work assignment. The parties
and their three children moved to Australia in January 2000.
The father’s assignment is completed and he will be returning to
Pennsylvania to continue work. The defendant (“mother”) has
stated to father that she intends to remain with their children in
Australia after he returns to the U.S.

On March 18, 2002, father sought a Pennsylvania court or-
der granting him full custody of his three minor children. Before
that issue could be addressed however, I addressed the issue of
jurisdiction as all parties are currently residing in Australia. I
found that the courts of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania do
not have jurisdiction of this custody matter in accordance with
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the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act (UCCJA).

Father sought reconsideration of this decision on the follow-
ing grounds:

1. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has jurisdic-
tion under the significant contacts section of UCCJA.

2. Father is entitled under 23 Pa.C.S. §5345 to the “op-
portunity to be heard” before a decree is made regard-
ing jurisdiction.

I denied reconsideration on April 24, 2002 and, on May 2, 2002,
father filed a timely appeal.

According to the UCCJA, the Commonwealth of Pennsylva-
nia has jurisdiction over a custody matter if one of five condi-
tions exists: 1) Pennsylvania is the child’s home state as defined
as place of residence for the six months immediately preceding
the commencement of the action; 2) the child and at least one
party to the litigation have a significant connection with Penn-
sylvania and “substantial” information regarding the present or
future care of the child is in Pennsylvania; 3) the child is physi-
cally in Pennsylvania and the exercise of emergency jurisdiction
is necessary; 4) no other state has jurisdiction and it is in the
best interests of the child for Pennsylvania to exercise jurisdic-
tion; or 5) Children, Youth, and Family Services has made an
investigation and found the home of the person to whom custody
is awarded to be satisfactory for the welfare of the child.

In his initial petition, father asserted that Pennsylvania had
jurisdiction both on home state and significant connections
grounds. In his request for reconsideration, father appears to
abandon his home state argument, focusing only on significant
connections. Assuming that father continues to argue that Penn-
sylvania is the home state, his argument is based upon the fi-
nancial arrangements and intentions of the parents. However,
the determination of home state is based upon the residence of
the children. In this case, the children have clearly resided in
Australia for over two years, thus making Australia the home
state.1

Father contends that Pennsylvania has jurisdiction because
of significant connections. Federal Law, specifically the Parental
Kidnapping Prevention Act (PKPA), 28 U.S.C. Section 1738A
grants a priority to home state jurisdictions in initial custody
petitions. Significant connections can only be used if there is no
home state, not as an alternative to the home state. Barndt v.
Barndt, 397 Pa.Super. 321, 580 A.2d 320 (1990) citing 28 U.S.C.
Section 1738A(c)(2)(A). Even if the PKPA does not apply to inter-
national child custody disputes, the principle of giving priority
to home state jurisdiction should be followed in interpreting the
UCCJA.

Father’s position is that the inquiry for jurisdiction requires
this court to look beyond home state and to consider significant
connections. While some support exists that the inquiry regard-
ing jurisdiction is not over once a determination of home state
has been made, those same cases state that the preferred juris-
diction is the home state. See Dincer v. Dincer, 549 Pa. 309, 701
A.2d 210, (1997), Hattoum v. Hattoum, 295 Pa.Super. 169, 441
A.2d 403 (1992), Tettis v. Boyum, 317 Pa.Super. 8, 463 A.2d 1056
(1993). It is clear that the home state is Australia as that has
been the residence of the children for over two years preceding
the filing of this action.

Assuming that a look into the significant connections stan-
dard is necessary, I found no significant connections regarding
the information that would be relevant to a custody matter, i.e.,
“protection, training and personal relationships.” 23 Pa.C.S.

§5344(a)(2)(ii). Teachers, doctors, child care providers and oth-
ers who could provide the answers to questions concerning the
lives of the children as related to the parents and others would
all be found where the children and the parents have resided for
the last two years, Australia. As the children have not resided in
Pennsylvania in the last two years, it would be difficult and im-
practical to find necessary witnesses in the Commonwealth, or
to require necessary witnesses to travel from Australia to testify
in Pennsylvania.

Further, the test is one of maximum significant connections,
not minimum. Dincer v. Dincer, 549 Pa. 309, 701 A.2d 210, (1997)
quoting Barndt v. Barndt, 397 Pa.Super. 321, 580 A.2d 320
(Pa.Super. 1990). Thus, the question becomes one of where the
most answers may be found—Pennsylvania or Australia. The
lack of presence in Pennsylvania for the preceding two years
establishes that virtually all of the answers would be found in
Australia.

Father contends that the eventual return of the children to
Pennsylvania coupled with their presence in Pennsylvania for three
years prior to moving to Australia provides significant connections.
However, the issue of significant connections is one that must be
answered by looking at circumstances as they stood at the time of
filing. Dincer v. Dincer, 549 Pa. 309, 701 A.2d 210, (1997), Black v.
Black, 441 Pa.Super. 358, 657 A.2d 964 (Pa.Super. 1995). I found
no maximum significant connections in Pennsylvania at the time
of the filing of the action and therefore no jurisdiction.2

Even if Pennsylvania had jurisdiction, I appropriately declined
to exercise jurisdiction under the Inconvenient Forum Section of
the UCCJA, 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 5348. An examination of the
factors set forth to be considered in determining whether Penn-
sylvania is an inconvenient forum reveals that: (1) Australia is
the home state of the children; (2) Australia has a closer connec-
tion with the children and both parents with respect to custody
issues; (3) substantial evidence concerning present or future care,
protection, training and personal relationships of the child is more
readily available in Australia; and, as provided in factor (5),
Pennsylvania’s exercise of jurisdiction would contravene the pur-
poses of the UCCJA as set forth in Section 5342.

Father also complains about a lack of opportunity to be heard.
While I did not conduct an evidentiary hearing on the issue of
jurisdiction, I assumed that all of the facts pled by father in sup-
port of his claim to be true and nonetheless found no jurisdiction.
This determination can be done without an evidentiary hearing
when there is sufficient information before the court. Black v. Black,
441 Pa.Super. 358, 657 A.2d 964 (Pa.Super. 1995), quoting Hovav
v. Hovav, 312 Pa.Super. 305, 458 A.2d 972 (Pa.Super. 1983).
Father, who is requesting that I assume jurisdiction, failed to
allege a factual basis to support my assumption of jurisdiction
and, therefore, an evidentiary hearing was neither necessary
nor appropriate.

WHEREFORE, the order of April 10, 2002 should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Mulligan, J.

1 The UCCJA applies to international custody disputes. 23
Pa.C.S.A. §5365.

2 In his request for reconsideration, father assets that the family’s
visas will be revoked requiring them to return to Pennsylvania.
If and when that were to happen, father’s custody action possi-
bly could be revisited.
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Woods Services, Inc. v.
Department of Public Welfare

License—Care Facility—Nonprofit

In an opinion by Judge Simpson, the Commonwealth Court
of Pennsylvania held that a nonprofit organization’s application
to operate a proposed intermediate care facility for individuals
who are mentally retarded was improperly denied by the Depart-
ment of Public Welfare. The court held that the secretary erred in
denying the application based on an unpublished policy favoring
small, integrated facilities when the proposed intermediate care
facility satisfied all existing statutes and regulations.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-2396. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Simpson, J., July 17, 2002.

Brown, et al. v.
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, et al.

Rescue Services—Constitution—Civil Rights

The United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit held
that citizens do not have a constitutional right to rescue services.
This civil rights lawsuit arose from the death of appellants’
minor son, Shacquiel Douglas, who choked on a grape. The
child’s aunt called 911, and the 911 operator dispatched emer-
gency medical technicians, appellees, Mark Stewart and John
Caffey. They arrived at the scene approximately 10 minutes
after the 911 call was placed. They transported Douglas to the
hospital, and tried to restore his breathing. At the hospital, the
grape was removed from his throat, and he died two days later
due to “asphyxia by choking.”

(David C. Pulice)

No. 01-3234. In the U.S. Court of Appeals, Third Circuit.
Nygaard, J., August 8, 2002.

Linda Machado v.
Barbara K. Kunkel, M.D.,

the A.Z. Ritzman Association, Inc.,
Harrisburg Hospital, Joseph Esposito, M.D.,

Susquehanna Surgeons, Ltd.,
William Sullivan, M.D. and

Holy Spirit Hospital

Wrongful Death—Medical Malpractice

The Pennsylvania Superior Court addressed numerous issues
arising in the context of a wrongful death medical malpractice
case. Specifically, the court affirmed a jury verdict in favor of the
plaintiffs and reversed the trial court’s refusal to award delay
damages. A civil action was filed under the wrongful death and
survival statutes against several defendants, although the only
defendant relevant to this appeal was Holy Spirit. This action
was brought in the name of Linda Machado, decedent’s wife and
representative of his estate.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-565. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Joyce, J., July 15, 2002.

Frank H. Abbott and Vincent P. Haley v.
Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis, LLP

Retirement Provisions—Breach of Contract—Partnership
Agreement

Justice Todd delivered the opinion of the Pennsylvania Supe-
rior Court in a case of first impression in the appellate courts of
this commonwealth that dealt with the issue of whether active
partners of a law firm may amend a provision of a partnership
agreement providing for income to retired partners, substantially
reducing that income, without the consent of the retired part-
ners. A party to this action is appellant, the law firm of Schnader,
Harrison, Segal, & Lewis (Schnader) and appellees, Frank H.
Abbott and Vincent P. Haley, retired partners of the firm.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 01-940. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Todd, J., July 30, 2002.
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Jeffrey David Burton and Terri Burton v.
Republic Insurance Company

Insurance Contract—Interpretation

1. The interpretation of an insurance contract is a question of
law to be determined by the courts, and in interpreting an insur-
ance contract, the goal is to determine the intent of the parties as
manifested by the language of the written instrument, construed
as a whole with all provisions given their proper effect.

2. The Court may not rewrite the terms of the insurance policy
under the guise of interpretation and must accord the policy terms
their accepted and plain meanings. To be given effect, the lan-
guage of an insurance policy must be clear and unambiguous.
Ambiguous provisions in an insurance contract are to be con-
strued in favor of the insured and against the insurer who drafted
the contract.

3. Where, as here, the policy explicitly provides that as a
condition precedent to receiving any benefits, the insured must
comply with certain duties following a loss, the policy is not
reasonably susceptible of different construction or capable of
being understood in more than one sense. Therefore, the con-
tract is not ambiguous.

4. Insurance company’s claim procedures, though inconvenient
to policyholder, cannot be rewritten by the court.

5. A court may refuse to enforce a contract or any clause of a
contract deemed to be unconscionable as a matter of law. The
test for unconscionability requires first, that one of the parties
must have lacked a “meaningful choice” about whether to accept
the provision in question, and second, the challenged provision
must “unreasonably favor the other party to the contract.”

(Kenneth R. Bruce)

No. G.D. 94-18122. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

Ellen Doyle and Gary Davis for Plaintiffs.
Bryan Smith for Defendants.

OPINION

Horgos, J., June 7, 2002—Plaintiffs, Jeffrey David Burton and
Terri L. Burton (the Burtons), filed a class action Complaint
against Defendant, Republic Insurance Company (Republic),
challenging Republic’s interpretation and application of the pro-
visions of Republic’s homeowners’ insurance policies. Following
a certification hearing, the action was certified as a class action
on behalf of a class defined as:

All Pennsylvania insureds with homeowners policies
issued by Republic who have suffered a residential
dwelling loss or a personal property loss on or after
October 26, 1993 and who have been or are being
denied the difference between the actual cash value of
their residential or personal property and the replace-
ment or repair cost of such property pending comple-
tion of the repair or replacement.

The case was tried in a nonjury proceeding from April 30,

2001 through May 2, 2001. The proceeding was bifurcated as to
liability and damages by agreement of the parties and evidence
at this proceeding was limited to the issue of liability. Plaintiffs
and Defendant have submitted proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law and Memoranda in Support thereof. The
Court’s verdict as to liability is the subject of this Opinion.

The cause of action arose from damage to the home owned by
the Burtons and its contents caused by a fire on October 26, 1993.
The property was insured by Defendant under a homeowner’s
insurance policy. Following the fire, Mrs. Burton entered into a
contract with a public adjuster with whom Republic dealt di-
rectly in adjusting the claim.

Republic and the public adjuster agreed that replacement
cost of the structure was $114,924.79. On December 27, 1993,
Republic issued a check for the actual cash value of the dwell-
ing in the amount of $100,292.14 and on May 20, 1994, Repub-
lic issued a check in the amount of $11,709.37 which consti-
tuted replacement cost proceeds on the structure. The sum of
$2,341.00 was held back because some repairs had not been
made by the Burtons.

The Burtons also made a claim for contents and Republic
issued $5,000.00 as an advance on October 29, 1993 and on
January 10, 1994, Republic issued a check in the amount of
$44,785.25 representing the actual cash value for the contents.
On September 21, 1994, Republic issued a check in the amount
of $4,504.11 for the replacement cost proceeds on the contents.
The amount of this check was based on the Burtons’ submis-
sion of a claim, with receipts, for items actually repaired.

Republic interpreted the language of the policy at issue to
require the Burtons to complete actual repair or replacement as
a condition precedent to the replacement cost provisions being
triggered. Republic maintains that unless the insured complies
with the policy’s terms and conditions, which include showing
receipts for actual cost of repair or replacement, Republic has no
duty to pay replacement cost benefits. In other words, the insur-
ance company pays the actual cash value of the lost property
which is calculated as the cost of replacement less depreciation.
A “hold back” amount is set aside and can be obtained upon the
submission of receipts as proof that items have actually been
replaced or repaired. The insureds, therefore, are required to
advance their own funds to actually replace lost items and re-
pair the damaged structure in order to obtain the full cost of the
replacement. In the case of the Burtons, they received the actual
cash value of the damaged structure and lost contents, at the
value agreed upon by the parties, and were later reimbursed
$11,709.37 for actual repairs to the structure and $4,504.11 for
actual replacement costs of the contents.

The Burtons aver that they were entitled to an additional
$2,341.00 on the dwelling claim and additional proceeds on the
contents claim. The Burtons maintain that they, as well as the
members of the class, were not fully compensated for the losses
under the terms of Republic’s policy during the class action pe-
riod. The Burtons, on behalf of the class members, argue that:
(1) Republic’s policies and endorsement are unclear and ambigu-
ous; (2) Republic breached its insurance contracts by imposing
conditions on its policyholders that are not found in the policies
or the endorsement; and (3) the limitations provisions in
Republic’s policies and endorsement are unconscionable because
they require policyholders to either accept a depreciated value
or spend large sums of their own money at the risk that Republic
will not reimburse them.

In its inquiry, the Court is guided by traditional and well-
settled principles governing the interpretation of insurance con-
tracts. The interpretation of an insurance contract is a question
of law to be determined by the Court. When interpreting an in-
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surance contact, the goal is to determine the intent of the parties
as manifested by the language of the written instrument. Stan-
dard Venetian Blind Co. v. American Empire Insurance Co., 503
Pa. 300, 305, 469 A.2d 563, 566 (1983). The insurance contract
must be construed as a whole with all of its provisions given
their proper effect. Luko v. Lloyd’s of London, 393 Pa.Super. 165,
167, 573 A.2d 1139, 1142 (1990). The Court may not rewrite the
terms of the policy under the guise of interpretation and the Court
must accord the policy terms their accepted and plain meanings.
Timbrook v. Foremost Insurance Co., 324 Pa.Super. 384, 471 A.2d
891, 893 (1984).

To be given effect, the language of an insurance policy must be
clear and unambiguous. Standard Venetian Blind Co., supra at
305, 469 A.2d at 566. The Pennsylvania Superior Court defined
an ambiguous contract as one which “is reasonably susceptible of
different constructions and capable of being understood in more
than one sense.” Gamble Farm Inn, Inc. v. Selective Insurance
Co., 440 Pa.Super. 501, 505, 656 A.2d 142, 143-144 (1995). Fur-
ther, ambiguous provisions in an insurance contract are to be
construed in favor of the insured and against the insurer, the
drafter of the contract. Standard Venetian Blind Co., supra at
305, 469 A.2d at 566.

Here, Plaintiffs initially challenge Republic’s policies as un-
clear and ambiguous. Plaintiffs argue that Republic’s pre-printed
policies and endorsement contained conflicting promises, buried
limitations provisions, misleading headings and lack definitions
for terms whose meanings are essential to understanding the
policy, such as “actual cash value” and “replacement cost.” (Plain-
tiffs’ Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs’ Proposed Findings of
Fact and Conclusions of Law, p. 26). In short, Plaintiffs complain
that the insureds under Republic’s policies thought they had paid
premiums for replacement cost coverage but received only the
depreciated value of their damaged or destroyed property.

Defendant argues that replacement cost provisions similar
to the ones at issue have been implicitly approved by the Penn-
sylvania Superior Court in Canulli v. Allstate Insurance Co., 315
Pa.Super. 460, 462 A.2d 286 (1983) and Gilderman v. State Farm
Ins. Co., 437 Pa.Super. 217, 649 A.2d 941 (1994). While the chal-
lenge to the insurance policy at issue in Canulli was similar to
the within challenge, the Superior Court never addressed the
issue because the Superior Court held that the appeal from the
trial court’s Order granting partial summary judgment to the
Defendant was interlocutory and quashed the appeal. The Supe-
rior Court did not rule on, or even address, the merits of Plaintiffs’
case. Canulli cannot be relied upon for a rule of law other than
that the Superior Court lacked jurisdiction to hear the interlocu-
tory appeal in that case.

Nor did the Superior Court approve the language in Republic’s
policy implicitly or expressly in Gilderman v. State Farm Ins. Co.,
supra. In Gilderman, the Pennsylvania Superior Court held that
when an insurer promises to pay the “actual cash value” of a cov-
ered loss, whether or not repairs or replacement actually occur,
then the insurance company must pay repair or replacement costs
less depreciation. The Court held that if the services of a general
contractor are necessary for the repair or replacement of dam-
aged property, then the general contractor’s compensation is part
of the replacement cost for which the insurer is liable.

None of the appellate court cases relied upon by either Plain-
tiffs or Defendant specifically holds that the language at issue is
ambiguous or not ambiguous. Some of the cases do, however,
define “actual cash value” as the cost of repair or replacement
less depreciation. Gilderman v. State Farm Ins. Co., supra, 649
A.2d at 945; Ferguson v. Lakeland Mut. Ins. Co., 408 Pa.Super.
332, 335, 596 A.2d 883, 884-885 (1991).

On the other hand, Plaintiffs rely on cases in which the Penn-
sylvania Supreme Court addressed the issue of whether “in ascer-
taining the loss resulting from the partial burning of a building,
the true result is to be reached by taking the cost of reconstruction

according to the conditions existing and lawfully imposed at the
time when the fire occurred.” Fedas v. Insurance Company of the
State of Pennsylvania, 300 Pa. 555, 561, 151 A. 285, 287. The Penn-
sylvania Supreme Court held in Fedas that the cost of new mate-
rials used for repair or replacement should not be depreciated by
the percentage of depreciation applicable to the building as a whole
in determining its actual cash value immediately prior to the fire.
Farber v. Perkiomen Mut. Ins. Co., 370 Pa. 480, 483, 88 A.2d 776,
778 (1952). That is not the issue in the within matter and this
issue has not been raised.

Instead, Plaintiffs argue that Republic’s insureds could not
understand the very term, “actual cash value” because it is am-
biguous as used in the policy and that the insureds were led to
believe that the covered losses are settled at replacement cost at
the time of the loss. An examination of the policies at issue, how-
ever, shows that the policy language sets forth the procedure to
be followed in order to recover replacement costs. In fact, this is
the same procedure discussed in many of the policies at issue in
the appellate court cases cited herein. The Burtons’ policy spe-
cifically provides:

Loss Settlement. Covered property losses are settled
as follows:

b. Buildings under Coverage A or B (“Dwelling” and
“Other Structures”), respectively at replacement cost
without deduction for depreciation, subject to the fol-
lowing:
. . .
(4) We will pay no more than the actual value of the
damage until actual repair or replacement is complete.
Once actual repair or replacement is complete, we will
settle the loss according to the provisions of b.(1) and
b.(2) above.
. . .

The policy further provides under the Loss Settlement section
outlined above that with respect to buildings, replacement cost
is available without deduction for depreciation subject to the fol-
lowing:

b.  . . .
     (1)  . . .
        (b) The replacement cost of that part of the

building damaged for like construction and use
on the same premise; or

(c) The necessary amount actually spent to repair
or replace the damaged building.
. . .

Moreover, Republic’s “Personal Property Replacement Cost
Endorsement” provides:

Replacement Cost. The following loss settlement
procedure applies to all property insured under this
endorsement:
. . .
b. When the replacement cost for the entire loss under
this endorsement is more than $500.00, we will pay no
more than the actual cash value for the loss or damage
until the actual repair or replacement is complete.

The Personal Property Replacement Cost Endorsement further
provides:

a. We will pay no more than the least of the following
amounts:

(1) Replacement cost at the time of loss without
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    deduction for depreciation;

(2) The full cost of repair at the time of loss;
. . .

Furthermore, and significantly, the policy explicitly provides
that as a condition precedent to receiving any benefits, the in-
sured must comply with certain duties following a loss.

Specifically, Section I-Conditions of the Policy provides, in perti-
nent part:

Your Duties After Loss. In case of a loss to covered
property, you must see that the following are done:
. . .

d. Protect the property from further damage. If repairs
to the property are required you must:

(1) Make reasonable and necessary repairs to pro-
     tect the property; and

(2) Keep an accurate record of repair expenses;

e. Prepare an inventory of damaged personal property
showing the quantity, description, actual cash value and
amount of loss. Attach all bills, receipts and related docu-
ments that justify the figures in the inventory;

f. As often as we reasonably require:

(1) Show the damaged property;

(2) Provide us with records and documents we re-
     quest and permit us to make copies; and
. . .

g. Send to us, within 60 days after our request, your
signed, sworn proof of loss which sets forth, to the best
of your knowledge and belief;

(1) The time and cause of loss;
. . .

(5) Specifications of damaged buildings and de-
    tailed repair estimates;

(6) The inventory of damaged personal property
    described in 2.e above;

. . .

Clearly, the replacement cost provisions at issue require the
insured to comply with certain duties following a loss as a condi-
tion precedent to receiving replacement cost benefits. Unless the
policy’s terms and conditions are met, the replacement cost pro-
visions are not triggered.

The language set forth is not confusing, misleading or ambigu-
ous. It is in the same size and style of print as is the remainder of
the policy. In examining similar policies, no Pennsylvania appel-
late court has found such language to be ambiguous. In fact, while
the Pennsylvania Superior Court found a similar replacement cost
provision unconscionable in Ferguson v. Lakeland Mut. Ins. Co.,
supra, the Court held that the language was clear and unambigu-
ous. The limitations are clearly stated in the policies and endorse-
ment and this Court cannot find that the reasonable expectations
of the insureds were frustrated. The language of the policies at
issue is not reasonably susceptible of different constructions or
capable of being understood in more than one sense.

Plaintiffs also argue that Republic breached its contract with

its insureds by imposing conditions on its policyholders that are
not found in the policies or endorsement. Specifically, Plaintiffs
complain that Republic’s practice of requiring that policyholders
complete “like construction” and complete building repairs line-
by-line as set forth in the insurer’s estimate are not found in the
policy language. “Like construction” means that a policyholder
has to return the damaged structure as closely as possible to the
condition it was in immediately prior to the loss. (Tr. 202, 210).
For example, Republic requires policyholders to replace shingles
with shingles and to replace drywall with drywall. (Tr. 210).

Republic also requires policyholders to complete repairs on a
line-by-line as set forth in the estimate prepared by Republic’s
adjusters. Plaintiffs aver that if the work varies even slightly
from the estimate, Republic will not pay the money which was
held back.

Plaintiffs argue that Republic’s policies do not state that poli-
cyholders must complete “like construction” as set forth in the
line-by-line estimates prepared by Republic in order to receive the
replacement cost for their loss. Plaintiffs maintain that because
Republic’s policies require only that actual repair or replacement
has to be complete, the policies create a reasonable expectation in
the insureds that they can recover their withheld replacement cost
benefits even if they rebuild their home in ways different than
they were constructed before the loss. Further, Plaintiffs argue
that it is only after a loss that Republic discloses to its policyhold-
ers what is required to recover the difference between the depreci-
ated value and the replacement cost to their property.

Plaintiffs further contend that Republic’s practice of requir-
ing that policyholders replace contents with items of “like kind
and quality” as well as its procedures for submitting claims for
withheld benefits are not set forth in the policy or the endorse-
ment. Plaintiffs argue that there is no set standard that Republic’s
adjusters use to determine whether an item is of “like kind and
quality,” and adjusters may use their discretion to make that
determination. Plaintiffs also complain that Republic’s procedures
for submitting claims for withheld contents benefits were also
not set forth in the policies or the endorsement. Plaintiffs argue
that while Republic’s policies do set forth a requirement that
policyholders prepare an inventory of lost items showing the
quantity, description, actual cash value and amount of loss, such
requirements do not relate to the manner in which Republic’s
policyholders must actually replace their property.

There is no question that the procedure that must be followed
in order for an insured to obtain full replacement cost for lost or
damaged property is tedious. Following this procedure at a time
of crisis in which real property and its contents have been dam-
aged may be difficult for the insured. It is not, however, the role
of this Court to rewrite policies in order to make it more conve-
nient for an insured to be compensated for losses sustained. In
fact, Plaintiffs do not suggest an alternative manner in which
claims for lost and damaged property could be processed without
providing proof of content replacement and repairs on a line-by-
line basis with like material. Plaintiffs do not contest that when
repairs are made according to the specifications of what is dam-
aged in the loss, replacement cost is issued. Plaintiffs complain
because the procedure involved is complicated and tedious.

Plaintiffs do not argue that they made repairs or replace-
ments to the structure with “like construction” and were not
compensated. Plaintiffs do not contest that when repairs are
made according to the specifications of what is damaged in the
loss, replacement cost is issued. Further, Plaintiffs do not con-
test that when they prepared an inventory of lost items and
provided Republic with records and documents, they were paid
full replacement cost for their content replacement. There is no
breach of the insurance contract in this regard. There is simply
no basis on which this Court can find that recovery of replace-
ment cost must be given by the insurance company despite the
insureds failure to comply with the contract terms.
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Finally, Plaintiffs argue that Republic’s policies are uncon-
scionable because they require policyholders to either accept a
depreciated value or spend large sums of their own money with-
out a guarantee of reimbursement. The test for unconscionabil-
ity was clearly stated by the Superior Court in Koval v. Liberty
Mut. Ins. Co., 366 Pa.Super. 415, 423-424, 531 A.2d 487, 491
(1987). First, one of the parties must have lacked a “meaningful
choice” about whether to accept the provision in question. Sec-
ond, the challenged provision must “unreasonably favor” the other
party to the contract. A court may refuse to enforce a contract or
any clause of a contract it deems to be unconscionable as a mat-
ter of law.

Plaintiffs rely on Ferguson v. Lakeland Mut. Ins. Co., supra,
which the Superior Court applied this two-part test to a case
which was similar in some respects to the within matter. In
Ferguson, the Plaintiffs brought an action against their insurer
to recover the replacement cost of an organ that was damaged
when struck by lightning inside their mobile home. The replace-
ment cost provision in the policy at issue was similar to the
Burton’s replacement cost provision.

Although the Superior Court held that the policy language was
clear and unambiguous, the Court held that the test for uncon-
scionability was satisfied because insurance contracts are gener-
ally contracts of adhesion and the parties are not usually of equal
bargaining power. The buyer must adhere to the terms of a form
contract which are not negotiable. The Superior Court also held
that the second prong of the test for unconscionability was satis-
fied because the challenged provision unreasonably favored the
insurance company. The Court stated:

Since appellant denied liability, appellees were faced
with the unsavory choice of either accepting the lower
actual cash value of the organ or expending a large
sum of money in replacement costs without a guaran-
tee of reimbursement.

Id. at 336-337, 596 A.2d at 885.

In Ferguson, the insurance company disputed and denied the
entire claim. After the denial, Plaintiffs sued Lakeland seeking
not only actual cash value but replacement cost proceeds under
the policy. Specifically, the trial court found the provision unfair
since it required Plaintiff to expend a large sum of money prior to
a liability determination. Based upon the court’s reasoning, the
holding in Ferguson is limited to situations where the insurer
denies liability. The Ferguson Court held that where an insurer
has first denied liability, and where that position has subsequently
been rejected by the court, it is unconscionable to require the in-
sured to replace the property prior to being entitled to replace-
ment cost value because the insured would have no certainty that
he or she would be reimbursed for the expenditures. The Court’s
rationale was predicated upon the requirement that Plaintiff
expend a large sum of money prior to a liability determination.
No such issue is present in the Burtons’ claim because Republic
did not deny liability and paid actual cash value for the structure
and contents upon the submission of the claim.

No Pennsylvania appellate court has expanded the holding
in Ferguson to encompass the facts of the instant case. This Court
cannot find a rational or legal basis on which to extend the scope
of Ferguson to the facts at issue. In the absence of any legal pre-
cedent to the contrary, this Court finds Republic’s replacement
cost provisions to be valid and enforceable. Accordingly, the court
finds in favor of Republic Insurance Company on the issue of
liability.

BY THE COURT
/s/Horgos, J.

Lawrence J. Lucas v. Jennifer Lucas v.
Lawrence C. Lucas and

Michele M. Lucas

Grandparents’ Custody

1. The trial court determined that the best interests of the
grandchild would be served by awarding the grandparents visi-
tation/partial custody even over the objection of both parents as:

a. grandparents and grandchild enjoyed a loving rela-
tionship prior to the parents’ separation.

b. mother, with whom grandchild resides, acknowl-
edged that a relationship with the grandparents was
necessary for her child, and only complained of it be-
ing facilitated during her custody time.

c. father’s objections were unrelated to what served his
child’s best interests.

d. no evidence was found that harm or strife would
befall the child if visits were to occur and a negative
effect on the parental relationships was not anticipated.

2. It was in the grandchild’s best interest that her mother
facilitate the visits as she could do so more peacefully.

3. Mother’s constitutional challenge failed as proper proce-
dural requirements were not satisfied.

(Christine Gale)

Carol S. Mills McCarthy for Plaintiff/Father.
Robb D. Bunde for Defendant/Mother.
Anthony J. Lalama for Grandparents.

No. FD 99-6941-006. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.

OPINION

Eaton, J., June 12, 2002—This matter came before the court
on a Petition for Modification of Custody Order presented by
plaintiff Lawrence Lucas (“Father”) and a Petition for Visitation/
Partial Custody presented by paternal Grandparents/respondents
Lawrence C. Lucas and Michele Lucas (“Grandparents”). Defen-
dant Jennifer Lucas (“Mother”) objected to both petitions and
sought to maintain the status quo under the custody order
entered by this court on June 7, 2000. A hearing was held on
September 20, 2001.

Following the hearing, the court issued an order dated Octo-
ber 1, 2001 modifying the June 7, 2000 order. Paragraph 7 of
that order states as follows:

7. Grandparents Lawrence C. Lucas and Michele Lucas
shall have 2 1/2 hours of partial custody with the
minor child every other week. They shall also
have one overnight per month. These visits shall
be arranged with Mother so as not to interfere
with the child’s activities or Mother ’s plans, but
nevertheless should occur with the regularity
stated above. Overnights shall not occur on school
nights unless Mother agrees. All transportation
shall be provided by Grandparents.

Mother and Father presented Motions for Reconsideration
on October 10, 2001 which were granted. By order dated Janu-
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ary 25, 2002, the court held that its October 1, 2001 order was
appropriate and valid. Mother timely appealed. In response to
this court’s order pursuant to Pa.R.A.P. 1925(b), Mother filed a
Concise Statement of Matters Complained of On Appeal rais-
ing the following issues:

a. The Court committed error in granting visitation/
partial custody to the Grandparents pursuant to 23
Pa.C.S.A. §5312 as said statute violates the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of
the United States Constitution.

b. The Court committed an abuse of discretion in de-
termining that it was in the best interest of the mi-
nor child to have visitation/partial custody visits with
the Grandparents.

c. The Court committed an abuse of discretion in grant-
ing visitation/partial custody of the minor child to
the Grandparents where both parents testified that
they were opposed to such visitation/partial custody.

d. The Court committed an abuse of discretion in grant-
ing visitation/partial custody of the minor child to
the Grandparents when said visitation/partial cus-
tody is exercised solely during Defendant/Appellant’s
time with the child rather than Plaintiff ’s time
with the child.

In a custody matter, the trial court is required to file a com-
plete and comprehensive opinion containing its findings and
conclusions regarding all pertinent facts. K.W.B. v. E.A.B., 698
A.2d 609 (Pa.Super. 1997). Accordingly, the court makes the
following findings of fact following testimony from Father,
Mother and both Grandparents.

The parties were married in 1994, separated in 1996 and
divorced on January 28, 2002. They have one child, Katie, born
on January 14, 1994. Prior to separation, Katie had a close rela-
tionship with Grandparents. They visited with Katie regularly
both at her house and theirs. They occasionally babysat for Katie
in her home. When the parties separated in 1996, Father asked
his parents if he could move in with them and they refused. After
that, Father virtually cut off all communication with his parents.
Mother continued to take Katie to visit Grandparents at their house
on a regular basis and they came to visit Katie when Father was
at work. In 1996, Father accepted a job at the Federal Reserve in
Washington, D.C. over Mother’s strong objection. There were jobs
offered to Father in the Pittsburgh area and Mother wanted him
to remain here to be near Katie and his parents. When Father
relocated to Virginia against her wishes, Mother stopped taking
Katie to visit Grandparents.

Father bears strong, personal animosity towards Grandpar-
ents for reasons which were not entirely made clear to the Court.
Father testified that he never had a good relationship with
Grandparents or his brother, even prior to separation. Accord-
ing to Mother, Father felt that his parents favored his brother
and were not adequately supportive of him as a youth. Father
testified that he “did not particularly” want Grandparents to
be involved with Katie. His stated reasons were that his mother
had a tendency to make “callous” comments and he was con-
cerned Katie’s feelings may be hurt. The only such comment
Father could recall ever being made about Katie was that his
mother once referred to Katie as “Grace” when she tripped as a
toddler. His other stated reason for objecting to visitation was
he does not believe that Grandparents would honor his wishes
as a parent concerning the child. He cited two specific examples.
They served her steak for dinner once and bought her a plastic
squirt gun. Father and Mother do not approve of children play-

ing with guns. Father ’s issue with serving Katie steak for din-
ner was never explained to the court. Father presently lives in
Virginia and has limited custody time with Katie. Father and
Katie did not have a very close relationship prior to his reloca-
tion and do not have a close relationship now. Katie’s visits with
Father in Virginia are a source of stress in her life.

Mother testified that Katie still has a good relationship with
Grandparents. The relationship is not as close now as it was be-
fore Mother stopped the visits when Father relocated. They at-
tend all of Katie’s extracurricular activities and speak with her
twice a week by telephone. Katie is always happy to talk with
them and see them. She was so happy to see them when they
came to watch her in a parade that she jumped off the float into
their arms. According to Mother, it is necessary and important
for Katie to continue to see Grandparents. Grandparents love
Katie and would never do anything to harm her. Grandparents
have done nothing to interfere with Mother’s relationship with
Katie. Mother’s sole objection to visitation at the hearing was
that it should not come out of her custodial time with Katie. She
believes that it is Father’s obligation to foster a relationship be-
tween his daughter and his parents, not hers. She believes that
Father should resolve his issues with Grandparents so that they
can visit with the child during Father’s custodial times. She does
not want Grandparent visitation to occur during her custodial
time. Mother and Father do not have a good relationship and do
not communicate with each other.

Grandparents testified credibly that they love Katie and are
doing everything possible to have a relationship with her as well
as Father. They have no animosity towards Father and continue
to work on reconciling with their son. They are willing to respect
and accommodate the parenting decisions made by both Mother
and Father.

The only causes of strife in Katie’s life at this point are her
parents’ inability to communicate and her custody time with Fa-
ther. Her relationship with Grandparents is not a cause of any
strife between Mother and Father, or between Katie and either
parent. There was no evidence that Katie is aware of the ani-
mosity which Father bears towards his parents. Based on the
foregoing testimony, the court found that Katie had a positive
relationship with Grandparents, that it was in her best interest
to have visitation with her Grandparents a few hours each month
and that such visits should be facilitated through Mother.

Mother ’s first matter complained of on appeal raises a consti-
tutional challenge to the Grandparents Visitation Act, 23
Pa.C.S.A. §5301 et seq. (the “Act”). The proper method to attack
the constitutionality of a statute in a civil case is to plead the
issue and give notice to the Attorney General of Pennsylvania as
required by Pa.R.C.P. 235. Irrera v. Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transp. Authority, 231 Pa.Super. 508, 331 A.2d 705 (1974). This
issue was not raised by any party in any pleading. The first men-
tion of this issue appears in Father’s Motion for Reconsideration
filed on October 11, 2001. It was never raised by Mother at any
time before this court. Nor is there anything in the record to
indicate that proper notice was given to the Attorney General.
Pa.R.C.P. 235 provides that “the party raising the question of
constitutionality shall promptly give notice thereof by registered
mail to the Attorney General of Pennsylvania together with a
copy of the pleading or other portion of the record raising the
issue and shall file proof of the giving of notice.” The purpose of
this requirement is to provide the Attorney General with the
opportunity to be heard on the issue. In re J.Y., 754 A.2d 5
(Pa.Super. 2000). The docket sheet attached to Mother’s Notice
of Appeal contains no evidence that proof of notice was either
given or filed or record. If the litigant challenging the constitu-
tionality of a statute fails to notify the Attorney General pursu-
ant to Pa.R.C.P. 235, the claim is barred. Kepple v. Fairman Drill-
ing Co., 532 Pa. 304, 312-314, 615 A.2d 1298, 1303 (1992). The
first matter complained of on appeal is barred, as Mother failed
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to raise the issue before this court and failed to file proof of no-
tice to the Attorney General.

With respect to the second matter complained of on appeal,
the paramount concern to the court in this visitation dispute is
the welfare and best interests of Katie. The guiding polestar in
deciding all cases involving a child, including whether grandpar-
ent visitation rights should be awarded, is the best interests of the
child. Hughes v. Hughes, 316 Pa.Super. 505, 508- 09, 463 A.2d
478, 480 (1983). Section 5301 of the Domestic Relations Code de-
clares that it is the public policy of this Commonwealth, when in
the best interest of the child, to assure continuing contact of the
child with grandparents when a parent is deceased, divorced or
separated. 23 Pa.C.S. §5301. In furtherance of this policy, a spe-
cific statutory section was enacted to permit grandparents to
ask the court for visitation of grandchildren when the parents
are divorced or separated. Section 5312 provides as follows:

In all proceedings for dissolution, subsequent to the
commencement of the proceeding and continuing
thereafter or when parents have been separated for
six months or more, the court may, upon application
of the parent or grandparent of a party, grant reason-
able partial custody or visitation rights, or both, to
the unmarried child if it finds that visitation rights
or partial custody, or both, would be in the best inter-
est of the child and would not interfere with the par-
ent-child relationship. The court shall consider the
amount of personal contact between the parents or
grandparents of the party and the child prior to the
application.

In a grandparent visitation case, the grandparent has the
burden to prove that it is in the child’s best interest to have “some
time” with the grandparent. Bucci v. Bucci, 351 Pa.Super. 457,
506 A.2d 438 (1986). The burden is lower than in a custody or
partial custody situation since the amount of time that the child
would be away from his parent is less. Bishop v. Piller, supra at
56, 581 A.2d at 672.

It is in the child’s best interest to preserve and nurture
those relationships which are meaningful, while avoid-
ing situations which might prove harmful. Common-
wealth ex rel. Zaffarano v. Genaro, 500 Pa. 256, 455 A.2d
1180 (1983). The court shall consider the amount of per-
sonal contact between the parents or grandparents of
the party and the child prior to the application. Id., at
§1013. It was their burden to show only that it was in
her best interest to give them some time with her.

The court was satisfied that Grandparents met their burden
under the Act. Katie and Grandparents have a meaningful re-
lationship which should be nurtured and preserved. While the
relationship was certainly closer and stronger prior to Father ’s
relocation to Washington, D.C., there is no question but that
they continue to have a good relationship. The record is devoid
of any evidence that visitation would be harmful to Katie. To
the contrary, the testimony was uncontroverted that Katie’s
relationship with Grandparents has always been a good rela-
tionship and a source of happiness for her. Mother’s testimony
was particularly persuasive to the court. Mother testified that
Katie loves Grandparents, enjoys her time with them and is
always happy to see them. Mother candidly acknowledged that
she personally feels it is necessary and important for Katie to
have a relationship with Grandparents. Therefore, the court
concludes that it is in Katie’s best interest for Grandparents to

have visitation. There was no evidence from any party to even
suggest that Grandparent visitation would interfere with either
parent’s relationship with Katie. Clearly neither party feels par-
ticularly close to Grandparents and would prefer not to be involved
with them personally. However, there was no evidence presented
to the court that Grandparent visitation would interfere with the
parent child relationship. Katie has a good relationship with
Mother and that relationship will not be affected by Grandparent
visitation. Katie has a poor relationship with Father and that will
not be affected by Grandparent visitation. Therefore, the court
finds that Katie would benefit from visitation with Grandparents,
that it is in her best interest to have visitation with them. Grand-
parents have met their burden under the Act.

With respect to the third matter complained of on appeal, the
mere fact that both parents object to visitation, in and of itself, is
not a factor under §5312 of the Act. The legislature obviously
considered that there would be times where separated or divorced
parents both objected to visitation. It is up to the court to deter-
mine whether the objections of divorced parents are valid and in
the best interest of the child and whether the visitation would
interfere with the parent-child relationship. The court carefully
considered both Mother and Father’s testimony with respect to
their objections to visitation. Father testified that he did not “par-
ticularly” want his parents involved in Katie’s life. His objection
was not strongly stated. Moreover, his reasons were personal,
petty, vague and almost completely unsubstantiated. The court
did not find his stated reasons to be credible. It was abundantly
clear to the court from Father’s testimony that he is angry with
Grandparents for things which occurred in the past and which
have nothing to do with Katie. Father is attempting to punish
Grandparents for alleged past sins by preventing them from see-
ing their only grandchild. Retaliation is not a valid basis to keep
Katie from Grandparents whom she clearly loves and clearly love
her. Father obviously felt that Grandparents would provide a
good enough home for Katie and him in 1996 to want to live with
them in their home. There was nothing in Father’s testimony to
suggest that Grandparent visitation would be harmful to Katie,
interfere with his relationship with Katie, interfere with his re-
lationship with Mother or further erode his relationship with
them.

Mother candidly admitted that it was in Katie’s best interest
to have a relationship with grandparents. Her only objection was
that the visits not come out of her custodial time. Since Mother
has Katie almost all the time, the court does not find this to be a
valid objection.

With respect to the fourth matter complained of on appeal,
the court finds that Grandparent visitation during Mother’s time
is in Katie’s best interest. Katie’s visits with Father for the most
part occur in Virginia, not in the Pittsburgh area. Mother lives
in close proximity to Grandparents and has successfully coordi-
nated visits in the past. Unlike Father, Mother bears no strong
personal animosity towards Grandparents. Mother is the better
parent to arrange and accommodate the Grandparent visits and
it is in Katie’s best interest to visit with Grandparents during
Mother ’s custody time.

For the foregoing reasons, the court concluded that it is in
Katie’s best interest to have visitation with Grandparents, that
such visitation will not interfere with either Mother or Father’s
relationship with Katie and that it will be far less stressful on all
parties, especially Katie, for visitation to occur during Mother’s
custodial time.

BY THE COURT
/s/Eaton, J.
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Mark B. Aronson v.
Bright-Teeth Now, L.L.C.

Preliminary Objections—Telephone Consumer Protection Act
of 1991

1. The provisions of the Telephone Consumer Protection Act
of 1991 that make it illegal to send unsolicited advertisements
to a telephone facsimile machine do not apply to unsolicited com-
mercial advertisements sent via e-mail.

2. While the definition of a telephone facsimile machine,
broadly read, could include e-mails received on a computer be-
cause an e-mail is capable of being printed, Congress did not
intend to prohibit unsolicited commercial e-mail.

(Kenneth M. Argentieri)

Charles S. Morrow for Plaintiff.
Matthew M. Pavlovich for Defendant.

No. AR 01-6310. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION AND ORDER OF COURT

Wettick, J., June 19, 2002—Defendant’s preliminary objections
in the nature of a demurrer seeking dismissal of plaintiff ’s com-
plaint are the subject of this Opinion and Order of Court. This
case raises the issue of whether the federal Telephone Consumer
Protection Act of 1991 (“TCPA”), 47 U.S.C. §227, applies to unso-
licited commercial electronic mail (“e-mail”). It appears that this
issue has not been decided in any reported opinions. See David E.
Sorkin, Technical and Legal Approaches to Unsolicited Electronic
Mail, 35 U.S.F.L. Rev. 325, 357 (Winter 2001) (“the applicability of
the law governing the use of facsimile machines to e-mail has never
been formally adjudicated”).

Plaintiff alleges that on six occasions, defendant sent unso-
licited advertisements by e-mail to plaintiff ’s e-mail addresses.
Plaintiff seeks statutory damages of $9,000 under the TCPA.
Plaintiff has sued under 47 U.S.C. §227 (b)(1)(C) which provides
that “[i]t shall be unlawful for any person within the United
States…to use any telephone facsimile machine, computer or
other device to send an unsolicited advertisement to a telephone
facsimile machine” (emphasis added). Under 47 U.S.C. §227 (b)(3),
a private action may be brought to recover at least $500 in dam-
ages for each violation.1

Defendant contends that the TCPA does not cover e-mail.
Defendant relies on the requirement that I emphasized in the
previous paragraph that an unsolicited advertisement be sent
“to a telephone facsimile machine.” Defendant contends that an
advertisement sent to an e-mail address is not an advertisement
sent to a facsimile machine because an e-mail advertisement is
not printed out automatically.

Plaintiff contends that the TCPA defines a telephone facsimile
machine broadly to include e-mail. The TCPA defines a telephone
facsimile machine as “equipment which has the capacity (A) to
transcribe text or images, or both, from paper into an electronic
signal and to transmit that signal over a regular telephone line,
or (B) to transcribe text or images (or both) from an electronic
signal received over a regular telephone line onto paper” (em-
phasis added). 47 U.S.C. §227(a)(2).

Plaintiff, relying on the language in the definition of telephone
facsimile machine that I have emphasized, contends that the con-
trolling question is whether the equipment receiving the e-mail
has the “capacity” to transcribe the text onto paper. In this
case, we know that plaintiff ’s equipment had this capacity

because plaintiff ’s pleadings include papers onto which the text
was transcribed.

Defendant offers the following response to this contention:
E-mails are not covered by the TCPA because plaintiff had the
opportunity to delete the e-mails but, instead, voluntarily sent
them from his computer to his printer. Since plaintiff had to
intervene in the process of sending e-mails to his printer, his
computer does not qualify as a telephone facsimile machine.

David E. Sorkin, Unsolicited Commercial E-Mail and the Tele-
phone Consumer Protection Act of 1991, 45 Buff. L. Rev. 1001,
1003-12 (1997), describes the differences between telephone fac-
simile machines and e-mail. A conventional fax machine scans a
printed document, dials a telephone number which connects it
to another fax machine, and transmits a digitally encoded docu-
ment image to the other machine. The other machine prints out
a copy of the document. It typically requires thirty seconds to
one minute to transmit each page. The recipient cannot use its
fax machine until the incoming fax has been received and printed.
The recipient provides the paper and ink or toner needed to pro-
duce the printed copy of the document. The recipient also bears
the cost of wear and tear on its fax machine and incurs adminis-
trative costs in handling the incoming documents and keeping
the machine supplied with paper and toner. This article states
that the cost of printing each page with a modern machine is
between four cents and twelve cents.

An e-mail message is a computer file transferred from one com-
puter to another. A computer can send and receive e-mail mes-
sages over an ordinary telephone line using a modem. E-mail can
also be exchanged among computers on a local area network or
between separate networks that are interconnected. Virtually
every computer system on the market today, if connected to a
printer, has the capacity to print.

Unwanted e-mail does not impose the same burdens on the
recipient as unsolicited fax advertising. The transmission of un-
wanted e-mail does not usually interfere with the recipient’s abil-
ity to use its computer system because unwanted e-mail does not
interfere with receiving or sending other e-mail messages or the
operation of other programs. Unwanted e-mail can be deleted
before it is opened, read, or printed; unwanted e-mail will not be
printed unless the recipient directs that it be printed.

Unwanted e-mail creates other burdens. Mass advertising
by e-mail is virtually free. Thus, recipients may be receiving on
a daily basis large numbers of unwanted e-mail. This means
that recipients may be required to spend substantial time sort-
ing, reading, and deleting unwanted e-mail. In many instances,
an e-mail cannot be deleted without examining the text of the
message because the sender uses a vague or misleading subject
line. Unwanted e-mail may preclude a business from promptly
responding to desired e-mail because of the time spent deleting
unwanted e-mail. Internet service providers incur substantial
expenses (that are eventually passed on to their customers)
caused by the volume of unsolicited e-mail, including the need
for additional bandwidth, additional storage, and additional
staff. See, generally, Congressman Gary Miller, How to Can
Spam, 2 Vand. J. Ent. L. & Proc. 127 (Western 2000).

While the TCPA’s definition of telephone facsimile machine
can be read to include most personal computers in use today, it
appears that Congress, by regulating only unsolicited advertis-
ing that would be transcribed onto paper, was concerned with
recipients receiving paper they did not want. If this is so, the
definition of telephone facsimile machine should not be construed
to reach messages that the recipient must choose to transcribe
onto paper. The question of whether unsolicited e-mail adver-
tisements are covered by the TCPA cannot be resolved simply by
concluding that the definition of telephone facsimile machine is
broad enough to include unsolicited e-mail sent to a computer
system which permits the recipient to transcribe the text onto
paper. The controlling issue is whether Congress intended for
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the definition to receive such a broad interpretation.
In construing any legislation, the most basic rule of construc-

tion is that words should receive their usual and ordinary mean-
ing unless there is a clear indication that the Legislature intended
for the words to be used in a different fashion. If telephone
facsimile machine is given its ordinary meaning, legislation
making it unlawful to send unsolicited advertisements to a tele-
phone facsimile machine would not cover unsolicited commer-
cial e-mail.2 Consequently, the TCPA should be restricted to what
it describes—unsolicited faxes—unless there is a clear indica-
tion that Congress, through legislation making it unlawful to
send advertisements to a telephone facsimile machine, sought
also to regulate unsolicited advertisements sent by e-mail.

There is nothing in the TCPA’s legislative history indicating
that the prohibition against sending unsolicited advertisements
to a telephone facsimile machine was intended to cover e-mail.
The legislative history of the TCPA discusses only certain unso-
licited telephone solicitations (addressed in other provisions
within the TCPA) and unsolicited fax advertising. Unsolicited
commercial e-mail is never mentioned. See Gary S. Moorefield,
Spam—It’s Not Just for Breakfast Anymore: Federal Legislation
and the Fight to Free the Internet from Unsolicited Commercial
E-Mail, 5 B.U.J. Sci. & Tech. L. 10, 24 (footnote omitted) (Spring
1999) (“[T]he TCPA’s legislative history lacks any Congressional
intent to limit computer-to-computer transmissions.”); Sorkin,
supra, 45 Buff.L.R. at 1016 (footnote omitted) (“Although e-mail
was widely known by 1991 and unsolicited e-mail was already
becoming a nuisance, e-mail is not even mentioned in any of the
congressional reports or testimony related to the TCPA. Nor is
there any explanation of the statutory definition of ‘telephone
facsimile machine.’”).3

Also, the legislative history includes descriptions of the bur-
dens imposed by the unsolicited fax advertising that Congress
intended to address: advertising that (1) shifts advertising costs
to the recipient because the advertisement is printed by the
recipient’s machine and (2) occupies the recipient’s facsimile
machine so that it is unavailable for legitimate business mes-
sages. These are not burdens created by unsolicited e-mails.

A reading of §227 (b)(1)(C) of the TCPA to reach only fax
solicitations is consistent with the legislative history following
the enactment of the TCPA. Over the past two years, more than
a dozen bills have been proposed to regulate unsolicited commer-
cial electronic mail.4 Both the extent of the legislative activity and
the sponsors’ lack of success are consistent with an interpretation
of the TCPA to cover only telephone and fax solicitations.

In addition, there is language within other provisions of the
TCPA which indicates that the term telephone facsimile machine
was not intended to include unsolicited e-mail advertising. Sec-
tion 227 (b)(1)(C) states that it is illegal “to use any telephone
facsimile machine, computer, or other device to send an unsolic-
ited advertisement….” If the definition of a telephone facsimile
machine includes a computer, this section would have referred
only to a “telephone facsimile machine or other device.” Section
227 (d)((2) requires that each telephone facsimile machine trans-
mission be marked on at least the first page with the time and
date of transmission, the name of the sender, and the sender’s
telephone number. Generally, e-mail does not have pages. See
Sorkin, supra, 45 Buff.L.R. 1014.

Finally, under Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public
Service Com., 100 S.Ct. 2343, 2350-51 (1980), and Board of Trust-
ees v. Fox, 109 S.Ct. 3028 (1989), a restriction on commercial speech
violates the constitution unless the restriction implements a sub-
stantial governmental interest, directly advances that interest,
and is narrowly tailored to achieve the desired objective. Courts
generally look to the legislative history to determine whether the
Central Hudson criteria have been met. Thus, Congress would
not have intended for the courts to construe the TCPA to cover
unsolicited commercial e-mail unless it had created a legislative

record to support the constitutionality of such legislation.
See Destination Ventures, Ltd. v. Federal Communications

Commission, 844 F.Supp. 632 (D. Or. 1994), aff ’d, 46 F.3d 54 (9th
Cir. 1995), where advertisers who used fax advertising challenged
the constitutionality of the provisions of the TCPA prohibiting
unsolicited fax advertisements.5 The Court upheld the consti-
tutionality by looking at the legislative history which included
discussions that the costs of both using the machine and the
paper to print out the messages were borne by the recipient,
regardless of the recipient’s interest in the product or service
being advertised, and that a fax machine is unable to process
business communications whenever it is printing an unsolic-
ited advertisement.

Compare Missouri v. American Blast Fax, Inc., No. 00CV933,
2002 WL 508330 (E.D. Mo. 2002), where the Court ruled that the
provisions of the TCPA prohibiting unsolicited fax advertisements
violated the First Amendment’s guarantee of freedom of speech.
The Court found that the government had not met the Central
Hudson requirements, because the legislative history of the TCPA
is “full of studies and statistics related to unsolicited phone calls,
however, the reports are glaringly void of any statistical data in
reference to unsolicited fax advertisements.” Id. at *9.

In the present case, there is nothing in the legislative history
that would justify the regulation of unsolicited commercial e-
mail. Because the regulation of commercial e-mail raises First
Amendment issues and because the government bears the bur-
den of identifying a substantial interest in regulating commer-
cial speech, the TCPA should be construed only to cover those
matters that the legislative history addressed.

For these reasons, I enter the following Order of Court:

ORDER OF COURT

On this 19th day of June, 2002, it is hereby ORDERED that
defendant’s preliminary objections are sustained and plaintiff ’s
complaint is dismissed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Wettick, J.

1 In Aronson v. Fax.Com, Inc., 149 P.L.J. 157, 51 Pa.D.&C.4th 421
(2001), I ruled that the Pennsylvania state courts have jurisdic-
tion over private causes of action created by the TCPA.

2 See Sorkin, Unsolicited Commercial E-Mail and the Telephone
Consumer Protection Act of 1991, supra, 45 Buff.L.R. at 1013:

Perhaps the strongest argument against such a broad
interpretation of the TCPA is based upon common
sense: The ordinary, commonly understood meaning of
“telephone facsimile machine” includes neither com-
puters nor electronic mail. Congress almost certainly
did not even consider the statute’s applicability to e-
mail; the breadth of the statutory definition thus seems
inadvertent. (Footnote omitted.)

3 Most of the legislative history addresses the regulation of cer-
tain unsolicited telephone calls.

4 See legislation described in Moorefield, supra, 5 B.U.J. Sci. &
Tech. L. at 24-34; and defendant’s submission titled Appendix of
Representative Current Congressional Bills (107th Congress)
[Downloaded from www.access.gpo.gov].

5 On appeal to the Ninth Circuit, the plaintiffs did not contest
that the government had a substantial interest in preventing
the shifting of advertising costs to the consumer. The only issue
that the Court addressed was whether there was a “reasonable
fit” between this interest and the ban on fax advertisements.
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Melanie D. Isralsky v. Jay S. Isralsky

Divorce—Equitable Distribution—Marital Property—
Marital Debt—Alimony—Child Support—Earning Capacity

1. A bank account held by Wife and her mother during the
marriage was not marital property where credible testimony re-
vealed that Wife’s name was added to the account merely for
mother’s estate planning purposes.

2. Husband’s testimony and evidence were credible that the
proceeds he received from a lawsuit settlement with his former
employer were used to satisfy marital debt, which included re-
payment of loans from family members which he had taken out
during the marriage without Wife’s knowledge.

3. An award of alimony in the amount of $750 per month for 7
years was appropriate where evidence indicated Wife lacked suf-
ficient property to meet her needs and was unable to support
herself through appropriate employment.

4. In determining child support, it is within the trial court’s
discretion not to include alimony payments received by the payee
as income under Pa.R.C.P. 1910.16-2(a)(7).

5. The trial court declined to assign full-time earning capac-
ity to Wife and rejected the testimony of Husband’s vocational
expert where Wife was the sole custodian of the parties’ three
minor children ages 17, 14, and 11 and full-time earning capac-
ity would only have increased Husband’s support obligation to
the extent he would have to contribute to additional child care
expenses.

6. The mortgage deviation in Pa.R.C.P. 1910.16-6(e) applies
after a divorce decree is entered.

(Sophia P. Paul)

Melaine Shannon Rothey for Husband.
Efstathia George Alexander for Wife.
No. FD 98-9089-004. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Scanlon, J., May 23, 2002.

Frank J. Haynes v.
Policemen’s Relief & Pension Fund,

City of Pittsburgh

Common Law Marriage

1. Husband sought to establish that he had enjoyed a com-
mon law marriage with his deceased spouse, so as to secure death
benefits available as a result of her employment.

2. The husband had been employed as an undercover narcot-
ics agent and testified that, because of this employment and the
need for security, the parties were not formally married and did
not file jointly for tax purposes or own real estate jointly. They
did, however, clearly hold themselves out to the community as
husband and wife and enjoyed an anniversary date. The hus-
band was indentified as such on the wife’s funeral notices.

3. The trial court found that, in spite of a lack of evidence as to
an exchange of words establishing a marital relationship between
the parties, sufficient evidence existed to establish a common law
marriage.

(Christine Gale)

Thomas Boyle for Plaintiff/Husband.
Norma Chase for Defendant/Pension Fund.
Stanley Lederman Guardian Ad Litem for Plaintiff ’s Daughter.

No. FD 00-9347-002. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Kaplan, J., June 6, 2002.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Charles M. Waskovich

Neglect of Elder—Caretaker—Tenant

In Commonwealth v. Waskovich, the Pennsylvania Superior
Court, in an opinion by Judge Correale F. Stevens, reviewed a
conviction arising out of the alleged neglect of an elder. This
alleged neglect occurred at the victim’s home, at the hands of a
tenant, who provided services to the victim in return for credit
toward the eventual purchase of his home. Stevens rejected all
of the defendant’s arguments and affirmed his conviction for
the neglect of the care of a dependent person and reckless en-
dangerment.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-354. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Stevens, J., August 6, 2002.

U.S. v. Zats

United States Sentencing Guidelines—Vulnerable Victim

The Third Circuit Court of Appeals has held that debtors who
were not direct victims of a defendant’s conduct were properly
considered vulnerable victims for purposes of sentence enhance-
ment under the United States Sentencing Guidelines (USSG).

(David Pulice)

No. 00-2752. In the U.S. Ct. Appeals, Third Circuit.
Ambro, J., August 5, 2002.

Nancy L. Hohns v.
Thomas B. Gain, M.D.

Medical Malpractice—Alternatives—Excisional Biopsy

The Pennsylvania Superior Court upheld a judgment favor-
ing the physician in a medical malpractice action where ample
evidence supported a finding that awareness of alternatives to
excisional biopsy would not have been a “substantial factor” in
the patient’s decision to consent to the procedure. The appellant
appealed a January 14, 2002, decision from the Philadelphia
County Court of Common Pleas to the Superior Court of Penn-
sylvania, following a denial of her motion for post-trial relief.
The Superior Court affirmed the lower court’s decision.

(Shannon Barkley)

No. 01-3201. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Olszewski, J., August 6, 2002.

Felix E. Pinero v.
Pennyslvania State

Horse Racing Commission

Race Fixing—Jockey Suspension—Collateral Estoppel

In the case at hand, the petitioner, Felix E. Pinero, a profes-
sional horse jockey, petitioned the Pennsylvania Commonwealth
Court for a review of a decision of the Pennsylvania State Horse
Racing Commission (PSHRC) that upheld its Oct. 3, 2000, order
and April 5, 2001, amended order that imposed a five-year sus-
pension on Pinero’s jockey license on the basis that he violated
several PSHRC regulations against race fixing. Pinero argued to
the Commonwealth Court that the PSHRC was barred by the
principles of issue preclusion, i.e., either res judicata or collat-
eral estoppel, from suspending his jockey license, as he was
acquitted on federal charges related to his alleged race-fixing
activities.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-2592. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Jiuliante, J., July 31, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Stratton Peay

Separate Convictions—Third-Degree Murder—Appeals

This case involved appeals of two separate jury convictions of
murder in the third degree. In both murder trials, appellant was
found guilty of third-degree murder and related offenses, and an
aggravated assault conviction related to the boy who was severely
wounded. The sentence imposed for the first incident was 11 to
22 years imprisonment; for the second set of offenses, appellant
was sentenced to a life term pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S.A. §9715(a),
which mandates life imprisonment for anyone previously con-
victed of third-degree murder. Additionally, he was sentenced to
a consecutive 12 to 24 years confinement for the aggravated as-
sault and other crimes. Since the appeals addressed in the court’s
decision presented some common features, the court addressed
them together.

(Patrice Wade)

Nos. 99-1047, 99-2632, 99-2633. In the Superior Court of Penn-
sylvania.
Montemuro, J., August 13, 2002.
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W. Max Feiler v.
W&W Demolition Excavation,

Samuel J. Wright, Jr., individually and
t/d/b/a W&W Demolition Excavation

and the City of Pittsburgh

Motion for a New Trial—Definition of “Party Wall”—Expert
Evidence

1. A “party wall” is a wall erected on a line adjoining two pieces
of property belonging to different people, which is for the use of
both of them.

2. Evidence that two adjacent buildings had different foun-
dations, different roof lines and different brick veneer supports
jury’s conclusion that no party wall existed.

3. Expert testimony can be disallowed where there is no foun-
dation that the expert had skills to know what a party wall was
or how to assess whether one existed.

4. Expert testimony can be disallowed where the proffered
testimony goes beyond the fair scope of expert’s report.

(Kenneth M. Argentieri)

Karyn Ashley Rok for Plaintiff.
Anthony J. Rash for Defendants, W&W Demolition Excavation
and Samuel J. Wright, Jr.
Craig M. Straw for Defendant, City of Pittsburgh.

No. GD 99-004570. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Baer, J., June 27, 2002—In 1993, Plaintiff W. Max Feiler
(Feiler) purchased an old building located at 1403 Federal Street
in the City of Pittsburgh (“Feiler’s building”) and used it as rental
property. In 1997, Pittsburgh (“the City”) hired Samuel J. Wright,
Jr., trading and doing business as W&W Demolition Excavation
(collectively “W&W”) to demolish 1403 Federal Street (“1403”),
which was the building adjacent to Feiler’s.

After the demolition, Feiler contended there had been a party
wall between his building and 1403, that the City and W&W
negligently failed to identify and preserve it during the demoli-
tion of 1403. Alternatively, Feiler asserted that W&W negligently
damaged his building’s walls and roof during the demolition of
1403. After four days of trial, the jury answered special questions
deciding there was no party wall and W&W was not negligent
during the demolition of 1403. These determinations resulted in a
defense verdict. Feiler filed post-trial motions, which we denied.
He has now appealed to the Superior Court. At our request he
filed a Concise Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal,
and we address his assertions of error.

Before turning to the issues, we review the facts fully. In July
1995, the City received a complaint about the condition of 1403,
and sent a notice to its owner. When the owner did not respond,
the matter was referred to Housing Court, and, in due course,
the City listed 1403 for tax sale and bought it for back taxes. In
1996, Feiler complained to the City because the rear of 1403 col-
lapsed cascading bricks onto his building. A City inspector ex-
amined 1403 and posted it for condemnation.

In April 1997, the City issued a request for bids for 1403’s
demolition. Robert Moffat (Moffat), the City’s Demolition Man-
ager, testified that to decide whether a party wall exists between

a condemned building and an adjacent structure, the City relies
on the “Sanborne Book” and a physical examination of the prop-
erty.1 In this case, it was the City’s position that neither the
Sanborne Book nor an examination of the property revealed a
party wall between Feiler’s property and 1403. Accordingly, the
City did not specify the existence of a party wall in its request for
bids, which it would have done if it believed one existed.

During Moffat’s testimony, he was shown several pictures ad-
mitted as trial exhibits, and while he confirmed that 1403 and
Feiler’s building were built against one another, he testified that
the photos showed Feiler’s building and 1403 were built from two
different color bricks, had their foundations on different levels and
had different roof lines. On these bases, Moffat opined that he
continued to believe the buildings did not share a party wall.

Samuel Wright, Jr. (Wright), the owner of W&W, reviewed
the City’s request for bids and physically inspected Feiler’s build-
ing and its surroundings prior to bidding on the project. Wright
was aware that when the City believed a party wall existed be-
tween a building to be demolished and one adjacent to it, this
fact was contained in the bid documents. There was no such ref-
erence in the request for bids on this project. Wright testified
that his examination of 1403 and Feiler’s building showed that
the buildings were constructed on different foundations that were
indicative of separate buildings because “you wouldn’t have a
common wall resting on different foundations.” (T.T., Vol. 2, p.
120) Wright also noted the buildings were different colors, had
different rooflines, had window ledges at different heights and
had different floor and roof levels. All of these factors further
confirmed in Wright’s mind that these were separate structures
build adjacent to one another, but not sharing a party wall.

All four sides of 1403 consisted of two side-by-side courses of
bricks tied together by “solider bricks” running between these
courses every other vertical level. In addition to these solider
bricks, outside the exterior course of bricks adjacent to Feiler’s
building, there were “tie-in” bricks connecting the exterior course
of 1403 and the building every nine to twelve vertical courses. As
part of the demolition, Wright’s crew cut in half these “tie-in”
bricks connecting 1403 and Feiler’s building.2

After the demolition, Feiler visited the site and described the
condition of his building as “horrible.” He testified his building
had only one course of brick on the side adjacent to 1403, and
that course had tie-in bricks cut in half, was missing mortar and
had floor joists protruding over their supporting bricks and to-
ward where 1403 had stood. He hypothesized that 1403’s course
of bricks closest to his building had been a party wall, and that
in demolishing it W&W had destroyed the structural integrity of
the building. Feiler also said he found a tarp covering a hole in
his roof and removed or rolled back flashing that allowed water
to enter the building.

Feiler contacted and met with the City and W&W Demoli-
tion, but received no satisfaction. Ultimately, he filed this action
alleging the existence of a party wall, negligence by the City and
W&W Demolition in failing to recognize it, and negligence by
W&W Demolition in harming his building during the destruc-
tion of 1403. A jury returned a verdict for all Defendants, and
Feiler filed post-trial motions. We denied them, and he appealed.
We required a Concise Statement of Matters Complained of on
Appeal, and Feiler complied. We write to address the issues raised
therein.

Feiler first contends that the jury’s verdict was contrary to
the applicable law as set forth in our charge and the weight of
the evidence. He seeks judgment n.o.v. or a new trial. In consid-
ering a motion for judgment n.o.v., a court must consider the
evidence and all reasonable inferences drawn therefrom in the
light most favorable to the verdict winner. So, the questions
before us are whether Feiler must prevail as matter of law or
whether the evidence was such that no two reasonable minds
could possibly disagree that the verdict must be for him. Gunn
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v. Grossman, 748 A.2d 1235 (Pa.Super. 2000), quoting Rohm
and Haas Co. v. Continental Casualty Co., 732 A.2d 1236, 1247-
48 (Pa.Super. 1999). Alternatively, Feiler seeks a new trial. This
remedy should not be granted because there is a conflict in the
testimony or a trial judge sitting as fact finder would have
decided the case differently than did a jury. Martin v. Evans,
711 A.2d 458, 461 (Pa. 1998). A new trial is warranted only when
a jury’s verdict is so contrary to the evidence that it shocks one’s
sense of justice. Id.

Feiler agrees we properly defined a party wall in our charge,
but contends that in accordance with that definition the only
decision the jury could reach was that a party wall existed. We
instructed the jury that a party wall was:

…a wall that is erected on a line between two adjoin-
ing pieces of property belonging to different persons,
which is for the use of both of them….[it] need not
straddle the property line. It doesn’t have to have 10
inches on this side of the line and 10 inches on the
other side, or three inches on one side and three inches
on the other side. …It can be entirely on one side of the
line, but it needs nevertheless to be on the adjoining
line, and it needs to be for the use of both of them.

City Demolition Manager Moffat testified that a review of
the Sanborne map and a physical inspection of Feiler’s building
did not show a party wall between it and 1403. Moffat testified
that 1403 and Feiler’s building appeared to be two different build-
ings with different brick veneer, different rooflines and different
foundations. The foundation of one of the buildings appeared to
be above the ground, while the other’s was below ground. Wright’s
testimony was consistent with Moffat’s, and Feiler himself con-
ceded that the two buildings were structurally separate. More-
over, Wright testified that 1403’s inner course of bricks was tied-
in to its outer course every other vertical level on all four sides
of the building. Conversely, the tie-ins to Feiler ’s building were
intermittent and about every three to four vertical feet.

While it is not clear how the “tie-ins” got between these build-
ings or whether they were intended by whoever put them there
to provide structural support, there was ample evidence support-
ing the defense’s assertions that when the outer course of 1403
was constructed it was not intended or built to provide support
for Feiler’s building, and therefore it did not meet the definition
of a party wall. We may not usurp the basic function of the jury
by substituting our judgment for its. The motions for judgment
n.o.v. and for new trial must be denied.

Feiler next contends we erred in prohibiting him from asking
Wright if he would have changed his demolition plan had he known
that when he completed 1403’s demolition Feiler’s building would
have been left with one course of bricks. We do not believe the
answer to this question was relevant to these proceedings. Pa.R.E.
401 defines relevant evidence as evidence having any tendency to
make the existence of a fact that is of consequence more probable
than it would be without that evidence.

The first issue for the jury to decide was whether there was a
party wall. All agree that a party wall is a wall erected between
two adjoining properties for the use of both of them. Whether at
the time of demolition Wright would have destroyed the outside
course of 1403 if he would have known it would have left Feiler’s
building with only one course of bricks is not relevant to whether
at the time that exterior course was erected it was to be used by
both 1403 and Feiler’s building.

The second issue presented by Feiler was whether Wright
negligently damaged Feiler’s building during the demolition. In
order to prove negligence, Feiler needed to show that Wright failed
to exercise the ordinary care that a reasonably prudent demoli-
tion contractor would have exercised under the same or similar
circumstances. Martin v. Evans, 711 A.2d 458, 461 (Pa. 1998).

The circumstances then and there existing were that Wright
believed there was no party wall and believed further that Feiler’s
building was independently supported by its own walls on its
own foundation. While the jury could have found Wright negli-
gent for holding this belief or for other actions during the demo-
lition of 1403, a response to the question of what Wright would
have done if he had known the state of Feiler’s building post
demolition does not have any tendency to make the existence of
negligence in either circumstance more or less probable. Thus,
the question was irrelevant.

Even assuming arguendo Feiler’s question sought relevant
evidence, we would have prohibited the witness from answering
because the probative value of any answer would have been far
outweighed by the danger that the answer would have confused
the issues and misled the jury. Pa.R.E. 403. Feiler obviously hoped
that Wright would say he would have left the course of bricks if
he would have known that Feiler’s building would have been left
with one course after demolition. This might well have raised an
inference in the jurors’ minds that Wright did something wrong
when he took down 1403’s exterior course closest to Feiler’s build-
ing, even though the question was premised on a fact not in exist-
ence when Wright demolished 1403. This inference might well have
confused and misled the jury during its deliberations regarding
whether Wright acted with the ordinary care that a reasonably
prudent person would have exercised under the same or similar
circumstances. Martin v. Evans, supra. On this basis also, this
evidence was inadmissible. Pa.R.E. 403.

Feiler contends next that we erred by refusing to allow his
expert, David Hood (Hood), to express an opinion on whether the
course of bricks between 1403 and Feiler’s building was a party
wall. This evidence was disallowed for two reasons. There was
no foundation laid that Hood was qualified as an expert regarding
this question, and his report did not provide opposing counsel with
fair notice that he intended to testify on the subject.

Pa.R.E. 702 provides as follows:
    If scientific, technical or other specialized knowledge
beyond that possessed by a layperson will assist the
trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine
a fact in issue, a witness qualified as an expert by
knowledge, skill, experience, training or education may
testify thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise.

While Pennsylvania courts have traditionally not imposed an
exacting standard regarding qualification of experts, there nev-
ertheless must be some pretension that the witness has special-
ized knowledge regarding the subject matter of inquiry. Miller v.
Brass Rail Tavern, Inc., 664 A.2d 525, 538 (Pa. 1995). Prior to
beginning his substantive testimony, Feiler’s counsel established
that Hood possessed the expertise to testify concerning the con-
struction, remodeling and restoration of real property. No foun-
dation was laid to enable us to conclude that Hood knew what a
party wall was or how to assess whether one existed. It would
have been improper for us to permit Hood to express an opinion
regarding these questions absent even a minimal foundation es-
tablishing that he had the ability to opine on these topics.

Additionally, Pa.R.C.P. 1403.5(c) provides “…The direct testi-
mony of the expert at trial may not be inconsistent with or go
beyond the fair scope of his or her… separate report or supple-
ment thereto.” The purpose of this rule is to prevent surprise and
therefore unfair prejudice to an opposing party. Tiburzio-Kelly v.
Montgomery, 681 A.2d 757 (Pa.Super. 1996). Hood’s report never
even remotely addressed the question of whether a party wall
existed. Accordingly, Feiler failed to give Defendants the prior
notice required to provide them with an opportunity to prepare
cross-examination or to retain their own expert(s) to contradict
Hood’s testimony. This lack of notice might have been severely
prejudicial to Defendants, and on that basis alone Hood’s testi-
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mony would have been improper.
Finally, Feiler argues that we erred in admitting into evi-

dence the survey and expert testimony of Leonard Recker (Recker)
because the substance of the testimony and the survey were ir-
relevant to the proceedings and because Feiler did not have fair
notice of the substance of Recker’s testimony as required by the
above cited precedent. Both arguments are specious.

As we explained to the jury when defining a party wall, the
question of where the wall is in juxtaposition to the property line
it transverses is not determinative of a party wall’s existence.
Nevertheless, this fact does not render testimony regarding the
property line and the walls irrelevant. The juxtaposition of the
lines and the walls certainly has some tendency to render it more
or less probable that a party wall existed, and therefore the evi-
dence was relevant.

The survey that was admitted and explained in brief testi-
mony was attached to the pretrial statement filed on behalf of
W&W. A representative/records custodian for the City’s Engineer-
ing and Construction Department Survey Division was listed
among the witnesses and the question of the survey was dis-
cussed in the pre-trial statement. There is no question Feiler
was given fair notice that Defendants proposed to use the survey
and this testimony and, therefore, had every opportunity to
counter or attack it.

BY THE COURT
/s/Baer, J.

1 The Sanborne Book contains maps of the City’s buildings iden-
tifying for each the number of stories; whether construction is of
brick or frame; and whether there is a party wall between adja-
cent structures.

2 On the other side of Feiler’s building from 1403 was 1405 Fed-
eral Street. It is worthy of note that it had the same tie-in bricks
between it and the outer course of Feiler’s building, and W&W’s
crew also cut these bricks. There is nothing in the record con-
cerning the state of 1405 subsequent to the demolition.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Thomas Thompson Bey

Sentencing—Constitutionality of Megan’s Law II

1. Megan’s Law II is constitutional. The statute gives defen-
dants full due process protection.

2. The requirements under Megan’s Law II of lifetime regis-
tration, community notification and counseling are not punish-
ment, but are administrative, remedial and therapeutic.

(Kenneth M. Argentieri)

Michael Streily for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Kirk Henderson for Defendant.

CC No. 200000309. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Criminal Division.

OPINION

Cashman, J., June 28, 2002—On October 24, 1999, the ap-
pellant, Thomas Thompson Bey, (hereinafter referred to as
“Bey”), was an employee of the Sidney Square Convalescent
Center located in the Southside Section of the City of Pitts-
burgh. At that time, the victim in this case, Tim Curran, (herein-

after referred to as “Curran”), was a patient at the facility, suf-
fering from a severe brain injury due to an accident, was a quad-
riplegic and was unable to communicate.

At approximately 11:30 p.m. on the date in question, a nurse
at the facility entered Curran’s room to check his feeding tube.
Upon entering Curran’s room, the nurse observed Bey lying be-
hind Curran, his right leg over the victim’s right leg. Bey’s groin
was up against Curran’s buttocks and both Bey and Curran were
facing the nurse as she entered the room. Bey then rolled away
from the victim and the nurse saw that Bey’s pants were pulled
down and that he was holding his erect penis. The nurse left the
room to notify a supervisor and Bey immediately left the premises.

The nursing supervisor then went to Curran’s room, lifted up
the sheets and saw that Curran’s diaper was opened in the rear
and that a stained wash cloth was behind Curran on the bed.
Officers from the City of Pittsburgh Police Bureau were called
and processed the scene. A jar of petroleum jelly was recovered
from the nightstand next to Curran’s bed and a latex glove was
found at the lower end of the bed. Petroleum jelly was not used
in Curran’s daily care. The wash cloth was thereafter analyzed
and was determined to have semen on it. The DNA from the
semen matched the DNA of Bey.

On December 12, 2000, Bey, with the advice of counsel, en-
tered a plea of nolo contendere to count two of the information,
charging a violation of 18 Pa.C.S.A. §3123, involuntary deviate
sexual intercourse. This Court then ordered a presentence re-
port and a psychiatric evaluation for purposes of sentencing. As
a result of Bey’s conviction, pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S.A. §9795.4,
the Sexual Offenders Assessment Board of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania evaluated Bey to determine, in the opinion of
the Board, whether Bey was a sexually violent predator. After
an evaluation by Alan D. Pass, Ph.D., the Board determined that
Bey was not a sexually violent predator and submitted a report
of the evaluation and the Board’s determination.

On May 16, 2001, a sentencing hearing was held, together with
a Megan’s Law hearing pursuant to a praecipe filed by Assistant
District Attorney Daniel Cuddy. During the hearing, Mr. Cuddy
and Bey’s counsel stipulated to the admissibility of Dr. Pass’s
report into evidence. During the hearing, Mr. Cuddy argued on
behalf of the Commonwealth that the conclusions of the report
prepared by Dr. Pass should be rejected and that, for the rea-
sons set forth in the sentencing hearing by Mr. Cuddy, Bey
should be designated a sexually violent predator. At the sentenc-
ing hearing, Bey’s counsel argued against such a designation.

During the sentencing proceedings, a number of facts became
apparent with respect to Bey. First, it appears that approximately
six weeks before the incident involving Curran, Bey tested positive
for HIV. In addition, Bey indicated that in his prior homosexual rela-
tionships, he was always the passive partner and fantasized about
being the dominant person in an homosexual relationship. Bey was
placed in a position of trust with respect to Curran who was totally
defenseless. In addition, Bey had volunteered to care for Curran which
this Court determined was part of his plan or scheme to act out his
sexual fantasies. In fact, Bey had previously worked on a different
floor of the Sidney Square Convalescent Center and had requested
that he be transferred to Curran’s floor. Finally, Bey volunteered to
work past his usual time of 11:00 p.m. on the date in question and
indicated to another staff member of the home that he would change
Curran’s clothes and prepare him for bed.

In rejecting the opinion of Dr. Pass and finding that Bey met
the definition of a sexually violent predator, this Court indicated
that Curran was in a childlike state at the time that he was
sodomized by Bey and, considering all of the factors set forth in
the presentence report and the facts of the case, as well as the
facts accepted as true by this Court as contained in Dr. Pass’s
report, based upon a credibility determination, this Court desig-
nated Bey as a sexually violent predator. Thereafter, for the rea-
sons set forth in the sentencing transcript, this Court sentenced
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Bey to a period of incarceration of not less than ten nor more
than twenty years.

Thereafter, Bey filed post-sentencing motions and a hearing
thereon was held August 16, 2001. This Court denied the post-
sentencing motions of Bey and Bey thereafter filed an appeal to
the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.

On appeal, Bey raises essentially two arguments, the first
being that the imposition of a statutory maximum sentence by
this Court was unreasonable and manifestly excessive. Bey sub-
mits that this Court did not consider the fact that Bey had been
exploited by his sexual partners in the past and that this crime
was not a planned attack. However, this Court found as a fact
that the crime at issue was in fact a planned attack and that
even if it is accepted that Bey was exploited by his sexual part-
ners in the past, he simply utilized any alleged feelings of exploi-
tation by exploiting Curran in this instance. Bey also submits
that his treatment and rehabilitation in prison was not taken
into consideration. However, it is precisely the treatment and
other services which are available to Bey under the sentence
imposed upon this Court which simply supports this Court’s sen-
tence imposed upon Bey. For the reasons set forth of record, and
as set forth above, this Court’s sentence is an appropriate, legal
sentence and warranted by the facts of this case.

Bey also challenges his designation as a sexually violent preda-
tor. Bey submits that the Commonwealth did not meet its bur-
den to prove Bey to be a sexually violent predator by clear and
convincing evidence. In support of this claim, Bey cites solely to
the report prepared by the Sexual Offenders Assessment Board.
As set forth above, this Court, based upon a credibility determi-
nation, while accepting some of the facts contained in Dr. Pass’s
report, rejected his ultimate opinion as being unsupported by
the facts of this case. Simply put, the Commonwealth proved
that Bey met the definition of a sexually violent predator by clear
and convincing evidence.

Bey’s next challenge to his designation as a sexually violent
predator is based upon a constitutional challenge to Megan’s Law
II. For the reasons set forth below, this Court finds that the stat-
ute is constitutional and Bey cannot challenge his designation in
this way.1 In Commonwealth v. Williams, 557 Pa. 285, 733 A.2d
593 (1999), the Court found the original Megan’s Law as enacted
in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to be unconstitutional.
Thereafter, Megan’s Law II, (42 Pa.C.S. §9791, et seq.), was passed
in order to cure the defects found to exist in the original statute.
Under Megan’s Law II, there is no presumption that an offender
is a predator and the burden is on the Commonwealth to prove
by clear and convincing evidence that the predator status should
be found. In addition, the defendant is given full due process
protection, including notice and an opportunity to be heard, the
right to call witnesses, the right to cross-examination and the
right to counsel. It must be noted that Megan’s Law II simply
sets forth an administrative procedure, similar to a collateral
consequence of many criminal convictions.

Initially, it must be emphasized that there is a strong pre-
sumption of the constitutionality of Megan’s Law II. Common-
wealth v. Barud, 545 Pa. 297, 681 A.2d 162 (1996). The party
challenging the constitutionality of a statute, in this case Bey,
must meet a heavy burden of demonstrating unconstitutional-
ity. Bey must show that the statute clearly and palpably violates
the constitution and all doubts must be resolved in sustaining
the constitutionality of the statute. Commonwealth v. Blystone,
519 Pa. 450, 549 A.2d 81 (1988) and Commonwealth v.
Zettlemoyer, 500 Pa. 16, 454 A.2d 937 (1982).

With respect to Megan’s Law II, nothing in the statute in-
creases a defendant’s exposure to punishment. It is only if the
individual defendant is later convicted of a wholly separate of-
fense of violating a registration requirement that an additional
penalty may be imposed. Simply put, under Megan’s Law II, the
designated sexually violent predator faces the same possible

range of incarceration as all offenders.
The only additional requirements imposed under Megan’s

Law II involve lifetime registration, community notification and
counselling. These clearly are not forms of punishment but,
rather, are administrative, remedial and therapeutic. Registra-
tion is a public safety measure, imposed only after a conviction
and cannot be considered punishment. See, for example,
Commonwealth v. Gaffney, 557 Pa. 327, 733 A.2d 616 (1999). In
addition, the requirement of counselling under Megan’s Law II
does not constitute punishment. Counselling is simply an ad-
ministrative requirement that is meant to be remedial and
therapeutic since it serves to help and treat the offender. The
requirement of counselling is simply neither harsh nor punitive.

Finally, under Megan’s Law II, predators are subject to com-
munity notification. The matters disclosed in the community noti-
fication are not private confidential matters regarding the defen-
dant. For example, a person’s name, address and appearance are
not private matters. United States v. Reporters Commonwealth
for Freedom of the Press, 489 U.S. 749 (1989). Furthermore, a crimi-
nal conviction is a matter of public record and is already available
to the public at large. In fact, the entire criminal proceeding is a
matter of public record and any member of the public could have
been in attendance during the trial of the defendant. Any privacy
concerns which may be found to exist, are greatly outweighed by
the Commonwealth’s concern for public health and safety. Thus,
the compelling state interest exists and furthermore, factual
notice of a conviction is simply not punishment. To hold other-
wise would be to rule that a matter of public record must be
kept private.

For the foregoing reasons, Bey was properly sentenced by this
Court and designated a sexually violent predator under Megan’s
Law II.

BY THE COURT
/s/Cashman, J.

1 It must be noted that on April 8, 2002, the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania heard argument in the case of Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania v. Gomer Williams and Bruce Peters, Nos. 61 & 64
WAP 2001, wherein the constitutionality of Megan’s Law II will
be decided.

Citizen Police Review Board of
The City of Pittsburgh v.

Thomas Murphy in his Capacity
as Mayor of the City of Pittsburgh,

Robert W. McNeilly, in his Capacity as
Chief of Police of the City of Pittsburgh

and the Fraternal Order of Police,
Ft. Pitt Lodge No. 1

Mandamus—Powers of Citizen Police Review Board

1. Mandamus is an extraordinary remedy, which compels
performance of a ministerial act or mandatory duty.

2. To obtain a Writ of Mandamus from a court, the plaintiff
must establish 1) a clear legal right to the relief sought; 2) that
the defendants have a duty to provide the relief sought; and 3)
the lack of any other appropriate or adequate remedy.

3. Citizen Police Review Board’s request for a writ of manda-
mus compelling the Mayor and the Chief of Police to administer
Garrity warnings, (i.e., to order individual officers to cooperate
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with the Board through interviews and testimony, under the
threat of discipline) will not be issued because to do so could be
construed 1) to add additional powers not expressly granted to
the Board, 2) to alter the executive authority of the Mayor, and
3) to undermine the disciplinary authority of the Chief of Police.

4. The Board is not a political subdivision of the Common-
wealth and therefore is not entitled to participate in the Act 111
bargaining process.

5. The Board may compel testimony under oath but it is not
empowered to conduct Garrity hearings.

(Kenneth R. Bruce)

Frederick W. Thieman for Plaintiff.
George R. Specter for Defendants Thomas Murphy, Robert W.
McNeilly.
Bryan Campbell for Defendant Fraternal Order of Police.

No. GD 00-18823. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

James, J., July 15, 2002—The Citizen Police Review Board of
the City of Pittsburgh seeks a writ of mandamus and declara-
tory relief against the Mayor and Chief of Police of the City of
Pittsburgh, and the Fraternal Order of Police, Ft. Pitt Lodge No.
1. The City of Pittsburgh investigates complaints of police mis-
conduct through the Office of Municipal Investigations. The Citi-
zen Police Review Board was established pursuant to the City of
Pittsburgh Home Rule Charter as an independent board of citi-
zens to investigate complaints of police misconduct. The parties
have stipulated that under certain circumstances, pursuant to
Home Rule Charter Sections 201 and 204, the Mayor has the
authority to compel statements from City of Pittsburgh employ-
ees under threat of disciplinary action, including termination.
These compulsory statements are preceded by Garrity v. New
Jersey, 385 U.S. 493, (1967). These compulsory statements are
considered to be the result of coercion, and these statements and
their fruits are precluded from use in criminal proceedings, but
admissible in an internal disciplinary action or civil proceeding.
The Citizen Police Review Board seeks to compel the Mayor and
the Chief of Police to order individual police officers to cooperate
with the Board through the granting of interviews and the provi-
sion of testimony, under the threat of discipline, in any matter
wherein the Mayor and Chief of Police order the individual police
officer to cooperate with the Office of Municipal Investigations.

The Citizen Police Review Board argues that the issue in this
case depends upon whether the duty of the City of Pittsburgh to
cooperate with the Board includes the administration of Garrity
warnings on the Board’s behalf. The relevant source of the Board’s
authority is found in Section 662.05. Powers, Duties and Limi-
tations of Board. The ordinance is limited by Section 661.03,
specifically (d), which states that “it is not the intention of this
legislation to undermine the disciplinary authority of the Chief
of Police in the exercise of his or her duties or to alter the execu-
tive authority of the Mayor.”

Mandamus is an extraordinary remedy, which compels perfor-
mance of a ministerial act or mandatory duty. In order to obtain a
Writ of Mandamus from a court, the plaintiff must establish 1) a
clear legal right to the relief sought; 2) that the defendants have a
duty to provide the relief sought; and 3) the lack of any other
appropriate or adequate remedy. Equitable Gas Company v. City
of Pittsburgh, et al., 488 A.2d 270, 272 (Pa. 1985).

The administration of Garrity warnings is not expressly listed
in the powers and duties of the Board. Reading the ordinance in

the manner suggested by the Board could be construed to add
additional powers not expressly granted to the Board, to alter
the executive authority of the Mayor and to undermine the disci-
plinary authority of the Chief of Police. The Board already has
the power to secure OMI files, any other internal investigative
agency files charged with investigating police misconduct inci-
dents and to subpoena officers to testify at public hearings. Based
upon the above, the plaintiff has not established a clear legal
right to the relief sought or that the defendants have a duty to
provide the relief sought or that they lack any other appropriate
remedy.

Subsequent to the commencement of this action, the collec-
tive bargaining agreement between the City of Pittsburgh and
the FOP went to binding arbitration. The panel of arbitrators
issued a two-year award commencing January 1, 2001 and end-
ing December 31, 2002. The award amended Section 21 of the
existing collective bargaining agreement by adding the follow-
ing language: “Section 21 of the Agreement shall be amended to
provide that no police officers shall be compelled by the City to
testify before the Police Civilian Review Board.”

The Board argues that this provision is void as against public
policy because it directly undercuts the public policy as expressed
in the referendum creating the Board. The Board further argues
that the word “testify” should not be construed to bar the Board
from conducting Garrity hearings as opposed to hearings under
oath. The Board further argues that the Board should be con-
cluded as a “lawfully authorized agent of official City business”
and be a party to negotiations with the FOP.

The collective bargaining agreement was entered into pursu-
ant to the terms and provisions of Act 111 of 1968, 43 P.S. Section
217.1 et seq. The Act replaces the right to strike with binding
interest arbitration. Pursuant to Section 7.(a) of Act 111: “The
determination of the majority of the board of arbitration thus
established shall be final on the issue or issues in dispute and
shall be binding upon the public employer and policemen or fire-
men involved….” The plain meaning of the word “testify” includes
statements from employees made under threat of disciplinary
action, including termination. The Board does not cite any au-
thority for its position that it should be included as a lawfully
authorized agent of official City business. The Board is not an
“employer” within the meaning of Act 111. Only a political subdi-
vision of the Commonwealth or the Commonwealth itself is an
employer entitled to participate in the Act 111 bargaining pro-
cess. Borough of Lewistown v. Pennsylvania Labor Relations
Board, 735 A.2d 1240, 1243 (Pa. 1999).

The Board argues that the will of the people has been sty-
mied through the refusal of the Mayor and the Chief of Police to
cooperate with the Board and that this action was filed after
years of unsuccessful attempts to obtain voluntary compliance
with the Ordinance. A review of this Ordinance indicates that
the Board has available substantial investigative powers includ-
ing the power to subpoena witnesses. Absent the expansion of
the powers and duties of the Board to include the administration
of Garrity warnings, the Board cannot compel the Mayor to do
what the Board cannot.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 17th day of July, 2002, it is herby Ordered
that the complaint of the Citizen Police Review Board of the City
of Pittsburgh is hereby dismissed with prejudice.

BY THE COURT
/s/James, J.
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Pennsylvania State Building and
Construction Trades Council,

AFL-CIO, and Central Pennsylvania
Building Trades Council v.

Prevailing Wage Appeals Board

Prevailing Wage Act—Public Funds—Building Construction

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court considered the application
of the Prevailing Wage Act (Wage Act), 43 P.S. §§165-1, et seq., to
the construction of an office building to house the headquarters of
an insurance company. The court held that because the building
was financed with public funds in the form of bonds issued from
tax increments, the Wage Act applied to construction contracts.

(John W. Fletcher)

Nos. 01-59, 01-60. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Zappala, J., August 22, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Charles F. Holder

Collateral Estoppel—Rape—Assault—Probation Revocation

In an Opinion by Justice Nigro, the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court determined that collateral estoppel applied to an eviden-
tiary ruling in a Gagnon hearing to prohibit relitigation of that
issue in a subsequent criminal proceeding. The court also held
that the defendant was entitled to appellate review of the Gagnon
hearing judge’s evidentiary ruling even though the defendant
didn’t appeal after the Gagnon hearing but waited until after
the criminal proceeding. See Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-67. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Nigro, J., August 22, 2002.

Citizens’ Ambulance Service Inc. v.
Gateway Health Plan

Administrative Remedies—Payment Reimbursement—
Fee-for-Services

The Pennsylvania Superior Court upheld the requirement
that for an administrative remedy to exist, it must be both ad-
equate and available. Citizens’ Ambulance Service (Citizens)
appealed the trial court’s Sept. 21, 2001 order sustaining the
preliminary objections of appellee Gateway Health Plan on the
basis that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction because Citizens
did not exhaust its administrative remedies prior to filing suit in
the Court of Common Pleas of Indiana County.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 01-1980. In the Superior Court Pennsylvania.
Todd, J., August 29, 2002.

Pepper Genter v.
Blair County Convention and

Sports Facilities Authority

Eminent Domain Code—Exceptional Circumstances—
De Facto Taking

The Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court reversed a decision
of the Court of Common Pleas of Blair County (trial court). The
trial court ruled that de facto taking of the appellant’s home had
occurred under Section 502(e) (26 P.S. §1-502) of the Eminent
Domain Code.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 02-180. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Leavitt, J., August 14, 2002.
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James Ahearn, Amy Ahearn and
Gary Boyle, on their own behalf and on
behalf of all others similarly situated v.

Thomas H. Stiokis, Jr., All Pro Detail and
Tow, Mahla Office Equipment Company,
Ron Mahla and Mary Mahla(Deceased)

Class Certification—Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer
Protection Law—Common Law Fraud—Conversion—Trespass
to Chattel—Preliminary Objections

1. A party seeking Class Certification must show numerosity
of the class, common questions of law or fact, common claims
and defenses of the representative and members of the class, the
representative party will fairly and adequately protect the rights
of the class and the class action is a fair and efficient method for
adjudication of the controversy under Rule 1708.

2. Because Plaintiffs failed to show the commonality of the
questions of law and fact and the defenses asserted they failed to
meet the burden required for class certification.

3. Where Plaintiffs’ vehicles were towed away from a parking
lot, there was no violation of the Unfair Trade Practices and Con-
sumer Protection Law because there was no misrepresentation,
nor a seller-consumer relationship as is required. Further, there
is no conversion since the Defendants did not take property of
the Plaintiffs without their consent.

4. Plaintiffs have stated a viable cause of action for trespass
to chattels, which differs from conversion in that damages are
less than the full value of the chattel and punitive damages are
not awarded.

5. The trespass to chattels claim alone is insufficient for class
certification because the remaining counts that state a cause of
action present individual questions of law and fact such that com-
mon questions of law and fact do not predominate as required by
Pa. R.C.P. 1708(a)(1).

(Blaise J. Guzewicz)

Scott Hare and Richard Shenkan for the Plaintiffs.
Robert Stein for Defendants Stiokis and All Pro Detail and Tow.
John Daley and Maureen Middleman for Defendants Mahla
Office Equipment Company and Ron and Mary Mahla.

GD 00-869 In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Civil Division.

OPINION

Horgos, J., July 24, 2002—Plaintiffs, James Ahearn, Amy
Ahearn and Gary Boyle, filed a class action Complaint seeking
damages against Defendants, Thomas H. Stiokis, Jr., All Pro
Detail and Tow, Mahla Office Equipment Company, Ron Mahla
and Mary Mahla. The named Plaintiffs seek to represent a class
of persons whose cars were towed by Defendants, Thomas H.
Stiokis, Jr. (Stiokis) and All Pro Detail and Tow (All Pro), from a
parking lot owned by Defendants, Ron Mahla and Mary Mahla
and Mahla Office Equipment Company (the Mahlas). Plaintiffs
claim that the putative class members were wrongfully required
to pay towing charges to recover their cars as a result of the
Defendants’ conduct.

After the pleadings were closed, Plaintiffs filed a Motion for
Class Certification and a hearing was held pursuant to Pa. R.C.P.
1707(c) on August 30, 2001 and October 19, 2001. The following
facts were established at the hearing.

Ron Mahla and Mary Mahla (now deceased) own a private
parking lot at 12th Street and Penn Avenue in the “Strip Dis-
trict” located in Pittsburgh, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania.
(Answer and New Matter of Defendants Mahla Office Equipment
Co., Ron Mahla and Mary Mahla, paragraph 17). Parking spaces
in the lot are leased to tenants who have the exclusive right to
park in the lot. The lot was posted with “no parking” signs. (Certi-
fication Hearing Transcript, August 30, 2001, pp. 35-39, hereinaf-
ter C.H.T).

By written contract dated August 21, 1998, Ron Mahla en-
gaged the services of All Pro, a towing service owned by Stiokis,
to patrol the Mahla lot after business hours and remove any
parked vehicles without a lease or permit. Pursuant to the terms
of the contract, All Pro removed the unauthorized vehicles from
the lot and towed them to All Pro’s impound lot on Chartiers
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. (C.H.T., 8/30/01, pp. 32, 35).

All Pro towed a vehicle belonging to the named Plaintiff, Gary
Boyle, on August 1, 1999. Mr. Boyle did not see, or look for, any
signs that would have indicated that parking in the lot was re-
stricted to lessees. (C.H.T., 8/30/01, pp. 62, 76).

James Ahearn was the operator of Amy Ahearn’s vehicle on
November 5, 1999 when Amy Ahearn’s vehicle was towed from
the Mahla lot. (C.H.T., 10/19/01, pp. 2, 12). Mr. Ahearn had parked
his vehicle in the Mahla lot on other occasions in the evenings or
on weekends. (C.H.T., 10/19/01, p. 11). He testified that he did
not observe the “no parking” signs because it “was dark and the
signs were very high.” (C.H.T., 10/19/01, p. 11).

The Complaint sets forth six counts against the Defendants
arising from the towing of Plaintiffs’ cars from the private lot:
Count I: Violation of Pennsylvania’s Unfair Trade Practices and
Consumer Protection Law (UTPCPL); Count II: Fraud; Count
III: Civil Conspiracy; Count IV: Trespass to Chattel; Count V:
Conversion; and Count VI: Negligence.

The guidelines to be followed in making a determination re-
garding certification of a class action are set forth in Pa. R.C.P.
1702, 1708 and 1709. Rule 1702 requires that the moving party
establish that:

1. The class is so numerous that joinder of all members
is impracticable;

2. there are questions of law or fact common to the class;

3. the claims or defenses of the representative parties
are typical of the claims or defenses of the class;

4. the representative parties will fairly and adequately
assert and protect the interests of the class under the
criteria set forth in Rule 1709; and

5. a class action provides a fair and efficient method
for adjudication of the controversy under the criteria
set forth in Rule 1708.

Pa. R.C.P. 1702.
The Court must also look to the criteria set forth in Pa. R.C.P.

1708 in order to determine whether a class action will, as re-
quired by Pa. R.C.P. 1702(5), provide a fair and efficient method
to adjudicate the controversy. Further, the Court must look to
the criteria set forth in Pa. R.C.P. 1709:

1. Whether the attorney for the representative parties
will adequately represent the interests of the class;

2. whether the representative parties have a conflict of
interest in the maintenance of the class action; and

3. whether the representative parties have or can ac-
quire adequate financial resources to assure that the
interests of the class will not be harmed.

Pa. R.C.P. 1709.
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The Court has no difficulty finding that the numerosity re-
quirement of Pa. R.C.P. 1702(1) has been met. The uncontroverted
testimony is that there were 1,244 cars towed from the Mahla
lot by All Pro from the time of the contract on August 21, 1998
through March 27, 2000. (C.H.T., 8/30/01, p. 34).

Defendants argue that Plaintiffs’ definition of the proposed
class is so broad that it would include persons whose claims are
barred by a two-year statute of limitations applicable to Plain-
tiffs’ tort claims. If the other criteria were met by Plaintiffs, this
defect would not be fatal to certification of the action. The defini-
tion of the class could be modified so that the two-year statute of
limitations applicable to Plaintiffs’ tort claims would bar recov-
ery for claims arising more than two years prior to the filing of
the Complaint.

The more difficult problem arises in the application of the
commonality requirement of Pa. R.C.P. 1702(2). Pa. R.C.P. 1702(2)
requires that common questions of law or fact exist among all
class members. Further, Pa. R.C.P. 1708(1) requires the Court to
consider whether common questions of law or fact predominate
over any questions affecting only individual members. In order
to meet this requirement, all facts must be substantially the same
so that proof as to one claimant would be proof as to all. Allegh-
eny County Housing Authority v. Berry, 338 Pa.Super. 338, 341,
487 A.2d 995, 997 (1985). While the existence of individual ques-
tions of fact is not necessarily fatal, it is essential that there be a
predominance of common issues shared by all class members
which can be justly resolved in a single proceeding. Weismer v.
Beech-Nut Nutrition Corp., 419 Pa.Super. 403, 615 A.2d 428, 431
(1992).

Count I of Plaintiffs’ Complaint sets forth a violation of the
UTPCPL and Count II alleges fraud on the part of Defendants.
In a private action under the UTPCPL, the statute clearly re-
quires that a plaintiff suffer an ascertainable loss as a result of
the defendant’s prohibited action. 73 P.S. 201-9.2. The goal of the
UTPCPL is the prevention of fraud. “Nothing in the legislative
history suggests that the legislature ever intended statutory
language directed against consumer fraud to do away with the
traditional common law elements of reliance and causation.”
Weinberg v. Sun Company, Inc., 565 Pa. 612, 777 A.2d 442 (2001).

Plaintiffs allege that their losses were the result of the inad-
equacy of the “no parking” signs in the lot. Gary Boyle, a named
Plaintiff, testified that he did not look for “no parking” signs in
the lot. (C.H.T., 8/30/01, pp. 65-66). Mr. Boyle testified that he
saw the signs when he returned to the lot but that he did not
look for, or see the signs prior to parking in the private lot. In his
deposition, Mr. Boyle stated that the signs were too low for him
to see. (C.H.T., 8/30/01, p. 74). Mr. Boyle also recalled that he
had previously received a citation for parking in a parking space
in the “Strip District” reserved for the handicapped and desig-
nated as such because he did not see that sign either. (C.H.T.,
8/30/01, p. 73).

James Ahearn testified that he had observed the “no park-
ing” signs only after his car had been towed. He stated that he
was not able to see the signs because the signs were too high, it
was night and there was insufficient light in the parking lot.
(C.H.T., 10/19/01, pp. 11-12). He also testified that he had parked
in that lot on several prior occasions, sometimes in the daylight.
(C.H.T., 10/19/01, p. 9).

In this case, Plaintiffs must prove that the inadequacy of the
“no parking” signs caused their loss. In both the UTPCPL count
and the fraud count, Plaintiffs must show individual reliance on
the Defendants’ misrepresentations. The testimony of the two
named Plaintiffs at the certification hearing, Mr. Boyle and Mr.
Ahearn, illustrates lack of commonality on this issue. In order
for the named Plaintiffs to prevail in individual actions, Mr.
Ahearn and Mr. Boyle would have to prove both misrepresenta-
tions and their reliance on the misrepresentations. There can be
no inference of a misrepresentation by Defendants or reliance by

Mr. Boyle on the lack of signs when he has clearly stated that he
did not look for the signs. In short, proof as to one class member
of a misrepresentation and his or her reliance on the misrepre-
sentation will not be sufficient as proof as to all on the UTPCPL
and fraud claims. Plaintiffs have failed to meet their burden to
show a prima facie case on which the Court can conclude that
there are questions of fact and law common to the class and that
common questions predominate in the UTPCPL and fraud claims.

Moreover, private actions under the UTPCPL are governed
by 201-9.2 which provides that any person who purchases or
leases goods or services primarily for personal, family or house-
hold purposes and suffers any ascertainable loss of money or
property as a result of a prohibited act may bring a private ac-
tion to recover damages. Here, the Plaintiffs seek to represent
all persons whose cars were towed from the Mahla lot and who
were required to pay towing charges to recover their cars. Plain-
tiffs were neither lessees nor purchasers of goods or services.
They do not allege that they purchased or leased parking spaces
in the Mahla lot. Thus, Plaintiffs have no viable claim under the
UTPCPL because there is no seller-consumer relationship to
which the UTPCPL applies. Plaintiff claims that the “towing of
personal vehicles” is a good or service for purposes of the act.
Plaintiffs subsequently paid a fee to recover their vehicles which
may constitute a damage but does not constitute a purchase or
lease by a consumer. Plaintiffs have thus failed to state a cause
of action under the UTPCPL.

Plaintiffs have also failed to meet their burden as to common-
ality in their claim for negligence because individual proof will be
required as to each class member regarding causation. A
defendant’s negligent conduct is the legal cause of harm to an-
other only if it is a substantial factor in bringing about the harm.
Restatement Torts 2nd, Section 531. If it is established that the
Defendants’ conduct was negligent, the issue of whether Defen-
dants’ conduct caused the Plaintiffs’ harm will be an individual
question.

Just as importantly, a plaintiff ’s own negligence, if it is a sub-
stantial factor in bringing about his harm, may limit the
defendant’s liability. Contributory negligence is conduct on the
part of the plaintiff which falls below the standard to which he
should conform for his own protection. Restatement Torts 2nd,
Section 463. Even where the defendant’s alleged negligence is
the violation of a statute or ordinance, the contributory negligence
of the plaintiff will ordinarily bar his recovery. Restatement Torts
2nd, Section 483.

The testimony of Gary Boyle that he had not even looked to
see if there were any signs restricting parking in the private lot
certainly raises questions of contributory and comparative negli-
gence, as well as assumption of the risk. Similarly, the testimony
of James Ahearn indicated that individual proof will be required
as to each class member on the questions of causation, compara-
tive and contributory negligence and assumption of the risk. There
will be different defenses and a different manner of proof as to
each class member regarding negligence. While there may be
some common questions of fact and law on the issue of Defen-
dants’ liability, such common questions certainly do not predomi-
nate over questions affecting individual members. Plaintiffs have
failed to meet their burden of proof set forth in Pa. R.C.P. 1701(2)
and 1708(1) for class certification as to the negligence count.

The remaining counts of Plaintiffs’ Complaint set forth Plain-
tiffs’ claims for intentional torts. Defendants argue that Plain-
tiffs have failed to state a viable cause of action in each of these
counts. Defendants raised the same objections to Plaintiffs’ Com-
plaint earlier in the proceedings through Preliminary Objections.
The Court denied the Preliminary Objections because, when rul-
ing upon Preliminary Objections, the Court must accept as true
all material well pleaded facts set forth in the Complaint as well
as all reasonable inferences arising therefrom. Mullen v. Suchko,
279 Pa.Super. 449, 421 A.2d 310 (1980). Material facts are those
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facts essential to support the claim. Baker v. Rangos, 229
Pa.Super. 333, 324 A.2d 498 (1974).

At the time of the certification hearing after the pleadings
are closed, the trial court must consider “all relevant testimony,
depositions, admissions and other evidence.” Pa. R.C.P. 1707(c).
At the certification hearing, parties may use witnesses, docu-
ments, deposition testimony and other evidence to establish the
factual basis of the prerequisites and criteria to support certifi-
cation. In order to establish those prerequisites and criteria, the
Plaintiff must also place on the record evidence that there is an
underlying cause of action which exists, because “if there is no
viable claim, regardless of the number of persons who have a
complaint, a class does not exist to be certified.” Allegheny County
Housing Authority v. Berry, supra, 487 A.2d at 1000.

It is well settled that the plaintiff need not present evidence
at the certification hearing that meets the burden of proof re-
quired at trial on the merits. At the certification hearing, the
Court does not make a factual determination on the merits of
the underlying action. The Court must merely make a determi-
nation that an underlying cause of action exists.

Generally, if a Complaint withstands Preliminary Objections
challenging the existence of a cause of action, the Court need not
be concerned with the adequacy of plaintiffs’ claim at the time of
the certification hearing. In this case, however, it appeared pre-
mature to dismiss Plaintiffs’ intentional tort claims at the Pre-
liminary Objection stage. Such is not the case at this stage of the
proceedings as the record has been further developed regarding
those claims.

Count V of the Complaint sets forth a claim for conversion,
alleging that Defendants unlawfully converted the fees paid by
Plaintiffs. (Complaint, paragraph 54). Conversion is the depri-
vation of another’s right of property, or use or possession of a
chattel or other interference therewith without the owner’s con-
sent and without lawful justification. Stevenson v. Economy Bank
of America, 413 Pa. 442, 197 A.2d 721 (1964).

An action for conversion lies when there has been a deliberate
taking of another’s personal property without the owner’s con-
sent; it may lie when there is a taking of another’s property with
his or her consent to use it for one purpose, but with the intent of
using it for another, in conflict with the owner’s interest. Gottesfield
v. Mechanics and Traders Insurance Co., 196 Pa.Super. 109, 173
A.2d 763 (1961). The element of intent or willfulness in the tort of
conversion is the intent to exercise dominion or control over the
goods rather than an intent to commit a wrongful act. Norriton
East Realty Corp. v. Central Penn National Bank, 435 Pa. 57, 254
A.2d 637 (1969). Defendants’ acceptance of the fees paid by the
Plaintiffs in order to recover their cars from All Pro’s impound lot
does not meet the definition of conversion. There was no taking of
the payments without the consent of the Plaintiffs; nor did the
Stiokis Defendants take the fees with the consent of the Plaintiffs
to use the money paid in fees for one purpose but with the intent
to use it for another. Defendants did not unreasonably withhold
the fees paid while depriving the Plaintiffs of the right to possess
the cash. Plaintiffs have neither pleaded nor presented any facts
that can support a cause of action in conversion.

In Count IV of the Complaint, Plaintiffs allege that Defen-
dants’ conduct in removing the cars from the Mahla lot consti-
tutes a trespass to chattel. Trespass to chattel is an intentional
tort which is seldom the subject of litigation in Pennsylvania
today. The elements of trespass to chattel are essentially the same
as the elements of conversion, although “conversion entails a more
serious deprivation of the owner’s rights such that an award of
the full value of the property is appropriate.” Creative Dimen-
sions in Mgmt., Inc. v. Thomas Group, Inc., No. 96-6318, 1999
WL 225887, at 3 n. 2 (E.D. Pa. April 16, 1999). The Restatement
2nd of Torts defines trespass to chattel as “intentionally (a) dis-
possessing another of the chattel, or (b) using or intermeddling
with a chattel in the possession of another.” Restatement 2nd of

Torts, Section 217. As stated in Prosser, Law of Torts (4th ed.
1971), Section 14, p. 76: “Trespass to chattels survives today
…largely as a little brother of conversion.”

In an action for conversion, the remedy sought is for the full
value of the chattels. The exercise of dominion or control must
result in such an unreasonable or serious deprivation of, or in-
terference with, the claimant’s possessory right as will justify
requiring the defendant to pay the full value of the chattel.
Prosser, supra, Section 15, p. 85. Where all elements of a conver-
sion are present except such an unreasonable or serious inva-
sion that justifies the claim for full value, the cause of action is
not conversion but trespass to chattels. Damages are less than
the full value of the chattel and punitive damages are not
awarded. Negligence, mistake or lack of bad faith is not a de-
fense to trespass to chattel.

While the Court is not examining the merits of the claim, the
Court finds that Plaintiffs have stated a viable cause of action
for trespass to chattels. The claim of trespass to chattels pre-
sents common questions of law and fact as to Defendants’ con-
duct. In a six count Complaint, however, trespass to chattels is
the only claim that meets the commonality requirement of Pa.
R.C.P. 1702(2). As earlier discussed, because the remaining counts
which state viable causes of action present so many individual
questions of law and fact, it cannot be said that the common
questions presented by Plaintiffs’ Complaint predominate as re-
quired by Pa. R.C.P. 1708(a)(1). Moreover, class action treatment
of Plaintiffs’ claims is not a fair and efficient method of adjudi-
cating the controversy. The Complaint, viewed in its entirety, is
not suitable for class action treatment.

Finally, Plaintiffs aver that Defendants are liable for civil
conspiracy. The Complaint alleges that “Stiokis and All Pro Detail
and Tow may pay kickbacks to the Mahla Defendants or other-
wise share with those Defendants a portion of the proceeds ex-
tracted from Plaintiffs.” (Complaint, paragraph 45). There are
no facts stated in the Complaint in support of this theory of
recovery nor was any evidence whatsoever adduced at the cer-
tification hearing to support a cause of action for civil conspiracy.
Because there is no viable claim for civil conspiracy, a class
cannot be certified as to this count of the Complaint.

For all of the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class
Certification is denied.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 24th day of July, 2002, for the reasons set
forth in the Opinion of this same date, it is hereby ORDERED,
ADJUDGED and DECREED that Plaintiffs’ Motion for Class
Certification is denied and the action is dismissed as a class
action and is transferred to the Arbitration Division of the Court
of Common Pleas of Allegheny County to proceed as an indi-
vidual action.

BY THE COURT
/s/Horgos, J.

Antonio Moscatiello t/d/b/a
Osiris Enterprises v. Frank Shenkle

Pa.R.C.P.D.J. 1004A and 1006—Motion to Strike Appeal from
District Justice Judgment

Despite the late filing of the complaint in an appeal from dis-
trict justice judgment, the appeal will not be stricken so long as
complaint is filed before the appeal has been stricken pursuant
to praecipe directing the Prothonotary to mark the appeal
stricken.

(Lynn E. MacBeth)
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Sean P. Audley for Plaintiff.
Robert J. Behling for Defendant.

No. AR 02-1806. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Wettick, J., July 24, 2002—Defendant’s preliminary objections
in the nature of a motion to strike plaintiff ’s complaint and
plaintiff ’s appeal from a district justice judgment are the subject
of this Opinion and Order of Court.

On March 5, 2002, District Justice John N. Bova entered a
judgment in defendant’s favor. Plaintiff filed a notice of appeal
on March 26, 2002. On May 10, 2002, plaintiff filed his complaint.
Defendant seeks to strike this complaint on the ground that it
was not timely filed.

Both parties base their arguments on Pa.R.C.P.D.J. Nos.
1004A and 1006. Rule 1004A provides:

If the appellant was the claimant in the action before
the district justice, he shall file a complaint within
twenty (20) days after filing his notice of appeal.

Rule 1006 provides:

Upon failure of the appellant to comply with Rule 1004A
or Rule 1005B, the prothonotary shall, upon praecipe
of the appellee, mark the appeal stricken from the
record. The Court of Common Pleas may reinstate the
appeal upon good cause shown.

Defendant contends that this case is governed by my opinion
in Seubert & Associates, Inc. v. Tiani, 148 P.L.J. 198, 45 D.&C.
4th 268 (2000). In that case, the plaintiff filed a notice of appeal
on December 15, 1999. On January 18, 2000, the Prothonotary
marked the appeal stricken from the record pursuant to a praecipe
which the defendant had filed. On January 26, 2000, the plain-
tiff filed its complaint. Shortly thereafter, the defendant filed a
motion to strike the complaint. I granted the motion to strike
because the Prothonotary properly struck the appeal under
Pa.R.C.P.D.J. No. 1006 and the plaintiff had not sought rein-
statement of the appeal upon cause shown.1

Plaintiff correctly states that my ruling in Seubert does not
address the situation in which the complaint is filed before the
defendant took any action to have the proceedings terminated
pursuant to Pa.R.C.P.D.J. No. 1006. It is plaintiff ’s position that
if the complaint is filed before the appellant files a praecipe di-
recting the Prothonotary to mark the appeal stricken, Rule 1006
does not apply. Consequently, there is no basis for striking the
complaint.

The case law supports plaintiff ’s argument. In Friedman v.
Lubecki, 524 A.2d 987 (Pa.Super. 1987), the plaintiffs filed a no-
tice of appeal on December 13, 1985. On January 6, 1986, the
plaintiffs filed their complaint. Four days later, the defendant
filed a praecipe to strike the appeal for failure to file the com-
plaint within the twenty days provided for under Pa.R.C.P.D.J.
No. 1004A.

The Superior Court ruled that the defendant was required to
invoke a remedy under Pa.R.C.P.D.J. No. 1006 before appellants
filed their untimely complaint. “Once appellants had filed their
Complaint, it was then too late for appellee to seek relief under
Rule 1006, even though the Complaint was unseasonable. She
had, by then, lost the race to the Courthouse.” Id. at 989.

In summary, my ruling in Seubert & Associates, Inc. v. Tiani,
supra, governs only the situation in which the plaintiff seeks to
proceed after the appeal has been stricken pursuant to
Pa.R.C.P.D.J. No 1006. Where the complaint is filed beyond the
twenty days but before the appeal has been stricken, Friedman

v. Lubecki, supra, holds that neither the complaint nor the ap-
peal may be stricken.

ORDER OF COURT

On this 24th day of July, 2002, it is hereby ORDERED that
defendant’s preliminary objections seeking to strike plaintiff ’s com-
plaint and appeal from a district justice judgment are overruled.

BY THE COURT
/s/Wettick, J.

1 The plaintiff had opposed the motion to strike on the ground
that the defendant was obligated to furnish the plaintiff a writ-
ten notice of his intention to strike the appeal prior to the filing
of the praecipe pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. No. 237.1(a)(2). I ruled that
Rules 237.1-237.6, which govern the entry of judgments of non
pros and judgments by default, did not apply because the relief
which the defendant had obtained was based upon a rule of civil
procedure governing district justice proceedings rather than the
rules of civil procedure governing the entry of judgments of non
pros and judgments of default.

Prestige Bank, a Federal Savings Bank v.
Investment Properties Group, Inc., and

Prestige Bank, a Federal Savings Bank v.
Thomas A. Iarrapino, III

Setting Aside a Trust Exempt From Claims by Creditors

1. Debtor placed all of his property, including every item of
personalty he owned, into a trust for his children, retaining his
right to use and withdraw the trust’s corpus.

2. The court set aside the trust, which purported to be exempt
from claims by creditors, because it was not a trust, but rather a
clumsy attempt to shield property from potential claimants.

(Lynn E. MacBeth)

Brett A. Solomon for Plaintiff.
Charles J. Vollmer for Defendant.

Nos. GD 01-394 and GD 01-508. In the Court of Common Pleas
of Allegheny County, Civil Division.

OPINION

Baer, J., July 24, 2002—Prestige Bank, a Federal Savings Bank
(“Bank”) loaned Investment Properties Group, Inc. (“Investment”)
in excess of $1,000,000 in August 1999. Thomas Iarrapino, III
(Iarrapino) was Investment’s “Chairman, President and CEO”
and guaranteed its obligations to the Bank. Investment defaulted
and the Bank filed separate Complaints in Confession of Judg-
ment against Investment and Iarrapino, and took judgment
against both for $1,371,902.71. When the Bank sought to execute
on Iarrapino’s tangible personal property, the “Iarrapino Family
Children’s Long-Term Trusts”(sic) (“Trust”) filed a Goods Claim
with the Sheriff of Allegheny County. The Trust contended that
Iarrapino had transferred ownership of all of his personalty to
it, and therefore he no longer owned the property. After a hear-
ing in open court, we concluded that the Trust should be set aside.
Accordingly, we permitted the Bank to execute on the property
the Trust allegedly held. The Trust filed Post-Trial Motions, which
we denied. It then filed a Praecipe for Judgment, and appealed.
We write to explain our ruling.
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The facts are as follows. Iarrapino and his wife had three
children, who were 31, 29 and 26 in November 2001, when we
heard this case. In 1993, Mrs. Iarrapino brought a divorce ac-
tion. In February 1996, while the divorce was pending, Iarrapino
was diagnosed with a brain tumor requiring serious surgery. Al-
though he already had a will leaving all of his tangible personal
property to his children, Iarrapino testified that he created the
Trust to ensure that if he died everything would go to them.
Iarrapino’s work history included being the head of the trust di-
vision for a bank. Accordingly, he was familiar with how trusts
worked and what they could accomplish.

In 1999, Iarrapino’s company, Investment, purchased a major
downtown Pittsburgh building with monies borrowed from the
Bank, and Iarrapino guaranteed the loans. Investment defaulted
on its obligations, and Iarrapino defaulted upon his guarantee.
On January 10, 2001, the Bank separately confessed judgment
against Investment and Iarrapino for $1,371,902.71 plus accru-
ing interest, costs and expenses. As part of its continuing efforts
to satisfy the judgments, the Bank directed that the Sheriff of
Allegheny County levy against Iarrapino’s personal property
located within his home, including multiple automobiles.

Attorney Elizabeth A. Beroes, who represented Iarrapino in
the divorce, filed a Goods Claim contending that the personal
property in Iarrapino’s home belonged to the Trust, rather than
to him personally, and therefore was not subject to execution to
satisfy his debt.1 The Bank filed an objection to the Goods Claim,
and the issue of ownership of the property came before the un-
dersigned for resolution.

In paragraph 2.1(A) of the Trust instrument, Iarrapino con-
veys to the Trust the personalty listed in Exhibit “A,” discussed
below. In addition to this property, the Trust’s corpus was to in-
clude “any and all” personal property acquired by Iarrapino after
the Trust’s creation. In paragraph 2.1(B), the Trust provides that
Iarrapino shall have full and unlimited use of all this property
during his lifetime. Finally, in paragraph 5, the Trust provides
that all of this property shall be exempt from attachment or claim
by creditors. It is this spendthrift provision that brings this case
before us.

Exhibit A is eight pages long. It appears to list every item of
personalty in Iarrapino’s home, room by room, and then lists mis-
cellaneous items. Some examples will highlight the nature of the
alleged Trust’s corpus. On page 1 under the designation “library,”
the Trust lists as its property three leather, one silver and two
wood photo frames and a set of five cardboard music boxes. On
page 2, it lists under “kitchen,” one coffee pot, six roasting racks,
a mini food processor, a mixer, four whiskey glasses, one set of
coasters, one gallon of olive oil and all the liquor and wine then
contained in the kitchen. On the same page, under “garage,”
Exhibit A lists hoses, sprinklers, paints and paint supplies, tools,
straw baskets, garden supplies, extension cords, hardware and
electrical supplies. Under “miscellaneous items,” Exhibit A lists
record albums, brandy snifters, pipes and a pipe rack, two plastic
hanging bags, wooden hangers, wooden shoe trees, electric shav-
ers and “all” toilet articles.

The question before us is whether Iarrapino established a valid
and enforceable Trust, and therefore made a gift of all of this
personalty to the Trust exempting the property from attach-
ment. We find this case to be analogous to the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court’s decision in In re: Pengelly’s Estate, 97 A.2d
844 (Pa. 1953). The dispute in Pengelly arose before the devel-
opment of no-fault divorce laws. Mr. Pengelly had separated
from his wife in 1908, but never divorced. In 1943, he had estab-
lished a “Living Trust Agreement,” and in 1947, he died. His wife
elected against his will, and sought to have the trust declared null
and void so that she could also take against the stocks and bonds
comprising the trust’s corpus. Pengelly, as settlor, retained the
power to pre-approve reinvestments and new investments by the
trust. Pengelly’s trust agreement also permitted him to draw

against the trust’s corpus if he required additional money for his
“comfortable maintenance and support.”

The Supreme Court analyzed the facts to determine whether
the instrument truly was an inter vivos trust, or whether it was
testamentary in nature. The Court found that Pengelly had kept
the right to approve all original investments and reinvestments,
and thereby maintained for himself the power to control the ad-
ministration of the trust. Id., 97 A.2d at 848. The Court held also
that Pengelly retained the right to withdraw any part or the whole
of the fund at any time, and this power to consume amounted to
a power to revoke the trust rendering its alleged irrevocability
illusory. Id., 97 A.2d at 846-847. Finally, the Court decided that
Pengelly’s trustee was really no more than his agent because of
the lack of independent responsibilities. Id., at 847. Under these
facts, the Court held that the trust was no more than a testa-
mentary disposition, and permitted Pengelly’s widow to take
against the property allegedly held in trust.

The facts in the case before us are more compelling than those
of Pengelly. Iarrapino placed into the Trust virtually everything
in his home from liquor to olive oil and from garden supplies to
hardware. He kept for himself the power to use without restric-
tion, consume and/or replace every item of personalty in the Trust
at any time. Thus, he kept complete control of all the Trust’s
assets. Iarrapino’s power to consume all of the corpus amounted
to the power to revoke the Trust. Iarrapino could have held a
garage sale and sold everything on Exhibit A without violating
the Trust. He then could have replaced these sold items with
new ones, creating a “new” trust, again without violating the
express terms of the Trust instrument. His sister, Linda, acted
as trustee. She testified that the only act she had ever taken as
trustee was to sign the Trust instrument. She took no physical
possession of anything. She had no idea of the value of any of the
Trust property, and, in fact, did not know what on Exhibit A was
still in existence or had been consumed at the time of the hear-
ing. Unlike the supposed trustee in Pengelly, Linda did not even
act as Iarrapino’s agent, as he did everything himself requiring
nothing of her. Under these facts, the power to use and replace
was the power to modify unilaterally. The power to consume was
the power to revoke, and the trustee had no duties, power, or
discretion. Simply put, there was no trust, but rather a clumsy
attempt to shield property from potential claimants.

The Pengelly court noted that it was not necessary to find
that Mr. Pengelly intended fraud to set aside the trust. Id., 97
A.2d at 848. Nevertheless, we note that the fair inferences aris-
ing from the evidence in this case indicate that Iarrapino did
establish this trust to defraud his wife, and on that ground also
it should not be enforced. Iarrapino already had a will leaving
all of his personal property to his children. When he wrote this
Trust, he was in the midst of a divorce and confronting serious
brain surgery. If Iarrapino would have died during the brain sur-
gery, the divorce would have abated and his wife would have
been able to elect against the estate. Matuszek v. Matuszek, 52
A.2d 381 (Pa.Super. 1947), and cases cited therein. If the Trust
had been valid, all of the property within it would have passed
outside the estate, and thus outside the grasp of his wife’s right
to election. We believe this is what he intended, although as seen
in Pengelly, his effort would have failed in any event.

BY THE COURT
/s/Baer, J.

1 It is unclear whether the goods claim was filed on behalf of
Iarrapino or the Trust. It is not surprising that no distinction
was made between Iarrapino and the Trust, as no distinction
exists. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the Trust
filed the claim, as it should have done so.
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Crowe, et al. v.
School District of Pittsburgh,

and John W. Thompson, Superintendent

Bus Program—Half-day Kindergarten—Non-public Schools

Judge Leadbetter delivered the opinion of the Commonwealth
Court of Pennsylvania, which vacated an order granted by the
Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County that granted a pre-
liminary injunction requiring the School District of Pittsburgh
(district) to continue busing service for children attending pri-
vate half-day kindergarten programs.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 00-2617. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Leadbetter, J., August 26, 2002.

Wendy Gloffke v.
Melvin Robinson and Lehigh and

Northampton Transportation Authority

Transportation—Personal Injury—Post-trial Relief

The Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania affirmed a trial
court decision that denied Wendy Gloffke’s (Gloffke) motion for
post-trial relief in which she requested a new trial after a jury
determined that she did not sustain a permanent loss of bodily
function after the vehicle in which she was a passenger was struck
by a Lehigh and Northampton Transportation (LANTA) bus.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 02-249. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
McGinley, J., September 5, 2002.

Lucille Humes, Individually and
as Administratrix of the Estate of

Gary R. Humes, Sr. v.
Eckerd Corporation, Eckerd Drug Store
No. 727, Schering-Plough Corporation

and Warrick Pharmaceuticals

Wrongful Death—Private, Public Factors—Forum Non Conveniens

Lucille Humes, the administratrix of the estate of Gary
Humes, Sr., appealed from an Aug. 27, 2001, order of the Court
of Common Pleas of Philadelphia County dismissing a wrongful
death action against Eckerd Corporation, Schering-Plough Cor-
poration and Warrick Pharmaceuticals. The decedent, Gary
Humes, Sr., a New Jersey resident, died after using a defective
albuterol inhaler he purchased from an Eckerd Drug Store in
New Jersey.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-3019. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Stevens, J., September 5, 2002.

Ronald A. Yocca, Paul Serwonski
and Patty Serwonski;

and Ronald P. Carmassi, et al. v.
The Pittsburgh Steelers Sports, Inc.,

a National Football League Franchise,
t/d/b/a The Steelers Pittsburgh Football
Club, and Sports & Exhibition Authority

of Pittsburgh & Allegheny County

Breach of Contract—Stadium Seating—Consumer Protection Law

In an opinion by Judge Friedman, the Commonwealth Court
of Pennsylvania overturned the decision of the trial court sus-
taining the defendants’ preliminary objections and dismissing
plaintiff season ticket holders’ actions for breach of contract and
violation of the Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection
Law. The court upheld the trial court’s dismissal of plaintiffs’
tort claim for negligent misrepresentation and fraud. See Id.

(Jason Miller)

No. 02-119. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Friedman, J., August 28, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Ronald L. D’Collanfield

Harrassment by Communication—Stalking—Psychological
Evaluation

The Superior Court of Pennsylvania upheld the judgment of
sentence entered by the Court of Common Pleas of Lehigh County
in Commonwealth v. Ronald L. D’Collanfield. In January 2001,
Ronald L. D’Collanfield received a court-ordered psychological
evaluation pursuant to a separate criminal incident. Dr. Frank
Dattilio performed the evaluation. Following the evaluation,
D’Collanfield sent Dattilio “bizarre” e-mails. Between January
and March, D’Collanfield sent Dattilio nine such e-mails.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 02-128. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Popovich, J., August 15, 2002.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Donell Higginbotham

Traffic Stop—Search and Seizure—Suppression of Evidence

1. Officer had authority to conduct a traffic stop or detain
Defendant in order to obtain specific information necessary for
issuing a citation.

2. Officer had no authority to pursue Defendant on foot, since
Defendant was known to officer and the citation could have been
issued without the Defendant being present.

3. Because officer had no reasonable suspicion of any other
unlawful activity, any evidence obtained from the illegal pursuit
was an unlawful seizure, and was suppressed.

(Blaise J. Guzewicz)

Michael Streily for the Commonwealth.
Lee M. Rothman for the Defendant.

CC 01-11409. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Criminal Division.

OPINION

Colville, J., July 29, 2002—After a hearing held March 4, 2002,
this Court granted Defendant’s Omnibus Pretrial motion request-
ing suppression of physical evidence—a handgun, effectively
dismissing charges against Defendant. The Commonwealth has
appealed the suppression.

The facts of this case can be summarized as follows. City of
Pittsburgh Police Officer R. Kavals was on patrol in the City of
Pittsburgh when he observed a black Iroc-Z, driven by Defen-
dant, traveling without its headlights on. The officer attempted
to pursue the vehicle to initiate a traffic stop, but lost sight of the
vehicle. He radioed for assistance with a description of the vehicle
and received a report from other officers that they had seen the
vehicle. Officer Kavals traveled to the area where the officers had
seen Defendant and observed the Iroc-Z as he passed it going the
opposite direction, still without headlights on. He activated his
lights and initiated a U-turn. Approximately half a block later,
Defendant parked his vehicle and immediately began exiting. The
car was legally parked. Tr. p. 12. Officer Kavals immediately
recognized Defendant from previous traffic stops and knew his
name as well as a general idea of where he lived. Tr. p. 7, 13. He
also knew that Defendant’s license had been suspended at some
point two to three months earlier when he had stopped him for
another violation. Tr. p. 8. The officer told Defendant to get back
in the car and Defendant responded “All right.” Tr. p. 10. How-
ever, Defendant then turned and walked away. Tr. p. 10. The
officer told him to “get back here,” but when the officer finished
exiting his vehicle, Defendant began to run away. Tr. p. 10. The
officer told Defendant he was under arrest and began a foot
pursuit of him. Tr. p. 11. The chase was joined by other officers
who ultimately apprehended Defendant and arrested him. A
retracing of the pursuit route resulted in the recovery of a hand-
gun. Charges were brought against Defendant for Violation of
the Uniform Firearms Act, Receiving Stolen Property, Fleeing
and Eluding Police (Vehicle Code §3733) and Escape as a result.

The only issue addressed by this Court at the hearing was
whether or not the officer was entitled to conduct a lengthy foot
pursuit of Defendant under circumstances where Defendant’s
identity was known to the officer, the vehicle was legally parked
and the officer was capable of issuing a citation without Defen-
dant present. This Court concluded that such a pursuit was not
lawful and that, therefore, any fruit of the pursuit—namely, the

handgun, must be suppressed.
At the time of the incident in question, Section 6308(b) of the

Vehicle Code provided as follows:

(b) Authority of police officer.—Whenever a police
officer is engaged in a systematic program of checking
vehicles or drivers or has articulable and reasonable
grounds to suspect a violation of this title, he may stop
a vehicle, upon request or signal, for the purpose of
checking the vehicle’s registration, proof of financial
responsibility, vehicle identification number or engine
number or the driver’s license, or to secure such other
information as the officer may reasonably believe to be
necessary to enforce the provisions of this title.

75 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. §6308(b), as amended 1985, June 19,
P.L. 49, No. 20, §10, effective in 60 days.

In Commonwealth v. Lopez, the Court found a police officer’s
continued detention and investigation of a motorist after con-
cluding that the motorist’s license, registration and truck rental
papers were in order and explaining the traffic violation to the
motorist amounted to an unreasonable search and seizure in vio-
lation of the Fourth Amendment, absent reasonable grounds to
suspect an illegal transaction in drugs or another serious crime.
Commonwealth v. Lopez, 609 A.2d 177 (Pa.Super. 1992). The
Court noted that the officer had no legitimate reason for detain-
ing the motorist or pursuing a further investigation and thus,
the detention ceased to be lawful. Id.

The police officer in this instance had authority to stop or
detain Defendant for purposes of obtaining specific information
necessary for issuing a citation for his driving without headlights.
He would have been entitled to detain him to check on his license
and registration for those purposes. However, since the officer
admitted to knowing Defendant by name, such a detention was
unnecessary. The officer would have been able to call in a citation
based on his personal knowledge of the driver’s identity. Conse-
quently, when the officer pursued the Defendant without reason-
able suspicion of any other offense having been committed, this
pursuit was unlawful.

Since the pursuit of Defendant was an unlawful seizure, the
fruit of that pursuit—the handgun which Defendant apparently
discarded, would be fruit of an unlawful seizure and is inadmis-
sible against Defendant. For this reason, Defendant’s Omnibus
Pretrial Motion and request for suppression of evidence was
granted.

BY THE COURT
/s/Colville, J.

Monroeville Mall Partners, L.P. v.
Sephora USA, LLC

Preliminary Mandatory Injunction—Commercial Tenant

1. Preliminary mandatory injunction denied where shopping
mall did not establish that it would suffer irreparable harm which
could not be remedied by money damages and there was no strong
showing that its right to relief was clear.

2. The commercial tenant was not needed to maintain the
“tenant mix” at the shopping mall; the deteriorating financial
condition of the retailer mitigated any negative impact on the
image of the mall; and the requested relief would have mandated
the continued operation of an unprofitable store for a company
whose substantial financial losses were jeopardizing its contin-
ued viability.

(I. M. Lundberg)
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Stanley J. Parker for Plaintiff.
Sandy B. Garfinkel for Defendant.

G.D. No. 02-6092. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Farino, J., August 20, 2002—This case is presently before the
court to consider a request for a preliminary mandatory injunc-
tion to direct the continued occupancy of a shopping mall tenant
under the terms of its lease. The parties entered into a written
lease dated March 23, 2000, for a term of ten years, with an es-
cape clause at the end of the fourth year. In February of 2002,
the defendant notified that it would be leaving forthwith and in
response the plaintiff has filed this action for the anticipated
breach of the lease.

Monroeville Mall is a million square foot retail shopping cen-
ter, which has had approximately ninety-five percent tenant
occupancy during the past five years. The plaintiff is presently
renovating this property and intends to add additional tenant
space. The defendant is the United States subsidiary of an up-
scale fragrance and cosmetics retailer based in France and main-
tains two stores in the Pittsburgh area, Shadyside and Monroeville
Mall. The retail outlet that is at the center of this controversy
is approximately 3,690 square feet and represents less than
one percent of the rentable space at the plaintiff ’s mall.

A plaintiff must establish the following elements to obtain a
preliminary injunction:

1. that relief is necessary to prevent immediate and
irreparable harm which could not be remedied by
damages;

2. that greater injury would result by refusing such
relief than by granting it;

3. that the injunction will restore the parties to the sta-
tus quo as it existed immediately prior to the alleged
wrongful conduct;

4. that the injunction is reasonably suited to abate such
activity; and

5. that the plaintiff ’s right to relief is clear and the al-
leged wrong is manifest.

Cappiello v. Duca, 449 Pa.Super. 100, 672 A.2d 1373 (1996),
Carr & Duff, Inc. v. Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation
Authority, 496 Pa. 8, 436 A.2d 125 (1981). We further note that
because a preliminary mandatory injunction compels a defen-
dant to perform an act, rather than refrain from acting, courts
will grant a mandatory injunction only upon a very strong show-
ing that the plaintiff has a clear right to relief. Medico v.
Makowski, 793 A.2d 167 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2002).

A preliminary mandatory injunction to restrain a commer-
cial tenant from vacating a store and to compel the specific per-
formance of the lease is not available in the vast majority of the
jurisdictions. Cardinal Investment Group, Inc. v. Giles, 813 So.
2d 262 (Fla. 4th DCA 2002), Mayor’s Jewelers Inc. v. Cal. Pub.
Employees Ret. Sys., 685 So. 2d 904 (Fla. 4th DCA 1996). The
generally cited principle is that the court should not order spe-
cific performance of a contract where such an order would re-
quire continuing court supervision. M. Leo Storch Ltd. Partner-
ship v. Erol’s Inc., 95 Md. App. 253, 620 A.2d 408 (1993); CBL &
Assoc., Inc., v. McCrory Corp., 761 F.Supp. 807 (M.D. Ga. 1991);
New Park Forest Assocs. II v. Rodgers Enters., Inc., 195 Ill. App.3d

757, 142 Ill. Dec. 474, 552 N.E. 2d 1215 (1 Dist. 1990); 8600 Assocs.
v. Wearguard Corp., 737 F.Supp. 44 (E.D. Mich. 1990); Madison
Plaza, Inc. v. Shapira Corp., 180 Ind. App. 141, 387 N.E. 2d 483
(1979); Lorch, Inc. v. Bessemer Mall Shopping Ctr., Inc., 294 Ala.
17, 310 So. 2d 872 (Ala. 1975). Also cited in some cases is the
principle that there is an adequate remedy at law because the
contract damages are purely economic. Center Dev. Venture v.
Kinney Shoe Corp., 737 F.Supp. 34 (E.D. Wis. 1991); Sizeler Prop-
erty Investors, Inc. v. Gordan Jewelry, Corp., 544 So. 2d 53 (La.
App. 4 Cir. 1989). In some cases where injunctions were granted
unique circumstances existed. Metropolitan Sports Facilities
Comm. v. Minnesota Twins Partnership, 638 N.W. 2d 214 (Minn.
2002) (requiring baseball team to play); Mass. Mutual Life Ins.
Co. v. Associated Dry Goods Corp., 786 F.Supp. 1403 (N.D. Ind.
1992) (requiring anchor store to continue operation). See also
Lewis v. Rahman, 147 F.Supp.2d 225 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (requiring
boxing rematch). Still other jurisdictions have determined that
in certain circumstances injunctions may be required even though
the court will be burdened with the future supervision and will
look to the particular facts in each situation. Ciolfi v. Boston
Chicken, Inc., 7 Mass.L.Rptr. 570 (Mass. Super. 1997). When lease
terms are also considered the continuous operation language must
be express and will not be implied by provisions as to hours of
operation. Hamilton West Development, LTD. v. Hills Stores Co.,
959 F.Supp. 434 (N.D. Ohio 1997). Also considered has been the
deteriorating financial condition of the tenant in denying injunc-
tive relief in the case of an anchor store and despite an express
continuous operation clause. Western and Southern Life Ins. Co.
v. Crown American Corp., 877 F.Supp. 1041 (E.D. Ky. 1993).

In this case the plaintiff relies on Summit Towne Centre, Inc.,
v. The Shoe Show of Rocky Mount, Inc., 786 A.2d 240 (Pa.Super.
2001).1 The trial court had denied the requested injunction on
the basis that the landlord had an adequate remedy at law and
that the injunction would disproportionately harm the tenant.
This involved a 550,000 square foot shopping center having
twenty to thirty retail stores and business offices including K-
Mart, Giant Eagle, Sam’s Club and Staples. The Superior Court
panel reversed based on the testimony of the landlord’s manager
that this tenant was necessary to maintain the proper tenant
mix, that a one or two store vacancy creates a “domino effect,”
and it was very difficult to re-lease vacancies in this shopping
center. The Court found that in the light of this testimony the
landlord needed relief to prevent immediate and irreparable
harm, which money damages would not compensate.

After a hearing and consideration of the depositions of ex-
perts presented by both sides, the court finds the facts to be as
follows:

1. The plaintiff operates a one million square foot re-
tail shopping center mall in the southeast section of
the Pittsburgh market, having approximately one
hundred and fifty tenants. The property is presently
undergoing extensive renovations and enlargement.

2. The plaintiff has maintained an occupancy rate of
95% or better during the last five years and does not
anticipate any problem in re-leasing defendant’s
space.

3. The defendant is the United States subsidiary of a
fragrance and cosmetic retailer based in France and
is one of thirteen retail tenants in the mall, which
the plaintiff considers as “upscale.”

4. The defendant opened its store in plaintiff ’s mall in
May of 2000 based on a ten-year lease expiring Janu-
ary 31, 2011 with the right to terminate after four
years if certain sales levels were not met.
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5. The lease sets forth the required hours of operation
but does not expressly provide for continuous operation.

6. The plaintiff ’s mall in Monroeville is presently the
only enclosed shopping center in Pennsylvania, which
has one of defendant’s retail stores as a tenant.

7. The plaintiff contends that the presence of defend-
ant’s store could entice occupancy by other “upscale”
retailers and therefore its withdrawal in breach of
the lease would cause irreparable harm, which could
not be compensated in money damages.

8. The defendant was the ninth “upscale” tenant to
locate in the plaintiff ’s mall and there is no evidence
that the defendant’s occupancy was a factor consid-
ered by any subsequent or prospective tenant.

9. The department store anchors as well as other stores
in plaintiff ’s mall sell the same brand cosmetics and
perfumes as the defendant with the exception of a
private label.

10. The defendant’s present financial officer testified that
since the company began operations in 1999 it has
sustained very significant financial losses, which
exceeded $80 million dollars in 2001. This has
caused an adverse impact on the stock price of the
parent company and required the closing of stores
in various parts of the country. He further stated
that the Monroeville store has been losing money
since opening and is not projected to improve. There
was also expert testimony that the retail commu-
nity is aware of the deteriorating financial condi-
tion of the defendant.

The facts in this case are clearly distinguishable from those
in Summit, supra. The defendant retailer in this case is not
needed to maintain the “tenant mix” at plaintiff ’s mall since a
number of other retailers sell the exact same merchandise ex-
cept for its own brand. The plaintiff admits that it will be able to
re-lease the space and the retail industry knowledge as to the
deteriorating financial condition of the defendant mitigates any
negative impact on the image of the plaintiff ’s property. In addi-
tion the requested relief would mandate the continued operation
of an unprofitable store while the defendant company is sustain-
ing substantial financial losses from its retail operations in the
United States, which could jeopardize its continued viability.

Accordingly, we have determined that the plaintiff has not
established that it would sustain irreparable harm, which could
not be remedied by money damages, nor a strong showing that
its right to relief is clear and therefore the requested prelimi-
nary mandatory injunction must be denied.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 20th day of August 2002 after hearing, con-
sideration of depositions and briefs, it is hereby ORDERED,
ADJUDGED and DECREED that the motion of the plaintiff for
a preliminary mandatory injunction is DENIED.

BY THE COURT
/s/Farino, J.

1 Petition for allowance of appeal granted. 2002 WL 1465916(Pa.)

Allegheny Anesthesiology Associates, Inc. v.
Allegheny General Hospital

Jacalyn F. Allera, et al.,
Counter-Plaintiff Interveners v.

Allegheny Anesthesiology Associates, Inc.,
Counter-Defendant

Preliminary Injunction—Employment Agreement—Covenant
Not to Compete

Preliminary injunction granted where the termination of
employees by employer and the attempted assignment of the
employees to a new entity rendered the covenant not to compete
unenforceable.

(Ingrid Lundberg)

Paul A. Manion for Allegheny Anesthesiology Associates.
David L. McClenahan for Allegheny General Hospital.

No. G.D. No. 02-7411. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegh-
eny County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

James, J., August 26, 2002—Allegheny Anesthesiology Associ-
ates (AAA) filed this action against Allegheny General Hospital
(AGH) alleging tortious interference with plaintiff ’s anesthesiolo-
gist and Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA) employ-
ees and conspiracy between AGH and other entities to harm
plaintiff ’s business. AGH filed a Revised Motion for Special and
Preliminary Injunction, seeking to enjoin AAA from enforcing non-
compete clauses contained in employment agreements between
AAA and its CRNA’s. Thereafter, 37 CRNA’s, who are employed by
AAA at AGH and are subject to the covenant not-to-compete con-
tained in the Employment Agreement, filed a Motion to Intervene
and Motion for Special Injunctive Relief.

The Requirements for the issuance of a preliminary
injunction are as follows:

1. The injunction is necessary to prevent immediate
and irreparable harm cannot be compensated by
damages;

2. Greater injury will result by refusing the prelimi-
nary injunction than by granting it;

3. That the preliminary injunction properly restored
the parties to their status as it existed immediately
prior to the alleged wrongful conduct;

4. A determination that the activities sought to be re-
strained are actionable;

5. The injunction issued is reasonably suited to abate
such activities.

Valley Forge Historical Society v. Washington Memorial
Chapel, 426 A.2d 1123, 1128 (Pa. 1981).

At a hearing held by the court on June 17, 2002, credible testi-
mony led to the finding that immediate and irreparable harm would
occur if the preliminary injunction were not issued. In June of
1999, AGH and AAA entered into a contract whereby AAA agreed
to provide anesthesia services at AGH through June 30, 2002. The
CRNA employees had signed an Employment Agreement with AAA
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which prohibited the CRNA employees from working for any
facility where AAA has a contract to provide services or at any
facility at which AAA had provided services during the twelve
month period ending on the date of employee’s termination.

On or about May 23, 2002, AAA entered into an agreement
with UPMC for AAA physicians to provide anesthesia services at
UPMC hospitals. On May 25, 2002, AAA and UPMC offered
positions at UPMC to each of the CRNA’s employed at AGH. On
May 28, 2002, AAA and UPMC held a meeting with the CRNA’s
and advised them that AAA was terminating the CRNA’s em-
ployment as of June 30, 2002; that AAA’s practice was being
moved to the UPMC network of hospitals; that the non-compete
agreement would be enforced to prevent any of the CRNA’s from
remaining at AGH; and that UPMC would hire all of the CRNA’s
but only if they agreed to work for UPMC before the June 30,
2002 deadline. However, the record clearly shows that the CRNA’s
would not work solely for the AAA doctors but would be assigned
to other doctors and to other facilities.

The covenants not-to-complete in the instant case did not con-
tain an assignment clause that would permit AAA to assign their
contract with the CRNA’s to UPMC. In All-Pak Inc. v. Johnston,
691 A.2d 347 (Pa.Super. Ct. 1997) the court held that strong policy
considerations underlie the conclusion that restrictive covenants
are not assignable. 694 A.2d at 351. All-Pak further noted that
an employee terminated by an employer was an important fac-
tor when considering the enforceability of a restrictive covenant.
691 A.2d at 352. The termination of the CRNA’s by AAA and
their May 28, 2002 meeting with AAA and UPMC constitute an
attempted assignment of the CRNA’s to UPMC of terminated
employees, rendering the covenants not-to-compete unenforce-
able under the facts of the case.

The record establishes that there is a critical shortage of an-
esthesia professionals in the national and regional marketplace
including the Pittsburgh and Western Pennsylvania area. The
removal of the CRNA’s from AGH would have a serious and det-
rimental impact on patient services and other physicians at AGH
as well as on the general public welfare.

The preliminary injunction is necessary to prevent immediate
and irreparable harm which cannot be compensated by damages
and there is a risk of greater injury resulting by refusing the pre-
liminary injunction than by granting it. The prospect of death,
enhanced by injury or serious disruption to the ongoing care of
any of the patients at AGH because of the lack of anesthesia
care is of paramount importance and concern to the court. The
preliminary injunction will restore the parties to their status, as
it existed immediately prior to the alleged wrongful conduct. There
is a determination that the activities sought to be restrained are
actionable.

BY THE COURT
/s/James, J.

Price & Adams, P.C. v.
Polymer Enterprises, Inc.,

Polymer Industrial Products Company
and Polymer Enterprises Corporation

Post Trial Motions—Counsel Fees

Prelitigation conduct and failure to pay monies owed do not
constitute grounds for counsel fees under 42 Pa.C.S.A. §2503.

(Meg L. Burkardt)

Dennis J. Roman for Plaintiff.
Joseph Decker for Defendants.

GD 99-012185. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Farino, J., September 3, 2002—This case is presently before
the court for consideration of the post-trial motions of the par-
ties following a nonjury verdict in favor of the plaintiff in the
amount of its claim for interest. The present motions essentially
reassert the positions of the parties at trial. The defendants con-
tend that the fee agreement did not provide for interest and that
interest cannot be recovered after the principal has been paid.
The plaintiff contends that the defense of this claim constituted
dilatory, obdurate, vexatious and bad faith conduct entitling it
to counsel fees under 42 Pa.C.S.A. §2503 (7) and (9).

The complaint sought to recover for legal services rendered
by the plaintiff to the defendants. The evidence presented at trial
established the following facts. The plaintiff practices in the area
of patent law and had performed legal services for the defen-
dants in the past. The defendants would pay for these legal ser-
vices monthly within 30 days of being billed. In July of 1996 the
plaintiff ’s services were terminated as of August and several
months of bills in the amount of $61,016.19 remained unpaid.
The plaintiff filed the initial complaint in this action on August
2, 1999 seeking the principal amount due with accrued interest.
On October 29, 1999 the court in the underlying patent action
granted the defendants their reasonable attorney fees and costs
including amounts generated by the plaintiff. On February 29,
2000 the defendants paid the face amount of the plaintiff ’s bill.
Thereafter the plaintiff obtained leave of court to amend its com-
plaint setting forth the principal payment, confine its claim to
the statutory interest due to the date of payment and add a claim
for counsel fees for the alleged dilatory, obdurate, vexatious and
bad faith conduct in the defense of its claim under 42 Pa.C.S.A.
§2503(7) and (9).

Interest is a matter of right and even where no demand for
payment has been made interest should be paid from the time
that payment should have been made. Verner v. Shaffer, 347
Pa.Super. 206, 500 A.2d 479 (1985); McCornack v. Sharples, 254
Pa. 541, 99 A. 155 (1916). The fact that the face amount is paid
after legal action has been filed does not extinguish the obliga-
tion to pay interest. Gold & Company, Inc. v. Northeast Theater
Corporation, 281 Pa.Super. 69, 421 A.2d 1151 (1980). Therefore,
the defendants’ payment of the debt without interest prior to
judgment did not insulate it from the accrued interest on the
debt.

The plaintiff contends that the mere actions of the defendants
in defending this case constituted dilatory, obdurate, vexatious
and bad faith conduct under 42 Pa.C.S.A. §2503(7) and (9) enti-
tling it to an award for counsel fees. The evidence presented on
this issue established that no payment was made at the time of
the termination and that it remained unpaid until approximately
six months after this action was instituted. Prelitigation con-
duct and failure to pay monies due do not constitute grounds for
counsel fees under 42 Pa.C.S.A. §2503. Cher-Rob, Inc., v. Art
Monument Co., 406 Pa.Super. 330, 594 A.2d 362 (1991). See also
McLaughlin v. Gerdts, 19 Pa. D. & C.3rd 293 (1981). There was
no evidence presented by the plaintiff of any dilatory, obdurate,
vexatious or bad faith conduct during the course of this litigation
and therefore the only penalty for failure to make payment timely
was the assessment of the interest. Accordingly the motions of the
parties for post-trial relief will be denied.

BY THE COURT:
/s/Farino, J.
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Deborah R. Mitchell v. Arthur A. Mitchell

Divorce—Equitable Distribution—Valuation of Marital
Property—Expert Testimony—Alimony

1. The Divorce Code factors for equitable distribution and ali-
mony supported an award to Wife of 60% of the marital estate,
valued at $2.2 million, plus alimony of $2,000 per month for 11
years.

2. In valuing Husband’s ownership interests in plumbing and
investment businesses, the trial court adopted the more flexible
methodology of Husband’s expert, who used a combination of the
asset-based, income-based and market-based approaches to pro-
vide a range of value for Husband’s interests. The trial court
specifically rejected the excess-earnings approach used by Wife’s
expert, finding it too rigid and mechanical under the circum-
stances of the case.

3. Alimony of $2,000 per month for 11 years was appropriate
where Wife received 60% of the marital estate, giving her over
$1 million of marital assets, a substantial portion of which were
liquid assets able to generate additional income to meet her needs.

4. Where testimony revealed that the standard of living en-
joyed during the marriage could not be met with current assets
and income, it is sufficient to distribute assets and award alimony
in manner permitting Wife to maintain a reasonable standard of
living.

5. Rental income from jointly-held property which was received
by Husband during separation was properly includible as marital
asset when it was never considered in establishing interim spou-
sal support for Wife.

6. The trial court denied Husband’s request for credit for one-
half of the mortgage payments he made during separation, rea-
soning that the credit was offset by the increased equity in the
real estate which, in turn, increased the value of the marital
estate, and Husband was in a better financial position than Wife
to meet the mortgage payments during separation.

(Sophia P. Paul)

James E. Mahood for Wife.
Christine Gale for Husband.

No. FD 98-9393-004. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Scanlon, J., June 28, 2002.
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Philip Baldassari, et al. v.
Suburban Cable TV Co., Inc.

Class Action—Late Fee Policy—Class Certification Modifications

The Pennsylvania Superior Court addressed a proposed class
action challenging the defendant’s policy of imposing late fees on
delinquent accounts. Although the trial court refused to certify
the proposed class, the Superior Court concluded that plaintiff
established the elements necessary to support class certification.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-966. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Stevens, J., August 28, 2002.

Paul and Juanita Bickerton v.
Insurance Commissioner

CAT Fund Reimbursement—Monitoring—Catastrophic Loss

Paul and Juanita Bickerton (the Bickertons) petitioned the
Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court for review of an order of the
Insurance Commissioner denying Catastrophic Loss Benefits to
the Bickertons. The Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court affirmed
the Insurance Commissioner’s denial of benefits.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-2411. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Cohn, J., September 20, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Eric J. Magliocco

Possession of Instrument of Crime—Commonality Requirement
—Ethnic Intimidation

In an opinion by Judge Johnson, the Superior Court of Penn-
sylvania held that the amendment to the statute criminalizing
possession of an instrument of crime did not reinstate the com-
monality requirement because the word “commonly” was not
added in accordance with the requirements of the Statutory Con-
struction Act. The court also determined that a conviction for
ethnic intimidation requires a conviction of a predicate offense.

(Jason Miller)

No. 00-1487. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Johnson, J., September 11, 2002.

Frank Skurnowicz and
Janice Johnson Skurnowicz v.

Joseph W. Lucci and Joan A. Lucci

Actual, Consequential Damages—Unfair Trade Practices—
Consumer Protection Law

Sellers of a home were found to have made intentional mis-
representations concerning drainage problems and roof damage.
The court stated that the misrepresentations also violated the
Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Law. The home
buyers were awarded actual and consequential damages, but an
excessive attorney’s fees award was not upheld.

(Janesa Urbano)

Nos. 01-2353, 01-2354. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Olszewski, J., May 8, 2002.

Ronald F. Sams v. Laura Rae Sams

Child Support Agreement—Public Policy—Contractual Injustice

The Superior Court of Pennsylvania held that the lower court
properly refused to enforce an alleged child support agreement
as the alleged agreement failed on grounds of public policy, lack
of adequate consideration, and contractual injustice. In Septem-
ber 1994, divorce and support proceedings were initiated by the
father and mother respectively. On March 28, 1995, father was
determined to have a net monthly income of $5900 a month, and
mother was found to have no income or earning capacity as she
was the custodial parent of their four minor children, one of whom
is developmentally challenged. A modified court order was en-
tered April 3, 1995, which directed father to pay $3400 a month
support for mother and four children, plus $200 a month on the
arrearages, which were set at $22,144.55.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 01-209. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Kelly, J., September 20, 2002.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Sherif S. Abdelhak

Theft By Failure To Make Required Disposition of Funds
Received—Defendant’s Lack of Proprietary Interest

1. One of the elements of the offense of theft by failure to
make required disposition of funds received is that the Defen-
dant intentionally dealt with the property obtained as his own.

2. The Commonwealth failed to establish a prima facie case
of this element where the Defendant had no proprietary interest
in the corporation he was employed by when he received the funds
but, rather, was only an employee.

3. Where defense counsel requested investigators’ hand writ-
ten notes of interviews with prospective witnesses, but the notes
were subsequently destroyed, an evidentiary hearing is neces-
sary to determine whether the defendant’s right to a fair trial
was violated.

(Jeffrey A. Ramaley)

Anthony J. Krastek for Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
J. Alan Johnson for Sherif S. Abdelhak.
CC No. 200108691. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Criminal Division.

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND

ORDER OF COURT

Novak, J., August 16, 2002—And now after review of the
defendant’s Petition for a Writ of Habeas Corpus, his Motion to
Dismiss and briefs in support thereof, the Commonwealth’s Brief
in Opposition, and the defendant’s Reply Brief, the opinion of
the Honorable Robert E. Dauer and appropriate parts of the tran-
script and exhibit A, the Court makes the following Conclusions
of Law.

A. THEFT BY FAILURE TO MAKE REQUIRED DISPO-
SITION OF FUNDS RECEIVED. 18 Pa.C.S.A. §3927(a). (odd
numbered counts 1-597)

1. The Commonwealth has established a prima facie case that
the defendant obtained the property of another.

2. That the taking was subject to a known legal obligation to
make specific payments or disposition thereof.

3. The Commonwealth has failed to establish a prima facie
case that the defendant intentionally dealt with the property
obtained as his own.

4. The Commonwealth established a prima facie case that the
defendant failed to make the required disposition of the property.

In its brief opposing Habeas Corpus, the Commonwealth re-
lies on the case of Commonwealth v. Fritz, 470 A.2d 1364 (1983).
In that case the Superior Court held that evidence that the de-
fendants placed proceeds from the sale of bus tickets from vari-
ous bus companies into the operating account of their partner-
ship, and then failed to remit the proceeds to the bus companies,
was sufficient to prove that they dealt with the proceeds as their
own. The defendants, however, were partners in the business
and had a proprietary interest therein. In the case at bar, the
defendant was the Chief Executive Officer of Allegheny Health,
Education and Research Foundation. When AHERF fell upon
bad financial times in 1997 and 1998 the defendant authorized
various “borrowings” from trust funds to make up losses in op-
erational funds. The funds transferred from the trust funds were
used to pay operational expenses of the hospital: supposedly ev-

erything from executive salaries to salaries for dietary workers,
from sophisticated surgical equipment to enemas. The defendant
was not a shareholder in the business, thus the only way he ben-
efited from the transaction was that he continued to draw his
salary and other benefits as long as the foundation remained
viable. In that regard he was not unlike thousands of other em-
ployees, despite the fact that he was perhaps the most highly
paid and powerful employee in the organization.

In holding this case for court, the preliminary hearing judge,
the Hon. Robert E. Dauer, relied on the case of Commonwealth v.
Wood, 637 A.2d 1335 (1994). Wood was an investor, together with
four co-investors, in a corporation known as “Life of Leisure.”
Moreover, he served as secretary and treasurer of the corporation,
and general manager of the business. Throughout 1989 and 1990
“Life of Leisure” sold 23 recreational vehicles. Wood collected
Pennsylvania sales taxes in the amount of $11,046, which were
deposited into the general operation fund for the corporation.
By the summer of 1990 the corporation’s financial position de-
teriorated to the extent that Wood left the corporation to take a
new job in Philadelphia. He never remitted the collected sales
tax to the Commonwealth. He was convicted of Theft By Failure
to Make Required Disposition and the conviction was upheld by
the Superior Court.

In this Court’s opinion the case at bar is clearly distinguish-
able from Wood in that the defendant in Wood had a proprietary
interest in the corporation, whereas Abdelhak had no such inter-
est in the foundation which he directed. He may have been the
most powerful and highly compensated employee of AHERF, but
the record is devoid of any evidence that he had a proprietary
interest in the foundation. He received a salary, benefits, and
had pensions rights, but in that regard he was not unlike any
other of the thousands of employees of the foundation. His sal-
ary, benefits, and pension rights may have been significant, even
obscene, but he had no proprietary interest in the foundation.

The Commonwealth also cites the case of Commonwealth v.
Edwards, 582 A.2d 1078 (1990). Edwards was one of two princi-
pals in a construction company which received public funds for a
specific construction project in the city of Philadelphia. He used
the money to pay off old debts of his company, and did not per-
form the construction work. His conviction for theft by deception
was affirmed. Once again Edwards owned the construction com-
pany. In the case at bar, Abdelhak owned nothing, he was pure
and simply an employee of AHERF.

In striking contrast to the decisions reviewed above, is the
case of Commonwealth v. Stein, 585 A.2d 1048 (1991), cited by
the defense. Stein was a salesperson for a construction company
owned by his brother, who became addicted to drugs and began
to neglect the company. Despite his brother’s problems Stein con-
tinued to solicit and secure construction contracts. The work was
not done, and Stein and his brother were charged with Theft by
Failure to Make Required Disposition of the funds received, the
identical crime with which Abdelhak is charged. His brother pled
guilty, Stein went to trial and was convicted. The Superior Court
reversed, holding that the evidence did not establish that Stein,
who was an employee of the company, dealt with the property as
his own.

The only evidence we find that may be interpreted to
show [Stein] dealt with the property as his own, was
that [he] was paid a salary by [his brother]. We hold
that without more, the mere fact that [Stein] was paid
a salary by the company he worked for does not estab-
lish proof beyond a reasonable doubt that [Stein] was
intentionally dealing with the homeowners’ property
as his own. (Id. at 1052.)

In this court’s opinion, the Stein case is controlling in the case
at bar. Abdelhak may have been the CEO of an enormous health
foundation, but in the last analysis he was an employee and not
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an owner. In this court’s opinion the word “own” in the statute
means own. By authorizing transfers from the trust accounts to
the operating accounts of the foundation, the defendant did not
deal with the property as his own. He, therefore, did not steal
the funds and his motion for habeas relief must be granted as to
all but one of the theft counts.

This member of the court is painfully aware that the decision
here is at variance with the decision of the preliminary hearing
judge, the late Hon. Robert E. Dauer, a thoughtful, even bril-
liant colleague. However, Judge Dauer had the daunting task of
making literally hundreds of decisions after a tedious hearing,
lasting several weeks. The transcript of the preliminary is liter-
ally eight inches thick.

If the case had remained with Judge Dauer he would have
had the same opportunity as this member, to more thoroughly
study the record and the law, and revisit his preliminary deci-
sions. Preliminary hearing decisions are exactly that: prelimi-
nary. Although I did not consider this factor in reaching my deci-
sion, I know that something about this case deeply troubled Judge
Dauer. One day during the many weeks of preliminary hearing
testimony, I offered a word of encouragement to him. I can see
him in his dapper suit, no doubt from Brooks Brothers, leaning
on his carved cane, shaking his head and complaining: “It’s the
damn statute.” Perhaps the source of his consternation was the
fact that an unlawful transfer of funds to keep medical opera-
tions afloat was charged as a felony theft. Because of his un-
timely death we will never know. Regardless, the defendant is
clearly entitled to habeas review at this time.

B. MISAPPLICATION OF ENTRUSTED PROPERTY. 18
Pa.C.S.A. §4113(a). (even numbered counts 2-598)

1. The Commonwealth has made out a prima facie case that
the defendant was a fiduciary.

2. The Commonwealth has made out a prima facie case that
the defendant disposed of the entrusted property in a manner
which was unlawful and involved a substantial risk of loss.

C. THEFT BY UNLAWFUL TAKING. 18 Pa.C.S.A. 3921(a)
(count 715)

The Commonwealth has made out a prima facie case that the
defendant exercised unlawful control over the property of an-
other with the intent to deprive the owner of the property, by
making a $50,000 donation of AHERF funds to Quaker Valley
School District.

In contrast to the theft counts alleged in odd numbered counts
1 through 597, the evidence of record is clearly sufficient to make
out a prima facie case of theft as alleged in count 715. Here the
defendant made an “anonymous” donation of $50,000 of AHERF
funds to the Quaker Valley School District for the purpose of
refurbishing the locker room facility at a high school where his
son played football.

D. MOTION IN LIMINE.
1. The Commonwealth’s Motion in Limine regarding the testimony

of Chief Deputy Attorney General, Mark A. Pacella is denied. The
deposition was entered into the record without objection. The Court
notes, however, that the consideration of Mr. Pacella’s deposition did
not figure into the Court’s decision either to grant Habeas Corpus
relief on the theft counts or deny relief on the remaining counts.

E. MOTION FOR DISCOVERY.
The Court finds that the Commonwealth has met its obliga-

tions under Rule 305 with the possible exception of the hand
written notes covered in part F below.

F. MOTION TO DISMISS.
Defense counsel wrote to the Attorney General requesting that

the investigators’ hand written notes of interviews with prospec-

tive witnesses be provided to the defense. The notes were subse-
quently destroyed. A review of the record leads the court to the
conclusion that an evidentiary hearing is necessary to determine
whether the defendant’s right to a fair trial was thereby violated.
A hearing on this matter is hereby scheduled for August 29, 2002.

G. MOTION TO DISMISS.
The defendant’s Motion to Dismiss counts alleging violations

of 18 Pa.C.S.A. §3927(a) as violating Pennsylvania’s prohibition
against prosecutions pursuant to general statutes is moot in view
of the court’s decision on his Habeas Corpus Motion.

ORDER OF COURT

Counts 599 through 715 having been nolle prossed on April
11, 2002 upon Motion of the Commonwealth, the Defendant’s
Motion for Habeas Corpus relief is granted as to odd numbered
counts 1 through 597 (Theft by Failure to Make Required Dispo-
sition); and denied as to even numbered counts 2 through 598
(Misapplication of Entrusted Property) and count 715 (Theft by
Unlawful Taking).

A hearing on the defendant’s Motion to Dismiss, and trial of
one Felony Theft count and 299 Misdemeanor counts, are set for
Thursday, August 29, 2002, at 1:30 p.m., in Courtroom 10.

BY THE COURT
/s/Novak, J.

G. Gray Garland and Margaret Garland v.
The Zoning Board of Adjustment of

The City of Pittsburgh v.
Alphonso D’Orazio

Zoning—Variance—Unnecessary Hardship—Dimensional
Variance—Use Variance

1. On appeal from a Zoning Board decision to the Court of Com-
mon Pleas, the scope of review is limited to whether the Zoning
Board committed a manifest abuse of discretion or error of law.

2. A variance to allow for additional living space for a family
in a home already occupied fails to constitute “unnecessary hard-
ship” as required, and thus the grant of a variance by the Zoning
Board must be overturned.

(Carl E. Harvison)

J. Michael Baggett for Appellants.
George R. Spector for Appellee.
Alphonso D’Orazio for Intervenor.

SA 00-732. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

James, J., August 26, 2002—This appeal arises from the deci-
sion of the City of Pittsburgh Zoning Board of Adjustment dealing
with Intervenor’s property located at 1030 Devon Road in the 14th
Ward of the City of Pittsburgh. The property is located in an RSD-
2, Residential Single-Unit Detached, Low Density District. The
Intervenors seek to erect a 99 feet 10 inches by 62 feet one-story
extension to include a two level, 4-car integral garage, breakfast
room and family room on the southern side, with an enclosed swim-
ming pool on the northern side of the existing home. They seek a
rear yard variance of 20 feet. The existing structure sits on a
plateau, with a steep slope to Morewood Avenue. There is no
vehicular access to Morewood Avenue.

The adjacent property owners express concerns as to existing
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easements for gas and sewer lines and an existing fireplug. They
allege that the proposed construction would change the ambiance
of the neighborhood and are concerned with vegetation removal
and damage to their property. On May 19, 2000, the Board issued
written Findings of Fact in support of its decision to grant the
variances. The adjacent property owner filed this timely appeal.

Where no additional testimony is taken, this court’s scope of
review is limited to a determination of whether the Zoning Hear-
ing Board committed a manifest abuse of discretion or an error
of law. Valley View Civic Association v. Zoning Board of Adjust-
ment, 501 Pa. 550, 462 A.2d 637, 639 (1983). The Board abuses
its discretion only if its findings are not supported by substan-
tial evidence. Substantial evidence is such relevant evidence
as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a
conclusion. Abbey v. Zoning Hearing Board, 559 A.2d 107, 109
(Pa. Cmwlth. 1989). Appellants contend that the property owner
failed to establish the necessary facts to be entitled to a variance.

No variance in the strict application of any provisions of this
Zoning Code shall be granted by the Zoning Board of Adjust-
ment unless it finds that all of the following conditions exist:

(1) That there are unique physical circumstances or
conditions, including irregularity, narrowness, or shal-
lowness of lot size or shape, or exceptional topographi-
cal or other physical conditions peculiar to the particu-
lar property and that the unnecessary hardship is due
to such conditions and not the circumstances of condi-
tions generally created by the provisions of the zoning
ordinance in the neighborhood or district in which the
property is located;

(2) That because of such physical circumstances or con-
ditions, there is no possibility that the property can be
developed in strict conformity with the provisions of
the zoning ordinance and the authorization of a vari-
ance is therefore necessary to enable the reasonable
use of the property.

(3) That such unnecessary hardship has not been cre-
ated by the appellant;

(4) That the variance, if authorized, will not alter the
essential character of the neighborhood or district in
which the property is located, nor substantially or per-
manently impair the appropriate use or development
of adjacent property, nor be detrimental to the public
welfare; and

(5) That the variance, if authorized, will represent the
minimum variance that will afford relief and will rep-
resent the least modification possible of the regulation
in issue.

(6) In granting any variance, the Board may attach such
reasonable conditions and safeguards as it may deem
necessary to implement the purposes of this act and
the zoning ordinance.

Pittsburgh Code §922.09

An applicant’s burden is a heavy one and should be granted
sparingly and only under exceptional circumstances. Appeal of
Lester M. Prange, Inc., 647 A.2d 279, 283 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1994). To
establish unnecessary hardship, the applicant must demonstrate
that due to the physical characteristics, the property cannot be
used for the permitted purpose or could only conform to such
purpose at a prohibitive expense, or that the property has either
no value or only distress value for any permitted purpose. Davis
v. Zoning Board of Adjustment, 468 A.2d 1183, 1184-1185 (Pa.
Cmwlth. 1983).

Appellants argue that the Board failed to consider all of the
statutory elements necessary to grant a variance. Specifically,
they allege that the Intervenors failed to present any evidence of

undue hardship. Appellants also argue that Intervenors failed
to prove that the unique physical circumstances of the property
caused the unnecessary hardship.

The Board determined that the development of the addition
was appropriate for the site and was not obtrusive. They found
that the addition will maintain the rear yard set back of the ex-
isting structure and noted that the architectural design of the
proposed extension is sensitive to the integrity of the existing
structure and therefore will not alter the character of the neigh-
borhood.

The standard for granting a dimensional variance is estab-
lished by Hertzberg v. Zoning Board of Adjustment of the City of
Pittsburgh, 554 Pa. 249, 721 A.2d 43 (Pa. 1998). A property owner
seeking a dimensional variance is asking for a reasonable adjust-
ment of the zoning regulations in order to use the property in a
manner consistent with the regulations. Id. at 47. However, the
instant case may be distinguished from Hertzberg. Intervenors
currently make adequate use of their property and the property
at issue in Hertzberg was a vacant building. The court applies a
less strict standard to the granting of a dimensional variance than
the granting of a use variance. Even using the lesser standard of
Hertzberg, the instant case is still distinguishable and the Board
must be overturned.

The record shows that the Board granted the variance so that
the Intervenors could have additional living space for their fam-
ily. Larsen v. Zoning Board of Adjustment of the City of Pittsburgh,
543 Pa. 415, 672 A.2d 286 (Pa. 1996), addresses a similar issue.
The Supreme Court in Larsen found that “…the mere desire to
provide more room for a family member’s enjoyment fails to con-
stitute the type of ‘unnecessary hardship’ required by the law of
this Commonwealth.” Id. at 290.

Based upon the fact that the Intervenors currently make
adequate use of their property and that the variance is not nec-
essary to avoid undue hardship, Intervenors failed to meet their
heavy burden and the Board erred in granting the requested
variance. The decision is reversed.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 28th day of August, 2002, the May 19, 2001,
decision of the Zoning Hearing Board of Adjustment of the City
of Pittsburgh is hereby reversed and the request for variance is
denied.

BY THE COURT
/s/James, J.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
William Fiore

Criminal Resentencing on Appeal—Imposition of Sentence

1. Where a defendant appeals a judgment of sentence, he ac-
cepts the risk that the Commonwealth may seek a remand for
resentencing thereon if the disposition in the appellate court
upsets the original sentencing scheme of the trial court.

2. The imposition of sentence is within the sound discretion
of the sentencing judge. A sentence must either exceed the statu-
tory limits or be manifestly excessive to constitute an abuse of
discretion.

(Meg L. Burkardt)

Mark Rubenstein for Plaintiff.
Robert A. Graci for Defendant.

CC Nos. 198508740 & 198509328. In the Court of Common Pleas
of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.
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OPINION

Novak, J., August 30, 2002—The procedural history of this
case reads like a Russian novel. In 1987 Fiore was convicted in
three separate trials of a variety of charges under the Solid Waste
Management Act involving the disposal of hazardous wastes from
a facility that he owned, bribery of certain officials for the pur-
pose of having his disposal permits approved by the Department
of Environmental Resources, conspiracy with an employee, David
Scarpone, and perjury for lying in a proceeding before the Com-
monwealth Court. His original total sentence was for a period of
incarceration of not less than nine years nor more than eighteen
years, plus more than twenty years probation and fines of over
$200,000.

On direct appeal Fiore’s sentences were affirmed by the Su-
perior Court in 1989, and requests for review by the Supreme
Court were denied in 1991. During the next several years, Fiore
filed two Petitions under the Post Conviction Relief Act. Both
were denied by this Court and then affirmed on appeal to the
Pennsylvania appellate courts.

Fiore’s co-defendant, David Scarpone, the manager of his
waste facility, was tried and convicted together with him.
Scarpone’s appeal, however, was delayed for several years as the
Commonwealth and Superior courts decided which court would
hear the appeal. Each of Pennsylvania’s two intermediate appel-
late courts has jurisdiction over criminal convictions under the
Solid Waste Management Act. For some reason, while the Supe-
rior Court heard Fiore’s direct appeal, the Commonwealth Court
entertained the appeal of his co-defendant, Scarpone. The Com-
monwealth Court reached the conclusion that the record did not
support Scarpone’s conviction for Disposal of Hazardous Wastes
Without a Permit. The Commonwealth Court remanded
Scarpone’s case to this court for resentencing, as Scarpone had
been convicted of other crimes for which he received no sentence.
The Commonwealth Court concluded that its decision on the
unpermitted discharge counts had upset this court’s original sen-
tencing scheme. Scarpone was resentenced to the same sentence
on other counts of which he had been convicted.

Recognizing that its two intermediate appellate courts were
in conflict on this issue, the Supreme Court granted allocatur in
Scarpone’s case. Fiore sought to join Scarpone’s appeal but that
motion was denied by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. Ulti-
mately the Supreme Court affirmed the Commonwealth Court’s
ruling that Scarpone’s conduct did not constitute disposal of haz-
ardous waste without a permit. As mentioned above Scarpone
was eventually resentenced to the same sentence on counts of
which he had been convicted but not sentenced.

Fiore again sought emergency relief from the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court but that motion was denied.

Fiore then sought habeas corpus relief from this court. His
petition was treated as a collateral appeal subject to the provi-
sions of Pennsylvania’s Post Conviction Relief Act. This court
ruled that under the PCRA the issue had been finally litigated,
and that Fiore suffered no great injustice as Scarpone was sim-
ply resentenced to the same sentence he had originally received
but on a different count. This court’s decision denying Fiore’s
petition was affirmed by Pennsylvania’s appellate courts. Fiore
then sought habeas corpus relief from the United States District
Court for Western Pennsylvania which ruled that Fiore was en-
titled to retroactive application of the Scarpone decision under
the United States Constitution. The Third Circuit reversed the
district court ruling that retroactive application of state law was
best left to the state courts. The United States Supreme Court
granted certiorari.

On January 9, 2001, the Supreme Court certified the following
question to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court: Does the inter-
pretation of the statute as set forth in Scarpone’s case state the
correct interpretation of the law of Pennsylvania at the date
Fiore’s conviction became final? The Pennsylvania Supreme

Court responded that the Scarpone case did not announce a new
rule of law and its interpretation of the statute in Scarpone was
the proper statement of the law at the date Fiore’s conviction
became final. The United States Supreme Court subsequently
found that Fiore’s convictions for discharge of hazardous wastes
without a permit were in contravention of the federal due process
clause; and therefore, the judgment of the Third Circuit was
reversed and the case was remanded for further proceedings.

Pursuant to that decision and a directive from the Third Cir-
cuit, the federal district court issued an order dated May 4, 2001
directing that effective sixty days from the date of the order, Fiore
would be released from confinement on the sentences imposed
as a result of the now-overturned violations of the Solid Waste
Management Act. The district court specifically took no position
on Fiore’s contention that he could not be resentenced. Shortly
after the issuance of that Order, the Commonwealth presented a
Motion to Call for Resentencing, which was argued to this court
on June 27, 2001. After oral argument and review of briefs from
both parties, this court granted the Commonwealth’s motion and
also granted the defense request to revisit the sentencing on the
case involving the bribery convictions because the decisions of
the appellate courts clearly disturbed the court’s original sen-
tencing scheme.

At the June 27, 2001 resentencing, the court considered
lengthy arguments by both the prosecution and defense counsel
and heard from witnesses called on behalf of Fiore. After listen-
ing intently to the arguments and the testimony, the court sen-
tenced Fiore to an aggregate period of incarceration of not less
than seven years nor more than fourteen years. In so doing, the
court left intact the sentence originally imposed on the bribery
convictions at CC198509328.

Both the Commonwealth and the defense filed post-sentenc-
ing motions seeking modification or clarification. After a second
hearing on August 21, 2001, the Court granted the defense mo-
tion for modification and vacated the sentence of 6-12 months
incarceration imposed at Count 20 of CC8508740 and imposed
a period of one year of electronic monitoring effective Decem-
ber 21, 2000 and terminating December 21, 2001.

Facts

The defendant was originally sentenced to a total period of
nine to eighteen years based upon convictions in three separate
trials in 1986. In order to understand the issues presented herein,
it is necessary to briefly review the facts as set forth in the record
of each of those trials.

Trial One (Jury)

The defendant was the owner and operator of a very successful
business known as the Municipal and Industrial Disposal Com-
pany (MIDC) which is located in Elizabeth Township, Allegheny
County. In 1979, he received a permit to dispose of various wastes
including hazardous wastes.

In order to properly understand the issues in this case, we
believe that a review of the regulation process would be helpful.
For each type of waste or “waste stream” which the defendant
intended to receive at his site, he was required to submit a “mod-
ule” to the Department of Environmental Resources (DER) for
approval. Known as a “Module 1,” this form indicates the type of
waste, how it is generated, its chemical and physical character-
istics, where it will be placed and how it will be disposed. This
information is certified by an engineer employed by the landfill
operator. The DER then reviews the proposal to determine
whether the particular waste stream is compatible with (1) other
waste deposited on that site, and (2) the site liner.

Additionally, the DER considers whether any leachate gen-
erated by a particular waste stream is compatible with the end
treatment facility. Leachate is another term of art meaning the
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contaminant generated from either rain, surface, or groundwa-
ter moving through already deposited waste.

Upon receipt of a module, the DER’s technical staff reviews
it. In certain instances, the module may be submitted to outside
agencies for their review as well. Based upon this analysis, the
DER will then either approve or reject the module. If rejected,
the landfill operator may not deposit this particular waste at his
facility.

Often, the modules do not contain sufficient data to be prop-
erly reviewed. They are then returned to the landfill operator for
amendment. Modules are often submitted, returned, re-submit-
ted, returned again, re-submitted yet again before they are ready
to be reviewed by the DER staff for final disposition. Once ac-
cepted for final review by the DER, the review process could take
anywhere from a few weeks to several months. With this back-
ground, we now turn to the specific facts in this case.

The defendant’s disposal facility contained, inter alia, a Phase
I disposal pit, a temporary disposal pit, and a demolition site.
The defendant was licensed to receive certain streams of haz-
ardous wastes and deposit them in the temporary pit and later
the Phase I pit. The pit was lined with natural clay which had
been found to be sufficient to contain the wastes and keep them
from seeping into the aquifer. After the pit was full, it was even-
tually to be closed and covered in order to return the site to its
natural condition. In order to be sure that the hazardous wastes
were not seeping into the environment, various monitoring sys-
tems were established.

Running under the Phase I pit is an under-drain, which was
identified as pipe 810. This under-drain converges with the 711
pipe in a manhole near the pit and emits a single discharge. The
purpose of the under-drain, according to Dan Peterson, an opera-
tions supervisor in the DER, Pittsburgh Region of the Bureau of
Solid Waste Management, was to “convey” mine water beneath
the disposal pit carrying it away from the liner. In addition, it was
designated in the permit as a monitoring point… to check on the
integrity of the liner. If the liner would fail, materials seeping out
of the pit through the liner would appear in the under-drain (N.T.
2/4/86, pp. 79-83).

In late 1982 and early to mid 1983, Mr. Peterson, during rou-
tine inspection visits, detected a “strong organic odor coming from
the manhole.” He described this odor as “very similar to the type
of odor that you get when you’re around a disposal pit. Also, it’s
very similar to odors you get at U.S. Steel coke-making facility.”
(N.T. 2/4/86, pp. 96-97). Numerous samples of the discharge from
the 711 and 810 pipes were collected by the DER and tested at
their laboratory in Harrisburg. The samples tested positive for
the presence of organic chemicals (i.e., Benzene, Toluene and
Xylene) N.T. 2/4/86, pp. 202-205, 381-381, 528-530; Common-
wealth Exhibits 15-22.

The DER officials informed the defendant that no additional
requests to dispose of hazardous waste would be approved “until
this matter is resolved.” (N.T. 2/4/86, p. 102). Subsequently, sev-
eral meetings were held between the defendant and DER offi-
cials. As a result of these discussions, the defendant and the
Commonwealth entered in to a “Consent Order and Agreement”
(Commonwealth Exhibit No. 13). The agreement provided that
Fiore would apply for a water quality permit (NPDES) which
would set certain limits on the chemicals discharged from the
site. If the discharge exceeded those limits, the defendant agreed
to either establish a treatment plant on the site or collect the
discharge and transport it to a treatment plant (N.T. 2/4/86,
pp. 103-104).

Subsequently, in November of 1983, James R. Shack, a solid
waste specialist for the DER, who took samples from both the
810 pipe and the 711 pipe, noticed that the discharge flow from
the 810 pipe had lessened significantly and the odors no longer
existed (N.T. 2/4/86, p. 207). On July 26, 1984, Mr. Shack ob-
served that there was no discharge flow coming from the 810

pipe. As he was curious about this phenomenon, Mr. Shack
climbed down into the manhole and then maneuvered himself
up into the 810 pipe. When he did so, he discovered that the 810
pipe had been capped with three or four metal plates (N.T. 2/4/
86, pp. 209-211).

Charles Kroll, a welder, testified that he was hired during
the summer of 1983 to cap the 810 pipe, install an elbow pipe
and another smaller pipe which led to an as yet unused disposal
pit (N.T. 2/4/86, pp. 244-247). Mr. Kroll indicated that the defen-
dant observed this pipe installation. In fact, he stated that the
defendant instructed him to hide the smaller pipe with a “good
size rock.” (N.T. 2/4/86, pp. 245-246). Another welder, Elmer
Holmes, testified that during the same time period he was per-
sonally contacted and hired by the defendant to install a two-
inch pipe below ground between two larger pipes. Stemming from
the two-inch pipe was a stand pipe which stood perpendicular to
it and reached the surface of the ground. Inside this stand pipe
and attached to the two-inch pipe was a valve which, with the
aid of a socket-type wrench, could be turned on and off (N.T. 2/4/
86, pp. 305-311).

The capping of the 810 pipe prevented the flow of water from
under the Phase I pit into the 810-711 monitoring point. This
was the discharge which previously had given off organic odors
leading to the finding that hazardous wastes were seeping into
the aquifer running under the pit. The newly installed connect-
ing pipe brought water from an as yet unopened pit to a point in
front of the cap. Had this alteration not been made, there would
have been no flow at all at the monitoring point. A third alteration
consisted of a hidden pipe operated by a buried valve covered over
with rocks. When the valve was opened, this pipe permitted the
drainage which had backed up behind the cap of the 810 pipe to
flow through the monitoring point and on into an unnamed
tributary of the Youghiogheny River. Tracy Opfar and John
Opfar, employees of the defendant, testified that the codefen-
dant, Scarpone, and others would open this valve at night and
on weekends when the DER officials were not likely to appear
to check the monitoring point.

Although the defendant was not charged with polluting the
waterways, the Commonwealth’s evidence established that when
the valve was turned on, a discharge flowed from the outfall pipe
into the tributary. Samples of this discharge were collected in
small stainless steel buckets (N.T. 2/4/86, pp. 424-433). These
samples were transmitted to the DER laboratory in Harrisburg
where they were analyzed by DER chemists, David Clemons and
Homer Moore. The samples, marked Commonwealth’s Exhibits
44-A, 44-B, 45-A, and 45-B, all contained measurable amounts
of hazardous wastes (N.T. 2/4/86, pp. 499-502, 529-530).

Regarding the perjury charge, the Court read to the jury the
defendant’s sworn testimony from an August 7, 1984, proceed-
ing before the Honorable Francis A. Barry of the Commonwealth
Court of Pennsylvania. As part of this testimony, defense coun-
sel asked the defendant the following question: “Mr. Fiore, is
there to the best of your knowledge a plate anywhere in the pipe
monitoring well 810?” The defendant responded, “Not that I know
of.” On cross-examination, the Commonwealth asked the defen-
dant, “Mr. Fiore, did you plug the 810 pipe?” The defendant
replied, “No.” (N.T. Excerpt 2/7/86, pp. 26-30).

Trial Two (Jury)

Early in 1981, the defendant began experiencing delays in
obtaining DER approval of several modules which he had sub-
mitted. At that same time, Vito Vincent Lucci was appointed the
regional facility chief in the Bureau of Solid Waste Management.
As facility chief, his duties were to oversee permit reviews and
waste approvals to disposal sites (N.T. 3/13-18/86, p. 85).

In February of 1981, the defendant approached Lucci at the
DER offices and asked to meet him at night to discuss certain
things that the defendant did not want to talk about at the of-
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fice. They met outside of a veterinarian’s clinic close to Lucci’s
home in Allegheny County. Lucci parked his car there and got
into the defendant’s car. The men then drove to Tiffany’s Restau-
rant also in Allegheny County. The defendant, during a conver-
sation in the car and at the restaurant, indicated to Lucci that
he was having difficulties with certain DER personnel and that
the module approval process was taking too long. He sought
Lucci’s help in expediting matters and stuffed five $100 bills in
Lucci’s shirt pocket (N.T. 3/13-18/86, pp. 90-93). Over the next
two years, the defendant made regular cash payments to Lucci
in various amounts ranging from $50 to $5,000. In all, the defen-
dant paid Lucci over $8,000 (N.T. 3/13-18/86, pp. 95-113).

In April, 1983, the defendant, through Fiore Trucking and
Contracting Co., submitted a proposal to the Clairton Municipal
Sewage Authority to dispose of rainwater leachate at its sewage
treatment facility (N.T. 3/13-18/86, pp. 435-436). On April 22,
1983, he attended a special meeting of the Authority at which
his proposal was to be discussed. At that meeting, the defendant
met a man named Ed Thompson who advised him that one of the
members of the Authority, Donald Desidario, had indicated that
the defendant’s proposal was going to be rejected because the
defendant had not yet come up with any cash (N.T. 3/13-18/86,
pp. 216, 246-247, 440). Thompson also told the defendant that
Desidario controlled the votes on the Authority Board. The de-
fendant indicated to Thompson that it was too early to pay any-
thing to Desidario, but that he would eventually take care of
him (N.T. 3/13-18/86, p. 216). After discussion of the defendant’s
proposal, the Authority postponed any action pending further
clarification (N.T. 3/13-18/86, p. 266).

Later that evening, Thompson went to a local drinking estab-
lishment and met Desidario. Desidario suggested that Thompson
set up a meeting with him and the defendant to discuss the pro-
posal (N.T. 3/13-18/86, p. 218-223).

The next day, Thompson telephoned the Pennsylvania Crime
Commission and reported that he was in the middle of a possible
kickback situation. He then met with an agent of the Crime Com-
mission on April 28, 1983, at the Western Regional Office of the
Crime Commission (N.T. 3/13-18/86, p. 297). On that date, he
placed telephone calls from that office to Desidario and the defen-
dant, which were intercepted with his consent by the Crime Com-
mission agent. The substance of these calls was the arrangement
of a dinner meeting between Thompson, Desidario and the defen-
dant at Raffaele’s Restaurant in Jefferson Borough in Allegheny
County on May 4, 1983 (N.T. 3/13-18/86, pp. 297-298, 302-324).

During dinner, the defendant asked Desidario whether $500
would be enough to get his proposal passed. Desidario nodded
affirmatively. After further discussion, the defendant laid $200
on the table and gave it to Desidario who put the money in his
pocket. They agreed that the defendant would pay Desidario $500
initially and $300 per month under the table in exchange for
Desidario securing passage for the defendant’s proposal. Addition-
ally, the defendant would pay $250 per month to the Authority for
accepting the leachate (N.T. 3/13-18/86, pp. 267-269).

The next day, Desidario received a message that he was to
call the defendant that evening. He was given a number to call
and was told to call from a pay phone. That evening, Desidario
called the defendant as per the message. The defendant advised
Desidario that Thompson had been “wired” at their meeting. He
suggested that Desidario turn the $200 over to the Authority
and say that it was a deposit on the first load of leachate. The
defendant then gave Desidario a phone number to use if he needed
to contact him in the future. He advised Desidario that this num-
ber was a pay phone and that he should call only from a pay
phone (N.T. 3/13-18/86, p. 270).

Desidario went to the Authority’s secretary’s home and gave
her $200. He told her, as directed by the defendant, that this
money represented a down payment on the defendant’s first load
of leachate (N.T. 3/13-18/86, p. 271).

At the June 1983 meeting of the Municipal Authority, the
defendant’s proposal was rejected (N.T. 3/13-18/86, p. 272).
Desidario subsequently was charged with several counts of brib-
ery, conspiracy, obstruction of law and conflict of interest. On
March 7, 1986, Desidario pleaded guilty to one count of Conflict
of Interest in a negotiated plea agreement.

Trial Three (Bench Trial)

The credible evidence in this trial established beyond a rea-
sonable doubt that the defendant unlawfully discharged haz-
ardous waste leachate from the Phase I pit into an unnamed
tributary of the Youghiogheny River, and unlawfully accepted
for disposal certain wastes without having first obtained per-
mission from the DER to do so.

Leachate is defined as “a liquid waste which is generated when
surface water or ground water mixes with the solid waste. This
water dissolves or absorbs some soluble fraction of the solid waste,
removing and carrying it away. The leachate takes on the char-
acteristic[s] of the waste, of the solid waste which it [is] gener-
ated from.” (N.T. 6/17/86, p. 122).

According to the defendant’s permit, the defendant was not
permitted to discharge leachate from his facility (N.T. 6/17/86, p.
122). The permit required that all leachate be removed from the
facility and transported to an approved treatment facility (N.T.
6/17/86, pp. 132-134).

The testimony of several former employees of the defendant
indicated that rather than transport the leachate to the approved
treatment facilities, the defendant chose to dispose of the leachate
by pumping it out of the Phase I pit into a tributary of the
Youghiogheny River. This pumping activity, which usually took
place at night and on weekends, occurred regularly over a period
of two to three years. The pumping resulted in the water in the
tributary becoming dirty, oily and foamy (N.T. 6/27/86, pp. 292-
293, 298-299, 302-303, 412-415, 431-432, 462-464, 547-549).

The testimony of several former employees of the defendant
indicates definitively that rather than transport the leachate to
either of the approved treatment facilities, the defendant chose
to dispose of the leachate by pumping it out of the Phase I pit
into a tributary of the Youghiogheny River.

Carl Meetze, who worked for the defendant from October,
1980, until December, 1982, stated that he and Theodore Opfar
would place a pump at the wateredge of the pit, connect a hose to
the pump, and direct the hose over the dike into the tributary
(N.T. 6/17/86, pp. 292-293). He participated in pumping the
leachate (“the dirty waste water”), usually at night or on week-
ends, out of both the temporary pit and the Phase I pit “between
15 and 20 times.” (N.T. 6/17/86, pp. 298, 302-303). Mr. Meetze
described the appearance of the creek during and after the dis-
charge as follows: “It would be dirty. Sometimes looked oily. And
sometimes later on it would start foaming, making a dirty look-
ing foam up around the bank.” (N.T. 6/17/86, p. 299). Mr. Meetze
further testified that the defendant directed the pumping activity
on occasion, saw the pump actually running, and saw the leachate
being discharged into the tributary (N.T. 6/27/86, pp. 304, 334-
335). In fact, the defendant contacted Mr. Meetze after he quit the
defendant’s employ and requested that Mr. Meetze tell the DER
that Theodore Opfar “took care of all the water.” (N.T. 6/17/86, pp.
305-308).

Mr. Meetze’s testimony concerning the pumping activity was
corroborated by the testimony of four other employees of the de-
fendant. Michael Toth and William Baird testified that they saw
the pump being operated on several occasions (N.T. 6/27/86, pp.
412-415, 431-432). David Ross stated that he not only witnessed
the pumping activity, he actually operated the pump on one oc-
casion (N.T. 6/17/86, pp. 462-464). Tracy Opfar stated that he
operated the pump about 20-25 times with the help of his father,
Theodore Opfar (N.T. 6/17/86, pp. 547-549).

As further proof of this unlawful pumping activity, the
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Commonwealth presented the testimony of a professional engi-
neer, Gregory Farrell, who stated that according to his calcula-
tions (which took into account the amount of material dumped
into the pit, evaporation, water seepage, etc.), the pit should have
contained 53,082 cubic yards of waste and water on November
26, 1984. However, according to Mr. Farrell, the actual amount
of waste and water in the pit on November 26, 1984 was 47,111
cubic yards—a difference of 5,971 cubic yards or 1,205,903 gallons
(N.T. 6/17/86, pp. 574-575).

Regarding the disposal of certain wastes without permission,
the testimony showed that the defendant accepted wastes from
Ohio Barge Lines, Conoco Coal, and U.S. Steel-Edgar Thompson
Works. The wastes from Ohio Barge Lines, which consisted of
engine oil and grease, were collected on December 10 and 15,
1981, and dumped into the demolition site (N.T. 6/17/86, pp. 404-
406). The testimony of Dan Peterson indicated that only the Phase
I pit—not the demolition site—was permitted to accept this type
of industrially generated waste (N.T. 6/17/86, p. 103, 107).

The wastes from Conoco Coal were collected and disposed of
at the defendant’s facility between December 9, 1981, and Janu-
ary 25, 1982. The defendant did not receive approval from the
DER for the disposal of these wastes from Conoco Coal until Sep-
tember, 1982—approximately eight months after the disposal
project had been completed (N.T. 6/17/86, p. 150; Commonwealth
Exhibits 17-E through 17-VV).

The wastes from U.S. Steel-Edgar Thompson Works consisted
of a load of grease which was hauled from the plant and dumped
into the Phase I pit in December, 1981 (N.T. 6/17/86, pp. 460-
461). A search of the DER records by Mr. Peterson indicated that
the defendant had never received approval from the DER for the
disposal of these wastes (N.T. 6/17/86, p. 155).

Discussion

I.

The defendant alleges that the Court did not have the au-
thority or jurisdiction to resentence him.

The Commonwealth relies on the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court holding in Commonwealth v. Goldhammer, 517 A.2d 1280
(Pa. 1986). The Supreme Court stated, “…where a defendant ap-
peals a judgment of sentence, he accepts the risk that the Com-
monwealth may seek a remand for resentencing thereon if the
disposition in the appellate court upsets the original sentencing
scheme of the trial court.” Id., at 1283.

After hearing extensive argument on the record, the court
ruled as follows, which is adopted herein:

The Commonwealth’s motion to resentence is granted.
The defense motion to include reconsideration of the
bribery charges is granted. The reason I granted both
of these motions is this: When I first sentenced Mr.
Fiore for the convictions in trial one, there were seven
convictions, and I sentenced him on only two of the
seven. In trial two, there were 53 convictions, and I
sentenced him on only one of the 53 convictions. In trial
three, there were 20 convictions, and I sentenced him
on only two. The decision of the appellate court in over-
turning three of those convictions clearly upsets the
Court’s sentencing scheme, and I think much of what
defense counsel argues goes to not whether Mr. Fiore
should be resentenced, but what should that sentence
be and much of that argument presumes it will be the
same sentence I had originally imposed, and I have no
such pre-conviction. He has been discharged of some of
the felonies of which he was convicted, and as far as I
can see from perusing these cases, it is basically mis-
demeanors that remain for consideration and to my
mind that makes a very big difference in the case.
(N.T. 6/27/01, pp. 33-34)

Fiore was granted habeas corpus relief by the United States
Supreme Court based upon the decision of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court in the case of his co-defendant, David Scarpone,
Commonwealth v. Scarpone, 634 A.2d 1109 (1993). Ironically, in
addition to his interpretation of the Solid Waste Management
Act, the Scarpone case has become one of the leading cases in
Pennsylvania on the issue of whether a defendant whose sen-
tence has been vacated by virtue of an appellate decision on one
count, can be resentenced on other counts of which he has been
convicted, but for which he received no sentence. Scarpone, cit-
ing Goldhammer (supra) answered that question in the affirma-
tive, and, in fact, David Scarpone was resentenced to the same
sentence he had originally received on another count of which he
had been convicted but for which he received no sentence. In
effect, Fiore asks the court to apply the principles of Scarpone to
his case but not its remedy. If there is any justice in this world,
Fiore must also be resentenced.

II.

The defendant alleges that the court abused its discretion in
imposing the above-stated sentence at the resentencing hearing.

The imposition of sentence is within the sound discretion of
the sentencing judge. Commonwealth v. Jackson, 486 A.2d 431
(Pa.Super. 1984). Further, a sentence must either exceed the
statutory limits or be manifestly excessive to constitute an abuse
of discretion. Commonwealth v. White, 491 A.2d 252 (Pa.Super.
1985). “A sentencing judge’s discretion must be accorded great
weight as he is in the best position to weigh various factors, such
as the nature of the crime, the defendant’s character, and the
defendant’s displays of remorse, defiance, or indifference.” Com-
monwealth v. Fries, 523 A.2d 1134, 1137 (Pa.Super. 1987).

As stated on the record, the Court imposed the aggregate sen-
tence of 7-14 years incarceration for the following reasons:

First, when Fiore was originally sentenced in 1987 to an ag-
gregate sentence of 9 to 18 years, the court assumed that he would
have been paroled by the summer of 2001.

Second, two of the most serious offenses for which Fiore was
originally convicted were overturned and those convictions are
no longer before the Court. However, there are several serious
charges for which Fiore stands convicted—bribery, perjury, al-
tering the monitoring site, siphoning the leachate into the
Youghiogheny River.

Third, although these charges are serious, many of them are
misdemeanors and the Court believes that it would be improper
to sentence Fiore to the same sentence for convictions of misde-
meanors as for convictions for felonies. Accordingly, Fiore’s sen-
tence must be reduced.

Fourth, while the law of the case has changed, the facts of the
case have not changed and they remain despicable. We will never
know what harm has been done to residents along the
Youghiogheny River as a result of the disposal of the hazardous
wastes into the river.

Fifth, the Court considered the fact that at the time of resen-
tencing, Fiore was 76 years of age and in frail health. Also, the
court took into account the testimony of the defense witnesses,
including Fiore’s children, grandchildren, his corrections counse-
lor, his long-time companion, and his friends. After he had been
sentenced, Fiore exercised his right to allocution contrary to the
advise of his attorney. It is clear that to this day he has no respect
for the law. He likens his bribes to gratuities to a waitress or a
contribution to a political candidate. He is convinced that the court
is part of a corrupt system and conspiracy against him. (N.T. 6-27-
01, pp. 99-108).

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the Court finds that the defendant
was properly resentenced.

BY THE COURT
/s/Novak, J.
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Marcia Briner v.
Atlantic Basement Waterproofing, Inc.

and James L. Stull v.
Done Rite Services

Motion for Post Trial Relief—Unfair Trade Practices and
Consumer Protection Law—Motion to Amend Jury Award

1. The assessment of treble damages and counsel fees is ap-
propriate where the jury has determined in response to specific
interrogatories that the defendant violated the Unfair Trade
Practices and Consumer Protection Law (UTP/CPL).

2. The installation of a lesser grade material in violation of
an express contract specification provision where the materials
would be buried during the installation process and not discov-
erable by the consumer constitutes egregious, outrageous and
deceptive business practice warranting an award of treble dam-
ages and reasonable attorney’s fees under the UTP/CPL.

(Joseph H. Bucci)

No. AR 00-006363. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

Brian W. Ashbaugh and Jeffrey P. Brahan for Plaintiff.
Adam M Barnes for Done Rite Services.
Cheryl Esposito and Edmond Joyal for Atlantic Basement Water-
proofing, Inc.

OPINION

Farino, J., September 10, 2002—This case is presently before
the court for consideration of the post-trial motion of the original
defendants after a jury verdict in favor of the plaintiff. The jury
verdict in favor of the additional defendant is not being chal-
lenged. Also for consideration is the motion of the plaintiff to
amend the jury award to include treble damages and counsel
fees in accordance with section 9.2(a) of the Unfair Trade Prac-
tices and Consumer Protection Law, 73 P.S. §§201-1, et seq.

This case involved the installation of a $17,650.00 French
drain system at the home of the plaintiff under a written agree-
ment with the defendants. The contract provided for the use of
Schedule 40 pipe for the exterior French drain. The installation
work was sub-contracted to the additional defendant. The jury
determined the additional defendant was not liable based on the
admission by the defendants that they approved all the materi-
als and the installation procedures. The principal and admitted
deviation from the written agreement is that the defendants sub-
stituted a much thinner grade drain pipe than that called for in
the written contract specifications. The Schedule 40 pipe speci-
fied in the contract is a thick, commercial grade pipe, which re-
quires a more labor-intensive installation procedure. The installed
pipe was substantially weaker than the Schedule 40 of the same
diameter and could not withstand the backfill pressures causing
it to be partially crushed. This deviation remained undiscovered
until the system failed and had to be uncovered by a re-excava-
tion. The jury, responding to specific interrogatories, determined
that the defendants materially breached the contract, were caus-
ally negligent, violated the UTP/CPL and awarded damages in
the amount of $24,210.00.

The defendants initially contend that the alleged refusal of
the plaintiff to accept their offer to correct the work when the
system failed entitled them to a charge on mitigation of dam-
ages. In view of the substituted hidden pipe used in the exterior
drain installation, any offer of the defendants to redo the work
was tainted and could not be considered in mitigation of the dam-

ages. They also contend that the court erred in permitting the
testimony regarding the interior drain since it allegedly was not
covered in the expert’s report. The interior drain installation was
not a material issue in this case and any reference not included
in the report would have been harmless. Finally, the defendants
contend that contract language inserted by the plaintiff, “All work
will be performed exclusively by Atlantic Waterproofing,” was
ambiguous and required some type of jury instruction. However,
the defendants have failed to ascribe any possible alternative
meaning to the clear import of this terminology. In any event it
was not a material breach and went only to the credibility of the
defendants. Accordingly the motion of the defendants for post-
trial relief will be denied.

The assessment of treble damages and counsel fees are pro-
vided for under the Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Pro-
tection Law (UTP/CPL) 73 P.S. §201-9.2. The jury determined
in response to a specific interrogatory the defendants violated
the UTP/CPL. The principal UTP/CPL violation in this case
was the substitution of the thinner grade exterior drainpipe,
when Schedule 40 was specified by the written contract. This
material substitution was especially egregious in this case be-
cause of the following facts:

1. The plaintiff ’s home had a serious basement water
problem, which she desired to have corrected.

2. The defendants prepared plans for remedial mea-
sures in conjunction with the plaintiff ’s requests
based on her research and included the specifica-
tion of Schedule 40 pipe for the exterior drain.

3. The plaintiff paid the contract price of $17,650 in
full.

4. The indifference of the defendants in substitution of
the lesser grade pipe.

5. The defendants’ knowledge that the likelihood of the
discovery of this deception was unlikely since it was
buried underground.

In this case it appears to the court that the substitution of a
lesser grade material in violation of an express contract specifi-
cation for which the plaintiff consumer had paid and knowing
that the consumer would be unable to inspect, constituted outra-
geous conduct. Therefore, under any standard, the awarding of
treble damages is not only appropriate but called for to protect
consumers from unfair and deceptive business practices. Johnson
v. Hyundai Motor America, 698 A.2d 631 (Pa.Super. 1997),
Wallace v. Pastore, 742 A.2d 1090 (Pa.Super. 1999). In addition
reasonable attorney fees will be granted. Sewak v. Lockhart, 699
A.2d 755 (Pa.Super. 1997).

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 10th day of September 2002, after argument
and consideration of briefs it is hereby ORDERED, ADJUDGED
and DECREED that the post-trial motion of the defendants is
DENIED.

It is further ORDERED and DECREED that the damage ver-
dict of the jury shall be trebled and upon payment of the required
fee the Prothonotary shall enter judgment in favor of the Plaintiff
and against the Defendants Atlantic Basement Waterproofing, Inc.
and James L. Stull in the sum of $72,630.00 plus attorneys fees
in the amount of $15,000.00.

BY THE COURT
/s/Farino, J.
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Matous v. Jenkins

Custody—Jurisdiction

1. Mother and father lived in Iowa with their child, who was
born in October 1996, until June 2001. In July 2001, mother re-
moved the child from Iowa and did not inform the father of their
location.

2. After what the Iowa court considered reasonable efforts by
the father to locate the mother and child, the Iowa court in Febru-
ary 2002 awarded custody of the child to the father and retained
jurisdiction regarding the mother’s custody rights.

3. In March 2002, mother requested the Pennsylvania court
stay the Iowa order, award her temporary custody, and retain
jurisdiction. Her request was denied.

4. Pursuant to the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction Act, a
court may modify another state’s custody order if (1) the court
believes that the other state no longer has jurisdiction or the
other state declines to assume jurisdiction in order to modify an
order and (2) the court actually has jurisdiction.

5. The Federal Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act includes
these requirements and clarifies that the initial state retains
jurisdiction so long as one of the parties continues to reside in
that state.

6. Pennsylvania could not grant the mother’s request as Iowa
properly retained jurisdiction and no emergency existed that
would warrant temporary action.

(Christine Gale)

Michael S. Geisler for Plaintiff/Mother.
Nelson S. Jenkins, Pro Se.

No. FD 02-8289-005. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Mulligan, J., June 27, 2002.

Phillips v. Phillips

Custody

1. The parties separated when their child was six months of
age, with the father requesting shared legal and physical cus-
tody. An interim order for partial custody was initially entered
upon consent, with this subsequently being expanded by the court
to an arrangement whereby the father enjoyed custody every
weekend as well as Wednesday evenings.

2. The court awarded joint legal custody but recognized that
the child’s primary attachment was to the mother and therefore
awarded her primary physical custody. The father was awarded
substantial partial custody (39% of overnights) so as to assure
him meaningful time. The mother’s efforts to marginalize the
father’s time with the child were viewed as not being in the child’s
best interests.

3. The father was given weekday custody in spite of his work-
ing during that time. Since both parents are employed, it is both
parties’ responsibility to arrange for appropriate child care.

4. Greater vacation time was awarded to the father as a re-
sult of the child being with the mother the majority of the time.

(Christine Gale)

Charles P. Voelker for Plaintiff/Father.
Hilary A. Kinal for Defendant/Mother.

No. FD 01-8664-005. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.
Mulligan, J., June 28, 2002.
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Giant Food Stores, LLC v.
Department of Health

WIC Program—Re-certification Inspection—Application Denial

Judge Jiuliante delivered the opinion of the Commonwealth
Court of Pennsylvania in a case in which Giant Food Stores, LLC,
(Giant) petitioned for review from the April 3, 2001, order of a
Hearing Examiner for the Department of Health (Department)
that affirmed the March 16, 2000, decision of the Department’s
Division of Special Food Programs to deny its application to par-
ticipate in the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for
Women, Infants and Children (WIC).

(Patrice Wade)

No. 01-913. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Jiuliante, J., October 3, 2002.

Janus Management Services, Inc.
and Charter Capital Corporation v.

David Schlessinger

Free Transfer—Real Estate—Property Ownership

In a case of first impression, the Pennsylvania Superior Court
upheld the transfer of clear title to real estate after a lis pendens
was removed by the courts. The instant case involved Janus
Management Services, Inc. and Charter Capital Corporation, both
collectively known as “Tiber.” Tiber is a family business owned
by the DeLoretos. David Schlessinger purchased real estate
known as the Willistown property from brothers Michael and
Andrew DeLoreto. The brothers were two of the principals of
Tiber. It appeared that the brothers improperly diverted funds
from Tiber and that other family members controlling Tiber, the
DeLoreto parents and sister, engaged in multiple lawsuits against
the brothers.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-2992. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Klein, J., October 7, 2002.

Great Valley School District v.
Douglas and Barbara M., Parents and

Natural Guardians of Sean M.

Psychological Evaluation—Disabilities Act—Federal Funds

The Commonwealth Court addressed the obligation of a school
district to perform an evaluation of a troubled student whose
parents unilaterally move him to a district out-of-state. Although
the court, per Judge Simpson, expressed sympathy for the child
and his parents, it concluded that the district was not obligated
to perform the evaluation.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-2270. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Simpson, J., September 12, 2002.

Theodore C. Rothrock
and Douglas Rothrock v.

Rothrock Motor Sales, Inc.

Employment at Will Doctrine—Workers’ Compensation—
Wrongful Discharge

In an opinion by Judge Bowes, the Pennsylvania Superior Court
carved out an exception to the doctrine of employment at will. The
court borrowed a four-part test from another jurisdiction and
determined that it is against public policy to terminate an em-
ployee for refusing to force a subordinate to drop a workers’
compensation claim. See Id. Douglas was injured in April 1992,
and in May 1992, he filed a claim for workers’ compensation
benefits, alleging that his injury was the product of work-related
activities. Theodore and Douglas averred that they were both
fired in July 1992 as the result of Douglas’ refusal to withdraw
his workers’ compensation claim. Theodore and Douglas brought
suit against Rothrock Motor Sales for wrongful discharge.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-2638. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Bowes, J., September 25, 2002.
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League of Women Voters, et al. v.
Allegheny County, et al.

Taxpayer Standing—Allegheny County’s Administrative Code
—Political Question Doctrine

1. To achieve standing, a taxpayer must allege and prove an
interest in the outcome of the suit which surpasses the common
interest of all citizens in procuring obedience to the law.

2. To surpass the common interest test, the interest of the
purported plaintiff is required to be substantial, direct and im-
mediate.

3. The exception to the common interest test for taxpayer
standing requires satisfaction of the following criteria: (1) the
governmental action would otherwise go unchallenged; (2) those
directly and immediately affected by the complained of expendi-
tures are beneficially affected and not inclined to challenge the
action; (3) judicial relief is appropriate; (4) redress through other
channels is unavailable; and (5) no other persons are better situ-
ated to assert the claim.

4. Under the political question doctrine, a non-justiciable
political question is presented where there is a challenge to leg-
islative power which the Constitution commits exclusively to
the legislature. Under this doctrine, courts generally refuse to
scrutinize a legislature’s choice of, or compliance with, internal
rules and procedures.

5. The County Home Rule Charter of 1998 provides that the
Administrative Code shall include provisions for exempt appoint-
ments that need not be subject to the merit hiring concepts set
forth at Article IX of the Home Rule Charter.

6. The Administrative Code requires the independently elected
officials to establish and publish criteria for merit hiring but gives
these officials the responsibility to hire, supervise and terminate
all personnel within their receptive offices. These employees have
been exempted from the system contemplated under Section 2 of
Article IX by the Administrative Code.

(Joseph H. Bucci)

Ronald G. Backer for Michael F. Coyne
Stanley B. Lederman for Michael Della Vecchia.
John F. Cambest for Allan Kirschman, George Matta and Jean
Milko.
Timothy G. Uhrich for Cyril Wecht.
Cheryl L. Cindrich for John Weinstein.
William G. Brucker and Bernard M. Schneider for Stephen
Zappala.

No. GD 00-015258. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

James, J., September 5, 2002—On September 7, 2000, Plain-
tiffs initiated this action through a Complaint for Declaratory
Judgment and Injunctive Relief, pursuant to the Declaratory
Judgments Act, 42 Pa.C.S. §7531, et seq., seeking a declaration
that Allegheny County Council’s adoption of an Administrative
Code that does not include a merit personnel system applicable
to the offices of independently-elected County Officials violates
the Allegheny County Home Rule Charter of 1998 and that all
provisions of the Administrative Code exempting employees of
the Row Offices from the merit personnel system established by
Article X of the Administrative Code are void. Additionally, in
Count II of the Complaint, Plaintiffs request equitable injunc-
tive relief prohibiting Allegheny County and the Row Officers

from hiring employees into Row Office positions without regard
to the merit personnel system established by Article X of the
enacted Administrative Code and to enjoin administrative pro-
cessing of any employees so hired.

The District Attorney filed a Complaint to Join Additional
Defendants. This Complaint attempted to join James Roddey, in
his capacity as Chief Executive of Allegheny County; Robert Webb,
in his capacity as County Manager of Allegheny County; and
Joseph Cieply, in his capacity as Human Resources Director of
Allegheny County, as additional defendants. The Additional Defen-
dants collectively filed Preliminary Objections to this Complaint. Prior
to oral argument, the District Attorney discontinued this Complaint,
thereby rendering the Preliminary Objections moot.

However, Preliminary Objections to the Plaintiffs’ Complaint
were filed by the Register of Wills, the Prothonotary, the Sheriff,
the Recorder of Deeds, and the Coroner. An Order of Court stayed
proceedings in this action for a length of time pending the out-
come of Wecht v. Roddey, et al., found at Docket No. GD 00-10736.
The Preliminary Objections and accompanying Briefs argued
similar or identical premises for dismissing the Complaint.
Therefore, following the decision in Wecht v. Roddey, et al., GD
00-10736, the Preliminary Objections were argued together on
March 14, 2002.

Preliminary Objections requesting dismissal should only be
sustained in cases that are clear and free from doubt. Bower v.
Bower, 611 A.2d 181, 182 (Pa. 1992). In reviewing preliminary
objections, facts that are well pleaded, material and relevant must
be taken as true along with all reasonable inferences that may
be drawn from such facts. Mellon Bank, N.A. v. Fabinyi, 650 A.2d
895, 899 (Pa. 1994). The test is whether it is clear from all the
facts pleaded that the plaintiff will be unable to prove facts le-
gally sufficient to establish the right to relief. Firing v. Kephart,
353 A.2d 833, 835 (Pa. 1976).

The following collectively discusses the Preliminary Objections
of the Defendants seeking dismissal of the Complaint. Initially,
Defendants assert that the Plaintiffs lack the capacity to sue. Plain-
tiffs contend they have standing to bring this suit as taxpayers.

Our Supreme Court defined the parameters of taxpayer
standing in the seminal case of Application of Biester, 409 A.2d
848 (Pa. 1979). In overruling a long line of cases which did not
require a taxpayer to allege an injury distinct from that of the
general public, the Court set forth in Biester a general rule that
to achieve standing a taxpayer “must allege and prove an in-
terest in the outcome of the suit which surpasses ‘the common
interest of all citizens in procuring obedience to the law.’ To
surpass the common interest, the interest is required to be, at
least, substantial, direct, and immediate.” Consumer Party of
Pennsylvania v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 507 A.2d 323,
328 (Pa. 1986), quoting Wm. Penn Parking Garage v. City of
Pittsburgh, 346 A.2d 269, 281 (Pa. 1975). However, the Court
created an exception to this general rule finding that a tax-
payer may achieve standing, despite an inability to surpass the
common interest, through satisfying these criteria:

1. the governmental action would otherwise go unchal-
lenged;

2. those directly and immediately affected by the com-
plained of expenditures are beneficially affected and
not inclined to challenge the action;

3. judicial relief is appropriate;

4. redress through other channels is unavailable; and

5. no other persons are better situated to assert the
claim.

Consumer Party, 507 A.2d at 329.

Here, Plaintiffs fall within the narrow exception carved out
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by our Supreme Court. The circumstances complained of in this
case would go unchallenged but for Plaintiffs. The parties af-
fected, the Row Officers and the employees working in the Row
Offices, are beneficially affected and therefore are not inclined
to challenge an Administrative Code that does not implement a
merit personnel system within the Row Offices. Finally, judicial
relief is appropriate since it is a function of the judiciary to inter-
pret legislative acts. Zemprelli v. Daniels, 436 A.2d 1165 (Pa.
1981); Butcher v. Bloom, 203 A.2d, 556, 574 (Pa. 1964).

Additionally, Defendant’s argument that Plaintiffs’ Complaint
raises a non-justiciable political question fails. In examining the
political question doctrine, our Supreme Court has stated:

A non-justiciable political question is presented where
there is a challenge to legislature power which the
Constitution commits exclusively to the legislature.
Courts will not review actions of another branch of gov-
ernment where political questions are involved because
the determination of whether the action taken is within
the power granted by the Constitution has been en-
trusted exclusively and finally to political branches of
government for self-monitoring.

Blackwell v. City of Philadelphia, 684 A.2d 1068, 1071 (Pa. 1996),
citations omitted. Following the change of the standards for de-
ciding whether a dispute involves a political question, initially
established by the United States Supreme Court and later adopted
by our courts, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania determined
that:

Under the political question doctrine, courts generally
refuse to scrutinize a legislature’s choice of, or compli-
ance with, internal rules and procedures. If defendants
did not violate any constitutional or statutory provi-
sion, the question of whether the legislature violated
its own internal rules is generally non-justiciable since
the courts cannot interfere with the internal workings
of the legislature “without expressing the lack of re-
spect due coordinate branches of government.”

Id., quoting Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 217, 82 S.Ct. 691, 710
(1962). Applying the above concepts to Plaintiffs’ Complaint, a
non-justiciable political question is simply not at issue. Here,
Plaintiffs seek a determination as to a perceived conflict between
the Administrative Code, as enacted, and the Home Rule Charter,
not an examination of compliance with the legislature’s internal
rules and procedures.

Defendants also argue that Plaintiffs have failed to state a
cause of action. The Charter discusses the merit hiring concept
at Article IX.

Section 1. Merit Principles
The personnel system of the County shall be based on
the principle that appointment and promotions of em-
ployees shall be made on the basis of merit demonstrated
or other evidence of competence.

Section 2. Personnel System
Consistent with all other applicable contracts and laws,
the Manager shall prepare and administer a person-
nel system based on merit principles for all employees
of the County. The personnel system shall include rules
and regulations governing such subjects as classifi-
cation and pay plans, examinations, force reduction,
removals, discipline, working conditions, provisional
and exempt appointments, employee training and
orientation, grievances and civil service systems.

The first sentence of Section 2 provides that the personnel
system must be consistent with applicable contracts and laws,

including the Administrative Code. Based on that language
alone, hundreds of county employees are outside of the
Manager ’s merit personnel system. The employees under Act
111 (43 P.S. §217.1, et seq.) (firemen or policemen employed by the
County) cannot be discharged, suspended demoted in derogation
of existing collective bargaining agreements or arbitration awards.
Other collective bargaining units also have separate grievance and
discipline procedures that must be followed.

It is well recognized in Pennsylvania decisional law that the
Constitution grants to the courts of this Commonwealth inherent
rights and powers to do such things as are reasonably necessary
for the administration of justice and to maintain an independent
judiciary. Sweet v. Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board, 322 A.2d
362 (Pa. 1974). One of the inherent powers recognized to exist in
the courts includes the authority to select persons whose services
may be required in judicial proceedings or who may be required to
act as the assistants of the judges in the performance of their
judicial function. Eshelman v. Commissioners of Berks County,
136 A.2d 710, 712 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1981). That power to hire, fire
and supervise may not, consistent with the constitutional doc-
trine of separation of powers, be policed, encroached upon, or
diminished by another branch of government. Id., at 712.

Not only are employees such as County Police and court em-
ployees not subject to the personnel system, the Charter provides
that the Administrative Code shall include provisions for “exempt”
appointments. Again, Plaintiffs’ assertion that the Merit Person-
nel System must apply to all county employees is just not so.

As this Court pointed out in Wecht v. Roddey, et al., GD 00-
10736, the County Council and County Executive may require
the independently elected officials to establish and publish crite-
ria for merit hiring. Allegheny County Administrative Code
§601.02. In setting forth the duties of the Coroner with respect
to county morgues, the General Assembly stated:

The coroner of the county shall make general rules and
regulations for the government and control of county
morgues, and shall appoint suitable persons for such
morgues so established to have charge of the same, and
who shall be removable at the pleasure of the coroner.
The number of such persons and the salary of each shall
be fixed by the salary board.

16 P.S. §4232. If the merit system were applied to the coroner, he
would no longer have power to appoint or remove and the Ad-
ministrative Code would be inconsistent with existing laws.

The authors of the Charter did not intend to give the Man-
ager unfettered power to prepare and administer a personnel
system. Section 1 of Article IX of the Charter makes it clear that
the County Council and the County Executive must adopt a per-
sonnel system based on merit principles. Section 2 of Article IX
limits the power of the Manager and prohibits the inclusion of
employees that would be inconsistent with applicable contracts
and laws, including the Administrative Code. The Code requires
the independently elected officials to establish and publish crite-
ria for merit hiring but gives these officials the responsibility to
hire, supervise and terminate all personnel within their respec-
tive offices. These employees have been properly exempted from
the system contemplated under Section 2 of Article IX by the
Administrative Code.

Plaintiffs have failed to state a cause of action and are not
entitled to injunctive relief. The Preliminary Objections are sus-
tained and this case shall be dismissed.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 5th day of September, 2002, the preliminary
objections in the nature of a demurrer are sustained and the
case is dismissed for failure to state a cause of action.

BY THE COURT
/s/James J.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Mark Herzer

Post-Conviction Relief Act Petition—Ineffective Assistance of
Counsel—Failure to Raise Diminished Capacity

1. A petitioner’s contention that trial counsel was ineffective
for failing to raise diminished capacity due to drug/alcohol use
must be consistent with and supported by evidence adduced at
trial.

2. Where at trial the petitioner admitted striking the dece-
dent in self-defense, he could not claim ineffective assistance of
counsel for failure to raise the defense that drug/alcohol use over-
whelmed him to the point that his mental capacity to commit
the crime was diminished. Further, trial evidence that the peti-
tioner had taken steps to conceal his actions demonstrated that
he was in control of his faculties.

(Carl E. Harvison)

Michael W. Streily for the Commonwealth.
John K. Lewis for Defendant.

CC No. 1996 00102. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Criminal Division.

OPINION

Cercone, J., September 6, 2002—Petitioner has appealed from
the Order of Court entered on April 29, 2002 denying his Post-
Conviction Relief Act petition. Petitioner has filed a concise state-
ment of matters complained of on appeal. This document raises
one issue that petitioner seeks to litigate on appeal:

Whether we erred by denying petitioner’s claim for
post-conviction relief based on his assertion that trial
counsel was ineffective for failing to elicit available
psychiatric testimony to support petitioner’s claim of
diminished capacity, and whether appellate counsel
was ineffective for failing to raise trial counsel’s inef-
fectiveness in this respect.

Petitioner was charged by criminal information filed at
CC199600102 with one count of criminal homicide in the death
of Brian Chechak. Petitioner proceeded to trial by jury before
this member of the court on May 21, 1997. Petitioner was repre-
sented by Attorneys Leonard Sweeney and Samuel Pangburn,
while the Commonwealth was represented by Assistant District
Attorney Edward Borkowski. On May 23, 1997, the jury returned
a verdict finding petitioner guilty of first degree murder. On July
7, 1997, petitioner was sentenced to life imprisonment.

Defense counsel filed a motion to withdraw after sentencing.
We granted that request, and appointed the Public Defender’s
Office of Allegheny County to represent petitioner on appeal.

Candace Cain, Esquire of the Office of the Public Defender
filed a notice of appeal to the Superior Court on petitioner’s be-
half. This appeal was docketed at No. 1761 Pgh. 1997, and raised
the issue as to whether trial counsel was ineffective for failing to
produce evidence of the victim’s criminal record in support of
petitioner’s self-defense claim. Petitioner also claimed on direct
appeal that his counsel was ineffective for failing to impeach the
testimony of a Commonwealth witness with that witness’s prior
conviction for crimes of crimen falsi. On May 13, 1999, a panel of
the Superior Court affirmed the judgment of the Court of Com-
mon Pleas of Allegheny County.

On June 14, 1999, a counseled petition for allowance of ap-
peal was filed with the Pennsylvania Supreme Court at No. 415
W.D. Allocatur Docket 1999. This petition again sought to raise
the issue as to whether counsel had been ineffective in failing to

produce evidence of the victim’s criminal record in support of
petitioner’s claim of self defense. This petition also sought to raise
counsel’s failure to produce evidence of the crimen falsi record of
a Commonwealth witness.

On September 22, 1999, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
denied the petition for allowance of appeal.

On July 26, 2000, petitioner filed a pro se motion for post-
conviction collateral relief. By order dated September 12, 2000,
John Lewis, Esquire was appointed to represent petitioner in
his quest for post-conviction relief. On July 10, 2001, a counseled
amended petition pursuant to the Post-Conviction Relief Act was
filed. This amended petition raised the issue as to whether prior
counsel were ineffective in failing to present expert testimony
concerning petitioner’s diminished capacity at trial, and in fail-
ing to preserve and raise this issue on appeal.

On July 31, 2001, the Commonwealth filed an answer to
petitioner’s Post-Conviction Relief Act petition. A supplemental
PCRA petition was filed by petitioner on October 17, 2001. This
supplemental petition contained a letter from Dr. Maurice Cerul,
M.D., a psychiatrist retained by petitioner for purpose of sup-
porting his claim for post-conviction relief.

We conducted an evidentiary hearing on petitioner’s PCRA
petition. The hearing began on February 15, 2002, and concluded
on February 22, 2002. Petitioner presented the testimony of him-
self, Dr. Cerul, appellate counsel Candace Cain and trial counsel
Leonard Sweeney. The Commonwealth in turn presented the tes-
timony of Dr. Bruce Wright. After the conclusion of the testimony,
we took the matter under advisement. We ultimately denied
petitioner’s claim for post-conviction relief by Order dated April
29, 2002. This timely appeal followed.

The evidence presented at trial, in the light most favorable
to the Commonwealth as verdict winner, established that the
decedent Brian Chechak, was killed by petitioner on or about
December 3, 1995. Mr. Chechak’s body was discovered on Decem-
ber 3, 1995 during the suppression of a house fire at 1525 Hatteras
Street in the City of Pittsburgh. The decedent’s body was dis-
covered by a firefighter, Richard Krupa, on the back bedroom
floor on the second floor of this residence.

City of Pittsburgh police officers responded to the scene of the
fire. Detectives Christine Williams and Robert McCabe arrived at
1525 Hatteras Street at approximately 6:40 p.m. on December 3,
1995. Detective Williams observed a chest of drawers in the bed-
room where the deceased had been found. Noted on this chest of
drawers was apparent blood and tissue matter. Blood spots were
also noted in front of the chest of drawers. Bedding materials near
the window and the mattress in front of the dresser also appeared
to be blood soaked and burned. Physical evidence was collected
from the scene and submitted for laboratory analysis.

Observations of the deceased’s body revealed injuries of a
suspicious nature. An autopsy was subsequently conducted, which
revealed that the deceased had died as a result of blunt force
trauma to the back of his head.

The police investigation led the detectives to the petitioner,
who was found to be the last person to have been seen with the
victim. Petitioner was transported to the City of Pittsburgh
Homicide office, where he agreed to be interviewed by Detective
McCabe. During that interview, petitioner admitted to having
become involved in an argument with the victim over drugs.
During this argument, petitioner admitted that he hit the victim
several times in the back of the head with a metal bed slat. Peti-
tioner later reduced his statement to writing.

Prior to trial, petitioner sought to have his statement to Detec-
tive McCabe suppressed, claiming that his statement was not
knowingly, intelligently and voluntarily made. We conducted an
evidentiary hearing, and found that petitioner had not been
intoxicated at the time of his statement to Detective McCabe.
All witnesses who testified at the evidentiary hearing on
petitioner ’s motion to suppress testified that petitioner did not
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appear to be under the influence of alcohol or drugs at the time
of their contact with him.

As previously noted, petitioner filed a direct appeal from his
judgment of sentence in which he was represented by counsel
other than trial counsel. At the time of his direct appeal, we or-
dered petitioner to file a concise statement of matters complained
of on appeal. Petitioner’s new counsel did this, raising twelve
issues of purported error. Among the issues raised was a claim
that trial counsel was ineffective for failing to present evidence
in support of his motion to suppress to establish that petitioner
was intoxicated at the time of his statement, thus rendering his
statement involuntary. We noted in our prior opinion that the
testimony at the suppression hearing revealed that petitioner
was not under the influence or intoxicated at the time of his con-
tact with the police officers who had any dealings with him on
the night that Brian Chechak’s body was discovered. The record
factually supported the finding that petitioner was not under
the influence or intoxicated in the hours following the discovery
of Brian Chechak’s body.

The evidence presented at trial also established that
firefighter Richard Krupa had a conversation with petitioner
outside of 1525 Hatteras Street after Krupa helped to remove
the victim’s body from the home and extinguish the fire.

The testimony of Krupa revealed that petitioner approached
him, asking if anyone had died in the fire. Krupa advised peti-
tioner that Brian Chechak was in fact the victim, prompting
petitioner to state that Chechak was a “nice kid.”

Petitioner’s statement to Detective McCabe also belied his
claim that his use of intoxicants overwhelmed him to the point of
losing control of his faculties. In his statement, petitioner ac-
knowledged that he was “scared” because the deceased had “flip
out and throw {sic} things.” Petitioner also acknowledged that
after killing Chechak, he went home, and washed his clothes
and shoes in an effort to conceal the evidence of his deeds.

Petitioner’s trial strategy was a hybrid of both a self-defense
claim and a claim of involuntary intoxication. This is evidenced
in both the witnesses presented by the defense as well as the
closing argument of defense counsel.

Defense witness William Conley testified that petitioner had
smoked crack cocaine on the day of the homicide. Michael Seifer
testified on the days preceding the homicide, petitioner and he
had smoked marijuana. Kenneth Clark testified that he and
petitioner got high nearly every day. Clark also testified that
he and petitioner had used pills, marijuana, crack, powder co-
caine and beer in the days preceding the homicide. Significantly,
no witness offered any testimony suggesting that petitioner ’s
faculties had been overwhelmed by drugs and/or alcohol at any
point on the day of the homicide, and in particular, in the time
period immediately preceding the death of Brian Chechak. The
only evidence at trial suggestive of petitioner’s state of mind at
the time that he killed Chechak was his own statement. As
noted, this statement reflected that he was experiencing the
emotion of fear following a heated argument and fist fight with
the deceased, who was much larger than petitioner. Petitioner
also claimed fear based on his contention that the deceased
picked up an object, which the deceased purportedly swung at
petitioner. According to petitioner, the actions of deceased com-
pelled him to grab a piece of bed post in what can be fairly
characterized as a claim by petitioner of defending himself. This
was consistent with the defense strategy of presenting a self
defense claim.

Petitioner now contends that counsel was ineffective in fail-
ing to retain an expert to present evidence that he was suffering
from diminished capacity at the time that he killed Mr. Chechak.
More particularly, petitioner claims that counsel was ineffective
in failing to present psychiatric testimony that his drug and al-
cohol intake impacted his ability to form the specific intent to
kill. Petitioner does not claim innocence; rather, he claims that
his mental state was so impaired by drug and alcohol intoxica-
tion so as to reduce his crime from first degree murder to third
degree murder.

In support of his contention, petitioner offered the testimony
of Dr. Maurice Cerul at the post-conviction hearing on February
15, 2002. The Commonwealth countered Dr. Cerul’s testimony by
offering the testimony of Dr. Bruce Wright at that same hearing.

After thoroughly reviewing the entire record, we are convinced
that petitioner has failed to establish his claim of ineffective as-
sistance of counsel. The evidence of record fails to suggest an
adequate factual basis to support the expert testimony of Dr.
Cerul. Dr. Cerul’s opinion is based essentially on facts related to
him by petitioner, nearly six years after the incident in question.
There is no evidence in the trial record or in the testimony of
trial counsel at the PCRA hearing to suggest that evidence ex-
isted at the time of trial to warrant the presentation of an expert
on the subject of petitioner’s diminished mental capacity. The
factual record at trial simply would not have supported such tes-
timony, and we reject petitioner’s testimony at the PCRA hear-
ing as incredible.

As previously noted, petitioner sought to raise a self defense
claim, and argued to the jury that his condition and actions at
the time of the fire were such as to render his crime no more
than involuntary manslaughter. In fact, trial counsel essentially
told the jury that his client was guilty of involuntary manslaugh-
ter, unless they found that his actions were justified. Petitioner’s
trial strategy was to argue for either an acquittal based on jus-
tification or for a finding of involuntary manslaughter. Peti-
tioner was clearly not arguing at trial that he was guilty of
third degree murder based upon a diminished mental capacity.
Rather, petitioner was arguing that he was guilty of no more
than involuntary manslaughter and that he in fact may have
been justified so as to support a verdict of not guilty by virtue
of acting in self-defense.

Petitioner’s present claim is thus clearly inconsistent with
what was a reasonable trial strategy. Petitioner gambled on a
higher degree of success by seeking an acquittal or a finding of
guilt of involuntary manslaughter. He did not proceed with a
trial strategy that argued that he was so impaired as to reduce
an intentional killing from first degree murder to third degree
murder, as he now suggests. We cannot fault counsel for pursu-
ing a strategy that ultimately did not prevail.

Intoxication or drug condition may be offered by a defendant
where it is relevant to reduce murder from first degree murder
to third degree murder. Our Supreme Court has held that:

Evidence of intoxication or drug use does not of itself
negate otherwise sufficient evidence of specific intent.
Commonwealth v. Stoyko, 504 Pa. 455, 475 A.2d 714,
cert. denied, 469 U.S. 963, 105 S.Ct. 361, 83 L.Ed. 2nd
297 (1984). Instead, a defendant claiming use of such
intoxicants must be overwhelmed by them to the point
of losing control of his/her faculties. Commonwealth v.
Edminston, 535 Pa. 210, 634 A.2d 1078 (1993).

Commonwealth v. Wilson, 543 Pa. 429, 672 A.2d 293, 297 (1996).
As noted, the evidence adduced at trial simply does not support
that petitioner was overwhelmed by his use of drugs and alcohol
to the point that he lost control of his faculties. Petitioner in-
stead claimed to have acted in fear by taking steps to defend
himself. Petitioner also was sufficiently in control of his facul-
ties that he took steps to conceal his acts by leaving the scene of
the murder, traveling home to wash his clothes and shoes before
returning to the house where he had killed Chechak. Suspiciously,
this house was now on fire, with no evidence that anybody else
had been present in this residence after Chechak was killed. We
believe that this evidence clearly shows that petitioner was suf-
ficiently in control of his faculties, and that no credible evidence
existed to support the claimed expert testimony that he now seeks
to present.

For the within reasons, we denied petitioner’s Post-Convic-
tion Relief Act petition.

BY THE COURT
/s/Cercone, J.
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Flender Corporation v.
Tippins International, Inc.

f/k/a Tippins Inc.

Competing Contract Terms—Sale of Goods—UCC Section
2207(c)—Dispute Resolution Provisions

1. Where there is a conflict between the terms and conditions
set forth on Purchaser’s forms, and those of Seller’s forms, 13
Pa.C.S. §2207(c) provides a clear analytical framework for the
resolution of the conflict.

2. Where the writings of both Purchaser and Seller differ as
to the forum for the resolution of disputes, there can be no agree-
ment among the parties as Section 2207(b) provides that new
terms contained in an offeree’s form can only become part of the
contract if they are not seasonably objected to and do not materi-
ally alter the bargain.

3. Where an arbitration clause providing for the resolution of
disputes in Vienna, Austria was not accepted by Seller, whose
forms contained a dispute resolution clause providing that the
federal and/or state courts of Illinois would have jurisdiction over
the parties’ disputes, it was proper for Illinois Seller to file suit
against Pennsylvania Purchaser in the state courts of Pennsyl-
vania in the county where Purchaser is located.

(Joseph H. Bucci)

No. G.D. 02-001039. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

Nicholas D. Krawec for Plaintiff.
Patrick K. Cavanaugh for Defendant.

OPINION

Folino, J., September 9, 2002—Defendant has appealed from
my order dated July 16, 2002, in which I ruled that the parties
had not reached an agreement to arbitrate the disputes presented
in this action.

The relevant pleadings reveal that Defendant Tippins Inter-
national, Inc., a corporation based in Pennsylvania, was involved
in a project to construct a steel mill, known as the “Nova Hut flat
roll mini-mill,” in the Czech Republic. In order to fulfill its obli-
gations with regard to the Nova Hut project, Tippins purchased
certain gear drives from Plaintiff Flender Corporation, which is
located in Elgin, Illinois. For convenience, Defendant Tippins,
the purchaser of these gear drives, will be referred to herein as
“Purchaser,” and Flender, the maker and seller of the gear drives,
will be referred to as “Seller.”

In 1998, Purchaser submitted purchase orders to Seller cov-
ering the requested gear drives. These purchase orders were on
Purchaser’s own pre-printed forms that contained, inter alia, the
following notation:

THE ATTACHED ACCEPTANCE MUST BE SIGNED AND
RETURNED PROMPTLY.

(Emphasis in original.)

The purchase orders also contained the following typed provisions:

TERMS AND CONDITIONS THAT GOVERN THIS
ORDER ARE [Purchaser’s]—“STANDARD GENERAL
CONDITIONS NOVA HUT PURCHASE ORDER”
…[and]

AS PART OF THIS OFFER TO PURCHASE GOODS
OR SERVICES THE ATTACHED ACKNOWLEDG-
MENT FORM OF THIS PURCHASE ORDER. “MUST”
BE SIGNED AND RETURNED…[Purchaser] NOR
ANY OF ITS SUBSIDIARIES OR AFFILIATES REC-
OGNIZES ANY OTHER DOCUMENT AS AN AC-
KNOWLEDGMENT.

(Emphasis in original.)

The “Standard General Conditions Nova Hut Purchase Order”

referred to in these documents contains a provision requiring all
disputes to be submitted to arbitration in Vienna, Austria under
the rules of the International Chamber of Commerce.

There is no evidence that Seller ever signed and returned
either the “Acceptance” or the “Acknowledgment” referred to in
the above provisions.

Instead, Seller from time to time submitted invoices to Pur-
chaser, on Seller’s own pre-printed forms. These forms contained,
on their reverse, a provision that:

Exclusive jurisdiction and venue of any dispute aris-
ing out of or with respect to this Agreement or other-
wise relating to the commercial relationships of the
parties shall be vested in the federal and/or state courts
located in Chicago, Illinois, and for this purpose the
parties hereby submit to the personal jurisdiction of
such court(s).

After a substantial partial performance by both Seller and
Purchaser, a dispute arose between the parties. Seller then com-
menced this action in the Pennsylvania courts, seeking the
amount it alleges remains unpaid on its invoices, together with
service charges. Purchaser responded by filing the present Pre-
liminary Objections, arguing that the provisions in its documents
calling for arbitration in Vienna, Austria should control.

This case thus presents the not-uncommon situation where a
purchaser’s purchase orders, containing terms favorable to the
purchaser, are not accepted in the manner expressly required
therein. Instead, the parties proceed to act as though they have
a contract, and the seller upon delivery of some or all of the goods
submits its own invoices containing new or different terms that
favor the seller.

Not surprisingly, Pennsylvania’s Uniform Commercial Code,
and in particular 13 Pa.C.S. §2207(c), anticipates this situation
and provides a clear analytical framework for its resolution.1 Sec-
tion 2207 (c) states:

Conduct by both parties which recognizes the existence
of a contract is sufficient to establish a contract for sale
although the writings of the parties do not otherwise
establish a contract. In such case the terms of the par-
ticular contract consist of those terms on which the writ-
ings of the parties agree, together with any supplemen-
tary terms incorporated under any other provisions of
this title.

The writings of the parties disagree on the forum in which
disputes between them may be brought. Therefore, Purchaser’s
arbitration clause could become a contract only if another provi-
sion of the UCC incorporated such a term into the contract. The
only provision that could arguably do so is Section 2207(b), which
states that new terms contained in an offeree’s form can become
part of the contract if they are not seasonably objected to and do
not materially alter the bargain. Even if it were possible to con-
sider Purchaser here to be an offeree, it is plain that its Vienna,
Austria arbitration clause was known to be objectionable based
upon the Illinois forum selection clause on Seller’s printed form.
Similarly, it is clear that a requirement that these American par-
ties arbitrate any dispute on another continent is materially dif-
ferent from Seller’s printed terms. Cf., Galaxy International, Inc.
v. White Stores, Inc., 88 F.R.D. 311 (W.D. Pa. 1980).

Therefore, neither Seller’s nor Purchaser’s forum selection
provision became a part of their contract. It was appropriate,
then, from the standpoint of forum selection, for Seller to bring
this action in Pennsylvania where Defendant Purchaser appears
to be located.

For the foregoing reasons, my order of July 16, 2002 should
be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Folino, J.

1 Neither party here has raised the question whether the law of
commercial transactions of the State of Illinois might apply to
their commercial relationship. I note, however, that the perti-
nent provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code as adopted in
Illinois, 810 ILCS 5/2-207, are identical to the Pennsylvania text.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Anyis Ali McNeil

Wiretap Recording—Criminal Homicide—Video Surveillance

In Commonwealth v. McNeil, the Superior Court considered
whether a Court of Common Pleas has the jurisdiction, in a
criminal prosecution, to issue a “court order” compelling the
disclosure of a recording under the Wiretapping and Electronic
Surveillance Control Act (act), 18 Pa.C.S.A. §§5701-5781. The
court, in a decision authored by Judge Lally-Green, held that a
Court of Common Pleas does, in fact, have jurisdiction to make
such a ruling.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-3226. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Lally-Green, J., October 4, 2002.

Madeline J. Welsh, account of
Richard C. Welsh, deceased v.

State Employees’ Retirement Board

Retirement Election Change—State Employee—Beneficiary

The Commonwealth Court faced a difficult decision concern-
ing a deceased state employee’s selection of a retirement option.
Unfortunately, the employee made a selection that was inappro-
priate for his medical and familial situation. After his death, his
wife sought to undo this decision to effectuate the intentions that
her husband had made known prior to his death. Recognizing
the devastating effect of its decision on the retiree’s wife, but
constrained by the law, the court refused to allow the decedent’s
wife to avoid his unwise choice.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 01-2594. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Simpson, J., July 15, 2002.

Jedidiah Schmader, by and through
his parent and natural guardian,

Michelle Schmader v.
The Warren County School District

School District Code—Inappropriate Behavior—Disciplinary Action

The Commonwealth Court recently reversed a trial court’s rul-
ing that a miscellaneous inappropriate behavior provision of a
school district’s code was unconstitutionally vague, and reiterated
the principle that schools need to be able to impose disciplinary
sanctions for a wide range of unanticipated, disruptive conduct.

(David C. Pulice)

No. 01-2283. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Pellegrini, J., October 9, 2002.

Betsy A. Lynn v.
Edward Powell and Daniel Mark Lynn

Paternity—Non-biological Father—Doctrine of Estoppel

Justice Olszewski delivered the opinion of the Pennsylvania
Superior Court in a case where a woman appealed from the lower
court’s order denying her motion to adjudicate presumption of
paternity. Wife filed a motion for paternity in the Erie County
Court of Common Pleas Nov. 29, 2001. She sought to overcome
the presumption of paternity and the application of the doctrine
of estoppel in order to pursue a child support claim against Powell.
The trial court denied wife’s motion on the doctrine of estoppel.

(Patrice Wade)

Nos. 02-520, 02-521. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Olszewski, J., October 15, 2002.

John Hinkle v.
Workers’ Compensation Appeal Board

(General Electric Company)

Failure to Object—Compensation Benefits—Work-related Injury

The Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court determined that a
claimant’s failure to preserve a procedural issue with an objec-
tion precluded review by the court. Furthermore, the court noted
that whether medical testimony is equivocal is an issue review-
able by the court. See Id. John Hinkle (Hinkle) suffered an in-
jury to his ankle while working as a welder for General Electric
Company (General Electric). Hinkle injured his left ankle at work
in September 1994. Thereafter, General Electric issued a notice
of compensation payable, describing the injury within as a “con-
tusion left heel, left ankle sprain.” Hinkle received workers com-
pensation benefits. Subsequently, the parties executed several
supplemental agreements whereby they agreed to various peri-
ods of partial disability. The most recent agreement, dated May
1995, acknowledged that Hinkle became totally disabled.

(Jason Miller)

No. 02-427. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Simpson, J., October 21, 2002.
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Edward G. Kalish v.
Edith DeStefino Kalish

Equitable Distribution—Medical Insurance—Expert’s Report

1. Parties were married for 35 years. Wife was awarded as-
sets in excess of $1,000,000, as well as a lump sum of $33,429,
which is the present value of 12.4 years of Medicare supplemen-
tal medical as determined by Wife’s expert.

2. Wife died. The Court granted Husband’s Petition to Vacate,
in which Husband argued that the Court erred in relying on Wife’s
expert, and that the sum was a windfall to Wife’s estate. Wife
appealed.

3. In granting Husband’s petition the Court found that Wife’s
expert did not have an adequate basis for an expert opinion on
the monthly cost of the insurance because:

a. His calculation was based on a normal life expect-
ancy for a healthy 83-year-old woman when Wife was
in failing health, suffering from a heart problem;

b. He testified that he knew nothing about Medicare;
c. He did not know what Medicare coverage Wife was

entitled to or what kind of supplemental insurance
she would need;

d. He relied on Wife’s representation that the premium
was $325 a month; and

e. He did no independent research on what Wife would
need or what it would cost.

4. The Court also determined that Wife had sufficient income
to pay her actual cost of supplemental insurance.

(Sally R. Miller)

Peggy Lynn Ferber for Plaintiff/Husband.

Luke Kelly and Deborah Miskovich for Defendant/Wife.

No. FD 97-08402-006. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Family Division.

OPINION

Eaton, J., July 31, 2002—Plaintiff Edward G. Kalish (“Hus-
band”) and defendant Edith DeStefino Kalish (“Wife”) were mar-
ried for thirty-five years. No children were born of the marriage.
This matter came before the Court on claims for equitable dis-
tribution, alimony and attorneys’ fees. Four days of trial were
held. Each of the parties’ primary health insurance coverage is
provided through Medicare. Wife is covered under COBRA until
September of 2002, at which time she will need to obtain Medi-
care supplemental insurance. Wife presented expert testimony
of James Lynch that it would cost her approximately $325 per
month to obtain Medicare supplemental insurance. Based on the
normal life expectancy for a woman Wife’s age, Mr. Lynch testi-
fied that the present value cost of such insurance for 12.4 years
was $33,429.

On February 5, 2002, the Court issued an Order for 50/50
distribution of marital property. Rather than consider Wife’s need
for supplemental health insurance through an alimony award,
the Court awarded Wife the sum of $33,429 to cover the projected
cost of supplemental life insurance for the remainder of her life.
This award was based entirely on the testimony of James Lynch.
After a 50/50 split of the assets, Wife owed Husband the sum of
$96,933. From this amount, $3,900 was owed by Husband for post
separation COBRA coverage and $33,429 for further COBRA pay-
ments, leaving a total owed by Wife to Husband $59,604.

On March 1, 2002, Husband presented a motion for reconsid-
eration which was granted. The only issue germane to this ap-
peal is Husband’s request that the Court vacate the lump sum

award of $33,429 to Wife. Husband contends that the Court erred
in relying on the testimony of James Lynch with respect to the
monthly cost of supplemental insurance and that Wife was
awarded assets in excess of $1,000,000 in equitable distribution
and could pay her own insurance. As Wife had recently passed
away, the $33,429 was merely a windfall to her estate. Following
oral argument and the submission of legal memoranda by both
parties, the Court issued an Order dated March 21, 2002 vacat-
ing the award to Wife of $33,429.

Wife timely appealed. In her Concise Statement of Matters
Complained of on Appeal, Wife raises only the following issue:

This Honorable Court considered facts outside of the
trial record and such a finding represents an abuse of
discretion, is contrary to law and is not supported by
the evidence.

According to Wife, the Court is “without jurisdiction to enter-
tain Husband’s plea for yet more money based upon the death
of Wife, a fact which is not part of the record of this Court for
review.” Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff ’s Motion for
Reconsideration and Order of Court, p. 2 (“Wife’s Memorandum”).

The Court did not interpret Husband’s Motion for Reconsid-
eration as a plea for more money “based upon the death of Wife.”
In his Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration
(“Husband’s Memorandum”) and in his oral presentation to the
Court, Husband argued that the Court erred in accepting the
testimony of James Lynch that it would cost $325 per month for
supplemental Medicare insurance for Wife for 12.4 years. The
Court further erred in ordering Husband to pay the present value
of such insurance in lieu of alimony when Wife clearly has the
ability to pay it herself. According to Husband, Wife’s death
merely compounded the error.

Husband presented the Court with specific references to the
deposition testimony of James Lynch in support of his argument.
Mr. Lynch testified that he knew nothing about Medicare, that
he did not know what Medicare coverage Wife was entitled to or
what kind of supplemental insurance she would need. He did
not know what supplemental coverage she would receive for $325
per month. The monthly cost of $325 was presented to him by
Wife in a letter. He did no independent research to determine
what Wife would need or what it would cost, and he saw no docu-
mentation to support Wife’s figure. He was “just calculating the
cost that was provided to me by counsel.” Lynch Deposition Tr.
37-38. Having reviewed the deposition, the Court agrees that
Mr. Lynch did not have sufficient expertise in Medicare coverage
or the cost of supplemental insurance coverage to offer an expert
opinion.

More disturbing to the Court is that it relied on the testimony
of Mr. Lynch for the present value of this coverage. According to
Mr. Lynch “we’re just simply going from a mortality table, taking
specific years, that based on her current age of 72.9, the table,
then will refer us to the fact that her life expectancy is 12.4 years.”
(Lynch Depo. Tr. 35). Mr. Lynch’s testimony was based on a stan-
dard mortality table for a woman with a normal life expectancy.
On reconsideration, the Court learned that Wife did not have a
normal life expectancy of 12.4 years. Wife concedes that at the
time of trial, she was in failing health, suffering from a heart
problem. According to Wife, “Husband knew of Wife’s failing
health—of record with the Court were two (2) continuances of
the trial due to illness of Wife as well as pages of uncontroverted
testimony documenting Wife’s ill health.” Wife’s Memorandum,
p. 2. Since Mr. Lynch’s testimony as to the present value of the
supplemental health insurance was based on the life expectancy
of a healthy 73 year old woman and Wife was in ill health, his
testimony was without factual basis.

Wife’s equitable distribution award of over $1,000,000 was
more than enough to pay the actual cost of supplemental health
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insurance for the remainder of her life. Husband contends that
it was error to award Wife a lump sum amount based on a specu-
lative monthly payment present valued to a fictitious life expect-
ancy when Wife has the present ability to obtain the necessities
of life without any further contribution by Husband. The Court
agrees.

Wife did not address the merits of any of Husband’s legal ar-
guments in her Memorandum. Wife’s only argument was that
the Court cannot consider the fact of Wife’s death since it was
not part of the record. The Court is aware that its orders may
not be based, even in part, on matters dehors the record. Had the
Court considered Wife’s death an important fact, it would have
been a simple matter to reopen the record and admit such un-
controverted evidence before issuing a ruling. Wife’s death was
uncontroverted and not disputed by any party. This could be an
additional reason upon which to base the decision. However, the
Court’s decision to vacate its order was based on the deposition
of James Lynch, testimony which was incorporated into the
record. Having reviewed Mr. Lynch’s deposition testimony, the
Court is persuaded that Mr. Lynch did not have an adequate
basis for an expert opinion as to the monthly cost for Wife to
obtain reasonable and necessary supplemental insurance cover-
age. His testimony as to the present value of the monthly cost for
Wife to obtain reasonable and necessary supplemental insurance
coverage. As well as his testimony as to the present value of the
monthly cost over the average life expectancy of a healthy 73 old
woman was without factual basis. Where expert testimony is
found to be speculative and without factual basis, the Court has
discretion to disregard it. Spino v. John S. Tilley Ladder Co., 448
Pa.Super. 327, 671 A.2d 726 (1996). The Court is satisfied that
there was insufficient evidence in the record to justify the award
to Wife of $33,429 and that Wife had sufficient income to pay her
actual cost of supplemental insurance. Accordingly, the Court
vacated its Order on this issue.

BY THE COURT
/s/Eaton, J.

Katherine Houston, individually and in
her capacity as Administratrix of the
Estate of Andre Houston, deceased v.

County of Allegheny of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Negligence—Political Subdivision Tort Claims Act—Exceptions
to Immunity, Real Property Exception—Negligence in
Supervising Property

1. Where the complaint alleges negligence in supervising the
use of property owned by a political subdivision, as opposed to
negligence in supervising or maintaining the property itself, the
real property exception to immunity is not satisfied, and the gov-
ernmental agency is immune from liability.

2. An action alleging negligence of a lifeguard in supervising
swimmers in a pool does not allege negligence in the care or
maintenance of the property itself; thus, where the owner of the
pool is a political entity, it is immune from liability.

(Carl E. Harvison)

William King, Jr. for Plaintiffs.
Robert Behling for Defendants.

GD 01-4409. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Horgos, J., September 3, 2002—Plaintiff, Katherine Houston,
individually and in her capacity as Administratrix of the Estate of
Andre Houston, deceased, filed a complaint in civil action against
Defendant, County of Allegheny of the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania (Allegheny County). Plaintiff seeks to recover damages
arising from the tragic drowning of Andre Houston (Andre) at the
North Park swimming pool. The matter came before this Court on
Allegheny County’s Motion for Summary Judgment.

On June 30, 2000, 11 year-old Andre was at the Allegheny
County owned and operated North Park swimming pool in con-
nection with a school sponsored event. (Complaint, paragraph
31). Andre jumped into the deep end of the pool and his body
was later found at the bottom of the pool. (Complaint, para-
graphs 34, 38). Lifeguards pulled Andre from the water and he
was transported to the hospital where he died the following
day. (Complaint, paragraphs 39, 41).

Plaintiff alleges that the drowning occurred because the life-
guards and staff at the North Park pool failed to recognize that
Andre was struggling in the water and failed to keep him under
continual observation. Plaintiff avers that the failure of the life-
guards and staff to move Andre to the shallow end of the pool
resulted in Andre’s drowning. Plaintiff further alleges that the
lifeguard assigned to the deep right zone of the pool where Andre’s
body was found, was not required to have an appropriate view of
that area and that the lifeguards were not required to sit in the
lifeguard chairs while on duty and were permitted to engage in
conversation among themselves. Plaintiff also alleges that the
number of lifeguards at the pool was inadequate. (Complaint,
paragraph 52).

Defendant filed a Motion for Summary Judgment based on
Pennsylvania’s Political Subdivision Tort Claims Act, 42 Pa.C.S.A.
8541, et seq. which provides immunity against certain claims
arising out of injury to person or property caused by a local agency
or an employee of a local agency. The Act provides for govern-
mental immunity unless the conduct which forms the basis of
the claim falls within one of the enumerated exceptions to im-
munity set forth in Section 8542 of the Act. Because the legisla-
ture, by enacting the Political Subdivision Tort Claims Act, in-
tended to insulate government from exposure to tort liability,
the exceptions to immunity are to be strictly construed. Lockwood
v. City of Pittsburgh, 561 Pa. 515, 751 A.2d 1136, 1139 (2000).

Plaintiff relies on the real property exception contained in 42
Pa.C.S.A. 8542(b)(3) which permits a cause of action against a
political subdivision for injuries arising out of the “care, custody
or control of real property in the possession of the local agency.”
Pennsylvania appellate courts have interpreted this exception
to mean that in order to maintain a negligence claim, the “in-
jured party must prove that the injury resulted from a danger-
ous condition arising from the care, custody and control of the
real property by a local government agency.” Mellon v. City of
Pittsburgh Zoo, 760 A.2d 921, 924 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2000).

Plaintiff specifically relies on Grieff v. Reisinger, 548 Pa. 13,
693 A.2d 195 (1997). In Grieff, the plaintiff was injured when a
volunteer fire chief poured paint thinner on a firehouse floor in
order to clean it. The paint thinner ignited and engulfed the
plaintiff in flames causing severe burn injuries to her. The Penn-
sylvania Supreme Court held that the real property exception
is triggered whenever the cause of injury involves the “care,
custody and control” of the real property. While no part of the
real estate was defective or malfunctioning, the Supreme Court
determined that the affirmative action taken by the fire chief
in caring for the property under his custody and control caused
the Plaintiff ’s injury.

Following its decision in Grieff, the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court addressed a similar issue in Hanna v. West Shore School
District, 548 Pa. 478, 698 A.2d 61 (1997). In Hanna, the plaintiff
sued the school district for injuries caused by an accumulation of
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water on its real property. Commonwealth Court initially rejected
Plaintiff ’s claim on the basis that the school district was immune
from suit as the injury was not caused by the property itself, but
by water on the property. The Supreme Court reversed and re-
manded the case for further consideration in light of its decision
in Grieff. On remand, the Commonwealth Court held that the
school district was not immune because the plaintiff ’s injuries were
caused by the school district’s negligent care of the real estate.

In light of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s holdings in Grieff
and Hanna, the Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court has spe-
cifically examined the question of whether the real property ex-
ception extended to those whose claim of negligence consists of a
failure to adequately supervise the conduct of persons on the
real property or a failure to conduct an activity in the appropri-
ate area of the property. In Tiedeman v. City of Philadelphia, 732
A.2d 696 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1999), Petition for Allowance of Appeal
denied, 562 Pa. 678, 753 A.2d 823 (2000), Commonwealth Court
addressed the issue of whether the real property exception to
governmental immunity was applicable to a negligence action
when there was no defect or condition of the real property that
caused the Plaintiff ’s injuries. Plaintiff was injured by the tor-
tious and criminal conduct of a city employee while on city owned
property. The Court concluded that the dangerous condition,
which causes the injury, must arise from the property itself or
the care, custody and control of it. The Court concluded that nei-
ther the condition of the city’s property nor the negligent main-
tenance of it caused the Plaintiff ’s injuries.

In Wilson v. Norristown Area School District, 783 A.2d 871
(Pa. Cmwlth. 2001), a school’s field hockey coach held practice
indoors in inclement weather and required team members to run
relay drills in the school’s staircases and hallways. During prac-
tice, a student lost her footing in a stairwell and sustained mul-
tiple injuries. The plaintiff argued that because the coach was in
control of the stairs, the negligence fell within the real property
exception. Commonwealth Court, however, found that the negli-
gence involved the negligent care, custody and control of the stu-
dents, rather than the real property. Commonwealth Court held
that the failure to conduct an activity in an appropriate area of
the school property does not constitute a dangerous condition
arising from the care, custody or control of real property.

In Tackett v. Pine Richland School District, 793 A.2d 1022
(Pa. Cmwlth. 2002), plaintiff, a junior at Pine Richland High
School, sustained severe burns when classmates ignited ethyl
alcohol during the course of a chemistry experiment. The ex-
periment was not conducted under the classroom’s fume hood,
a fixture designed to exhaust flammable vapors. Plaintiff al-
leged that the school district was negligent for failing to have
adequate safety equipment on the premises, failing to properly
inspect the premises, and permitting a dangerous condition to
exist on the premises. Commonwealth Court found that this
case was analogous to Tiedeman and Wilson because the
Plaintiff ’s injury was not caused by the negligent care, custody
or control of real property but by a chemistry experiment that
went awry. Commonwealth Court found that while the experi-
ment was conducted on the real property, the Plaintiff ’s injury
was not caused by a defect on the real property or a dangerous
condition arising from the instructor ’s care, custody or control
of the property. Like the stairs in Wilson, there was no defect in
the fume hood. The instructor’s decision not to use the fume
hood did not constitute a dangerous condition. The alleged acts
of negligence related only to the instructor’s failure to properly
supervise the students or the classroom activity. Commonwealth
Court held that “such negligence does not fall within the real
property exception to governmental immunity.” Tackett v. Pine
Richland School District, Id. at 1025.

Here, Plaintiff claims that Andre drowned because of the
negligence of the lifeguards rather than Allegheny County’s neg-
ligent care of the swimming pool. This case is analogous to the

facts presented in Tackett v. Pine Richland School District, supra.
As in Tackett, Plaintiff ’s complaint is based solely upon the pur-
ported negligent supervision of the lifeguards at the North Park
pool. Plaintiff does not contend that there was a defect in the pool
itself. The alleged acts of negligence relate only to the lifeguards’
failure to properly supervise the individuals present at the swim-
ming pool. As the Commonwealth Court stated in Wilson v.
Norristown Area School District, supra, the negligence of the school
district involved the negligent care, custody and control of the stu-
dents, rather than the school’s staircases and hallways, the real
estate at issue in Wilson. Thus, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s
decisions in Grieff v. Reisinger, supra and Hanna v. West Shore
School District, supra, are distinguishable from the within mat-
ter. Both of those cases involved situations where the plaintiff was
injured due to the negligent manner in which the defendant cared
for or maintained the property itself. As set forth above, Andre’s
death was not caused by Defendant’s negligent care of the North
Park pool. Plaintiff alleges, instead, that Andre drowned because
of the negligence of the lifeguards. Because negligent supervision
of the lifeguards at the North Park pool does not fall within the
real property exception, Defendant is entitled to immunity and
the Court accordingly granted Allegheny County’s Motion for Sum-
mary Judgment.

BY THE COURT
/s/Horgos, J.

Royal Neighbors of America v.
Estate of Robert E. Cooper, et al.

Interpleader Action—Slayer’s Act—Competing Claims to
Proceeds of Insurance Policy

1. Where the primary beneficiary on a life insurance policy is
a target of a police investigation that might find the primary
beneficiary to be a “slayer” under the Slayer’s Act, it is appropri-
ate for the insurance company to interplead the policy proceeds
into court pending resolution as to whether or not the primary
beneficiary, the contingent beneficiary or the insured’s estate are
entitled to the proceeds.

2. Under the Slayer’s Act, the spouse of the primary benefi-
ciary cannot claim the policy proceeds in her separate status as
the contingent beneficiary should her husband be found to be a
“slayer” as the Act, under such circumstances, provides that the
policy proceeds would pass to the insured’s estate.

3. Bad faith will not lie where an insurance company
interpleads the policy proceeds into court where there is a valid
dispute as to the proper beneficiary and the insurer is a disinter-
ested party.

(Joseph H. Bucci)

John P. Davis, III for Plaintiff.
Kenneth E. Kohl, Jr. for Estate of Robert E. Cooper.
George S. Gobel for Sherry Skiba and Lawrence Skiba.

No. GD 01-009966. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Folino, J., September 9, 2002—This is an interpleader action
brought by the issuer of a life insurance policy. The Complaint
alleges that the insured, Robert E. Cooper, was killed by a gun-
shot, and that police had told the insurance company that
Lawrence A. Skiba, the primary beneficiary under the policy, was
a “target” of their investigation.
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The insured had also designated Sherry E. Skiba, the wife of
the primary beneficiary, to be the contingent beneficiary in the
event the primary beneficiary predeceased the insured.1

The insurance company brought this interpleader action seek-
ing to pay the policy proceeds into court and thereafter be dis-
charged, allowing the Skibas and the Estate of Robert Cooper to
litigate their respective claims to the funds.

The principal objection of the Skibas to this procedure is their
argument that, under any possible version of the facts, one of
them is entitled to the policy proceeds. That is, either Lawrence
Skiba will be determined to be a “slayer” within the meaning of
the Pennsylvania Slayer’s Act, 20 Pa.C.S. §8811, or he will not.
If he is not the slayer of the insured, then he is entitled to the
policy proceeds. On the other hand, the Skibas argue, if Lawrence
is found to be the slayer, then his wife will take under the policy
as the contingent beneficiary. Lawrence Skiba has offered to dis-
claim his interest under the policy (although to date he has not
done so), and thus asserts that there is no genuine dispute that
his wife should not receive the policy proceeds.

The Skibas have also filed a counterclaim against the insur-
ance company alleging that the refusal to pay them under the
policy was done in bad faith because it was in knowing disregard
of their allegedly clear rights.

I determined (1) that Plaintiff insurance company was on
notice, by virtue of communications it received from law enforce-
ment officials, of possible claims that Lawrence Skiba was re-
sponsible for the killing of Robert Cooper; (2) that if those claims
should prove true, then under the plain language of both the
“Change of Beneficiary” provision and the Pennsylvania Slayer’s
Act, a very substantial question exists as to whether it would be
the Estate of Robert Cooper, and not the contingent beneficiary
Sherry Skiba, who would be entitled to the policy proceeds; and
therefore (3) that Plaintiff was in possession of funds to which
there existed rival claims as to which Plaintiff was disinterested.
Thus, interpleader of those funds was appropriate.

In addition, having determined that there is a substantial
question under the beneficiary language presented here as to
Sherry Skiba’s right to the proceeds, I further concluded as a
matter of law that the insurance company’s resort to interpleader
proceedings, rather than simply paying the monies to the Skibas,
could not have been in bad faith.

Therefore, I granted Plaintiff ’s petition for interpleader, ordered
Plaintiff to pay the policy proceeds plus interest into court, and
dismissed Plaintiff from all further proceedings herein, including
the Skibas’ counterclaim.

Many (but by no means all) of the operative provisions of the
Pennsylvania Slayer’s Act require the courts to treat a slayer as
having predeceased his victim. E.g., 20 Pa.C.S. §8803 (relating
to distribution schemes created by various statutes); 8804 (lega-
cies); 8809(1) (certain future interests); 8810 (a) (certain powers
of appointment). If the legislature had commanded that this same
presumption should apply in the case of life insurance policies,
then it would seem clear that Sherry Skiba, as the contingent
beneficiary, is next in line to receive the policy proceeds.

Instead, however, the legislature chose a different rule to apply
to life insurance policies. In contrast to the above rules, the por-
tion of the Pennsylvania Slayer’s Act dealing with life insurance
proceeds provides that, if the beneficiary was the insured’s slayer,
the policy proceeds go to the insured’s estate:

Insurance proceeds payable to the slayer as the benefi-
ciary or assignee of any policy or certificate of insurance
on the life of the decedent, or as the survivor of a joint
life policy, shall be paid to the estate of the decedent,
unless the policy or certificate designates some person
not claiming through the slayer as alternative benefi-
ciary to him.

20 Pa.C.S. §8811(a).

The latter provision in this section, directing the proceeds to
an “alternative beneficiary,” would clearly apply, for example, if
the decedent had designated as his beneficiary “my three sons,”
and one of them were determined to be the slayer. The statute
makes quite clear that, in such circumstance, the other two sons,
and not the decedent’s estate, should receive the policy proceeds.

In the present case, however, under the language of the opera-
tive beneficiary designation, Sherry Skiba is entitled to the policy
proceeds only in the event that Lawrence Skiba is not living at the
time of the insured’s death. Lawrence, of course, was alive at the
relevant time, and the legislature, as noted above, has not in-
structed that we should engage in the present circumstances in
the legal fiction that he predeceased Robert Cooper. Nor does there
appear to be any caselaw in Pennsylvania directing me to do so on
these facts. The only available guidance comes from the language
of the statute itself, and applying that language to these facts it
would appear that the policy does not now designate any benefi-
ciary other than the living primary beneficiary.

Therefore, I conclude that if Lawrence Skiba is found to be
the slayer of Robert Cooper, there is a substantial possibility that
the policy proceeds should be paid to Cooper’s estate.2 I also con-
clude that the insurance company did not act in bad faith in reach-
ing precisely the same conclusion.

For the foregoing reasons, my order granting interpleader and
dismissing the counterclaims of Lawrence and Sherry Skiba
should be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/Folino, J.

1 Specifically, the “Request for Change of Beneficiary” form at-
tached as Exhibit “B” to the Complaint names “Lawrence A. Skiba,
friend, 141 Victoria Drive, White Oak, PA, if living; otherwise to:
Sherry E. Skiba, friend, 141 Victoria Drive, White Oak, PA.”

2 At this preliminary stage of the case, it is not necessary to decide
whether in fact Sherry Skiba could receive the policy proceeds.
Indeed, the parties have had little opportunity to do more than
mention the issue in their briefs. A final determination should
await a more thorough exposition of the issue by the interested
parties. It is enough for this interpleader action to go forward to
decide simply that there is substantial legal doubt as to Sherry
Skiba’s rights on the present facts.

Debra D. Hicks, on behalf of herself
and all others similarly situated v.

American Billing Systems, Inc.,
t/d/b/a “ABS, Inc.,” and

MSI Marketing, Inc., t/d/b/a
“Y2Marketing,” and

Fax Source, Inc., t/d/b/a “Fax Source”

Class Action—Preliminary Objections—Statutory Construction
—Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991—Unsolicited
Facsimile Transmission

1. If a fax broadcaster had a high degree of involvement or
knew that sending a fax transmission would violate the Tele-
phone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 and did so with that
knowledge, the fax broadcaster can be held liable.

2. Although Telephone Consumer Protection Act does not pro-
hibit the transmission by fax of unsolicited employment adver-
tisements, it does apply to the advertisement of the commercial
availability or quality of property, goods and/or services.
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3. Pennsylvania state courts have jurisdiction over private
causes of action created by the Telephone Consumer Protection Act.

(Jeffrey A. Ramaley)

Ronald L. Hicks, Jr. for Plaintiff.
Nicholas Vari for American Billing Systems, Inc.
Patrick Sorek for MSI Marketing, Inc.
James Schadel for Fax Source, Inc.

No. GD 00-14161, In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

MEMORANDUM OPINION

Horgos, J., September 12, 2002—Plaintiff, Debra D. Hicks,
filed a Third Amended Complaint in civil action as a class action
seeking to recover damages against the Defendants under the
federal Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991(TCPA), 47
U.S.C. Section 227, et seq. Plaintiff alleges that she received an
unsolicited facsimile transmission from one or more of the De-
fendants which was a one-page advertisement entitled “Start Your
Own Profitable Medical Billing Business.” Plaintiff avers that
on two occasions facsimile transmissions were sent to her tele-
phone fax machine without the Defendants having obtained her
prior express invitation or permission.

Defendant, Fax Source, Inc. (Fax Source), filed Preliminary
Objections to Plaintiffs’ Third Amended Complaint. Defendant
seeks the dismissal of Plaintiffs’ Third Amended Complaint on
the grounds that: (1) Plaintiff has failed to allege facts to show
that Fax Source violated the TCPA; (2) the communication at
issue was not an advertisement for goods or services but an ad-
vertisement for a franchise opportunity and is therefore not pro-
hibited by the TCPA; and (3) there is no private right of action in
Pennsylvania for violation of the TCPA.

Defendant first argues that Fax Source is not liable under
the TCPA because it is a fax broadcaster which is a common car-
rier of the facsimiles of other parties. Defendant maintains that
broadcasters, as common carriers, have no liability under the
TCPA. While Fax Source is correct in its position that in some
situations a carrier may not be liable under the TCPA, a carrier
does not enjoy absolute immunity from liability under the TCPA
if its facilities are used for an illegal purpose. If it can be shown
that the carrier had a high degree of involvement or that the
carrier knew that sending a fax transmission would violate the
TCPA and did so with that knowledge, the carrier can be held
liable. Rules and Regulations Implementing the Telephone Con-
sumer Protection Act of 1991, 7 F.C.C.R. 8752, paragraph 54.

Preliminary Objections in the nature of a demurrer test the
legal sufficiency of the Plaintiffs’ Complaint. To dispose of a de-
murrer, the Court must examine the Complaint to determine
whether it sets forth a cause of action that, if proven, would vest
the plaintiff with a right to relief. Sexton v. PNC Bank, 792 A.2d
602 (Pa.Super. 2002). The Court must accept as true the
Complaint’s well-pled factual allegations and may sustain the
demurrer only where application of the law to the allegations
pled demonstrates with certainty that the Complaint fails to state
a cause of action. Any doubt must be resolved in favor of the
plaintiff. Id., 792 A.2d at 604.

In her Third Amended Complaint, Plaintiff has alleged that
the Defendants sent the facsimile transmissions at issue with
the knowledge that the conduct would violate the TCPA (Third
Amended Complaint, paragraphs 19, 32). Viewing Plaintiffs’ aver-
ments in the light most favorable to Plaintiff and because the
liability of Fax Source is dependent upon factual determinations,
Plaintiff has sufficiently set forth a claim for which relief might
be granted. Defendant’s Preliminary Objections, therefore, can-
not be sustained.

Defendant next argues that the facsimile transmissions in
question do not fall within the purview of the TCPA which makes

it unlawful for any person in the United States “to use any tele-
phone facsimile machine, computer, or other device to send an
unsolicited advertisement to a telephone facsimile machine.” 47
U.S.C. Section 227(b)(1)(C). An unsolicited advertisement is de-
fined as “any material advertising the commercial availability
or quality of any property, goods, or services which is transmit-
ted to any person without that person’s prior express invitation
or permission.” 47 U.S.C. Section 227(a)(4).

Fax Source maintains that the transmissions at issue were
actually ads for a “franchise opportunity” which is similar to an
employment opportunity. (Defendant’s Brief in Support of Pre-
liminary Objections, page 6). In Lutz Appellate Services, Inc. v.
Curry, 859 F.Supp. 180 (E.D. Pa. 1994), the Court held that the
TCPA does not prohibit the transmission by fax of unsolicited
employment advertisements.

Plaintiff, however, alleges that the facsimile transmissions sent
to Plaintiff were not aimed at providing an employment opportu-
nity or the opportunity to enter into a franchise agreement with
ABS. On the contrary, according to Plaintiff, they were designed
to advertise the commercial availability or quality of property, goods
and/or services offered by ABS. (Third Amended Complaint, para-
graph 13). Plaintiff avers that the fax transmissions were nothing
more than a solicitation to the recipient to buy goods and services
from ABS. As such, these particular facsimile transmissions would
fall within the purview of the TCPA and the Court must overrule
Fax Source’s Preliminary Objections on these grounds.

Finally, Defendant argues that the Court must dismiss Plain-
tiffs’ Third Amended Complaint because there is no private right
of action in Pennsylvania for violation of the TCPA. The Honor-
able R. Stanton Wettick, Jr. specifically addressed this issue in
Aronson v. Fax.com, Inc., 149 PLJ 157, 51 Pa. D. & C. 4th 421
(2001) and concluded that Pennsylvania state courts have juris-
diction over private causes of action created by the TCPA. This
Court reiterated Judge Wettick’s conclusion in Aronson v. Uno
Restaurant Corporation, GD00-8869 (2001). Defendant has not
brought any Pennsylvania appellate court cases to this Court’s
attention that would mandate a reversal of this position. Further,
nothing in Judge Wettick’s recent Opinion in Aronson v. Bright-
Teeth Now, 2002 WL 1466477 contradicts his conclusions in
Aronson v. Fax.com, Inc., supra. Here, this Court again con-
cludes that a lawsuit may be brought in Pennsylvania state
courts under the TCPA and will overrule Defendant’s Prelimi-
nary Objections seeking dismissal of Plaintiffs’ Third Amended
Complaint on this ground.

For all of the foregoing reasons, Defendant’s Preliminary
Objections to Plaintiffs’ Third Amended Complaint are overruled.

ORDER OF COURT

AND NOW, this 12th day of September, 2002, upon consideration
of the Preliminary Objections to the Third Amended Complaint filed
on behalf of Defendant, Fax Source, Inc., and oral argument thereon,
it is ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that Defendant’s Pre-
liminary Objections seeking dismissal of Plaintiffs’ claim under the
federal Telephone Consumer Protection Act are overruled.

BY THE COURT
/s/Horgos, J.

Rycon Construction, Inc. v.
201 South Highland, LLC. v.

S & T Bank

Mechanic’s Lien—Preliminary Objections—Parol Evidence
Rule—Fraud in the Inducement—Fraud in the Execution

1. Fraud in the inducement is fraudulent misrepresentation
that induces a party to sign a contract.
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2. Fraud in the inducement is insufficient under the Parol
Evidence Rule to permit a Court to vary the terms of the written
agreement.

3. Fraud in the execution is obtaining a party’s signature on
a contract that, through fraud, does not in fact contain provi-
sions the party has been led to believe it contains.

4. Fraud in the execution remains a viable method of avoid-
ing the parol evidence rule and varying the written terms of a
contract.

5. Because Plaintiff does not allege fraud in the execution of
the document, but instead alleges fraud in the inducement,
Plaintiff ’s attempts to set up prior representation as a basis for
avoiding the waiver of liens is barred by the Parol Evidence Rule.

(Jeffrey A. Ramaley)

Robert J. Blumling for Plaintiff.
Suzanne L. DeWalt for 201 South Highland, LLC.
John B. Joyce for S & T Bank.

No. GD 02-000855. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION

Folino, J., September 19, 2002—Plaintiff has filed a Mechanic’s
Lien Claim and a Complaint to obtain judgment on that claim. On
August 1, 2002, I sustained the Preliminary Objections of Defen-
dant 201 South Highland, LLC based upon a waiver of mechanic’s
liens that was contained in the parties’ contract.

Plaintiff argues that it was fraudulently induced to sign a
contract that contained a waiver of mechanic’s liens by
Defendant’s alleged misrepresentations concerning the financ-
ing that was or would be in place for the underlying construction
project. It thus seeks to reform the contract by striking the lien
waiver, and to enforce the contract as reformed.

Defendant responds that the parol evidence rule prevents a
party such as Plaintiff here from raising alleged fraudulent mis-
representations occurring prior to the execution of the contract
as a ground for modifying the terms of their integrated written
agreement.

The parol evidence rule was cogently summarized in 1726
Cherry Street Partnership v. Bell Atlantic Properties, Inc., 439
Pa.Super. 141, 653 A.2d 663 (Pa.Super. 1995), as follows:

Where the parties to an agreement adopt a writing as
the final and complete expression of their agreement,
as here, evidence of negotiations leading to the for-
mation of the agreement is inadmissible to show an
intent at variance with the language of the written
agreement. Alleged prior or contemporaneous oral rep-
resentations or agreements concerning subjects that
are specifically dealt with in the written contract are
merged in or superseded by that contract. The effect
of an integration clause is to make the parol evidence
rule particularly applicable. Thus the written contract,
if unambiguous, must be held to express all of the ne-
gotiations, conversations, and agreements made prior
to its execution, and neither oral testimony, nor prior
written agreements, or other writings, are admissible
to explain or vary the terms of the contract.

439 Pa.Super. at 145, 653 A.2d at 665.

The court in Cherry Street then proceeded to discuss whether
allegedly fraudulent representations, made prior to the execu-
tion of the written contract, provided an exception to the parol
evidence rule:

There is not the slightest doubt that if plaintiffs had
merely averred the falsity of the alleged oral represen-
tations, parol evidence thereof would have been inad-
missible. Does the fact that plaintiffs further averred

that these oral representations were fraudulently made
without averring that they were fraudulently or by
accident or mistake omitted from the subsequent com-
plete written contract suffice to make the testimony
admissible? The answer to this question is “no”; if it
were otherwise the parol evidence rule would become
a mockery, because all a party to the written contract
would have to do to avoid, modify or nullify it would be
to aver (and prove) that the false representations were
fraudulently made.

The parol evidence rule has had a checkered career in
Pennsylvania. Now that it has been well and wisely
settled we will not permit it to be evaded and under-
mined by such tactics. Fraudulent misrepresentations
may be proved to modify or avoid a written contract if
it is averred and proved that they were omitted from
the (complete) written contract by fraud, accident or
mistake.

439 Pa.Super. at 146-47, 653 A.2d at 666 (emphasis in original).

Thus, what has been called “fraud in the inducement”–fraudu-
lent misrepresentations that induce a party to sign a contract–is
insufficient under the parol evidence rule to permit a court to
vary the terms of the written agreement. On the other hand,
proof of what has been called “fraud in the execution”–obtaining
a party’s signature on a contract that, through fraud, does not in
fact contain provisions the party has been led to believe it con-
tains remains a viable method of avoiding the parol evidence
rule and varying the written terms of a contract.

The case of Stringert & Bowers, Inc. v. On-Line Systems, Inc.,
236 Pa.Super. 196, 345 A.2d 194 (1975), provides an example of
“fraud in the execution” in the context of a mechanic’s lien claim.
In Stringert & Bowers, the Superior Court refused to enforce a
waiver of mechanic’s liens that was contained in the parties’ con-
tract, where the plaintiff alleged that the contract had been
fraudulently altered prior to signing. Thus, the court wrote:

The written contract entered into by McKnight and
appellant contained, on page 5, a waiver of lien agree-
ment which was subsequently recorded in the
prothonotary’s office. Prior to this time, McKnight had
submitted to appellant a copy of the proposed con-
tract between McKnight and On-Line, prepared for
the purpose of inducing bids from general contractors
and subcontractors. This contract contained a clause
which would have required McKnight to procure per-
formance and materials bonds, guaranteeing payment
to the subcontractors. Appellant averred that he relied
on these clauses in signing the waiver of lien agree-
ment. Appellant further averred that the perfor-
mance and materials bond clause was fraudu-
lently omitted by McKnight and On-Line in the
final contract between them.

236 Pa.Super. at 198-99, 345 A.2d at 195 (emphasis added).

In the present case, Plaintiff does not allege fraud in the ex-
ecution of its contract with Defendant. Instead, Plaintiff alleges
that it relied on prior representations by Defendant regarding
the financing that would be available. In the absence of a claim
that the parties had agreed that those financing provisions would
be explicitly included in their final written agreement, and that,
through a last-minute switch or some other fraudulent device
they were secretly omitted from the writing, Plaintiff ’s attempt
to set up these prior representations as a basis for vitiating the
waiver of liens is barred by the parol evidence rule.

For the foregoing reasons, my order sustaining Defendant’s
Preliminary Objections and striking Plaintiff ’s Mechanic’s Lien
Claim should be sustained.

BY THE COURT
/s/Folino, J.
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Hughes v. Slater

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-11634
Jury Verdict: In favor of Plaintiff for $2,001.00.
Date Of Verdict: 11/15/01
Judge: Folino
Pltf ’s Atty: William Schweers, Jr.
Def ’s Atty: David Obermeier
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Dr. James Bradley

Remarks: This case arose from injuries claimed by the Plaintiff
from a motor vehicle accident occurring on October 14, 1998 in
the Crafton section of Pittsburgh. The Defendant dozed briefly
at the wheel while on his way to work, crossed the center line,
and struck the Plaintiff ’s vehicle head-on. There was significant
property damage to the vehicles. As a result of the accident,
Plaintiff claimed injuries to his right shoulder and a partially
torn rotator cuff for which he received Arthroscopic Surgery on
March 1, 1999 by Dr. James Bradley. The surgery also repaired
a pre-existing bone spur in the shoulder area. Plaintiff relied
on the expert medical testimony of Dr. Bradley. Defendant ad-
mitted liability and had no expert testimony, but relied on Dr.
Bradley’s testimony and the Plaintiff ’s testimony to raise sub-
stantial doubt as the causation of Plaintiff ’s injury.

Karl Johnson and Rosemary Johnson v.
Allegheny General Hospital, Thomas Power,

Howard Grill, and Jerome Granato

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 97-13681
Jury Verdict: In favor of Defendants.
Date Of Verdict: 12/10/01
Judge: Folino
Pltf ’s Atty: Kenneth W. Behrend
Def ’s Atty: Terry C. Cavanaugh (Jerome Granato,

Howard Grill, Thomas Power); John K.
Heisey (Allegheny General Hospital)

Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Jay Shapira, M.D.; and Richard

R. Schneider, M.D.
Defendant(s): Jefferey Brinkler, M.D.; Jeffrey
S. Garrett, M.D.; and Thomas J. Antos, M.D.

Remarks: Plaintiff was admitted to Allegheny General Hospital
on 8/25/95 for atrial fibrillation and congestive heart failure. On
8/29/95 he had a heart catheterization, and during the procedure
suffered a stroke. Plaintiff presented an informed consent claim
to the jury at the time of trial. Plaintiff ’s expert opined that
Defendants should have offered alternative diagnostic evalua-
tion and therapy that did not pose the same risks as cardiac
catheterization. This included Thallium testing of the heart, a
safer and non-invasive diagnostic testing. At trial, Defendant
Powers testified that he had informed Plaintiff of the alterna-
tives to a heart catheterization.

James W. Carr, Administrator of the
Estate of Grace Ann Carr, deceased v.

St. Francis Medical Center, a non-profit corporation;
and Daljit Singh, M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-19149
Jury Verdict: In favor of Plaintiffs in the amount of

$95,000. Of this amount, $36,000 allocated to
Wrongful Death, and $59,000 allocated to

Survival Act. At trial an involuntary nonsuit
was granted in favor of Defendant
St. Francis Medical Center.

Date Of Verdict: 11/30/01
Judge: Friedman
Pltf ’s Atty: Robert C. Eddins
Def ’s Atty: John C. Conti (St. Francis Medical Center);

Thomas A. Matis (Daljit Singh, M.D.)
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): James Kenkel, Ph.D. (Economist);

Henry R. Madoff, M.D. (Thoracic Surgeon);
Harvey Mendolow, M.D. (Pathologist);
Cyril Wecht, M.D., J.D. (Pathologist)
Defendant(s): Jack Hirsh, M.D. (Hematologist);
Mark R. Wick, M.D. (Pathologist); Joseph M.
Darby, M.D.; Richard M. Seecof, M.D.
(Cardiovascular Diseases); Robert S. Alvin,
M.D. (Family Practice - Geriatrics);
Mary Jane Smith, R.N.

Remarks: Plaintiff was 48 years old, and suffered a sudden cere-
brovascular stroke in 1992, and was found to have a left atrial
myxoma, a benign cardiac tumor involving the left atrium and
mitral valve of the heart. It was believed that the development
of thrombi on the surface of the tumor, and adjacent cardiac struc-
tures could result in embolic material entering the systemic cir-
culation, resulting in cerebrovascular infarction. The tumor was
removed, but in 1996 Plaintiff suffered a second cerebrovascular
infarct, resulting in a left hemiparesis. Plaintiff was then placed
on anticoagulant treatment with Coumadin to prevent further
thrombo-emboli. In 1997, Plaintiff agreed to undergo removal of
an ovarian cyst and was referred to her family physician, Defen-
dant Singh, for management of her Coumadin prior to surgery.
The Coumadin was stopped for three to five days to allow the
clotting mechanism to return to normal. His plan was to restart
it 24 to 48 hours after surgery. On January 16, 1997, the cyst
was removed, and two hours post operatively, the patient devel-
oped a major stroke, and died thereafter, on February 26, 1997.
Plaintiff asserted that the patient should have been Heparin-
ized for the 24 to 48 hours before surgery; that it was obligatory,
and would have prevented her fatal stroke. Plaintiff alleged that
Defendant St. Francis Hospital deviated from the standard of
care for failing to have a protocol for patients receiving antico-
agulation post intracardiac surgery who are to undergo an unre-
lated surgical procedure, as well as failing to have a protocol
that would have required hospitalization pre-operatively for man-
agement of the anticoagulation status. Defendants’ experts opined
that the management of a patient on Coumadin therapy who
requires elective surgery is controversial. The source of the stroke
in May of 1996 was not determined. They also said that Mrs.
Carr did not have an obvious risk factor for recurrent embolic
stroke, and therefore would not be considered at high risk if taken
off anticoagulants. She could have had a stroke that was not
prevented by any anticoagulant regimen. The Defendants’ ex-
perts contended that the patient did not have her stroke in the
pre-operative period, during which time she was not anticoagu-
lated. It occurred in the 12-hour post-operative period, and it
would not have been safe to anticoagulate any patient under any
circumstances during that period.

Lori A. Zucchero v. Jay M. Schulhof, D.M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-10961
Jury Verdict: In favor of Defendant.
Date Of Verdict: 11/28/01
Judge: Cercone
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Pltf ’s Atty: James C. Heneghan
Def ’s Atty: James W. Kraus
Type of Case: Dental Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Dr. Harry Pasquale, D.M.D.

Defendant(s): William A. DelVecchio, D.M.D.

Remarks: Plaintiff had been a patient of Dr. Schulhof ’s practice
from March 17, 1993 through October 23, 1997 for general dental
care. Dr. Schulhof informed her that she needed to have an evalu-
ation and removal of her impacted third molars. On July 15, 1997,
Dr. Schulhof removed the impacted molars. Postoperative healing
was satisfactory, but Plaintiff had discomfort in her mandible and
decreased sensation in her right lateral tongue. At issue in the
trial was whether the complications, including numbness, had been
discussed with the Plaintiff before she agreed to have the proce-
dure performed.

Jasmine Short, a minor, by Brian Short and Adella
Short, parents and natural guardians, individually v.
Nilima Karamchandani, M.D., Giovanni Laneri, M.D.,

and Western Pennsylvania Hospital

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 97-13887
Jury Verdict: In favor of Plaintiffs and against Defendants

Nilima Karamchandani, M.D. and Western
Pennsylvania Hospital in the sum of
$800,000. Jury also found in favor of
Defendant Giovanni Laneri, M.D.

Date Of Verdict: 12/05/01
Judge: Farino
Pltf ’s Atty: Lawrence Kelly
Def ’s Atty: Gregory A. Castelli (Giovanni Laneri, M.D.

and Nilima Karamchandani, M.D.); Marshall
J. Tindall (Western Pennsylvania Hospital)

Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Pamela L. Black, R.N.;

James J. Barber, M.D.; John Tilelli, M.D.
(Pediatric Intensive Care); Robert W.
Bragdon, M.D. (Plastic Surgery)
Defendant(s): Catherine Jacobs, R.N.

Remarks: Jasmine Short was born on 9/1/95 at 27 weeks gesta-
tional age, and was transferred to a neurointensive care unit at
Defendant Hospital. On 9/23/95 she began to have bloody stools
and necrotizing enterocolitis was suspected. On 9/24, Defendant
Laneri placed a right radial arterial line to measure blood pres-
sure and to have access to arterial blood for lab analysis. An Allen
Test (for collateral circulation) was not documented. When the hand
showed signs of circulatory compromise and poor motor function
as well as poor wave forms/pulse pressure readings, the arterial
line was not removed. After the line was eventually discontinued,
the fingers turned black and self amputated. The Plaintiff experts
contended that the failure to document the Allen Test and the
failure to remove the arterial line at the first signs of vascular
compromise were deviations from the standard of care. The
Defendant’s nursing expert opined that the standard of care was
met and that the medical staff was aware of all clinical informa-
tion necessary for their decisions regarding the arterial line.

Leslie A. Lampl and Robert O. Lampl, her husband v.
Lauri S. Molinda, M.D., Roy M. Beerel, M.D.,

Gateway Medical Group, Allegheny University Medical
Practices d/b/a Primary Care Central,

Diagnostic Medical Associates, and Peter M. Bonadio, M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-12674
Jury Verdict: In favor of all Defendants.
Date Of Verdict: 11/29/01
Judge: O’Reilly

Pltf ’s Atty: John R. Orie
Def ’s Atty: Daniel P. Carroll (Roy M. Beerel, Gateway

Medical Group, Lauri S. Molinda); John K.
Heisey (Diagnostic Medical Associates);
Bernard R. Rizza (Peter M. Bonadio, M.D.)

Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Donna Glover, M.D. (Internal

Medicine)
Defendant(s): Marcella Bohm-Velez (Diag-
nostic Radiologist); Charles H. Srodes, M.D.;
Ronald G. Stoller (Hematology/Medical
Oncology); Francis X. Solano, Jr., M.D.;
David L. Page (Pathologist); Victor G. Vogel,
M.D., M.H.S. (Oncologist)

Remarks: Plaintiff was 40 years old when she presented to
Defendant Molinda in August of 1997, complaining of pain in
the left neck and upper shoulder region. She was treated with
a steroid injection. The following month she noted a mass under
her right arm, and returned to Dr. Molinda. A bilateral baseline
mammogram and right breast sonogram done on 9/17/97 did not
reveal any evidence of malignancy in either breast, according
to Dr. Bonadio. Dr. Bonadio’s report recommended further evalu-
ation. On 10/21/97, the Plaintiff presented to Dr. Beerel with
severe low back pain. He recommended physical therapy and
analgesics. Plaintiff had x-rays following a two-week history of
debilitating lumbosacral pain. Over the next several weeks, the
patient made several trips to Allegheny General Hospital com-
plaining of severe cervical pain, and was treated symptomati-
cally, with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents. On 11/19/97
she was diagnosed with extensive bony metastatic disease. Mam-
mography revealed a 6 cm breast mass, and the axillary mass
was diagnosed as a poorly differentiated carcinoma. Despite sys-
temic chemotherapy, Plaintiff died on May 7, 2000. Defendant
experts opined that her cancer was far advanced and incurable at
the time of its presentation on September 19, 1997, and that her
subsequent treatment and prognosis would not have been altered
had her malignancy been identified in her first mammogram.

John O. Cain v. John C. Eisley, D.O.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-6197
Jury Verdict: In favor of Defendant.
Date Of Verdict: 11/15/01
Judge: Gallo
Pltf ’s Atty: Sandra Neuman
Def ’s Atty: Stephen J. Dalesio
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Louis X. Santore, M.D.

Defendant(s): G. Alan Yeasted, M.D. and
Andrew Eller, M.D.

Remarks: Plaintiff claimed that his PCP (Dr. Eisley) delayed
his referral to ophthalmologist for retinal surgery causing a more
severely detached retina, which allegedly led to loss of vision
causing a fall two months after surgery resulting in massive head
injuries.

Susan L. Lacher and John E. Lacher v. Lisa Anolik

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 01-2885
Jury Verdict: In favor of Plaintiff in the amount of $25,000.
Date Of Verdict: 12/04/01
Judge: Friedman
Pltf ’s Atty: John R. Orie, Jr.
Def ’s Atty: Mary Dombrowski Wright
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Videotaped depositions of John

Straka, M.D. (Board Certified Otolaryngolo-
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gist); Anthony Watson, M.D. (Board Certified
Orthopedic Surgeon with a specialty in
orthopedic foot and ankle reconstruction)

Remarks: On August 5, 1999, the Defendant’s vehicle ran a red
light and collided with the Plaintiff ’s vehicle, which was being
operated by the wife-Plaintiff. The wife-Plaintiff alleged that she
developed a resistant staph infection and abscess and deep lobe
mass in her left parotid gland two and one-half months after the
motor vehicle accident. The wife-Plaintiff was awarded $25,000
for pain and suffering and the husband-Plaintiff was awarded
no damages.

Urbanski v. Dukic

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-9672
Jury Verdict: In favor of the Defendant.
Date Of Verdict: 12/6/01
Judge: Baldwin
Pltf ’s Atty: Victor H. Pribanic
Def ’s Atty: Lori D. Mendicino
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: —

Remarks: On June 22, 1998 the Defendant’s vehicle struck the
left front passenger side of the Plaintiff ’s vehicle. Plaintiff sus-
tained soft tissue injuries to her neck, shoulder and back. A sub-
sequent work-related accident on January 17, 1999 exacerbated
the Plaintiff ’s previous motor vehicle accident injuries. Plaintiff
did not work for three weeks with resultant loss of $5,000 in
income. The Plaintiff ’s medical bills totaled $ 16,332.56. The jury
ruled in favor of the Defendant.

Gary Massimino and Janice Massimino, as parents and
guardians of Jessica Massimino, a minor v.

Parkwood United Presbyterian Church

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-12171
Jury Verdict: In favor of Plaintiff in the amount of

$13,453.68.
Date Of Verdict: 11/30/01
Judge: Folino
Pltf ’s Atty: Todd Berkey
Def ’s Atty: Warren D. Ferry
Type of Case: Negligence
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Videotaped deposition of James

N. Edmonds, Jr., D.M.D. (Board Certified in
Oral/Maxillofacial Surgery); Crista Tapert,
D.D.S. (Pediatric Dentist)

Remarks: On July 20, 1993 the Plaintiff, who was 8 years old
at the time, slipped on a wet floor after playing water Olympics
at Defendant’s summer camp. The Plaintiff hit her chin and
sustained injury to three teeth. The Plaintiff did not receive
immediate treatment from a pediatric dentist. Two years later
the Plaintiff developed an abscess in one broken tooth that ne-
cessitated root canal and an eventual apicoectomy. Over a seven
year period of time, the Plaintiff had to undergo two more root
canals and apicoectomies.

David Fritsch v. Kristen Lee Sukitisch

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-2571
Jury Verdict: In favor of Plaintiff in the amount of $60,000.
Date Of Verdict: 1/31/02
Judge: Jaffe
Pltf ’s Atty: Craig E. Coleman; David A. McGowan
Def ’s Atty: Thomas A. McDonnell; David K. Harouse
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle/Pedestrian Accident
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Thomas W. Cowan, M.D.;

Victor J. Thomas, M.D.

Defendant(s): Nicholas G. Sotereanos, M.D.

Remarks: On March 9, 1997, the Plaintiff was walking in the
parking lot of Jets Nightclub in Harmar Township, when he was
hit by an automobile driven by the Defendant. Plaintiff suffered
a Torn Medical Meniscus in his right knee and underwent
Arthroscopic Surgery. Plaintiff further alleged neck and back pain
as well as other various bodily injuries. Plaintiff alleged injuries
were caused by the negligence of the Defendant in failing to op-
erate her vehicle in a safe manner. Defendant denied that she
was negligent. The jury found for the Plaintiff, awarding $10,000
for economic damages, and $50,000 for non-economic damages.
The Court later molded the verdict to $67,700.45 after inclusion
of delay damages.

Harriger v. Chowdhry, M.D., et ux.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-5287
Jury Verdict: In favor of Defendant.
Date Of Verdict: 11/15/01
Judge: Jaffe
Pltf ’s Atty: John F. Hill
Def ’s Atty: Edward D. Klym
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): David Rutberg, M.D.;

David J. Kanarek, M.D.; Eric Lee Vey, M.D.;
Dr. Steven Klepper

Remarks: On or about April 9, 1997 the Defendant examined
and treated Steven Harriger, age 24. His medical history and ex-
amination revealed that the patient had severe back pain and right
leg pain which had him rendered bedridden. Patient was admit-
ted to Allegheny Valley Hospital where the Defendant performed
a Microdiskectomy at L4-5 level. Plaintiff ’s primary contention
was that given decedent’s prior medical history, the Defendant
should have ordered or undertaken prophylactic measures regard-
ing the risk of deep vein Thrombosis as a result of the surgery. Mr.
Harriger remained hospitalized until April 20, 1997 when he was
discharged and returned to the home of his parents for further
recuperation. At about 11:00 p.m. on April 20, 1997, Mr. Harriger
suffered respiratory and/or cardiac arrest as a result of blood clot
that formed in his legs and traveled to his lungs. He was taken to
Clarion Hospital where attempts to resuscitate him were unsuc-
cessful and he was pronounced dead on April 21, 1997. The cause
of death was Bilateral Pulmonary Emboli caused by a deep vein
thrombosis which originated in his right calf.

Al-Ramahy, et vir. v. Kaufman, et al.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-8916
Jury Verdict: In favor of Plaintiff in the amount of

$27,320.00.
Date Of Verdict: 11/20/01
Judge: Lutty
Pltf ’s Atty: Robert B. Woomer
Def ’s Atty: Scott D. Glassmith
Type of Case: Auto Accident
Experts: —

Remarks: On or about July 19, 1996 Loretta Al-Ramahy was
driving her 1993 Mercury Sable in the outbound lane of Liberty
Avenue when the Defendant, Adam Kaufman driving a 1988 GMC
truck owned by his employer, Penn Barrell, Inc., pulled his
vehicle into her path and collided with the Plaintiff ’s vehicle.
As a result the Plaintiff was injured and transported to West
Penn Hospital. She was diagnosed with a Dorsally displaced
fracture of the left distal radius, extra articulator with a volar
dislocation of the radial carpal joint and a proximal scaphoid
fracture for which the Plaintiff had to undergo surgery to have
corrected. As a result Mrs. Al-Ramahy had to undergo rehabili-
tative physical therapy.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Jennie Collins

DUI—Controlled Substance—Involuntary Intoxication

Justice Johnson delivered the opinion of the Superior Court
of Pennsylvania which addressed the issue of whether a trial
court erred when it instructed the jury that the defendant must
prove the affirmative defense of intoxication by a preponderance
of the evidence. Appellant, Jennie Collins, appealed the trial
court’s judgment of sentence imposed following her conviction of
Driving Under the Influence of a Controlled Substance.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 02-1029. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Johnson, J., November 4, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Richard DeMarco

Defense of Duress—Common Law Test—Terroristic Threats

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court held that the proper test
to determine the applicability of the duress defense is the two-
part test set forth under 18 Pa.C.S. §309 and not the more strin-
gent three-part test previously used under common law. The
purpose of enacting Section 309 was to replace the common law
test that was too hard for defendants to meet. The test set forth
under Section 309 is a “hybrid objective-subjective” test.

(Jason Miller)

No. 01-95. In the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
Nigro, J., October 23, 2002.

Richard E. Early, Warden, et al. v.
William Packer

Jury Instruction—Judgment Reversed—Habeas Relief

The U.S. Supreme Court reversed a decision of the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, holding that the court exceeded
its limits imposed on federal habeas review by 28 U.S.C. 2254(d).
Early, et al. v. Packer, 537 U.S. __ (2002).

(David C. Pulice)

No. 01-1765. In the U.S. Supreme Court.
Per Curiam, November 4, 2002.

Clemleddy Construction, Inc. v.
William Yorston and Lori Yorston

Mechanics’ Lien—Contractor—Property

The Superior Court held that where a sheriff attempts and
fails to personally serve notice of the filing of a mechanics’ lien, a
contractor may “serve” notice of that claim by posting it conspicu-
ously on the relevant property. The court expressly rejected the
contention that if the sheriff fails to serve notice personally, then
a contractor must first use other channels (such as constables or
process servers) to further attempt personal service before re-
sorting to posting.

(John W. Fletcher)

No. 02-1187. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Johnson, J., November 4, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Ruba Jackson

Illegal Search, Seizure—Tape Recordings—Office Privacy

Ruba Jackson, the defendant in this matter was the post-
master at the Mohnton Post Office in Berks County. Jackson (the
postmaster) kept a tape recorder on her desk at all times. Unbe-
knownst to her co-workers, Jackson was taping her conversa-
tions with her co-workers. Once she recorded the conversations,
she would place the tapes in her desk drawer. Sometime during
Saturday, May 26, 2000, Jill Kraemer, a postal worker at the
Mohnton Post Office, first noticed a tape recorder that allegedly
was on Jackson’s desk for years.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-839. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Popovich, J., October 11, 2002.
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Tracey Ann T. Irvin v. Laurie Mason

Attorney—Client Privilege—Investigator’s File

1. File materials of investigator hired by law firm to gather
information from potential client, for purpose of law firm’s de-
termining whether to accept the representation, is protected by
the attorney-client privilege.

2. Attorney-client privilege covers communications made for
the purpose of seeking representation.

3. Attorney-client privilege covers communications made by
client to employees and independent contractors of law firm, where
those subordinates assist attorney in providing legal services.

(Margaret P. Joy)

David J. Manogue for Plaintiff.
David M. Chmiel for Defendant.

GD 99-6878. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, Civil Division.

OPINION AND ORDER OF COURT

Wettick, J., September 30, 2002—Defendant’s Motion to
Compel Investigative Report and Supplemental Answers to In-
terrogatories is the subject of this Opinion and Order of Court.
The issue raised through the motion is whether the attorney-
client privilege applies to communications between plaintiff and
an investigator retained by plaintiff ’s counsel for the purpose
of developing a file that counsel will review in deciding whether
to accept plaintiff ’s case.

Plaintiff was injured on May 9, 1997. She promptly contacted
the Specter law firm to seek representation. On May 13, 1997,
plaintiff furnished an investigator (Americus V. Rocco) with a
two-page detailed description of the accident as well as the other
information requested for an evaluation of her claim. Mr. Rocco
submitted this information regarding plaintiff ’s claim to the
Specter law firm which made the decision to accept her case.
Through her Motion to Compel, defendant seeks this informa-
tion which plaintiff furnished Americus Rocco, including the
written description of the accident.

At the time plaintiff contacted the Specter law firm, large
numbers of people were contacting this law firm to seek repre-
sentation. It had been the law firm’s regular practice for over
ten years to use investigators with the firm of Guy Rocco &
Associates to conduct, on the law firm’s behalf, detailed inter-
views with injury victims who had contacted the law firm regard-
ing representation. The purpose of the interview was to assemble
all relevant information about the particular incident from the
potential client.

A Rocco investigator records the information provided by the
potential client on a form designed by the Specter law firm. The
form provides space for the client’s narrative of the incident which
gave rise to the claim. The investigator forwards the form to one
of the law firm’s attorneys. The attorney decides whether the law
firm will accept the case on the basis of the information within the
form, particularly the client’s detailed recollection of the incident.

In conducting its interviews, a Rocco investigator speaks to
the client outside the presence of others. Rocco investigators have
been instructed to keep confidential all communications with
potential clients.

In support of her position that the Rocco investigative file is
discoverable, defendant initially relies on case law holding that
investigative files prepared by an investigator retained by coun-
sel are discoverable. See, e.g., Briem v. Coppola, 132 P.L.J. 390,

37 D.&C.3d 350 (1984). This case law is based on Pa.R.C.P. No.
4003.3 which allows discovery of information obtained in prepa-
ration for trial except, as to an investigator retained by coun-
sel, disclosure of mental impressions, conclusions, or opinions
respecting the value or merit of a claim or defense or respect-
ing strategy or tactics. Consequently, the information which
defendant seeks is not protected under the narrow protections
afforded work product under Rule 4003.3.1

Rule 4003.1(a) provides that a party may obtain discovery
of a matter (including trial preparation material) only if the
matter is not privileged. In the present case, plaintiff does not
argue that the discovery which defendant seeks is protected
under any work product protections afforded trial preparation
material. Plaintiff ’s opposition to the discovery is based solely
on the attorney-client privilege.

Defendant contends that the attorney-client privilege does
not apply because the communications which defendant seeks
were made before the law firm had agreed to represent plaintiff
and because these investigators are not employees of the Spec-
ter law firm.

Under Pennsylvania appellate court case law, the attorney-
client privilege applies to communications made for the purpose
of seeking representation. In Commonwealth v. Mrozek, 657 A.2d
997 (Pa.Super. 1995), the defendant telephoned the attorney’s
office to speak with counsel. Counsel’s secretary advised him that
the attorney was with clients and not available to speak with
the defendant at that time. The defendant responded that he
had to talk to the attorney immediately because he had just com-
mitted a homicide.

The district attorney, when informed that the defendant had
made an inculpatory statement to the secretary, subpoenaed her
to testify. The defendant’s counsel filed a motion to suppress the
evidence on the ground that it was protected by the attorney-
client privilege. The trial court ruled that the attorney-client
privilege did not apply because (1) at the time of the communica-
tion, defendant had not yet spoken to the attorney; and (2) the
secretary was not a subordinate for purposes of the privilege.
The Superior Court reversed. It stated that it would follow the
case law within other jurisdictions holding that the attorney-
client privilege covers preliminary communications with regard
to the retention of counsel.

Defendant’s second argument that the attorney-client privi-
lege does not extend to information which the client furnished to
an investigator retained by counsel is also contrary to settled
Pennsylvania appellate court case law.

In Commonwealth v. Hutchinson, 434 A.2d 740 (Pa.Super.
1981), the Court held that the attorney-client privilege applied
to a statement of a client of the public defender made to an in-
vestigator from the public defender’s office. The court cited case
law holding that the privilege attaches to statements made to a
lawyer or his agents.

In Commonwealth v. Mrozek, supra, the Court also rejected
the trial court’s ruling that the attorney-client privilege did not
apply because the secretary was not a subordinate for purposes
of the privilege. The Superior Court quoted 8 Wigmore, Evidence
§2301 (“‘The assistance of these agents being indispensable to
his work and the communications of the client being often neces-
sarily committed to them by the attorney or by the client him-
self, the privilege must include all the persons who act as the
attorney’s agents.’” 657 A.2d 999). The Court also relied on an
opinion of the Illinois Supreme Court in People v. Knippenberg,
66 Ill.2d 276, 6 Ill. Dec. 46, 362 N.E.2d 681 (1997), which re-
versed a lower court decision allowing impeachment with state-
ments made by a defendant to an investigator.

In Commonwealth v. Noll, 662 A.2d 1123 (Pa.Super. 1995), the
attorney whom Mr. Noll had retained hired an accident recon-
struction expert (Mr. Bowes) to assist in preparation for possible
litigation. Apparently as a result of the expert’s findings, Mr.
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Noll decided not to pursue his civil lawsuit. Subsequently, the
Commonwealth employed Mr. Bowes to investigate the incident
and thereafter filed a criminal complaint. The trial court granted
Mr. Noll’s motion in limine to preclude the testimony of Mr. Bowes.
On appeal, the Superior Court affirmed. The Court ruled that
where a third party is retained by an attorney to assist the attor-
ney in giving legal advice to the client, information which the
attorney or the client furnishes this third party is protected by
the attorney-client privilege.

Legislation at 42 Pa.C.S. §5944 governing the psychothera-
pist/patient privilege provides that the confidential relations and
communications between a psychologist or psychiatrist and the
client shall be on the same basis as those provided or prescribed
by law between an attorney and client. Pennsylvania appellate
courts have looked to case law governing the attorney-client privi-
lege in addressing privilege claims based on this legislation.

In Kalenevitch v. Finger, 595 A.2d 1224 (Pa.Super. 1991), the
defendant sought discovery of information which the plaintiff-
wife furnished to a registered nurse employed by a licensed psy-
chologist. The Court ruled that the psychotherapist privilege
applied on the basis of the Pennsylvania Superior Court’s ruling
in Commonwealth v. Hutchinson, supra, and case law in other
jurisdictions cited by the Court holding that the attorney-client
privilege extends to an agent of the attorney if that person as-
sists the attorney in providing legal services.

In Commonwealth v. Simmons, 719 A.2d 336 (Pa.Super. 1998),
a defendant who was accused of sexually abusing a child sought
the records of the treatment center (Mentor) where the child was
being treated. A licensed psychiatrist whom Mentor employed
composed an individual service plan for each child in the pro-
gram, to be carried out by other members of a treatment team.
According to Mentor, a treatment team includes a clinical coor-
dinator with a master ’s degree in a human service field who
regularly visits the home in which the child resides. In addi-
tion, the treatment team includes a mentor adult (also known
as a “mental health technician”) with whom the child lives. (In
the contract between the adult and Mentor, the mentor adult is
described as an independent contractor.) Mentor adults are
trained by Mentor for at least three days in a variety of skills
necessary for living with and caring for the child. The mentor
adult is responsible for carrying out the individual service plan
on a daily basis and keeps a daily observational log of the child.

The trial court ruled that the statutory privilege covered only
communications between the child and the psychiatrist; the statu-
tory protections did not extend to the mentor adult or clinical
coordinator because they are not psychiatrists or psychologists.
The Superior Court reversed, stating that the privilege also
reached confidential communications to the mentor adult, to the
clinical coordinator, and to other program supervisors because
they are all subordinates of the psychiatrist who oversees the
child’s treatment. The Court relied on the case law describing
the scope of the attorney-client privilege:

In the attorney-client context, the job description of the
recipient of a confidential communication or their lack
of legal training is irrelevant so long as the recipient is
an agent of an attorney and the statement is made in
confidence for the purpose of obtaining or facilitating
legal advice. We find that this reasoning should apply
with equal force to members of the Mentor treatment
team in conversations with T.W. in the course of facili-
tating the treatment plan. Id. at 343.

In the present case, defendant apparently contends that the
law will differentiate between communications between the cli-
ent/potential client and an employee of the law firm and commu-
nications between a client/potential client and an independent
contractor hired by the law firm. Defendant does not cite any

case law supporting this proposition and none of the case law
which I reviewed makes such a differentiation. Furthermore,
there would be no reason to do so. The controlling issue is whether
the non-attorney to whom the confidential communication is
made is acting on behalf of a lawyer in connection with legal
services which the lawyer is providing or may provide.

For these reasons, I enter the following Order of Court:

ORDER OF COURT

On this 30th day of September, 2002, it is hereby ORDERED
that defendant’s Motion to Compel Investigative Report and
Supplement Answers to Interrogatories is denied.

BY THE COURT
/s/Wettick, J.

1 Defendant concedes that plaintiff may strike the investigator’s
“mental impressions, conclusions or opinions regarding the value
or merit of the claim pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. 4003.3.” Brief in Sup-
port of Motion to Compel Investigative Report at 4.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Andrew McNelis

Habeas Corpus—Sufficiency of Evidence

1. Petition for writ of habeas corpus is appropriate mecha-
nism for challenging sufficiency of Commonwealth’s evidence to
hold defendant for trial.

2. Commonwealth must show a prima facie case, i.e., the pres-
ence of each element necessary to constitute each offense charged,
and defendant’s complicity in each offense.

3. As to charge of Theft By Unlawful Taking, Commonwealth’s
evidence failed to establish that defendant took the weapon, or
that he intended to deprive the owner of the weapon permanently;
therefore, habeas corpus is granted as to that charge.

4. As to charge of Receiving Stolen Property, Commonwealth’s
evidence was sufficient to establish a prima facie case; there-
fore, habeas corpus is denied as to that charge.

(Margaret P. Joy)

Suzanne Filliagi for the Commonwealth.
Michael J. DeRiso for Defendant.

CC 02 08898. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, Criminal Division.

OPINION

Manning, J., October 1, 2002—Before the Court is the Petition
for Writ of Habeas Corpus filed on behalf of Defendant, Andrew
McNelis. The Defendant was charged by criminal complaint with
one count each of Theft by Unlawful Taking (18 Pa.C.S.A. §3821
(a)) and Receiving Stolen Property (18 Pa.C.S.A. §3925 (a)). A Pre-
liminary Hearing was held before District Justice Walter
Luniewski on June 11, 2002. Magistrate Luniewski ordered the
defendant held for Court on both charges.

The Defendant contends in his Petition that the evidence pre-
sented by the Commonwealth at the Preliminary Hearing was
insufficient to establish a prima facie case as to either offense.
At the hearing before this Court, the only evidence offered was
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the transcript from the Preliminary Hearing. The Commonwealth
offered no additional evidence. The Court has reviewed the tran-
script of the hearing. Viewing the evidence presented there in a
light favorable to the Commonwealth, the following facts were
established by that evidence:

1. On May 10 or 11 of 2000 Plum Borough Police Officer Gerald
Capusto served a Protection From Abuse order at the home of
Gerald William Burch. The terms of the order required that Mr.
Burch surrender any weapons. He turned over to the officer a
model 1911 Colt .45 caliber handgun bearing serial number
2005570. (N.T. 4-5; 13).

2. Officer Capusto took the weapon to the Plum Police Station
where he placed an evidence tag on it, prepared an evidence
receipt and then placed the weapon in an evidence locker. (N.T.
13). The evidence locker is located in the rear of the police station
and is usually locked. Officer Capusto did not have a key to the
locker and does not recall who opened the locker to allow him to
place the weapon in it. Only sergeants or the chief of police have
keys to the lockers so he assumed that one of the sergeants opened
the locker for him. He admitted that at times, however, he has
found an evidence locker to be unlocked. He said that the practice
in the police station is that after the evidence is placed in the
evidence locker, it is later moved to an evidence room by a ser-
geant or the Chief. Officer Capusto never saw the weapon again
after he placed it in the locker. (N.T. 14-16).

3. For reasons unrelated to this matter, Plum Borough Police
Sergeant Matthew Feldmeier conducted an inventory of the evi-
dence room in February 2002. This occurred prior to Mr. Burch
seeking the return of his weapon. According to the inventory, Mr.
Burch’s weapon was not in the evidence room. The fact that it
was missing, however, was not noted. (N.T. 26).

4. Sergeant Feldmeier spoke with Mr. Burch when he came
to retrieve his weapon and told him that the weapon was not in
the evidence room but that they would continue to look for it. He
explained that they also had to check with the State Police and
the Allegheny County Sheriff ’s office to make sure that the
weapon had not been turned over to either of those agencies. He
later confirmed that it had not been turned over to either de-
partment. (N.T. 27-29).

5. Sergeant Feldmeier described the evidence lockers as school
type lockers located at the end of the squad room. They have pad-
locks. When the evidence is placed in them, the padlocks are then
locked. When they are empty, they are not locked. The sergeants
and the chief of police are the only members of the department to
possess keys. (N.T. 29-35).

6. After evidence is locked in the lockers the chief or one of
the sergeants moves it to the evidence room. Sergeant Feldmeier
searched all areas where evidence might be placed and could not
locate Mr. Burch’s weapon. He then asked the State Police to
investigate. (N.T. 34). An investigator from the State Police in-
terviewed Sergeant Feldmeier and all of the other police officers.
(N.T. 34).

7. After the State Police began their investigation, a mail-
man delivered a box to the police receptionist. It was addressed
to Gerald Burch. The return address contained only the street
address of the Police Department. The package was returned by
the post office because it had an incorrect address. Sergeant
Feldmeier notified the State Police investigator, Trooper Lenior,
because of the ongoing investigation involving Mr. Burch. Trooper
Lenior opened the package and discovered that it contained Mr.
Burch’s weapon. The box was otherwise empty. (N.T. 35-37).

8. A few days later, Trooper Lenior showed Sergeant Feldmeier
some photographs and asked him if he recognized anyone. He
identified the person in the photographs as the defendant, Pa-
trolman Andrew McNelis. (N.T. p. 38).

9. The photograph that Trooper Lenior showed Sergeant
Feldmeier came from a surveillance camera at the Plum Post
Office. Using the postage strip on the package, the post office

manager, John Maloney, was able to determine when the pack-
age was mailed. (N.T. 57-58). He then matched the receipts from
that day to the amount of postage on the package and was able
to determine exactly what time the package was mailed and which
clerk handled the transaction. (N.T. 59).

10. Trooper Lenior took the film from the videotape of that
transaction and was able to print photographs of the person who
mailed the package containing the gun. Those photographs de-
picted the defendant. (N.T. 68).

11. Trooper Lenior interviewed the defendant on April 9, 2002,
which would have been after the package had been mailed but
before the trooper had seen the video. The defendant told the
trooper that he recalled Mr. Burch from a previous investigation.
He also said that he recalled that sometime in the summer of
1999 or 2000 he discovered two firearms in an evidence locker
that did not normally contain weapons. He recalled that one of
the weapons was a Colt 1911, the same model as Mr. Burch’s.
He thought that it was odd that they were in that locker so he
wrote down the serial numbers and gave that information to
the Chief, telling him that they needed to be secured. (N.T. 72).
The defendant acknowledged that since he became a sergeant
in April 2001, he had access to a key to the evidence locker
where the guns were located. (N.T. 73-74).

DISCUSSION

A Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus is the appropriate
mechanism for challenging the determination made by a mag-
istrate at a preliminary hearing that sufficient Commonwealth
evidence exists to hold a Defendant for trial. The Commonwealth
is required to establish “prima facie that a crime has been com-
mitted and that the accused is the person who committed it.”
Commonwealth v. Morman, 373 Pa.Super. 360, 365-66, 541 A.2d
356, 359 (1988). At the preliminary hearing the Commonwealth
must show the presence of every element necessary to consti-
tute each offense charged and the defendant’s complicity in each
offense. The proof must be such as would justify a trial judge
submitting the case to the jury at the trial of the case. The Com-
monwealth is also entitled to inferences reasonably drawn from
the evidence of record which would support a verdict of guilty.
Commonwealth v. Rodgers, 235 Pa.Super. 106, 340 A.2d 550
(1975).

“A person is guilty of theft if he unlawfully takes, or exercises
unlawful control over, moveable property of another with intent
to deprive him thereof.” 18 Pa.C.S.A. §3921(a). The Crimes Code
defines “deprive” as “[t]o withhold property of another permanently
or for so extended a period as to appropriate a major portion of
its economic value … or to dispose of the property so as to make
it unlikely that the owner will recover it.” 18 Pa.C.S.A. §3901.
The offense of Receiving Stolen Property requires proof that a
person “…receives, retains or disposes of moveable property of
another knowing that it has been stolen or believing that it has
probably been stolen, unless the property is received, retained,
or disposed with intent to restore it to the owner.” 18 Pa.C.S.A.
§3923.

Turning first to the charge of Theft by Unlawful Taking, the
Commonwealth’s evidence established that the defendant pos-
sessed the gun belonging to Mr. Burch on the date that he was
videotaped mailing the package that contained the weapon. The
fact that the evidence inventory in February 2002 failed to note
the weapon’s presence is irrelevant since the last place that any-
one saw the weapon was in the evidence locker and the inven-
tory was of the evidence room. Although there was testimony
that the practice of the Plum police department was that items
such as weapons would be moved to the evidence room from the
lockers, there was no evidence presented that would support an
inference that that occurred in this instance.

The Commonwealth’s evidence does not support an inference
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that this defendant unlawfully took or exercised unlawful con-
trol over the weapon. The Commonwealth failed to present any
evidence establishing that this defendant took the weapon and
there is no evidence permitting the inference that the defendant
intended to deprive Mr. Burch of the weapon permanently, “…or
for so extended a period as to appropriate a major portion of its
economic value.” 18 Pa.C.S.A. §3901. All the Commonwealth’s
evidence established is that the defendant possessed the gun on
the date that it was mailed to Mr. Burch. This is not enough to
establish, on a prima facie basis that this defendant committed
the crime of Theft by Unlawful Taking.

The Court concludes that the evidence was sufficient to es-
tablish a prima facie case with regard to the Receiving Stolen
Property charge.

For these reasons, this 1st day of October, 2002, it is ORDERED
that the Defendant’s Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus is
GRANTED in part and DENIED in part. It is GRANTED as to the
charge of Theft by Unlawful Taking and that charge is DISMISSED.
It is DENIED as to the charge of Receiving Stolen Property.

BY THE COURT
/s/Manning, J.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Benjamin John Boswell

Post-Arrest Silence—Harmless Error—Merger Claim—
Excessive Sentence

1. Prohibition against reference to post-arrest silence is inap-
plicable where defendant is not silent, i.e., gives a statement,
after his arrest.

2. Even if reference to post-arrest silence were applicable,
reference was (a) harmless in light of overwhelming evidence of
defendant’s guilt, and (b) cumulative of evidence adduced by de-
fendant himself on cross-examination.

3. Doctrine of merger of sentences does not apply where, as
here, each crime requires proof of an element that the other does
not.

4. Sentence is not illegal or excessive where the Court placed
on the record the reasons for its sentence, sentence is admittedly
within (although at the maximum of) the guidelines, and the
Court considered all relevant factors.

(Margaret P. Joy)

Kerry Starr for the Commonwealth.
P. Christopher Hoffman for the Defendant.

CC 01-12452. In the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania, Criminal Division.

OPINION

McDaniel, J., October 3, 2002—Benjamin Boswell has ap-
pealed from the sentence imposed by this Court on April 2, 2002
for his convictions of Indecent Assault, Endangering the Welfare
of Children and Corruption of Minors. He has raised a number
of claims of error, which this Court has determined to be meritless
after a thorough review of the record.

Benjamin Boswell was charged at CC 200112452 with four
(4) counts of Involuntary Deviate Sexual Intercourse (IDSI) (18
Pa.C.S.A. §3123), two (2) counts of Indecent Assault, one (1) count

of Endangering the Welfare of Children (18 Pa.C.S.A. §4304) and
one (1) count of Corruption of Minors (18 Pa.C.S.A. §6301). This
Court granted his Motion for Judgment of Acquittal at two (2) of
the IDSI charges and the jury acquitted him of the remaining
two (2) IDSI charges as well as one (1) of the Indecent Assault
charges. The defendant was convicted at the remaining counts
of Indecent Assault, Endangering the Welfare of Children and
Corruption of Minors.

A sentencing hearing was held by this Court on April 2, 2002,
at which time this Court imposed consecutive sentences of two
and one half (2 1/2) to five (5) years at each count for an aggre-
gate sentence of seven and one half (7 1/2) to fifteen (15) years.
The Defendant’s Post-Sentence Motion for Reconsideration of Sen-
tence was denied on April 15, 2002. This appeal followed.

The facts presented at trial established that on June 8, 2001,
twelve-year-old Demetrius [last name omitted - ed.] walked into
his mother ’s bedroom and saw the Defendant (his mother ’s boy-
friend) in bed with his younger brother Corey, who was six (6)
years old at the time. Demetrius observed the Defendant “in
the bed with no clothes on kissing Corey and Corey was rub-
bing lotion on his private.” (T.T. p. 60). Demetrius then ran to
his grandmother ’s house, which was just a short distance away
and told her what he had seen. Demetrius’s grandmother, Mrs.
R. [name omitted - ed.] immediately called the house and asked
the Defendant to send Corey down to her house. When Corey
arrived, she began to speak with him about the incident, but
Corey was initially reluctant to answer her questions, saying
“he told me if I tell he won’t give me a dollar, he won’t take me
to the store.” (T.T. p. 89. See also T.T. p. 45).

While Mrs. R. was speaking with Corey, her foster child
Qualyn entered the room. When Qualyn heard the conversation
and began to exhibit strange behavior, Mrs. R. questioned Qualyn
about his conduct with the Defendant. Qualyn then stated that
the Defendant had behaved similarly with him, performing oral
sex on Qualyn and having Qualyn perform oral sex on him. (T.T.
p. 90. See also T.T. p. 29-31).

Mrs. R. and her daughter, Eureka (Demetrius’s and Corey’s
mother) took the children to the emergency room that evening
and the police were called. The Defendant was arrested several
days later at his place of employment. After being advised of his
Miranda rights the Defendant “admitted to Demetrius seeing
that Corey was rubbing lotion on his stomach and that he had
become aroused. His intention was to have Corey rub his penis
but Corey was not rubbing his penis when Demetrius walked
in.” (T.T. p. 106).

The Defendant’s initial claim of error is that the Commonwealth
improperly solicited testimony two (2) times regarding the
Defendant’s indication that he was invoking his right to remain
silent. However, a close examination of the record reveals that the
testimony given was merely an indication that the defendant had
concluded his statement and was not a reference to post-arrest
silence. In any event, the testimony was cumulative and any re-
sulting error was harmless.

At trial, the following testimony was given:

Q. (Ms. Starr): After the defendant was advised of his
rights, did he agree to speak with you?

A. (Det. Fisher): Yes, he did.

Q. Would you please just tell the Court the contents of
that discussion.

A. I read him his rights in the car in the parking lot at
Denny’s, then we did the short trip to the county
airport, less than three or four minutes away, went
to the office there.

There we advised him of everything he was charged
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with, and we wanted to hear his side of the story.
He first denied any contact with any of the chil-
dren doing anything wrong. We talked to him a little
longer and explained to him that Demetrius told
us what he had seen, and after a few more denials,
he admitted to Demetrius seeing that Corey was
rubbing lotion on his stomach and that he had be-
come aroused.

His intention was to have Corey rub his penis but
Corey was not rubbing his penis when Demetrius
walked in.

Q. Okay. Did he tell you that it didn’t go that far be-
cause Demetrius walked in?

A. Yes, that’s what he said, that his intentions were to
have Corey rub his penis until Demetrius walked in.

Q. And Detective Fisher, what happened after that?

A. He didn’t want to speak anymore.
(T.T. p. 105).

“An impermissible reference to an accused’s post-arrest silence
constitutes reversible error unless shown to be harmless.” Com-
monwealth v. Clark, 802 A.2d 658, 661 (Pa.Super. 2002), citing
Commonwealth v. Clark, 626 A.2d 154, 157-158 (Pa. 1993). Error
will be considered harmless if:

(1) the error did not prejudice the defendant or the
prejudice was de minimis;

(2) the erroneously admitted evidence was merely cu-
mulative of other untainted evidence which was
substantially similar to the erroneously admitted
evidence; or

(3) the properly admitted and uncontradicted evidence
of guilt was so overwhelming and the prejudicial
effect of the error was so insignificant by compari-
son that the error could not have contributed to the
verdict.

Commonwealth v. Stallworth, 781 A.2d 110, 120 (Pa. 2001).
Implicit in the prohibition against references to post-arrest

silence, however, is the Defendant’s actual silence. For prejudice
to result, there must be some indication that the Defendant
refused to speak at all or refused to answer questions posed by
the police or other officials. Here, Detective Fisher’s testimony,
read in its entirety, shows that the Defendant voluntarily waived
his Miranda rights and gave a statement to the detectives con-
fessing to the crime. The statement in question was merely a
reference to the conclusion of the interview. There was no indica-
tion that the Defendant refused to speak under questioning or
refused to answer any questions which may have implicated him.
The evidence presented to the jury indicated that the Defendant
was asked a number of questions, which he answered, and that
there were no outstanding questions when the interview was con-
cluded. The defendant did not remain silent and there is no basis
for a reference to post-arrest silence under these circumstances.

Further, assuming arguendo that the statement was a ref-
erence to the Defendant’s post-arrest silence, any error which
may have resulted was certainly harmless. The Commonwealth
presented overwhelming evidence of the Defendant’s guilt, in-
cluding the testimony of Corey, Qualyn and Demetrius, and the
Defendant’s own confession. In light of that overwhelming evi-
dence, any implication of guilt which may have arisen from the
reference to his silence was cumulative and had no effect on
the outcome of the case. So compelling was the testimony of the
young victims and the Defendant’s confession that there is no

possible way that the jury’s verdict was based in any part upon
the statement made by Detective Fisher. Since the statement
did not affect the verdict in any way it was clearly harmless.

Also, the statement in question was merely cumulative of a
statement elicited by defense counsel. While it is improper for
the Commonwealth to refer to a defendant’s post-arrest silence,
“there is no bar on the defense in bringing the information out as
a matter of strategy.” Commonwealth v. Rizutto, 777 A.2d 1069,
1086 (Pa. 2001). During the Defendant’s cross-examination of
Detective Fisher, the following exchange occurred:

Q. (Mr. Hoffman): Did you continue to question him
all the way to the jail—actually, let me back you up
for a second.

Did you, in fact, transport him to the jail that night?

A. (Detective Fisher): Yes.

Q. Okay. And did you continue to question him from
the time you left the interview room to the jail?

Miss Starr: Objection. Relevance.

The Court: I’ll allow it.

A. There was no more questioning. It was just small
talk, and I just—he said he didn’t want to speak
anymore.

(T.T. p. 111-12). Although in his concise statement the Defendant
attributes this statement to the Commonwealth, it is clear that
defense counsel deliberately elicited the statement from Detec-
tive Fisher on cross-examination. Because the statements were
elicited by the Defendant, there is no error in their introduction.
As a result, since the statements regarding the conclusion of the
interview were properly before the jury due to defense counsel’s
line of questioning, there is no viable argument that the jury
drew prejudice from the exact same statement when brought out
by the Commonwealth on direct examination. The statements
were made upon questioning by defense counsel and were prop-
erly admitted. The defendant cannot now “unring the bell” and
claim that he was prejudiced by Detective Fisher’s statements
on direct examination, when in fact he elicited the same testi-
mony on cross-examination.

In short, because the statement in question was not actually
a reference to “post arrest silence,” and because the statement
was cumulative, any error which may have resulted was harm-
less. The verdict was not affected by the statement in question
and the defendant was not prejudiced in any way. As such, this
claim is meritless.

The defendant has also raised a number of merger claims,
alleging that the convictions, in various combinations, should
have merged for sentencing purposes. This claim is also meritless.

“The doctrine of merger…is a rule of statutory construction
designed to determine whether the legislature intended for the
punishment of one offense to encompass that for another offense
arising from the same criminal offense or transaction.” Common-
wealth v. Andrews, 720 A.2d 764, 769 (Pa.Super. 1998). One oc-
currence or set of facts “may support multiple convictions and
separate sentences for each conviction except in cases where the
offenses are greater and lesser included offenses.” Commonwealth
v. Anderson, 650 A.2d 20, 22 (Pa. 1994).

Practically, when evaluating a merger claim, the court should
“ascertain whether the elements of the lesser crime are all in-
cluded within the elements of the greater crime, and the greater
offense includes at least one additional element which is differ-
ent, in which case the sentences merge, or whether both crimes
require proof of at least one element which the other does not, in
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which case the sentences do not merge.” Commonwealth v.
Rodriguez, 673 A.2d 962, 967 (Pa.Super. 1996). See also Com-
monwealth v. Collins, 764 A.2d 1056 (Pa. 2001).

First, with regard to the combination of indecent assault and
corruption of minors, an examination of the elements of each
crime shows that they both require proof of one element that the
other does not, so that their sentences do not merge. The subsec-
tion of indecent assault charged here requires that the defen-
dant have indecent contact with a person under the age of 13, or
causes that child to have indecent contact with him. 18 Pa.C.S.A.
§3126(a)(7). Corruption of minors requires that a defendant over
the age of 18 “by any act corrupts or tends to corrupt the morals
of a minor less than 18 years of age…” 18 Pa.C.S.A. §6301(a).
Each requires proof of an element the other does not, and there-
fore the sentences do not merge. Commonwealth v. Fisher, 787
A.2d 992 (Pa.Super. 2001).

Next, an examination of the indecent assault and endanger-
ing the welfare of children offenses shows that they, too, do not
merge for sentencing purposes. As noted above, indecent assault
requires indecent contact with a child under the age of 13. 18
Pa.C.S.A. §3126(a)(7). Endangering the welfare of children re-
quires that a “parent, guardian or other person supervising the
welfare of a child under 18 years of age…knowingly endangers
the welfare of a child by violating a duty of care, protection or
support.” 18 Pa.C.S.A. §4304(a). Again, as each requires proof of
an element that the other does not, the sentences do not merge.

Finally, as to the combination of endangering the welfare of
children and corruption of minors, an examination of the ele-
ments of each of these crimes shows that each requires proof of
an element that the other does not, thereby preventing the merger
of the sentences.

Because a single occurrence or set of facts can support mul-
tiple charges and multiple sentences, and because the individual
crimes for which the defendant was sentenced each require proof
of an element that the other crimes do not, the sentences do not
merge. This Court did not err in sentencing the defendant to
different terms for each offense.

The defendant’s final claim of error relates to the allegedly
excessive nature of the sentences imposed at each of those three
offenses. The defendant has alleged that this Court imposed an
improper sentence for a number of reasons, including depar-
ture from the sentencing guidelines, improper reliance of the
age of the victims and their allegations that the assaults were
repeated in nature, failure to consider the defendant’s lack of
prior criminal history and his positive work and educational
history, as well as his expression of remorse that the children
were forced to testify at trial. However, a review of the record
in this regard demonstrates that the defendant is mistaken.

At the sentencing hearing this Court noted the offense grav-
ity score of 5 and the defendant’s prior record score of 0 and its
consideration of the pre-sentence investigation report (Sentenc-
ing Hearing Transcript, p. 2). This Court also placed its reasons
for imposing sentence on the record:

    In the pre-sentence report Corey stated that the
number of sexual encounters he had with you may have
been as high as fifty. I can’t imagine from Ms. R. talk-
ing to us the impact that you have had on this young
child.

    First of all, he is threatening suicide, he is not ad-
justing. In fact, in my opinion, you took away his child-
hood. And more importantly than that you violated a
position of trust. Corey trusted you, he trusted you to
take care of him and in turn you abused him. The child
was helpless and you picked on him.

    I find that your acts are truly heinous. I find that
you are a danger to our community and that nothing I
have read or seen indicates that rehabilitation would
be likely in your case.

(S.H.T. p. 8). This Court then imposed consecutive terms of two
and one half (2 1/2) to five (5) years at each of the three convic-
tions. The defendant does agree that the sentences imposed were
within the proscribed ranges, albeit the maximum sentences al-
lowable. That the sentences imposed were in the maximum range
does not render them illegal, especially since this Court placed
its reasons for the sentences on the record prior to imposing them.
A trial court is not limited “in imposing a maximum sentence
when such sentence can be justified on the record. The sound
discretion of the trial judge will not be overturned by this Court
when the reasons for sentence are established on the record and
the sentencing guidelines, when applicable, have been properly
applied.” Commonwealth v. Basinger, 592 A.2d 1363, 1367
(Pa.Super. 1991).

Sentencing is left to the discretion of the trial court, and “only
if the trial court manifestly abuses its discretion will the sen-
tence be disturbed…. Abuse of discretion consists of overlooking
pertinent facts, disregarding the force of the evidence, commit-
ting an error of law or imposing a sentence which exceeds the
statutory maximum.” Commonwealth v. McFarlin, 587 A.2d 732,
735 (Pa.Super. 1991). See also Commonwealth v. Peters, 516 A.2d
1197, 1198 (Pa.Super. 1986).

Here, this Court considered all relevant factors when for-
mulating its sentence. While this Court did impose the statu-
tory maximum sentence, it was within the guideline range and
therefore not illegal. Further, this Court placed its reasons for
imposing the maximum sentence on the record. The defendant’s
claims regarding the excessive and illegal nature of the sen-
tence imposed must fail.

The defendant has also raised the claim that he was not prop-
erly given credit from the date of his initial incarceration. Again,
this claim is meritless. At the sentencing this Court clearly stated
“at count 6 I place costs on Allegheny County, order you to serve
two and a half to five years with credit for the time that you have
already served.” (S.H.T. p. 9). Further, the written sentencing
order for count six (Indecent Assault) indicates that the sentence
was to be effective from August 1, 2001, the date of his arrest.
The defendant was given appropriate credit for all time served.
There is no error here.

Accordingly, because the above review has shown each of the
defendant’s claims of error to be meritless, the judgment of sen-
tence imposed by this Court on April 2, 2002 must be affirmed.

BY THE COURT
/s/McDaniel, J.
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Chasey v. Zemanick

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-15533
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 2/4/02
Judge: Penkower
Pltf ’s Atty: William S. Schweers, Jr.
Def ’s Atty: Francis Garger; Kristin L. Pieseski
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Mike Royal, M.D.

Defendant(s): Dr. Louis J. Wickas
(Anesthiologist); Dr. Peter E. Sheptak
(Surgeon); Dr. Henry Galaska, M.D.

Remarks: The plaintiff received a hip replacement surgery at
Pittsburgh Mercy Hospital on 10-9-97. On or about 10-12-97 the
plaintiff complained of pain and stated that she suffered right
ulnar nerve damage. The plaintiff argued that improper posi-
tioning during the hip replacement surgery by the Defendant
doctor caused a compression injury to her right ulnar nerve. The
doctor maintained that positioning was normal and any nerve
damage most likely occurred during convalescence after surgery.
Mercy Hospital was dismissed as a defendant prior to trial.

Estate of Gwendolyn L. Napper
(Administratrix Scott) v. Stept, M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-008373
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 2/7/02
Judge: Folino
Pltf ’s Atty: Judd Crosby
Def ’s Atty: Giles Gaca
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Dr. Jamal H. Khan, M.D.,

F.A.C.S.
Defendant(s): Dr. Joseph Colella (Surgeon);
Dr. Brack G. Hatler, Ph.D. (Cardiothoracic
Surgeon); Dr. Ardrianna Selvaggio
(Nephrologist)

Remarks: The deceased plaintiff was admitted to the hospital
for a routine replacement of a catheter into her heart which she
required for renal dialysis. Shortly following the procedure, Ms.
Napper had a hemothorax which led to cardiac arrest and death.
The estate alleged that early diagnosis of a laceration in her su-
perior vena cava from the procedure would have prevented the
death and allowed for fulfillment of life. The defendant argued
that it was not certain that the laceration was incurred during
the procedure rather than during emergency treatment at an-
other hospital immediately prior to the procedure. Defendant also
contended that the procedure was routine and that careful scru-
tiny during the post-operative period was not mandated.

Timothy Counahan v.
Chester J. Cecotti and Phyllis A. Cecotti, his wife

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-018205
Jury Verdict: In favor of Defendant in accordance with

group answers to Interrogatories.
Date Of Verdict: 1/25/02

Judge: Penkower
Pltf ’s Atty: Donald I. Shrager
Def ’s Atty: C. Leon Sherman; Thomas J. Campbell
Type of Case: Premises Liability
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Daniel Schwartz (Plaintiff ’s

Investigator - Liability Witness)
Defendant(s): Lawrence S. Ostrowski, Ph.D.
(Vocational Rehabilitation)

Remarks: Plaintiff was hired by Defendants on Decmber 4, 1997
as handyman for removal of an antenna from the roof of Defen-
dants’ premises. Plaintiff alleged defendants were negligent, in-
ter alia, in failing to provide an adequate and safe working area
as well as in failing to warn as cause for his falling from the roof.
Plaintiff ’s fall resulted in a broken ankle which ultimately led to
left below-knee amputation on 4/19/99 as well as subsequent
proneness to infection and depression. Plaintiff claimed lost wages
and loss of future earnings.

Schweiger v. North Pittsburgh Heating Company, Inc.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 01-8760
Jury Verdict: $30,000 for Defendant on Counterclaim
Date Of Verdict: 3/21/02
Judge: Baer
Pltf ’s Atty: John Lucas
Def ’s Atty: Jeffrey T. Morris
Type of Case: Contracts
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Larry Duvall; Thomas Naglic;

Tim Law; Eric Klous, Eric Kovac &/or
Tim Law; Robert Pelles; Kevin Schweiger;
Thomas Englert
Defendant(s): Daniel B. Richards;
Tim Sheffer

Remarks: The defendant performed HVAC installation for
plaintiff ’s newly constructed residence. Plaintiff made a sub-
stantial payment for the work, however, withheld payment for
additional services that the defendant rendered essential to
completion of the project. Plaintiff sued for damages resulting
from poor workmanship, which required (a) installation of a
pressure release valve on the boiler, and (b) installation of a
remote air conditioner and supply lines to improve the airflow
to various rooms. Plaintiff also claimed he would incur future
costs to repair numerous future deficiencies. Defendant filed a
counterclaim alleging that the original costs were approved by
plaintiff prior to beginning the work.

Grimm v. Jaramillo, M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-2085
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 2/4/02
Judge: O’Brien
Pltf ’s Atty: Nicholas Lorenzo; Leonard E. Sweeney
Def ’s Atty: David Johnson (West Penn Hospital);

Paula Koczan and Samuel H. Foreman
(GYN Oncology and Jaramillo, M.D.)

Type of Case: Medical Malpractice - Informed Consent
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Joel D. Engel, M.D.

Defendant(s): Dr. Anthony O. Udekwu, M.D.,
F.R.C.S., F.A.C.S.
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Remarks: The suit arose from a Diagnostic Laparoscopy, Abla-
tion of Endrometriosis and Sigmiodoscopy which the defendant
physician performed on the plaintiff in February, 1997. Plaintiff
alleged that the defendant negligently performed the procedure
in that he perforated her bowel, necessitating two subsequent
surgeries. She also alleged that the full risks of the original pro-
cedure (including a perforated bowel) were not fully explained
nor were alternatives discussed. The physician denied negligence
and contended that informed consent was obtained. The West
Penn Hospital was dismissed as a defendant prior to trial.

Lorraine Riley v. Yoong Han, M.D.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-001279
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff
Date Of Verdict: 1/18/02
Judge: O’Brien
Pltf ’s Atty: Gregory A. Evashavik
Def ’s Atty: Ronald M. Puntil
Type of Case: Medical Malpractice
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Michael J. Glassner, M.D.

(Fertility & Reproductive Medicine)
Defendant(s): Marc Adelsheimer, M.D.(IME);
James T. Brown, M.D.

Remarks: $150,000 awarded to Plaintiff who alleged improper
medical treatment by Defendant as well as inappropriate and
unnecessary surgery. Plaintiff had undergone a total abdominal
hystectomy in 1998 and had to have subsequent iliostomy and
colostomy secondary to small bowel obstruction, pelvic inflam-
mation and peritonitis. Defendant defended the case on liability
arguing that his level of care was reasonable and did not fall
below acceptable standards of care.

Judith A. Winter p/k/a Judith A. Vertullo v.
Walter Ruszkowski

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-008541
Jury Verdict: For defendant
Date Of Verdict: 3/12/02
Judge: Cercone
Pltf ’s Atty: John E. Quinn; Paul M. Goltz
Def ’s Atty: Thomas A. McDonnell
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle Accident
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Jory Richman, M.D.; Joseph

Eshelman, D.O.; Thomas Kramer, M.D.;
Joseph DiCroce, M.D.

Remarks: Plaintiff stopped her vehicle at an intersection as
directed by a police officer at the scene. Defendant believed
plaintiff had pulled forward so he began to pull forward. As a
result defendant collided with plaintiff ’s bumper. Plaintiff alleged
injuries including neck pain and swelling of her right ankle.

Valerie Liadis v. McCane Trucking Inc. (a corporation)
and Kevin David Bannon (individual)

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 99-015354
Jury Verdict: In favor of Plaintiff - $30,000 plus delay

damages of $3,600.
Date Of Verdict: 11/29/01
Judge: Baer
Pltf ’s Atty: Mark F. McKenna
Def ’s Atty: Thomas A. McDonnell; David K. Harouse
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle

Experts: Defendant(s): Charles J. Burke, III, M.D.
(IME - Damage Witness), Timothy K.
Honkala, M.D. (Orthopedic Surgeon),
Charles P. Gennaula, M.D.

Remarks: Action arising from a motor vehicle accident which
occurred on October 30, 1997. Defendant was operating a dump
truck owned by defendant company, McCane, when rear-ending
defendant’s vehicle stopped in a line of traffic and causing
defendant’s vehicle to cause a chain reaction into vehicles in front
of hers. Defendant’s Motion In Limine for exclusion of evidence
regarding severity of impact (police officer testimony, plaintiff
vehicle photos) was denied. Plaintiff averred she suffered seri-
ous and permanent injuries including impingement syndrome of
right shoulder, anterior glenoid labrum tear of right shoulder,
cervical strain, right lower leg pain, muscle spasms of C-spine,
headaches and neck and back pain.

Mark Christopher Smith v.
Joseph J. Candiello and Deborah M. (his wife),

Josh A. Candiello and Joanne L. (his wife)
and Joseph Candiello

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 98-6601
Jury Verdict: In favor of Plaintiff $1,000 plus delay

damages of $618.76.
Date Of Verdict: 11/29/01
Judge: Baldwin
Pltf ’s Atty: Bruce E. Renda
Def ’s Atty: Walter Nalducci
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Lewis F. Nettour, M.D.

(Bone & Joint); Anthony D. Watson, M.D.
(Orthopedic); Jon B. Tucker (IME - Joint
Reconstruction and Sports Medicine)

Remarks: On April 21, 1996 Defendant Joseph Candiello was
the driver of a vehicle owned by Joseph J. and Deborah M.
Candiello when he ran over the Defendant’s foot in the driveway
while Defendant was visiting a friend. Plaintiff claimed that the
owners of the vehicle negligently entrusted the car to the driver.
He averred that the accident caused chronic and progressive right
dorsomedial talonavicular joint pain and that he suffered de-
creased earning capacity and increased inconvenience, past and
future, as a result of this accident. Defendants asserted that Plain-
tiff contributed to the accident in not exercising a reasonable
degree of care. Defendants Josh A. and Joanne L. Candiello were
voluntarily dismissed by mutual stipulation on 2/18/99.

Briner v. Atlantic Basement Waterproofing, et al.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: AR 00-6363
Jury Verdict: $24,210.00 for Plaintiff
Date Of Verdict: 6/11/02
Judge: Farino
Pltf ’s Atty: Brian Wayne Ashbaugh; Jeffrey P. Brahan
Def ’s Atty: Adam M. Barnes; Cheryl L. Esposito;

Edmond R. Joyal, Jr.
Type of Case: Contract
Experts: —

Remarks: The Plaintiff contracted with the defendant to install
a $17,650 drain system. The principal and admitted deviation
from the written agreement was that the defendants substituted
a much thinner grade drain pipe than that called for in the writ-
ten contract specifications. The deviation remained undiscovered
until the system failed and had to be uncovered by a re-excava-
tion. The jury awarded $24,210 in damages, determining the
defendants materially breached the contract, were causally neg-
ligent and violated the Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer
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Protection Law. The UTP/CPL provides for the assessment of
treble damages and counsel fees. As such, the Court trebled the
verdict to the sum of $72,630 and awarded attorneys fees in the
amount of $15,000.

McDivitt v. Walsh

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-021254
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff in the amount of $25,000.00
Date Of Verdict: 3/14/02
Judge: Lutty
Pltf ’s Atty: William J. Gagliardino
Def ’s Atty: Miles A. Kirshner
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: —

Remarks: On December 19, 1998, the Plaintiff was operating
her vehicle in a westbound direction onto the entrance ramp from
northbound Route 51 and entering I-279 south. The Plaintiff
stopped her vehicle as a result of a yield sign. The Defendant
collided with the Plaintiff ’s vehicle. Plaintiff hit her head on the
doorframe above the window and was thrown forward. Her car
was totaled as a result of the collision. She received no medical
treatment at the scene nor was she taken to the emergency room
for treatment. She reported no ill feelings till the middle of the
night when she had symptoms including nausea and bad head-
ache. She then sought treatment the following day complaining
of headache and nausea. She also complained of aches and pains
which started the second day after the accident. She also experi-
enced low back pain and the right side of her neck was also sore.
An exam on December 20, 1998 revealed a mild contusion and
swelling of the left temporal area. Follow up treatment on Janu-
ary 20, 1999, diagnosed post-traumatic headache, neck pain, and
back pain. The following year, she experienced pain when she was
5-6 months pregnant if she slept the wrong way. The Plaintiff was
bound by limited tort action, 75 Pa. CS §1705. The Plaintiff had
elected limited tort insurance and the jury awarded her $25,000.00.

RBD Construction Co. v. Epsilon Classics Inc.

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 01-009475
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff for $91,272.74
Date Of Verdict: 3/22/02
Judge: Strassburger
Pltf ’s Atty: James R. Apple
Def ’s Atty: —
Type of Case: Contract
Experts: —

Remarks: In June/July 2002, plaintiff and defendant entered
into two contracts which provided for construction services and
materials to be supplied by RBD as a subcontractor for construc-
tion of a restaurant to be built by Epsilon in New Castle, PA.
RBD supplied construction services and materials as specified
by agreement. During the course of work, Epsilon requested and
RBD agreed to pay for additional material and work not called
for in the original two contracts. Upon completion of the addi-
tional work, RBD submitted a detailed request for payment for
the additional material and labor costs. Epsilon refused to pay
for the additional material and labor contending that it was part
of the original agreement.

Barbara E. MacQuown v.
Pittsburgh Athletic Association

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 00-013355
Jury Verdict: For Defendant
Date Of Verdict: 7/24/02

Judge: O’Reilly
Pltf ’s Atty: Paul G. Kachulis
Def ’s Atty: Paul J. Walsh, III
Type of Case: Contract - Employment
Experts: —

Remarks: Plaintiff was the banquet manager for PPA. There
was a one-page contract detailing incentive payments, salary,
etc. Plaintiff was terminated from her position and contends
she had a five-year contract and was terminated seven months
early. Plaintiff seeks her salary and incentive payments (com-
missions) for the seven months. According to defendant, plain-
tiff took five “draws” against her commissions prior to her ter-
mination and is not owed any additional compensation. Case is
currently on appeal in Superior Court.

Norman J. Giles v.
Genuine Parts Company a/k/a Napa Auto Parts

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 01-001937
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff for $15,000.00
Date Of Verdict: 6/12/02
Judge: Baldwin
Pltf ’s Atty: James A. Ashton
Def ’s Atty: William J. Witte; Patrick Riley
Type of Case: Motor Vehicle
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Dr. Hector C. Pawn;

Dr. George Medich; Dr. Weersak Sangrujee;
Eric D. Nabors (Orthopedic Surgeon)

Remarks: Plaintiff sustained injuries after his vehicle was hit by
a NAPA auto parts truck driven be Donald Wright. Defendant
turned into the path of plaintiff ’s vehicle. Plaintiff sustained bro-
ken ribs and shoulder, herniated disc and neck and back injuries.
Plaintiff sought treatment for injuries and was operated on for
cervicaldisectomy surgery. The defendant’s negligence was deter-
mined to be a substantial factor in the plaintiff ’s injuries, but the
surgery was not determined to have been necessary as a result of
the accident.

J.D. Meyer v. Union Railroad

Court: Common Pleas
Case Number: GD 01-22962
Jury Verdict: For Plaintiff - $600,000
Date Of Verdict: 11/1/02
Judge: Della Vecchia
Pltf ’s Atty: Mark T. Coulter; Robert N. Peirce, III
Def ’s Atty: Johnston J. Lawson
Type of Case: Trauma
Experts: Plaintiff(s): Walter Rockey (FRA Regulations

and Liability Expert); Antoin Munirigi, M.D.
(Neurologist)

Remarks: The Plaintiff, performing his duties as a brakeman,
was attempting to yard a train at the time of the accident. In
order for the train to be yarded, the conductor working with the
Plaintiff had to cut the caboose away from the train to which it
was attached. The Plaintiff noticed that the conductor was hav-
ing difficulty pulling the main cutting lever from the platform of
the caboose so, as the caboose neared him, the Plaintiff attempted
to pull the cutting lever using the ground-level alternative re-
lease present on all cars. His initial attempt was unsuccesful.
When he tried a second time to pull the faulty lever, he felt a
burning sensation begin in his right elbow. In the weeks that
followed, the Plaintiff began experiencing additional pain in his
neck and down through his left shoulder and arm. The Plaintiff
learned he had torn ligaments in his right elbow and that he had
herniated discs in his neck.
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Jeffrey D. Olson v.
Borough of Avalon and

Borough Council of Avalon

Police Officer—Dismissal—Post-termination Hearing

Judge Pellegrini delivered the opinion of the Commonwealth
Court of Pennsylvania, which addressed an appeal by the Bor-
ough of Avalon and the Borough Council of Avalon (boroughs) from
an order of the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, trial
court, directing that the case be remanded to the borough council
to afford Jeffrey D. Olson (Olson) a post-termination hearing.

(Patrice Wade)

No. 97-1788. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Pelligrini, J., November 13, 2002.

U.S. v. Goldin, U.S. v. Jackson,
U.S. v. Gayer, U.S. v. Kissinger,

U.S. v. Cohen

Protesters—Park Ranger Orders—Insufficient Evidence

Frances Goldin, Jane Jackson, Marcey Gayer, Charles
Kissinger and Mitchel Cohen (protesters) were involved in a
protest at the Liberty Bell Pavilion at Independence National
Historic Park July 32, 1999, one of the park’s busiest days. The
protest spiraled out of control and the park rangers arrested
the protesters for refusing to obey the lawful order of a park
ranger in violation of 36 C.F.R. 2.32 (a)(2). The protesters were
found guilty and received one year of probation and, inter alia,
their travel was restricted to the federal district in which they
resided.

(David C. Pulice)

Nos. 01-1440, 01-1442, 01-1443, 01-1445, 01-1446. In the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Wallace, J., July 24, 2002.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v.
Harold T. Beck

County Commissioner—Required Reports—Election Code

Harold Beck, a former McKean County Commissioner, was
convicted for violations of the elections code including, failure to
register a political committee, failure to file an annual report on
behalf of a committee and improperly filing a report that indi-
cated that his campaign reporting requirements were terminated.

(Shannon F. Barkley)

No. 01-2890. In the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
Simpson, J., November 18, 2002.

eToll, Inc. v. Elias/Savion Advertising, Inc.,
Philip L. Elias, Ronnie J. Savion

and Daniel McCarthy

Fraud—Breach of Contract—Gist of the Action Doctrine

In an opinion by Judge Lally-Green, the Pennsylvania Supe-
rior Court looked to federal decisions within the Third Circuit for
guidance on how to apply the gist of the action doctrine to bar tort
claims for fraud in the performance of contractual duties. The court
adopted the federal position that fraud concerning the performance
of contractual duties is merely collateral to a contract claim for
breach of those duties and is thus barred by the gist of the action
doctrine. Id. The court declined to take the position of several other
state Supreme Courts that barring such a claim for fraud will
convert a contract into a “license to steal” in that a party to a
contract fear only having to repay money obtained through fraud
and not tort damages.

(Jason Miller)

Nos. 00-2091, 00-2092. In the Superior Court of Pennsylvania.
Lally-Green, J., November 8, 2002.


